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Opening remarks
by the Governor
of the Bank of Russia

This Annual Report of the Bank of Russia contains detailed information on
its activities in 2018. The Bank of Russia’s policy is aimed at delivering on
strategic goals of raising the financial sector’s efficiency and enhancing
its role in Russia’s economic development.
The first strategic goal is price stability. The 4% inflation target was
first achieved in 2017 and last year monetary policy was aimed at keeping inflation near the target. At the end of the year, the consumer price
index held close to the target reading at 4.3% despite increased internal
and external risks.
The second objective is to ensure the financial market resilience.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to pursue its policy of improving
regulation and supervision in all its sectors. Banks with capital of less
than ₽1 billion switched to basic licences. The resolution framework for
insurance companies was introduced. New measures were taken to curb
consumer lending risks. The value of dubious transactions in the financial
system continues to decline. The Bank of Russia strengthened its regulation and monitoring of cyber-security of financial institutions.
The third objective is to ensure the availability of financial products
and services for households and businesses. In 2018, a pilot project
was launched to improve the financial inclusion in the Far East, and the
experience will be extended to other regions with a large number of
hard-to-reach and sparsely populated areas. The Bank of Russia worked
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consistently to stimulate bank lending to small- and medium-sized enterprises, which in general brought the interest rates of loans to SMEs
closer to those of corporate loans.
The fourth objective is the development of the national payment system. Over the past year, the share of Mir cards has substantially expanded,
both in terms of their number and volume of transactions.
The fifth objective is to develop financial technologies and support
innovations in the financial market. In 2018, we completed the work to
create the Bank of Russia Faster Payment System. The mechanism of
biometric remote identification was launched to provide financial services
to the public.
The comprehensive implementation of strategic objectives serves the
national goals of the Russian Federation, makes a significant contribution to sustainable and high-quality economic growth, and is part of the
government’s policy to raise Russians’ prosperity.

Elvira S. Nabiullina
Governor of the Bank of Russia
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Summary

The Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2018 was prepared in accordance
with Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’. The report reflects performance in key areas and includes a review of the internal and external
environment, the annual financial statements of the Bank of Russia, the
auditor’s report and the statement by the Accounts Chamber of the
Russian Federation.
Comprehensive implementation of strategic objectives of the Bank
of Russia serves the national goals of the Russian Federation, makes a
significant contribution to sustainable and high-quality economic growth,
and is part of the government’s policy to raise the prosperity of Russian
nationals.
Currently, the objectives faced by the Bank of Russia require significant institutional and legislative changes in the operation of the financial
sector. Together with the Government of the Russian Federation, the
Bank of Russia participates in the intensive legislative process of the
Federal Assembly. This helps develop a legal framework to enhance the
efficiency of the financial sector.
Price stability is crucial for economic activity as it is necessary to
ensure a favourable business climate and investment activity and to
protect the purchasing power of household incomes and savings from
depreciation. In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its monetary policy

12
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to maintain annual inflation near 4% in the medium term. In 2018, consumer price growth was 4.3%. GDP growth also reached 2.3%, while fixed
capital investments grew by 4.3%. Unemployment stayed at its historical
low (4.8%), with real disposable household income increasing by 0.1%.
In the second half of the year, as a result of a stronger influence of
proinflationary factors (the most significant of which were changes in
the external environment and a decision to increase the VAT base rate
effective from 2019), the Bank of Russia updated its inflation forecasts.
After two key rate cuts in early 2018, it was decided to proactively raise
the key rate in September and December to prevent the anchoring of
inflation at a level well above the Bank of Russia’s target and to return
it to 4% in 2020 H1.
Despite the decline in the ruble exchange rate, primarily due to changes in the external environment, inflation was under control, resulting
in persistent confidence in the Russian ruble. In 2018, companies and
households borrowed and saved less in foreign currency. The outstanding
amount of foreign currency-denominated loans issued by non-financial
organisations decreased by 11.1%. A slight increase in the share of corporate (from 33.4% in 2017 to 35.7% in 2018) and household (from 19.9% to
20.5% respectively) foreign currency deposits was due to their revaluation
following the depreciation of the ruble. The growth of ruble-denominated money supply (by 11%) outpaced inflation and was seen mainly in
ruble-denominated deposits of households and organisations. Over the
year, the volume of bank foreign currency assets declined by $25 billion,
or 7.6%, and the volume of liabilities decreased by $22 billion (6.9%).1
In 2018, an important contribution to ensuring financial resilience and
economic stability to external risks was made by the accumulation and
diversification of the international reserves of the Russian Federation.
With the fiscal rule in place, international reserves in 2018 increased from
$432.7 billion to $468.5 billion, and the share of monetary gold in their
composition rose as well.
To support financial stability, the Bank of Russia adopted measures
to curb both current and potential future risks. In 2018, the Bank of
Russia decided to suspend its purchases of foreign currency under the
fiscal rule, which contributed to limiting the current risks. To minimise
potential risks, macroprudential measures were taken in the segments
of unsecured consumer lending and mortgage lending with a low down
payment and to stimulate the dedollarisation of the banking sector. In addition, the adopted legislative changes and issued regulations improved
Data on credit institutions in operation as of 1 January 2019 (including banks reorganised in 2018); relative figures are presented
adjusted for the exchange rate.
1
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the efficiency of macroprudential policy and established (from 1 October
2019) the obligation of banks and microfinance institutions to calculate
the debt burden ratio for individuals in accordance with the methodology
elaborated by the Bank of Russia.
In 2018, the reliability of the financial sector improved. As demonstrated by stress tests, the financial market is now better prepared to
withstand threats.
Stable functioning of the financial sector and the resilience and reliability of its institutions are the priorities for the Bank of Russia. There
are constant efforts to improve oversight efficiency, and the use of
proportionate regulation is expanding. The Bank of Russia continues to
develop and enhance the analysis of risks faced by financial institutions.
Supervision is focused on the issues of assessing high concentration of
risks in the businesses of owners and investments in non-core assets.
The mechanism of financial rehabilitation with the Bank of Russia’s
involvement helps quickly restore the stability of organisations undergoing resolution. Within a short period, they were able to resume stable
operations, received additional capital and are currently in compliance
with regulatory requirements.
The key indicators of the banking sector have improved and attest
to its enhanced stability. In 2018, the total capital of the banking sector
increased by 9.3%, while the equity of banks (excluding market partici
pants undergoing resolution) grew at an annual rate of 15.1%. In 2018,
capital adequacy of the banking sector (N1.0) was 12.2% (vs 12.1% as of
1 January 2018).1 The net profit of banks was up from ₽0.8 trillion in 2017
to ₽1.3 trillion2 in 2018, which allowed them to increase their capital. Return on assets increased from 1.0% to 1.5%; return on equity, from 8.3%
to 13.8%. The weighted average liquidity coverage ratio of systemically
important credit institutions went up from 114% to 122%.
2018 was marked by a higher value of operations of all financial
market entities.
The increase in capital and higher returns on equity of credit institutions supported the expansion of bank lending to the economy.
Ruble and foreign currency-denominated lending to the non-financial
sector grew by 5.8% (against 3.7% in the preceding year),3 while ruble-denominated claims on organisations to the banking sector rose
by 8.4% (13.4% in 2017). In terms of lending, the highest growth rates
With the minimum allowed numerical value of total capital adequacy ratio (N1.0) of 8% and requirements for capital conservation
buffer of 1.875 pp and systemic importance buffer of 0.650 pp established as of 1 January 2019. The values of these buffers are
gradually rising in 2019 to reach 2.5 pp and 1.0 pp respectively, as of 1 January 2020.
1

2

Excluding banks undergoing resolution, ₽1.9 trillion.

Data on the dynamics of lending to non-financial organisations and households are presented net of the exchange rate effect for
credit institutions in operation as of 1 January 2019 (including banks reorganised in 2018).
3
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were reported in transport and communications (32.8%), agriculture
and forestry (15.9%), wholesale and retail trade (14.0%), and mining
and quarrying (10.0%).
For two years, the volume of loans issued to SMEs grew at an acce
lerated pace reaching 11.4% in 2018 (the loan portfolio rose to ₽6.8 tril
lion). This was facilitated by the Bank of Russia’s policy of stimulating
regulation to make SME lending more attractive for banks, especially for
those with a basic licence. In addition, the maximum amount of a microloan from microfinance organisations to SMEs was raised to ₽5 million.
To better protect the funds of small enterprises placed in bank accounts and deposits, on 1 January 2019, the deposit insurance system
was extended to small enterprises with the same insurance limit as for
individuals and individual entrepreneurs (₽1.4 million).
In 2018, the portfolio of housing mortgage lending increased by 23.1%
(16.2% in 2017) to ₽6.6 trillion. The measures taken by the Bank of Russia
ensured that the issuance of foreign currency-denominated mortgage
loans virtually stopped. For the year, the interest rate on housing mortgage loans fell by 0.2 pp to 9.7% p.a.
To develop and improve the stability of the housing finance market,
the Bank of Russia made efforts in 2018 to prepare for the transition
from equity to project financing of housing construction. To this end,
the Bank of Russia established a special provisioning procedure using escrow accounts for loans granted to developers in the course
of equity construction. In addition, the legislative changes adopted
in 2018 created a legal framework for issuing exchange-traded mortgage bonds. This will also contribute to the development of housing
mortgage lending.
In 2018, unsecured consumer loans increased by 22.8%. At the same
time, their growth significantly outstripped the rise of household incomes,
which placed a higher debt burden on households and required the use
of macroprudential measures to limit the risks to financial stability and
protect the rights of financial consumers.
In 2018, the market portfolio of corporate bond issues circulating in
the domestic market rose by 4.5% to ₽11.9 trillion at par value, while the
market portfolio of OFZ issues circulating in the domestic market went up
by 10.8% to reach ₽7.5 trillion at par value. Capitalisation of ruble-denomi
nated stocks on the Moscow Exchange grew by 11.4% to ₽40.0 trillion.
Dynamic development was observed in the insurance sector. In 2018,
insurance premiums increased by 15.7%, and payouts under insurance contracts rose by 2.5%. The number of concluded CMTPLI (compulsory motor
third-party liability insurance) contracts increased by 4% to 39.7 million.
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The number of CMTPLI complaints received by the Bank of Russia also
dropped by more than 40%. The development of online sales, reduction
of losses and suppression of unfair practices contributed to the higher
availability of CMTPLI policies. In 2018, the Bank of Russia developed a
set of measures to facilitate a phased transition to individual CMTPLI
rates. As a first step, the Bank of Russia adopted a regulation providing
for more flexible approaches to determining insurance premiums.
In 2018, the pension fund investment portfolio of NPFs grew by 4.9%,
while the NPF pension savings portfolio increased by 5.2% and pension
reserves went up by 4.2%. Over the last five years, the weighted average
annual return of NPFs amounted to 6.0% for the portfolio of pension
savings and 6.1% for the portfolio of pension reserves.
In 2018, the loan portfolio of microfinance institutions grew by 45%
to ₽163.6 billion.1 The Bank of Russia also took additional measures to
protect the rights of consumers of microfinance services, which resulted
in the legislative amendments adopted in 2018 for the imposition of gradual limits on the maximum debt of borrowers from MFIs and a significant
reduction in the daily cost of microloans.
Consumer protection and financial inclusion are important priorities
for the Bank of Russia. Conduct supervision procedures have been standardised and regulated in the area of consumer protection.
Activities to improve financial inclusion are carried out in two areas.
The first area includes efforts to increase the number of access points to
banking and payment services for consumers in remote, sparsely populated
or hard-to-reach areas, and for SMEs and groups of people with limited
access to financial services.2 In 2018, the network of access points to financial services in small communities expanded significantly. For example,
in the second half of the year, the network of access points to the financial
services of three major banks in rural communities increased by about 60%
(about 2,700 access points), and the coverage of rural communities grew
by more than 60% (about 2,500 communities). By the end of 2018, more
than 30,000 post offices provided access to various banking operations
after the installation of automated equipment (ATMs and POS terminals).
The second area for improving financial inclusion is the development
of remote channels using modern internet technologies. A pilot project
to improve financial inclusion in the Russian Far East was launched in
2018. As part of the project, the Bank of Russia signed agreements with
major providers to ensure high-speed internet access, including via satel
lite, in remote and sparsely populated areas.
1
2

By the end of 2018, the loan portfolio of microfinance institutions was just over 1% of the portfolio of household loans provided by banks.
These include low-income individuals, people with disabilities, the elderly, and other groups with limited mobility.
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In recent years, the Bank of Russia has focused on building infrastructure platforms promoting competition in the financial market and
improving financial inclusion. These infrastructure solutions include the
launch of remote identification using biometric data, creation of the
Faster Payments System, enabling households to instantly transfer
funds to one another, even if their accounts are with different banks,
and elaboration of the Marketplace, a project granting individuals access
to the services of various financial institutions through a single point
of contact.
The Bank of Russia focuses special attention on the development
of electronic interaction mechanisms in the financial market. Starting in
January 2018, credit institutions can now exchange legal documents with
the Bank of Russia electronically using their personal cabinet, which helps
increase the speed of interaction and reduce operational costs.
The Bank of Russia’s efforts to combat cyber threats contribute to
financial consumer protection. The federal law on combating cyber fraud
adopted in 2018 requires credit institutions to identify and, if necessary,
block suspicious transactions as well as participate in information exchange with the Bank of Russia and report to the regulator all cases and
attempts to steal funds from banks and their customers. This helps limit
fraud risks in the financial system.
Reliability and independence of the National Payment System was
consolidated, and its services are now more advanced and user-friendly.
To develop and improve the payment service quality, in 2018, the Bank
of Russia transitioned its payment system to a centralised infrastructure
to introduce modern payment services, establish unified regulations for
the payment system across the Russian Federation and provide credit
institutions with flexible liquidity management mechanisms.
The Bank of Russia continued developing its Financial Messaging
System (FMS). By the end of 2018, FMS had 403 participants, and the
number of financial messages sent via FMS more than doubled in the
reporting year compared to 2017. In addition, in 2018, the services of FMS
were made available to foreign participants.
More than 53 million Mir payment cards were issued in 2018, which
accounted for 19.2% of all payment cards issued in Russia. In the total
volume of operations, the share of domestic transactions with Mir cards
was 14.5%. Efforts continue to expand the acceptance of Mir cards outside Russia, including in the national payment systems of Kyrgyzstan and
Belarus, as well as by banks in Kazakhstan, Turkey and other countries,
which will allow cardholders to withdraw funds from ATMs and pay for
goods and services, including in popular tourist destinations.
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In 2018, the share of non-cash payments in retail turnover for the first
time exceeded cash payments, amounting to 55.6%.
The Bank of Russia views its activities to improve financial literacy
of households and small businesses as particularly significant. In 2018,
as part of the Action Plan adopted jointly with the Government of the
Russian Federation to implement the Strategy for the Improvement of
Financial Literacy in the Russian Federation for 2017—2023, the Bank of
Russia developed educational programmes and guides, ensured access to
methodological materials on its Financial Culture website (fincult.info) and
held educational events for the public, entrepreneurs (small businesses)
and the media. The Bank of Russia together with the Russian Ministry
of Education continues to integrate the topics of financial literacy into
national educational standards.
The Public Reception Office continued its activities in the Bank of
Russia. In the reporting year, this office held meetings with individuals
on issues of foreign currency-denominated mortgage loans, blocking of
accounts, revocation of licences from credit institutions, raising funds
by institutions not included in the register, failure to perform obligations
under voluntary insurance contracts against accidents and diseases,
and other issues. During the year, the Public Reception Office serviced
2,200 individuals.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia replied to more than 250,000 written
appeals and complaints from the public. For the first time in recent years,
amid a growing volume of financial services and increasing number of their
consumers, the Bank of Russia noted a decline (by 2.3%) in complaints
about financial institutions.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia implemented measures to streamline its
activities in a number of areas, which led to changes in the organisa
tional structure and reduced the maximum number of employees by 9%
(to 50,600).1
Reliability of the annual financial statements of the Bank of Russia
was confirmed by the auditor’s report of independent auditors and the
report of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation.

1

The average number of employees in 2018 decreased by 6.3% to 47,900.
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1. The state
of the economy
of the Russian
Federation

To implement its functions and ensure coordination with other areas of
state economic policy, the Bank of Russia reviews the state of the national
economy. The decisions adopted by the Bank of Russia have an impact
on domestic economic conditions, but a number of economic characteristics, including institutional and structural, are beyond the reach of
the Bank of Russia and determine the environment in which it operates.
Chapter 1 includes an analysis of the external environment and the state
of the economy and financial sector of Russia, which the Bank of Russia
took into account during decision-making.
The changes in external economic conditions were heterogeneous and,
as a result, had a diverse impact on the Russian economy. For example,
2018 saw favourable conditions for trade, as the continued cooperation
between OPEC and non-OPEC countries on limiting oil production helped
maintain relatively high oil prices. Along with higher external demand,
this significantly expanded the current account surplus up to $114 billion
($33 billion in 2017) and ensured a positive input of external demand to
the growth of Russia’s GDP. A larger current account surplus also created
conditions for reduction of the economy’s external liabilities and growth
of foreign assets, including accumulation of international reserves. Yet in
2018, we also observed increased volatility in global financial markets and
a decline in capital inflows to emerging markets (EMs). This was mostly
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due to the continued tightening of the monetary policy by the US Fede
ral Reserve System, aggravation of international trade disputes, and the
deteriorated economic standing and instability in some EMs. The Russian
financial market was also further influenced by geopolitical factors related to the actual and potential expansion of sanctions against Russia by
other countries. All of this had an impact on business sentiment in the
Russian economy and increased volatility in the domestic financial market. In particular, the change in external conditions led to the weakening
of the ruble, which turned into a factor for higher inflation and inflation
expectations in 2018.
Domestic financial conditions in 2018 were generally shaped by both
the external environment and the monetary policy of the Bank of Russia.
As a result of increased volatility in the global financial markets and geopolitical factors, the interest rate cuts in the economy, which continued
in early 2018, gave way to interest rate hikes. The deterioration of the
external environment, increase in the country’s risk premium and lower
demand among foreign investors for OFZs resulted in higher yields of Russian government and corporate bonds, which was especially noticeable in
August and early September 2018. Amid the increasing inflationary risks,
including related to external factors and the expected VAT hike at the
start of 2019, the Bank of Russia decided in September and December to
raise its key rate, in aggregate, from 7.25% to 7.75% p.a. These decisions
were made to prevent the anchoring of inflation at a level well above 4%.
With a higher key rate and a change in monetary policy signals coming
from the Bank of Russia, market participants have since revised upward
their expectations of the key rate path. This also affected the interest
rates in the economy from September to December 2018.
A decision of the Bank of Russia to suspend foreign currency purchases in the domestic market under the fiscal rule from mid-August to the
end of 2018, which was adopted in the context of increased volatility in
the domestic financial market, also helped limit exchange rate volatility
and its associated risks to financial stability during this period.
In 2018, the lending and money supply continued to grow steadily
following the expanded demand in the economy for money amid the recovery of production, investment and consumer activities. Positive real
interest rates supported the attractiveness of ruble-denominated investments. Growth of household and corporate deposits was the main driver
for the increase in broad money totalling 12.3% (7.9% adjusted for foreign
currency revaluation). Lending to the economy increased by 11.5% (8.7%
adjusted for foreign currency revaluation). The retail segment, including
consumer and mortgage lending, contributed significantly to the increase
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in the liabilities of the economy to the banking sector. The expansion
of lending to the economy was accompanied by an improvement in the
quality of the loan portfolio. As before, credit institutions dominated the
structure of the Russian financial sector. In 2018, the banking sector’s
net profit was higher than in the previous year by a factor of 1.5, which
contributed to the growth of bank capital and capital adequacy.
In 2018, the financial conditions were largely shaped by the decisions
of the Bank of Russia to ensure financial and price stability.
In 2018, annual inflation was near 4%, totalling 4.3% (2.5% at the
end of 2017). Inflation became more homogeneous in terms of product
groups and regions.
The accelerated growth of food prices, which was largely the result of
economic recovery, contributed substantially to rising inflation from its
lower levels at the beginning of the year. This process was driven by the
adjustment of production (which from 2015 to 2017 was expanding more
rapidly than demand) to consumption. Another factor that contributed
to higher inflation was the weaker ruble, which had an impact on both
prices and producer costs. Exchange rate dynamics combined with the
increase in oil prices resulted in the accelerated growth of prices for the
main types of motor fuels in the second quarter, which was subsequently
stopped by measures taken by the Government of the Russian Federation.
However, the increase of motor fuel prices in 2018 was higher than last
year, which contributed to higher inflation during the year. At the end of
the year, the forthcoming increase in the standard VAT rate also began
to have a slight upward effect on prices.
Realisation of some inflationary risks in 2018 led to a reversal in the
trend toward lower inflation expectations among households and businesses observed over the past few years. For example, inflation expectations of households reached a historic low of 7.8% in April, but then
higher motor fuel prices and a weaker ruble caused household inflation
expectations to rise. Under the impact of these factors, along with the
upcoming VAT rate hike, there was also a noticeable increase in the price
expectations of businesses. In general, the dynamics of expectations of
businesses and households in 2018 showed that they remain highly sensitive to one-time factors. This was a significant source of uncertainty
affecting Bank of Russia’s monetary policy decisions and assessment of
the inflation risk balance. Analysts also raised their inflation expectations
in 2018 but maintained them at a level close to 4%.
The state of aggregate demand did not exert upward pressure on
inflation; according to the estimates of the Bank of Russia, the output
was near its potential level. The expansion of external demand made a
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significant contribution to GDP growth. Output grew at a higher pace
in export-oriented industrial sectors. In contrast, imports increased at a
substantially slower pace amid the weakening of the ruble and growing
uncertainty under the impact of changes in the external environment.
Domestic demand expanded at a moderate pace. Consumer activity was
boosted by a continued shift away from savings-oriented behaviour in
2018, including an increase in retail lending. The expansion of domestic
demand and import substitution progress supported the growth of industrial production facilities oriented toward consumer demand as well
as investment demand to a certain extent. A significant positive impact
on GDP dynamics was made by the growth of output in construction,
which was facilitated by the implementation of a number of major pro
jects, including with state participation. Driven by all these factors, the
Russian economy grew at a higher pace in 2018, with GDP growth of
2.3% (1.6% in 2017).
The labour market remained stable. Unemployment fell to its all-time
low as the demand of employers for labour rose in the face of limited
supply shaped by demographic factors. According to the estimates of the
Bank of Russia, unemployment was close to its natural level, which does
not create additional pressure on inflation. Real wages grew by 6.8% in
2018 (2.9% in 2017). The acceleration of their growth was largely associated with the increase in wages in the social and cultural spheres as
part of implementing the May 2012 Decrees of the Russian President.
At the same time, other household incomes, including property income,
decreased in real terms. In 2018, the growth rate of real household disposable money income was low, totalling 0.1%.
In 2018, both the federal budget and the budget system in general
registered a surplus amid the favourable dynamics of budget revenues
in the context of relatively high energy prices, stronger economic activi
ty, and increased tax collection. A balanced fiscal policy along with the
application of the budget rule continued to contribute to the stability of
public finances and overall economic development, including the lower
sensitivity of domestic economic conditions to changes in the global
commodity markets.
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1.1. The macroeconomic situation
1.1.1. EXTERNAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
In 2018, the external conditions of the Russian

served in both advanced economies (from

economy were shaped by a number of diverse

2.4% to 2.2%) and EMEs (from 4.8% to 4.5%).

factors. Favourable trade terms (primarily, rela

Among advanced economies, economic growth

tively high oil prices) supported the value of

continued to accelerate in the United States

Russian exports for most of the year, yet in

(from 2.2% to 2.9%), where it was supported

other areas we observed worsening conditions

by a stimulating fiscal policy. Key components

and increased uncertainty and risks, which

of domestic demand, including household con-

affected the dynamics of capital flows and

sumption spending, grew at a higher pace,

the ruble exchange rate. These factors include

while the negative input of net exports to GDP

lower economic growth rates in a number of

growth was lower due to higher growth rates

countries, including Russia’s leading trade part-

of exports compared to imports.

ners, heightened international trade tensions,

In other advanced economies, the growth of

expanded foreign sanctions on the Russian

consumer spending slowed down, which nega-

economy and a substantial drop in oil prices

tively affected their GDP dynamics in addition

at the end of 2018. Rising interest rates in the

to deteriorating external demand. The growth

US and increased volatility in financial markets

rate in the euro area declined from 2.4% to 1.8%.

contributed to capital outflows from emerging

Economic growth slowed down in the United

market economies (EMEs), which led to the

Kingdom, where increased uncertainty as a re-

depreciation of most currencies against the

sult of continued disagreements over Brexit was

US dollar and increased pressure for higher

combined with the general slowdown in external

interest rates in EMEs.

markets. The growth of both consumer spending

According to the IMF, in 2018, global eco-

and fixed capital investment slowed, and net

nomic growth slowed down slightly compared

export contribution went negative.

to the previous year, totalling 3.6% (3.8% in

The growth rate of the Japanese economy

2017). A slight slowdown of growth was ob-

declined (from 1.9% to 0.8%) following a slow-

GROWTH IN OUTPUT OF GOODS AND SERVICES IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND CERTAIN COUNTRIES*
(PER CENT)
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trade turnover of these countries, but they

Global economic growth slowed
down. Global financial markets
experienced increased volatility

negatively affected expectations for the prospects of international trade.
With the continued growth of the global
economy and the agreement to curb oil production between OPEC and certain non-OPEC

down in consumer spending, private invest-

countries still in place,2 global oil prices rose for

ment in housing construction, and the export

most of the year. However, at the end of the

of goods and services amid the accelerated

year, expectations of a global economic slow-

growth of imports. Canada’s GDP growth de-

down and higher oil production in the US led

creased from 3.0% to 1.8%.

to their significant decline. The price of Urals

In EMEs, growth dynamics also differed, in-

crude oil increased by 31% on average in 2018

cluding among the largest economies, as some

compared to the previous year and reached $70

countries demonstrated a significant slowdown

per barrel (in 2017, it increased by 27% YoY).

of growth. China’s economic growth declined

Higher energy prices contributed to a cer-

from 6.8% to 6.6% following the negative

tain increase in inflationary pressure around

contribution of net exports in the context of

the world. At the same time, food price move-

increased protectionism and due to the con-

ments had a downward impact on inflation,

straining effect that measures to tighten the

which partially offset the impact of oil prices.

regulation of financial sector had on domestic

Average global food prices (FAO index)3 fell

demand.1

by 4.3% in December 2018 YoY (0.7% in De-

The growth rate of India’s GDP fell from

cember 2017).

7.2% to 7.1%. The positive effects of structural

According to IMF estimates, as a result of

reforms in a favourable demographic situation

the combined impact of these factors, inflation

contributed to continued high growth rates.

in advanced economies increased from 1.7% in

Brazil’s GDP growth remained at 1.1%, while

2017 to 2.0% in 2018. Inflation in the US also

in Mexico it slowed down from 2.1% to 2.0%.

slightly declined from 2.1% in December 2017

Overall, the economic growth in Latin America

to 1.9% in December 2018.4 In EMEs, inflation

and the Caribbean declined from 1.2% to 1.0%

accelerated in a more significant way than in

as a result of the crises caused by long-term

advanced economies (from 4.3% to 4.8%).

structural issues in certain countries of the

In China, inflation increased from 1.8% in De-

region. The GDP of Argentina declined by 2.5%

cember 2017 to 1.9% in December 2018.

(in 2017, it grew by 2.7%), and Venezuela expe-

In the context of high economic activity and

rienced a deepening economic recession (down

inflation near the target level, the US Federal

18% compared to 15.7% in 2017). Turkey’s GDP

Reserve System (US Fed) continued to tighten

growth significantly slowed down (from 7.4%

its monetary policy, pursuing the trend started

to 2.6%).

in December 2015. The key rate was raised in

According to the IMF, the growth of global

March, June, September, and December (each

trade in goods and services slowed to 3.8%

time by 0.25 pp). As a result, it went up from

(5.4% in 2017). The growth rate of exports and

1.25—1.50% at the end of 2017 to 2.25—2.50%

imports declined in both advanced economies

at the end of 2018. This was one of the fac-

and EMEs. Heightened trade and political ten-

tors contributing to the strengthening of the

sions between the US and China have not yet

US dollar against most of the world’s currencies

posed an obstacle to increasing the foreign

and reducing the attractiveness of EME assets.

In particular, the authorities tightened the regulation of real estate transactions and non-banking financial intermediation. At the
same time, the People’s Bank of China reduced its reserve requirements for credit institutions.
1

In late November 2017, this agreement was extended until the end of 2018. In early December 2018, OPEC and non-OPEC countries
agreed to jointly cut their oil production by 1.2 million barrels per day in 2019 H1. A new agreement will be discussed in June 2019.
2

3

Index calculated by the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO).

4

Headline inflation data (consumer price index for all urban consumers, CPI‑U).
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The European Central Bank (ECB) maintained

but close to 2%.1 The quantitative easing pro-

an accommodative policy stance. Official inte

gramme was extended to 2018, but its volume

rest rates established in 2016 remained at their

was reduced. From January to September 2018,

historical lows: a zero key rate and the deposit

the purchases of assets by the ECB amounted

rate at –0.40%. The ECB stated its intention

to €30 billion per month, and from October to

to maintain this level of interest rates until at

December, to €15 billion (in April—December

least the summer of 2019 and then until in-

2017, they amounted to €60 billion). The pro-

flation stabilises on a path consistent with the

gramme was completed in December 2018.2 By

medium-term objective of achieving a level lower

transitioning to forward guidance, the ECB seeks

INFLATION IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND CERTAIN COUNTRIES*
(DECEMBER AS A PERCENTAGE OF PREVIOUS DECEMBER)
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CENTRAL BANKS’ KEY RATES*
(PER CENT P.A. AS OF END OF YEAR)
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1

In March 2019, the ECB announced its intention to maintain the current level of interest rates until the end of 2019.

The reinvestment of principal payments received from these assets will continue as long as necessary to maintain favourable liquidity
conditions and a sufficiently stimulating monetary policy.
2
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to stabilise market expectations following the
completion of the quantitative easing policy.

The decline in investors’ risk appetite and
the currency crises in some countries (Argen-

In 2018, the inflow of portfolio investments

tina, Turkey) prompted increased volatility in

in EMEs dropped sharply amid a slight slow-

global financial markets compared to 2017. After

down in economic growth, the tightening of the

a sharp drop in 2017, VIX, a volatility index,1

US monetary policy, a growing threat of local

rose again to an average annual level close to

currency crises, and rising trade and political

the level was observed in 2016.

tensions between the US and China. According

Various factors, including those com-

to Emerging Portfolio Fund Research (EPFR),

mon for EMEs and specific to the Russian

total net capital inflows to funds investing in

economy, such as the expansion of foreign

EMEs amounted to just over $34 billion in 2018

sanctions against Russia and increased un-

(more than $188 billion in 2017). Reduced cap-

certainty about the future geopolitical envi-

ital inflows to EMEs and concerns about the

ronment, had a downward impact on the ruble

inflationary effects of previous increases in oil

exchange rate, which was most pronounced

prices prompted central banks in several EMEs

in April and August—September 2018. In No-

(Indonesia, Mexico, Thailand, South Africa, and

vember—December 2018, the impact made

others) to raise their monetary policy rates.

on the ruble exchange rate by the decline in

Argentina and Turkey also made significant

global energy prices was offset by a general

increases in key interest rates during the cur-

improvement of EME standings. On average,

rency crises. At the same time, the People’s

in 2018, ruble’s real effective exchange rate

Bank of China left its key rate unchanged.

was 7.7% lower than in 2017. By the end

In October—November, the situation in EMEs

of the year (December 2018), ruble’s real

slightly improved after the US Fed revised its

effective exchange rate decreased by 7.0%

intentions in favour of a looser monetary policy.

compared to December 2017.

GROWTH IN EXCHANGE RATES OF CERTAIN CURRENCIES AGAINST THE US DOLLAR IN 2018*
(DECEMBER AS A PERCENTAGE OF PREVIOUS DECEMBER)
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VIX is an indicator of expected option volatility calculated by the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE).
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1.1.2. INFLATION AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
In 2018, the Russian economy grew at a faster

eration in the growth of output due to import

pace amid the expansion of external demand.

substitution (in the chemical industry and

The situation in the labour market remained

production of rubber products and plastics).

stable, and unemployment was close to its

As a result, production of investment goods

natural level. Real wages continued to rise.

in 2018 generally grew at a slower pace.

Investment activity increased moderately. An-

In 2018, production growth was largely

nual inflation rose to 4.3%, which was in line

determined by the expansion of external de-

with the inflation target of near 4%. The main

mand. Thus, there was higher output growth

factors of price dynamics were the adjustment

in export-oriented industrial facilities, pri-

of supply to demand for a number of food

marily in oil and gas production and wood

products and weakening of the ruble caused

processing.

by external factors.

Overall, the contribution of gross value

In 2018, the most notable contribution to

added of the industrial sector to GDP growth

the acceleration of growth in the production

in 2018 increased from 0.3 pp to 0.6 pp com-

of goods and services (from 1.6% to 2.3%) was

pared to 2017.

made by the increase in gross value added in
the industrial sector and construction.

Higher export volumes had an impact on
the growth rate of gross value added in trans-

Expansion of domestic demand and the

portation and storage. Its contribution to GDP

expansion of import substitution contributed

growth in 2018 increased to 0.2 pp (it was close

in 2018 to higher growth rates in industrial

to zero in 2017).

production facilities focused on consumer and

The growth of grain exports in a favourable

partly on investment demand. In production

external economic environment was ensured,

of food products, the most noticeable was

inter alia, by the resource base formed in 2016

higher output of processed fruit and vegeta-

and 2017. In 2018, grain harvest was below its

ble products as well as production of finished

record peak of 2017, although it was higher

animal feed. Import substitution had a positive

than the average for the previous five years.

impact on cattle and pork meat production.

As a result, despite a better harvest of some

The output of non-food goods oriented to the

crops, the overall output of crop production

domestic market, including textiles, medicines

decreased. The growth in the output of live-

and durable goods (furniture, cars), continued

stock products also slowed down following

to grow. Among investment-oriented industries,

a correction in supply (primarily, poultry and

import substitution contributed to the higher

eggs) after a significant rise in recent years.

output of electrical equipment (electric motors,

The output of livestock products was badly

batteries) and metal-working machinery. High

affected by epizootic issues in a number of

growth rates were maintained in production

Russian regions. Overall, in 2018, we observed

of motor vehicles and railway transport amid

a decline in the output of farm produce, which

further expansion of domestic demand.

negatively affected GDP growth (–0.1 pp).

Yet growth of output slowed down in pro-

Construction output made a sizeable con-

duction of construction materials and engi-

tribution to economic growth in 2018. This

neering products. The slowdown in the pro-

was facilitated by a number of major projects,

duction of engineering products was largely

including with state participation, such as the

due to a decline in production of agricultural

construction of the Nord Stream 2 and Power

machinery following a drop in profitability

of Siberia gas pipelines, a plant for liquefying

among agricultural producers in 2017. In 2018,

natural gas in the Tyumen Region, the rail-

growth slowed down in the manufacturing

way section of the Crimea Bridge, and the

of intermediate industrial products, where in

reconstruction of the Baikal-Amur Mainline.

2016 and 2017 there was a noticeable accel-

The contribution of higher gross value added
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in construction to GDP growth amounted to

Higher demand for labour was accompanied

0.3 pp (in 2017, it was negative).

by an increase in labour compensation, which

At the same time, domestic demand in

helped outpace inflation. Real wages grew by

general, including both investment and con-

6.8% in 2018 (2.9% in 2017). The acceleration

sumer demand, grew at moderate rates in 2018,

of their growth was largely associated with the

which was reflected in the dynamics of GDP

increase of wages in the social and cultural

expenditure components. Investment activity

spheres as part of implementing the May 2012

in 2018 was more restrained than the previous

Decrees of the Russian President.

year. Gross fixed capital formation increased by

However, other household incomes have

2.9% (5.2% in 2017). This was related to the

been declining. The decline in social payments

weakening of the ruble, which had a negative

in real terms was largely due to a high base

impact on investment imports, and to higher

effect (a lump-sum payment was made to pen-

risks due to increasing sanction pressure. In the

sioners in January 2017). Other components of

context of continuing economic uncertainty,

household income, including property income,

the change in inventories made a negative

also decreased. In this context, the growth rate

contribution to GDP dynamics. As a result,

of real household disposable money income in

the growth rate of gross savings in 2018 fell

2018 was low and amounted to 0.1%.

to 0.8% (6.0% in 2017), and its contribution

Demand was supported by the shift away

to GDP growth declined from 1.4 pp to 0.2 pp.

from savings-oriented behaviour, which con-

Consumer demand grew moderately in 2018,

tinued in 2018. It is estimated that by the

supported by a decline in unemployment to

end of the year the savings rate declined to

its historic lows (4.8% on average in 2018).

3.6%, which was facilitated by the expansion

This was facilitated by the higher demand of

of household lending.

employers for labour amid a limited supply of

The growth rate of household final con-

labour due to demographic factors. At the same

sumption expenditure slowed to 2.3% in 2018

time, according to Bank of Russia estimates,

(3.3% in 2017). In the context of conservative

unemployment was close to its natural level,

fiscal policy, the growth rate of general govern-

which was neutral compared to price dynamics.

ment final consumption expenditures slipped

GDP GROWTH BY EXPENDITURE
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down to 0.3% (2.5% in 2017). Overall, final

justment of supply to demand was accompanied

consumption expenditures went up 1.8% (3.1%

by the shift from depreciation to appreciation

in 2017). Contribution of this indicator to GDP

of sugar and eggs and higher growth rates

growth decreased by 0.9 pp to 1.3 pp.

of prices for meat products. The dynamics of

External demand was a significant factor for

prices for these food products made a ma-

higher economic growth rates in 2018. Exports

jor contribution to accelerating food inflation.

of goods and services grew at a higher rate

The pork, poultry and egg markets were also

of 5.5% (5.0% in 2017). Thus, the volumes of

negatively affected by epizootic issues. Ad-

oil exports grew at an accelerated rate, which

ditional pressure on the costs and prices of

was facilitated by the easing of restrictions

processed animal products comes from higher

under agreements between exporting coun-

feed prices, including higher grain prices as a

tries. The growth rate of natural gas and coal

result of reduced supply in the domestic and

exports also increased, mainly influenced by

global markets. Some contribution to the annual

higher demand from Europe, Turkey, and Chi-

inflation increase at the end of 2018 resulted

na. The quantities of various non-commodity

from the base effect, where at the end of 2017

exports, such as agricultural, metallurgy, wood-

the dynamics of vegetable and fruit prices were

working, chemical, and food products, also grew

unusually low for this period under the impact

at a higher rate.

of temporary supply-side factors.

In contrast, the growth rate of imports

In addition to these factors, higher inflation

slowed to 2.7% in 2018 (17.4% in 2017). This

in 2018 was also caused by the weaker ruble.

was affected by the weakened ruble and in-

In particular, the price of imported cars and

creased general economic uncertainty, which

foreign tourism services grew at an accele

was largely the result of increased sanction

rated rate.

pressure on Russia and a trend towards capital

In the second quarter, the weakening of the

outflows from emerging markets. Overall, in

ruble along with higher global oil prices acce

2018, net exports made a positive contribution

lerated the growth of domestic oil crude and

of 0.9 pp to GDP growth.

petroleum product prices. During this period,

The Bank of Russia estimates that in 2018

petrol prices in the consumer market rose by

output was close to its potential level neutral

8.9%, and diesel fuel prices, by 8.5%. Later,

to inflation.

these prices remained virtually unchanged

In 2018, inflation was 4.3%, up from 2.5%

due to the measures taken by the Russian Go

in 2017 to the Bank of Russia’s target of near

vernment, such as a reduction of excise rates

4%. The dynamics of consumer prices was

and agreements with major oil companies to

mainly driven by the accelerating growth of

stabilise retail prices for petroleum products.

food prices (up to 4.7%), which largely had a

However, the general increase of motor fuel

recovery nature.

prices in 2018 was higher than in the previous

In 2017, annual food inflation slowed down to

year, which made a certain contribution to

its historical low of 1.1%. This was largely due to

higher inflation. Overall, in 2018, the prices for

oversupply of individual food product markets in

non-food products rose by 4.1% after an un-

recent years. In 2018, oversupply was decreas-

characteristically low level in 2017 (2.8%), which

ing, including as a result of measures taken by

was due to conservative consumer behaviour

producers (e.g. , reduction of sugar beet crop

by households and the influence of temporary

areas, decrease of poultry production). The ad-

factors.

The growth rate of the Russian economy accelerated to 2.3%.
Annual inflation stood at 4.3%, which was in line with the Bank of Russia’s
target of near 4%
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By contrast, the annual growth rate of

goods and services, except for items with pric-

prices for services slowed down to 3.9% in

es that are regulated or influenced by one-time

2018 (from 4.4% in 2017). The prices for mo-

factors. At the end of 2018, core inflation was

bile communication services rose less than a

3.7% (1.6 pp higher than the minimum value

year ago amid stronger market competition,

in 2017).

and annual inflation was also lower for certain

In the Russian regions, price dynamics in

regulated services, such as housing services

2018 were mainly influenced by national fac-

(maintenance, repair, operation of housing,

tors, such as the weaker ruble, adjustment of

payment for public housing) and passenger

the supply to demand for a number of food

transport fees.

products, rising costs, and higher inflation

Recovery of prices for a number of food

expectations of economic entities. During the

products and the impact of the weaker ruble on

year, inflation was in general more homoge-

prices for a wide range of goods and services

neous across the regions, with a slight decrease

influenced the increase of core inflation, which

in homogeneity at the end of the year, which

reflects the movements of prices for consumer

was caused, inter alia, by the impact of local

INFLATION, CORE INFLATION, AND AVERAGE ANNUAL INFLATION*
(GROWTH AS A PERCENTAGE OF CORRESPONDING MONTH OF PREVIOUS YEAR)
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non-monetary factors. The highest regional

acceleration of producer prices (including in

heterogeneity was observed in food inflation,

mining and agriculture) and the weakening of

mostly in the southern regions. Well estab-

the ruble, there was an increase in the share

lished, clear differences persisted in the indexa

of businesses expecting higher prices in the

tion of prices and tariffs for utility services.

future. In the second half of the year, inflation

In 2018 Q2, the weaker ruble and a hike of

rice expectations were also associated with the

motor fuel prices in the retail market affected

decision to raise the VAT rate from 1 January

household inflation expectations. In May—June,

2019.

they increased and remained at a higher level

The inflation forecasts published by profes-

until the end of the year despite the stabilisa-

sional analysts for 2018 and beyond were re-

tion of petrol and diesel prices. In the second

vised upward during the year following changes

half of the year, they were affected by occa-

in the macroeconomic situation. Nevertheless,

sional decreases in the ruble exchange rate and

the medium-term expectations of analysts re-

acceleration, including seasonal, in the growth

mained in line with the Bank of Russia’s target

of prices for certain everyday goods, which

of near 4%.

households remain sensitive to.

According to the forecast of the Bank of

Businesses also increased their price expec-

Russia, after a temporary increase to 4.7—5.2%

tations in 2018. As the case with households,

in 2019, which is largely related to the increase

businesses shape them largely by focusing on

in the standard VAT rate, the annual inflation

current price dynamics. Amid the observed

will return to 4% in 2020 H1.
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1.1.3. FISCAL POLICY, GOVERNMENT FINANCE
AND DOMESTIC GOVERNMENT DEBT
The Bank of Russia believes fiscal policy in

had an impact on fiscal policy parameters the

2018 can be defined as restraining. Surplus of

same year, while others will shape the fiscal

the general government budget of the Russian

policy in 2019 and in the medium term. Key

Federation in 2018 was 2.9% of GDP after

legislative decisions in 2018 included a VAT

a deficit of 1.5% of GDP a year earlier, and

hike, tax manoeuvres in the oil production

surplus of the federal budget was 2.6% of GDP

industry, an increase of the retirement age as

after a deficit of 1.4% of GDP a year earlier. This

well as measures stipulated by Decree of the

was partly facilitated by favourable dynamics

President of the Russian Federation No. 204,

of incomes amid relatively high energy prices,

dated 7 May 2018, ‘On National Goals and

improved economic activity, and increased tax

Strategic Objectives of the Russian Federation

collection. On the other hand, budget expen-

through to 2024’.

1

ditures were limited by the budget rule,2 which
was finalised in the Budget Code version of
30 July 2017.

BUDGET SYSTEM
According to the Federal Treasury,3 in 2018,

The mechanism of operations in the domes-

the revenues of the budget system of the

tic foreign exchange market for the sterilisation

Russian Federation totalled ₽36,916.9 billion,

of oil and gas budget revenues generated when

which is 18.9% more than in 2017 (Table 5, Sec-

oil prices exceed their base level ($40 per bar-

tion 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’). The most signifi-

rel of Urals crude oil in 2017 prices) continued

cant growth was demonstrated by oil and gas

to function in accordance with the fiscal rule.

revenues. In 2018, they increased by a factor

The foreign currency purchased by the Bank of

of 1.5 vs the previous year. Among non-oil and

Russia in 2018 on behalf of the Russian Ministry

gas revenues, the most significant proceeds

of Finance will be used to replenish the National

were received from the corporate income tax,

Wealth Fund (NWF) in mid-2019. In terms of

personal income tax and value added tax on

financing the budget deficit resulting from the

goods (works, services) sold in Russia (VAT).

withdrawal of certain revenues to the NWF, the

Budget expenditures in 2018 amounted to

Russian Ministry of Finance continued to follow

₽33,880.7 billion, which is 4.6% more than in

the strategy of using domestic borrowings.

the previous year. The main expenditure items

These measures not only helped improve the

were ‘Social policy’ and ‘National economy’.

balance of public finances but also contributed

The most significant growth was observed in

to the further improvement of macroeconomic

such areas as ‘Healthcare’ and ‘Education’,

stability in Russia. Thus, the mechanism for the

which can be attributed to the implementation

sterilisation of extra oil and gas revenues contin-

of the May Decrees of the President of the

ued to facilitate lower sensitivity of the Russian

Russian Federation, dated 7 May 2012.

economy in general, and the ruble exchange rate

As a result, surplus of the budget system of

in particular, to fluctuations in global oil prices.

the Russian Federation in 2018 amounted to

A number of important fiscal policy deci-

₽3,036.2 billion after a deficit of ₽1,349.1 bil

sions were adopted in 2018. Some of them

1

lion in 2017.

Including the budgets of government extra-budgetary funds.

In accordance with Clause 3 of Article 199 of the Budget Code of the Russian Federation, the maximum amount of federal budget
expenditures may not exceed the amount of basic oil and gas revenues, non-oil and gas revenues and projected expenditures for the
servicing of public debt. In 2018, an increment of 1% of GDP was introduced into the expenditure formula (due to the need to implement the May 2012 Decrees of the Russian President). From 2019 to 2024, the increment will amount to 0.5—0.6% (expenditures
within the infrastructure investment fund).
2

The data on the implementation of the general government budget of the Russian Federation and budgets of government extra-budgetary funds in 2018 are presented in accordance with the monthly report of 28 February 2019 published by the Federal Treasury.
3
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2018 (7.5% in annual terms) was also facilitated by the positive exchange rate revaluation
(₽489.7 billion).

₽19,454.9 billion (18.7% of GDP), which exceeds

In 2018, the Russian Ministry of Finance

the figure for 2017 by 28.9% (+2.3 pp of GDP).

purchased foreign currency in the amount of

The highest growth was observed in oil and

excess oil and gas revenues for the subsequent

gas revenues (by 51.0%), which was due to

replenishment of the NWF under a mechanism

an increase in oil prices along with the rise of

of operations in the domestic FX market involv-

the US dollar exchange rate against the ruble.

ing the Bank of Russia. With the actual Urals

An increase in non-oil and gas revenues of the

crude oil price permanently exceeding the base

federal budget (by 14.5%) was mainly the result

price of $40.8 per barrel, the amount of excess

of higher domestic and import VAT as well as

oil and gas revenues in 2018 was ₽4,216.3 bil

a higher profit tax. In 2018, federal budget ex-

lion. However, from the third decade of Au-

penditures amounted to ₽16,712.9 billion (16.1%

gust 2018, the Bank of Russia postponed the

of GDP), which is 1.8% more than a year ago in

purchases of foreign currency in the domestic

nominal terms (–1.7 pp of GDP).

FX market under the fiscal rule until the end

In 2018, federal budget surplus amounted to

of the year to reduce the volatility of financial

₽2,742.0 billion (2.6% of GDP) after a deficit of

markets. As a result, in 2018, the purchases

₽1,331.4 billion (1.4% of GDP) in 2017.

of foreign currency in the open market to re-

Actual federal budget revenues for 2018

plenish the NWF amounted to ₽2,139.0 billion.

exceeded the planned level approved by Fed-

In early February 2019, the Bank of Russia

eral Law No. 362‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017

started making purchases postponed in 2018.

‘On the Federal Budget for 2018 and the

Their full volume will be purchased in the mar-

2019—2020 Planning Period’ (as amended on

ket within 36 months. As a result, the additional

29 November 2018), by ₽507.3 billion (+2.7%

volume of daily foreign currency purchases

of the planned amount). In addition, expenses

during this period will total ₽2.8 billion.

reached 99.4% of their planned volume, i.e. ,
they were ₽95.9 billion less than the amount

PUBLIC DEBT

stipulated by the Russian Ministry of Finance

According to the Russian Ministry of Fi-

in the above Federal Law. As a result, federal

nance, as of 1 January 2019, the total public

budget surplus exceeded the forecast of the

and municipal debt of the Russian Federation

Russian Ministry of Finance by ₽603.3 billion

amounted to ₽15,162.7 billion (14.6% of GDP),

or 0.5 pp of GDP.

which in nominal terms is 6.5% higher and,
with regard to GDP, 0.9 pp below the level of

SOVEREIGN FUNDS

2017. The share of internal debt in total pub-

The Reserve Fund was liquidated in 2018.

lic and municipal debt was 77.5%, which was

As of 1 January 2019, the amount of funds

2.4 pp below the level of this indicator as of

in the NWF was ₽4,036.0 billion (3.9% of

1 January 2018.

GDP). In 2018, ₽1,108.2 billion was allocated

As of 1 January 2019, the volume of federal

from the NWF to finance the budget deficit

domestic debt was ₽9,169.6 billion (8.8% of

of the Pension Fund of the Russian Federa-

GDP). Government securities in the amount

tion, and ₽5.1 billion, to co-finance voluntary

of ₽7,742.7 billion account for about 84.4%

pension savings of Russian citizens. Additional

of the federal domestic debt, while the rest

₽906.7 billion of oil and gas revenues were

falls on government guarantees in the amount

credited to the NWF in 2017. The increase

of ₽1,426.9 billion. Over the year, the feder-

in the volume of sovereign funds in rubles in

al domestic debt increased by 5.5% overall

The data on the implementation of the federal budget of the Russian Federation in 2018 are presented in accordance with the
monthly report of 28 February 2019 on the implementation of the general government budget of the Russian Federation and budgets
of government extra-budgetary funds published by the Federal Treasury.
1
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and declined by 0.6 pp relative to GDP. Its

science, culture, demography, environment,

components showed mixed dynamics: while

support for non-commodity investment ex-

investments in securities increased by 6.8%

ports, and other areas. In addition, to imple-

(including 8.9% in OFZs), government guaran-

ment the Decree, a Development Fund was

tees declined by 1.1%.

set to be established in 2019 under the federal

Increased volatility in the emerging markets

budget to help increase public investment in

and publication of several draft laws in the

infrastructure projects. The Development Fund

US on anti-Russian sanctions led to a certain

will be established on a temporary basis until

deterioration in the attractiveness of Russian

2024 and financed by internal borrowings.

assets for foreign investors and an increased

The formula of the maximum amount of fe

risk premium. As a result, in 2018, the portfo-

deral budget expenditures for 2019—2024 is

lio of OFZs held by non-residents dropped by

expected to include an annual add-on in the

almost 20%, and their share in the OFZ market

amount of the Development Fund’s estimated

decreased from 33.1% to 24.4%. The highest

expenditure (0.5—0.6% of GDP).

withdrawal rates were recorded following the

An important legislative initiative was to

April sanctions and the curtailment by foreign

increase the standard VAT rate from 1 January

investors of the carry trade strategy in June.

2019. The Bank of Russia estimates that this

Similar trends associated with the outflow of

measure will add about 1 pp to annual inflation

foreign capital were observed in the segment

in 2019.1 According to the estimates of the

of Russian sovereign eurobonds. In addition

Russian Ministry of Finance, the VAT hike will

to higher federal domestic debt following the

bring to the budget additional ₽525.4 billion,

positive net placement of OFZs, foreign debt

₽646,9 billion and ₽696.1 billion in 2019, 2020

increased in ruble terms due to exchange rate

and 2021 respectively.2

revaluation. At the same time, the total public

As for the impact of other legislative ini-

debt to GDP ratio remains stable and does not

tiatives on budget indicators, the increase of

exceed the level observed at the end of 2014

the retirement age will create a financial basis

(about 15—16% of GDP).

for systematic indexation of pensions at a
rate outpacing inflation. The tax manoeuvre in

KEY LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES IN 2018

the oil sector may result in a slight decline in

The ‘Guidelines for Fiscal, Tax and Customs

oil and gas revenues of the federal budget in

and Tariff Policy for 2019 and the 2020—2021

2019, but it will increase them in subsequent

Planning Period’, which included budget pro-

years.3

jections for 2019—2021, were published at the

Consistent implementation of the mac-

end of 2018 and provided for further implemen-

roeconomic stabilisation policy (fiscal rule)

tation of the fiscal rule.

along with the creation of new development

In addition, in 2018, the President of the

instruments (Development Fund) will ensure a

Russian Federation signed Decree No. 204,

gradual reduction in the non-oil and gas deficit

dated 7 May 2018, ‘On National Goals and

and will not threaten the sustainability of public

Strategic Objectives of the Russian Federation

finances and the availability of credit resourc-

through to 2024’ to help ease the current

es for the private sector. These measures will

structural constraints for the development of

likely reduce economic uncertainty and ensure

the Russian economy. The Decree provides for

further macroeconomic stabilisation and the

additional spending on healthcare, education,

improvement of the sovereign credit rating.

1
See the Report on the Estimated Impact of the Increase of the Standard VAT Rate on Inflation published in the section ‘Monetary
Policy / Economic and Financial Market Outlook’ on the Bank of Russia website (www.cbr.ru).
2

Guidelines for Fiscal, Tax and Customs and Tariff Policy for 2019 and the 2020—2021 Planning Period (as of 2 October 2018).

See the report ‘Assessment of the Effect of Oil Tax Manoeuvre on Headline Inflation’ published in the section ‘Monetary Policy /
Economic and Financial Market Outlook’ on the Bank of Russia website.
3
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1.1.4. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION,
AND EXTERNAL DEBT
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

In value terms, an increase was reported for

In 2018, the current account of the balance of

most consolidated groups of export commodi-

payments continued to consolidate amid the

ties. The most significant growth was observed

improved pricing environment for the main

in the export of fuel and energy products (up

items of Russian exports. A larger current ac-

35.2% to $286.7 billion); as a result, their share

count surplus created conditions for the reduc-

reached 63.8% (a year earlier, 59.3%). Supplies

tion of the economy’s external liabilities and

of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, including

growth of foreign assets, including international

products made thereof, increased by 18.3% to

reserves accumulation.

$43.9 billion, and their share declined to 9.8%

In 2018, current account surplus reached

(10.4% in 2017). Exports of food products and

$113.8 billion ($33.2 billion in 2017). The high-

raw materials for their production increased by

er current account surplus was due to the

20.2% to $24.9 billion, while the share of this

strengthening of the trade balance and lower

product group remained virtually unchanged at

deficit of other components.

5.5% (5.8% in 2017). The supplies of chemicals

Surplus of foreign trade in goods expanded

increased by 14.2% to $27.4 billion, and the

to $194.5 billion ($115.4 billion in 2017), which

share of this product group declined to 6.1%

was caused by the high growth rates of exports

(6.7% in 2017). The exports of engineering

in value terms, with imports remaining at a level

products increased by 2.7% to $29.1 billion,

close to that of the previous year.

while the share of this group was down to

Exports of goods reached $443.1 billion,

6.5% (7.9%).

which is 25% more than in 2017. Higher exports

In the geographical structure of exports,

in value terms were driven primarily by the price

the share of EU was 45.6% (44.6% in 2017);

factor as the export deflator was 1.19, with

APEC, 25.9% (24.1%); and EAEU, 8.4% (9.4%).

the prices of main fuel and energy products

The largest export volumes of Russian goods

growing at a faster rate1 (by 30.9%). In physical

went to China: 12.5% (10.9%); the Netherlands:

terms, exports increased by 4.9% largely due

9.7% (10.0%); Germany: 7.6% (7.2%); Belarus:

to non-energy goods.

4.9% (5.2%); and Turkey: 4.8% (5.2%).

RUSSIA’S MAJOR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS COMPONENTS AND INTERNATIONAL RESERVES
(BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
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Exports of goods increased by 25%, and imports were up 4.4%
compared to 2017. The largest volumes of Russian goods were exported
to China, a number of EU countries, Belarus, and Turkey
In 2018, imports of goods totalled

were mainly caused by the higher cost of ser-

$248.6 billion, which is 4.4% higher than in

vices reported under the ‘Travel’ item, which

2017. The increase in imports was primarily

increased by 10.3% to $34.3 billion. The vo

driven by the price factor.

lume of services provided by foreign transport

Growth in the imports of machinery, equip-

companies increased to $15.3 billion ($14.5 bil

ment and vehicles slowed down to 2.0% with

lion in 2017) due mainly to freight transport.

a value of $112.6 billion, and the share of this

Imports of other services rose to $45.1 billion

product group in imports declined to 47.3%

compared to $43.3 billion in 2017 primarily as

(in 2017, 48.6%). Imports of chemical products

a result of intellectual property fees and con-

and products of related industries increased

struction services.

by 8.1% to $43.6 billion, while the share of

The negative balance of labour remunera-

this group reached 18.3% (17.7%). There were

tion increased to $3.0 billion (in 2017, $2.3 bil

8.5% more metals imported to Russia, and their

lion). Labour remuneration of non-residents

share was 7.2%, a slight increase from 2017

rose from $6.4 billion to $7.1 billion both as a

(6.9%). Imports of food products, including raw

result of the higher number of migrants em-

materials for their production, grew by 2.4%

ployed in the Russian economy for less than

to $29.6 billion, while the share of this group

a year and an increase in their average wages.

remained virtually unchanged at 12.5% (12.7%).

The amount of remuneration due to Russian

In the geographical structure of the im-

citizens employed abroad did not change sub-

ports of goods, the share of APEC was 40.7%

stantially and totalled $4.0 billion.

(40.3%). At the same time, the share of EU was

The negative balance of investment income

down to 37.5% (38.2%), and the share of EAEU

was down from $39.8 billion to $38.4 billion.

remained stable at 7.7%. Among Russia’s most

As the income receivable in other sectors grew

important trading partners, China accounted

at a higher rate, this reduced the negative bal-

for 21.9% of imports, Germany for 10.7%, the US

ance of their investment income to $38.2 billion,

for 5.3%, Belarus for 5.1%, and Italy for 4.4%.

from $40.3 billion a year earlier. The balance of

Deficit in the balance on external trade

investment income in the banking sector went

in services declined by 4.1% to $29.9 billion

negative mostly following the decline in receipts

following a substantial increase in the exports

from non-residents to $8.9 billion ($10.1 billion in

of services.

2017). In contrast to the previous year, the total

Exports of services reached $64.8 billion

investment income of government authorities

(in 2017, $57.6 billion). The cost of transport

and the central bank was consolidated with a

services increased to $22.1 billion compared

surplus of $0.9 billion as a result of higher in-

to $19.9 billion the previous year. The cost

come received by the Bank of Russia (in 2017,

of services provided to non-residents under

a negative balance of $0.4 billion).

the ‘Travel’ item increased by $2.5 billion to

The negative balance of secondary income

$11.5 billion, which was in part due to the FIFA

was $9.3 billion compared to $9.0 billion in the

World Cup held in Russia. Exports of other

previous year.

services expanded to $31.1 billion ($28.8 billion

Deficit of the capital account expanded to

in 2017) primarily as a result of more computer

$1.1 billion ($0.2 billion a year earlier). The de-

services and construction services.

cisive factor was the forgiveness of debt under

Imports of services increased by 6.6% to
$94.7 billion. The dynamics of this indicator

state credits granted earlier by the Russian
Federation to non-residents.
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Net lending to the rest of the world (the

Total foreign claims of the general govern-

cumulative balance of the current account and

ment and the central bank grew by $1.4 billion

capital account) in 2018 grew to $112.7 billion

($3.1 billion in 2017) mostly in the form of

(in 2017, $33.0 billion). The net lending to GDP

government loans.

ratio increased from 2.1% in 2017 to 6.7% in
2018.
Net lending to the rest of the world as

In 2018, private sector’s1 financial assets
increased by $37.0 billion (in 2017, by $14.1 bil
lion).

reflected in the financial account (excluding

Foreign assets of banks increased by $7.6 bil

reserve assets) amounted to $77.1 billion in

lion compared to their decline of $4.4 billion in

2018 ($12.9 billion a year earlier). In contrast

2017.

to the previous year, this was a result in

Net acquisition of financial assets by other

part by the lowered external liabilities of the

sectors1 was $29.4 billion ($18.5 billion in 2017).

economy.

Direct investments amounted to $30.2 billion

External liabilities declined by $36.4 billion
(in 2017, they increased by $2.9 billion).

and included an increased volume of credit
support to related entities of Russian compa-

Foreign liabilities of the general govern-

nies. Foreign investments in the form of other

ment decreased by $5.6 billion (in 2017, by

assets were $10.3 billion. As a result of trans-

$15.1 billion) mainly due to the repurchase of

actions between residents and non-residents,

ruble-denominated sovereign securities in the

the amount of cash foreign currency declined

secondary market from non-residents.

by $7.1 billion ($6.0 billion in 2017). The amount

The decline in external liabilities of the cen-

of dubious transactions2 was insignificant.

tral bank by $2.0 billion followed repo opera-

As a result of operations, reserve assets

tions with non-resident banks (an increase of

increased by $38.2 billion ($22.6 billion in 2017),

debt by $1.3 billion was reported in 2017).

which was caused primarily by the purchase of

In 2018, the net decrease in the private sector’s liabilities to non-residents was $28.9 bil

foreign currency in the domestic market under
the fiscal rule.

lion ($13.5 billion a year earlier) due to lower

In the reporting year, the balance of fi-

external liabilities both in banks and other

nancial operations of the private sector was

sectors.

$63.3 billion (in 2017, $25.1 billion), formed in

Foreign liabilities of the banking sector were

approximately equal proportions by net re-

down by $25.0 billion (by $27.7 billion in 2017).

demption of liabilities and increase in external

External liabilities of other sectors declined

assets.

by $3.9 billion (in 2017, they increased by
$14.1 billion), as the inflow of direct invest-

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION

ments slowed down to $5.9 billion ($27.1 bil

As of 1 January 2019, foreign assets of the

lion in the previous year), including as a re-

Russian Federation amounted to $1,340.2 bil

sult of one-time intra-group operations; net

lion. In 2018, their amount remained virtually

repayment of external debt by other sectors

unchanged, as the positive contribution of

increased to $10.4 billion ($8.5 billion in 2017)

operations and other changes ($78.8 billion and

and the portfolio investments of non-resi-

$1.4 billion respectively) was offset by negative

dents declined by $0.7 billion (by $4.6 billion

foreign exchange and market revaluations in

in 2017).

the amount of $79.1 billion. The depreciation

In 2018, financial assets, excluding reserve

of foreign assets was caused mainly by the

assets, increased by $40.6 billion ($15.8 billion

strengthening of the US dollar against other

in 2017).

currencies.

1

Excluding amounts payable for supplies under intergovernmental agreements.

Dubious transactions include transactions that show signs of being fictitious and involve trade in goods and services, the purchase/
sale of securities, the provision of loans and transfers of funds to one’s own accounts abroad for the purpose of cross-border movement of funds.
2
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Reserve assets grew by $35.8 billion

reduction of liabilities owed to non-residents

to $468.5 billion, while direct investments

in 2018 increased the net international invest-

abroad, on the contrary, declined by $35.2 bil

ment position of the Russian Federation by

lion to $433.3 billion. Portfolio investments of

$98.3 billion (or 36.1%) to $370.9 billion.

non-residents were down by $5.4 billion and
amounted to $68.6 billion. In other investments

INTERNATIONAL RESERVES

totalling $363.4 billion, the increase in cash

OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

foreign currency and deposit balances in other

In 2018, international reserves of the Rus-

sectors was partially offset by the decline of

sian Federation increased from $432.7 billion

liabilities owed by non-residents on loans and

to $468.5 billion.
As a result of operations recorded in the

borrowings.
As of 1 January 2019, external liabilities of

balance of payments, international reserves

the Russian Federation were $969.3 billion,

increased by $38.2 billion ($22.6 billion a year

having decreased by $97.1 billion (or 9.1%)

earlier). The negative exchange rate and mar-

during 2018 as a result of the aggregate neg-

ket revaluations in the amount of $15.9 billion

ative impact of the balance of operations (by

resulted from US dollar strengthening in the

$36.4 billion), revaluation ($52.2 billion), and

international foreign exchange market and the

other changes ($8.5 billion).

corresponding decline in the US dollar equiv-

In 2018, direct investment liabilities declined
by $33.0 billion to $496.6 billion. Foreign port-

alent of reserve assets denominated in other
currencies and gold.

folio investments decreased by $21.9 billion to

As of 1 January 2019, the value of monetary

$208.2 billion, mainly following the sale of Rus-

gold amounted to $86.9 billion. The increase

sian sovereign securities by non-residents and

in gold reserves by $10.3 billion in value terms

the decline of their value in dollar terms. Other

(or 13.4%) was due to replenishment of the

investment liabilities decreased by $42.6 billion

Bank of Russia’s holdings in physical terms (by

to $259.5 billion in part following the repay-

$11.1 billion) with a slight offsetting impact of

ment of long-term loans and borrowings by

negative revaluation (by $0.8 billion). The share

other sectors.

of gold in international reserves increased from

With an almost unchanged volume of fo
reign assets in the economy, the substantial

17.7% at the beginning of 2018 to 18.5% as of
1 January 2019.

INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2018 (PER CENT)
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about half of the decrease in debt to nonresidents.

International reserves grew
to $468.5 billion. The share of gold
in the reserves increased to 18.5%

External liabilities of the private sector
amounted to 87.7% of the total external debt
of the Russian Federation ($398.2 billion as of
1 January 2019). The share of liabilities of the

The volume of international reserves as of

general government and the central bank was

1 January 2019, just as in the previous year, was

12.3% ($55.8 billion).

sufficient to finance the imports of goods and

Indebtedness of the federal government decreased by $11.6 billion to $43.8 billion. A signif-

services for 16 months.

icant decline (by $13.0 billion, or one-third) was
EXTERNAL DEBT

reported in the segment of ruble-denominated

As of 1 January 2019, external debt of the

sovereign debt securities, which at the end of

Russian Federation totalled $454.0 billion,

the year accounted for liabilities in the amount

having decreased by $64.1 billion (or 12.4%)

of $25.8 billion, while the foreign currency-de-

over the year. Other sectors accounted for

nominated portfolio of non-residents, on the

RUSSIA’S EXTERNAL DEBT
(BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
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lion. External debt of other sectors was down

Over the year, the external debt
to GDP ratio declined by 6 pp
to 27%

by $31.0 billion to $313.6 billion.
In the reporting period, external debt decreased at the expense of long-term liabilities,
which dropped by $62.0 billion to $400.2 bil
lion (88.1% of debt). The short-term compo-

contrary, grew by $1.7 billion to $16.7 billion.

nent of external debt fell by $2.0 billion to

External liabilities of the constituents of the

$53.9 billion.

Russian Federation amounted to $0.2 billion.

As of 1 January 2019, foreign currency-de-

In the total amount of the central bank’s

nominated debt amounted to $341.8 billion, a

external debt, which in 2018 fell by $2.6 bil

drop by $38.2 billion over the reporting period.

lion to $11.9 billion, liabilities to the IMF under

External debt denominated in Russian rubles

special drawing rights (SDRs) allocated to the

decreased by $25.8 billion to $112.2 billion.

Russian Federation accounted for 66.5% of the

According to the international criteria, as of

debt; liabilities under repo transactions with

1 January 2019, the debt burden on the Russian

non-residents, for 16.8%; and cash Russian

economy remained moderate, as the ratio of

rubles, accounts and deposits held by non-

external debt to GDP was 27% (33% at the

residents, for 16.7%.

beginning of 2018), and the ratio of general

In 2018, external debt liabilities of banks
declined by $18.8 billion (or 18.2%) to $84.6 bil

government debt to GDP was 3% (4% at the
beginning of 2018).
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1.2. The financial sector
1.2.1. MONETARY AGGREGATES AND FINANCIAL AND COMMODITY
MARKET CONDITIONS
In 2018, lending and money supply conti

In 2018, ruble-denominated household de-

nued to grow amid a recovery of produc-

posits grew by 10.9%, while foreign curren-

tion, investment and consumer activities.

cy-denominated deposits declined in their

In the context of positive real interest rates,

US dollar equivalent by 4.7%. The deposits

ruble-denominated investments remained

dynamics were influenced by the retention of

attractive.

rather attractive real interest rates on ruble-denominated deposits.
In 2018, ruble-denominated deposits of

Money supply (M2) increased
by 11%

organisations grew by 11.5%, while foreign currency-denominated deposits declined in their
US dollar equivalent by 1.9%.
In 2018, the share of foreign currency-de-

In 2018, money supply in the national defi-

nominated deposits increased slightly to 27.2%

nition (monetary aggregate M2) increased by

as of 1 January 2019, including 35.7% for the

11.0% (by 10.5% in 2017). Broad money supply

deposits of organisations and 20.5% for house-

growth rate was 12.3% (7.4% in 2017); growth,

hold deposits (as of 1 January 2018, 25.8%,

adjusted for foreign currency revaluation, was

33.4% and 19.9% respectively). The higher

7.9% (in 2017, 8.6%).

share of foreign currency-denominated depos-

The growth in broad money supply was driv-

its was due to the depreciation of the ruble

en primarily by the ruble-denominated deposits

against foreign currencies in the reporting pe-

of households and organisations. Confidence in

riod and the resulting revaluation of previously

the national currency remains solid.

made deposits.

BROAD MONEY
(CONTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN COMPONENTS TO ANNUAL GROWTH RATES, PERCENTAGE POINTS)

Chart 12
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As in the previous years, the growth of broad

growth of broad money supply in 2018 H1.

money supply in 2018 was driven mostly by

Contribution of net foreign assets of credit

lending from the banking sector to the econo-

institutions increased since the second half

my,1 which increased by 11.5% (or 8.7%, adjus

of the year.

ted for foreign currency revaluation). This was

In 2018, banking system’s claims on general

also facilitated by the recovery in consumer

government continued to grow. However, due

activity (see Subsection 1.1.2) and easing of

to the accelerated accumulation of funds in

bank lending terms in the first half of the

general government accounts with the Bank

year, primarily as a result of lower interest

of Russia, total contribution of net claims on

rates. In 2018, ruble-denominated claims of

the general government to the growth of the

the Russian banking system on corporates in-

money supply was negative.

creased by 8.4% (13.4% in 2017). The growth of

The market experienced continued liquid-

such ruble-denominated claims on households

ity surplus. In early 2018, liquidity inflow was

amounted to 22.3% (12.7% in 2017). Mortgage

shaped mainly by operations providing liquid-

and consumer lending made a comparable con-

ity to individual credit institutions as part of

tribution to the growth of claims on households.

measures to enhance their financial stability.

In 2018, total foreign currency-denominated

The Bank of Russia absorbed the excess li-

claims on organisations and households de-

quidity through holding deposit auctions and

creased in their US dollar equivalent by 10.6%

issuing Bank of Russia coupon bonds (see

(10.4% in 2017).

Subsection 2.1.2).

Net foreign assets of the Bank of Russia

Rates on overnight ruble interbank loans

also made a significant contribution to the

(IBL) followed the key interest rate of the Bank

BROAD MONEY SUPPLY SOURCES
(CONTRIBUTION TO BROAD MONEY ANNUAL GROWTH, PERCENTAGE POINTS)

Chart 13
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of Russia. On average, in 2018, the deviation of

Russian Ministry of Finance. In August, there

the IBL rate from the key rate remained slightly

was a deficit of foreign exchange liquidity amid

negative, as in the previous year. In certain

a lower supply of foreign currency from major

periods, the spread between IBL rates and the

banks. In September, FX liquidity conditions

Bank of Russia key rate widened. The largest

improved and remained favourable until the end

growth of the spread was observed at the be-

of the year as a result of a high inflow in the

ginning of the year as a result of liquidity-pro-

current account of the balance of payments

viding operations to individual credit institu-

following the suspension of foreign currency

tions as part of their bankruptcy prevention

purchases in the domestic market under the

measures. As banks adapted to the changed

fiscal rule. In the context of continued favour-

level of structural liquidity surplus, the spread

able FX liquidity in the last few months of 2018,

narrowed (see Subsection 2.1.2).

the demand of banks for foreign currency did

The foreign exchange liquidity situation
remained relatively stable. From February to

not increase significantly in the last days of the
year, unlike in the previous few years.

June, the outflow of customer foreign currency

In 2018, in the foreign exchange market, the

deposits contributed to its temporary deterio-

ruble weakened against the US dollar by 20.6%

ration. In June, FX liquidity was also affected by

to 69.47 rubles per US dollar and against the

the seasonally low inflow in the current account

euro by 15.4% to 79.46 rubles per euro (as of

of the balance of payments amid high volumes

31 December 2018).

of foreign currency purchases by the Russian

The beginning of the year was positive for

Ministry of Finance. In July, the situation sta-

the foreign exchange market. In January—Feb-

bilised as a result of significant export reve-

ruary 2018, volatility of the ruble exchange rate

nues related to oil price fluctuations and the

and its elasticity to oil prices remained close

redemption of a large eurobond issue by the

to their minimum values since the beginning

SPREADS BETWEEN INTEREST RATES AND BANK OF RUSSIA KEY RATE
AND TURNOVERS IN CERTAIN MONEY MARKET SEGMENTS IN 2018

Chart 14
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of 2014, while the country risk premium for

policy, local events in certain countries and

Russia (CDS) dropped to the minimum levels of

the increased probability of trade wars resulted

2008. This was facilitated by the global growth

in a higher volatility in the global markets and

in demand for EME assets and high oil prices.

a reduced risk appetite (see Subsection 1.1.1).

In February, with a slight increase in volatility in

As in most other EMEs, the Russian CDS spread

global stock markets, the ruble was supported

started to widen, FX market volatility increased,

by an upgrade of Russia’s sovereign credit rat-

and the ruble weakened. Expansion of external

ing to the investment grade. The CDS spread

sanctions and stepped up sanctions rhetoric

narrowed and was close to the levels of EMEs

against Russia (in April and August) also con-

with higher ratings (e.g. , Mexico or Indonesia).

tributed to the weakening of the ruble.

In Q2—Q3, the external environment de-

In this context, the Bank of Russia deci

teriorated. Tightening of the US monetary

ded in August to suspend the purchase of fo

RUBLE EXCHANGE RATE AND ITS VOLATILITY IN 2018

Chart 15
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reign currency in the domestic market under

financial assets. Tougher external sanctions and

the fiscal rule. In September, the suspension

intensified sanction rhetoric in April and August,

was extended until the end of the year. This

a weaker ruble and its growing volatility in var-

decision coupled with the key rate hike in

ious periods as well as a reduced risk appetite

September 2018 and certain stabilisation of

in the global market contributed to consolida-

external conditions (the recovery in demand

tion of the country risk premium for Russia at

for emerging market assets and the easing

a higher level. In this context, foreign investors

of sanction rhetoric against Russia) helped

significantly reduced their purchases of OFZs

stabilise the Russian financial market. In these

and sold OFZs in the secondary market. At the

circumstances, a drop in oil prices in November

same time, higher yields generated stronger de-

and intermediate dividend payments by Russian

mand for OFZs from domestic investors (banks

companies in December had a minor effect on

and collective investors).
In the primary government securities market,

the ruble exchange rate.
The oil price elasticity of the ruble exchange

the Russian Ministry of Finance placed various

rate remained low thanks to the fiscal rule and

types of OFZs in the amount of ₽1,035.1 billion

a considerable effect on the exchange rate in

at face value, which is 38.7% less than in the

2018 of the factors unrelated to commodity

previous year.

markets (global risk appetite, monetary policy

In 2018, OFZ purchases by banks in the

in major economies, and uncertainty over the

primary market amounted to 51.3% of the total

sanctions).

amount of OFZs placed in the primary mar-

In 2018, the average daily trading turnover

ket, while purchases by non-residents totalled

in the spot segment of the FX market for the

26.8%, and purchases by collective investors

USD/RUB and EUR/RUB pairs remained near

amounted to 11.1%.

its 2017 level at $5.0 billion.

The market portfolio of outstanding OFZ

In 2018, external factors had a mixed impact
on the stock market. At the beginning of the

issues increased by 10.8% to ₽7.5 trillion at
face value.

year, high global oil prices contributed to higher

The market portfolio of outstanding cor-

demand among foreign investors for shares of

porate bond issues in the domestic market

oil and gas companies. The upgrade of Russia’s

increased by 4.5% in 2018 compared to the

sovereign credit rating to an investment grade

end of 2017 and amounted to ₽11.9 trillion at

in February drove up the stock prices of Russian

face value.

STOCK PRICE INDICES IN SECONDARY MARKET
(POINTS)

Chart 17
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Ministry of Finance redeemed in full the external bond issue maturing in 2018 in the amount

The MOEX index was up 12.3%,
with the stock market
capitalisation increasing by 11.4%

of $3.5 billion and repaid $3.3 billion on the
issue maturing in 2030.3 Compared to 2017,
the portfolio of outstanding Russian sovereign
eurobonds declined in 2018 by 4.3% down to

The volume of secondary trading in OFZs

$36.6 billion at face value.

on the Moscow Exchange increased by 1.0% to

In 2018, the MOEX index (calculated on the

₽6.5 trillion, while the trading volume in corpo-

basis of ruble-denominated stock prices) rose

rate bonds dropped by 29.6% to ₽2.8 trillion.

by 12.3%, while the RTS index (calculated on the

In the first quarter, the yields of govern-

basis of US dollar-denominated stock prices)

ment and corporate bonds declined following

declined by 7.4% following the weakening of

the cut of the Bank of Russia key rate and the

the ruble. During certain periods, Russian stock

slowdown of inflation. Starting in April, they

indices declined in line with the global markets

began to rise, which was mainly related to the

and oil prices.

deterioration of external conditions. OFZ yields

In ruble terms, the stock market capitalisa-

(RGBEY index1) increased from 7.24% p.a. at the

tion on the Moscow Exchange increased by

end of 2017 to 8.39% p.a. at the end of 2018,

11.4% in 2018 to ₽40.0 trillion. The secondary

and corporate bond yields (IFX-Cbonds index ),

trading turnover of shares and Russian de-

from 8.05% p.a. to 9.14% p.a. respectively.

pository receipts on the Moscow Exchange

2

With respect to sovereign foreign currency-denominated bonds, in 2018, the Russian

increased by 17.9% in 2018 vs 2017, reaching
₽10.8 trillion.
In 2018, organised commodity trading was

STRUCTURE OF ORGANISED
COMMODITY TRADING IN 2018 (PER CENT)
4.4

3.7 2.4

Chart 18

held on six exchanges. The total trading volume
in 2018 (in monetary terms) increased by more
than 26% compared to 2017 and amounted to

0.4

₽1,093 billion, or 1.05% of Russia’s GDP for
the year.
During the reporting period, exchange tra

9.3

ding was held for such commodity groups as
petroleum products, precious metals, natural
gas, agricultural products, crude oil, timber,
construction materials, ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, and other commodities.
Structural changes were mainly reflected
in the higher volume of trading in the most
popular commodity groups, such as petroleum
79.8

products and agricultural products, and the
lower volume of trading in precious metals

Petroleum products
Precious metals
Natural gas
Agricultural products
Oil
Other (timber, metal scrap, building materials,
chemicals, minerals)

and natural gas that demonstrated negative
dynamics and decreased their share in the total
volume to 9.3% and 4.4% respectively (in 2017,
11.8% and 7.0% respectively).
The bulk of trading in 2018 was in the petroleum products segment, which demonstrated

1

The indicator of the effective yields of government bonds calculated by PJSC Moscow Exchange.

2

The indicator of the effective corporate bond yield calculated by Cbonds.ru news agency.

The redemption amount includes both scheduled redemption and partial early redemption by exchanging for a new eurobond issue
maturing in 2029 and an additional eurobond issue maturing in 2047.
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significant growth in the reporting period (25%)

which increased by a factor of 7.2, reaching

and amounted to ₽872 billion, or 79.8% of the

₽40.06 billion by the end of 2018. Most of

total trading volume (in 2017, this figure was

the traded contracts involved forwards that

79.6%). At the same time, in physical terms,

do not stipulate the actual shipment of com-

the trading volume increased by only 4% to

modities.

20.14 million metric tons of light petroleum

In addition, in 2018, JSC National Mercantile

products, which indicates a significant increase

Exchange sold grain from the federal reserves

in petroleum product prices.

for the first time in accordance with the rules

Another driver for the growth of organi

of organised trading. Overall, in 2018, sales

sed trading in commodities in 2018 was the

of products from the state intervention fund

exchange market of agricultural products,

amounted to ₽9.94 billion.
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1.2.2. FINANCIAL MARKET PARTICIPANTS
1.2.2.1. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Despite a significant number of non-bank fi-

Relative indicators of the banking sector

nancial institutions (NFIs), credit institutions

were influenced by the dynamics of the ruble

(CIs) still dominate the Russian financial sector

exchange rate and, to some extent, by the

in terms of assets. In 2018, the ratio of their

withdrawal of licences from a number of credit

assets to GDP exceeded 90%. Detailed infor-

institutions. Therefore, for more correct report-

mation on the number of credit institutions and

ing of the actual dynamics of assets and liabi

non-bank financial institutions in the financial

lities in the banking sector, the data presented

market is provided in Table 9 of Section 5.4

in this section are adjusted for exchange rate

‘Statistical tables’.

effects and refer to credit institutions operating
as of 1 January 2019 (including banks reorga

Assets of credit institutions
exceeded 90% of GDP,
and throughout the year their
volume increased by 6.9%

nised in 2018).
Another 2018 tailwind came from the ongoing inflow of household savings to banks;
this proved households’ confidence in banks.
In 2018, banking sector assets grew by 6.9%
(9.0% in 2017) to ₽94.1 trillion. The growth of

CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

assets lagged behind the growth of nominal

In 2018, GDP growth was accompanied by

GDP; as a result, the ratio of banking sector

an increase in consumer demand. In this con-

assets to GDP fell from 92.5% to 90.6% over

text, growth of the banking sector’s assets was

the year.

largely driven by higher consumer lending as

In 2018, the total assets of systemically

households shifted from savings-oriented to

important credit institutions (SICI) increased

consumption-oriented behaviour.

by 6.8% to ₽65.8 trillion.

There was also acceleration in the growth of

Credit institution liability structure.

lending to non-financial organisations. In gen-

The funding of operations conducted by banks

eral, higher lending was accompanied by the

in 2018 remained balanced. The structure of

improved quality of the loan portfolio.

funding was changing amid the substitution

NUMBER OF MAJOR FINANCIAL MARKET PARTICIPANTS
(UNITS)

Chart 19
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of external funding by internal. The growth of

component (in the US dollar equivalent) con-

the ruble-denominated component and the

firms the effectiveness of the Bank of Russia’s

reduction of foreign currency-denominated

dedollarisation policy.

ASSETS OF MAJOR FINANCIAL MARKET PARTICIPANTS*
(AS A PERCENTAGE OF GDP)

Chart 20
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STRUCTURE OF BANKING SECTOR CORPORATE LENDING PORTFOLIO BY ECONOMIC ACTIVITY*
(PER CENT)

Chart 21
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The amount of household deposits in banks increased by 6.5%;
the amount of corporate deposits and funds in corporate accounts
increased by 6%
Household deposits continued to be the

Federal Treasury (by 66.1% in 2018), however,

top source of funding for banking operations,

despite having risen from 1.2% to 1.8% over

as their share in bank liabilities exceeded the

the year, the share of these funds in banking

share of corporate deposits (as of 1 January

sector liabilities remains insignificant.

2019, 30.2% and 29.8% respectively).

The weighted average interest rate on ruble

In 2018, household deposits grew by 6.5%

deposits of non-financial organisations for a

(10.7% in the previous year) to ₽28.5 trillion.

period exceeding one year changed slightly

Despite a certain decline (from 46.1% to 45.1%),

and amounted to 6.7% per annum in December

Sberbank continues to retain a sizeable share

2018. With a certain decline in the middle of

in the household deposit market.

the year, the interest rate on ruble household

1

In 2018, the total amount of corporate deposits and funds in corporate accounts in-

deposits changed from 6.7% to 6.8% per annum during the year.

creased by 6.0% (4.8% in 2017); as of 1 January

In 2018, banking sector liabilities in for-

2019, their volume amounted to ₽28.0 trillion.

eign currency (in their US dollar equivalent)

In 2018, the share of the foreign currency

decreased by 6.9%, and their share in total

component (adjusted for exchange rate effects)

liabilities, adjusted for exchange rate effects,

declined in household deposits (from 20.6%

amounted to 19.1% (as of 1 January 2018,

to 18.5%) and in corporate deposits and funds

21.8%).

in corporate accounts (from 36.7% to 32.7%).

Credit institution asset structure. In 2018,

In SICIs, the amount of corporate deposits

total loans to non-financial organisations and

and funds in corporate accounts increased2

households increased by 10.7% (6.2% in 2017)

in 2018 by 5.0% to ₽20.6 trillion, while the

to ₽48.3 trillion. The growth of these loans in

volume of household deposits was up 8.0%

SICIs was even more significant at 11.6% to

to ₽21.9 trillion.

reach ₽38.8 trillion.

In 2018, the borrowings of credit institutions

In 2018, for the banking sector in general,

from the Bank of Russia increased by 29.4%

the amount of outstanding loans3 to non-fi-

due to the fact that certain major market play-

nancial organisations increased by 5.8% (3.7%

ers received significant volumes of overnight

in 2017) to ₽33.4 trillion. The share of these

loans as part of their liquidity management.

loans in the banking sector’s assets remained

The share of these funds in the liabilities of

virtually unchanged throughout 2018 (35.5%).

banks also increased from 2.4% to 2.8%. Banks

For the second consecutive year, there

sharply increased their borrowings from the

was accelerated growth in the volume of new

Loans to non-financial organisations and households increased by 10.7%.
Lending to transport, communication, agricultural, forestry, and trade
companies grew at the highest pace

1

Including savings certificates.

The performance dynamics of SICIs were also affected by a merger of a large subsidiary bank with one of the banks included in this
category. Therefore, for a more correct assessment of the growth rates describing the performance of SICIs, the data presented as
of 1 January 2018 hereinafter include the indicators of the subsidiary bank.
2

3

Hereinafter, loans and other placed funds.
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Loans to small and medium enterprises increased by 11.4%.
The retail loan portfolio went up 22.8%.
Mortgage lending grew at a record pace of 23.1%
loans to small- and medium-sized enterprises

real estate operations, leasing and services

(SMEs). In 2018, the amount of loans ex-

decreased by 1.1%.

tended by banks to SMEs increased by 11.4%

In 2018, the share of foreign currency-de-

compared to the previous year (₽6.8 trillion),

nominated loans in the total amount of loans

while the similar figure for 2017 was 15.4%.

to non-financial organisations declined even in

Outstanding bank loans to SMEs increased

nominal terms from 29.7% to 28.8%, caused by

by 4.2% and amounted to ₽4.2 trillion as of

higher ruble-denominated lending, along with

1 January 2019.

lower lending in foreign currency. The share of

In 2018, bank lending to the key sectors

the foreign currency component decreased in

of the economy showed positive dynamics.

loans to organisations involved in all types of

There was a significant increase in the volume

economic activities, except in mining and quar-

of loans extended to transport and communi-

rying, agriculture, and construction. The share

cation businesses (by 32.8%), agriculture and

of foreign currency-denominated debt re-

forestry businesses (by 15.9%), and whole-

mained the highest in lending to the extractive

sale and retail trade companies (by 14.0%).

industry, given the significant foreign currency

High growth rates (by 10.0%) were observed

revenues in that sector.

in lending to mining and quarrying companies

In 2018, outstanding bank loans to house-

amid the steady improvement of operational

holds increased in general for the banking sec-

performance in this sector. At the same time,

tor by 22.8% (13.2% in 2017) to ₽14.9 trillion.

outstanding loans to businesses involved in

As of 1 January 2019, this segment accounted

BANKING SECTOR PROFIT FACTORS
(TRILLIONS OF RUBLES)
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for 15.8% of banking sector assets. Foreign

Foreign currency assets of credit institu-

currency revaluation had an insignificant im-

tions (their US dollar equivalent) decreased by

pact on the growth rates of retail loans due

7.6% in 2018, and their share in total assets,

to a fairly low share of their foreign currency

adjusted for exchange rate effects, declined to

component. Unsecured consumer loans, which

19.3% (as of 1 January 2018, 22.3%).

increased by 22.8% to ₽7.4 trillion in 2018, and

Claims and obligations on interbank loans.

housing mortgage loans (HML) were the key

In 2018, the total portfolio of interbank loans

driver behind the growth of retail lending.

decreased by 9.8% (10.0% in 2017) to ₽9.3 tril

In 2018, the HML portfolio grew by 23.1%

lion, and over the year their share in the bank-

(16.2% in 2017) to ₽6.6 trillion, which was pri-

ing sector’s assets fell from 11.5% to 9.9%.

marily the result of lower average annual in-

Loans to resident banks decreased by 8.4%,

terest rates. Mortgage lending has virtually no

while loans to non-resident banks declined

foreign currency segment, and as of 1 January

by 16.5%.

2019 ruble-denominated loans accounted for

The volume of raised interbank loans di-

99.2% of the portfolio. Overall in 2018, about

minished by 5.2% (in 2017, it was up 10.5%) to

1.5 million HMLs were provided in the amount

₽9.2 trillion, while its share in banking sector

of more than ₽3 trillion (in 2017, 1.1 million loans

liabilities decreased by 1.1 pp to 9.8%. Over the

in the amount of ₽2.0 trillion).

year, interbank loans raised from non-resident

In December 2018, the average weighted

banks increased by 3.9%.

interest rate on ruble-denominated loans to

At the end of 2018, the Russian banking

non-financial organisations for a period ex-

sector remained a net creditor in operations

ceeding one year was 9.2% p.a. , or 0.6 pp

with non-resident banks: net claims to non-re

higher than in January 2018. The interest rate

sidents in the IBL market stood at ₽0.5 trillion

on ruble-denominated household loans with

(₽0.8 trillion a year earlier).

the same maturity declined from 13.5% p.a. in

Financial results and capital of the banking

January to 12.5% p.a. in December. The average

sector in 2018. In 2018, credit institutions ma

weighted interest rate on ruble-denominat-

de a net profit of ₽1.3 trillion (in 2017, ₽0.8 tril

ed housing mortgage loans decreased from

lion). The financial result was still affected by

9.9% p.a. in January to 9.7% p.a. in December,

the performance of banks under resolution.

but the minimum of 9.4% was reached in Sep-

These banks aside, the banking sector’s net

tember—October.

profit in 2018 amounted to ₽1.9 trillion (₽1.4 tril

In 2018, the securities portfolio grew by

lion in 2017).

2.4% (9.7% in 2017) to ₽13.1 trillion, but its

The growth of the sector’s profit was pri-

share in banking sector assets declined from

marily driven by higher net interest income (up

14.5% to 13.9%. Investments in debt liabilities

18.7% to ₽3.1 trillion). Net interest income is

still constituted the largest share (83%) in the

consistently the most significant profit factor

securities portfolio. The volume of equity secu-

(67.0% in 2018, 64.2% in 2017).

rities was down by 0.5%, and their share in the

A significant positive shift was observed in

securities portfolio declined from 3.9% to 3.8%.

banks’ net interest income to gross interest

In the reporting period, the securities port-

income ratio, as this indicator increased from

folio of SICIs increased by 3.5% to ₽7.9 trillion.

44.8% as of 1 January 2018 to 50.2% as of

Amid the liquidity surplus, credit institu-

1 January 2019 due to higher interest income

tions’ claims on the Bank of Russia (deposits,

and a simultaneous reduction of interest ex-

required reserves and correspondent accounts

penses.

with the Bank of Russia as well as investments

Net interest income from operations with

in Bank of Russia bonds) were up 12.7% in 2018

households increased by ₽396 billion, or 90.6%.

to ₽5.7 trillion. Their share in banking sector

Interest income on household loans grew by

assets did not change compared to the begin-

29.7%, while interest expenses on operations

ning of 2018 (6.0%).

with households increased by only 4.4%.
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their activities for various reasons (revocation
of licences, reorganisation).

affected by the market environment. In 2018,

Capital growth in the sector was const

it grew by 21.5% compared to the correspon

rained by performance of banks under res-

ding figure for 2017 (to ₽1.1 trillion, or 24.5%

olution, as these banks accounted for 93%

of profit factors).

of the total capital decline in 2018, while the

There was also an increase in net income

annual growth of the sector’s equity, excluding

from foreign exchange transactions (by 70.2%

banks under resolution, amounted to ₽1.4 tril

to ₽0.2 trillion, or 3.4% of profit factors), which

lion (or 15.1%).

was mainly generated by sale and purchase
operations.

CAPITAL ADEQUACY

In 2018, the net income from securities

In 2018, both large and small banks in-

transactions declined by 12.7% to ₽0.2 trillion

creased their capital. For systemically import-

and accounted for 4.9% of profit factors (6.4%

ant banks, this figure grew by 19.4%; for other

in 2017).

banks included in the top 100 by assets, 6.2%;

The financial performance of the banking

and for small banks, 8.4%.

sector was also supported by net income

In 2018, the increase in equity was genera

from other operations of credit institutions,

ted by financial performance (achieved mainly

although their share in the structure of profit

by the largest banks) and by the reduction of

factors decreased from 4.2% in 2017 to 0.2%

investments in shares of financial institutions

in 2018.

and their subsidiaries and affiliates, which can

In 2018, expenditures related to the activi

be explained by the merger of several major

ties of credit institutions increased by 12.3%

banks and the sale of subsidiaries by the lar

to ₽2.0 trillion.

gest banks.

The total profit of SICIs in 2018 amounted

As a result, the capital structure underwent

to ₽1.5 trillion; the activities of SICIs (except

some changes in 2018. The share of profit in

for Promsvyazbank PJSC, which is undergoing

the sources of capital increased (from 44% to

financial rehabilitation) were profitable.

47%), while the share of subordinated debt

The banking sector profitability indicators

declined (from 19% to 17%), as did authorised

improved. Return on assets grew from 1.0%

capital and share premium (from 21% to 20%

to 1.5% over the year, and return on equity

and from 14% to 13% respectively). In the struc-

increased from 8.3% to 13.8%.

ture of deductions, there was a decline in the

Most credit institutions in the sector were

share of investments in subsidiaries (from 23%

profitable. In 2018, 382 credit institutions made

to 11%) and subordinated loans extended to

an aggregate profit of ₽1.9 trillion (79% of the

financial institutions (from 9% to 8%), but there

number of credit institutions operating as of

was an increase in the share of losses (from

1 January 2019), and 100 credit institutions

49% to 64%).

(21%) had an aggregate loss of ₽575 billion.

In 2018, the banking sector’s total capital

The banking sector’s equity (capital) gene

adequacy increased by 0.1 pp to 12.15%; com-

rally increased in 2018, with the aggregate

mon equity Tier 1 capital adequacy, by 0.1 pp

growth of total capital amounting to ₽872 bil

to 8.31%; and core capital adequacy, by 0.4 pp

lion (9.3%); Tier 1 capital, ₽594 billion (9.3%);

to 8.88%.

and common equity Tier 1 capital, ₽877 billion
(13.2%).

Growth of capital adequacy in the sector was constrained by banks under reso-

During the year, 325 credit institutions in-

lution, which experienced a significant de-

creased their equity by a total of ₽2.0 trillion;

crease in their equity along with the growth

the capital of 159 credit institutions decreased

of risk-weighted assets. These banks aside,

by a total of ₽1.0 trillion; and 77 credit institu-

total capital adequacy increased significantly

tions (with a total capital of ₽96 billion) ceased

(by 1.1 pp to 14.44%).
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In addition, the growth of risk-weighted

Foreign-controlled banks. In 2018, the

assets of major banks had a downward effect

number of operating credit institutions with

on the total capital adequacy of the banking

non-residents’ participation declined from 160

sector (the denominator in the N1.0 ratio of

to 141.

systemically important banks increased by

As of 1 January 2019, their total authorised

22.1%; in other top 100 banks by assets, the

capital2 amounted to ₽2,697.7 billion and in-

denominator increased by 13.0%).

creased in 2018 by ₽27.5 billion (or 1%).

In 2018, total capital adequacy increased in

In 2018, the total amount of investments

most banks (a total of 253), while a decrease

by non-residents in the total authorised capi-

was reported in 206. Capital adequacy in-

tal of operating credit institutions declined by

creased mainly among small banks. As of 1 Ja

₽11.7 billion (or 2.9%) and as of 1 January 2019

nuary 2019, the share of banks that increased

totalled ₽391.7 billion. Non-residents’ share in

their capital adequacy totalled just 32% of

the total authorised capital of operating credit

the sector’s assets, while major banks mostly

institutions decreased in 2018 from 15.1% to

demonstrated a decrease in capital adequacy.

14.5%.3

In 2018, the sector’s capital stock slightly

The share of foreign capital in the total au-

declined by ₽177 billion (or 8.0%) from ₽2.2 tril

thorised capital of existing credit institutions,

lion to ₽2.0 trillion. It should be noted that the

as calculated by the Bank of Russia in accor-

decrease in the capital stock was not caused

dance with the procedure specified in Article 18

by lower capital adequacy in the sector but by

of Federal Law No. 395‑1, dated 2 December

a planned increase of requirements for buffers

1990, ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’ was

in 2018.1

12.4% as of 1 January 2019 (12.9% as of 1 Ja

In 2018, the number of banks with capital

nuary 2018).

deficit declined from 23 to 17. All of them are

In 2018, the number of operating credit

undergoing financial resolution.

institutions with a non-resident share of more

CAPITAL ADEQUACY
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1
In accordance with Bank of Russia Instruction No. 180‑I, dated 28 June 2017, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’, the current capital conservation buffer is 1.875 pp, and the systemic importance capital buffer is 0.650 pp. In 2017, these values were 1.250 pp and 0.350 pp
respectively.
2
For the purpose of calculation of non-residents’ participation in the banking system, total authorised capital means total registered
authorised capital and issues of joint-stock credit institutions completed as of 1 January 2019.

The paragraph contains figures of the absolute and relative stakes of non-residents, net of the adjustments established in Article 18
of Federal Law No. 395‑1, ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’.
3
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Total NPF assets increased by 6.3%. The number of participants
in the voluntary pension system increased to 6.1 million people

than 50% in the authorised capital decreased

Over the year, total NPF assets increased

from 84 to 77. In 12 out of these 77 credit

by 6.3% and amounted to ₽4,057.0 billion as

institutions, the non-resident shareholders

of 31 December 2018.

(participants) were under the control of Russian
residents.

UNIT AND JOINT-STOCK
INVESTMENT FUNDS

NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS

In 2018, the number of management com-

In 2018, the number of operating NPFs

panies operating in the collective investment

declined by 21.2% to 52 funds as of 1 January

market2 declined by 8.2% (by 25 companies)

2019, of which more than half (35 funds) are

and as of 1 January 2019 totalled 280.

members of the guarantee system for the rights

At the end of 2018, the number of registered

of insured persons and carry out activities re-

unit investment funds (UIFs) not excluded from

lated to mandatory pension insurance.

the register was 1,440, which is 3.8% less than

The investment portfolio of NPF pension

a year earlier. The number of closed-end UIFs

funds increased by 4.9% to ₽3,856.2 bil

was 1,128; open-end UIFs, 268; and interval

lion as of 31 December 2018. The pension

UIFs, 40. As of the end of December, there

savings portfolio of NPFs was up by 5.2%

were four registered exchange-traded UIFs.

to ₽2,595.1 billion, and the pension reserves

The number of organisations operating as a

portfolio increased by 4.2% to ₽1,261.1 billion.

specialised depository decreased by 6.5% to 29.

Key indicators of non-governmental pen-

The number of joint-stock investment

sion provision showed growth in 2018. Thus,

funds declined to two. The decrease by one

the number of participants in the voluntary

fund was due to cancellation of its license

pension system increased by 2.1% to 6.1 million

based on the application of the joint-stock

people, the volume of pension payouts went

investment fund.

up 1.3% to ₽60.1 billion and the number of

Despite the lower number of open-end UIFs,

recipients of voluntary pensions grew by 2.8%

the number of their unit holders significantly

to 1,526,100 people.

increased in the reporting period by 148,200,

For mandatory pension insurance, the num-

or 33.4%. As a result, the total number of UIF

ber of insured persons placing their savings in

unit holders grew from 1,516,400 to 1,660,300

funds increased by 7.7% to 37.0 million, the

over the year.

volume of pension payouts went up 41% to

Nevertheless, the largest contribution to

₽11.5 billion and the number of insured per-

the increase in the net asset value of UIFs was

sons receiving a pension1 declined by 1.8% to

made by closed-end UIFs, which accounted for

425,000 people.

89.6% of the total net asset value (NAV). In the

Net Asset Value of UIFs increased by 13.7%.
The number of participants in open-end UIFs increased by 33.4%

1

Lump sum payments, term payments, payments of the funded component of retirement pension.

2

Entities licenced to manage investment funds, unit investment funds, and non-governmental pension funds.
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reporting period, the NAV of closed-end UIFs

In 2018, contributions increased by 39.8%, and

grew by 11.0%. In addition, total NAV increase

the amount of accident and health insurance

for the reporting year exceeded 13.7%. Thus,

premiums reached ₽169.5 billion. The number

as of the end of the year, the NAV of UIFs

of contracts entered into declined by 3.3% to

amounted to ₽3,341.8 billion, with assets of

57.6 million. Payouts under accident and health

₽3,665.5 billion accounting for 3.5% of GDP.

insurance increased by 14.2% to ₽16.4 billion.

In 2018, there were some changes in the

Voluntary medical insurance made a positive

structure of UIF assets. During the year, the

contribution to market dynamics. In 2018, the

management companies of UIFs reduced

amount of contributions grew at a rate of 8.5%.

their share of investments in real estate from

As a result, in 2018, the amount of collected

28.4% to 23.8%. As of 31 December 2018,

voluntary health insurance premiums amounted

the top three investment areas included the

to ₽151.8 billion. During the year, the number

stocks of Russian issuers, which accounted

of contracts entered into increased by 11.1%

for 20.2% of UIF assets (19.7% a year earlier),

to 12.3 million. In 2018, payouts grew by 5.8%

and contributions into the authorised (share)

compared to the previous year. The amount of

capital of Russian companies (18.4% of the

payouts reached ₽111.9 billion.

total value of UIF assets, with annual growth
of 0.9 pp).

In 2018, ₽168.7 billion was collected for
ground vehicle insurance, excluding railway
transport (motor hull insurance). Contribu-

INSURANCE AGENTS

tions increased by 3.8% in 2018. The number

In 2018, the total number of insurance

of contracts entered into in 2018 grew by

agents declined by 11% and totalled 275 as

20.3% compared to the previous year, totalling

of 1 January 2019 (see, Table 9 in Section 5.4

4.7 million. Over 2018, the average premium

‘Statistical tables’).

for motor hull insurance declined by ₽5,700 to

In 2018, the amount of collected insurance
premiums reached ₽1,479.5 billion,1 with contri-

₽35,700. The amount of payouts in 2018 was
₽83.3 billion.

butions growing at a rate of 15.7%. 202.6 million

In the segment of compulsory motor

contracts were entered into in 2018. In 2018,

third-party liability insurance (CMTPLI), con-

payouts under insurance contracts increased

tributions increased by 1.8%. As of 2018 year-

by 2.5% compared to the previous year. Total

end, the amount of CMTPLI contributions was

payments amounted to ₽522.5 billion.

₽226.0 billion. In 2018, the number of CMTPLI

Life insurance continues to be the market’s

contracts entered into grew to 39.7 million.

main support. In 2018, life insurance premiums

Over the year, the average insurance premium

increased by 36.5%, and the amount of collect-

under CMTPLI declined by ₽100 to ₽5,700.

ed premiums reached ₽452.4 billion. The num-

In 2018, payouts under CMTPLI dropped by

ber of life insurance contracts is steadily in-

21.4%. The amount of payouts under CMTPLI

creasing, with 6.0 million contracts entered into

totalled ₽137.9 billion.

in 2018 (+32.3% for the year). Total payouts in
2018 amounted to ₽67.1 billion.

In 2018, contributions to other corporate
property insurance declined by 7.8%, while col-

Accident and health insurance also had

lected premiums amounted to ₽88.5 billion, and

a substantial impact on market dynamics.

payouts in the segment reached ₽49.3 billion.

The amount of insurance premiums increased by 15.7%.
The key growth drivers are life insurance, accident and health insurance
as well as voluntary health insurance

1
Hereinafter, the statistical data on the results of insurer activities are provided as of 26 February 2019, and annual accounting (financial) data, as of 6 March 2019.
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as of the end of the reporting period) increased

Over the year, the assets of NFis
holding licences of professional
securities market participants grew
by a factor of 1.6

by 45.1% and amounted to ₽163.6 billion as of
31 December 2018.
The number of microloan agreements entered into in 2018 was 28.9 million, which is
23% more than in 2017.

Contributions under reinsurance contracts
increased in 2018 by 6.1% compared to 2017
and reached ₽115.5 billion. Incoming reinsurance showed a 24.5% increase in contributions,
reaching ₽43.4 billion in 2018.

The amount of issued microloans increased
by 28.8% to ₽329.8 billion.
In the reporting year, MFOs raised ₽54.0 bil
lion in cash, which is 13% less than in 2017.
Compared to 2017, the net profit of MFOs

In 2018, Joint-stock Company Russian National Reinsurance Company (JSC RNRC) op-

doubled and amounted to ₽10.9 billion as of
31 December 2018.

erated in the insurance market. Over the year,
1

RNRC JSC accrued reinsurance premiums in

PROFESSIONAL SECURITIES

the amount of ₽12,177,994,000 under 8,985

MARKET PARTICIPANTS

reinsurance contracts, including 8,010 optional
contracts and 975 obligatory contracts.

In 2018, the number of credit institutions and
non-bank financial institutions holding licences

In 2018, the moving loss and expense ratios

of professional securities market participants

decreased to 49.1% and 35.8% in 2018 respec-

continued to decline. Over the year, the number

tively. As a result, the moving combined loss

of such organisations decreased by 12.5% to

ratio declined to 84.9%.

537 as of 1 January 2019, including 297 non-

The profit of insurance companies in 2018

bank financial institutions (NFIs) holding licenc-

reached ₽164.9 billion. Capital of insurance

es of professional securities market participants

companies amounted to ₽677.3 billion (+11.9%

and 240 credit institutions holding licences of

in 2018). Return on capital of insurance com-

professional securities market participants.

2

panies reached 31.2%. As of 31 December 2018,

During the year, total assets of NFIs holding

insurance reserves grew by 26.4% over the year

licences of professional securities market partici

to ₽1,831.1 billion. As of 31 December 2018, total

pants3 grew by a factor of 1.6 and as of 31 De-

assets of insurers amounted to ₽2,918.9 billion

cember 2018 amounted to ₽1,136.1 billion, or 1.1%

after increasing by 20.1% in 2018. In 2018, the

of GDP (0.8% of GDP as of 31 December 2017).

return on assets of insurers reached 7.6%.

The equity of NFIs holding licences of professional securities market participants de-

MICROFINANCE MARKET PARTICIPANTS
In 2018, the number of microfinance organi

clined by a factor of 1.5 to ₽84.5 billion as of
31 December 2018.

sations (MFOs) declined by 11.8% to 2,002 as of

As of 31 December 2018, liabilities of NFIs

1 January 2019. This includes 53 microfinance

holding licences of professional securities mar-

companies (MFCs, 11.7% less than in 2017)

ket participants amounted to ₽735.3 billion,

and 1,949 microcredit companies (MCCs, 11.9%

or 64.7% of their assets (53.9% of assets of

less than in 2017). The number of consumer

NFIs holding licences of professional securities

credit cooperatives (CCCs) declined by 14.3%

market participants as of 31 December 2017).

to 2,285; pawnshops, by 20.1% to 4,617; and

The net profit of NFIs holding licences of

agricultural CCCs, by 16.1% to 1,042.
Over the year, core assets of MFOs (the
amount of principal debt on microloans issued

professional securities market participants decreased threefold compared to 2017 and amoun
ted to ₽10.0 billion as of 31 December 2018.

Established by decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors in accordance with Federal Law No. 363‑FZ, dated 3 July 2016,
‘On Amending the Law of the Russian Federation ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business in the Russian Federation’.
1

2

Profit is given after taxes.

Hereinafter, the statistical data on professional securities market participants do not include DOM.RF JSC (previously known as
AHML) and FBSC AMC Ltd.
3
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1.2.2.2. FINANCIAL MARKET INFRASTRUCTURES
AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS
In 2018, infrastructures operating in the financial

settlement depository and payment system

market included exchanges, the central deposi-

operator.

tory, repositories, clearing organisations, central

The value of assets in custody at the central

counterparty, organisations performing the

depository increased by 12% and amounted to

functions of a central counterparty, commodity

₽50 trillion, which was primarily due to growth

delivery operators, payment system operators,

in the value of stocks in custody and the inflow

credit history bureaus, and information agencies

of new bond issues for servicing. The number

accredited to disclose information on securities

of transactions registered in the repository

and other financial instruments.

under all types of contracts increased by 11%

In 2018, the Bank of Russia accredited one

to 12.5 million. The increased number of regi

commodity delivery operator and decided to

stered contracts was mainly due to reporting

remove four legal entities from the state regis

on over-the-counter repo and foreign exchange

ter of credit history bureaus. The number of

transactions.

1

self-regulatory organisations in the financial

The trading volume of operations with the

market decreased by two organisations. The

CC increased by 5% and amounted to ₽716 tril

details of one responsible actuary were inclu

lion thanks to the growth of trading volume in

ded in the single register of responsible actuar-

the forward market and in the CC repo market

ies and two responsible actuaries were exclud-

involving clearing participation certificates

ed from that register. Detailed information on

(CPCs), including following the adoption of

the number of infrastructure organisations and

measures to develop these markets and im-

other financial market participants is provided

prove their liquidity and attractiveness for

in Table 9 of Section 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’, and

investors. Such measures include expanding

on the number of self-regulatory organisations

the list of traded instruments and foreign cur-

and their members, in Table 10 of Section 5.4

rencies available for settlement as well as im-

‘Statistical tables’.

plementing the Liquidity Providers and Single

2

3

2018 saw improvement of key performance

Collateral Pool for all Markets projects.

indicators in systemically important infrastruc-

As part of the Liquidity Providers service,

ture organisations of the financial market,

market participants gained access to global

which include the Non-bank Credit Institution —

FX liquidity through over-the-counter tran

Central Counterparty National Clearing Centre

sactions with NCI NCC (JSC) acting as the CC

(Joint-stock Company) (NCI NCC (JSC), which

based on prices of the world’s most traded

was the central counterparty (CC), clearing or

currencies quoted through NCI NCC (JSC) by

ganisation and commodity delivery operator,

major international banks providing liquidity.

and the Nonbank Credit Institution — Joint-

In 2018, NCI NCC (JSC) was assessed by

stock Company National Settlement Depository

external organisations. Fitch Ratings, an inter-

(NCI JSC NSD), which was the central deposi

national rating agency, confirmed the long-term

tory (CD), repository, clearing organisation,

foreign currency issuer default rating at BBB–4

1
Three credit bureaus were removed in connection with their voluntary liquidation, and one was removed in accordance with judicial
procedure due to repeated violations and a failure to comply with Bank of Russia orders.

In 2018, the status of a self-regulatory organisation in the financial market was terminated for the National Union Self-regulatory
Organisation of Consumer Credit Cooperatives Soyuzmikrofinans based on the Bank of Russia decision, and the association of management companies National League of Managers was reorganised in the form of accession to the National Association of Stock
Market Participants.
2

The Bank of Russia modified the procedure for obtaining the status of responsible actuary to be based on electronic interaction
between the Bank of Russia and the actuary through a personal cabinet as well as the exemption of actuaries intending to obtain
the status of a responsible actuary from the obligation to submit to the Bank of Russia documents containing information received
by the Bank of Russia using the system of interagency electronic interaction.
3

4

Corresponds to the sovereign rating of the Russian Federation.
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(with a positive outlook) and long-term local

of payment infrastructure services, two federal

currency rating at BBB (with a stable outlook).

post service operators, payment agents, and

Analytical Credit Rating Agency (Joint-stock

bank payment agents operated as NPS agents.

Company) (ACRA JSC) confirmed the credit

At the beginning of 2019, 36 payment sys-

rating of NCI NCC (JSC) at AAA (RU) (with a

tems were operating in the Russian Federation.

stable outlook).

In 2018, 1.6 billion funds transfers were

On 20 September 2018, the Bank of Russia

made via the systemically important Bank of

certified conformity of management quality in

Russia payment system (the Bank of Russia

NCI NCC (JSC), which exercises the functions

PS) in the amount of ₽1,715.1 trillion, including

of CC, as ‘satisfactory’.

operations made to implement the monetary

2018 saw a number of material events in

policy, settlements in the interbank and finan-

the activities of NCI JSC NSD. In the past year,

cial markets, and operations using payment

the organisation actively developed its services

cards. Funds transfers exceeded GDP by a

to manage collateral under repo transactions,

factor of 16.5 (15.6 in 2017). For the purpose

organised electronic voting at the meetings

of settlement of card transactions,3 37.4 thou-

of shareholders, and supported technology for

sand funds transfers were made via the Bank of

the placement and purchase/sale of securities

Russia PS in the amount of ₽3.6 trillion (a 6%

using blockchain, the Marketplace project, and

increase in terms of number of funds transfers,

other digital products.

and 27.6% in terms of volume).

These innovations increase the attracti

In 2018, the volume of funds transfers with-

veness of the domestic financial market, its

in the NSD payment system (NSD PS) was

transparency and competitiveness and reduce

₽131.1 trillion. As in the previous years, the

risks and costs for market participants.

structure of funds transfers within the NSD PS,

In 2018, NCI JSC NSD successfully passed

which provides settlements on the exchange

the accreditation of the Global Legal Entity

and over-the-counter markets, was dominat-

Identifier Foundation (GLEIF) as a local op-

ed by transfers made under organised trading

erating unit (LOU) of the Global Legal Entity

transactions (70.8%). OTC funds transfers ac-

Identifier System (GLEIS), obtained the status

counted for 14.4%.

1

of authorised depository in Belarus, began to

In 2018, performance indicators of credit

assign international codes to securities of Mol-

institutions, which are funds transfer operators

dovan issuers, and took measures to improve

and provide the institutional framework for the

corporate governance, risk management and

National Payment System, grew rapidly. Opera

business continuity.

tions performed by credit institutions at their

In 2018, as part of developing the Nation-

customers’4 orders as well as credit institutions’

al Payment System (NPS), NPS agents im-

own operations increased by 33.4% in terms of

plemented technical renovation of important

number of operations and by 13.4% in terms of

payment infrastructure facilities and ensured

volume (35.8 billion payments in the amount

uninterrupted provision of funds transfer ser-

of ₽757.4 trillion).

vices. This contributed to the expanded use

The improvement of remote banking sys-

of high-tech remote payment services and

tems is one of the priority areas in the banking

improved the convenience, quality and security

sector’s development. During the reporting

of provided payment services.

year, the number of household accounts with

As of 1 January 2019, 485 funds transfer

remote access increased by 10.4% to reach

operators (including 93 e‑money operators),

236.2 million. Corporate customers are also using

36 payment system operators, 48 operators

more remote banking services, with 6.2 million

2

1

LOU is an organisation authorised to assign LEI codes to legal entities within a certain territory.

2

Including the Bank of Russia and Joint-stock Company National Payment Card System.

3

Payment card settlements are made on a net basis.

4

Here and elsewhere, individuals and legal entities other than credit institutions.
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supporting contactless transactions increased

The share of non-cash payments
in the retail turnover for the first
time exceeded cash payments
amounting to 55.6%

by almost 23% to 2.5 million. More than 40%
of the total number of payment cards issued
by credit institutions were cards supporting
contactless payment (which is almost twice as
much as in the previous year).

accounts with remote access opened as of

The total number of payment cards issued

the end of 2018, which is 14.3% more than in

by Russian credit institutions increased by

the previous year. The share of accounts with

0.4% to reach 272.7 million as of 1 January

remote access in the active accounts of the

2019 (1.9 cards per capita in the Russian Fe

customers of credit institutions reached 84.4%.

deration). In 2018, they were used in Russia

The number of transactions carried out by

and abroad for 32.3 billion transactions in the

customers of credit institutions using digital

amount of ₽77.9 trillion (an increase of 34.7% in

technologies increased by more than a third

terms of the number of transactions and 22.9%

compared to 2017 (to 34.4 billion orders),

in terms of volume), which made 220 transac-

while their volume increased by 14.1% (to

tions worth ₽530.3 thousand per capita.

₽676.1 trillion). This was achieved owing mainly

International payment systems Visa and

to transactions of individuals, which grew at an

MasterCard continued to dominate the pay-

annual rate of 36.5% in terms of the number

ment card market. Yet in 2018, the Mir pay-

of transactions and 35.3% in terms of volu

ment system operated by NSPC JSC was

me. In addition, one in five electronic retail

their true competitor. As of 1 January 2019,

payments was made via the Internet and/or

Mir cards accounted for 19.2% of all payment

mobile devices.

cards issued (10.6% a year earlier). The share

In 2018, strong growth was registered in

of Mir card-enabled transactions in total

1

contactless payments which have gained in

volume of domestic payment card-enabled

popularity in recent years. Contactless pay-

operations grew from 2.9% in 2017 to 14.5%

ments were used in 8.1 billion transactions

in 2018.

worth ₽5.5 trillion (an increase by a factor of

The payment card market was traditionally

4.4 in number and by a factor of 3.7 in value).

characterised by high growth rates of non-

One in four card payments was contactless.

cash transactions (by a factor of 1.4 in terms

The number of ATMs and electronic terminals

of both the number and volume as compared

CREDIT RATINGS ASSIGNED BY RUSSIAN CREDIT RATING AGENCIES AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2018
(UNITS)
79

Credit institutions
Regions

22

159

34
36

Non-financial organisations

116

10

Insurance companies

66

10

Financial organisations

77

Bonds

276

184
0

50

100
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1

Chart 24

Using contactless payment cards, Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, etc.
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performing non-cash transactions, was 191,100

A new service was created
to provide information
on credit history bureaus through
the Public Services Portal

as of 1 January 2019.
The number of electronic means of payment
(EMP) for the transfer of e‑money (EM) issued
by EM operators in 2018 increased by 2.7% to
376.0 million (including 348,800 prepaid Mir

with the corresponding indicators for 2017).

cards). Over the year, they were used to carry

In 2018, the share of non-cash transactions in

out 2.3 billion transactions in the amount of

the total number of transactions using payment

₽1.7 trillion2 (up 12.1% in terms of number and

cards increased by 4 pp and reached 90.1%,

24.4% in terms of volume), most of which were

with the share of such transactions in terms of

non-personalised EMPs (77.8% and 53.6%

value amounting to almost 64% (57% in 2017).

respectively).

At the same time, the number of operations

In 2018, the Central Catalogue of Credit

to withdraw cash was down 4.0%, and their

Histories (CCCH) saw a further increase in

volume increased by 3.1%.

credit history titles and inquiries from credit

The wider use of non-cash payment in-

history holders and users.

struments had an impact on the growth of

As of the end of 2018, the number of credit

non-cash payments in the total turnover of

history titles in the CCCH totalled 340.8 mil

retail trade, public catering and paid services

lion3 (9.2% growth compared with the begin-

provided to households, which in the reporting

ning of 2018), of which the number of credit

year reached a share of 55.6% compared to

history titles of individual borrowers stood at

47.4% in 2017.1

339.5 million, while the number of credit his-

In 2018, the number of POS terminals installed in trading and service companies in-

tory titles of corporate borrowers came in at
1.3 million.

creased by 18.3% to 2.6 million, and 49.7 mil
lion transactions in the amount of ₽38.9 billion

In 2018, the four largest CHBs accounted
for about 94% of credit history titles.

were made through them on a daily basis.

The number of inquiries submitted to CCCH

The number of ATMs, most of which also allow

by credit history holders, credit history users and

SHARES BY NUMBER OF CREDIT RATINGS
(PER CENT)

SHARES BY NUMBER OF RATED PERSONS
(PER CENT)

Chart 25

Chart 26

28
42

58
72

ACRA (445)

Expert RA (624)

ACRA (169)

Expert RA (440)

1

Assessment based on Bank of Russia reporting forms and Rosstat data.

2

Includes transfers of electronic money and electronic money balances, with the latter including cash withdrawal.

The number of credit history titles is defined as the total sum of all credit history titles transferred to the CCCH by all CHBs (information about the same borrower can be kept in several CHBs), including credit history titles filed only upon the creditor’s request.
3
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units of the Federal Bailiffs Service regarding

In late November 2018, the Bank of Rus-

CHBs where credit histories of credit history

sia piloted the service for submitting CCCH

holders are stored, and requests for creation,

requests through the Unified Public Services

cancellation or modification of the code (ad-

Portal, and in less than two months the number

ditional code) of the credit history holder in-

of requests reached 57,510. From 31 January

creased by 3 million during the reporting year

2019, this service is provided by the Bank of

and reached 33.3 million since the start of

Russia on a permanent basis.

CCCH operation. The most popular channels for

As of 31 December 2018, Russian credit

submitting requests to CCCH were credit insti-

rating agencies ACRA JSC and JSC Expert RA

tutions, the Bank of Russia website and CHBs.

assigned 1,069 credit ratings.
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1.2.2.3. COMPETITION IN THE FINANCIAL MARKET
Development of competition in the financial

Based on the review, this report proposed

market is a priority for the Bank of Russia be-

a list of priority measures. Subsequently, this

cause it contributes to economic growth and

list provided a framework for preparing an

technological progress.

Action Plan (road map) for the improvement

An inter-agency working group on the de-

of competition in certain sectors of the Rus-

velopment of competition in the financial ser-

sian economy and transition of certain nat-

vices market was established on 23 April 2018

ural monopolies to a competitive market in

with the participation of representatives from

2018—2020.2

the Russian Federal Antimonopoly Service, the

This plan is cross-sectoral in nature and

Bank of Russia, the Russian Ministry of Finance

focuses on three main areas in the financial

and the Ministry of Economic Development1

market:

pursuant to Presidential Decree No. 618, dated

– creating equal business conditions for var-

21 December 2017, ‘The Guidelines for the State

ious market participants, including the re-

Competition Policy’.

moval of unjustified advantages for major

In 2018 Q2, the Bank of Russia and FAS
published the first joint analytical report on

financial institutions with state participation;

Competition in the Financial Market, which

– reducing market barriers and creating a

contained analysis results indicating that the

unified competitive environment, primarily

vast majority of segments reviewed in the

through the introduction of new financial

Russian financial market were characterised

technologies;

by insufficient competition and represented a
monopoly or oligopoly in a competitive environment with a significantly limited competition
with the leader(s).
In addition, the results show a high degree

– establishing a system of incentives for fair
competition.
In 2018, all financial market activities involving the Bank of Russia were completed
on time.

of heterogeneity in competition, the level and

In particular, in December 2018, the follow-

conditions of which substantially differ among

ing proposals were submitted to the Govern-

the constituents of the Russian Federation,

ment of the Russian Federation:

making it necessary to conduct a balanced

– on improving the framework for the admis-

regional competition policy in the financial

sion of banks to place budgetary funds in

market. As a result, in 2018, the Bank of Russia

bank deposits (accounts) and provide other

initiated the efforts of its regional institutions

individual types of banking services; and

to review competition in regional financial mar-

– on reducing barriers to transfers over

kets, primarily in the area of banking services.

household bank accounts.

1
Subsequently, it also included representatives from the relevant committees of the Federation Council and the State Duma of the
Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation.
2

Approved by the Russian Government Directive No. 1697‑r, dated 16 August 2018.

BANK OF RUSSIA
KURSK REGIONAL
DIVISION BUILDING
designed by F.O. Livchak,
1914
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Information on the Bank of Russia’s activities is presented in accordance
with the strategic goals of the Bank of Russia:
 ensuring price stability;
 ensuring financial market resilience;
 expanding financial inclusion for households and businesses;
 development of the national payment system;
 technology development and innovation support in the financial
market.
The report structure follows implementation of individual objectives
and assesses overall results in the selected areas.
Ensuring price stability is one of the key goals for the Bank of Russia.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued implementing its monetary policy
under the inflation targeting regime by maintaining annual inflation near
4%.
Over the year, conditions for implementing the monetary policy substantially changed, primarily due to external factors. This caused the
Bank of Russia to update its inflation forecasts. To keep inflation near
4% over the medium-term forecast horizon, the Bank of Russia shifted
from a gradual reduction of the key rate at the beginning of 2018 to its
increase in the second half of the year amid the materialisation of inflationary risks. As of year-end 2018, annual inflation was near 4%, totalling
4.3% (vs 2.5% in 2017).
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The effectiveness of the monetary policy was confirmed by the dynamics of money market rates, which were primarily near the key rate.
The streamlining and simplification of the Bank of Russia’s lending and
deposit operations helped improve the operating procedure. In particular, overnight deposits were automated without the need to exchange
applications with credit institutions. Changes in technology of overnight
deposit operations allowed extending the time frames of such operations.
In the area of ensuring financial market sustainability, the Bank of
Russia’s efforts were aimed at reducing the probability of various shocks
and preventing and limiting their negative impact. To respond in a timely
manner to increasing risks, the Bank of Russia regularly monitored and
assessed risks in the banking sector and non-bank financial institutions.
In particular, the accelerating growth of household debt in 2018, especially as regards unsecured consumer loans and mortgage loans with
a low down payment, raised some concerns. To prevent the excessive
growth of household debt burden and accumulation of risks in certain
lending segments, the Bank of Russia adopted a number of macroprudential measures.
The Bank of Russia continued to improve its supervision of financial
institutions to identify risks at the earliest stages. An important step was
implementation of several regulatory standards of the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision (BCBS) completed in 2018. This had great importance for Russian credit institutions viewed as part of the global financial
system. In 2018, proportionate regulation was gradually introduced for
banks with a basic licence. In 2018, they were exempted from preparing
IFRS financial statements on an individual basis. The Bank of Russia has
also taken important steps to introduce the concept of incentive-based
banking regulation. This will facilitate more active development of priority
market segments. To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of supervision, the Bank of Russia completed centralisation of banking supervision
in the autumn of 2018, and at the end of the year it tested the functional
subsystem Supervised Institution Consolidated File designed to automate
supervisory processes. The launch of personal accounts for supervised
organisations will help improve communication with market participants
and speed up the processing of information.
Regulation of NFI activities was also improved in the standardisation
of financial operations and financial services. Their supervision by the
Bank of Russia was complemented with supervision by self-regulatory
organisations in the financial market.
The Bank of Russia was in constant dialogue with financial market
participants to discuss the specifics of approaches to regulation and
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supervision of NFIs. The Concept of Proportionate Regulation and RiskBased Supervision of NFIs was elaborated and published on the basis of
international experience. It set the direction for future changes.
The first stage of CMTPLI reform to transition toward individual rates
was completed in 2018. In particular, the Bank of Russia elaborated and
adopted an ordinance providing for more flexible approaches to determining insurance premiums. 2018 was also marked by an increase in
purchases of electronic CMTPLI policies thanks to an improved quality
of insurance company websites.
The Bank of Russia maintained its policy of purging the financial sector from weak and unscrupulous participants. The new mechanism for
the financial rehabilitation of credit institutions proved to be a success.
It provides for direct participation of the Bank of Russia in the capital of
credit institutions under resolution. This experience was used to develop
a mechanism for the financial rehabilitation of insurance companies.
Measures taken by the Bank of Russia to counteract unfair behaviour
of financial market participants contributed to strengthening confidence
in the financial market as well as its stable functioning and development.
An important step was the establishment of the Situation Centre for
Monitoring Exchange-Trading Markets. The Centre will help ensure more
effective market monitoring. The territorial system for counteracting illegal
activity in the financial market became fully operational. The volume of
dubious transactions in the banking sector steadily declined.
Major efforts were made to develop new technologies in the financial
market. The Bank of Russia started accepting reports from supervised
organisations (non-bank financial institutions) in the XBRL format. Communication with financial market participants regarding various areas of
their activity is now possible through a single personal account.
The Bank of Russia was also focused on supporting innovations as
well as developing financial instruments and financial market infrastructure. The legal framework was created for issuing new types of financial
instruments, improving the financing of financial sector companies, and
reforming the market for over-the-counter financial instruments. In addition, the attributes and potential were determined for issuing structural
bonds with the option of incomplete capital protection, perpetual bonds
of non-bank organisations and non-voting preferred shares; regulation
was also enhanced for convertible securities and the admission of savings
(deposit) certificates of credit institutions to the financial market.
New services were implemented in the Bank of Russia payment system providing for high availability, a single extended work schedule and
new liquidity management mechanisms. Efforts to create the Faster Pay-
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ments System1 were aimed at ensuring equal conditions for participating
banks. The launch of the Unified Centralised Payment Gateway (Transport
Gateway) improved the availability and reliability for the connection of
participants to the Bank of Russia payment system. Mir cards were successfully promoted as part of the development of payment instruments.
A priority area for the Bank of Russia was improvement of the avai
lability of financial products and services to households and businesses.
The Bank of Russia initiated the creation of the marketplace system. This
financial ‘supermarket’ will significantly simplify and accelerate the availability of financial products to Russian nationals. In 2018, the measures
taken to implement conduct supervision aimed at monitoring the interaction of financial companies with consumers of their services reduced
the number of complaints from financial consumers against financial
institutions for the first time in recent years. The number of financial
consumers also grew.
Information on the Bank of Russia’s functions contributing to the
achievement of all strategic goals is now in a separate block titled Other
Activities. The information policy of the Bank of Russia was designed to
communicate the benefits of low inflation and supervisory policy to the
public and businesses as well as protect the rights of financial consumers. Bank of Russia employees regularly published on the Bank of Russia
website and in scientific literature the findings of numerous studies conducted in all key areas of the Bank of Russia’s activities. Seminars and
conferences in Russia and abroad also served as platforms for discussing
research findings.
A key area of international cooperation was establishment of a common financial market of EAEU member states. In particular, the central
banks and governments of these states signed the Agreement on the
Harmonisation of Financial Market Legislation of EAEU Member States.
This defined the area and procedure for the convergence of regulatory
and supervisory requirements in the banking and insurance sectors as
well as in the securities market. There was continued development of cooperation within BRICS. BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement passed
its first testing.

1

Launched on 28 January 2019.
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2.1. Ensuring price stability
2.1.1. MONETARY POLICY OBJECTIVES AND KEY MEASURES
The main goal of the Bank of Russia mone-

signals on possible monetary policy decisions

tary policy is to ensure price stability, that is,

in the future. These signals, along with the key

maintain annual inflation near 4%. Low and

rate decisions, affected expectations of market

stable inflation is an important element of

participants and influenced the formation of in-

public well-being and a favourable business

terest rates in the economy. The Bank of Russia

environment.

sought to disclose in detail the reasons and

As of year-end 2018, annual inflation was

logic of its decisions on monetary policy in the

near 4%, totalling 4.3% (vs. 2.5% in 2017).

press releases on the key rate and Monetary

In the past year, inflation became more ho-

Policy Reports, in the speeches and interviews

mogeneous in terms of product groups and

with members of the Board of Directors and by

regions.

using a number of other communication tools

In 2018, there was no change in the prin-

and channels (see Subsection 2.6.1).

ciples of the Bank of Russia monetary policy.

2018 saw a material change in monetary

Under the inflation targeting regime, the key

policy conditions, which led the Bank of Russia

rate was the main instrument of the Bank of

to revise its inflation forecasts. As a result, the

Russia monetary policy. Since changes in the

Bank of Russia moved from a gradual reduction

key rate affect inflation over time through a

of the key rate at the beginning of 2018 to its

long chain of relationships, the Bank of Russia

increase in the second half of the year amid

based its key rate decisions on macroeconomic

realisation of inflation risks, as it sought to sta-

forecasts, while focusing on sustainable trends

bilise inflation near 4% over the medium-term

and long-term factors. When making its key

forecast horizon.

1

rate decisions, the Bank of Russia sought to

In early 2018, inflation was stable and low

create monetary conditions that contributed

under the influence of both temporary and

to achieving the inflation target and did not

permanent factors. The influence of temporary

prevent the economy from remaining close

factors was primarily caused by disinflationary

to its potential. As the economic situation

pressure in some food markets. The influence of

evolved (see Subsection 1.1.2), the Bank of

permanent factors was related to the Bank of

Russia updated its forecast and published it

Russia’s monetary policy, a steady trend toward

in the Monetary Policy Report (quarterly) as

the reduction of inflationary expectations, and

well as in the Monetary Policy Guidelines in

generally moderate demand dynamics. In this

2019—2021. The Bank of Russia maintained a

context, the probability of inflation exceeding

conservative approach to building its internal

4% by the end of 2018 remained low. The Bank

and external forecast assumptions, which were

of Russia forecast that with the recovery of

adjusted as new information became available

the supply and demand balance in certain food

during the year.

markets inflation would rise to 3.0—4.0% by

In 2018, the Bank of Russia maintained a

the end of 2018 and hold near 4% in 2019.2 This

tight focus on ensuring the transparency and

allowed the Bank of Russia Board of Directors

predictability of its monetary policy. In addi-

to reduce the key interest rate in February and

tion to information on its key rate decisions

March 2018 by a total of 50 bp to 7.25% p.a.

in press releases following Board of Directors

In its press releases, the Bank of Russia also

meetings, the Bank of Russia also published

gave signals that it expected a transition to a

1
For more details, see section ‘The use of monetary policy instruments in 2018 and 2019—2021 and the effect of the transmission
mechanism’ in the Monetary Policy Guidelines for 2019—2021.
2

Press Release on Monetary Policy, dated 23 March 2018, and Monetary Policy Report No. 1 (March 2018).
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neutral monetary policy in 2018. The Bank of

their further reaction to the weakening of the

Russia also estimated the neutral level of the

ruble in 2018 and the forthcoming increase of

key rate to be at 6.0—7.0% p.a.

VAT in 2019 as well as the overall scale of the

However, a number of inflationary risks were
realised in 2018 Q2—Q3. In April, the ruble

secondary effects produced by these proinflationary factors.

weakened following the expansion of sanc-

This has further increased proinflationary

tions against Russia. In May 2018, there was a

risks, especially over the short-term horizon.

significant increase in the domestic prices of

In September, the Bank of Russia revised its

petroleum products amid rising global oil prices

annual inflation forecast upwards to 3.8—4.2%

and an increase in excise taxes in early 2018.

for the end of 2018 and 5.0—5.5% for the end

In June, the Russian Government announced

of 20191 taking into account the impact of in-

a decision to increase the base VAT rate from

creased VAT and the ruble’s weakening in 2018.

18% to 20% from 1 January 2019. These factors

In this environment, in September and Decem-

(in particular, the growth of motor fuel prices)

ber, the Bank of Russia raised its key rate (in

contributed to a reversal of the trend toward

aggregate by 50 bp) to 7.75% p.a. by the end

lower inflation expectations of households and

of 2018. In its signal of future monetary policy,

businesses. In this context, the balance of in-

the Bank of Russia also expressed its willingness

flation risks shifted toward proinflationary risks

to assess the appropriateness of raising the

on the horizon of 2018 and 2019. From April to

key rate more by considering the dynamics of

July 2018, the Bank of Russia Board of Direc-

inflation and economy in relation to the forecast

tors maintained its key rate at 7.25% p.a. At the

and by taking into account the risks posed by

same time, the Bank of Russia revised its signal

external conditions and the response of financial

regarding the future monetary policy, indicating

markets to them. According to the forecast of

that under the new conditions the transition to

the Bank of Russia, the timely response of the

a neutral monetary policy would take place later

monetary policy to increased proinflationary

than it had been previously expected.

risks will help prevent the anchoring of inflation

At the end of 2018 Q3, further deterio-

at a level significantly exceeding the goal of the

ration of external conditions was observed.

Bank of Russia and ensure the return of annual

In August—September, increased geopolitical

inflation to 4% in 2020 H1.

tension and higher volatility in global financial

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

markets, especially in emerging market econo

follow a floating exchange rate regime. Under

mies, contributed to further weakening of the

this regime, the central bank does not conduct

ruble and an increase in the country’s risk pre-

foreign exchange interventions to influence

mium. From October to December, there was

the ruble exchange rate level or the pace of

a significant decline in global oil prices, which

its adjustment. At the same time, in 2018, the

further increased uncertainty about the pros-

Bank of Russia continued to purchase foreign

pects for changes in the external conditions in

currency in the domestic financial market to

the future. At the same time, 2018 H2 saw a

replenish the National Wealth Fund in accor-

gradual adjustment of prices to the weakening

dance with the existing fiscal rule mechanism.

of the ruble that had been happening since the

Such transactions are allowed under a floating

beginning of the year, and, in late 2018, growth

exchange rate regime.

rates of consumer prices started to experience

In the periods of increased financial market

the effects of the forthcoming VAT hike in

volatility (such as in April and from mid-August

2019. In this context, the inflation expecta-

to the end of 2018), the Bank of Russia sus-

tions of businesses, households and financial

pended its purchases of foreign currency in the

market participants continued to rise. There

domestic market under the fiscal rule mecha

was significant remaining uncertainty about

nism, which allowed curbing exchange rate

1

Press Release on Monetary Policy, dated 14 September 2018, and Monetary Policy Report No. 3 (September 2018).
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Inflation risks and inflation expectations required an increase
of the key rate to 7.75% to ensure that inflation returns to 4%

volatility and the associated risks to financial

in 2018. Postponed purchases will be made

stability. As at the situation in the domestic

evenly within 36 months from the start of

financial market stabilised in late 2018, the

these operations. This will increase the daily

Bank of Russia decided to resume its regular

volume of foreign currency purchases in the

foreign currency purchases from 15 January

domestic market made under the fiscal rule by

2019 and from 1 February 2019 proceed with

₽2.8 billion, in addition to the daily volume of

the purchases of foreign currency postponed

regular purchases.
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2.1.2. MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS
The Bank of Russia uses monetary policy in-

get expenditures and operations to purchase

struments to achieve its operational objective

foreign currency in the domestic market under

of maintaining the rates of the overnight ru-

the fiscal rule did not, in the aggregate, have

ble-denominated interbank market near the

a significant impact on the dynamics of struc-

key rate. In 2018, the dynamics of short-term

tural liquidity surplus. As a result, from Janu-

money market rates were shaped in the con-

ary to August, the structural liquidity surplus

text of the banking sector’s structural liquidity

grew from ₽2.6 trillion to ₽3.4 trillion, reaching

surplus. The key reasons for the excess liqui

₽4.9 trillion in some periods.

dity of credit institutions in 2017, which then

From September to December, structural

gradually increased, were measures taken by

liquidity surplus declined and amounted to

the Bank of Russia for financial rehabilitation

₽3.0 trillion at the end of the year. Structural

of certain banks and large-scale spending of

surplus decreased following the decision of

sovereign funds’ money to finance the federal

the Bank of Russia to temporarily suspend

budget deficit.

the purchases of foreign currency under the

At the beginning of 2018, a significant inflow

fiscal rule in the domestic foreign exchange

of funds into the banking sector was generated

market from mid-August until the end of 2018.

by the Bank of Russia’s operations to imple-

Significant tax payments by customers from

ment measures aimed at preventing bankruptcy

their bank accounts to budget accounts with

of individual banks. In addition, in January, the

the Bank of Russia representing additional oil

reduced volume of cash in circulation following

and gas budget revenue received due to the

the return of cash to banks after the New Year’s

actual Urals crude price considerably exceeding

holidays became a factor for the seasonal

$40 per barrel were not matched by equivalent

growth of the structural liquidity surplus. Bud-

foreign currency purchases. Moreover, in De-

LIQUIDITY FACTORS AND CHANGE IN OUTSTANDING AMOUNT ON REFINANCING OPERATIONS
AND CLAIMS ON LIQUIDITY ABSORPTION OPERATIONS OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA IN RUBLES
(TRILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Chart 27

Change in credit institutions’ outstanding amount
on Bank of Russia refinancing operations
Change in balance of correspondent accounts
Change in credit institutions’ claims on Bank of Russia
liquidity absorption operations
Change in balances of general government accounts
with the Bank of Russia and other operations*
Ministry of Finance operations to buy/sell foreign currency
in the domestic foreign exchange market
Balance on Ministry of Finance OFZ operations**
Balance on Federal Treasury deposits and repos
Change in volume of cash in circulation
Bank of Russia interventions in the domestic foreign exchange market
Regulation of credit institutions’ required reserves with the Bank of Russia
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* Net of Federal Treasury deposit and repo operations and Ministry of Finance OFZ operations, including Ministry of Finance operations to buy or sell
foreign currency in the domestic foreign exchange market, settlements on Bank of Russia sell/buy USD/RUB FX swaps, Bank of Russia operations to buy
monetary gold, and other operations.
** Taking account of coupon payments.
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cember, the reduction of liquidity was caused

balances in correspondent accounts with the

by the traditional increase of cash in circulation

Bank of Russia supported by the mechanism

before the New Year’s holidays.

for required reserves averaging. The average

During the year, credit institutions could

amount of funds held by credit institutions

take advantage of temporarily idle budgetary

in correspondent accounts with the Bank of

funds from the Federal Treasury, which enabled

Russia increased from ₽2.1 trillion from January

the banking sector to receive over ₽0.5 trillion.

to August to ₽2.3 trillion from September to

The borrowings of the Russian Ministry of Fi-

December.

nance in the domestic market to finance the

In 2018, the Bank of Russia carried out li-

budget through OFZ placement (including debt

quidity-absorbing operations to maintain mon-

service payments) caused an insignificant cash

ey market rates near the key rate. Its main

outflow from the banking sector in the amount

instrument was one-week deposit auctions.

of less than ₽0.1 trillion.

The amount of funds raised through them in-

The decision of the Bank of Russia to in-

creased significantly compared to the previous

crease, from 1 August 2018, the required re-

year. While in 2017, the average amount of

serve ratios for credit institutions’ liabilities in

funds raised at weekly deposit auctions was

foreign currency to disincentivise the increase

₽0.8 trillion, in 2018 it totalled ₽2.2 trillion.

in foreign currency-denominated liabilities in

To prevent significant deviations of the mo

the structure of liabilities of credit institu-

ney market rates from the key rate, the Bank

tions led to the outflow of liquidity from the

of Russia held fine-tuning deposit auctions.

banking sector in the amount of less than

49 such auctions were held in 2018.

₽0.1 trillion following the growth of balances

To absorb the stable part of excess liquidity,

in accounts used for keeping required reserves

the Bank of Russia placed three-month Bank of

with the Bank of Russia. This decision had

Russia coupon bonds (Coupon OBRs). The vo

a more pronounced effect on the growth of

lumes of their placement grew significantly over

STRUCTURE OF BANK OF RUSSIA OPERATIONS*
(TRILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Chart 28
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Coupon OBRs
Standing deposit facilities
Operations on repayable basis other than standard instruments of Bank of Russia monetary policy**
Refinancing operations (repos, FX swap***, secured loans)
Auction-based deposits
Structural liquidity deficit (+) / surplus (–)
* Bank of Russia claims to credit institutions on refinancing instruments / Bank of Russia liabilities to credit institutions on excess liquidity
absorption instruments as of start of business.
** Bank of Russia special refinancing instruments, Bank of Russia loans under irrevocable credit lines, and USD/RUB and EUR/RUB sell/buy FX swaps.
*** Bank of Russia USD/RUB and EUR/RUB buy/sell FX swaps.
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the year. The decision of the Bank of Russia

second half of the year, the absolute deviation

to set the minimum price for the placement of

of the RUONIA rate from the key rate was on

Coupon OBRs lower than 100% of their face

average 24 bp.

value, which provided for a maturity premium

During the year, the Bank of Russia sought

over the Bank of Russia key rate, contributed to

to improve the efficiency of its operating pro-

the increased attractiveness of Coupon OBRs.

cedures by modernising and simplifying the

The total volume of Coupon OBRs in circulation

use of monetary policy instruments. Since

at the face value, including the accrued coupon

May 2018, overnight deposits are now auto-

income, increased from ₽0.4 trillion as of 1 Jan-

mated without the exchange of applications

uary 2018 to ₽1.4 trillion as of 1 January 2019.

with credit institutions, as was previously the

Amid the liquidity surplus, money market

case. Changes in the technology of overnight

rates were formed near the Bank of Russia key

deposit operations allowed extending the time

rate with a small negative spread. For the year,

frames for deposit operations. They are now

absolute deviation of the RUONIA rate from

conducted through the whole operational

the key rate was on average 29 bp (26 bp a

day (in accordance with the schedule of Bank

year earlier). A higher spread in certain periods

of Russia payment system operations, from

can be explained by one-time factors. At the

01:00 AM to 09:00 PM Moscow time) on each

beginning of the year, the irregular inflows

business day (previously, from 09:00 AM to

of funds received by some banks as part of

05:00/04:45 PM). The change in the deposit

the measures taken by the Bank of Russia to

operations procedure allowed cancelling such

prevent their bankruptcy created a short-term

deposit operations as TOM/NEXT, SPOT/NEXT

imbalance in the money market, which result-

and sight deposits starting from May 2018.

ed in a wider spread between money market

While earlier these operations could reduce

rates and the key rate. As a result, in the first

the incentives for banks to carry out money

half of the year, the absolute deviation of the

market operations, this decision contributed to

RUONIA rate from the key rate was on average

higher activity in the interbank market, which

35 bp. The spread stabilised with the adap-

increased the efficiency of the operating pro-

tation of the banking sector to the changed

cedure.

level of structural liquidity surplus and in the

Not only fixed rate deposit operations but

absence of significant cash inflows. In the

also the Bank of Russia’s deposit operations

BANK OF RUSSIA INTEREST RATE CORRIDOR AND RUONIA RATE
(PER CENT P.A.)

Chart 29
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payments. With the simultaneous extension

The Bank of Russia modernised
and simplified the procedure for
using monetary policy instruments

of the time for standing facilities of the Bank
of Russia, this will help credit institutions
more accurately forecast the balances of their
correspondent accounts with the Bank of
Russia and manage them at the end of the

in general were affected by changes. In par-

business day.

ticular, the criteria for admission of credit

From 4 June 2018, the Bank of Russia

institutions to making deposit operations of

changed the procedure for establishing in-

the Bank of Russia were abolished, the place-

terest rates on all its operations by starting

ment of funds in deposits was allowed only

to set these rates in the form of spreads to

from correspondent accounts opened with the

the key rate (the level of rates has not been

Bank of Russia, and a possibility was provided

changed). The new procedure was published

for conversion of the entire workflow into an

in the Monetary Policy section on the Bank of

electronic form.

Russia’s website.2

In July, to encourage credit institutions to

This approach was implemented to em-

manage their own liquidity in a more balanced

phasise the role of the key rate as the main

manner, it was decided that non-competitive

instrument of the Bank of Russia’s monetary

bids from credit institutions (bids without the

policy as well as to simplify the perception of

indication of an interest rate) would not be

information on the framework of interest rates

accepted for participation in deposit auctions.

on the Bank of Russia’s operations by market

This helped simplify the procedure for collecting

participants.

and accepting bids during auctions.

In 2018, given the expected persistence

In 2018, an important stage in streamlining

of liquidity surplus in the medium term and a

the Bank of Russia’s credit operations was

sufficient amount of collateral held by cred-

completed with the release of new regulatory

it institutions, as part of implementing the

documents. A new credit operations pro-

countercyclical approach to preparation of the

cedure came into effect on 1 October 2018.

collateral list for refinancing operations, the

In particular, it allows for conversion of the

Bank of Russia took measures to tighten the

entire workflow on credit operations into an

requirements to the quality of assets accepted

electronic form. As early as 1 October 2018,

as collateral for these operations.

1

credit institutions began to submit certain

In particular, starting 1 January 2018, the

documents to the Bank of Russia exclusively

Bank of Russia raised its requirements for the

electronically.

minimum credit rating of the issue (issuer) to

From July 2018, banks may participate

be included in the Lombard List of bonds of

in a special liquidity settlement period from

the constituent entities of the Russian Fed-

08:00 PM to 09:00 PM Moscow time. During

eration and municipal bonds as well as bonds

this period, payments can be made only by

of resident legal entities of the Russian Fede

banks and clearing companies, and only for

ration that are not credit institutions3 from

certain transactions. This allows banks to

ВВВ (RU)/ruВВВ to А (RU)/ruA according to

settle their liquidity positions as of the end

the classifications of ACRA (JSC) / JSC Expert

of the operational day in the interbank market

RA credit rating agencies.

and borrow funds from or place them with

As of 1 July 2018, the Bank of Russia sus-

the Bank of Russia, after making all client

pended the use of bonds of credit institu-

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4801‑U, dated 22 May 2018, ‘On the Form and Conditions for Secured Bank Refinancing’ (published
on 2 July 2018), Terms and Conditions of Issue and Redemption of Bank of Russia Loans Backed by Securities or Credit Claims as well
as the model contract (published on 17 August 2018).
1

2

Also see Tables 29, 31 in Section 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’.

In accordance with its earlier decision, the Bank of Russia suspended, as of 1 October 2017, the inclusion of bonds issued by credit
institutions into the Lombard List.
3
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tions1 and Vnesheconombank,2 bonds of in-

of assets used as collateral for the refinancing

surance companies, bonds of international

operations of the Bank of Russia and following

financial institutions and debt securities issued

the redemption of securities previously includ-

by non-resident legal entities of the Russian

ed in the Lombard List as well as the inclusion

Federation outside the Russian Federation,

of new securities issues that meet the require-

whose beneficiaries or final borrowers are Rus-

ments of the Bank of Russia into that list.

sian credit institutions, insurance companies

As of the end of 2018, the potential mar-

or Vnesheconombank, in its lending and repo

ketable collateral for Bank of Russia refinancing

operations.

operations amounted to ₽7.1 trillion (at the end

In 2018, the amount of potential marketable

of 2017, ₽8.0 trillion) and about ₽6.2 trillion (at

collateral for the Bank of Russia’s refinancing

the end of 2017, ₽5.2 trillion) of non-marketable

operations changed both as a result of mea-

assets included in the pool of collateral for

sures to tighten requirements for the quality

standard Bank of Russia refinancing operations.

1

This decision does not apply to mortgage-backed bonds issued by credit institutions.

2

Starting 9 December 2018, State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
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2.2. Ensuring financial market
resilience
2.2.1. ENSURING FINANCIAL STABILITY
2.2.1.1. MONITORING OF FINANCIAL STABILITY RISKS
EXTERNAL RISKS

oil production in the US as well as the heigh

2018 was marked by increasing pessimism over

tened risks of a decline in global demand for

the growth prospects of the global economy

oil amid the slowing global economic growth.

amid greater volatility in the emerging markets,

In this context, new agreements were reached

heightened international trade tensions (espe-

by OPEC+ participants to cut oil production.

cially between the US and China) and a global
trend toward the slowdown of business activi

FINANCIAL SECTOR RISKS

ty in the manufacturing sector. In May—June

In 2018, a moderate growth of volatility

and August—September 2018, as the US Fed

in the Russian financial market was observed

continued to raise its rate, emerging market

amid the worsening external environment. Ad-

economies were facing an outflow of capital,

ditional negative factors included a number of

higher risk premiums and weakening of their

published draft laws on sanctions against the

national currencies. EMEs with accumulated

Russian economy and generally negative media

structural imbalances (current account deficit,

coverage about the possibility of restrictions

budget deficit, high debt burden, including in

on transactions with Russian public debt. As a

the US dollars) were particularly vulnerable.

result, foreign investors reassessed the risks

Some of them had to significantly raise their in-

of investing in Russian assets. Over the year,

terest rates (Argentina, Turkey) and extensively

the share of non-residents in the OFZ market

intervene in the foreign exchange markets to

decreased from 33.1% to 24.4%. In the periods

support their national currencies. However, by

of increased volatility, the premium on Russia’s

the end of 2018, the situation in EMEs gra

sovereign CDSs exceeded 170 bp (growing by

dually normalised. In December 2018, advanced

35 bp to 152 bp over the year), while the yields

economies faced increased volatility (as the US

of five-year OFZs rose to 8.90% (over the year,

S&P 500 index fell 9%). This was related to the

they increased by 1.34 pp to 8.40%). These

decision of the US Fed to adjust the number of

figures did not exceed the average level in the

rate increases in 2019 to fewer than expected

main EMEs. In general, the response of mar-

by the market (from three to two), despite risks

ket participants did not lead to critical issues

of economic slowdown in the US. Other factors

for all types of financial institutions and did

that negatively affected market stability in

not require significant regulatory intervention.

2018 included increased economic policy risks

The active sale of foreign currency proceeds by

around the world (such as budget disputes in

exporters and the temporary suspension of the

Italy, growing concerns over Brexit terms, and

Bank of Russia’s foreign currency purchases

the US federal government shutdown at the

under the fiscal rule contributed to the stability

end of the year) as well as a continued slow-

of the foreign exchange market.1 Stabilisation

down of economic growth in China. In addition,

of the Russian financial market was likewise

from October to December 2018, the price of

facilitated by the decision of the Bank of Russia

Brent crude dropped by 35% (19.5% for the

to raise its key interest rate in September and

year), which was largely caused by ramped up

December 2018 (up to 7.75%).

On 23 August 2018, the Bank of Russia suspended foreign currency purchases in the market for the Russian Ministry of Finance
until the end of 2018 and resumed these purchases on 15 January 2019.
1
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intensive growth of the loan portfolio, while

In 2018, the banking sector in general re-

the amount of overdue debt increased by 1.6%

mained stable, which was attested to, inter

in 20181 (by 2.5% in 2017). The share of bad

alia, by the results of stress tests proving that

loans (of quality categories IV and V) in total

capital adequacy of the banking sector was

loans to all categories of borrowers over 2018

above the regulatory minimum even under the

increased from 10.0% to 10.1%, which resulted

risk scenario (when the average price of oil

largely from the reassessment of the quality of

drops to $25 per barrel).

assets of banks undergoing resolution (net of
their impact, the share of bad loans decreased

In 2018, the banking sector
remained stable, which was
confirmed by stress test results

from 7.3% to 6.4%). In addition, the coverage
of bad loans with provisions for possible losses
declined in 2018 from 92.7% to 89.7% (net of
banks undergoing resolution, it declined from
75.2% to 72.8%).

Liquidity risks. In 2018, the liquidity risks of

Bank risks on loans to non-financial or

the banking sector remained at an acceptable

ganisations. In 2017, banks increased their

level. Thus, from 1 January 2018 to 1 January 2019,

ruble-denominated lending to non-financial

the weighted average of the instant liquidity ra-

organisations by 12.9%. The share of overdue

tio (N2) across all banks showed steady growth

debt declined from 8.2% to 7.8%, and if banks

(from 118% to 129%) while the current liquidity

under resolution are excluded, this figure is

ratio (N3) slightly decreased (from 167% to 166%)

even lower (4.2%).

but remained significantly above the minimum

The quality of the ruble-denominated cor-

acceptable level. For SICIs, the weighted average

porate loan portfolio of the banking sector

liquidity coverage ratio N26 (N27) increased from

remained stable. In 2018, the share of quality

114% to 122% over the same period, with indi-

category IV and V loans continued to be at the

vidual banks still including irrevocable credit lines

level of 12.6%. Excluding the portfolios of banks

in its calculation to comply with the ratio. As of

under resolution, the share of quality catego-

1 January 2019, the Bank of Russia had seven

ry IV and V loans declined by 0.4 pp to 8.3%.

irrevocable credit line agreements with credit

The share of foreign currency in the loan

institutions. At that date, the total maximum limit

portfolio continued to decline in 2018. The for-

of irrevocable credit lines was ₽1,039,000 million.

eign-currency denominated debt on loans to

No loans were granted to credit institutions un-

non-financial organisations decreased by 11.1% (in

der this refinancing mechanism in 2018.

US dollar equivalent), while the level of overdue

The situation with foreign currency liquidity

debt on these loans remained low (as of 1 January

also remained stable in 2018. Higher demand for

2019, the share of overdue debt was 2.6%). Thus,

foreign currency liquidity in certain periods was

amid further decline of the share of foreign curren-

caused by short-term factors related to the ope

cy in the loan portfolio, the credit risk associated

rations of major banks. In periods of increased

with the FX risk remained low, which indicated

demand for foreign currency liquidity, the Bank

the conservatism of banks in their selection of

of Russia conducted FX swaps to sell US dollars

borrowers of foreign currency-denominated loans.

for rubles. The demand for these operations did

Bank risks on household loans. An improve-

not exceed the limits set by the Bank of Russia.

ment in the quality of household loans was ob-

Credit risk. Credit risk prevailed in the

served in both mortgage lending and unsecured

portfolio of banking risks. The share of over-

consumer lending segments. In this context,

due loans to non-financial organisations and

the growth of loans outpacing income growth

households declined from 6.6% to 5.9% amid

may create conditions for increased risks in the

1
The data in the credit risk section are presented net of the exchange rate effect for credit institutions in operation as of 1 January
2019 (including banks reorganised in 2018).
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increase in premiums (+36.5% compared to

The share of foreign currency
in the loan portfolio continued
to decline in 2018

2017). In connection with the trend toward the
growing financial consumers’ dissatisfaction
with the quality of services provided under longterm life insurance contracts (compared to 2017,
the number of complaints against life insurance

future. With the improvement in the quality of

companies increased by 75.1%) identified by

the unsecured consumer loan portfolio as well

the Bank of Russia and in order to increase

as under the impact of significant growth in

the transparency of such insurance, the Bank

the mortgage lending segment, which is best in

of Russia published its concept for improving

terms of quality, the overall volume of overdue

the regulation of investment life insurance1 and

household loans declined in 2018 by 10.0% (by

established a requirement for insurers to provide

0.4% in 2017), and the share of overdue loans

insured persons with material information on the

decreased from 7.0% to 5.1%.

risks and terms of endowment or investment life

The quality of the housing loan portfolio

insurance contracts.2

(including housing mortgage loans) remained

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued mon-

high, and the share of loans overdue by more

itoring of insurers’ performance indicators in

than 90 days declined in 2018 from 2.2% to

the segment of property developers public lia-

1.8%. The Bank of Russia took macroprudential

bility (PDPL) insurance. In 2018, PDPL insurers

measures limiting bank risks to ensure sustain-

made insurance payments in the total amount

able development of the mortgage segment in

of ₽1.1 billion, which is six times higher than in

the future (see Subsection 2.2.1.2).

2017. As of 31 December 2018, the relevant ben-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

eficiaries declared losses of more than ₽15 bil

focus on the growth of lending to households,

lion under PDPL contracts. The risks in this

primarily unsecured consumer lending, its

segment will decline following the transition to

most risky segment. In 2018, the debt under

the mechanism of financing equity construction

such loans increased by 22.8%. At the same

projects through developers’ contributions to

time, the share of loans overdue by more than

the compensation fund as well as the use of

90 days declined from 12.8% to 9.1% due both

escrow accounts under co-investment agree-

to higher loan portfolio and better payment

ments in equity construction from 1 July 2019.

discipline among borrowers.

In 2018, the CMTPLI market was in a trans-

In 2018, the increase in debt under unse-

formation phase. The segment’s moving com-

cured consumer loans outpaced the growth

bined loss ratio decreased (from 106.9% in

of household incomes, which resulted in the

2017 Q4 to 87.9% in 2018 Q4), which was

increase in households’ debt burden. To limit

facilitated by the introduction of the in-kind

risks for the banking system, the Bank of Rus-

compensation of damage practice. However, a

sia adopted macroprudential measures (see

time lag in recording losses in kind may lead to

Subsection 2.2.1.2).

volatility in market indicator dynamics. A reform
for transition to the system of individual rates

RISKS OF NON-BANK FINANCIAL

was initiated in 2018 (see Subsections 2.2.4.3,

INSTITUTIONS

2.3.3). In addition, to reduce the level of fraud

Insurance companies. Life insurance re-

by vehicle owners, a delay of three days after

mained the key driver of insurance market

purchase was introduced for the entry into force

growth in 2018, with a continued, albeit slower,

of electronic CMTPLI policies.3

1

Concept for improving the regulation of investment life insurance (30 October 2018).

See Subsections 2.2.4.3 ‘Insurance agents’ and 2.3.1 ‘Financial consumer and investor protection’ (as regards information on handling
the appeals of financial consumers by the Bank of Russia).
2

3
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4723‑U, dated 15 February 2018 ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4190‑U, dated 14 November 2016, ‘On Requirements for the Use of Electronic Documents and the Procedure for Electronic Information Exchange in the
Process of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’.
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It should be noted separately that to elimi-

dicator, but in the future the Bank of Russia

nate systemic issues that may arise as a result

plans to establish a required ratio. In 2018,

of unstable financial standing of socially im-

certain brokers had a low LCR, yet on average,

portant insurers, the Bank of Russia introduced

the ratio was increasing across all organisations

in 2018 a mechanism of financial rehabilitation

of this segment.

(resolution) of insurance companies (see Subsection 2.2.5).

In addition to the liquidity risk, brokers are
also exposed to market risks. As of the end of

Non-governmental pension funds. In 2018,

2018, brokers’ own securities portfolio, which

the NPF segment continued to improve the

was worth ₽153.5 billion, primarily included

credit quality of their pension fund portfolios

investments in the bonds of non-residents.

following an increase in investments in the pub-

The share of stocks and depositary receipts

lic sector as well as the write-off of low-quality

was about 30% (for credit institutions, insur-

assets. Thus, in 2018, the share of government

ance companies and non-governmental pension

securities in the portfolio of pension savings

funds, this share was much lower). In 2018, to

(PS) increased by 14 pp (to 35.7%) and by 5 pp

curb market and credit risks, the Bank of Russia

(to 14.2%) in the portfolio of pension reserves

introduced a capital adequacy ratio for brokers.

(PR). However, corporate bonds continued to

In 2018, only brokers were required to calculate

be the leading asset class (44.9% in PS; 37.6%

this mandatory indicator, but in the future the

in PR).

Bank of Russia plans to establish a required ratio.

The improvement in the credit quality of the

In addition, during the year, the Bank of

NPF investment portfolio was also related to

Russia conducted quarterly stress testing of

the fact that NPFs are required to pass a stress

major brokers. Stress testing included modelling

test for the adequacy of their assets to meet

of crisis conditions, such as changes of stock

liabilities.1 In 2018, there was a gradual tighte

indices, securities prices, currency exchange

ning of the requirements for stress-testing

rates, and defaults on obligations by counter-

criteria. Starting from 1 July 2018, the amount

parties. It also included calculating the broker’s

of a fund’s assets was deemed adequate to

capital (stress testing of capital adequacy) and

meet its liabilities if its assets were adequate

the LCR (liquidity stress testing) in the event

in at least 35% of Monte Carlo tests conducted

of ‘crisis’ scenarios.

under each scenario; starting from 1 January
2019, this figure became at least 50%.

Microfinance organisations. Credit risk is
the most significant among the main types of

In 2018, we noted a decrease in the returns

risks of microfinance organisations. It should

of NPFs associated with the revaluation and

be noted that microloans granted for business

write-off of certain low-quality assets.

and consumer purposes have a substantial

Brokers. In 2018, the total assets of brokers2

difference in terms of credit quality due to the

increased from ₽697.7 billion to ₽937.3 billion,

specifics of microfinance organisations (MFOs).

and their concentration in the industry also

Given that the bulk of business financing

increased, as the share of the ten largest orga

by MFOs comes from non-profit funds with

nisations by assets rose from 79.4% to 85.5%.

state participation established to support en-

Liquidity risk is the main systemic risk for

trepreneurship (84% of the segment), they

brokers. To curb this risk, in 2017, the Bank of

historically have higher capital adequacy and

Russia introduced a liquidity coverage ratio

a low NPL 90+3 as a result of low risk premi-

(LCR) applying to brokers with the right to use

um. Therefore, the major part of credit risks

the funds of their clients. In 2018, only brokers

is absorbed by equity capital. At the same

were required to calculate this mandatory in-

time, compared to consumer microloans, the

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4060‑U, dated 4 July 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Organisation of the Risk Management
System of a Non-governmental Pension Fund’.
1

2

Non-bank financial institutions with a brokerage licence.

3

Debt payments overdue by more than 90 days.
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segment of business financing demonstrated

In particular, the main challenge for the

a fairly moderate annual growth rate of 23.5%

unified development institution in the hous-

for 2018, expanding to ₽29.6 billion.

ing sector (DOM.RF JSC) in 2018 was the

Consumer microfinancing by MFOs tra-

consolidation of Bank DOM.RF JSC, which is

ditionally demonstrated higher growth rates

in the process of financial rehabilitation, as

and a higher proportion of non-performing

well as granting DOM.RF JSC with the right

microloans. In 2018, the portfolio of consumer

to guarantee loans to developers within the

microloans grew to ₽134 billion, more than

mechanism of developer financing through

doubling the annual growth rate of unsecured

escrow accounts (due to enter into force from

consumer loans (51% vs 22.8%), which was the

1 July 2019). In this regard, in October 2018,

result of both a low base in 2017, when the

the National Council for Financial Stability ad-

market slowed down before the introduction of

opted a decision on the expediency of setting

new regulatory requirements, and the growth

legislative standards and requirements for the

of the portfolio held by several major market

activities of a unified development institution

players. Despite the high growth rate of con-

in the housing sector to support its financial

sumer microloans, we observed an increase in

stability. The Russian Ministry of Finance to-

the share of NPL 90+ in the microloan portfolio

gether with the Russian Ministry of Economic

from 28.0% to 30.6%, which was likely related

Development and Trade, the Russian Ministry

to lower amounts of written-off and assigned

of Construction and the Bank of Russia began

microloans (down by 34% for the year).

elaborating a mechanism for setting these

In 2018, to limit the debt burden of house-

standards.

holds, the Bank of Russia developed and imple-

In 2018, VEB.RF demonstrated gradual im-

mented specific instruments of macroprudential

provement of its financial performance and

policy for MFOs (see Subsections 2.2.4.4, 2.3.1).

continued removing bad assets from its balance

In addition to the above, MFOs face repu-

sheet. In this regard, the Project Finance Fac-

tational risks, including related to the activities

tory is particularly important, as it provides for

of illegal lenders, unscrupulous market parti

issuing loans worth up to ₽3 trillion within five

cipants and a generally low financial literacy

to six years (with the share of VEB.RF in the

of MFO borrowers as well as operational risks

amount of ₽300 billion). In 2019, it is planned to

in terms of reporting (errors/typos/omissions),

complete the recovery process and proceed to

which may affect the reliability of market analy

the active implementation of the new strategy.2

sis and lead to supervisory measures taken by
the Bank of Russia.

In 2018, the main risks for JSC RSMB Corporation were related to the launch of its leasing
business (four leasing companies were estab-

RISKS OF DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS

lished jointly with the constituent entities of

In 2018, the activities of development in-

the Russian Federation) and the first transac-

stitutions, which typically have cross-sectoral

tions to securitise the loans issued to SMEs.

links with credit and other financial institutions

JSC RSMB Corporation currently meets the

(VEB.RF,1 DOM.RF JSC, JSC RSMB Corpora-

required financial stability ratios introduced in

tion), did not generate additional risks for the

2018 by a large margin.

financial system. At the same time, the scale of
activities of development institutions expanded

IMPROVEMENT OF RISK ASSESSMENT

amid the increasing complexity of their risk pro-

METHODS

file and business activities, which required more
in-depth monitoring by the Bank of Russia.

Macroprudential stress testing. In 2018, the
Bank of Russia continued to improve its meth-

In accordance with Federal Law No. 452‑FZ, dated 28 November 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Bank for Development’
and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’, the State Corporation Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Activity (Vnesheco
nombank) was renamed State Development Corporation VEB.RF effective from 9 December 2018.
1

2

Briefing by VEB.RF Chairman I.I. Shuvalov following the meeting of the Supervisory Board.
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odology for the macroprudential stress testing

The results of macroprudential stress test-

of the financial sector. In terms of assessing the

ing showed that the Russian financial sector

credit risk of banks, the methodology began

became more resilient to the cyclical stress

to include the assessment of the probability

scenario. Lower losses of the banking system

of default for corporate borrowers and was

in stressful conditions and a reduced network

complemented by the assessment of unsecured

effect compared to 2017 stress testing results

consumer lending risks. In terms of the market

were primarily achieved by implementing the

risk, banks’ securities portfolios were broken

Bank of Russia measures on financial rehabili-

down by the accounting method, and the pos-

tation. The stronger financial position of major

sibility to conduct the emergency sale of se-

banking groups helped reduce the sector’s

curities of certain participants was considered.

exposure to potential systemic risks.

The interest rate risk was assessed taking

Using the Situation Centre for Monitoring

into account the forecast deterioration in the

Exchange-Trading Markets toolkit. In 2018, the

quality of the credit portfolio and its impact on

Bank of Russia began using the toolkit of its

the interest income of banks. The methodology

newly established Situation Centre for Moni-

for the stress testing of insurance companies

toring Exchange-Trading Markets1 (‘Situation

and non-governmental pension funds in terms

Centre’) to monitor financial stability risks.

of insurance and credit risks was significantly

Implementing the functionality of organised

improved. The forecast of the financial sector’s

markets of PJSC Moscow Exchange and inte-

net income in stress scenarios has become an

grating the corporate news and macroecono

additional part of stress testing. In addition,

mic indicators block within the Situation Centre

the scope of participants in macroprudential

enabled, inter alia, the use of the Centre’s

stress testing was expanded to include non-

activities for decisions of the Bank of Russia

bank financial institutions, such as professional

ensuring the stability of organised trading to

securities market participants (brokers).

shock imbalances.

1

See Subsection 2.2.7 ‘Countering malpractice in the financial market’.
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2.2.1.2. MACROPRUDENTIAL REGULATION MEASURES
TO ENSURE FINANCIAL STABILITY
Development of macroprudential regulation.

Management and Models of Qualitative Risk

In 2018, the Bank of Russia developed macro-

Assessment for Calculating Required Ratios’2

prudential regulation by both changing the pro-

was published for credit institutions that eval-

cedure for implementing the macroprudential

uate their credit risk by using internal models

policy and expanding the list of macropruden-

to account for the add-ons to risk weights.

tial instruments available to the Bank of Russia.

Macroprudential measures in the unse-

The amendments to Article 18 of the Fede

cured consumer lending segment. In 2018,

ral Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian

the Bank of Russia made three decisions to

Federation (Bank of Russia)’, effective from

increase the add-ons to risk weights for un-

7 March 2018, enabled the Bank of Russia to

secured consumer loans. The need to increase

set add-ons to risk weights by a decision of

the add-ons was due to the fact that the debt

its Board of Directors to calculate capital ad-

on such loans was growing at a rate outpacing

equacy of credit institutions. This allows the

the growth of household income. Fast growth

Bank of Russia to more quickly implement its

of outstanding unsecured loans in 2018 was

macroprudential policy decisions, which were

virtually not offset by the rate reduction which

previously carried out by amending the regu-

resulted in the increase in households’ debt

latory acts governing the activities of credit

burden. In order to prevent excessive growth

institutions.

of households’ debt burden and raise banks’

In furtherance of Article 18, the Bank

resilience to potential systemic risks in the

of Russia issued Bank of Russia Ordinance

market of unsecured consumer lending, the

No. 4892‑U1 establishing the procedure for

Bank of Russia took the following decisions to

applying add-ons to risk weights and defining

change risk ratios on such loans:

the procedure for calculating the household

– raised by 10 pp add-ons to risk weights for

debt burden ratio (DBR). This established an

consumer loans issued after 1 May 2018 with

obligation for credit institutions to calculate

EIR of 15% to 25%;

this ratio for newly granted loans starting from

– raised risk ratios on consumer loans is-

1 October 2019. The household debt burden

sued after 1 September 2018 (EIR of 10%

ratio is to be calculated as the ratio of pay-

to 15% — from 100% to 130%; EIR of 15%

ments on all loans (borrowings) held by the

to 20% — from 110% to 150%; EIR of 20%

borrower during 12 months to the average

to 25% — from 120% to 180%; EIR of 25%

monthly income of the borrower for 12 months.

to 30% — from 140% to 200%);

The indicator will be used to limit the risks of an

– raised by 30 pp add-ons to risk weights for

increase in households’ debt burden. Add-ons

consumer loans issued after 1 April 2019

to risk weights will be based on the DBR. This

with EIR of 10% to 30%.

ratio will expand the list of macroprudential
instruments available to the Bank of Russia.

Macroprudential measures in the mortgage
lending segment. For all the currently high

In December 2018, to assess the potential

growth paces of mortgage lending, its growth

regulatory impact, the draft Ordinance ‘On the

comes so far without substantial financial sta-

Specifics of Applying Buffers to Risk Ratios

bility risks. At the same time, 2018 saw a per-

for Certain Assets of Credit Institutions Which

sistently high share of mortgage loans with the

Commit to Use Banking Methodologies for Risk

down payment of 10—20% of the real estate

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4892‑U, dated 31 August 2018, ‘On Types and Characteristics of Assets for Which Risk-based Capital
Buffers are Set and on the Methodology for Applying These Buffers to the Said Types of Assets for Credit Institutions to Calculate
Their Capital Adequacy Ratios’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5072‑U, dated 12 February 2019, ‘On the Specifics of Applying Buffers to Risk Ratios for Certain Assets
of Credit Institutions Which Commit to Use Banking Methodologies for Risk Management and Models of Qualitative Risk Assessment
for Calculating Required Ratios’ became effective on 29 March 2019.
2
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and exporters. The situation is further compli-

Legal basis was established
for the use of the debt
burden ratio

cated for Russian banks and non-financial orga
nisations by international restrictions imposed
on access to external borrowing.
In view of the above the Bank of Russia
increased risk ratios on FX credit claims (and

value, which are characterised with an elevat-

investments in debt securities) on resident

ed credit risk of borrowers. Thus, in the third

exporters (from 100% to 110%). In order to

quarter, this share was 43.4%1 (in the second

further reduce lending in the riskiest segment,

quarter, 41.4%; and in the first quarter, 41.2%).

risk ratios on mortgage loan exposures were

To curb the risks of mortgage loans with the

revised upwards from 130% to 150%. All other

down payment of 10—20% of the real estate

claims against legal entities in foreign currency

value, the Bank of Russia decided to establish

are weighted at a risk ratio of 130% (the previ-

add-ons to risk weights for such loans at 1.0

ous ratio is 110%). There remains an exception

from 1 January 2019 to calculate the capital

that abrogates the application of the new risk

adequacy of credit institutions.

ratios to credit claims guaranteed, directly or

Macroprudential measures in the segment

indirectly, by the Russian Federation (in par-

of lending to non-financial organisations in

ticular, FX credit claims backed by an EXIAR

foreign currency. In early 2018, FX lending

insurance policy).

to non-financial organisation was on the rise.

The said changes apply to loans (debt se-

A large proportion of foreign currency in the

curities transactions) issued after 1 July 2018.

banking sector’s assets and liabilities poses

This will help distribute pressure on bank capital

risks to financial stability that may be chal-

over time (as and when companies need cur-

lenged by both borrowers without FX revenues

rent debt refinancing and investment).

1

Based on a quarterly survey of banks which account for over 70% of households’ outstanding loans.
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2.2.2. MANAGING ASSETS IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
AND PRECIOUS METALS 1
ASSET STRUCTURE

Bank of Russia assets in precious metals

The foreign currency assets of the Bank of

consist of monetary gold stored in the territory

Russia include government and non-govern-

of the Russian Federation.

ment debt securities; deposits and balances of

As of the end of 2018, the amount of Bank

nostro accounts; funds invested under reverse

of Russia assets in foreign currency and gold

repo transactions;2 the net position of the

stood at $473.9 billion, of which $385.8 billion

Russian Federation in the IMF (net claims on

were foreign currency assets from the category

the IMF); eurobonds of the Russian Federation;

‘International Reserves of the Russian Fede

and other claims on counterparties under exe

ration’, $2.5 billion were other foreign currency

cuted transactions. The said instruments are

assets, and $85.6 billion were gold assets.

denominated in the US dollars, euros, pounds

During 2018, the Bank of Russia’s gold assets

sterling, Canadian and Australian dollars, Swiss

increased by 270 tonnes thanks to purchasing

francs, yen, yuan, and special drawing rights

gold from Russian credit institutions and as of

(SDR)3 (hereinafter, foreign currencies).

31 December 2018 amounted to 2,077 tonnes.

BANK OF RUSSIA ASSETS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOLD BY INSTRUMENT
(PER CENT)

Chart 30
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* Securities issued by foreign government or foreign issuers with explicit government guarantee.
** Securities of foreign issuers with highly expected government support due to the organisation’s special role in or importance to the economy
of a country or region (implicit guarantee).
*** Claims to Russian credit institutions, eurobonds of the Russian Federation and other Russian issuers.
1

All the breakdowns and indicators provided in this section were calculated based on management accounting data.

Transactions for the purchase of securities with the obligation to repurchase (sell) them in a certain period of time at a price agreed
upon in advance. Securities purchased by the Bank of Russia with the obligation to sell them back under reverse repo transactions
are not included in foreign currency assets.
2

3
Unit of calculation used in IMF operations. The exchange rate of SDR is determined based on the dollar value of a basket consisting
of five currencies: the US dollar, the euro, the yen, the pound sterling, and the yuan.
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The securities of foreign issuers are debt

Russian Federation purchased and sold debt

obligations mainly issued or guaranteed by

obligations of foreign issuers, conducted repo

foreign governments (China, France, Germany,

transactions with the said securities, and pro-

the United Kingdom, the USA, Canada) as well

vided foreign issuers’ securities on a reverse

as government agencies and foundations, in-

basis.

ternational organisations and banks.

The geographic breakdown of foreign cur-

As part of its operations to manage fo

rency assets is based on the location (place of

reign currency assets, the Centarl Bank of the

registration) of the legal entities which are Bank

BANK OF RUSSIA ASSETS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOLD BY COUNTRY
(PER CENT)

Chart 31
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* The breakdown of Bank of Russia assets includes foreign exchange transactions which have not been settled.
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of Russia counterparties or foreign issuers of

under a repo transaction and simultaneously

securities (Chart 31).

place the corresponding amount of funds with

In the structure of the Bank of Russia’s

foreign counterparties at a higher interest rate in

assets in foreign currency and gold, the cate-

the form of deposit, reverse repo or on a nostro

gory ‘Other currencies’ includes assets in the

account with a correspondent bank. The growth

Japanese yen (4.0%), Canadian dollars (2.5%),

of assets was partially offset by changes in the

and Australian dollars (0.8%) (Chart 32). Ac-

exchange rates of foreign currencies vs the

count balances in the Swiss francs were in-

US dollar and the outflow of customer funds

significant. The SDR-denominated net claims

from accounts with the Bank of Russia.

of the Russian Federation to the IMF were
MANAGEMENT OF ASSETS

accounted in the breakdown as assets in the
foreign currencies included in the SDR basket,

The assets of the Bank of Russia in fo

in the proportions determined by the IMF for

reign currencies are managed with due regard

calculating the SDR1 value.

for its foreign currency liabilities (balances of

In 2018, the amount of Bank of Russia assets

customer foreign currency accounts, mainly the

in foreign currency and gold grew by $36.1 bil

National Wealth Fund (NWF)2 and other Federal

lion. Their growth was driven mainly by trans-

Treasury funds).

actions to purchase foreign currency in the

Management of foreign currency assets

domestic FX market carried out by the Bank

is associated with the assumption of the fol-

of Russia in connection with the purchase of

lowing financial risks by the Bank of Russia:

foreign currency from the Bank of Russia by

credit, foreign exchange, interest rate, and

the Federal Treasury under the fiscal rule. Ano

liquidity risks. The risk management process

ther driver in the growth of assets was the

while conducting operations with foreign cur-

purchase of gold from Russian credit institu-

rency assets of the Bank of Russia includes

tions. Assets also grew due to the fact that,

identification of risks, risk assessment, setting

as of the reporting date, the Bank of Russia

of risk limits, and monitoring compliance with

had outstanding repo transactions with foreign

the limits. In its management decisions, the

counterparties. These transactions are mainly

Bank of Russia considers both financial and

concluded by the Bank of Russia to raise funds

non-economic risks.

FACTORS BEHIND CHANGES IN BANK OF RUSSIA ASSETS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOLD IN 2018
(BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
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USD 0.58252; EUR 0.38671; GBP 0.085946; JPY 11.9; CNY 1.0174.

The assets of NWF are managed by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation, including through their placement on foreign
currency (US dollars, euros, and pounds sterling) accounts with the Bank of Russia.
2
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Foreign exchange risk means the risk of a

foreign currencies. In order to mitigate the

decrease in the value of net foreign currency

risk, the amount of liquid assets in each of

assets resulting from changes in foreign cur-

the currencies is maintained at a level exceed-

rencies’ exchange rates. Net foreign currency

ing the amount of liabilities in the respective

assets represent the difference between the

currency. Government securities, which make

foreign currency assets and foreign curren-

up a substantial share of foreign currency as-

cy liabilities of the Bank of Russia and are a

sets, remain the most liquid assets. Sources

source of foreign currency risk for the Bank of

of liquidity also include the balances of nostro

Russia. The Bank of Russia sets limits on the

accounts, credit facilities, short-term deposits

level of foreign exchange risk by specifying a

and repo transactions and cash inflow from

benchmark currency structure of net foreign

coupon payments and redemption of securities

currency assets with target weights or volumes

in foreign currencies. The volumes that can be

of foreign currencies and the limits of their

accumulated by the Bank of Russia through the

deviations.

use of liquid assets and additional sources of

Credit risk means the risk of default by

liquidity exceed the volumes of liabilities, for

a counterparty or securities issuer on their

the discharge of which these funds may be

liabilities to the Bank of Russia. Credit risk is

spent within a specific period.

constrained by various limits and requirements

Under bank account agreements, the Bank

for the credit quality of foreign counterparties

of Russia accrues and pays interest on the

and issuers. The minimum required long-term

balances of foreign currency accounts of the

credit rating of the Bank of Russia’s foreign

NWF, based on the yields of indices, each of

counterparties under operations with Bank of

which is an aggregate of foreign government

Russia foreign currency assets was established

securities (denominated in the currency of

at ‘A’ (Fitch Ratings and S&P Global Ratings) or

the account) that have specific shares in this

‘A2’ (Moody’s Investors Service). The minimum

aggregate. The set of foreign government se-

rating of securities issues of foreign issuers

curities included in the index is established

(the long-term credit rating of the issuer, if a

by the Federal Treasury and revised regularly

securities issue has no rating) was established

in compliance with the procedure set forth in

at ‘AA–’ (Fitch Ratings and S&P Global Ratings)

the said agreements. Liabilities related to in-

or ‘Aa3’ (Moody’s Investors Service).

terest payment are discharged by the Bank of

Interest rate risk means the risk of a decline

Russia in Russian rubles. The Bank of Russia is

in the value of Bank of Russia foreign currency

the issuing bank that is why the said liabilities

assets as a result of unfavourable changes in

do not create any interest rate risk or liquidity

interest rates. The level of interest rate risk

risk for it.

accepted by the Bank of Russia is determined

Bank of Russia foreign currency assets are

by the duration of assets in the relevant foreign

grouped into portfolios by the respective cur-

currency. For the purpose of interest rate risk

rency. For the purpose of evaluating the effec-

management, the minimum and maximum du

tiveness of the management of the said port-

ration1 of assets in each of the foreign curren-

folios, their yield is compared with the yield of

cies is established, and the time left to maturity

standard portfolios.2 The rate of return on Bank

of securities and the terms of deposits and

of Russia foreign currency assets was calculat-

repo transactions are limited.

ed as the total (realised and unrealised) return

Liquidity risk means the risk of loss as

on investment as a percentage per annum for

a result of the lack of funds for the Bank of

each of the eligible currencies. The cumula-

Russia to discharge its current liabilities in

tive rates of return on Bank of Russia foreign

1
The percent change in the value of a financial instrument or a class of instruments against the change in the corresponding interest
rates by 1 percentage point.

The set of instruments available for investment in each of the foreign currencies taken with certain weights. Standard portfolios
reflect the target allocation of Bank of Russia assets and the market structure in each of the foreign currencies.
2
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currency assets for 2018 are available in Sec-

of the Bank of Russia accountable to the Board

tion 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’.

of Directors and responsible for the investment

The Bank of Russia has a multi-tiered col-

strategy makes decisions on the level of inte

legial system of investment decision-making.

rest rate and credit risks and determines the

The Bank of Russia Board of Directors deter-

list of counterparties and issuers. Investment

mines the objectives of managing assets in

decisions are implemented by the structural

foreign currency and precious metals, the list of

units of the Bank of Russia. External organi

eligible investment instruments, and the target

sations are not involved in the management of

level of foreign exchange risk. A collegial body

assets in foreign currency and precious metals.

BANK OF RUSSIA ASSETS IN FOREIGN CURRENCY AND GOLD BY CREDIT RATING*
(PER CENT)
100
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Gold in Bank of Russia vaults

Other

* For financial institutions related to the government with no credit rating assigned (for example, some national banks included in the ECB system)
long-term solvency ratings of corresponding countries were used.
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2.2.3. ACCESS TO THE FINANCIAL MARKET
2.2.3.1. CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
As of 1 January 2019, there were 484 operating

institutions, or 44.2% of the total number of

credit institutions with a banking licence (in-

operating credit institutions (as of 1 January

cluding 44 non-bank credit institutions), which

2018, 149 credit institutions or 26.6%).

is 77 units or 13.7% less than on 1 January 2018.
In 2018:

In 2018, total authorised capital of operating
credit institutions increased by ₽20.3 billion to

– one bank incorporated through restructu

₽2,655.4 billion as of 1 January 2019.

ring by way of spin-off and simultaneous

As of 1 January 2019, the total amount

merger into another credit institution was

non-residents’ investments in the total autho-

registered;

rised capital2 of operating credit institutions

– 11 credit institutions1 terminated their opera

was ₽391.7 billion, or 14.5% of the total au-

tions as a result of merger.

thorised capital of operating credit institutions

In 2018, three banks changed their status

(as of 1 January 2018, ₽403.4 billion or 15.1%).3

to that of a non-bank credit institution.

The number of operating credit institutions

As of 1 January 2019:

with non-residents’ participation was 141 as of

– 291 banks, or 60.1% of the total number of

1 January 2019 (160 as of 1 January 2018). As of

operating credit institutions, had a universal

1 January 2019, the number of operating credit

licence;

institutions with over 50% non-residents’ par-

– 149 banks, or 30.8% of the total number
of operating credit institutions, had a basic
licence.

ticipation in the authorised capital was 77 (as
of 1 January 2018, 84).
The share of foreign capital in the total au-

The right to carry out banking operations

thorised capital of existing credit institutions,

with precious metals was granted to 214 credit

as calculated by the Bank of Russia in accor-

NUMBER OF OPERATING CREDIT INSTITUTIONS AND BANKING LICENCES GRANTED TO THEM
(UNITS)
800

733

714
623
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609

561

515

547
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475
400

400

183

0

Chart 35

1.01.2016

157

1.01.2017

214

149

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

Operating credit institutions
Credit institutions licensed to take household deposits
Credit institutions licensed to conduct operations in foreign currency
Credit institutions licensed to conduct operations with precious metals
1

Including one bank established through restructuring by way of spin-off and simultaneous merger.

For the purpose of calculation of non-residents’ participation in the banking system, total authorised capital means total registered
authorised capital and issues of joint-stock credit institutions completed as of 1 January 2019. On 1 January 2019, this figure was
₽2,697.7 billion.
2

The paragraph contains figures of the absolute and relative stakes of non-residents, net of the adjustments established in Article 18
of Federal Law No. 395‑1, ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’.
3
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dance with the procedure specified in Article 18

tions (their branches) decreased by 3,503 to

of Federal Law No. 395‑1, dated 2 December

total 29,783 as of 1 January 2019 compared

1990, ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’ was

to 33,286 as of 1 January 2018. However, the

12.4% as of 1 January 2019 (12.9% as of 1 Ja

number of additional offices increased from

nuary 2018).

20,263 to 20,499, and mobile cash points,

The branch network of credit institutions

from 275 to 283, while the total number of

operating in the Russian Federation decreased

cash operations departments outside cash set-

in the reporting period (the number of branches

tlement centres declined from 3,033 to 1,068,

decreased from 890 as of 1 January 2018 to

credit and cash offices, from 1,972 to 1,918, and

709 as of 1 January 2019, or by 20.3%) as a re-

operations offices, from 7,743 to 6,015.

sult of consolidation in the banking sector and

As of 1 January 2019, the Bank of Russia

withdrawal of unscrupulous credit institutions

accredited 46 representative offices of foreign

from the market. At the same time, there was

credit institutions. In 2018, the Bank of Russia

an increase in the number of units providing

accredited three new representative offices of

information, advisory and other services. As of

foreign credit institutions for operation in the

1 January 2019, the number of representative

Russian Federation and extended the accredi

offices was 316, which is 92 units more than

tation of 13 representative offices of foreign

on 1 January 2018.

credit institutions. In 2018, the Bank of Russia

The development of electronic services by

terminated the accreditation of five represen-

banks and the use of online banking reduced

tative offices of foreign credit institutions due

the physical presence of credit institutions in

to the decisions adopted by their authorised

the regions. Thus, in 2018, the total number

bodies to terminate the activities of represen-

of internal structural units of credit institu-

tative offices.
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2.2.3.2. NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS
The beginning of 2019 marked the completion

non-governmental pension funds, which led

of the five-year period established by the legis

to termination of activities of four joint-stock

lation of the Russian Federation for changing

non-governmental pension funds.

the legal form of non-governmental pension

As of 1 January 2019, 52 joint-stock

funds that were non-profit organisations and

non-governmental pension funds were opera

were not insurers engaged in mandatory pen-

ting in the financial market.

sion insurance.

In the reporting year, the Bank of Russia
considered:

The transformation
of non‑governmental pension
funds into joint-stock companies
was completed

– 428 applications for the approval of candidates to executive positions in non-governmental pension funds (419 applications were
approved and 9 candidates were rejected);
– 16 petitions for preliminary consent or a

In 2018, approvals were given for 11 reor

subsequent approval by the Bank of Russia

ganisations in the form of transformation of

of transactions to acquire more than 10% of

a non-profit non-governmental pension fund

shares in non-governmental pension funds

into a joint-stock non-governmental pension

or establish control over such shareholders

fund, and one reorganisation in the form of

(11 petitions were approved, 5 petitions were

a spin-off of a non-profit non-governmental

denied);

pension fund with its simultaneous transfor-

– 112 documents containing information on

mation into a joint-stock non-governmental

the structure and shareholders of non-go

pension fund.1

vernmental pension funds, including per-

In 2018, two reorganisations were carried

sons exercising control or significant influ-

out in the form of a merger of joint-stock

ence over non-governmental pension funds.

1

The fund was granted a licence for non-governmental pension provision and pension insurance activities.
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2.2.3.3. INSURANCE ENTITIES
In 2018, with regard to insurance entities, the

(19 petitions were approved, 11 petitions

Bank of Russia issued eight licences for insur-

were denied, the review of five petitions was

ance activities, three licences for intermediary

terminated upon request of the organisa

activities as an insurance broker, three licen

tion and decisions on eight petitions were

ces for mutual insurance, and two licences for

adopted in 2019);

reinsurance; for two insurance companies, the

– 215 documents containing information on

forms of licences were replaced in connection

the structure and shareholders of insurance

with their reorganisation, and 72 decisions

companies, including persons exercising

were adopted to reissue licences to insurance

control or significant influence over insurers.

entities. As of 1 January 2019, the total number

As of 1 January 2019, the amount of foreign

of insurance entities was 275 (199 insurance

capital participation in the total authorised

companies,1 64 insurance brokers, and 12 mu-

capital of insurance companies licensed to

tual insurance companies).

carry out insurance activities, as calculated by

1

In 2018, the Bank of Russia considered:

the Bank of Russia in accordance with Article 6

– 548 applications for approval of candidates

of Federal Law No. 4015‑1, dated 27 Novem-

to executive positions in insurance com-

ber 1992, ‘On the Organisation of Insurance

panies (524 applications were approved,

Business in the Russian Federation’ and in

24 denied);

accordance with the Bank of Russia regulation

– 43 petitions for preliminary consent or a

establishing the procedure for calculating the

subsequent approval by the Bank of Russia

amount (quota) of foreign capital participation

of transactions aimed at acquiring more

in the authorised capital of insurance compa-

than 10% of shares in insurance companies

nies, was 11.99% (as of 1 January 2018, 11.29%).

Including Joint-stock Company Russian National Reinsurance Company (JSC RNRC).
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2.2.3.4. MICROFINANCE MARKET ENTITIES
In 2018, the information on 354 microfinance

– ten petitions for preliminary consent or a

organisations was included in the state register

subsequent approval by the Bank of Russia

of microfinance organisations, and informa-

of transactions aimed at acquiring more

tion on 623 microfinance organisations was

than 10% of shares (stake) in microfinance

removed.

companies (seven petitions were approved,

In 2018, the Centarl Bank of the Russian
Federation considered:

and three denied);
– 64 sets of documents containing infor-

– 48 applications for approval of candidates

mation on the structure and shareholders

to executive positions in microfinance com-

(members) of insurance companies, includ-

panies (42 applications were approved, and

ing persons exercising control or significant

6 denied);

influence over microfinance companies.
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2.2.3.5. OTHER PARTICIPANTS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia included 20 in-

latory organisation in relation to the activities

vestment advisers in the unified register of in-

of managers, joint-stock investment funds,

vestment advisers and issued seven brokerage

management companies of investment funds,

licences (including two client broker licences),

unit investment funds and non-governmental

seven depository licences, six dealer licenses,

pension funds.

1

three securities management licences, and one
forex dealer licence.

The register of branches and representative offices of foreign credit rating agencies
was amended to include information on one

Regulation was introduced
for the activities of investment
advisers

branch of a foreign credit rating agency (S&P
Global Ratings Europe Limited, Dublin, Ireland).
That register was also amended to exclude
information on one branch of a foreign credit
rating agency (Standard & Poor’s Credit Market

In 2018, the Bank of Russia reviewed

Services Europe Limited, London, UK).

267 notifications on approval of candidates for

In the reporting period, the following chan

the positions of executives and other officials

ges were made with regard to organisations

of professional securities market participants

performing attestation of financial market spe-

(232 candidates were approved, three candi-

cialists: one organisation was accredited, six

dates were denied approval and no approval

organisations had their accreditations exten

was required for 32 candidates).

ded, accreditation of one organisation expired.

In the reporting year, the Bank of Russia

The total number of organisations accredited

improved its procedure for admitting applicants

for carrying out a qualification review of fi-

for professional securities market participant

nancial market specialists decreased by one

licences, including elaboration of a procedure

organisation to total 11 as of 1 January 2019.

for admitting investment advisers, a new type

In 2018, seven management companies

of professional participants. The new proce-

were granted licenses to manage investment

dure provides for electronic interactions be-

funds, unit investment funds and non-govern-

tween the Bank of Russia and applicants for

mental unit funds.

a professional participant licence. If the Bank

In 2018, the Bank of Russia considered:

of Russia decides to grant a licence (enter in-

– 916 applications for approval of candidates

formation in the register), an entry about the

to executive positions in management com-

new participant will be made in the register of

panies (900 applications were approved,

professional securities market participants, and

and 16 denied);

such participant will be notified of the decision

– 22 petitions for preliminary consent or a

by sending an extract from the register elec-

subsequent approval by the Bank of Russia

tronically. From a legal perspective, extracts

of transactions aimed at acquiring more

from the register will be equivalent to licences

than 10% of shares (stakes) in management

issued by the Bank of Russia on paper.

companies or establishing control over such

In 2018, the unified register of self-regulatory organisations in the financial market

shareholders (members) (11 petitions were
approved, and 11 petitions denied);

was amended to include information on ex-

– 386 documents containing information on

clusion of one organisation with the status of

the structure and shareholders (members)

self-regulatory organisation in relation to the

of management companies, including per-

activities of consumer credit cooperatives and

sons exercising control or significant in

one organisation with the status of a self-regu

fluence over management companies.

Following the entry into force of Federal Law No. 397‑FZ, dated 20 December 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities
Market’ and Article 3 of the Federal Law ‘On Self-Regulatory Organisations in the Financial Market’ on 21 December 2018, professional
securities market participants include investment advisers.
1
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2.2.3.6. NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM PARTICIPANTS
In accordance with Article 15 of Federal Law

ral Law No. 161‑FZ and six organisations were

No. 161‑FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the Na-

registered as payment system operators. Also,

tional Payment System’ (hereinafter, Federal

the Bank of Russia adopted two decisions to

Law No. 161‑FZ), the Bank of Russia registers

exclude operators from the register of payment

payment system operators.

system operators following the revocation of

In 2018, the Bank of Russia received appli-

banking licences.

cations from nine organisations for registration

As of 1 January 2019, there were 34 pay-

as a payment system operator. Three of them

ment system operators registered and included

were refused registration because of their

in the register of payment system operators (as

non-conformity to the requirements of Fede

of 1 January 2018, 30).
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2.2.3.7. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia actively contributed

frames of a bond programme, to any bonds

to the adoption of federal laws1 for creation

that are not convertible into shares;

of new and enhancing the existing financial
instruments. The attributes and potential were

– introducing the option to issue exchangetraded mortgage bonds;

determined for issuing structural bonds with

– introducing the option to issue bonds of

the option of incomplete capital protection,

Russian issuers under foreign law outside

perpetual bonds of non-bank organisations and

the Russian Federation without the authori-

non-voting preferred shares; regulation was

sation of the Bank of Russia;

also enhanced for convertible securities and

– improving the procedure for the admission

the admission of savings (deposit) certificates

of foreign issuers’ securities to the Russian

of credit institutions to the financial market.

financial market.

Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December

Federal Law No. 514‑FZ also contains pro-

2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the

visions that address the issue of delegating

Securities Market’ and Certain Laws of the

certain authorities to admit financial instru-

Russian Federation with Regard to Improving

ments to the financial market (the authorities

the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’

to register share issues when establishing

(hereinafter, Federal Law No. 514‑FZ) contains

joint-stock companies have been transferred

provisions aimed at simplifying and shortening

to registrars; the provisions are to come into

the procedure for issuing debt and equity se-

effect on 1 January 2020).

curities as follows:

Another substantial amendment introduced

– abolishing the documentary form of is-

by Federal Law No. 514‑FZ was the restric-

sue-grade securities (bonds) (except for

tion on the turnover of subordinated bonds of

government and municipal bonds);

credit institutions as a higher risk instrument,

– optimising the content of issuance docu-

which may not always be correctly assessed by

ments, excluding duplicate information in

non-professional investors (it has been estab-

the decision to issue securities and in the

lished that subordinated bonds are intended

securities prospectus;

for qualified investors, and the nominal value

– shortening corporate procedures required to
issue securities (cancelling the procedure to

of one subordinated bond should be no less
than ₽10 million).

approve the decision on the issuance of se-

T h e key p rov i s i o n s o f Fed e ra l L a w

curities other than shares by the authorised

No. 514‑FZ will enter into force on 1 January

body of the issuer; an option to assign the

2020, and during 2019 the Bank of Russia

right to sign the decision on the issuance

regulations governing the procedure for the

(additional issuance) of securities to the

admission of issue-grade securities to the

authorised official of the issuer);

financial market will be brought into line with

– codifying in law the option to submit documents for the registration of securities issue
electronically;
– simplifying the procedure for summing up
the results of the placement of issue-grade
securities;

the provisions of that law.
The following measures were taken in 2018
to improve the availability of information on
the results of the admission of issue-grade
securities to the financial market:
– finalising the procedure for publishing on

– extending the possibility of issuing bonds

the Bank of Russia’s website reports on the

under a simplified procedure, within the

decisions adopted by the Bank of Russia

Federal Law No. 75‑FZ, dated 18 April 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ with Regard to the Regulation
of Structural Bonds’, Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and
Certain Laws of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’, Federal Law No. 106‑FZ,
dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation and Invalidating Certain Provisions of Russian Laws’.
1
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A new law was adopted to simplify the issuance of securities

following the review of issue documents;

The total par value of shares admitted to the

currently, all reports and notices are pub-

market was ₽1,834.43 billion under 2,282 is-

lished in the section ‘Financial markets /

sues (in 2017, ₽1,848.03 billion under 2,492 is-

Decisions of the Bank of Russia on Financial

sues). Furthermore, the Central Bank of the

Instruments’ of the Bank of Russia’s web-

Russian Federation registered 26 prospectuses

site;

of shares in 2018.

– ensuring public access to information on

The total par value of securities placed

registered issues of issue-grade securities

in 2018 was ₽11,965.9 billion and $0.61 bil

of non-credit institutions included in the

lion (₽1,538.7 billion for shares, ₽10,427.2 bil

register of issue-grade securities.

lion, $0.61 billion for bonds, including ex-

In continuation of its efforts to improve ad-

change-traded and commercial bonds). In 2017,

mission of financial instruments to the financial

this amount was up ₽2,674 billion, $0.61 billion

market, in 2018, the Bank of Russia:

and €0.02 billion (the amount of shares placed

– brought its procedure for qualification of

in 2017 was ₽2,118.2 billion; the amount of

foreign financial instruments as securities

placed bonds, ₽12,521.7 billion, $1.22 billion and

in line with a new version of ISO 10962 ‘Se-

€0.02 billion).

curities and related financial instruments —

One set of conditions for the issue and

Classification of financial instruments (CFI

circulation of registered savings certificates

code)’1

was registered in 2018 (five sets of condi-

– defined the specifics of a procedure for

tions for the issue and circulation of savings

the issuance of securities of an insurance

certificates and certificates of deposit were

company when the Bank of Russia is carry-

issued in 2017).

ing out measures to prevent the insurance

The number of new sets of rules of trust

company’s bankruptcy.2

management of unit investment funds reg-

Overall, as in 2017, the Bank of Russia’s

istered in 2018 increased slightly (192 sets

efforts in 2018 to improve procedures for ad-

of rules in 2018, 174 sets of rules in 2017),

mission of securities had the most significant

while the number of amendments to them

impact on the total number of issues of ex-

slightly declined (1,595 amendments in 2018,

change-traded and commercial bonds admit-

1,832 amendments in 2017). In addition, in

ted to the financial market by exchanges and

2018, nine amendments were registered for the

the central depository4 (in 2018, 692 issues,

previously registered rules of trust management

or 56.2% more than in 2017). A total of 804

of mortgage coverage (in 2017, there were also

bond issues were admitted in 2018, with the

nine amendments registered for the previously

total par value of ₽28,212.5 billion, $1.42 billion

registered rules of trust management of mort-

and €0.35 billion (in 2017, 528 issues with the

gage coverage).

3

par value of ₽20,516.4 billion, $1.68 billion and
€0.32 billion).

In 2018, the Bank of Russia registered exchange-traded unit investment funds for the

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4561‑U, dated 3 October 2017, ‘On the Qualification Procedure for Foreign Financial Instruments as
Securities’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4848‑U, dated 3 July 2018, ‘On the Specifics of Insurance Companies’ Securities Issue and Registration
in the Course of Bankruptcy Prevention Measures Conducted by the Bank of Russia’.
2

Hereinafter in this section, ‘exchanges’ means Public Joint-stock Company Moscow Exchange MICEX-RTS and Public Joint-stock
Company Saint Petersburg Stock Exchange.
3

4

The central depository is Non-bank Credit Institution Joint-stock Company National Settlement Depository.
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first time. Overall, in 2018, the number of ope

of trust management of mortgage coverage

rating unit investment funds declined by 3.8%

declined by 2 to 39.

to 1,440, including 268 open-end unit invest-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia registered eight

ment funds, 40 interval unit investment funds,

specifications of financial derivative contracts

1,128 closed-end unit investment funds, and

and nine amendments to these specifications

four exchange-traded unit investment funds.

(in 2017, 13 amendments to the specifications

The number of valid registered sets of rules

of financial derivative contracts).
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2.2.4. REGULATION AND SUPERVISION
2.2.4.1. CREDIT INSTITUTIONS, BANKING GROUPS,
AND BANK HOLDING COMPANIES
IMPROVING REGULATION

As regards prudential regulation, the Bank

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to im-

of Russia took measures to support corporate

plement proportionate regulation for a new

borrowers (counterparties) of credit institutions

type of credit institutions: banks with a basic

against which foreign states had introduced

licence. In addition to the measures implemen

restrictive measures.

ted in 2017 (reducing the number of required

To inform the banking community about a

ratios and the amount of publicly disclosed

reform of collateral security, on 13 March 2018,

information), banks with a basic licence were,

the Bank of Russia published on its website a

on an individual basis, exempt from preparing

consultation paper ‘On Improving the Regula-

their financial statements in accordance with

tion of Collateral’, which generated widespread

IFRS. For the purpose of current operations of

public interest. The paper included discussions

banks with a basic licence, the list of securities

with market participants about the main areas

eligible for their operations and trades was

for improving regulation in this area, such as

expanded. Similar to the regulation applicable

the advisability of authorising the Bank of Rus-

to banks with a basic licence, non-bank credit

sia to take measures to prevent the withdrawal

institutions were exempt from disclosure of

of pledged assets from banks and change

information in accordance with Pillar 3 ‘Market

approaches to the formation of provisions for

Discipline’ of Basel II.

possible losses by banks depending on pledged
collateral. The results of these discussions
will be used by the Bank of Russia to prepare

Proportionate regulation
was implemented
in the banking sector

proposals for amendments to legislation in
terms of providing the Bank of Russia with new
authorities to apply supervisory measures, as
well as to improve the methodology for making

The Bank of Russia continued to implement

provisions for possible losses.

incentive-based banking regulation. Key issues

The Bank of Russia updated the method for

of the concept were discussed in ‘Stimulat-

determining total capital of credit institutions

ing Banking Regulation’, a consultation paper

to ensure due quality of capital sources and

published on the Bank of Russia website on

prevent including in its calculation the so called

28 June 2018.

fictitious sources.

In 2018, to implement its incentive-based

The Bank of Russia completed work on the

regulation, the Bank of Russia established a

set of its regulations related to the imple-

special procedure to make provisions for loans

mentation of IFRS 9 ‘Financial Instruments’,

and borrowings granted under the project

which provided for the preservation of exist-

financing mechanism involving the State Cor-

ing approaches to the prudential regulation of

poration Bank for Development and Foreign

credit institutions; among other things, the

Economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank) as well

existing base for forming prudential reserves

as for loans granted to developers in the course

remained generally unchanged. To minimise

of equity construction using escrow accounts.

the impact of IFRS 9, the regulations stip-

In addition, the Bank of Russia implemented

ulated certain specifics for banks when cal-

measures to improve the availability of loans

culating equity (capital) and required ratios.

for small- and medium-sized enterprises.

At the same time, the regulations retained ap-

1

2

1

Starting 9 December 2018, State Development Corporation VEB.RF.

2

See Subsection 2.3.3 ‘Expanding financial inclusion’.
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proaches to assessing the economic position

ratio reduced to 10% as regard investments in

of banks based on their prudential indicators 1

senior tranches.

and clarified the requirements for the public

Implementation of Phase 2, Pillar 3 ‘Market

disclosure of information on the activities of

Discipline’ of Basel II was completed4 with re-

credit institutions.2

gard to public disclosure by credit institutions

The Bank of Russia issued a regulation3

of information on the estimated characteris-

establishing a procedure for applying mea-

tics of adjustments to the value of individual

sures to credit institutions (parent credit

financial instruments, indicators of the global

institutions of banking groups). This Bank of

systemic importance of credit institution,

Russia regulation establishes the officials of

geographical distribution of credit and market

the Bank of Russia authorised to make such

risks in the calculation of the countercyclical

decisions as well as the standard form of or-

buffer for capital adequacy ratios and the

der to apply (cancel) such measures. The re

calculation of the structural liquidity ratio

gulation replaces Bank of Russia Instruction

(net stable funding ratio) and its calculation

No. 59, dated 31 March 1997, ‘On the Appli-

components.

cation of Corrective Measures Against Credit
Institutions’.

Amendments5 were made to the procedure
for calculating market risk by credit institutions.

The Bank of Russia completed implemen-

The purpose of these amendments was to bring

tation of several regulatory standards of the

the calculation of special interest rate risk on

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

debt securities in the bank’s trading portfolio,

(BCBS).

except for securitisation instruments, in line

A revised Basel III approach to credit risk

with the simplified standardised approach to

assessment for securitisation transactions

the calculation of credit risk applied for cal-

was introduced in banking regulation. Under

culating required ratios as well as to clarify

this approach, fixed risk ratios are replaced by

the procedure for calculating market risk on

calculated risk ratios determined by the quality

financial derivatives.

of securitised assets and transaction structure

The Bank of Russia started to implement

and are independent of the credit rating of

the BCBS standard for assessment of risk

securitised instruments. With the new regu-

concentration in accordance with which all

lation, the previously mandatory risk ratio of

exposures of a bank to a borrower are includ-

1,250% for junior tranches will be applied only

ed in the calculation not weighed by risk level

in the absence of information on the quality of

(less formed provisions for possible losses).

securitised assets and transaction structure,

An indicator of maximum concentration of

while the calculated risk ratio value may come

exposure (PKC 6.1) was introduced as part of

out as low as 15% as the quality of securitised

implementing the standard. This indicator will

assets and the transaction structure achieves

be calculated in the monitoring mode from

higher rankings. Concurrently, this approach

1 January 2019 only by systemically important

suggests that the so-called simple, transparent

credit institutions.

and comparable securitisation (STC-securiti-

A new procedure for calculating the interest

sation) was carved out, with the relevant risk

rate risk for major banks and changes in the

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4976‑U, dated 27 November 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4336‑U, Dated 3 April
2017, ‘On Assessing Banks’ Economic Situation’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4983‑U, dated 27 November 2018, ‘On the Forms, Procedure and Timeframe for Disclosing Information
on Activities by Credit Institutions’.
2

Bank of Russia Instruction No. 188‑I, dated 21 June 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Applying Measures to Credit Institutions (Parent
Credit Institutions of Banking Groups) Envisaged by Article 74 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’.
3

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4967‑U ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4482‑U, Dated 7 August 2017, ‘On the Form
and Procedure for a Credit Institution (Parent Credit Institution of a Banking Group) to Disclose Information on Risks Assumed, Risk
Assessment Procedures and Risk and Capital Management Procedures’.
4

5
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4969‑U, dated 15 November 2018 ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 511‑P, Dated 3 December 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating Market Risk by Credit Institutions’.
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requirements for the risk management system

tions and start a timely professional dialogue

of credit institutions in terms of managing the

banks’ owners and management to discuss

interest rate risk of the bank portfolio were

possible solutions of complex problems.

prepared as part of implementing the new

Transition to proportionate regulation,

BCBS standard for managing the interest rate

during which Russian banks with capital of less

risk of the bank portfolio. The above novelties

than 1 billion rubles had to build up their capital

are expected to take effect in 2019.

to no less than 1 billion rubles or change their

The Bank of Russia presented draft re-

status to that of a bank with a basic licence or

quirements for operational risk management in

a non-bank credit institution, came to an end

credit institutions, including the requirements

in December 2018. Following the transition,

for the operational risk event database, for

149 out of 484 operating credit institutions

discussion with the professional community

received the status of a bank with a bank with a

to prepare for the implementation of the new

basic licence as of 1 January 2019. Other banks

standardised approach of BCBS to measur-

(as of 1 January 2019, 291 banks1), including

ing operational risk. Implementation of these

11 systemically important banks, continued to

requirements will allow banks to collect and

operate under a universal licence. Also, as of

calculate, in a uniform manner, losses from the

1 January 2019, there were 44 operating non-

materialisation of operational risk.

bank credit institutions.

In 2018, the Bank of Russia established

The Bank of Russia made a special focus on

composition and procedure for submission

preventive banking supervision. It has built a

of information to the Bank of Russia on the

system of systemic risk identification based on

internal capital adequacy assessment process

the ongoing analysis of the banking sector and

(ICAAP) and its results by banks with a univer-

the accepted risk with a due account of exter-

sal license.

nal factors. Coupled with stress-testing tools,

In 2018, following the assessment conduct-

risk monitoring (including on a consolidated

ed by the Bank of Russia on compliance with

cross-sectoral basis), this system can detect

the requirements for an internal ratings-based

negative trends and events which lead or may

approach (IRB approach) to credit risk mea-

lead to deterioration in the banking sector.

surement, Raiffeisenbank was authorised to

Supervision was focused on the assess-

use the IRB approach to calculate capital ade-

ment of an elevated concentration of risks

quacy ratios for its corporate exposures, in par-

on owners’ business, the industry, region, and

ticular, for large- and medium-sized borrowers

investments in non-core assets. Capability of

and the specialised lending segment.

a credit institution’s supervisor to see intended actions of bank owners and management

IMPROVEMENT

which lead to a deterioration in asset quali-

OF OFF‑SITE SUPERVISION

ty, asset withdrawal, involvement in shadow

In October 2018, the Bank of Russia completed centralisation of banking supervision.

economy, was an important component of
supervision.

The Systematically Important Banks Supervi-

To improve its supervisory framework, the

sion Department (SIBSD) and the Service for

Bank of Russia continued to standardise bank-

Ongoing Banking Supervision (SOBS) took up

ing supervision in 2018. The Core Banking

supervision over all credit institutions from re-

Supervision Standard was supplemented with

gional branches. Importantly, the centralisation

both assessment standards (liquidity risk as-

allowed the Bank of Russia to apply uniform

sessment, corporate governance quality as-

supervisory standards, promptly respond to

sessment) and procedural standards (approach-

negative trends in credit institutions’ opera-

es to setting supervisory regimes, to activities

As of 31 December 2018, SIBSD supervised 28 credit institutions. As of 1 January 2019, two credit institutions were reorganised
(through merger).
1
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– incompliance with internal indicators which
characterise the acceptable risk level, and

Centralisation of banking
supervision is complete

capital adequacy for their coverage;
– untimely approval of internal documents
by the authorised body and submission of
internal risk reports to credit institution

of authorised representatives), and elaboration

management;

of a standard for analysis of bank business

– lack of response from credit institutions to

models started. In 2019, the Bank of Russia will

underestimation of risks revealed by the

continue to standardise banking supervision.

Bank of Russia’s supervision and inspec-

In 2018, the coverage for considerable risks

tions until Bank of Russia instructions are

was assessed under the first Internal Capital

received.

Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP) in

The first evaluation of ICAAP quality in

accordance with Bank of Russia Ordinance

banking groups will be conducted in 2019.

No. 3883‑U, dated 7 December 2015, ‘On the

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued

Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Assess

to develop consolidated supervision. It was

the Quality of Risk and Capital Management

aimed at:

Systems, and Capital Adequacy of a Credit

– early detection, analysis and registration of

Institution or a Banking Group’. The process

both external risks which impact on a finan-

applied to credit institutions whose assets to-

cial group and its individual participants, and

talled ₽500 billion or more as of 1 January 2017.

internal risks, including those associated

Credit institutions assessed under the first

with intragroup transactions;

ICAAP received instructions and recommenda-

– preparation and important supervisory solu-

tions on the removal of revealed deficiencies

tions (measures) with respect to partici-

in and improvement of their risk and capital
management systems.
The Bank of Russia launched the ICAAP in

pants of a financial group;
– detection of regular arbitrage and preparation of proposals for its elimination.

other credit institutions with a universal licence

As of 1 January 2019, there were 81 banking

in addition to banks whose assets exceeded

groups operating in the Russian Federation;

₽500 billion in 2017.

and their activities were supervised by: SIBSD

The quality assessment under the ICAAP

(11 banking groups) and SOBS (70 banking

in banks with a basic licence and non-bank

groups). The Bank of Russia formed special

credit institutions is supposed to be held as

supervisory groups for a number of systemically

part of their economic position assessment

important credit institutions (parent companies

in accordance with Bank of Russia Ordinance

of banking groups) in accordance with Bank of

No. 4336‑U, dated 3 April 2017, ‘On Assessing

Russia Ordinance No. 3089‑U, dated 25 Oc-

Banks’ Economic Situation’.

tober 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Supervising

The results of the quality assessment under

Banking Groups’. Given the structure of the

the ICAAP point to a number of deficiencies

banking groups, supervisory groups include

in their organisation the most typical of which

employees specialising in supervision over

are as follows:

non-bank financial institutions.

– incompliance of banks’ internal documents
with Bank of Russia requirements;

In accordance with the objective of the
off-site banking supervision to introduce con-

– low involvement of banks’ board of direc-

solidated approaches to risk assessment and

tors and executive bodies in development,

supervision over financial groups, information

implementation and control of compliance

exchange with Bank of Russia divisions spe-

with the ICAAP;

cialising in supervision on the financial mar-

– inappropriate determination of material and
immaterial risks of a credit institution;

kets was carried out with the aim at assess
mutual influence of group participants on
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their financial standing; proposals were made

The results of the latest stress tests con-

to update the subject matters of inspections

ducted by the Bank of Russia indicate that

of affiliated credit institutions in 2018. Re

there were no threats to systemic stability

commendations on Supervision over Informal

of the banking sector, as the situation with

Financial (Banking) Groups were elaborated

the possible shortage of capital arising in the

and approved to introduce the rules of con-

extremely severe scenario (in particular, the

solidated supervision.

scenario considered a decline of an average oil

Further development of consolidated super-

price to $25 per barrel) is generally manageable.

vision over banking/financial groups provides

In addition, the results of ‘bottom-up’1 stress

for preparation of a concept of cross-sectoral

test conducted in 2018 for the 14 largest banks

regulation by the Bank of Russia of the activity

showed a moderate decline in capital adequacy

of associations of legal entities with participa-

under the stress scenario.

tion of financial organisations (banking/financial
groups).

In 2018, to further improve approaches to
stress testing and increase the proactive com-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued a regula-

ponent of the banking supervision process, the

tion aimed at development of banking laws and

Bank of Russia launched a project to develop

implementation of international recommenda-

a comprehensive system of supervisory stress

tions regarding the mechanisms for recovery

testing. The project provides for creation of

of financial institutions’ stability. The regulation

tools/models that will allow improving the ac-

establishes the requirements to the contents

curacy of stress test estimates and developing

of financial stability recovery plans (FSRP)

approaches for taking measures in response to

for credit institutions and banking groups,

stress test results. In general, the implementa-

including the requirements that FSRPs should

tion of this project will contribute to providing

contain measures for financial stability re-

the supervisory units of the Bank of Russia

covery in cases of materialisation of various

with a timely assessment of individual banks’

stress-scenarios. The regulation also stipulates

resilience to macroeconomic shocks. The im-

the procedure for submission of a FSRP to the

plementation of this project is scheduled for

Bank of Russia, its assessment by the regulator,

2019—2020.

and notification of the Bank of Russia of the

In 2018, the Risk Analysis Service continued

events in the operations of a credit institution

to improve their approaches to improving the

provided for by the FSRP and the decision to

quality of independent off-site analysis of risks

launch the implementation of the plan. Sys-

in credit institutions and non-bank financial

temically important credit institutions submit

institutions.

their FSRPs annually no later than 1 July 2019,

In 2018, a new line of analysis appeared:

other credit institutions should provide their

the analysis of credit risks of major borrowers

plans within 30 business days after receiving

(legal entities and major groups). The Bank of

the Bank of Russia’s request.

Russia analysed nearly 400 groups and major

In 2018, the Bank of Russia performed su-

borrowers whose total debt burden comes in

pervisory stress tests based on scenario anal-

at ₽20 trillion (affiliated companies factored in).

ysis with the use of macromodels in order to

More than 22 thousand loans were analysed

identify credit institutions which were most

as part of the mass assessment of legal enti-

exposed to individual types of risks and es-

ties’ credit risk in 2018.

timate recapitalisation relevance. Stress tests

In 2018, a pilot analysis of retail credit risks

helped estimate banks’ potential losses in the

was completed. The Bank of Russia worked

event of shocks, which took into account the

out and launched the main types of analysis,

influence of deteriorating external economic

and extensively developed an analytical system

conditions on the Russian economy.

for processing big data arrays for retail loan

1

Banks use their own internal models to independently calculate stress tests under the Bank of Russia’s scenarios.
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portfolios. The regulator assessed more than

empower the Bank of Russia to conduct con-

17 million retail loans with total debt of more

trol exercises in respect of financial market

than ₽973 billion.

participants. Regulations were worked out

Comprehensive assessment of possible

which stipulate the procedure for the Bank of

loan losses in 2018 was driven by expert eva

Russia to organise and carry out test purchases

luation of pledged items accepted by credit

(secret shopper) in banks which mislead cus-

institutions as collateral on loans. It assessed

tomers regarding financial services.

the actual pledged item, its legal status, and

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

provided judgement on the cost of the pledged

automate supervisory processes which will also

item. In 2018, more than 30 thousand pledged

facilitate transition to consolidated supervi-

items and more than 15 thousand assets of

sions. The Supervised Institution Consolidated

credit institutions were assessed.

File functional subsystem included functions

The Bank of Russia worked on the Collateral

related to supervision over non-bank financial

Register that should help establish the facts of

institutions. In terms of supervision over credit

pledging the same item as collateral against

institutions, in December 2018, the Bank of

several loans and control the calculation of

Russia completed the preparation of the first

loan loss provisions by credit institutions. Intro-

version of the system that automates loan

duction of the Collateral Register will allow the

portfolio analysis.

Bank of Russia to aggregate information about

In 2018, the Bank of Russia started to im-

pledged items, analyse credit institutions’ col-

plement a project aimed at collection and

lateral portfolio as a whole and collateral of

analysis of accounting and operational data

individual loans.

of credit institutions (business day data) to

In 2018, the Bank also conducted a pilot

reduce the load on credit institutions, increase

project on reviewing the operational risk mana

reliability and promptness of reporting data,

gement system of credit institutions. This in-

and timely respond to negative trends in credit

cluded a review of 11 credit institutions.

institutions’ operations. The project is the first

To improve the quality of risk analysis, the

step towards real-time collection of primary

Bank of Russia extensively improves approach-

data instead of aggregated data provided in

es to collection and processing of primary

reporting forms. The regulator carried out test

data of credit institutions, automates analysis

collection of data from credit institutions willing

of big data with the use of new technologies,

to participant in the project. In the follow-up

and expands the use of open source data in

to the testing, the Bank of Russia worked out

its operations:

a new format and composition for business

– development of automated data collec-

day data collection with the aim to shift to a

tion about operational risk events in credit

mandatory daily data collection from 1 January

institutions was launched to reduce the

2021. The accounting and operational data will

number of one-time requests and simplify

be used, among other things, to control the

the analysis;

reliability of deposit accounting.

– bank data register templates were develo

The Bank of Russia continues to develop

ped, tested and are being applied in the

other applied information and analytical sys-

analysis of big data on retail loan portfolios;

tems which help raise the effectiveness and

processing and analysis techniques were

depth of supervisory and analytical procedures,

improved;

and reduce the number of labour force needed

– processes involving open source data, in-

to tackle these issues.

cluding the analysis of credit and market
risks, were expanded.

ON-SITE SUPERVISION

Moreover, in 2018, for the purpose of deve

In 2018, the Bank of Russia initiated inspec-

lopment of supervisory tools, amendments

tions of 384 credit institutions (their branch-

were made to Federal Law No. 86‑FZ; they

es) (including 19 inspections of systemically
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They also revealed instances when participants of an informal financial group (a cre

74.5% of inspections (286) were carried

dit institution and an investment company)

out on a scheduled basis, and 66% of all un-

conducted securities transactions that had

scheduled inspections (65 out of 98) were

no economic expediency with non-resident

conducted by a decision of the management

legal entities, which resulted in accumulation

of the Bank of Russia in view of information

of funds in accounts of foreign companies

on material violations in the activities of credit

directly controlled by the group’s ultimate

institutions.

beneficiary.

In accordance with the risk-based approach

Inspections also registered instances when

to the organisation and conduct of inspections,

a non-governmental pension fund used pension

the main focus was made on the assessment

reserves to purchase low-quality assets from

of risk portfolios and their concentration, as-

banks of the group.

set and capital quality was assessed, ultimate

Most violations (68% of the total number

receivers of borrowed funds and sources of

of violations identified in the inspections of

loan repayments were detected, the account-

credit institutions) are related to the high-risk

ing discipline and compliance with regulatory

banks’ credit policy conducted, inter alia, in

requirements were checked.

the interests of owners, and inadequate quality

For the purpose of consolidated risk assess-

assessment of outstanding loans; the estab-

ment the Bank of Russia continued to conduct

lished facts included cases of loans with signs

simultaneous inspections of credit institutions

indicating the withdrawal of assets.

and non-bank financial institutions (NFIs) which

The Bank of Russia revealed multiple vio-

have economic ties or controlled by the same

lations in retail lending, including the excess

group of persons.

of the highest possible TCL, operations aimed

During 2018, the Bank of Russia conducted

at concealing the real credit risk accepted by

simultaneous inspections of 33 credit insti-

the bank through the issue of new retail loans

tutions which were members of 13 banking

for repayment of overdue loans, and through

groups, including credit institutions under re

the assignment of claims on individuals to

solution and their investors, as well as 17 credit

legal entities on a deferred-payment basis,

institutions and 26 NFIs which were members

and incorrect determination of overdue pay-

of 15 banking groups / bank holding compa-

ments. This concealed the real risk on loans

nies.

and formed credit institutions’ income from

Simultaneous inspections of credit institu-

unreliable sources.

tions and NFIs revealed individual facts which

Other violations in credit institutions’ op-

suggest that microfinance market participants

erations are associated with manipulation

and credit institutions apply business models

of accounting and reporting data through

aimed at gaining economic benefits from the

delayed accounting of data contained in the

difference in regulation of different financial

bank’s primary documents and fictitious trans-

market participants. These facts are non-sys-

actions aimed at concealing cash shortages

temic in nature. The Bank of Russia applied

and diversion of high quality liquid assets from

supervisory measures on the revealed facts.

the bank.

Simultaneous inspections of investor banks

Violations of legislation requirements in

and banks under resolution revealed that in-

the sphere of countering the legalisation

vestors’ operations may be financed from the

(laundering) of criminally obtained incomes

funds provided by the DIA to banks under

and terrorism financing (AML/CFT) account-

resolution, banks under resolution may suffer

ed for 13% of all violations identified in the

sizable losses from mutual transactions with

inspections of credit institutions and were

an investor bank; and banks providing financial

related to banks’ failure to submit to the

resolution may have low quality of assets.

authorities (late submission of ) information
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on transactions subject to mandatory control

of Russia regulations, if, within one year,

and a failure to take reasonable and avail-

the measures set forth in Federal Law

able measures to identify customers (their

No. 86‑FZ had been enforced against a

beneficial owners). In addition, suspicious

credit institution more than once;

cross-border transactions were identified,

– in 35 cases (24 cases in 2017), repeated

which were conducted by the banks’ custom-

violation of the requirements set by Fe

ers and not reported by the credit institutions

deral Law No. 115‑FZ and Bank of Russia

to the authorities.

regulations issued in accordance there-

Violations of the procedure for notifying the
authorities by credit institutions about ope
ning/closing the accounts of business entities
of strategic importance were also identified.
DIA employees initiated 71 inspections

with;
– in two cases (five cases in 2017), material
inaccuracy of reporting data;
– in eight cases (14 cases in 2017), decrease
in capital adequacy below 2%;

which assessed timeliness and completeness of

– in eight cases (14 cases in 2017), decrease

insurance payments to the compulsory deposit

in equity (capital) of the credit institution

insurance fund, the procedure for accounting

below the minimum level of the authorised

liabilities to depositors, and credit institutions’

capital established as of the date of its state

capability to provide a register of such liabilities

registration.

in the due course.

In addition, in 2018, the Bank of Russia

At all stages of inspection activities, the

cancelled licences of seven credit institutions

Bank of Russia maintained active information

following the resolution of their shareholders

interaction and information exchange with

(members) on voluntary liquidation.

supervisory, monitoring, and law-enforcement

29 out of 60 credit institutions whose li-

agencies. Measures to improve inspection ac-

cences were revoked in 2018 were registered

tivities were taken on a continuous basis.

in the Moscow Region.

SUPERVISORY RESPONSE

MONITORING OF USE OF FUNDS

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s supervisory

RECEIVED BY CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

response was primarily geared towards early

UNDER THE RECAPITALISATION

identification of negative trends in the ac-

PROGRAMME THROUGH DIA

tivities of credit institutions and adoption of

In connection with Decree of the State

adequate measures to prevent development

Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian

of those trends. Information on the measures

Federation No. 5807‑6 GD, dated 19 December

applied to credit institutions in 2018 is shown

2014, ‘On Draft Federal Law No. 298254‑6

in Table 35, Section 5.4 Statistical tables.

‘On Amending Article 11 of the Federal Law

If the owners did not take effective mea-

‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits with

sures to eliminate the identified violations and

Russian Banks’ and Article 46 of the Federal

recover financial stability, the Bank of Russia

Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Fed-

revoked the banking licence as a measure of

eration (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia

last resort when there were grounds. In 2018,

carried out regular monitoring of the use of

the Bank of Russia revoked the licences of

funds received by banks in accordance with

60 credit institutions (51 credit institutions in

Federal Law No. 451‑FZ, dated 29 December

2017) in accordance with Article 74 of Federal

2014, ‘On Amending Article 11 of the Federal

Law No. 86‑FZ and Article 20 of Federal Law

Law ‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits

No. 395‑1.

with Russian Banks’ and Article 46 of the Fe

In 2018, banking licences were revoked on
the following grounds:

deral Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia)’.

– in 56 cases (51 cases in 2017), failure to

Participation of banks in the programme to

comply with federal banking laws and Bank

increase capitalisation through the DIA enabled
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significant growth in lending to the economy.1

in the claims portfolio as of 1 January 2019),

Since the launch of the programme (2015), for

provided housing mortgage loans and invested

eight banks that submit their reporting to the

in mortgage bonds (20%), granted loans to

DIA, the growth in lending and the placement

SMEs and invested in SME bonds (14%), and

of funds in bonds of organisations engaged

extended loans to transport and communica-

in priority economic activities, SMEs, housing

tions companies (12%).

mortgage lending and the constituent territo-

The results of monitoring the use of gov-

ries of the Russian Federation was ₽323.6 bil

ernment support funds show that the group

lion as of 1 January 2019, which is 11.3 times

of additionally capitalised banks generally ob-

greater than the amount of funds provided

served the requirement for increasing the total

for additional capitalisation of these banks

portfolio: as of 1 January 2019, the average

(₽28.6 billion). In 2018, 13 banks (as of 1 Janua

monthly growth rate of lending and investment

ry 2019) also completed their three-year com-

in bonds of priority economy sectors, SMEs,

mitment to increase lending under additional

HMLs and the constituents of the Russian

capitalisation programme.

Federation by these banks amounted to 1.7%.2

According to banks’ reports to the DIA, af-

However, one of the banks that submitted re-

ter receiving federal government bonds, these

ports as of 1 January 2019 failed to comply with

banks extended loans primarily to manufac-

the conditions for increasing lending stipulated

turing companies (29% of the total increase

by the Procedure.

AVERAGE MONTHLY GROWTH RATES IN LENDING BY GROUP OF BANKS
SUPPORTED BY GOVERNMENT THROUGH THE DIA AS OF 1 JANUARY 2019
(AS PER BANKS' SPECIAL STATEMENTS TO THE DIA, PER CENT)

Chart 36

Mortgage (housing) loans and investment in mortgage bonds

2.4

Loans to priority industries (including investment in bonds)

2.1

Agriculture

9.9

Manufacturing, of which:

2.4

Foodstuffs, including beverages, and tobacco

1.0

Chemicals

0.6

Machinery and equipment

4.2

Construction

0.4

Transport and communications, total, of which:
Air transport

2.9
–0.6

Electricity, gas and water supply

0.6

Loans and investment in SME bonds

0.6

Loans and investment in bonds of Russian regions

2.8

Total
–2

1.7
0

2

4

6

8

10

According to the Procedure and Conditions for Investing the Property Contribution of the Russian Federation to DIA Property in the
Subordinated Liabilities and Preference Shares of Banks (hereinafter, the Procedure), one of the main requirements for obtaining these
funds was banks’ obligation to increase the aggregate volume of ruble lending within three years after the recapitalisation, including
mortgage (housing) lending, and (or) lending to small and medium-sized enterprises, and (or) constituent territories of the Russian
Federation, and (or) entities conducting their business in one or several sectors of the economy, by no less than 1% per month. Apart
from actual loans, calculation of the increase should also include bank investments in the ruble-denominated mortgage bonds and
the ruble bonds issued by the aforementioned entities and purchased by banks.
1

2

The average monthly indicators were calculated for each bank for the period starting from their receipt of funds from the DIA.
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2.2.4.2. NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS
LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT OF ACTIVITIES

lated to the investment of pension savings can-

In 2018, Federal Law No. 75‑FZ ‘On Non-Go

not in aggregate exceed the established level.2

vernmental Pension Funds’ dated 7 May 1998

The results of investment of pension savings

was amended with the participation of the

(placement of pension reserves) may be calcu-

Bank of Russia.

lated by using the depreciated cost of securities

Federal Law No. 49‑FZ introduced the

rather than their market value. Depreciated cost

institution of fiduciary responsibility of NPFs.

provides for valuation of a security assuming

1

that it is held in the portfolio until maturity.

The institution
of ‘fiduciary responsibility’
was introduced for NPFs

In this case, short-term fluctuations in the market value unrelated to changes in the quality of
the security are not accounted for.
Federal Law No. 269‑FZ3 was adopted in
order to address issues related to violations

NPFs were obliged to arrange investment
of pension savings and placement of pension

of rights of insured persons when they change
the insurer.

reserves exclusively in the interests of insured

Starting from 1 January 2019, individuals

persons and participants. An NPF is required

may submit their applications to change the

to purchase and dispose of assets on the best

insurer under mandatory pension insurance

available terms at the time of transaction.

as well as notifications of refusal to change

An NPF that has failed to exercise due care

the insurer via the Unified Portal of State and

of interests of future pensioners, who are its

Municipal Services or to the Pension Fund of

clients, is required to reimburse losses at its

the Russian Federation. Prior to submitting the

own expense.

application for a change of insurer, the insured

The existing NPF remuneration system was
changed. It was established that remuneration

person must be informed of the amount of the
investment income that will be lost.

includes fixed and variable parts. The fixed part
of remuneration is paid out of pension savings,

IMPROVING REGULATION

while the variable part is paid out of the in-

AND SUPERVISION

come from the investment of pension savings.

To improve the approaches to establishing

The fixed part does not depend on investment

the requirements for the investment of pension

results. At the same time, its amount for the

savings of NPFs, Bank of Russia Regulation

reporting year and the amount of expenses re-

No. 580‑P4 was amended as follows:

1
Federal Law No. 49‑FZ, dated 7 March 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation Regarding the Regulation of Non-Governmental Pension Funds’. The document came into effect on 18 March 2018.

The maximum amount is established by Clause 2 of Article 36.23 of Federal Law No. 75‑FZ, dated 7 May 1998, ‘On Non-Governmental Pension Funds’.
2

Federal Law No. 269‑FZ, dated 29 July 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation to Ensure the Right
of Citizens to Receive Information about the Effects of Termination of Mandatory Pension Insurance Contracts’. The document came
into effect on 30 July 2018.
3

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4996‑U, dated 29 November 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 580‑P, Dated 1 March
2017, ‘On Additional Restrictions on Investing Pension Savings Placed with Non-governmental Pension Funds Providing Mandatory
Pension Insurance; on Cases When a Management Company Acting as a Trustee of Pension Savings Is Entitled to Execute Repo
Agreements; on Requirements Aimed at Risk Mitigation the Observance Whereof Entitles the Management Company to Execute
Derivative Contracts; on Additional Requirements for Credit Institutions Which Servicemen Pension and Housing Savings are Placed
with; and on the Additional Requirement for the Management Company to Finance Funded Pension under Pension Savings Trust
Management Agreement’. Registered with the Russian Ministry of Justice on 26 December 2018. The document came into effect on
8 January 2019 (except for certain provisions).
4

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5054‑U, dated 10 January 2019, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 580‑P, Dated 1 March
2017, ‘On Additional Restrictions on Investing Pension Savings Placed with Non-governmental Pension Funds Providing Mandatory
Pension Insurance; on Cases When a Management Company Acting as a Trustee of Pension Savings Is Entitled to Execute Repo Agreements; on Requirements Aimed at Risk Mitigation the Observance Whereof Entitles the Management Company to Execute Derivative
Contracts; on Additional Requirements for Credit Institutions Which Servicemen Pension and Housing Savings are Placed with; and
on the Additional Requirement for the Management Company to Finance Funded Pension under Pension Savings Trust Management
Agreement’. Registered with the Russian Ministry of Justice on 1 February 2019. The document came into effect on 6 February 2019.
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– a limit on investments in assets of a group

instances of investing in assets of poor in-

of related parties is to be gradually reduced

vestment quality, provision and disclosure of

by 1 July 2021 from 15% to 10% of the in-

unreliable information, violation of requirements

vestment portfolio value, and a 5% limit on

for internal controls and other violations of laws

investments in shares of a single issuer is

on non-governmental pension funds.

introduced;
– it is now allowed to place pension savings

SUPERVISORY RESPONSE

with credit institutions (for which the Bank

In 2018, the Bank of Russia took the fol-

of Russia Board of Directors has approved

lowing measures based on identified violations

a plan of the Bank of Russia’s participation

of the pension laws of the Russian Federation:

in bankruptcy prevention measures) during

– 139 orders to eliminate violations (including

implementation of that plan;

22 orders based on the review of inspection

– NPF pension savings can now be placed in

reports) were sent to NPFs and their ma

concessionaire bonds without a credit rating

nagement companies (MCs). 141 letters were

that meet certain requirements;

sent as part of supervisory collaboration on

– criteria for NPFs to be able to make trans-

identified violations of the laws of the Rus-

actions with shares of Russian joint-stock

sian Federation (including one letter based

companies offered for public circulation for

on the review of an inspection report);

the first time, including during their initial
public offering, were clarified.

– five administrative offence reports were
issued in relation to NPFs and 26 reports
were issued in relation to NPF MCs;

ON-SITE SUPERVISION
As part of their 2018 inspections in NPFs,
the authorised representatives of the Bank of

– the licence of one NPF was revoked for
repeated violations of the requirements of
pension laws;

Russia initiated inspections of 22 NPFs, includ-

– qualification certificates of two financial

ing one inspection of NPF coordinated with

market specialists in charge of management

the inspections of five other financial market

of investment funds, unit investment funds,

participants to conduct a comprehensive study

unit investment funds and NPFs were can-

of the banking group.

celled.

In a number of NPFs, these inspections re-

The licences of ten NPFs were cancelled

vealed violations in the placement of pension

based on the request of the licensees to give

reserves and investment of pension savings,

up their licences.
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2.2.4.3. INSURANCE ENTITIES
LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT OF ACTIVITIES

of the Russian Federation for the restoration

In 2018, Law of the Russian Federation

of residential premises damaged as a result of

No. 4015‑1, dated 27 November 1992, ‘On the

emergency situations.

Organisation of Insurance Business in the Rus-

Federal Law No. 563‑FZ3 is aimed at in-

sian Federation’ and a number of other legi

creasing the interest of agricultural produc-

slative acts of the Russian Federation were

ers in insurance by providing parties to the

amended with the participation of the Bank

contract the option to choose the terms of

of Russia.

insurance, including the expansion of its ba-

Federal Law No. 251‑FZ1 provides for in-

sic parameters, as well as the use of remote

creased requirements for the minimum amount

monitoring tools. Given the social importance

of the authorised capital of insurance compa-

of this type of insurance, the law expands the

nies. Starting from 1 January 2019, this amount

authority of the Bank of Russia to monitor the

is ₽300 million for personal and property

activities of the United All-Russian Association

insurance, ₽450 million for life insurance, and

of Insurers in the area of agricultural insurance.

₽600 million for reinsurance. In accordance

Federal Law No. 87‑FZ4 was adopted to

with the new requirements, the insurance

ensure protection of rights and legitimate in-

companies operating as of the date of adop-

terests of financial consumers. In accordance

tion of the law will have to increase their au-

with this law, from 1 January 2019, the Bank

thorised capital in three stages until 1 January

of Russia was granted the right to revoke

2022. Increased capitalisation will improve the

licences for insurance activities in the event

financial stability and solvency of insurance

of a repeated material violation of financial

companies.

stability requirements during the year and

Federal Law No. 320‑FZ streamlines the

ban/restrict certain transactions (related to

mechanism of assistance to individuals for

the disposal/acquisition of property, financial

restoration (acquisition) of property lost as

transactions with securities and derivative

a result of emergency situations, including

financial instruments).

2

through the use of the insurance mechanism.

Federal Law No. 478‑FZ5 is in part aimed

The law grants the authorities of the con-

at ensuring the performance of developer’s

stituent territories of the Russian Federation

obligations to equity construction participants

the right to develop, approve and implement

and establishes obligation of the developer to

programmes to organise compensation for

pay deductions (contributions) to the com-

individuals for damage to residential premis-

pensation fund of the public company ‘Fund

es using the voluntary insurance mechanism.

for the Protection of the Rights of Individual

The law is aimed at increasing the economic

Shared-equity Construction Participants’. De-

interest of individuals and insurance compa-

ductions (contributions) are made under the

nies in entering into contracts for the insu

equity construction participation agreements

rance of residential premises and reducing the

submitted for state registration from 25 De-

budget expenditure of the budgetary system

cember 2018.

Federal Law No. 251‑FZ, dated 29 July 2018, ‘On Amending the Law of the Russian Federation ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance
Business in the Russian Federation’. The document came into effect on 1 January 2019 (except for certain provisions).
1

Federal Law No. 320‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation’. The document
came into effect on 4 August 2019 (except for certain provisions).
2

Federal Law No. 563‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Government Support for Agricultural Insurance
and On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Agricultural Sector Development’. The document came into effect on 1 March 2019.
3

Federal Law No. 87‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation’. The document came
into effect on 8 June 2018 (except for certain provisions).
4

Federal Law No. 478‑FZ, dated 25 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal law ‘On Participating in Shared-equity Construction of
Apartment Houses and Other Real Estate and On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ and Certain Laws of the Russian
Federation’. The document came into effect on 25 December 2018.
5
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IMPROVING REGULATION

the amount of the insurance premium. This

AND SUPERVISION

ordinance is the first step towards the gradual

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its

implementation to a flexible pricing system

work on the project to implement a risk-based

depending on various risk factors. In particu-

approach to insurance sector regulation in the

lar, it established new values of basic CMTPLI

Russian Federation based on Solvency II prin-

insurance rates, introduced more flexible con-

ciples. The Bank of Russia conducted its first

sideration of driver age and driving experience,

quantitative study, which included a qualitative

and enhanced the procedure to apply the coef-

analysis of the insurance industry’s readiness

ficient depending on whether the insurers paid

for the requirements of this approach. In par-

insurance compensation in the previous period.

ticular, this included assessing readiness of the

To fulfil the obligations assumed by the Rus-

corporate governance system and methodolog-

sian Federation when it joined the World Trade

ical and technological readiness of insurance

Organisation,3 the Bank of Russia defined ap-

sector participants for regular preparation of

proaches to the admission of foreign insurance

their balance sheet required to calculate capital

company branches to the insurance market of

adequacy ratios.

the Russian Federation after 22 August 2021,

1

In 2018, the Bank of Russia approved the

which set out the main parameters for the ad-

basic standard of operations of insurance com-

mission of branches, including the issues related

panies in the financial market and the basic

to the status of insurer and insurance agent,

standard for protection of rights and interests

terms and procedure for the accreditation of a

of individuals and legal entities who receive

foreign insurer branch, its reporting, guarantees

financial services provided by members of

of the financial stability of the branch, the pro-

self-regulatory org an is at ions uniting insu

cedure for supervision over its activities, and

rance companies developed by the All-Russian

ways to ensure the protection of consumer

Insurance Association. Application of these

rights. In October 2018, the proposals of the

standards will protect the rights of insurance

Bank of Russia on admission of foreign insur-

consumers and improve the quality of insurance

ance company branches to the insurance market

companies and transparency of their activities.

of the Russian Federation were submitted to

During the transition period until 7 May 2019,

the Russian Ministry of Finance for review and

insurance companies must bring their activities

discussion within the interagency work group

in compliance with the requirements of the

involving the Russian Federal Antimonopoly

basic standards.

Service, the Federal Tax Service, the Ministry
of Finance, the Ministry of Economic Development, and the Bank of Russia. Work has begun

Reform of CMTPLI rate-setting
procedure was initiated

to prepare a corresponding draft law.
Maintenance of dossiers on insurance companies was a key focus of the Bank of Russia’s
supervisory activity in the insurance market in

In 2018, to improve the rate-setting proce-

2018. This helped speed up decision-making

dure in the area of compulsory motor third-par-

on determining the risk profile of insurers and

ty liability insurance, the Bank of Russia adop

modes of supervision over them.

ted its Ordinance No. 5000‑U, which provides

The Bank of Russia continued monitoring of

for more flexible approaches to establishing

insurers’ performance indicators in the segment

2

1
Information on the progress of these activities is promptly posted in the Financial Markets / Implementation of Solvency II section
on the Bank of Russia’s website.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5000‑U, dated 4 December 2018, ‘On Limiting Basic Insurance Tariffs (Their Minimum and Maximum
Values in Rubles) and Insurance Tariff Ratios, on the Requirements for Insurance Tariff Structure, and on the Procedure for Insurers
to Use Them for Calculating Insurance Premium under the Contract of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’.
The document came into effect on 9 January 2019 (except for certain provisions).
2

3
Protocol, dated 16 December 2011, ‘On the Accession of the Russian Federation to the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World
Trade Organization, dated 15 April 1994’.
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of property developers public liability insur-

representatives of the Bank of Russia initiated

ance. As of 31 December 2018, 11 insurers met

on-site inspections of 30 IEs, including nine

the requirements of Federal Law No. 218‑FZ.

1

inspections of IEs organised on a coordinated

Overall, 398,494 agreements of civil liability

basis, in order to comprehensively assess their

insurance for developers were entered into

activities.

in 2018, with total insurance liability in the

A number of inspections of insurers re-

amount of ₽1,458 billion. As of 31 December

vealed grounds for measures aimed at pre-

2018, total insurance liability under 695,290

venting bankruptcy (including those related

effective agreements of civil liability insurance

to numerous violations of the loss settlement

for developers was ₽2,668 billion, which is 18%

procedure), high risks regarding the insurer’s

less than the similar figure as of 31 December

ability to ensure the fulfilment of its obligations

2017. In 2018, insurers providing civil liability

under a government contract, and signs of

insurance for developers made insurance pay-

‘pseudo-insurance’ schemes used by insurance

ments totalling ₽1.1 billion, which is nearly six

companies in socially important types of insu

times higher than in 2017. In 2018, the Bank

rance. Inspections of two insurance companies

of Russia received about 1,300 inquiries from

involved in the provision of civil liability insu

shareholders, developers, government author-

rance for developers revealed indications that

ities and other organisations regarding civil

these insurance organisations were exposed to

liability insurance for developers.

higher risks, including in connection with the

In 2018, PJSC IC Rosgosstrakh, which was

non-market mechanism of setting insurance

included in resolution of PJSC Bank FC Ot-

rates and the failure to conduct a detailed

kritie, demonstrated stable positive financial

review of developers prior to entering into the

performance for the first time in three years.

relevant insurance agreements.

Consolidation of Rosgosstrakh Group’s insur-

In addition, during inspection of IEs, a par-

ance subsidiaries on the basis of PJSC IC Ros

ticular attention was paid to the analysis of

gosstrakh was completed in the fourth quarter,

behavioural aspects of their activities, including

which allowed the company to reduce costs

the provision of full and reliable information on

and strengthen its position in the corporate

insurance products to insured persons, com-

segment.

pliance with the procedure for the provision of
information and early termination of insurance

ON-SITE SUPERVISION
As part of inspection activities with regard
to insurance entities (IE) in 2018, authorised

agreements, and the possibility to enter into
CMTPLI contracts electronically with each
applicant.

Federal Law No. 218‑FZ, dated 29 July 2017, ‘On a Public Company for the Protection of the Rights of Individual Shared-equity Construction Participants in Case of the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of Developers and on Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
1
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2.2.4.4. MICROFINANCE MARKET ENTITIES
LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT OF ACTIVITIES

ratios for MFCs4 and MCCs.5 Additional ratios

In 2018, Federal Law of the Russian Federation

were introduced for MFCs (as larger partici-

No. 151‑FZ, dated 2 July 2010, ‘On Microfinance

pants), while previous approaches were retained

Activities and Microfinance Organisations’ and

for MCCs.

a number of other legislative acts of the Rus-

To stimulate lending to SMEs, a reduced

sian Federation were amended with the parti

ratio was established to calculate capital ade-

cipation of the Bank of Russia.

quacy for the portfolio of microloans extended

The adopted Federal Law No. 554‑FZ pro-

to SMEs, and a similar ratio was increased to

vides, among other things, for a phased tran-

discourage the provision of PDL loans by mi-

sition from 2.5‑fold to 1.5‑fold limitation of

crofinance organisations.

1

the borrower’s maximum debt under consumer

The prudential requirements for the com-

loan (credit) agreements, a gradual limitation of

pliance of agricultural consumer credit coop-

the interest rate under consumer loan (credit)

eratives (ACCCs) with financial ratios6 were

agreements from 1.5% to 1% per day, and the

established to consider a greater number of

lender’s right to offer the borrower a special

financial risks in the activities of ACCCs.

product in the PDL segment (see Subsec2

tion 2.3.1).

The procedure for placing reserve funds
of consumer credit cooperatives (CCPs)7 was

The adopted Federal Law No. 537‑FZ pro-

amended to preserve the ability of CCPs to

vides for an increase in the microloan amount

place their reserve funds as loans with sec-

of MFOs for business financing to ₽5 million.

ond-tier CCPs in the absence of credit ratings

3

assigned by credit rating agencies.
IMPROVING REGULATION
AND SUPERVISION

In 2018, the Bank of Russia discussed with
market participants the specifics of current

The Bank of Russia continued to improve

approaches to the regulation and supervision

regulation of the microfinance market to fur-

of NFIs (including MFOs) and main areas of

ther improve its socialisation, enhance financial

future changes. It published the Concept

stability of its participants, and ensure market

of Proportionate Regulation and Risk-Based

transparency in general.

Supervision of NFIs.8 This Concept was fol-

Introduction of proportionate regulation of

lowed by the consultation paper ‘Improving

microfinance entities continued. A new pro-

microfinance regulation’, which set out the

cedure was established to calculate economic

proposals to differentiate the requirements for

Federal Law No. 554‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’ and the Federal Law ‘On Microfinance Activities and Microfinance Organisations’. The document came into effect on 28 January 2019 (except for certain provisions).
1

2

PDL (payday loans) are short-term consumer microloans to individuals (for up to 30 days) for a small amount (up to ₽30,000).

Federal Law No. 537‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018 ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Development of Small and Medium-sized
Businesses in the Russian Federation’ and Article 12 of the Federal Law ‘On Microfinance and Microfinance Organisations’. The document came into effect on 8 January 2019.
3

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4382‑U, dated 24 May 2017, ‘On Setting Economic Ratios for a Microfinance Company Raising Funds
from Individuals, Including Individual Entrepreneurs, and (or) Legal Entities, in the Form of Loans, and for a Microfinance Company Issuing
and Placing Bonds’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 21 June 2017. The document came into effect on 1 January 2018.
4

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4384‑U, dated 24 May 2017, ‘On Setting Economic Ratios for a Microcredit Company Raising Funds
from Individuals, Including Individual Entrepreneurs, Who are Founders (Members, Shareholders), and (or) Legal Entities in the Form of
Loans’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 21 June 2017. The document came into effect on 1 January 2018.
5

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4299‑U, dated 27 February 2017, ‘On the Numerical Value of the Financial Ratio and the Procedure
for Calculating Financial Ratios of Agricultural Consumer Credit Cooperatives’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on
22 March 2017. The document came into effect on 1 June 2019 (except for certain provisions).
6

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4612‑U, dated 16 November 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3805‑U, Dated
24 September 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Reserve Funds of Consumer Credit Cooperatives’. Registered with the Ministry
of Justice of Russia on 23 January 2018. The document came into effect on 23 January 2018.
7

8
Most NFIs are already to some extent regulated using a risk-based approach (the scope of regulatory requirements depends on the
amount of risks accepted by NFIs). Current legislation already provides for proportionate regulation of microfinance institutions. Major
market players (or those with a sizeable scope of authority) are singled out as a separate group the Bank of Russia supervises on a
regular basis. Regulatory compliance of small market players in the microfinance market is supervised through SROs, with the Bank
of Russia stepping in if non-compliance is reported.
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market participants. These facts are non-sys-

A law was adopted to set further
limits on the maximum debt of
MFO borrowers and substantially
reduce the daily cost of microloans

temic in nature. The Bank of Russia applied
supervisory measures on the revealed facts.
SUPERVISORY RESPONSE
In the course of Bank of Russia supervi-

the admission of microfinance institutions to

sion of microfinance market entities, in 2018,

the market, proposals to business reputation

2,432 orders to eliminate violations of Russian

of management and owners, the procedure

laws and 68 orders to prohibit CCCs from rais-

for submission and preparation of reports, the

ing funds, accepting new members, and issu-

procedure for calculation and values of ratios,

ing loans were issued to MFOs, CCCs, ACCCs,

and to improvement of supervision over small

HSCs, and pawnshops; 78 cases on adminis-

market participants through self-regulatory

trative offences were initiated against MFCs,

organisations (SRO). The discussion helped

large CCCs, and their officials.

understand the opinion of the professional

To ensure financial stability and financial

community and prepare a roadmap to fur-

market development, the Bank of Russia con-

ther develop the principles of proportionate

tinued to strike off organisations that did not

regulation and risk-based supervision in the

comply with legislative requirements, violated

microfinance market.

financial consumer rights, failed to comply
with requirements for financial stability and

ON-SITE SUPERVISION

reliability, did not join a SRO, or did not provide

In 2018, as part of their inspection activi

any microloans during the year from the state

ties with regard to microfinance market par-

register of MFOs. In 2018, details of 611 legal

ticipants, authorised representatives of the

entities were struck off from the state register

Bank of Russia initiated on-site inspections of

of MFOs: 290 organisations terminated their

41 CCCs, 125 MFOs, 12 pawnshops, and three

activity due to repeated violations of Russian

ACCCs. This included 15 inspections of MFOs,

laws during the year, and 321 organisations

15 inspections of CCCs, seven inspections of

terminated their activity voluntarily after losing

pawnshops and one inspection of an ACCC

the status of an MFO based on applications.

organised on a coordinated basis to provide a

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued sys-

comprehensive assessment of their activities.

tematic application of supervisory response

In the activities of some microfinance mar-

measures in respect of the insolvency (bank-

ket entities, the inspections revealed failures

ruptcy). This included regular monitoring of

to ensure financial stability by not complying

CCCs and MFOs to identify the grounds for tak-

with financial regulations and requirements to

ing bankruptcy prevention measures, including

the minimum amount of MFI equity, and ot

through the review of activity reports, financial

her identified instances revealed the repeated

statements, websites of arbitration courts and

submission of materially unreliable reporting

the Federal Tax Service of Russia, as well as

data by microfinance market participants to

complaints from individuals and legal entities

the Bank of Russia as well as signs indicating

received by the Bank of Russia. The Bank of

a financial pyramid in the activities of MFIs.

Russia collaborated with self-regulatory orga

Simultaneous inspections of credit institu-

nisations and provided recommendations to

tions and NFIs revealed individual facts which

CCCs on the submission of necessary docu-

suggest that microfinance market participants

ments and the elaboration of solvency recovery

and credit institutions apply business models

plans. During the year, there were no grounds

aimed at gaining economic benefits from the

for decisions to appoint the provisional admi

difference in regulation of different financial

nistration to MFOs or CCCs.
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2.2.4.5. OTHER PARTICIPANTS
COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT MARKET

sia regulations governing the corresponding

ENTITIES (EXCEPT NPFS)

activities were established on the basis of

Improving regulation and supervision
To improve regulation of collective invest-

inspection results.
Supervisory response

ment entities, the Bank of Russia adopted

In 2018, the Bank of Russia took the follow-

Ordinance No. 4885‑U1 aimed at expanding

ing measures based on the identified violations

investment capability of investment funds

of Russian laws:

and providing for the transfer of any property

– 1,186 orders2 to provide information and

stipulated by the investment declaration to

240 orders3 to eliminate violations were

closed-end and exchange-traded unit invest-

issued;

ment funds for trust management, if such
option is included in the trust management
rules of such funds. This ordinance also provides for entering into loan and credit agreements as well as transactions to purchase

– nine qualification certificates were cancelled;
– 65 orders to extend the term for the winding up of UIFs were issued;
– 90 administrative cases were considered

securities (shares) issued by the affiliates

and penalties were imposed in 20 of them;

of the management company and organisa

– Bank of Russia representatives took part

tions rendering services to the investment

in three court sessions where lawsuits of

fund, provided such option is stipulated by

supervised entities were considered.

the charter (trust management rules) of the
investment fund for qualified investors.

PROFESSIONAL SECURITIES
MARKET PARTICIPANTS

On-site supervision
During their inspection activities in 2018,

Improving regulation and supervision

authorised representatives of the Bank of

The Bank of Russia began to implement the

Russia initiated on-site inspections in four

Concept of Proportionate Regulation and Risk-

management companies of investment funds,

Based Supervision of NFIs published in 2018

unit investment funds and non-governmental

with regard to professional securities market

pension funds and one specialised depository,

participants (PSMP).4 Bank of Russia Ordinance

including three inspections of management

No. 5013‑U5 was also issued, which set forth

companies organised on a coordinated basis

the indicators that enabled conditional division

to comprehensively assess their activities.

of professional securities market participants

Violations of Russian laws and Bank of Rus-

into small-, medium-sized and large players.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4885‑U, dated 29 August 2018, ‘On Possible Transferring to a Closed-end Unit Investment Fund or an
Exchange Unit Investment Fund for Trust Management of Property (Excluding Monetary Funds) Stipulated by Investment Declaration
Envisaged by the Trust Management Rules of the Respective Fund, on Cases Where the Establishment of the Closed-end Unit Investment Fund May not Exceed Six Months and on the Non-applicability of Limitations on Entering into Credit (Loan) Agreements by the
Management Company of a Joint-stock Investment Fund or Unit Investment Fund, Shares (Investment Units) of Which are Intended
for Qualified Investors, on Purchasing Securities Issued by Persons Specified in Sub-clause 8 of Clause 1 of Article 40 of Federal Law
No. 156‑FZ, Dated 29 November 2001, ‘On Investment Funds’, or Shares in the Authorised Capital of the Said Persons, and on Issuing
Orders to Conclude Such Agreements’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 25 September 2018. The document came
into effect on 20 October 2018.
1

2

This includes 122 orders to wind up the activities of UIFs.

3

This includes 41 orders to wind up the activities of UIFs.

4

See Subsection 2.2.4.4 ‘Microfinance market entities’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5013‑U, dated 17 December 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 481‑U, Dated 27 July
2015, ‘On Licensing Requirements for and Conditions of Professional Activity in the Securities Market, Restrictions on Holding Together
Certain Types of Professional Activity in the Securities Market, and on the Procedure and Timeframes for Submitting to the Bank of
Russia Reports on Terminating Obligations Related to Professional Activity in the Securities Market in Case of Cancellation of a Professional Securities Market Participant Licence’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 22 January 2019. The document
came into effect on 17 February 2019 (except for certain provisions).
5
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4956‑U4 supple-

Proportionate regulation
was introduced for professional
securities market participants

mented the existing legal requirements5 to investment advisers by general requirements that
a legal entity or individual entrepreneur must
meet to be included in the unified register of
investment advisers. Bank of Russia Ordinance

The division into categories is based on simple

No. 4980‑U6 defined the range of persons

indicators, such as the volume of broker/trust

allowed to apply for programme accreditation,

management transactions, the number of cus-

the list of documents required for programme

tomers as per brokerage / trust management

accreditation, and the procedure for a decision

contracts, the cost of securities recorded in

on programme accreditation, decision to deny

depository accounts and the number of per-

programme accreditation and the decision

sons with personal accounts in the securities

to revoke programme accreditation. Bank of

registrar. This minimal set of criteria will enable

Russia Ordinance No. 5014‑U7 established the

PSMPs themselves to select a category they

procedure for profiling an investment adviser’s

belong, selecting optimal regulatory compliance

customer as well as the requirements for the

for their business. This regulatory act1 also es-

form of individual investment advice and re-

tablished the obligation, starting from 1 October

quirements for investment advisory activities.

2020, to carry out internal audits only for large

Clarifications were made with regard to the

professional participants. It was established

items of internal accounting carried out by

that only large registrars would be required to

PSMPs. Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5034‑U8

form a board of directors. For depositories, the

adopted in connection with this issue excludes

requirements for the minimum number of quali

transactions made by PSMPs with foreign cur-

fied employees were differentiated depending

rency or goods admitted to organised trading

on the selected category.

from the items subject to internal accounting.

The adopted Bank of Russia Ordinance

Clarifications were made with regard to the

No. 4805‑U and Bank of Russia Ordinance

standards for recording liabilities in the inter-

No. 4928‑U3 were aimed at improving the

nal accounting of PSMP customers; internal

protection of broker’s customers from price

accounting rules were established for cases

fluctuations in various segments of the financial

when PSMP customers’ funds are kept in PSMP

market (other than the stock market).

cash desk; and clarifications were made with

2

In 2018, three regulatory acts were adop
ted to govern investment consulting activities.

regard to the rules for reconciling customers’
cash balances in internal accounting.

Overall, Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5013‑U laid the foundation for introducing the principle of proportionate regulation, including the requirements for the procedure and terms of reporting, internal controls, risk management system, business continuity, and
corporate governance.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4805‑U, dated 1 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3234‑U, Dated 18 April 2014,
‘On Unified Requirements Regarding Rules for Broker Activities When Making Certain Transactions at Customers’ Expense’. Registered
with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 13 August 2018. The document came into effect on 28 August 2018.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4928‑U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Brokerage with Regard to Securities Transactions and Derivatives Contracts, Liquidity Criteria of Securities Serving as Collateral of Customers’ Obligations to the Broker Engaged
in Such Transactions and Contracts, as well as the Required Ratios of Brokers Engaged in Such Transactions and Contracts’. Registered
with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 4 March 2019. The document came into effect on 1 July 2019.
3

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4956‑U, dated 2 November 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Investment Advisers’. Registered with the
Ministry of Justice of Russia on 14 January 2019. The document came into effect on 19 February 2019.
4

5

Established by Federal Law No. 39‑FZ, dated 22 April 1996, ‘On the Securities Market’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4980‑U, dated 27 November 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Accrediting Software Programs to Provide
Individual Investment Recommendations’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 14 February 2019. The document came
into effect on 5 March 2019.
6

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5014‑U, dated 17 December 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Profiling an Investment Adviser’s Customer
and the Requirements for Individual Investment Recommendation Form and Investment Advisory Services’. Registered with the Ministry
of Justice of Russia on 11 February 2018. The document came into effect on 5 March 2019.
7

8
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5034‑U, dated 24 December 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 577‑P, Dated 31 January 2017, ‘On the Internal Accounting Rules of Professional Securities Market Participants Engaged in Broker, Dealer, and Securities
Management Activities’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 23 January 2019. The document came into effect on
12 February 2019.
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The requirements for equity of deposi-

counts and for the provision of information

tories were streamlined to maintain stability

from the register of securities holders. This

and integrity of the accounting infrastruc-

ordinance is aimed at improving the acces-

ture. The adopted Bank of Russia Ordinance

sibility and transparency of financial service

No. 4761‑U eliminated the requirement for

costs.

1

higher ratios to the equity of depositories that

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4743‑U,5

have nominee accounts held with a depository

which clarifies the procedure for disclosure of

bank, in which a provisional administration had

information on rates charged by the registrars

been appointed to manage the credit institu-

for transactions over the personal accounts

tion, or a plan had been approved involving

of registered persons, provision of information

the participation of the Bank of Russia in

from the register of securities holders as well

the implementation of bankruptcy prevention

as the procedure for disclosure of information

measures. Elimination of this requirement will

on calculation of equity and information on

allow depository banks undergoing resolution

affiliates was adopted to improve the existing

to retain their market position in the area of

disclosure procedure of PSMPs. These amend-

depository services and, thereby, contribute to

ments will help increase transparency in the

minimising state expenses on restoring their

activities of entities supervised by the Bank

financial stability.

of Russia.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4944‑U,

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4622‑U,6

which provides for introduction of targeted

which entered into force in 2018, specified the

innovations as well as a number of amend-

requirements for the procedure for organised

ments identified during the application of the

trading established by the regulator earlier to

current version of Bank of Russia Regulation

ensure price stability, improve financial inclu-

No. 503‑P,3 was adopted to allow depository

sion, and discourage unfair conduct.

record-keeping of electronic mortgage certi
ficates.

Newly adopted regulatory acts established
the requirements for organising and imple-

The adopted Bank of Russia Ordinance

menting internal monitoring and internal audit

No. 4748‑U 4 regulates the maximum fee

in infrastructure organisations of the financial

charged by the register holder to registered

market7 based on international standards and

persons for transactions over personal ac-

Russian practices.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4761‑U, dated 2 April 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4373‑U, Dated 11 May 2017,
‘On the Capital Requirements for Professional Securities Market Participants’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on
23 April 2018. The document came into effect on 14 May 2018.
1

2
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4944‑U, dated 25 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 503‑P, Dated 13 November 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Depositories to Open and Manage Depo and Other Accounts’.

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 503‑P, dated 13 November 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Depositories to Open and Manage Depo and
Other Accounts’.
3

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4748‑U, dated 22 March 2018, ‘On the Maximum Payment Charged by Security Holders’ Registrar
from the Registered Persons for Personal Account Transactions and Provision of Information from the Register of Security Holders,
and the Procedure for its Setting’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 17 April 2018. The document came into effect
on 1 October 2018.
4

5
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4743‑U, dated 19 March 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3921‑U, Dated 28 December 2015, ‘On the Content and Volume of Information, and the Procedure and Timeframe for its Disclosure by Professional Securities
Market Participants’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 11 April 2018. The document came into effect on 28 April 2018.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4622‑U, dated 27.11.2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 437‑P, Dated 17 October 2014,
‘On Conducting Organised Trading’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 16 February 2018. The document came into
effect on 1 July 2018.
6

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4739‑U, dated 15 March 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Internal Controls and Auditing Conducted
by a Clearing Organisation’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 25 May 2018. The document came into effect on
1 September 2018.
7

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4792‑U, dated 7 May 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Procedure for Trade Organisers to Exercise
Internal Control and Internal Audit’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 23 August 2018. The document came into
effect on 20 March 2019.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4904‑U, dated 12 September 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Central Depository to Exercise Internal
Control and Internal Audit, for Internal Audit Rules and Action Plan of Internal Audit of the Central Depository’. Registered with the
Ministry of Justice of Russia on 4 October 2018. The document came into effect on 30 May 2018.
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4791‑U,1

The Bank of Russia continued efforts to

which specifies the measures to be taken by

increase the transparency of its activities.

trade organisers as part of their processes to

It approved the concept for improvement

identify, analyse, assess, monitor, control and

of the procedure to cancel (revoke) licences

mitigate the risks associated with the orga

of NFIs and to cancel qualification certifi-

nisation of trading, was adopted to ensure

cates of financial market specialists. Bank of

the sustainability and stability of the financial

Russia Regulation No. 664‑P, 5 which estab-

market and its infrastructure organisations.

lished the procedure for the Bank of Russia

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4905‑U,2 which

to monitor implementation of the solvency

established the requirements for organising

recovery plan and regulated the relations

the risk management framework of the central

between the Bank of Russia and provisional

depository, aims to address a similar task.

administration, was adopted to ensure a

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4824‑U,3

transparent mechanism for the measures im-

which established the capital adequacy ratio

plemented by the Bank of Russia to prevent

for the trade organiser defining the amount of

bankruptcy of PSMPs, management compa-

capital sufficient for supporting the daily func-

nies of investment funds, unit investment

tions at a level that ensures organised trading

funds and non-governmental pension funds,

for six months, was adopted to ensure financial

clearing org an is at ions, trade org an is ers as

market stability.

well as to regulate relations between the

4

Bank of Russia published a consultation
paper ‘Improving the Regulation of Accounting
Infrastructure’. The purpose of this paper was
to discuss with the professional community

Bank of Russia and the provisional administrations of such financial institutions.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5015‑U6
adopted in 2018 was aimed at:

potential models of accounting infrastructure,

– establishing the procedure for selecting

its direct participation in securities lending

head of the provisional administration of

transactions, the modification of rights, obli-

PSMP, management companies of invest-

gations and liability of accounting institutions,

ment funds, unit investment funds and

the issues of risk distribution, as well as the

non-governmental pension funds, non-

mechanisms for protection of investors’ prop-

governmental pension funds not engaged

erty rights, followed by identification of poten-

in mandatory pension insurance, clearing

tial reform areas for accounting infrastructure

companies, trade organisers, CCCs, MFOs

regulation.

and their members;

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4791‑U, dated 7 May 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Trade Organisers to Create a System for Managing
Risks Related to Trading and Transactions with Their Assets and on the Requirements for Trade Organisers’ Documents Stipulating
Measures to Mitigate the Said Risks and Prevent Conflict of Interest’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 4 October
2018. The document came into effect on 20 March 2019.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4905‑U, dated 12 September 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Central Depository’s Activity with
Regard to Managing Risks Related to its Activity, as well as for Rules to Manage the Said Risks’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice
of Russia on 16 November 2018. The document came into effect on 30 May 2018.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4824‑U, dated 18 June 2018, ‘On the Value and Methodology Used to Measure the Trade Organisers’
Capital Adequacy Ratio’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 16 July 2018. The document came into effect on 20 July 2019.
3

In particular, following a substantial decline in the income (losses) of the trade organiser due to the loss of confidence on the part
of a certain share of participants in trading.

4

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 664‑P, dated 5 December 2018, ‘On the Provisional Administration of a Financial Institution, Which
is a Professional Securities Market Participant, Management Company of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds and Non-governmental Pension Funds, Clearing Company, and Trade Organiser; the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Control the Implementation
of the Solvency Recovery Plan of Such Financial Institution and the Cases when the Bank of Russia Decides to Conduct an On-site
Inspection of its Activities Based on the Analysis of its Solvency Recovery Plan’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on
25 March 2019. The document came into effect on 14 April 2019.
5

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5015‑U, dated 18 December 2018, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Select a Head of the
Provisional Administration of the Financial Institution, Which is a Professional Securities Market Participant, Management Company
of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds and Non-governmental Pension Funds, Non-governmental Pension Fund not Engaged
in Mandatory Pension Insurance, Clearing Company, Trade Organiser, Consumer Credit Cooperative, Microfinance Organisation, and
its Members and to Approve the Composition of the Provisional Administration of This Financial Institution, and the Procedure and
Grounds for Changing its Composition’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 7 February 2019.
6
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– establishing the procedure for approving

29 supervisory activities of infrastructure orga

composition of the provisional administra-

nisations of the financial market, including two

tion by the Bank of Russia;

off-site supervisory activities for the purpose

– establishing the grounds for changing

of strategic risk assessment. It also conducted

composition of the provisional administ

surveys of 35 registrars, 11 depositories and

ration.

all supervised infrastructure organisations on
issues of risk management and internal control

On-site supervision

framework.

In 2018, authorised representatives of the
Bank of Russia initiated on-site inspections

SELF-REGULATORY ORGANISATIONS

of 25 professional securities market partic-

IN THE FINANCIAL MARKET

ipants, including coordinated inspections of
17 organisations. Two coordinated inspections

Legislative support of activities

of professional securities market participants

In 2018, Federal Law No. 223‑FZ 1 was

revealed ‘scheme’ transactions (operations)

amended with the participation of the Bank

with securities that make no obvious eco-

of Russia.

nomic sense.

Federal Law No. 397‑FZ2 included invest-

In addition, inspection of a trade organiser

ment adviser activities in the list of financial

established certain violations in the organi

institution activities covered by the principles

sation of its risk management framework and

and terms of self-regulation in the financial

in the org an is at ion and implementation of

market.

internal control, violations of the procedure
for stress testing of software and hardware
and deficiencies in its information protection
practices.

Improving regulation and supervision
In 2018, to standardise activities of financial
institutions, the Bank of Russia approved the
following basic standards for self-regulatory

Supervisory response
To improve the efficiency of supervision,
apply uniform approaches to implementa-

organisations in the financial market:
– basic standard for broker operations on the
financial market;

tion of supervisory procedures and minimise

– basic standard for the protection of the

the risks inherent in supervisory activities,

rights and interests of individuals and legal

the Bank of Russia continued to develop

entities who receive financial services pro-

its risk-based approach to supervision over

vided by members of self-regulatory orga

PSMPs. The supervisory procedures are being
brought in line with the elaborated matrix
of supervisory regimes and depend on the

nisations uniting brokers;
– basic standard for operations performed by
depositories in the financial market;

category assigned to the PSMP risk profile

– basic standard for the protection of the

calculated and updated automatically on a

rights and interests of individuals and legal

monthly basis. Development of the ‘Trigger

entities who receive financial services pro-

Indicators’ project facilitated transition to

vided by members of self-regulatory orga

preventive supervision, the integral feature

nisations uniting managers;

of which is the focus of supervisors on as-

– basic standard for the protection of the

sessing risks inherent for the activities of

rights and interests of individuals and legal

supervised entities.

entities who receive financial services pro-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia implemented
231 off-site supervisory activities of PSMPs and
1

vided by members of self-regulatory orga
nisations uniting insurance companies;

Federal Law No. 223‑FZ, dated 13 July 2015, ‘On Self-Regulatory Organisations in the Financial Market’.

Federal Law No. 397‑FZ, dated 20 December 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and Article 3 of the
Federal Law ‘On Self-regulatory Organisations in the Financial Market’. The document came into effect on 21 December 2018.
2
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– basic standard for operations performed by

SRO in the financial market lost its status

insurance companies in the financial market;

in August 2018); members of these SROs

– basic standard for consumer credit coope

comprised 100% MFOs, 95% MCCs, 72%

ratives’ risk management;
– basic standard for operations performed by
microfinance organisations in the financial
market;
– basic standard for the risk management of

CCCs (of operating CCCs, excluding those in
liquidation).
To streamline the interaction between the
Bank of Russia and ACCCs, the Bank of Russia
established a procedure for its inquiries and

microfinance organisations.

orders (as well as replies to them) to be sent

As of the end of 2018, 15 basic standards

through SROs to ACCCs.1 The requirements for

setting requirements for activities of micro-

corrective measures applied by MFO SROs to

finance organisations, consumer credit co-

their members were established to minimise

operatives, brokers, depositories, managers,

the arbitrage between self-regulatory organisa

forex dealers, and insurance companies were

tions and ensure uniformity in the application

elaborated by SROs and approved by the Bank

of these measures.2

of Russia. Among other things, this completed
the formation of the basic standard framework

On-site supervision

for MFOs and CCCs. Bank of Russia approved

As part of its inspection activities, in 2018,

all basic standards that had to be elaborated

the Bank of Russia initiated three on-site in-

by MFO SROs and CCC SROs:

spections of three CCC SROs. Two on-site

– basic standard for the risk management of

inspections of two CCC SROs revealed facts

MFOs, basic standard for operations per-

indicating the improper monitoring by these

formed by MFOs in the financial market, ba-

SROs of CCCs’ compliance with the require-

sic standard for the protection of the rights

ments of federal laws, regulatory legal acts

and interests of individuals and legal entities

of the Russian Federation, Bank of Russia re

who receive financial services provided by

gulations, basic standards, internal standards

members of self-regulatory organisations

and other internal documents of the SROs and

uniting MFOs;

failure to submit (late submission) of reports

– basic standard for consumer credit coope
ratives’ risk management, basic standard

to the Bank of Russia. For one CCC SRO, the
inspection continued in 2019.

for operations performed by CCCs in the
financial market, basic standard for the

Supervisory response

protection of the rights and interests of

In 2018, regulatory and supervisory mea-

individuals and legal entities who receive

sures were taken to identify violations by CCC

financial services provided by members of

SROs and MFO SROs of the requirements es-

self-regulatory organisations uniting CCCs,

tablished by federal laws, Russian regulatory

basic standard for CCC corporate gover-

legal acts, Bank of Russia regulations, basic

nance.

standards, and internal standards, which re-

The Bank of Russia continued to develop

sulted in:

the institute of self-regulation in the micro-

– the issuance of 27 orders to rectify viola-

finance market. In 2018, there were three

tions of the requirements of Russian laws;

MFO SROs in the microfinance market and

– the initiation of 53 cases of administrative

eight CCC SROs in the financial market (1 CCC

offences.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4770‑U, dated 9 April 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Sending, Via a Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisation Uniting Agricultural Consumer Credit Cooperatives, Bank of Russia Requests and Orders and Responses Thereto’. Registered
with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 27 April 2018. The document came into effect on 3 June 2018.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4788‑U, dated 3 May 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Measures Applied by a Financial Market
Self-regulatory Organisation to Microcredit Companies for Incompliance with Federal Law No. 151‑FZ, Dated 2 July 2010, ‘On Microfinance
Activities and Microfinance Organisations’ and Related Bank of Russia Regulations, and the Internal Standards of a Self-regulatory
Organisation’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 3 August 2018. The document came into effect on 20 August 2018.
2
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Due to violation of requirements of Rus-

taken by credit rating agencies included by the

sian laws, a repeated failure to comply with

Bank of Russia in the register of credit rating

the deadlines for requests of the Bank of

agencies. The information on rating actions

Russia and a failure to provide information

includes, among other things, details of the

and submission of knowingly false informa-

credit rating and credit rating outlook, rated

tion, the Bank of Russia decided to terminate

entity, type and reason of rating action, and

the status of one CCC SRO in the financial

press release on the rating action. Assigned

market.

credit ratings are monitored on an ongoing

No supervisory response measures were

basis. The reliability of individual credit ratings

applied to SROs uniting NPFs, MCs and spe-

assigned by Russian credit rating agencies is

cialised depositories.

verified on the basis of relevant internal and
external information.

CREDIT RATING AGENCIES
Improving regulation and supervision

The principles to be followed by the credit
rating agencies to prevent conflicts of inte
rest in the provision of additional (including

In 2018, the Bank of Russia published on

analytical) services by legal entities belon

its official website five information letters

ging to the group of entities related to the

confirming compliance of the methodology

credit rating agency have been agreed upon

used by credit rating agencies with the re-

within the Expert Council on Credit Rating

quirements of Federal Law No. 222‑FZ.1 As

Agencies.3

of 31 December 2018, the Bank of Russia

In 2018, rating activities were included4 in

confirmed compliance of ten methodologies

the All-Russian Classifier of Types of Economic

used by ACRA (JSC) and 11 methodologies

Activity and the All-Russian Classifier of Pro

used by JSC Expert RA with the requirements

ducts by Types of Economic Activity.

of Federal Law No. 222‑FZ.
In 2018, to improve supervision effective-

On-site supervision

ness, it was decided to extend the provisions

Inspection of a credit rating agency con-

of the Bank of Russia’s supervision standard

ducted in 2018 revealed instances of the inap-

for NFIs to credit rating agencies. The files

propriate organisation and implementation of

of credit rating agencies are maintained on

internal control as well as certain deficiencies

an ongoing basis, including information on

in the assignment of credit ratings to non-fi-

the credit rating agency’s ownership struc-

nancial organisations.

ture, corporate governance, internal control
and risk management framework, additional

Supervisory response

services, information disclosure, financial

In 2018, the Bank of Russia took enforce-

performance indicators, and statistics of

ment measures with regard to credit rating

rating actions.

agencies, including seven orders issued to

In 2018, the Bank of Russia launched a system2 to collect and store data on rating actions

resolve violations of Russian laws and an administrative fine.

Federal Law No. 222‑FZ, dated 13 July 2015, ‘On the Activity of Credit Rating Agencies in the Russian Federation, on Amending
Article 76.1 of the Federal Law ‘On The Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and Invalidating Certain Provisions
of Russian Laws’. In accordance with the provisions of Federal Law No. 222‑FZ, if Russian laws provide for the use of credit ratings
by the federal government, local government, local self-government bodies, or the Bank of Russia, credit ratings assigned on the
national rating scale for the Russian Federation shall be applied to Russian rating objects.
1

The legal framework of this system is established by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4062‑U, dated 4 July 2016, ‘On the Procedure,
Contents, Forms and Timeframes for Submitting to the Bank of Russia the Information on Rating Actions by the Credit Rating Agencies’.
2

3
The main objectives of the Expert Council are to collect and summarise the opinions of Russian financial market participants on the
relevant activities of credit rating agencies.

Based on the orders of the Federal Agency on Technical Regulating and Metrology No. 158‑st, dated 29 March 2018, and No. 159‑st,
dated 29 March 2018.
4
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CENTRAL COUNTERPARTIES

Improving regulation and supervision

Legislative support of activities
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To improve the regulation of actuarial ac-

In 2018, Federal Law No. 7‑FZ, dated 7 Feb-

tivity, the Bank of Russia issued Ordinance

ruary 2011, ‘On Clearing, Clearing Activities,

No. 4731‑U.1

and the Central Counterparty’ and Federal

In 2018, the Bank of Russia approved the
following:
– federal standard of actuarial activity for as-

Law No. 325‑FZ, dated 27 November 2011,
‘On Organised Trading’ were amended with the
participation of the Bank of Russia.

set analysis and comparison of assets and

Federal Law No. 132‑FZ3 established the

liabilities in actuarial valuation of insurers

use of precious metal bank accounts in clearing

and non-governmental pension funds;

and settlements following clearing results and

– federal standard of actuarial activity on
actuarial evaluation of non-governmental

eliminated the requirement for trade organisers
to comply with liquidity ratios.

pension funds (new version).
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5053‑U2 was
published to improve the system of access to
actuary profession.

Improving regulation and supervision
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to
harmonise Russian regulation of the central
counterparty with generally accepted interna-

Supervisory response

tional standards. To ensure that the approaches

To implement its supervisory activities, the

set forth in federal legislation with regard to

Bank of Russia sent to the SROs of actuaries

the central counterparty are legally binding,

its requirements for inspections of individual

the Bank of Russia elaborated its regulations

members, which resulted, in particular, in a de-

establishing:

cision to exclude one responsible actuary from

– a detailed list of banking operations of the

the unified state register of authorised actua

central counterparty with regard to open-

ries. In addition, one responsible actuary was

ing and maintaining bank accounts of legal

excluded from the single register of responsible

entities in precious metals;

actuaries upon its application.

– that central counterparties should move

In 2018, the Bank of Russia held two quali

from the use of credit ratings assigned by

fication exams for persons wishing to join

the rating agencies of issuers and coun-

the self-regulatory organisations of actuaries,

terparties when establishing requirements

and these exams were successfully passed

for the accepted collateral as well as for in-

by 20 candidates. In 2018 to implement the

struments and counterparties when placing

procedures required to obtain the status of

temporarily available funds to the evaluation

an authorised actuary, the Bank of Russia

of their financial standing;

took part in the qualification reviews held by

– the requirements for the content, procedure,

the self-regulatory organisations of actuaries,

and timeframes for submitting the plan for

which resulted in granting the status of an

ensuring the central counterparty’s busi-

authorised actuary to one candidate.

ness continuity to the Bank of Russia;

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4731‑U, dated 2 March 2018, ‘On the Non-application of Order of the Inspectorate of Non-governmental
Pension Funds at the Ministry of Labour and Social Development of the Russian Federation No. 15, Dated 12 February 2001, ‘On the
Approval of Requirements for the Procedure for Documenting the Results of Actuarial Evaluation of the Activities of Non-governmental
Pension Funds’. The document came into effect on 20 March 2019.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5053‑U, dated 10 January 2019, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3435‑U, Dated 6 November 2014, ‘On Additional Requirements for the Qualifications of Responsible Actuaries and the Procedure for Certifying Responsible
Actuaries’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 30 January 2019. The document came into effect on 15 February 2019.
2

3
Federal Law No. 132‑FZ, dated 4 June 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Clearing, Clearing Activities and the Central Counterparty’ and Article 8 of the Federal Law ‘On Organised Trading’. The document came into effect on 4 June 2018.
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– additional requirements (to the general

– procedure for calculating the aggregated

requirements established for central coun-

indicators established and applied by the

terparties by other Bank of Russia regulations) in terms of market and credit risk
management as well as the procedure for

repository;
– changes made to the procedure for calculating the aggregated indicators.

the Bank of Russia to recognise management quality of the central counterparty

CREDIT HISTORY BUREAUS

as satisfactory in the event of compliance

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s activities in

with the requirements for a qualified central

the regulation of credit history bureaus (CHBs)

counterparty;

were aimed at comprehensively modernising

– a methodology for assessing the financial
standing of the central counterparty;

the existing system of credit history formation
based on the development level of today’s

– a procedure and timeframes for the Bank

credit market and financial technologies. In par-

of Russia to take the decision to terminate

ticular, this included the consideration of the

the status of a central counterparty.

following issues:
– establishment of a duty to check liabilities

Supervisory response

of a citizen under loan agreements when

The Bank of Russia has confirmed mana

issuing a consumer loan;

gement quality of NCI NCC (JSC) (‘NCC’) as

– introducing the institution of qualified CBH,

‘satisfactory’ in accordance with Bank of Russia

which will be entitled to provide information

Ordinance No. 2919‑U.

on the debt (payment) burden of credit

1

As part of its monitoring the NCC and NCI

history owners to credit history users;

JSC NSD as systemically important infrastruc-

– providing entities supervised by the Bank of

ture organisations of the financial market, the

Russia with the right to accept and trans-

Bank of Russia analysed their risks, including

fer applications to CHBs, which will enable

through stress testing. The results showed that

credit history owners permanently and/or

these institutions maintained their financial

temporarily residing in remote regions of

stability and there would not be any threat of

the Russian Federation without access to

the breach of their business continuity within

the internet and electronic communication

the stress scenarios used.

channels to exercise their right to receive
their credit report or challenge their credit

REPOSITORIES
The Bank of Russia continued to develop
regulation of repositories. Bank of Russia Or-

history (if necessary);
– increased quality and availability of credit
information;

dinance No. 4660‑U,2 which came into effect

– improvement of the Bank of Russia’s su-

in 2018, established the scope and procedure

pervisory powers in respect to the activity

for disclosure of information by requiring re-

of CHBs.

positories to disclose the following:

In 2018, the Bank of Russia took part in

– aggregated indicators calculated by the

developing draft federal law No. 542749‑7

repository on the basis of information in-

‘On Amending Article 4 of the Federal Law

cluded in the register of contracts;3

‘On Credit Histories’, which provided for the

The Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2919‑U, dated 3 December 2012, ‘On the Assessment of the Management Quality of a Credit
Institution Acting as a Central Counterparty’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4660‑U, dated 22 December 2017, ‘On the Volume and Procedure for Disclosing Information by
Repository’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 14 March 2018. The document came into effect on 9 April 2018.
2

This register is maintained by the repository in accordance with Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4104‑U, dated 16 August 2016, ‘On the
Types of Agreements Executed Outside Organised Trading Venues and Reported to the Repository; on Persons Submitting Information
on Such Agreements to the Repository; on the Procedure, Composition, Form and Timeframes for the Provision of Information to the
Repository; on Additional Requirements for the Repository to Keep a Register of Agreements; on the Procedure and Timeframes for
the Repository to Provide Information; and on the Procedure, Composition, Form and Timeframes for the Repository to Submit the
Register of Agreements to the Bank of Russia’.
3
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introduction of a unique transaction identifier

among other things, at assessing the reliabi

and was aimed at addressing the following

lity of their information submitted to CHBs.

issues:

The inspections revealed certain instances of

– improving reliability of information included

non-compliance with the requirements for the

in the credit histories of individuals and legal

content of credit histories, violations of the

entities by ensuring accurate identification

procedure and terms established for providing

of credit (loan) agreements, the information

credit reports, failure to verify whether credit

on which is transmitted to CHBs;

history users obtained the consent of credit

– eliminating ‘gaps’ in credit histories follow-

history owners as well as a number of cases

ing the change of passport or full name;

of failing to take organisational and technical

– eliminating duplication of agreement details.

measures to ensure the protection of infor-

The draft law was adopted by the State

mation in its processing, storage and transfer.

Duma in the first reading on 7 November 2018

In connection with such violations of the laws

(introduced by the Government of the Russian

on credit histories and regulatory acts of the

Federation on 3 September 2018).

Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia issued

Federal Law No. 327‑FZ, dated 3 August

eight orders to CHBs to eliminate these viola-

2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Credit

tions and executed two protocols on adminis-

Histories’ was adopted in 2018 and enabled

trative violations.

credit history owners to receive, from 31 Ja

In 2018, in order to establish conditions

nuary 2019, information on CHBs storing their

for free movement of goods, services, capital

credit history through the Unified Public Ser-

and labour in the financial markets, to mini-

vices Portal. Also, credit history owners were

mise credit risks and ensure protection of the

given the opportunity to remotely obtain their

rights and legitimate interests of consumers

credit report on CHB websites by means of

and providers of financial services, the Bank

identification in the Unified System of Identi-

of Russia participated in drafting an interna-

fication and Authentication.

tional agreement defining the procedure for

In 2018, as part of supervision over CHBs,

sharing information included in credit histories

the Bank of Russia initiated scheduled inspec-

within the EAEU and using this information to

tions of five CHBs, including one CHB inspec-

deepen the integration of financial markets

tion coordinated with the inspections of three

and build a common financial market within

other financial market participants and aimed,

the EAEU.
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2.2.4.6. NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM PARTICIPANTS
The Bank of Russia oversees compliance by

four payment system operators which were

funds transfer operators, payment system op-

not nationally important formed their secu-

erators, and operators of payment infrastruc-

rity deposits in full, and one payment system

ture services with the requirements of Federal

operator had its deposit returned in full due

Law No. 161‑FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the

to its exclusion from the register of payment

National Payment System’ (hereinafter, Federal

system operators.

Law No. 161‑FZ) and Bank of Russia regulations
adopted in pursuance thereof.

In 2018, the Bank of Russia introduced riskbased approaches to proactive supervision in

Throughout 2018, the Bank of Russia con-

the NPS, procedures for assessing and monitor-

ducted 119 inspections of credit institutions

ing the quality of business process Supervision

and seven inspections of payment system

and Monitoring in the NPS, completed the

operators and operators of payment infrastruc-

formation of its regulatory framework following

ture services other than credit institutions to

the re-engineering of Bank of Russia business

check their compliance with the requirements

process Supervision and Monitoring in the

of Federal Law No. 161‑FZ and Bank of Russia

NPS, centralised the functions of supervision

regulations adopted in pursuance thereof.

and monitoring in the NPS, and clarified the

1

The inspections revealed violations with
regard to information security in the course

procedure for sending requests to federal post
offices.2

of funds transfers and ensuring the smooth

In 2018, to ensure the uninterrupted and

functioning of payment systems, risk mana

efficient operation of payment systems, the

gement and assessment in payment systems,

Bank of Russia provided payment system

failure of payment system operators to control

operators with explanations regarding the

compliance of payment system participants

issues of finalising payment system rules

and payment infrastructure services operators

and internal documents based on Bank of

with payment system rules; inspections also

Russia requirements for the procedure and

revealed unreliable data in statements submit-

indicators of the uninterrupted operation

ted to the Bank of Russia.

of the payment system and methods of risk

In accordance with the requirements of
Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, as of 1 January 2019,

1
2

analysis in the payment system, including
risk profiles.

Five of these operators were also inspected as payment infrastructure operators.
The Bank of Russia issued the following regulations:
– Bank of Russia Regulation No. 640‑P, dated 16 April 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Supervision by the Bank of Russia over the
Compliance by Non-bank Payment System Operators and Payment Infrastructure Operators with Federal Law No. 161‑FZ, Dated
27 June 2011, ‘On the National Payment System’ and Related Bank of Russia Regulations’;
– Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4973‑U, dated 26 November 2018, ‘On the Procedure for a Bank of Russia Request for Information
and for Receipt from Federal Post Offices Information on Completed Postal Remittances’.
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2.2.5. FINANCIAL REHABILITATION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its

– JSC B&N Bank and JSC B&N Bank Digital

efforts to prevent bankruptcy of credit ins

were merged with PJSC Bank FC Otkritie on

titutions in accordance with Federal Law

1 January 2019.

No. 127‑FZ, dated 26 October 2002, ‘On In-

As of 1 January 2019, 21 credit institutions

solvency (Bankruptcy)’ (hereinafter, Federal

continued to undergo bankruptcy prevention

Law No. 127‑FZ).

measures with the DIA’s participation and five

When the Bank of Russia decides to take

banks with the Bank of Russia’s participation.

bankruptcy prevention measures or to submit

Thus, in 2018, the Bank of Russia did not make

to the State corporation Deposit Insurance

any decisions to initiate bankruptcy prevention

Agency (DIA) the proposal on its participation

measures with the DIA’s participation which

in these measures, it takes into account sys-

provide for financial assistance.

temic importance of a bank both at the level

The total cost of assets of the banks for

of the financial system as a whole and at the

which plans of the DIA’s or the Bank of Rus-

regional level, the importance of certain seg-

sia’s participation in bankruptcy prevention

ments of the financial market, and possible

measures were approved stood at ₽9.95 trillion

consequences of the Bank of Russia’s decision

or 10.6% of total banking sector assets as of

to revoke the banking licence for the financial

1 January 2019.

market, certain sectors, regions and Russia’s
economy as a whole.

Loans to non-financial organisations accounted for 7.5%, household loans — for 4.4%

At the beginning of 2018, implementing

and funds raised from households — for 6.6% of

bankruptcy prevention measures with DIA par-

loans issued by the said banks. Meanwhile, the

ticipation were conducted in 26 banks. During

banks where bankruptcy prevention measures

the reporting period:

are implemented with the participation of the

– a decision was taken to terminate financial

Bank of Russia account for 6.7% of banking

resolution with DIA’s participation in four

sector assets, 4.7% of corporate loans; 2.7%

credit institutions and to simultaneously

of household loans and 4.5% of household

approve plans of the Bank of Russia’s par-

deposits.

ticipation. Consequently, a decision was

The DIA’s outstanding loan with the Bank

taken to settle the liabilities of JSC Bank

of Russia aimed at bankruptcy prevention mea-

Sovetsky and revoke its banking licence;

sures amounted to ₽1,082.89 billion as of the

– plans for the DIA’s participation were ap-

end of the reporting period. Information on the

proved for UFC Bank (PJSC) and Bank IBSP

total debt of the DIA to the Bank of Russia

(JSC); however, in the follow-up to the

is given in Table 36, Section 5.4 ‘Statistical

analysis of their financial standing it was

tables’.

recognised impossible to execute DIA par-

As of 1 January 2019, outstanding depo

ticipation plans and as a result these banks

sits with credit institutions which the Bank of

had their banking licences revoked.

Russia provided a part of financial assistance

As of the beginning of 2018, bankruptcy

in accordance with the plan of the Bank of

prevention measures involving the Bank of

Russia’s participation from FBSC funds came in

Russia were being implemented in three sys-

at ₽1,791.18 billion (excluding accrued interest).

temically important credit institutions. During

As of the end of 2018, all credit institutions

the reporting period:

which complied with capital adequacy require-

– the Bank of Russia decided to start the

ments repaid the outstanding deposits of the

procedure of financial rehabilitation in

Bank of Russia provided in accordance with the

Asian-Pacific Bank (PJSC);

bank of Russia participation plans.

– ROST BANK JSC was restructured through
merger with NB Trust (PJSC);

In the reporting period, the Bank of Russia
continued to implement bankruptcy prevention
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Operations of Otkritie Group, Promsvyazbank PJSC, and Asian-Pacific
Bank PJSC were stabilised within a short period of time. All banks received
additional capital and comply with the capital adequacy ratios
measures in PJSC Bank FC Otkritie, PJSC B&N

and toxic assets as provided for in the Bank of

Bank, and PJSC Promsvyazbank initiated in 2017.

Russia participation plans. In addition, during

In 2018, it was decided to guarantee that

the establishment of NAB, ROST BANK JSC

PJSC Bank FC Otkritie, PJSC B&N Bank, PJSC

was merged with NB Trust (PJSC). NAB assets

Promsvyazbank, and Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC

were in part formed through the spin-off of

would continue as a going concern during the

a separate legal entity from PJSC Bank FC

implementation of the plans for the Bank of

Otkritie with its simultaneous merger with NB

Russia’s participation in bankruptcy prevention

Trust (PJSC). JSC AVB Bank was merged with

of these credit institutions.

NB Trust (PJSC) on 7 March 2019.

In order to provide financial assistance to

After reviewing the financial position of JSC

credit institutions, in 2018, the Bank of Russia

Bank Sovetsky, the Bank of Russia decided to

recapitalised credit institutions from FBSC funds

settle the liabilities of the bank (and, accor

and became the owner of more than 99.99%

dingly, revoke its banking licence) to protect

of ordinary shares of PJSC B&N Bank, ROST

the interests of creditors and depositors of

BANK JSC, JSC AVB Bank, NB Trust (PJSC),

the bank. A purchaser bank, which received

and Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC. The amount of

part of the property and liabilities of JSC Bank

additional capital provided to PJSC Bank FC

Sovetsky, was selected following a competitive

Otkritie in 2018 included financial assistance

bidding procedure held by the DIA.

to PJSC RGS Bank and JSC NPF Otkritie as

Federal Law No. 53‑FZ, dated 7 March 2018,

well as compensation of PJSC Bank FC Otkritie

‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian

losses from the impairment of assets of PJSC

Federation’ allowed state ownership of PJSC

IC Rosgosstrakh. As of 1 January 2019, the Bank

Promsvyazbank that became the core bank of

of Russia’s participation in the capital of these

the military-industrial complex of the Russian

credit institution came in at ₽565.84 billion.

Federation. To implement these changes, the

1

After receiving additional capital, PJSC B&N

Bank of Russia engaged the DIA to act as an

Bank, PJSC Bank FC Otkritie, and Asian-Paci

investor in the bank’s recapitalisation and fi-

fic Bank PJSC now meet all capital adequacy

nancial assistance. The respective funding of

requirements.

the DIA came from the asset contribution of

In 2018, PJSC Bank FC Otkritie and the Bank

the Bank of Russia to the DIA property.

of Russia established a universal financial group

After purchasing an additional issue of ordi-

affiliated with PJSC Bank FC Otkritie. Thus, by

nary certified shares of PJSC Promsvyazbank,

1 January 2019, JSC B&N Bank and JSC B&N

the DIA has become the owner of more than

Bank Digital were merged with PJSC Bank FC

99.99% of ordinary shares of PJSC Promsvyaz

Otkritie. The standing management bodies of

bank which were subsequently transferred to

PJSC Bank FC Otkritie will continue to develop

the treasury of the Russian Federation. As a

the business of Otkritie Group to ensure the

result of the said measures, PJSC Promsvyaz

performance comparable with that of leading

bank complies with all capital adequacy re-

market participants.

quirements.

In the reporting period, a non-core asset

The Bank of Russia-held shares of Asian-Pa-

bank (NAB) was established under the auspices

cific Bank PJSC are supposed to be sold in

of NB Trust (PJSC) which received non-core

2020 after it discloses information about its

1

Previously, JSC NPF LUKOIL-GARANT.
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credit institutions and raise the responsibility of

A non-core asset bank
was established on the basis
of NB Trust (PJSC)

the parties controlling the bank for their decisions. The Bank of Russia also submitted to law
enforcement agencies the information about the
seemingly illegal operations carried out before
the provisional administration was introduced

2019 performance to the public, including potential investors.

which inflicted damage to the credit institutions.
The operations of provisional administra-

As the Bank of Russia prepares to sell

tions to manage credit institutions eligible

Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC to a new owner, it

for bankruptcy prevention, which had been

decided to establish a closed-end mixed unit

appointed before their licences were revoked,

investment fund Spetsialny (CUIF) managed

make an important part of the Bank of Russia’s

by Limited Liability Company Fund of Bank-

activity.

ing Sector Consolidation Asset Management

In 2018, the Bank of Russia controlled 16

Company (FBSC AMC Ltd.) using FBSC funds.

provisional administrations, of which nine pro-

The mechanism that provides for the estab-

visional administrations to manage credit insti-

lishment of the CUIF aimed at the purchase of

tutions were appointed in the reporting period:

assets of the bank, to which the Bank of Russia

– five provisional administrations were ap-

participation plan applies, may be further used

pointed to banks in accordance with the

as an alternative to direct recapitalisation.

approved plans for the Bank of Russia’s

The decision on the application of this mecha-

participation in bank bankruptcy prevention

nism will depend on the nature of toxic assets,

measures and their functions were assigned

recovery forecasts and other measures aimed

to FBSC AMC Ltd.;

at financial resolution of the credit institution.

– three provisional administrations were ap-

In 2018, the new mechanism of financial reso-

pointed to banks in accordance with the

lution of credit institutions proved as an effective

approved plans for DIA’s participation in

instrument for recovering banks’ financial stan

bank bankruptcy prevention measures;

ding which helps them to promptly ensure com-

– one provisional administration was appoin

pliance with regulatory requirements. Further-

ted after the bank’s banking licence was

more, the Bank of Russia’s direct participation

revoked following the approval of plans for

in capital of credit institutions under resolution

DIA’s participation in the settlement of the

helped untie financial resolution of a credit insti-

bank’s liabilities.

tution from the financial standing of its investor

In 2018, the activity of 15 provisional admi

and ensured resolution of large credit institutions,

nistration to manage credit institutions was

including systemically important banks.

terminated. As of 1 January 2019, the provi-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia made efforts to
recover in court the damages inflicted by the

sional administration continued its operations
in one credit institution.

actions (inactions) of persons who controlled

Moreover, during the reporting period,

the credit institution before bankruptcy preven-

31 credit institutions were eligible for bank-

tion measures were initiated. As part of these

ruptcy prevention in accordance with Arti-

efforts the Bank of Russia applied the procedure

cle 189.10 of Federal Law No. 127‑FZ; however,

for determining the damage inflicted by the

the Bank of Russia or the DIA did not apply

actions (inactions) of persons controlling the

any bankruptcy prevention measures to these

credit institution which can be recovered from

institutions, of which:

the controlling parties in court as stipulated in

– ten credit institutions eliminated the rea-

Federal Law No. 87‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018,

sons for bankruptcy prevention measures;

‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian

– one credit institution worked out and sub-

Federation’. This will help offset the Bank of

mitted to the Bank of Russia a financial

Russia’s expenses on financial resolution of

resolution plan which did not provide for
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financial assistance from the Bank of Russia

institution by the Bank of Russia given the

or the DIA;

market situation).

– 20 credit institutions had their banking

As of 1 January 2019, ₽2,357 billion received

licences revoked. Among them PJSC Ural-

from FBSC were placed with banks undergoing

transbank that took bankruptcy prevention

resolution, including ₽565.8 billion to acquire

measures in accordance with its financial

shares and ₽1,791.2 billion in the form of de-

resolution plan, which did not provide for

posits.

assistance from the Bank of Russia or the

Modelling of the bankruptcy scenario for

DIA, but failed to implement all the core

JSC AVB Bank, Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC, NB

measures stipulated by the plan and, there-

Trust (PJSC), and ROST BANK JSC, which were

fore, had its banking licence revoked.

covered by the decisions made in 2018 on bank
resolution with the participation of the Bank of

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE BANK

Russia, showed that the use of ₽1,248.9 billion

OF RUSSIA CHIEF AUDITOR ON THE

from the FBSC prevented potential damage to

UTILISATION EFFICIENCY OF THE FUND

the economy in the amount of ₽1,543.9 billion.

OF BANKING SECTOR CONSOLIDATION

The measures taken in accordance with the

In accordance with Article 76.12 of Federal

participation plans provided additional capital

Law No. 86‑FZ, the FBSC utilisation efficiency

to PJSC Bank FC Otkritie, NB Trust (PJSC),

is assessed on an annual basis by the Bank of

ROST BANK JSC, JSC AVB Bank, Asian-Pacific

Russia Chief Auditor.

Bank PJSC, and PJSC B&N BANK.

For the purposes of this assessment, efficien-

Provision of additional capital to PJSC Bank

cy means the achievement of goals and desired

FC Otkritie enabled the bank to comply with

outcomes with the maximum return on available

the prudential requirements of the Bank of

resources at the minimum resource cost.

Russia by taking into account the compensa-

Efficiency was assessed by areas of FBSC

tion of the bank’s losses from the impairment

funds utilisation in accordance with the Bank

of assets in PJSC IC Rosgosstrakh and provi-

of Russia participation plans to prevent the

sion of financial assistance to PJSC RGS Bank

bankruptcy of banks:

and JSC NPF Otkritie.1

1. providing financial assistance for uninter-

Provision of additional capital to PJSC B&N

rupted operation of banks to ensure finan-

BANK and Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC in the total

cial stability of the banking system (assess-

amount of ₽65.9 billion allowed these credit

ing efficiency by comparing the amounts of

institutions to comply with the prudential re-

financial assistance allocated by the Bank of

quirements of the Bank of Russia. In the event

Russia and the damage to the economy in

of the financial rehabilitation of PJSC B&N

the event of the credit institution’s bank-

BANK and Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC with the

ruptcy scenario);

participation of DIA, the amount to be provided

2. recapitalisation of banks (adequacy of resource utilisation for the recovery of credit
institution financial position indicators);

would have been ₽134.4 billion.
NB Trust (PJSC), ROST BANK JSC, and JSC

3. management of recapitalised banks by their

AVB Bank received additional capital in the

permanent management bodies until their

minimum amount sufficient to ensure their

sale, handling non-core and toxic assets

stable operations, as their compliance with

(the efficiency of utilisation of funds by the

the required ratios was not stipulated by Bank

credit institution’s management);

of Russia participation plans to prevent the

4. selling the shares of banks undergoing

1

on preferential terms for a period of 10 years

bankruptcy of banks.

resolution to third-party investors (the ef-

Since the efforts to establish a universal

ficiency of the sale of shares of the credit

financial group on the basis of PJSC Bank FC

Previously, JSC NPF LUKOIL-GARANT.
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If an insurance company shows signs indicating an unstable financial position which

A mechanism was created
for the resolution of insurance
companies

threatens the rights and legitimate interests
of its policyholders, insured persons, beneficiaries, other stakeholders and/or a threat to
the stability of the financial/insurance market,

Otkritie and PJSC B&N BANK, which it merged

the Bank of Russia may use its mechanism

with on 1 January 2019, as well as to establish

of the financial rehabilitation of insurance

a non-core asset bank on the basis of NB Trust

companies.1

(PJSC) will be completed in 2019, the efficiency

FBSC AMC Ltd. will participate in implemen-

of managing these credit institutions will be

tation of measures to prevent bankruptcy of in-

assessed from 2019.

surance companies in the same way it does for
the financial rehabilitation of credit institutions.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RESOLUTION

In this event, insurance companies will receive

MECHANISM FOR INSURANCE COMPANIES

financial assistance from the Insurance Sector

Following the successful experience of fi-

Consolidation Fund of the Bank of Russia.

nancial rehabilitation of credit institutions with

To enable implementation of the financial

the participation of the Bank of Russia, legisla-

rehabilitation mechanism for insurance com-

tion was amended in 2018 to extend a similar

panies, the Bank of Russia issued by-laws

bankruptcy prevention mechanism to insurance

to regulate specific stages of their financial

companies.

rehabilitation.2

FBSC FUNDS USED AND LIABILITIES OF BANKS THE DECISION OF WHOSE RESOLUTION
WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA WAS TAKEN IN 2018.
ESTIMATED IMPACT ON THE ECONOMY IN CASE OF BANK BANKRUPTCY SCENARIO
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Chart 37
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1

Federal Law No. 87‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4876‑U, dated 30 July 2018, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Develop and Approve Plans
for Its Participation in Bankruptcy Prevention Measures for Insurance Companies, on Amending the Approved Plans for the Bank of
Russia’s Participation in Bankruptcy Prevention Measures for Insurance Companies, on the Content of the Report of the Limited
Liability Company Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation Asset Management Company on the Implementation of Measures Stipulated
by the Plans for the Bank of Russia’s Participation in Bankruptcy Prevention Measures for Insurance Companies and their Submission
to the Bank of Russia’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4896‑U, dated 3 September 2018, ‘On the Methodology for Measuring Insurer’s
Capital (Excluding Mutual Insurance Companies)’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4898‑U, dated 3 September 2018, ‘On the Procedure
for the Bank of Russia to Decide on Reducing the Authorised Capital of an Insurance Company to the Value of its Capital or One
Ruble’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4995‑U, dated 29 November 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Analysing the Financial Position of an
Insurance Company to Decide on the Bank of Russia’s Measures to Prevent its Bankruptcy’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4901‑U,
dated 12 September 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Insurance Companies to Bring their Authorised Capital and Equity Capital in Line
with the Requirement of Clause 6 of Article 25 of Federal Law No. 4015‑1, Dated 27 November 1992, ‘On the Organisation of the
Insurance Business in the Russian Federation’.
2
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2.2.6. TERMINATION OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

Out of the 382 credit institutions subject

In accordance with Federal Law No. 127‑FZ, af-

to liquidation, 342 banks were recognised

ter the revocation of the banking licence (here-

insolvent (bankrupt) and had bankruptcy

inafter, the licence) from a credit institution,

proceedings initiated, among others 41 cre

the Bank of Russia must, no later than the day

dit institutions were recognised bankrupt in

following the date of revocation of the licence

2018. Arbitration courts ruled on the forced

from the credit institution, appoint a provision-

liquidation of 34 credit institutions, including

al administration for the management of the

16 rulings on forced liquidation passed in 2018.

credit institution, which exercises the powers of

Furthermore, six credit institutions underwent

executive bodies of that credit institution from

voluntary liquidation following the decisions of

the date of its appointment and until the date

their founders.

when the arbitration court decides to declare

As of 1 January 2019, in 357 credit institu-

that credit institution insolvent/bankrupt and

tions liquidation was implemented by the DIA,

initiate bankruptcy proceedings (approval of

of which in 333 credit institutions the DIA

the receiver) or until the effective date of the

acted as a receiver and in 24 as a liquidator.

decision of the arbitration court to appoint the

As of 1 January 2019, in 19 credit institutions

liquidator of the credit institution.

liquidation was implemented by liquidators ac-

As of 1 January 2018, 12 provisional admin-

credited with the Bank of Russia as receivers

istrations of credit institutions appointed due

of bankrupt credit institutions, of which nine

to revocation of credit institutions’ licences

credit institutions underwent bankruptcy pro-

were operating.

ceedings and 10 banks underwent involuntary

In 2018, 59 provisional administrations to

liquidation.

manage credit institutions were appointed

As of 1 January 2019, liquidation proceed-

due to revocation of the credit institutions’

ings were completed in 388 credit institutions

licences.1

which had their banking licences revoked (can-

Activities of 55 provisional administrations

celled) after 2004 (the establishment of a cor-

appointed to manage the credit institutions

porate liquidator institute). In accordance with

following the revocation of their licences were

the reports submitted to the Bank of Russia,

terminated.

claims of creditors of these credit institutions

As of 1 January 2019, 16 provisional admi

were met in 35.3% of instances, including

nistrations of credit institutions appointed due

58.2% of first-priority creditors’ claims. In liqui

to revocation of credit institutions’ licences

dated credit institutions where the DIA acted

were operating.

as a receiver (liquidator), creditors’ claims were

As of 1 January 2019, 398 credit institutions with revoked (cancelled) licences were

met in 37.3% of instances, including 57.3% of
first-priority creditors’ claims.

subject to liquidation, and the Bank of Russia

In 2018, the Bank of Russia held 68 inspec-

had not received certificates of their state

tions in accordance with the Consolidated Plan

registration for the purpose of liquidation from

of Inspections of Receivers (Liquidators) of

the competent registration authorities. Liqui-

Credit Institutions in order to implement the

dation procedures were being implemented in

powers to oversee the activities of receivers

382 credit institutions, and in 16 credit insti-

(liquidators) of credit institutions vested in

tutions the corresponding court rulings had

the Bank of Russia by the laws of the Russian

not been passed after the revocation of their

Federation on insolvency (bankruptcy). Further-

licences as of 1 January 2019.

more, six unscheduled inspections were held.

Excluding the provisional administration of Joint-stock Company Bank Sovetsky, where its functions are performed by the State
Corporation Deposit Insurance Agency.
1
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68 inspections were focused on the activity of

of a receiver, and in nine, the functions of a

the DIA, and six inspections — on the activity

liquidator. In 2018, liquidation procedures were

of liquidators duly accredited by the Bank of

completed in four NPFs.

Russia as receivers in the bankruptcy of credit
institutions.

In pursuance of Part 6 of Article 23 of Fede
ral Law No. 422‑FZ, dated 28 December 2013,

In 2018, 24 liquidators were accredited with

‘On Guaranteeing the Rights of Insured Persons

the Bank of Russia as receivers of bankrupt

in the Compulsory Pension Insurance System of

credit institutions and the accreditation of

the Russian Federation when Forming and In-

another 30 liquidators was extended. Further-

vesting Pension Savings and Making Payments

more, four liquidators were denies accreditation

out of Pension Savings’, during 2015—2018, the

due to their incompliance with the accredita-

Bank of Russia transferred ₽66,872,266,100 of

tion conditions.

the pension savings of insured persons to the

As of 1 January 2019, 54 liquidators were
accredited with the Bank of Russia.

Pension Fund of the Russian Federation due
to the cancellation of NPFs’ licences for pension provision and pension insurance activities.

INSURANCE ENTITIES

As of 1 January 2019, 39% of Bank of Russia

During 2018, the Bank of Russia revoked

claims acquired as a result of funds transfers

the insurance licences of 36 insurance enti-

to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation

ties, including 26 insurance companies (in-

were satisfied (₽26,062,227,500).

cluding 12 in connection with the voluntary

In 2018, the Bank of Russia revoked seven

withdrawal from the insurance business),

licences of management companies for viola-

seven insurance brokers (including two in

tions of requirements established by the laws

connection with the voluntary withdrawal

of the Russian Federation and 25 licences upon

from the insurance business), and three mu-

submitted applications.

tual insurance companies (including one in

As of 1 January 2019, three provisional ad-

connection with voluntary withdrawal from

ministrations operated in management com-

the insurance business).

panies.

As of 1 January 2019, five provisional administrations operated in insurance companies
after their licences were revoked.

INVESTMENT FUNDS
In 2018, 141 termination reports were ap-

As of 1 January 2019, the DIA performed

proved for unit investment funds. One licence

the functions of a receiver in 19 insurance

of a joint-stock investment fund was revoked

companies recognised as insolvent (bankrupt).

upon application.

NON-GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS,

SPECIALISED DEPOSITORIES

MANAGEMENT COMPANIES,
AND INVESTMENT FUNDS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia revoked one
NPF licence for violation and ten NPF licenses
upon their application.
As of 1 January 2019, liquidation procedures
were implemented in 56 NPFs, including bank-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia revoked one
licence from a specialised depository due to
its failure to carry out activities for more than
18 months and one licence upon application.
As of 1 January 2019, two provisional administrations operated in specialised depo
sitories.

ruptcy proceedings introduced in 25 NPFs (in
2018, 15 NPFs were recognised as bankrupt),

NON-BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

and forced liquidation of 31 NPFs (in 2018,

WHICH ARE PROFESSIONAL SECURITIES

decisions on forced liquidation were made in

MARKET PARTICIPANTS

respect of eight NPFs). In 33 NPFs, liquidation

In 2018, as many as 231 licences of 107 pro-

procedures were implemented by the DIA, in

fessional securities market participants for

24 of which the DIA performed the functions

professional activity in the securities market
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were cancelled.1 This includes 86 professional

securities market participant due to the re-

securities market participants who ceased their

peated refusal, within one month, of a PSMP

professional activities in the securities market.

to meet creditors’ claims under monetary ob-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia monitored ter-

ligations and failure to submit to the Bank of

mination of operations in 24 non-bank financial

Russia a notice of relevant circumstances. This

institutions acting as professional securities

provisional administration was operating as of

market participants (including five forex dea

1 January 2019.

lers). The Bank of Russia worked on regulating
the procedures associated with the return of

MICROFINANCE MARKET ENTITIES

property to the customers of PSMPs whose

In 2018, the Bank of Russia carried out

licences had been cancelled. For PSMPs, which

activities to terminate (liquidate) 1,902 micro-

provided documentary evidence of returning

finance market entities3 that were subject to

property to their customers under their respec-

liquidation but lacked funds to perform liqui-

tive professional activity:

dation procedures.

– obligations to return securities were fulfilled
by 91.2% (2.68 billion items);

The Bank of Russia held working meetings
with the FTS and the FBS to organise inte

– obligations to return cash were fulfilled by

ragency collaboration for the liquidation of the

88% (₽3.02 billion), 99.9% ($1.5 million), and

above entities. Interagency collaboration on

99.9% (€1.84 thousand).

this issue was maintained.

In 12 PSMPs, grounds2 were identified for

As a result, 924 of the above-mentioned

their forced liquidation following legal action

1,902 entities were excluded from the Unified

taken by the Bank of Russia.

State Register of Legal Entities; additionally,

In 2018, the Bank of Russia appointed one
provisional administration for a professional

decisions were adopted on the exclusion of
194 entities.

1
The Bank of Russia decided to cancel: 60 licences for brokerage activities, 64 licenses for dealer activities, 51 licences for securities
management, 51 licences for depository activities, and five licences for forex dealer activities. The Bank of Russia decided to cancel
50 licences due to violations, 87 licences were cancelled upon application of their holders, 70 licences for professional activities in
the securities market were cancelled due to revocation of the banking licence, four licences were cancelled due to failure to carry out
activities for more than 18 months, and 20 licences were terminated due to reorganisation and liquidation.
2
Failure of a PSMP to fully perform its obligations to customers within the period established by the decision of the Bank of Russia
and failure to submit reports to the Bank of Russia in accordance with the procedure, form and within the period established by the
Bank of Russia.
3

Pawnshops, consumer credit cooperatives, and agricultural consumer credit cooperatives.
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2.2.7. COUNTERING MALPRACTICE IN THE FINANCIAL MARKET
In accordance with the Guidelines for the De-

corrective measures as blocking accounts of

velopment of the Russian Federation Finan-

persons involved in transactions aimed at the

cial Market in 2016—2018, in 2018, the Bank

misuse of insider information and/or market

of Russia continued to take measures aimed

manipulation. The number of such blocked

at discouraging malpractice in the financial

accounts increased by a factor of 2.5 in 2018

market.

compared to 2017.

The Bank of Russia continued its efforts

In 2018, the Situation Centre for Monitor-

to counteract misuse of insider information

ing Exchange-Trading Markets (hereinafter,

and market manipulation in Russian organised

the Situation Centre) started operating in the

trading (see Table 38 in Section 5.4 ‘Statistical

Bank of Russia. In its activities, the Situation

tables’).

Centre relies on the exchange data received

In 2018, amid the increasing complexity of

in real time by the Bank of Russia. These data

inspections to identify misuse of insider in-

are processed using a number of algorithms

formation and market manipulation, the Bank

which generate signals when they encounter

of Russia disclosed on its website more cases

irregularities (price and volume anomalies, be-

involving the violations of Russian laws iden-

havioural correlations, etc.) and the probability

tified by it. Among other things, this was due

of wrongdoing by certain trading participants,

to the development of the Bank of Russia’s

while also generating an analytical database

mechanism for conducting relevant inspections,

to track the dynamics of market indicators,

under which it continued to share information

such as liquidity, volatility of key financial in-

with foreign financial market regulators in 2018

struments and other indicators, including in

(see Table 41 in Section 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’)

comparison to historical data. In 2018, the Bank

and improved efficiency of activities preceding

of Russia began to use the Situation Centre’s

such inspections.

toolkit to identify malpractices in organised
trading, including the misuse of insider infor-

Situation Centre for Monitoring
Exchange-Trading Markets
was established

mation and market manipulation.1
The analytical toolkit of the Situation Centre
will be further expanded and updated. Currently, it is being developed for adaptability to
the permanent nature of new challenges amid

In 2018, the number of measures of last

substantial volatility of the financial market.

resort taken against qualified financial market

In order to prevent possible abuses during

participants following the inspections declined.

the formation of financial indicators recognised

At the same time, the number of preventive

by the Bank of Russia, throughout 2018, the

measures as well as measures leading to eco-

Bank of Russia monitored the quality of forma-

nomic consequences for persons found to

tion of the financial indicator MOEX USD/RUB

be involved in the misuse of insider informa-

FX Fixing (administered by PJSC Moscow Ex-

tion and/or market manipulation significantly

change; hereinafter, the Fixing) and the finan-

increased. For example, the number of or-

cial indicator MosPrime Rate (administered by

ders issued in 2018 by the Bank of Russia to

SRO National Financial Association). Fixing

eliminate violations of Russian laws and take

calculation model was implemented within

measures to prevent violations in the future

the framework of the activity of the Situation

was comparable to the total number of such

Centre. The Bank of Russia began to monitor

orders for the previous two years. Also, in 2018,

the quality of operations of NCI JSC NSD Price

the Bank of Russia continued to apply such

Centre (hereinafter, the Price Centre) for deter-

1
The results of the Situation Centre’s activities in 2018 were used, among other things, in the Bank of Russia’s decisions to ensure
financial market resilience (see Subsection 2.2.1.1 ‘Monitoring of financial stability risks’).
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mining the value of ruble-denominated bonds.

clarifying the requirements of Russian laws for

As of year-end 2018, no facts suggesting that

market maker activities and the possibilities of

the quality of formation of the said indica-

exemption from the Law on Insider Information,

tors and the quality of operations of the Price

as well as the recommendations to trade orga

Centre cannot be deemed satisfactory were

nisers and market makers aimed at preventing

discovered. It should also be noted that in 2018

malpractice in the course of their respective

the Price Centre greatly expanded the list of

activities.4

entities, the value of which could be assessed
by the Price Centre.

In 2018, to improve effectiveness of countering and preventing misuse of insider infor-

To further improve the framework for coun-

mation and market manipulation, the Moscow

teracting misuse of insider information and

Academy of the Investigative Committee of

market manipulation, a law was adopted in

the Russian Federation elaborated, with the

2018 to amend Federal Law No. 224‑FZ, dated

participation of the Bank of Russia, a training

27 July 2010, ‘On Countering the Misuse of

manual Grounds and Procedures for Interac-

Insider Information and Market Manipulation

tions between the Investigative Authorities and

and Amending Certain Laws of the Russian

Credit Institutions to Identify and Investigate

Federation’ (hereinafter, the Law on Insider

Crimes Related to Market Manipulation and

Information), which entered into force on

Misuse of Insider Information and began to

1 May 2019.

apply it in training.

1

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued the fol-

A draft law aimed at establishing such a

lowing methodological recommendations to

new Russian legal institute as an arrangement

provide methodological assistance for trade

with the regulator (the Bank of Russia) that

organisers with regard to establishing criteria

would provide grounds for the exemption from

of substantial deviation in the volume of foreign

administrative liability for offences related to

currency trading required to detect market

the misuse of insider information and/or market

manipulation in organised FX trading.2

manipulation5 was adopted in 2018 by the State

To provide methodological assistance to

Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian

legal entities that are insiders in accordance

Federation (hereinafter, the State Duma) in the

with the Law on Insider Information, the Bank

first reading. A bill developed as a follow-up to

of Russia issued methodological recommen-

this draft law6 was also submitted to the State

dations on compliance with the requirements

Duma in 2018.

of the Law on Insider Information containing

In 2018, as part of implementing its target

the principles and measures that should be

business process Identification of Entities

followed by these entities when elaborating

Conducting Unlicensed Activities in the Finan-

and approving the procedure for access to in-

cial Market, the Bank of Russia launched full-

sider information and the rules for protecting

fledged operations of sections for countering

its confidentiality.3

illegal activity in its regional branches as well as

In 2018, based on existing practices, the
Bank of Russia issued an information letter

the Competence Centre for Countering Illegal
Activity in the Financial Market (Krasnodar).

Federal Law No. 310‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Misuse of Insider Information
and Market Manipulation and On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
1

Methodological Recommendations No. 10‑MR, dated 13 April 2018, on setting criteria for the material divergence of the volume of
foreign currency trading.
2

Methodological Recommendations No. 23‑MR, dated 14 September 2018, on developing and approving the procedure for getting
access to insider information and rules for maintaining its confidentiality.
3

Information Letter No. IN‑06‑59/53, dated 7 August 2018, on the participation of individuals in the activity of trading participants
as market makers.
4

5

Draft Federal Law No. 220190‑7 ‘On Amending the Russian Federation Code of Administrative Offences’.

Draft Federal Law No. 564013‑7 ‘On Amending Article 76.3 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’ and the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Misuse of Insider Information and Market Manipulation and on Amending
Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
6
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collaboration with the executive authorities and

A regional model was implemented
to combat illegal activities
in the financial market

law enforcement agencies. These mechanisms
enable representatives of these units of the
Bank of Russia to participate in the meetings
of interagency working groups to combat economic crimes and offences and hold meetings

This territorial model enabled extended
coverage of the Russian Federation in terms of

with the representatives of executive authorities and law enforcement agencies.

detecting unlicensed activities in the financial

Such collaboration included a review of the

market and providing competent authorities

principal objectives and challenges in com-

with the information to suppress such activi

bating unlicensed activities in the financial

ties. The establishment of the Competence

market, holding training events for employees

Centre helped centralise distribution of infor-

of law enforcement agencies, and elaborating

mation flows to units involved in countering

methods to optimise the implementation of

illegal activities and ensured coordinated ef-

measures aimed at prompt suppression unli-

forts in this area.

censed activities in the financial market.

In 2018, the number of entities identified

Among other things, increased collaboration

by the Bank of Russia as allegedly operating

of the Bank of Russia with law enforcement

as illegal lenders rose by more than 70% com-

agencies and executive authorities resulted in

pared to 2017 to reach 2,293 (see Table 40

more letters sent by the Bank of Russia and

in Section 5.4 ‘Statistical tables’). In 2018,

reviewed by these agencies and authorities in

the following public response measures were

2018 with regard to information about signs

applied to 697 such entities: initiation of ad-

of unlicensed activities in the financial market.

ministrative and criminal cases, removal of legal

In 2018, as part of identifying unlicensed

entities from the Unified State Register of Legal

online activities in the financial market, the

Entities, deregistration of websites, etc.

Bank of Russia intensified the use of insights
gained from Big Data.
Also, in 2018, in order to obtain the informa-

Nearly 2,300 illegal lenders
were identified in 2018

tion necessary to identify unlicensed activities
in the financial market, the Bank of Russia began to send requests to foreign financial market regulators for assistance in providing such

The Bank of Russia identified an increased

information. In total, the Bank of Russia sent

number of illegal forex dealers. In 2018, this

28 such requests, which was largely responsible

figure rose by more than 70% compared to

for the significantly higher number of requests

2017. The information about such websites was

sent by the Bank of Russia in 2018 to foreign

forwarded to the Prosecutor General’s Office

financial market regulators for the provision of

of the Russian Federation and to the Financial

information and documents compared to 2017

Sector Computer Emergency Response Team

(for more details on information sharing with

(FinCERT) of the Bank of Russia’s Information

foreign financial market regulators under IOSCO

Security Department to take further measures.

MMoU, see Table 41 in Section 5.4 ‘Statistical

Overall, in 2018, FinCERT initiated dere

tables’). Most of these inquiries contained

gistration of 454 domains hosting information

requests to foreign financial market regulators

about financial market activities with signs of

for assistance in suppressing the activities of

being unlicensed.

such companies within the Russian Federation

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s units responsible for counteracting illegal activities in the

and disseminating the information on such
activities among the public.

financial market made systematic efforts to

Close collaboration with the Cyprus Se-

create and implement mechanisms for effective

curities and Exchange Commission (CySEC)
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pyramid schemes, the Bank of Russia works
on using insights gained from Big Data by ad-

168 financial pyramid schemes
were identified in 2018

justing and adding new criteria and selection
algorithms to the existing system.
In 2018, to improve the effectiveness of
counteracting financial pyramid schemes, the

helped communicate information on current

Bank of Russia approved its methodological

restrictions on financial services in the Russian

recommendations on ‘Qualification and In-

Federation to entities registered in the Republic

vestigation of Pyramid Schemes’ elaborated

of Cyprus.

jointly with the All-Russian Scientific Research

As a result of such collaboration, three companies decided to terminate their activities in

Institute of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Russia.

the Russian Federation and restrict access to

A draft law providing for restricting access

their official websites from the Russian Fede

at the request of the Bank of Russia (extraju-

ration.

dicial blocking) to websites used for distribu-

In 2018, given the effectiveness of the ter-

tion of information related to the offer and/or

ritorial model for counteracting unlicensed

provision of financial services specified in the

activities in the financial market, the Bank of

Federal Law ‘On Protection of Competition’

Russia established the Competence Centre

within the Russian Federation by persons not

for Counteracting Financial Pyramid Schemes

entitled to provide them in accordance with

(Khabarovsk) on the basis of its regional branch.

the laws of the Russian Federation1 as well

Its main function is to identify entities with

as information related to financial pyramid

activities that show signs of financial pyramid

schemes was submitted to the State Duma in

schemes and to send relevant information to

December 2018.

law enforcement agencies and executive au-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia also played an

thorities so they can respond within their remit.

active role in finalising the draft law aimed at

In 2018, the number of organisations iden-

preventing the illegal organisation and conduct

tified by the Bank of Russia as involved in ac-

of gambling and lotteries under the guise of

tivities with signs of financial pyramid schemes

professional activities in the securities market,2

increased compared to 2017 but was lower than

which was adopted by the State Duma in the

in 2016 (see Table 39 of Section 5.4 ‘Statisti-

first reading.

cal tables’). Such dynamics confirm evolution

To elaborate effective methods to combat

of the anti-pyramid framework. However, this

fraud in the financial market, in 2018, the Bank

also indicates ongoing adaptation of financial

of Russia developed the Concept of Counte

pyramid schemes to the evolving environment.

racting Malpractices in the Financial Market

In particular, we observed a lower number of

(hereinafter, the Concept), which formulated

‘traditional’ financial pyramid schemes along

proposals based on international and Russian

with a greater number of financial pyramid

experience to combat negative and illegal

schemes in the form of public online projects

phenomena violating the principles of business

with a website registered outside the Russian

ethics and business conduct, such as the abuse

Federation, which limits the options for influen

of rights and unfair practices in the financial

cing their activities.

market.3

To improve the identification of entities in-

The Concept is aimed at protecting the

volved in online activities with signs of financial

rights and legitimate interests of bona fide

Draft Federal Law No. 605945‑7 ‘On Amending the Federal Law On Information, Information Technology and Information Protection’
and the Code of Civil Procedure of the Russian Federation’.
1

Draft Federal Law No. 501874‑7 ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ (in terms of establishing liability for the illegal organisation and conduct of gambling and lotteries under the guise of professional
activities in the securities market).
2

3

The Concept was posted on the Bank of Russia website on 31 October 2018.
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financial consumers, reducing the losses of

a theoretical framework to improve crime pre-

financial institutions (including insurance com-

vention in the financial market.

panies) from unfair activities and improving

At the end of 2018, as part of the Compre-

the infrastructure for detecting fraudulent

hensive Training Course for employees of the

activities.

General Prosecutor’s Office of the Russian Fede

In 2018, with the participation of the Bank

ration and the Investigative Committee of the

of Russia, the University of the General Prose

Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia held

cutor’s Office of the Russian Federation con-

training sessions, including on the issues of com-

ducted a study of insurance crimes to develop

bating unfair practices in the financial market.
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2.2.8. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION
AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to imple-

– the right of the Bank of Russia to set re-

ment measures to liberalise the requirements

quirements to credit institutions for posting

of Russian foreign exchange legislation for the

information on foreign currency exchange

purpose of simplifying foreign exchange control

rates to the currency of the Russian Federa-

procedures for foreign trade participants.

tion and/or cross-rates of foreign currencies
when buying and selling foreign currency

Foreign exchange control
procedures were simplified
for participants in foreign
economic activity

cash and checks.2
In addition, as proposed by the Bank of
Russia, Federal Law No. 173‑FZ established
mechanisms to prevent illegal transfer of funds
abroad, in particular, it established the obliga-

Thus, a number of conceptual amendments

tion of a resident to repatriate to its accounts

were introduced to Federal Law No. 173‑FZ,

with authorised banks the funds due from

dated 19 December 2003, ‘On Foreign Ex-

non-residents under loan agreements in the

change Regulation and Foreign Exchange Con-

event of a loan granted to a non-resident by

trol’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 173‑FZ), with

a resident.3

the participation of the Bank of Russia, to
provide for the following:

ply with their obligation to repatriate funds due

– recognition of a resident entity as having

from non-residents under loan agreements to

complied with the requirement to repa-

their accounts with authorised banks in the

triate foreign currency proceeds, if such

event such loans are granted to non-residents,4

resident entity is subject to restrictive

the Bank of Russia established a procedure for

measures imposed by foreign states, and

monitoring the compliance of residents with

such resident entity is included in the list

this obligation by authorised banks5 and es-

of such entities (companies under sanc-

tablished reporting forms for foreign exchange

tions) approved by the Russian Federal

transactions related to the provision and repay-

Tax Service and approved by the Russian

ment of such loans.6

Ministry of Finance;

1

To ensure monitoring of how residents com-

1

A new foreign exchange control mecha-

– the option to perform currency transactions

nism, which came into effect on 1 March 2018,

between residents related to the execution

substantially increased the minimum amount

and/or termination of a repo agreement as

of obligations that requires the registration of

well as to make settlements for foreign se-

export transactions and simplified the control

curities in foreign currency following clear-

procedure.7 The rules for compiling and sub-

ing results;

mitting the information stipulated by this pro-

Federal Law of No. 246‑FZ, dated 29 July 2018, ‘On Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’.

Federal Law of No. 474‑FZ, dated 18 December 2018, ‘On Amending Articles 9 and 11 of the Federal Law ‘On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’.
2

Federal Law of No. 64‑FZ, dated 3 April 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Exchange
Control’ and Article 15.25 of the Russian Federation Code of Administrative Offences’.
3

This obligation was introduced by Federal Law No. 64‑FZ, dated 3 April 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’ and Article 15.25 of the Russian Federation Code of Administrative Offences’, which entered
into force on 14 April 2018.
4

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4855‑U, dated 5 July 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 181‑I, Dated 16 August 2017,
‘On the Procedure for Residents and Non-residents to Submit Documents and Information Confirming Foreign Exchange Transactions
to Authorised Banks, on Single Accounting and Reporting Forms Related to Foreign Exchange Transactions, and the Procedure and
Timeframes for Their Submission’.
5

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4927‑U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On the List, Forms and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting Credit
Institutions’ Reporting Forms to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’.
6

7

More details on this mechanism are provided in Subsection II.2.8 of the 2017 Annual Report of the Bank of Russia.
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cedure were published on the Bank of Russia

foreign currency to authorised banks were up

website.1

10% to $17.4 billion.

The Bank of Russia published and posted

In this context, authorised banks reduced the

on its official website the methodological re

amount of foreign currency imported into Russia

commendations on submission of supporting

and increased the amount of exported foreign

documents to authorised banks by residents

currency. Overall, in 2018, $40.2 billion cash

for contracts registered with authorised banks.

foreign currency was imported, down by 17%

These recommendations ensure uniformity of

compared to 2017. Authorised banks increased

approaches to the acceptance of supporting

the amount of exported cash foreign currency

documents by the authorised banks from resi-

compared to 2017 by 29% to $13 billion.

dents in order to comply with the requirements

At the same time, the net demand for cash

of Bank of Russia foreign exchange control

foreign currency (the difference between the

regulation.2

amounts of cash foreign exchange sold to

In 2018, the amount of cash foreign cur-

households and withdrawn from their foreign

rency purchased by households from autho-

currency accounts and amounts of cash foreign

rised banks declined by 5% compared to 2017,

currency cash purchased from households and

totalling $34 billion (hereinafter and until the

credited to their accounts) remained virtually

end of this section, figures are provided in their

unchanged compared to 2017 and stood at

US dollar equivalent). Households’ sales of cash

$21 billion.

The rules for compiling and submitting information electronically, as stipulated by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4498‑U, dated
16 August 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Authorised Banks and the State Corporation Bank for Development and Foreign Economic
Affairs (Vnesheconombank) to Transfer to Foreign Exchange Control Agencies Information about Violations of the Foreign Exchange
Laws of the Russian Federation and Acts of Foreign Exchange Regulatory Bodies by Entities Conducting Foreign Exchange Operations’; the rules for compiling and submitting information in electronic form, as stipulated by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4512‑U,
dated 30 August 2017, ‘On the Volume and Procedure for Authorised Banks Acting as Foreign Exchange Control Agents to Transfer
Information to Foreign Exchange Control Bodies’.
1

Methodological recommendations of the Bank of Russia on the submission of supporting documents to authorised banks by residents for contracts registered with authorised banks No. 22‑MR, dated 12 September 2018 (Bank of Russia Bulletin No. 71, dated
19 September 2018, p. 45).
2
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2.2.9. COUNTERING THE LEGALISATION (LAUNDERING)
OF CRIMINALLY OBTAINED INCOMES AND THE FINANCING
OF TERRORISM
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

or financial transactions of the audited en-

exercise the powers granted by Federal Law

tity are connected with the legalisation

No. 115‑FZ, dated 7 August 2001, ‘On Counter-

(laundering) of criminally obtained incomes

ing the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally

or financing of terrorism.2

Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Ter-

Also in 2018, the Bank of Russia focused

rorism’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 115‑FZ).

on bringing the AML/CFT regulatory frame-

Special attention was given to enhancing

work in line with the new legislative require-

effectiveness of the system of countering

ments.3

the legalisation (laundering) of criminally ob-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its

tained incomes and the financing of terrorism

planned and systematic activities to reduce the

(AML/CFT).

amount of dubious transactions,4 which resul

In 2018, a number of conceptual changes
were introduced to Federal Law No. 115‑FZ,

ted in a steady decline of such transactions in
the banking sector.

with direct participation of the Bank of Russia

Compared to 2017, the amount of funds

to bring national legislation in line with inter-

transferred abroad by customers of credit in-

national AML/CFT standards:

stitutions declined by a factor of 1.2 in 2018

– a mechanism was enshrined in law to coun-

(from ₽77 billion to ₽65 billion), the amount of

teract the financing of proliferation of wea

cash-out transactions in the banking sector

pons of mass destruction;

fell by a factor of 1.9 (from ₽326 billion to

1

– auditors were required at the legislative level

₽176 billion), and the amount of dubious transit

to notify the Federal Financial Monitoring

operations fell almost twofold (from ₽2.5 trillion

Service of any grounds to believe that deals

to ₽1.3 trillion).

Federal Law No. 90‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation for Countering the Financing of
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction’.
1

Federal Law No. 112‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally
Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’ and Article 13 of the Federal Law ‘On Audit Activities’.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4707‑U, dated 29 January 2018, ‘On Amending Clauses 2.1 and 2.3 of Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 375‑P, Dated 2 March 2012, ‘On the Requirements for a Credit Institution’s Internal Control Rules Designed to Counter the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4708‑U, dated
29 January 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 445‑P, Dated 15 December 2014, ‘On the Requirements to Internal
Control Rules of Non-bank Financial Institutions for the Purpose of Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4758‑U, dated 30 March 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 375‑P, Dated 2 March 2012, ‘On the Requirements for a Credit Institution’s Internal Control Rules Designed to Counter
the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4759‑U,
dated 30 March 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 445‑P, Dated 15 December 2014, ‘On the Requirements to Internal
Control Rules of Non-bank Financial Institutions for the Purpose of Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4760‑U, dated 30 March 2018, ‘On the Requirements for an
Application, Composition of an Interagency Commission; Procedure and Timeframe for Considering by the Interagency Commission
of the Application and Documents and (or) Data Submitted by the Applicant; Decision-making Based on Such Consideration; and
Procedure for the Interagency Commission to Inform the Applicant and a Financial Institution about the Decision Made’; Bank of
Russia Regulation No. 639‑P, dated 30 March 2018, ‘On the Procedure, Timeframes and Volume of Information to be Communicated to
Credit Institutions and Non-bank Financial Institutions on the Cases of Refusal to Conduct Operations and to Execute Bank Account
(Deposit) Agreement and (or) Cases of Terminating Bank Account (Deposit) Agreement with a Customer, on Eliminating Grounds for
a Decision to Refuse to Conduct Operations and to Execute Bank Account (Deposit) Agreement, and on the Absence of Grounds for
Terminating Bank Account (Deposit) Agreement with a Customer’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4846‑U, dated 3 July 2018, ‘On the
Procedure and Terms for the Bank of Russia to Send Notifications to Banks of Making a Decision Specified in Paragraph One of Clause 511
of Article 7 of the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of
Terrorism’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4936‑U, dated 17 October 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Credit institutions to Submit to the
Authorised Body Information in Accordance with Articles 7 and 7.5 of the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering)
of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’ (published on 21 January 2019, entered into force on 22 April 2019);
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4937‑U, dated 17 October 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Non-bank Financial Institutions to Submit to the
Authorised Body Information in Accordance with Articles 7 and 7.5 of the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering)
of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’ (published on 21 January 2019, entered into force on 23 March 2019).
3

Transactions performed by bank customers which have an ambiguous character, no apparent economic expediency or evident legal
purpose, which may be conducted in order to divert capital outside the country, finance ‘grey’ imports, cash-out funds to avoid taxation, and to support corruption and pursue other unlawful objectives.

4
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Illegal transfer of funds abroad declined by a factor of 1.2, and the amount
of cash-out transactions in the banking sector was down by a factor of 1.9

In 2018, a notable decline in cash-out trans-

credit institution), and requirements to mi

actions in the banking sector led to an increase

tigate violations of AML/CFT regulations

in the amount of such operations in the non-fi-

(256 credit institutions).

nancial sector. The Bank of Russia identified

Furthermore, as part of advisory supervi-

significant amounts of dubious transactions

sion, the Bank of Russia applied such mea-

aimed at non-cash compensation of cash sales

sures as a written notification of the mana

revenues ‘sold’ by wholesalers and retailers

gement and/or the board of directors of a

to third parties as well as foreign exchange

credit institution of the deficiencies in its

transactions and cross-border transfers related

operations and recommendations for their

to servicing the shadow economy circulation

removal. The regulator applied this measure

of cash and commodity flows in major Russian

346 credit institutions and held meetings

markets.

with 17 banks.

In connection with this, the Bank of

As part of their supervisory functions, the

Russia took additional measures in 2018

Bank of Russia and its regional branches com-

to promptly identify and suppress dubious

pleted 32 inspections of NFIs’ compliance with

transactions.

AML/CFT requirements in 2018.3 Issues related

As part of its supervisory functions, the

to AML/CFT legislation were reviewed in 12%

Bank of Russia completed 146 inspections of

of all completed scheduled and unscheduled

credit institutions (their branches) in 2018 on

inspections of NFIs.

1

issues of AML/CFT, which comprised 35% of

In 2018, for the breach of the requirements

all scheduled and unscheduled inspections of

of AML/CFT regulations and Federal Law

credit institutions (their branches) completed

No. 115‑FZ based on Article 76.5 of Federal Law

in 2018, including five inspections terminated

No. 86‑FZ, measures in the form of orders to

following the revocation of banking licences

eliminate violations and/or take steps aimed at

from credit institutions.

preventing violations in the future were taken

As many as 35 credit institutions had their

against 1,419 NFIs, and measures in the form

licences revoked in 2018 due to the violation

of letters sent to NFIs with recommendations

of laws, including AML/CFT laws (the total of

advising on the deficiencies in their activities

60 credit institutions had their licences revoked

and meetings held with their management were

in 2018).

taken against 640 NFIs.

In 2018, following violation of

The Bank of Russia continued to use its

AML/CFT-related regulations and Fede

powers to initiate and review cases of ad-

ral Law No. 115‑FZ 2 supervisory measures

ministrative offences related to the failure of

were applied to 316 credit institutions in

NFIs and their officials as well as officials of

accordance with Article 74 of Federal Law

credit institutions to comply with AML/CFT

No. 86‑FZ , including: fines (imposed on

regulations.4

211 credit institutions), restrictions to carry

In 2018, the Bank of Russia initiated

out certain transactions (37 credit institu-

466 cases of administrative offences under

tions), bans on certain transactions (three

Article 15.27 of the Code of Administrative

1

Bank of Russia data.

2

Excluding Clause 3 of Article 7 of Federal Law No. 115‑FZ.

3

Bank of Russia data.

4

As stipulated in Article 15.27 of the Code of Administrative Offences of the Russian Federation.
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Offences of the Russian Federation1 against

of the Code of Administrative Offences of the

officers of 236 credit institutions. In 2018, the

Russian Federation (including 1,306 cases

consideration of 431 cases of administrative

against officers). Consideration of 2,726 cas-

offences (including cases initiated in 2017) was

es of administrative offences (including cases

completed; under these cases 128 rulings on

initiated in 2017) was completed; under these

imposition of fines, 115 rulings on issuance of

cases 217 rulings on imposition of fines (in-

warnings, and 188 rulings on the termination

cluding 81 rulings with regard to NFI officers),

of proceedings in cases of administrative of-

2,137 rulings on issuance of warnings (including

fences were issued with regard to officers of

992 rulings with regard to NFI officers), and

credit institutions.

372 rulings on the termination of proceedings

Throughout 2018, the Bank of Russia ini-

in cases of administrative offences (including

tiated 2,859 cases of administrative offences

176 rulings with regard to NFI officers) were

against NFIs, as provided for by Article 15.27

issued.2

According to the data of Section 3 of reporting form 0409028 Report on the work to monitor compliance of credit institutions
and non-bank financial institutions with the requirements of foreign exchange legislation of the Russian Federation and regulations
of the foreign exchange regulation and foreign exchange control authorities and laws of the Russian Federation on countering the
legalisation (laundering) of criminally obtained incomes and the financing of terrorism.
1

2
Data on the total number of cases of administrative offences initiated and reviewed by officials of the Bank of Russia are provided
in Subsection 2.6.9 ‘Addressing administrative and legal issues’.
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2.2.10. IMPROVING FINANCIAL AND COMMODITY MARKET INSTRUMENTS
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
In 2018, the Bank of Russia played an active

representatives of both the Bank of Russia and

role in developing federal laws, aimed, among

financial market participants.

other things, at improving the toolkit and in-

It established the procedures for transferring the shares of issuers3 registered in

frastructure of the financial market.
This included establishing a legal framework

the Republic of Crimea or the federal city of

for issuing a new type of financial instruments,

Sevastopol prior to 16 March 2014 to the own-

structured bonds, which provide for incomplete

ership of the Republic of Crimea or the federal

protection of capital and ensure a repayment of

city of Sevastopol depending on the location

the par value (in full or in part) and/or the pay-

of the issuer following termination of trust

ment of income on structured bonds to their

management of the issuer’s shares by the au-

holders depending on certain circumstances

tonomous non-profit organisation ‘Depositor

specified in the decision on their issue.

Protection Fund’.

1

Considering the existing economic situation

The use of precious metal accounts was in-

and taking into account the decline of inte

troduced in clearing and settlements following

rest rates on traditional bonds, the new type

clearing results.4

of issue-grade securities is expected to offer

Work was conducted to enshrine in law5 a

market participants more attractive products

separate method to guarantee the performance

with higher income.

of obligations under the contracts provided

The Bank of Russia developed the neces-

for in Clause 1 of Article 51.5 of Federal Law

sary amendments to the regulations govern-

No. 39‑FZ, dated 22 April 1996 ‘On the Securi-

ing the procedure for issuing securities and

ties Market’ through the use of a financial col-

allowing admission of structured bonds to the

lateral arrangement which involves the transfer

financial market.

of ‘ownership’ of money and/or securities to

2

The Bank of Russia established a working

the recipient of collateral.

group to develop criteria for structured bonds

A federal law6 eliminating legal risks in the

offered to unqualified investors, which includes

implementation of projects for the construc-

A legal framework was established for issuing structured bonds,
non-voting preferred shares, and perpetual bonds

Federal Law of No. 75‑FZ, dated 18 April 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ with Regard to the Regulation
of Structural Bonds’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4884‑U, dated 28 August 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3417‑U, Dated 13 October
2014, ‘On the Procedure for Assigning and Cancelling State Registration Numbers or Identification Numbers to the Issues (Additional
Issues) or Issue-grade Securities’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4903‑U, dated 12 September 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Ordinance No. 4561‑U, Dated 3 October 2017, ‘On the Qualification Procedure for Foreign Financial Instruments as Securities’; Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 5020‑U, dated 18 December 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 428‑P, Dated 11 August 2014,
‘On Securities Issue Standards, Procedure for the State Registration of Issues (Additional Issues) of Issue-grade Securities, the State
Registration of Reports on Results of Issues (Additional Issues) of Equity Securities and Registration of Prospectuses of Securities’.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4776‑U, dated 16 April 2018, ‘On the Procedure Whereby the Ownership of the Shares of Issuers
Registered in the Republic of Crimea / the Federal City of Sevastopol before 16 March 2014 Shall be Transferred to the Republic of
Crimea / the Federal City of Sevastopol Following the Termination of the Trust Management of These Shares by Depositor Protection
Fund, Autonomous Non-profit Organisation’.
3

4
Federal Law No. 132‑FZ, dated 4 June 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Clearing, Clearing Activities and the Central Counterparty’ and Article 8 of the Federal Law ‘On Organised Trading’.

In 2018 Q3, the Bank of Russia submitted its amendments to draft Federal Law No. 177953‑7 ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the
Securities Market’ to Improve the Regulation of Certain Financial Contracts’ for the second reading to the State Duma Committee
on Financial Markets.
5

Federal Law No. 281‑FZ ‘On Amending Article 4 of the Federal Law ‘On Concession Agreements’ and Article 7 of the Federal Law
‘On Public‑Private Partnership, Municipal‑Private Partnership in the Russian Federation and Amending Certain Laws of the Russian
Federation’.
6
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tion and/or reconstruction of facilities for the

– non-voting preferred shares, which are a

storage and processing of agricultural products

hybrid instrument for increasing capital

was adopted to develop the financing mecha

without raising the debt burden (as an al-

nism for agro-industrial companies through

ternative to perpetual bonds) with priority

public-private partnership.

in the order of receiving the dividends over

The range of operations involving the use

other categories (types) of shares and vot-

of foreign currency was expanded to allow for-

ing rights granted only on issues related to

eign currency transactions between residents

the liquidation of the joint-stock company;

related to performance and/or termination of a

– perpetual bonds, when a decision on their

repo agreement and transactions with foreign

issue does not include a maturity date and

securities subject to settlements following

may provide for the issuer’s right to unila

clearing results.

terally refuse to pay interest on such bonds.

1

A draft law2 introducing regulation of leas-

The law also established additional, more

ing companies affiliated with the state as well

stringent requirements for issuers of per-

as companies receiving state support was de-

petual bonds.

veloped to promote leasing activities.

To arrange for depository accounting of

In accordance with the decisions adopted

such new financial instruments as electronic

by G20, the Bank of Russia is reforming the

mortgages, the issuance of which is stipulated

OTC derivatives market. The deadlines for

by Federal Law No. 102‑FZ, dated 16 July 1998,

reform stages were adjusted by the Bank of

‘On Mortgage (Mortgage Security)’, the list of

Russia. Regulations on mandatory centralised

depository accounts was supplemented with

clearing of OTC swap contracts are scheduled

a new assets account: uncertified securities

to come into force in 2019 H2, and mandatory

account.5

3

margin requirements for OTC derivatives not

To establish legal regulation of electronic

subject to centralised clearing will come into

platform-based transactions,6 the Bank of

force in 2020 H2.

Russia participated in the elaboration of draft

Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 Decem-

Federal Law No. 617867‑7 ‘On Electronic Plat-

ber 2018, was adopted to develop other equity

form Transactions’ (hereinafter, the Draft Law

and debt financing instruments and is aimed,

on the Marketplace) as well as draft Federal

among other things, to improve the regulation

Law No. 617880‑7 ‘On Amending Certain Laws

of the following instruments:

of the Russian Federation in Connection with

4

– convertible securities (establishing the
requirements for the procedure for con-

the Adoption of the Federal Law ‘On Electronic
Platform Transactions’.

verting issue-grade securities to reduce

The Draft Law on the Marketplace regulates

risks for the owners of such securities

the conclusion of transactions with financial

and improve their investment attractive-

institutions using information technologies and

ness);

defines the legal framework for electronic plat-

Federal Law of No. 474‑FZ, dated 18 December 2018, ‘On Amending Articles 9 and 11 of the Federal Law ‘On Foreign Exchange
Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’.
1

2
Draft Federal Law 586986‑7 ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation with Regard to Regulating the Activities of Special Leasing Entities’ was elaborated by the Bank of Russia together with the Russian Ministry of Finance, approved by the Russian
Government, and submitted to the State Duma of the Russian Federation on 14 November 2018.

In view of the joint report prepared by the Financial Stability Board, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Committee on Payments
and Market Infrastructures and International Organization of Securities Commissions called ‘Incentives to Centrally Clear Over-theCounter (OTC) Derivatives’. Information Notice ‘On Stages of Reforming the OTC Derivatives Market in Russia’ was published on the
Bank of Russia website on 21 December 2018.
3

Federal Law of No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’.
4

5
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4944‑U, dated 25 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 503‑P, Dated 13 November 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Depositories to Open and Manage Depo and Other Accounts’.

On 27 December 2018, the draft laws were submitted to the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, and
on 14 January 2019 they were reviewed by the Council of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation and
included in the program of legislative work of the State Duma for the spring session of 2019.
6
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form operators. This draft law is aimed, among

Mercantile Exchange launched trading in a

other things, at ensuring financial inclusion for

new deliverable derivative market instru-

the general public, transparency and prompt-

ment: deliverable futures contracts for pet-

ness in obtaining reliable information about

rol with basic pricing points. In addition, on

financial products and current obligations of

15 October 2018, a similar instrument was

financial institutions to their customers, in-

launched for liquefied petroleum gases.

creasing competition in the financial services

On 25 January 2018, to develop post-trad-

market.

ing infrastructure of the commodity market

Development of organised trading in com-

and guarantee the performance of contracts

modities and expansion of the list of com-

entered into in organised trading, the Bank

modity market instruments continued in the

of Russia decided to accredit the organiser

reporting year. The following measures were

of natural gas transportation to perform the

taken in this area:

functions of a commodity delivery operator.

– on 23 May 2018, JSC National Mercantile

In 2018, the Bank of Russia developed the

Exchange launched trading in soy bean

concept of supervision over the activities of

derivatives, and on 20 December 2018 it

commodity delivery operators (hereinafter, the

started to trade in sunflower derivatives to

Concept). The Concept proposes a balanced

implement the Action Plan (roadmap) to de-

approach to supervisory processes over the

velop competition in the economic sectors

activities of commodity delivery operators

of the Russian Federation and prompt the

based on the existing powers of the Bank of

transition of certain natural monopolies to

Russia (indirectly through trade and clear-

the competitive market in 2018—2020;1

ing infrastructure organisations). The imple-

– as part of implementing the Action Plan

mentation of the proposed Concept should

for the development of organised trading

help timely provide the Bank of Russia with a

in agricultural products, on 20 June 2018,

toolkit to monitor the risks arising in the or-

JSC National Mercantile Exchange sold grain

ganised commodity market in the context of

from federal reserves in accordance with the

new post-trading infrastructure organisations

rules of organised trading;

emerging in that market and processes of their

2

– on 16 July 2018, the Derivatives Market section of JSC Saint Petersburg International

1

integration into the existing trading and clearing infrastructure.

Approved by Directive of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1697‑r, dated 16 August 2018.

Approved in 2017 Q4 by the relevant authorities (the Bank of Russia, FAS of Russia, the Ministry of Agriculture of Russia, and FTS
of Russia).
2
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2.2.11. IMPROVING THE ACCOUNTING AND THE ACCOUNTING
(FINANCIAL) STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
In 2018, to achieve its strategic goal of ensu

In 2018, due to changes in the Russian laws,

ring financial market resilience in terms of the

the Bank of Russia amended its accounting

compliance of financial market regulation and

regulations for credit institutions with regard

supervision with international standards, the

to:

Bank of Russia adopted measures to improve

– accounting of payments made by individuals

accounting in credit institutions and non-bank

under equity construction agreements and

financial institutions.

real estate purchase and sale transactions;

To ensure transition of credit institutions

– accounting of individual and collective clear-

from 1 January 2019 to a new financial instru-

ing collateral in precious metals in clearing

ments accounting procedure based on IFRS 9

and trading bank accounts.

‘Financial Instruments’, the Bank of Russia

The following documents were prepared

issued Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4826‑U,1

and published at the proposal of government

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4827‑U,2 and

authorities and at the request of self-regulatory

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4828‑U,3 which

organisations of financial market participants:

simplify the accounting procedures for finan-

– Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4966‑U,6

cial instruments used by basic licence-holder

which postponed the start date for imple-

banks and non-bank credit institutions, and

mentation of 18 Bank of Russia regulations

prepared Bank of Russia Information Letter

for the accounting in non-bank financial in-

No. IN‑18‑18/214 with recommendations on

stitutions by consumer credit cooperatives,

how to start applying the new requirements.

housing savings cooperatives, agricultural

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued regulations governing accounting treatment of

consumer credit cooperatives and pawnshops to 1 January 2022;

lease agreements by credit institutions and

– Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5021‑U, 7

non-bank financial institutions in accordance

which granted to insurance brokers, other

with IFRS 16 ‘Leases’ (enacted in the Russian

than small businesses, the right to apply,

Federation by Order of the Russian Ministry of

under certain conditions, a simplified ac-

Finance No. 111‑n, dated 11 July 2016, ‘On the

counting and financial reporting procedure

Enactment and Termination of the Documents

stipulated by Bank of Russia Regulation

of International Financial Reporting Standards

No. 612‑P8 and Bank of Russia Regulation

in the Russian Federation’).

No. 613‑P starting 1 January 2019.9

5

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4826‑U, dated 21 June 2018, ‘On Amending Clauses 1.3 and 1.6 of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 604‑P,
Dated 2 October 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to Account Transactions to Raise Funds under Bank Deposit Agreements and Loan Agreements, and Transactions to Issue and Redeem Bonds, Promissory Notes, Deposit and Savings Certificates’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4827‑U, dated 21 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 605‑P, Dated 2 October
2017, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to Account Transactions to Place Funds under Loan Agreements, Transactions to
Purchase Receivables from Third Parties Related to the Performance of Cash Liabilities, Transactions Related to Liabilities under Bank
Guarantees Issued and Funds Provision’.
2

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4828‑U, dated 21 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 606‑P, Dated 2 October
2017, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to Account Securities Transactions’.
3

Bank of Russia Information Letter No. IN‑18‑18/21, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Some Issues Relating to Bank of Russia Accounting
Regulations Which Will Come into Effect on 1 January 2019’.
4

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 635‑P, dated 22 March 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Non-Bank Financial Institutions to Make Loan
Agreement Entries to Accounting Records’, effective from 1 January 2019; Bank of Russia Regulation No. 659‑P, dated 12 November
2018, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to Account Lease Agreements’, which will come into effect on 1 January 2020.
5

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4966‑U, dated 12 November 2018, ‘On the Application of Certain Bank of Russia Regulations Related
to Accounting and Accounting (Financial) Statements’.
6

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5021‑U, dated 18 December 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Bank of Russia Regulations on Accounting
and Accounting (Financial) Statements by Non-bank Financial Institutions’.
7

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 612‑P, dated 25 October 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Non-bank Financial Institutions to Record
Accounting Items’.
8

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 613‑P, dated 25 October 2017, ‘On Disclosure Forms in Accounting (Financial) Statements of Nonbank Financial Institutions and the Procedure for Grouping Accounts in Accordance with the Accounting (Financial) Statements Data’.
9
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In respect of work on implementing collec-

of joint-stock investment funds, manage-

tion and processing of financial institutions’

ment companies of unit investment funds,

statements based on XBRL (eXtensible Busi-

unit investment funds and non-governmental

ness Reporting Language), the Bank of Russia

pension funds, are accepted in XBRL format

took the following measures in 2018.

in accordance with Bank of Russia Ordinance

In accordance with the approved regula-

No. 4715‑U. 2 The first reporting period to

tions, starting 1 January 2018, the submission

submit the regular reporting in accordance

of reports, including accounting (financial)

with the new requirements was set for May

statements, in XBRL format became mandatory

2018 (for accounting (financial) statements,

for insurance companies and mutual insurance

2018 H1).

1

companies (insurance entities), NPFs, PSMPs,

The plans provide for a gradual transition to

trade organisers, clearing organisations and

reports, including accounting (financial) state-

entities exercising the functions of a central

ments submitted by the following non-bank

counterparty.

financial organisations to the Bank of Russia by

Starting from 4 May 2018, the reports,

means of XBRL taxonomy: specialised deposi-

including accounting (financial) statements

tories, insurance brokers, credit rating agencies.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4584‑U, dated 25 October 2017, ‘On the Form, Timeframe and Procedure for Insurance Companies
to Compile and Submit to the Bank of Russia Reporting, Required for Control and Supervision Purposes, and Statistical Reporting, as
well as on the Form, Timeframe and Procedure for Insurance Companies to Submit Accounting (Financial) Statements to the Bank
of Russia’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4621‑U, dated 27 November 2017, ‘On the Forms, Timelines and Procedure for Professional
Securities Market Participants, Trade Organisers, Clearing Companies and Entities Acting as Central Counterparties. to Compile and
Submit Statements to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4623‑U, dated 27 November 2017,
‘On the Form, Timeframe and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting to the Bank of Russia Operating Statements, Including the
Requirements for Statements on Mandatory Pension Insurance, by Non-governmental Pension Funds’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4715‑U, dated 8 February 2018, ‘On Forms, Procedure and Timeframes for Compiling and Submitting
to the Bank of Russia Statements by Joint-stock Investment Funds, Management Companies of Investment Funds, Unit Investment
Funds, and Non-governmental Pension Funds’.
2
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2.3. Expanding financial inclusion
for households and businesses
2.3.1. FINANCIAL CONSUMER AND INVESTOR PROTECTION
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its

the consumer about the specifics and risks of

systematic efforts to protect the rights of

a financial product.

financial consumers and ensure financial in-

The Bank of Russia approved2 the basic

clusion and improved the framework for pre-

standard for the protection of the rights and

ventive and reactive conduct supervision

interests of individuals and legal entities who re-

with regard to the activities of financial mar-

ceive financial services provided by members of

ket participants. Continuous communication

self-regulatory organisations uniting insurance

with market participants, clarification of the

companies3 and the basic standard for opera-

regulator’s position and support for best

tions performed by microfinance organisations

practices, while monitoring implementation

in the financial market, which stipulates that

of supervisory measures, are among the most

the interest for the use of funds provided to the

effective ways to protect the rights of finan-

recipient of financial services under a microloan

cial consumers.

agreement should accrue from the day following
the day of microloan issuance until the loan

Conduct supervision

repayment day, inclusively (except when the

Creating a conduct supervision framework is

microloan is repaid on the day of its issuance).

one of the strategic objectives of the Bank of

In 2018, amid a growing number of financial

Russia, which is closely related to raising public

consumers, the Bank of Russia observed a de-

confidence in the financial market, quality and

crease in the number of complaints for the first

availability of financial services as well as the

time in recent years. Overall, the Bank of Russia

development of the financial market in general.

received 243,500 complaints in the reporting

Introduction of conduct supervision will help

year, which is 2.3% less than a year earlier.

comprehensively address these objectives by

The Bank of Russia received 130,300 com-

monitoring conduct of financial companies

plaints about credit institutions, which is 6.5%

in interactions with the consumers of their

more than in 2017, and 87,400 complaints

services.

about non-bank financial institutions and par-

The Bank of Russia issued an information

ties to corporate relations, which is 28.2% less

letter1 with recommendations to use sales

than in 2017. The number of other complaints

scenarios (scripts) which should provide for

and appeals was 25,800 and 19,600 respec-

the fullest possible information provided to

tively.

The Bank of Russia received 243,500 complaints, most of which
concerned banks. The number of complaints about CMTPLI
declined substantially

Information Letter No. IN‑01‑59/69, dated 28 November 2018, ‘On the Sale of Financial Products’ was posted in the section Financial
Markets / Financial Market Regulation / Information Letters on the Bank of Russia’s website.
1

2

Posted on 10 August 2018 in the ‘News and Comments’ section on the Bank of Russia’s website.

3

See Subsection 2.3.3 ‘Expanding financial inclusion’.
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– a gradual limitation of the interest rate un-

professional creditors

der consumer loan agreements with 1.5%

Complaints on issues of consumer and
mortgage lending dominated complaints about

(from 28 January 2019) to 1% per day by
1 July 2019;

credit institutions. In a quarter of all received

– limitation of the TCL with the lowest of

complaints, the applicants reported issues with

365% p.a. or 1/3 of the market average TCL

loan repayment. Besides, shortly before the re-

(starting from 1 July 2019);

vocation of credit institutions’ banking licenses,

– a lender’s right to offer a borrower a spe-

there were complaints about refusals to return

cial credit product in the amount of up to

deposits and/or failures to effect payments.

₽10,000 for up to 15 days (with the highest

In 2018, as part of conduct supervision

possible payments of no more than ₽3,000).

(both reactive and preventive), the Bank of

In the reporting year, to calculate the debt

Russia issued a total of 240 recommenda-

burden ratio, the Bank of Russia issued an or-

tions to 21 credit institutions on eliminating

dinance2 defining the procedure to calculate an

violations, deficiencies and unfair practices

approximate amount of the borrower’s average

identified in their activities.

monthly payment under a loan agreement or

A federal law1 was adopted to enhance the

credit agreement entered into with the indi-

protection of the public and prevent lenders

vidual for purposes other than entrepreneurial

from using unfair practices in the area of con-

activities and under which the borrower’s lia-

sumer lending, which provides for:

bilities are secured by a mortgage.

– a three-stage transition from 2.5‑fold (from

Since the Assistance Programme3 for mort-

28 January 2019) to twofold (from 1 July

gage borrowers with foreign currency loans was

2019) to 1.5‑fold (from 1 January 2020)

launched, the Bank of Russia made systematic

restriction of a borrower’s maximum debt

efforts to build a dialogue between mortgage

under a consumer loan agreement;

borrowers with such liabilities and lenders. This

BREAKDOWN OF COMPLAINTS BY PRINCIPAL FINANCIAL MARKET SECTOR IN 2018
(PER CENT)

10.6

1.9

0.1

0.3

0.5

1.0

1.4

1.5

6.9

22.3

53.5

Chart 38

Credit institutions
Insurance entities
Microfinance organisations
Consumer credit cooperatives
Collective investment entities
Corporate relations participants
Securities and commodity market participants
Limited liability companies
Pawnshops
Other non-bank financial institutions
Other complaints (credit history bureaus,
foreign exchange market, monetary policy,
payment services, financial technologies, etc.)

Federal Law No. 554‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’ and the Federal Law
‘On Microfinance Activities and Microfinance Organisations’.
1

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4795‑U, dated 15 May 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Approximate Average Monthly
Payment of a Borrower Under Credit (Loan) Agreements, Which are Concluded with an Individual for Purposes not Related to Entrepreneurial Activity and Whereunder the Borrower’s Obligations are Secured by a Mortgage’.
2

Approved by Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 961, dated 11 August 2017, ‘On Further Realisation of
Targeted Support Programme for Distressed Housing Mortgage Loan Borrowers’.
3
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work involved the ministries participating in

To inform a wide range of stakeholders,

the implementation of the Assistance Program

including lenders, about the state of affairs in

and JSC DOM.RF, and included registration

credit institutions with revoked banking licen

and surveys of mortgage borrowers, who ap-

ces, from 15 June 2018, the provisional admin-

plied to the Bank of Russia Public Reception.

istrations of credit institutions appointed by

The Bank of Russia controlled preparation of

the Bank of Russia in connection with licence

over 1,930 decisions on FX mortgage loans, in-

revocation regularly disclose the following

cluding written application handling; decisions

information on the websites of relevant credit

were taken regarding 1,600 loans and imple-

institutions:

mented with respect to 1,410 loans. In addition,

– on the payment of insurance compensation;

according to JSC DOM.RF, funds were approved

– on assessing the financial condition of the

for allocation to compensate creditors for part

credit institution;

of the incurred losses during the restructuring

– on the collateral accepted by the credit

of 3,043 mortgage loans; transactions were

institution to secure the liabilities of bor-

completed for 2,577 of these loans. As a result

rowers;

of these efforts, during the period of the Assis-

– on administrative expenses;

tance Programme, the amount of overdue fo

– on litigation against the credit institution;

reign currency-denominated loans declined by

– on collaboration between the provisional ad-

48.5% after their restructuring and conversion

ministration and law enforcement agencies.

into the currency of the Russian Federation.

To increase transparency of liquidation pro-

In December, the Bank of Russia suppor

cedures in credit institutions, the Bank of Rus-

ted the concept of the Responsible Mortgage

sia published on its website2 a public report on

Lending Standard1 (hereinafter, the Standard),

‘Termination of the Activities of Credit Institu-

which was submitted for its review by JSC DOM.

tions in 2018 H1’ which, among other things,

RF. This document includes the uniform rules

includes the following information:

of conduct covering all stages of the mortgage
loan (credit) lifecycle: from promotion of a

– on the activities of provisional administrations;

mortgage product to its complete repayment.

– on the methods used for liquidation of

Special attention is given to pre-trial debt

credit institutions and powers of receivers

settlement procedures and debt recovery in

(liquidators) of credit institutions;

court, when interactions between the lender

– on the procedure for satisfying creditor

and the borrower tend to be especially tense.

claims in the event of the bankruptcy (li

The standard aims to achieve social goals,

quidation) of credit institutions;

which include support for borrowers expe-

– statistical data describing the main results

riencing issues with loan servicing and the

of handling the property of liquidated credit

minimisation of borrowers’ losses if the loan

institutions and satisfaction of creditor

cannot be repaid. The standard prioritises out-

claims during liquidation procedures in cre

of-court settlement over debt acceleration and
mortgage foreclosure.

dit institutions;
– on the procedure for the accreditation of

In 2018, as part of the preventive conduct

liquidators with the Bank of Russia as re-

supervision carried out by the Bank of Russia

ceivers in the event of bankruptcy of credit

to ensure that sources of credit history (credi

institutions.

tors) comply with credit history laws, credit
history bureaus updated about five million
credit histories owned by the borrowers of
credit institutions.

Insurance entities
Insurance companies rank second in terms
of complaints received by the Bank of Russia

The Responsible Mortgage Lending Standard is the first part of the Mortgage Lending Standard, which is being developed under
Mortgage, a federal project of JSC DOM.RF.
1

2

See section ‘Information on Credit Institutions / Liquidation of Credit Institutions / Information Materials’.
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(22.3%). In 2018, 54,300 complaints were re-

The Bank of Russia published its Concept

ceived against insurers and other insurance en-

for Improving the Regulation of Investment

tities, which is 40% less than in 2017. The trend

Life Insurance (ILI), which scheduled a number

observed in recent years also continued, as the

of additional systemic measures aimed at the

vast majority of complaints (81.5%) were the

reduction of misselling and increasing consu

issues related to entering into and performing

mer satisfaction with the quality of ILI services.

CMTPLI contracts.

In 2019, the Bank of Russia scheduled activities

The Bank of Russia noted a significant

aimed at increasing the financial literacy of con-

decline in the number of complaints about

sumers with regard to ILI, which provide for the

entering into CMTPLI contracts in the form

distribution of information booklets, coverage

of an electronic document (e‑policy) com-

of ILI-related issues at relevant events and

pared to the previous year (by a factor of 2.7).

their inclusion in financial literacy programmes.

The number of complaints related to appli-

In addition, given the continued growth

cation of the bonus-malus coefficient (BMC)

of life insurance in 2018 and the increased

was down 41% and the number of complaints

number of complaints by the public caused by

about the hard-selling of additional services

dissatisfaction with the quality of endowment

and refusal to enter into CMTPLI contracts

and investment insurance services, the Bank of

dropped by 40%.

Russia continued to actively work on prevent-

Improvement in the situation with the pur-

ing the misselling2 of such insurance products.

chase of e‑policies can be explained by im-

In particular, the Bank of Russia issued an

proved operation of websites run by insuran

ordinance3 stipulating the obligation of the

ce companies. Most insurers have promptly

insurer to inform consumers that life insu

eliminated the shortcomings in operation of

rance with periodic insurance payments (rents,

their websites identified by the Bank of Russia.

annuities) and/or with the participation of the

In addition, policyholders were provided with

policyholder in the investment income of the

the opportunity to receive an e‑policy using

insurer is not a bank deposit, and, in the event

the so-called system of guaranteed conclusion

of revocation of the insurer’s licence, insurance

of electronic CMTPLI contract.

agreements are not covered by the mecha-

In the opinion of the Bank of Russia, the

nisms guaranteeing the refund of insurance

decline in the number of complaints about the

premiums similar to the household deposit

BMC application was due to introduction and

insurance system4 in banks.

an increased use of a simplified procedure for

The Bank of Russia regulation5 extending

the correction of BMC by applicants, which

the cooling period to 14 calendar days, which

allows submitting requests directly to their

entitles the policyholder to terminate the vol-

insurers rather than to the Bank of Russia.

untary insurance agreement following its con-

Complaints about CMTPLI were in part in-

clusion and receive the refund of insurance

spired by the need to improve the rate-setting

premium in full or in part depending on the

procedure, which was reflected in Bank of Rus-

start of the insurance period, entered into force

sia Ordinance No. 5000‑U.1

on 1 January 2018.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5000‑U, dated 4 December 2018, ‘On Limiting Basic Insurance Tariffs (Their Minimum and Maximum
Values in Rubles) and Insurance Tariff Ratios, on the Requirements for Insurance Tariff Structure, and on the Procedure for Insurers
to Use Them for Calculating Insurance Premium under the Contract of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’.
1

Misselling is the unfair practice of selling financial products/services to consumers with regard to providing complete, transparent
and clear information on the nature of a financial service or the terms and conditions of a financial product as well as on the risks
associated with them, their costs and other material conditions.
2

3
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5055‑U, dated 11 January 2019, ‘On Minimum (Standard) Requirements for the Conditions and Procedure to Provide Voluntary Life Insurance with Periodic Insurance Payments (Rents, Annuities) and/or Participation of a Policyholder in
the Investment Income of an Insurer’. Registered with the Ministry of Justice of Russia on 21 March 2019. The document came into
effect on 1 April 2019.
4

Federal Law No. 177‑FZ, dated 23 December 2003, ‘On the Insurance of Deposits with Russian Banks’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4500‑U, dated 21 August 2017, ‘On Amending Clause 1 of Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3854‑U, Dated
20 November 2015, ‘On Minimum (Standard) Requirements for Conditions and Procedure to Provide Certain Types of Voluntary Insurance’.
5
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The Bank of Russia receives complaints about

‘On Participating in Shared-equity Construction

application of the cooling period in combined

of Apartment Houses and Other Real Estate

insurance agreements, where the insurance pre-

and On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian

mium is for the most part comprised of foreign

Federation’ and Certain Laws of the Russian

travel insurance premium, that is, the type of

Federation’ elaborated with the participation

insurance not governed by the requirements of

of the Bank of Russia was adopted in 2018.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3854‑U, dated

The law provides, among other things, for the

20 November 2015, ‘On Minimum (Standard)

payment of mandatory deductions (contribu-

Requirements for Conditions and Procedure to

tions) to the compensation fund of the public

Provide Certain Types of Voluntary Insurance’.

company ‘Fund for the Protection of the Rights

After reviewing such complaints, the Bank of

of Individual Shared-equity Construction Par-

Russia informs the recipients of financial ser-

ticipants’ instead of entering into a developer

vices that they can terminate combined volun-

liability insurance agreement.

tary insurance agreements during the cooling

The following information was posted on the

period and receive a refund of the insurance

Bank of Russia website1 to inform the credi

premium in accordance with the requirements

tors of insurance companies (including insured

of the above ordinance, regardless of the com-

persons) on the activities of the provisional

bination of insured items, including in the event

administrations of insurance companies after

when a part of the insurance premium under

the revocation of their licences:

such combined insurance agreement accounts
for foreign travel insurance.

– on the possibility of introducing new information into the CMTPLI insurance policy

In 2018, the Bank of Russia received approxi-

specified in the application for entering into

mately 1,300 appeals on the issues of developer

a CMTPLI contract during the operation of a

civil liability insurance related to introduction of

provisional administration of the insurance

procedures used in the bankruptcy proceedings

company following the revocation of its

against developers with insured liability and a

licence;

significant increase in the number of insured
events under this type of insurance.

– on the procedure for satisfying the claims of
creditors of the insurance company follow-

All appeals were reviewed by the Bank of

ing the revocation of its insurance licence;

Russia, and clarifications were sent to appli-

– on termination of compulsory or voluntary

cants on the terms and procedure for insuring

insurance agreements following the revoca-

the developer civil liability.

tion of the insurance company’s insurance

In addition, given the social importance

licence;

of this type of insurance, the Bank of Russia

– on the actions to be taken by the insured

monitors the performance of insurers in the

person following the revocation of the in-

segment of developer civil liability insurance

surance company’s licence.

and actively collaborates with the Ministry of
Construction of the Russian Federation, Ros-

Securities market participants

reestr and other government authorities on the

To protect the rights of investors, the fol-

issues of developer civil liability insurance, in

lowing measures were taken as part of regula-

particular, as a member of the Working Group of

tion of organisations in the securities market:

the State Duma on the protection of the rights

– an account for keeping uncertified securities

of equity construction participants.

intended for recording electronic documents

Federal Law No. 478‑FZ, dated 25 De-

kept in the depository and establishing

cember 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal law

the rights under uncertified securities2 was

See section ‘Questions and answers / Insurance / Questions related to the activities of provisional administrations of insurance
companies’.
1

2
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4944‑U, dated 25 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 503‑P, Dated 13 November 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Depositories to Open and Manage Depo and Other Accounts’.
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added to the list of assets accounts (See

Meeting of Shareholders to the remit of the

Subsection 2.2.10);

Board of Directors. Shareholders have no right

– a working group of professional securities market participants and SRO NAUFOR

to request the redemption of shares when
dealing with such issues.

members was established to develop stan-

Appeals received by the Bank of Russia in-

dards for the disclosure of information and

dicated that there was legal uncertainty re-

procedures for selling complex (structured)

garding disclosure of information on unclaimed

products to unqualified investors.

dividends by the issuers. Bank of Russia Reg-

The Bank of Russia held working meetings

ulation No. 454‑P, dated 30 December 2014,

with the management of companies, which

‘On Disclosing Information by Securities Issuers’

had been the subject of complaints about the

was supplemented3 with provisions clarifying

incompetence of managers offering to place

disclosure of information in the event of a failure

their customers’ funds in trust management

to pay income on issue-grade securities due

instead of deposits and failing to inform about

to circumstances beyond the issuer’s control

the risks and consequences of the early with-

(Clauses 37.4 and 37.5 of said Regulation).

drawal of funds as well as about the fact that

In connection with the received questions

funds transferred under a trust management

and identified cases of reorganisation con-

agreement would not be covered by the gua

ducted by joint-stock companies without pro-

rantees of the deposit insurance system.

viding shareholders with a share (stake) in the

The Bank of Russia issued an information

authorised (share) capital of the legal entity

letter to inform the public about the risks asso-

being established, the Bank of Russia issued

ciated with the purchase of promissory notes.1

an information letter4 explaining that it would
be unacceptable not to provide a share (stake)

Corporate relations participants

in the authorised (share) capital of the legal

Federal Law No. 209‑FZ, dated 19 July 2018

entity being established to shareholders who

‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Joint-stock

did not participate in voting on the issue of

Companies’ (hereinafter, the Law), which was

reorganisation or voted against such a decision,

elaborated with the participation of the Bank

for the purposes of excluding shareholders with

of Russia, settled the long-standing issues with

whom all communication was lost from the

the definition of the minimum amount of divi-

joint-stock company.

2

dends on preferred shares and the voting rights
held by the owners of such preferred shares in

Microfinance market participants

the charter. Thus, if the company charter sets

The Bank of Russia elaborated a new draft

the minimum amount of dividends on preferred

ordinance5 establishing the rules for cash set-

shares, the amount of dividends is deemed to

tlements in the Russian Federation, which

be defined, and such shares become voting

stipulated that microfinance market entities

shares in situations stipulated by Clause 5 of

would have a right to spend, within the estab-

Article 32 of the Law.

lished limits, the proceeds from their cash desk

The Law eliminated the uncertainty regard-

for the purposes of carrying out operations to

ing the obligation of the joint-stock company

extend/repay loans and pay interest on loans

to redeem shares in the event of decisions to

without prior crediting such proceeds to a

transfer issues from the remit of the General

bank account. This draft ordinance is aimed at

Bank of Russia Information Letter No. IN‑01‑59/74, dated 17 December 2018, ‘On Informing Individuals about the Risks Associated
with the Purchase of Promissory Notes’ was posted in the section ‘Information and Analytical Materials / Standard Acts / Miscellaneous’ on the Bank of Russia website.
1

2

Federal Law No. 208‑FZ, dated 26 December 1995, ‘On Joint-stock Companies’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4803‑U, dated 25 May 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 454‑P, Dated 30 December
2014, ‘On Disclosing Information by Securities Issuers’.
3

Information Letter No. IN‑06‑28/11, dated 1 February 2019, was posted in the section Financial Markets / Financial Market Regulation /
Information Letters on the Bank of Russia’s website.
4

5

‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3073‑U, Dated 7 October 2013, ‘On Cash Settlements’.
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improving the availability of services provided

cle 29 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank

by microfinance market entities for extending/

of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and

repaying loans.

the Russian Federation Code of Administrative
Offences’ aimed at counteracting production

Payment system participants
The Bank of Russia receives complaints
regarding:

and sale of products resembling banknotes and
eliminating conditions for illegal acts involving
the use of banknote copies.

– the use of electronic means of payment
(EMPs), such as e‑wallets and bank cards

Countering unfair practices

(mainly due to the EMP blocking), unautho-

Complaints about the illegal use of insider

rised debiting of funds, delays in crediting

information and market manipulation included

the funds to replenish EMPs, and the uni-

information on possible manipulation of finan-

lateral termination of EMP agreements by

cial instruments, goods and foreign currency

credit institutions;

in organised trading. Most of these complaints

– the procedure and timeframes for funds

were related to the signs indicating illegal ac-

transfers and search for transfers made by

tivities in raising household funds, and almost

applicants;

a quarter of them were related to the issuance

– acceptance of cash in points of payment,
including payment terminals of credit institutions and bank payment agents (sub-

of loans to the public by persons with no rights
to carry out these activities.
It should be noted that the above com-

agents) for their further transfer.

plaints helped identify the categories of finan-

Following the review of received complaints,

cial consumers exposed to the highest risks.

the Bank of Russia applied the relevant regu-

They include:

latory and supervisory measures to supervised

– young people up to 25 years, who are at-

entities, such as fines, letters requesting to

tracted by the technological nature of the

eliminate violations, and working meetings with

offered services, wish to earn their own in-

the heads of credit institutions.

come and have a superficial understanding
of the offered service;

Cash circulation

– pensioners who want to preserve their sa

Due to receiving questions regarding the

vings and sometimes even look for quick

purchase of commemorative coins made of

ways to increase them. The main reason

precious and non-precious metals, in 2018, the

why they use illegal market participants’

Bank of Russia started to publish a list of orga

services is not only their inadequate financial

nisations, which signed an agreement with the

literacy but also their lack of knowledge and

Bank of Russia on the sale of its commemo

experience in using new technologies, which

rative and investment coins, on its website.

results in a low threshold of critical percep-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia received com-

tion when it comes to information provided

plaints from financial consumers about e‑mail

by illegal financial market participants, who

offers with regard to the wholesale purchase

aggressively seek to acquire new consumers.

of printed products that partially reproduce

For more details on the measures aimed at

the image and security features of Bank of

countering malpractice in the financial market

Russia banknotes accepted by ATMs and oth-

see Subsection 2.2.7.

er software and hardware. The Bank of Russia
passed this information to the Main Directo

Activities of the Bank of Russia

rate of Economic Security and Combating the

Public Reception

Corruption of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
the Russian Federation.

The Bank of Russia continued to reduce the
level of social tension in a number of financial

Bank of Russia management decided to re-

market segments. In the reporting year, the

sume work on the draft law ‘On Amending Arti-

Bank of Russia Public Reception served as a
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surer’s violation of the procedure for paying indemnities established by Federal Law

The institute of financial
ombudsman was established

No. 40‑FZ, dated 25 April 2002, ‘On Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle
Owners’.
For financial consumers, appeals are con-

platform to meet with individuals on the issues

sidered on a no-fee basis. Preparing an appeal

of foreign currency mortgage loans, account

does not require special legal knowledge (unlike

blocking, obtaining credit history, and the re-

preparing a court claim).

vocation of licences from credit institutions.
People also contacted the Bank of Russia
on issues of raising funds by organisations not

The decision of the financial ombudsman is
binding for the parties to the dispute (financial
consumers and financial institutions).

included in the register, violations of agree-

The operation of the institute of financial

ments on the transfer of personal savings to

ombudsman will help reduce the number of

credit cooperatives, and defaults on obligations

court disputes and consumers’ expenses on

under agreements of voluntary accident and

the consideration of disputes and shorten the

health insurance.

time required for such consideration. This will

During the year, the Public Reception held

help lower the burden on the judicial system

meetings with 2,200 individuals, including rep-

and improve the protection of financial con-

resentatives of legal entities, foreign citizens

sumers in general.

and individual entrepreneurs.

Initially, the institute of financial ombudsman will operate as a mandatory out-of-court

Start of financial ombudsman’s activities

element for reviewing customer complaints

Federal Law No. 123‑FZ, dated 4 June 2018,

about violations or improper performance

‘On the Financial Consumer Ombudsman’ came

of contracts in the CMTPLI and motor hull

into force on 3 September 2018.

insurance segments (starting from 1 June

The institute of financial ombudsman pro-

2019). Since 28 November 2019, it will become

vides for an independent official, who consi

mandatory for insurance companies engaged

ders out-of-court property disputes between

in other types of insurance (other than com-

financial consumers (individuals or persons

pulsory medical insurance); since 1 January

who received the rights of individuals under

2020, for microfinance org an is at ions; and

an agreement with a financial institution) and

since 1 January 2021, for CCCs, pawnshops,

financial institutions.

credit institutions, and NPFs. However, finan-

The financial ombudsman considers claims

cial institutions may voluntarily collaborate

to recover amounts up to ₽500,000 or claims

with the financial ombudsman starting as early

of financial consumers resulting from the in-

as 3 December 2018.
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2.3.2. INCREASING FINANCIAL LITERACY
Public confidence in the financial system and

ties market research), and ‘Invest in a Dream!’

customer satisfaction with services provided

(approaches to starting business projects).

directly depend on the level of financial literacy.

The Basic Financial Literacy study pack pre-

In its educational activities, the Bank of Rus-

pared with the assistance of the Bank of Russia

sia focuses on developing a responsible atti-

was included in the federal list of textbooks.

tude toward money, effective personal finance

The module on the basics of financial literacy

management skills, adequate risk assessment

developed with the participation of the Bank of

among the public, and seeks to expand their

Russia experts was for the first time included

knowledge of financial products. First and

in the series of Social Studies textbooks edited

foremost, this applies to schoolchildren as well

by L.N. Bogolyubov.

as the least protected and most vulnerable

In 2018, approximately 87,000 online clas

categories of individuals, such as pensioners

ses were held for students of general education

and people with disabilities.

institutions, with a total of more than 1.7 mil
lion lesson views. Almost 14,400 schools had

FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
When elaborating programmes for impro

access to online classes (34% of the total
number of schools).

ving financial literacy, the Bank of Russia pays

To support introduction of financial literacy

special attention to children and youth. In 2018,

in education programmes, the Bank of Russia

the Bank of Russia and the Government of the

releases methodological and educational ma-

Russian Federation approved the Action Plan

terials for teachers, which are freely available

to Implement the Strategy for the Improvement

on the Financial Culture website (fincult.info).

of Financial Literacy in the Russian Federation

Monitoring has shown that more than 70% of

for 2017—2023.

primary, basic and secondary general education

A draft Federal State Educational Standard

institutions and more than 80% of secondary

(FSES) will include materials on financial liter-

vocational education institutions have included

acy basics prepared together with the Minis-

financial literacy in their programmes. A total

try of Education of Russia for the subject of

of 4,320 Basic Financial Literacy study packs

Social Studies.1 In addition, financial literacy

were provided to 1,152 orphanage organisations.

educational modules have been developed
and included in the model basic educational

FOR ADULTS

programmes for certain higher education areas

In April 2018, the Bank of Russia and the

and disciplines, including for people with dis-

Agency for Strategic Initiatives signed an

abilities.

agreement to promote new projects to improve

An additional general educational pro-

financial literacy among the public, with joint

gramme ‘Finance at Your Fingertips’ was elab-

activities scheduled for 2018—2021, the first of

orated and approved by the Ministry of Science

which was the Russian Financial Literacy Test

and Higher Education of the Russian Federa-

taken by 300,000 participants.

tion. The programme includes three modules:

Training sessions on Promoting Financial

‘Personal Financial Plan’, ‘Investment’ (securi-

Culture were held for pensioners in 26 cities

More than one-third of Russian schools have joined the Bank of Russia’s
online classes on financial literacy. 87,000 online classes were held
for schoolchildren

1

FSES is currently being approved by the Ministry of Education of Russia.
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Bank of Russia to improve financial literacy of

More than 200,000 entrepreneurs
attended Bank of Russia webinars
for SMEs

servicemen of the Russian Armed Forces in
2017—2019, the Bank of Russia provided the
Russian Ministry of Defence with 1,000 Basic
Financial Literacy study packs for the libraries
of 10 military units.

across Russia. The course was designed to meet
the specific needs of the target audience and

FOR SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED

included user-friendly printed materials. The ma-

ENTERPRISES

terials can be used for a four-session course or

More than 40 training seminars and Money

to hold individual events and lectures for se-

for Business webinars were held for entrepre-

nior citizens. More than 800 people completed

neurs of small- and medium-sized enterprises.

such training in 2018. Currently, these lectures

More than 200,000 entrepreneurs attended

and classes are conducted not only by Bank of

the webinars.

Russia experts but also by representatives of
non-profit organisations and volunteers.

Bank of Russia employees took part in the
2018 WorldSkills Russia National Competition

15 lectures on financial literacy were held

which included the experiment of introducing

at popular venues in Moscow (libraries, ZIL

the use of financial instruments at different

Cultural Centre) with the participation of Bank

stages of a company’s life cycle for the Entre-

of Russia experts, financial market specialists,

preneurship category.

bloggers, and journalists.
An important role in financial education is

FOR THE MEDIA

also played by the Financial Culture website.

In 2018, a series of seminars were held

In 2018, the website was attracting an increasing

for regional media journalists from all consti

number of visits, with an average of 90,400 vis-

tuent territories of the Russian Federation (by

itors per month. The website materials are used

federal district). The programme of seminars

by financial consumers as well as by financial

aimed at developing regional socio-economic

education teachers and volunteers. The videos

journalism and quality coverage of issues

have become particularly popular, as they are

related to personal finance management in-

shown in multifunctional centres of public and

cluded five blocks: monetary policy, financial

municipal services, in cinemas, and on informa-

market fraud, banking system, microfinance,

tion displays in public transport vehicles.

and insurance. About 500 journalists atten

In November 2018, under the Action Plan
of the Russian Ministry of Defence and the

ded in-person seminars, and another 700
were trained online.
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2.3.3. EXPANDING FINANCIAL INCLUSION
FINANCIAL INCLUSION STRATEGY

first time on the official websites of the Bank of

OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Russia and the Alliance for Financial Inclusion.

FOR 2018—2020

As part of the pilot project on the regional

On 26 March 2018, the Bank of Russia Board

monitoring of financial inclusion, a survey4 of

of Directors approved the Financial Inclu-

SMEs was conducted on the availability of

sion Strategy of the Russian Federation for

financial services.

2018—2020, which defined the following priIMPROVING FINANCIAL INCLUSION

ority goals:
1) to improve the accessibility and quality of

AND QUALITY OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

financial services for financial consumers in

IN REMOTE, SPARSELY POPULATED

remote, sparsely populated or hard-to-reach

AND HARD-TO-REACH TERRITORIES

areas, SMEs and underbanked population

In August 2018, the Far Eastern Main Branch

groups (low-income individuals, disabled

of the Bank of Russia launched a pilot project

and elderly persons, and other mobility-im-

and approved an action plan (road map) to

paired population groups);

improve financial inclusion in remote, sparsely

2) to raise the speed and quality of access to
financial services for the population with
access to the Internet.

populated and hard-to-reach territories.
During the year, the Bank of Russia signed
two agreements with major internet service
providers, including in the satellite segment.

ANNUAL MONITORING OF FINANCIAL

Since July 2018, the Bank of Russia has

INCLUSION

supported a working group on improving fi-

The Bank of Russia conducted its fourth

nancial inclusion in remote, sparsely populated

annual measurement of financial inclusion and,

and hard-to-reach territories (hereinafter, the

based on its results, prepared the third annual

Working Group). As part of its activities, the

issue of the Review of Financial Inclusion in the

Working Group monitors the networks of major

Russian Federation1 (hereinafter, the Review).

state-owned banks covering more than 95%

The collected data show that more than a half

of all credit institution units located in rural

of the Russian adult population (54.3%) is

communities. Despite an overall decrease in the

ready to use remote access to financial services

number of credit institution units in Russia by

on a regular basis, given the opportunity. The

10.9% in 2018, in 2018 H2 (after the Working

share of online or mobile banking users went

Group began its activities), the network of out-

up to 45.1% in 2018 (vs 31.5% in 2017).

lets to access the financial services of credit

2

In the run-up to the Global Policy Forum of

institutions participating in the Working Group

the Alliance for Financial Inclusion, the English

(units and other formats accepting account

version of the Review was published for the

opening documents) in rural areas increased

3

by about 60% (about 2,700 outlets), and the

A pilot project to improve
financial inclusion was launched
in the Russian Far East

coverage of rural communities grew by more
than 60% (about 2,500 communities).
At the end of 2018, more than 30,000 post
offices (the total number of operating post offices was more than 40,000 at the end of the

Posted in ‘Financial Markets / Financial market development / Financial inclusion / Review of Financial Inclusion’ section on the
Bank of Russia website.
1

2
The basis for calculation of this indicator is the population that never used or used only once remote services (Internet banking and/
or mobile banking) as a means of interaction with a financial institution.
3

Held on 3—7 September 2018 in Sochi (see Subsection 2.6.4 ‘International cooperation’).

The survey was conducted in 82 constituent territories of the Russian Federation excluding the autonomous districts within the
constituent territories.
4
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year) provided an opportunity for performing

tation, including 43% of credit institutions that

certain banking transactions via automatic

have fully implemented the recommendations

devices (ATMs and POS terminals). Moreover,

and 25% that are currently developing and im-

some of the actively used models involve the

plementing changes with completion of work

presence of bank employees in post offices, en-

expected by the end of 2020. Recommenda-

gagement of post office employees as agents,

tions for upgrading or purchasing technical

and engagement of employees of FSUE Rus-

equipment are being implemented.

sian Post acting as the bank payment agent.

According to the action plans received from

In 2018, amid the declining attractiveness of

50 banks,2 38% of banks planned to complete

full-scale services through the units and ATMs

the adaptation of their services and infra-

of credit institutions, in addition to the deve

structure for persons with disabilities, elderly

lopment of digital channels for the provision of

and other low mobility persons by the end of

financial services and the general maintenance

2018, 44% of banks are planning to complete

of physical outlets in rural areas (given the

adaptation by the end of 2019, 4%, by the end

slower spread of digital services in these areas),

of 2020, 10% in 2021—2033, and 4% of banks

banks began to rely more on various formats

have not yet determined the deadline for the

of remote service outlets with employees or

implementation of their action plans.

agents of credit institutions providing a wide

The findings of the study on the Assess-

range of financial products and services out-

ment of Financial Inclusion for Persons with

side the physical location of credit institution

Disabilities in 2017—2018 conducted by Na-

units. At the same time, new emerging service

tional Agency of Financial Information LLC at

formats appeared, such as cash withdrawal in

the request of the Bank of Russia showed that

retail/service outlets using POS terminals. Ac-

31% of people with disabilities (7 pp more than

cording to the comprehensive survey of credit

in 2017) were fully satisfied with banking ser-

institutions conducted by Bank of Russia, as

vices in 2018. Other findings of the study are

of 1 January 2019, in Russia, there were over

available in the report Assessment of Financial

27,000 remote service outlets with employees

Inclusion of People with Disabilities in 2018.3

of credit institutions and more than 196,000

Thanks to collaboration between the Bank

remote service outlets with agents of credit

of Russia and the Ministry of Construction of

institutions.

Russia within the Working Group, wheelchair
ramps and other devices facilitating the ac-

FINANCIAL INCLUSION FOR PERSONS

cess of limited mobility customers to financial

WITH DISABILITIES, ELDERLY

institutions offices were included4 in the list of

AND OTHER LOW MOBILITY PERSONS

required amenities.5

The Bank of Russia reviewed compliance

In the reporting year, the Bank of Russia

of credit institutions with the regulator’s rec-

published6 a review ‘International Experience

ommendations1 on creating barrier-free envi-

in Regulatory Innovations in Servicing People

ronment. More than half of credit institutions

with Disability and Mobility Impaired Individuals.

(68%) have almost completed their implemen-

Experience of Certain Countries in Ensuring

1

Bank of Russia Information Letter No. IN‑03‑59/20, dated 12 May 2017.

Banks that had not previously submitted their action plans to ensure the accessibility of their services and infrastructure for persons
with disabilities, elderly and other low mobility persons and that had primarily mentioned issues with regard to the compliance with
Bank of Russia recommendations.
2

3
See section ‘Financial markets / Financial market development / Financial inclusion / Improving financial inclusion for persons with
disabilities, elderly and other low mobility persons’ on the Bank of Russia’s website.

Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 765, dated 30 June 2018, ‘On Amending the List of Facilities That Can Be
Located on Lands or Land Plots in State or Municipal Property Without Provision of Land Plots and the Establishment of Easements’.
4

As provided in Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1300, dated 3 December 2014, ‘On Approving the List
of Facilities That Can Be Located on Lands or Land Plots in State or Municipal Property Without Provision of Land Plots and the
Establishment of Easements’.
5

See section ‘Financial markets / Financial market development / Financial inclusion / Improving financial inclusion for persons with
disabilities, elderly and other low mobility persons’ on the Bank of Russia’s website.

6
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Financial Inclusion’ and a review of the first

processes related to information disclosure,

stage of the project ‘Assessment of Financial

including project selection procedures. In ad-

Inclusion of People with Disabilities’ for 2017.

dition, requirements were aimed at creating
documents describing the rules of business

CROWDFUNDING MARKET MONITORING

conduct and procedures of interaction be-

The Bank of Russia continues to monitor, on

tween participants and the site and other as-

a quarterly basis, the activities of crowdfunding

pects of crowdfunding activities. The insights

sites by reviewing the reports voluntarily sub-

gained from voluntary testing were used in the

mitted by key market participants involved in

work on draft law No. 419090‑7.

the Working Group for monitoring, consumer
risks assessment and proposal development

IMPROVING FINANCIAL INCLUSION

for the regulation of crowdfunding sector. This

FOR SMALL- AND MEDIUM-SIZED

monitoring showed that the crowdfunding mar-

ENTERPRISES

ket amounted to ₽15.2 billion in 2018, with a

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to use

significant part (₽14.85 billion) associated with

special refinancing instruments of the Bank of

the financing of SMEs (where the segment of

Russia (hereinafter, the special instruments) to

sites offering non-financial rewards to inves-

support lending to major investment projects,

tors, which in 2018 amounted to ₽163.2 million,

non-commodity exports, leasing and small- and

may include investments in the projects of both

medium-sized enterprises. This support allowed

individuals and legal entities).

the banks to obtain loans at preferential rates

1

Draft Law No. 419090‑7 ‘On Attracting

with maturities of up to three years.

Investments Using Investment Platforms’ was

In 2018, demand of credit institutions for

adopted by the State Duma of the Federal

the use of instruments declined amid easing

Assembly of the Russian Federation in the

of monetary conditions in the first half of the

first reading.

year and earlier as well as in the context of the

2

Its goal is to create favourable conditions

continuing liquidity surplus in the banking sec-

for the long-term development of the crowd-

tor. During the year, the total debt on special

funding market, stimulate development of SME

instruments dropped by 18% to ₽235 billion.

financing, and strengthen protection of rights

In this environment, the Bank of Russia con-

of lenders and retail investors.

tinued to pursue a strategy aimed at ceasing

Voluntary testing of regulation principles
for the crowdfunding market involved ten ma-

to use the special instruments and did not
increase limits on them in 2018.

jor market players. Tested regulatory require-

In 2018, as part of implementing its concept

ments did not go beyond the scope of the

of incentive-based regulation and making lend-

applicable laws of the Russian Federation and

ing to SMEs more attractive for banks, the Bank

were aimed at improving the risk management

of Russia amended its Regulation No. 590‑P,

framework, enhancing the procedures for the

dated 28 June 2017, ‘On the Procedure for

disclosure of information about the activities

Making Loss Provisions by Credit Institutions

of platforms and their implemented projects,

for Loans, Loan and Similar Debts’.3 These

dividing participants into groups depending

amendments expanded the use of preferential

on qualification, improving regulations aimed

approaches in calculating provisions for pos-

at eliminating conflicts of interest, ensuring

sible losses on loans to SMEs, which will help

the awareness and acceptance of investment

banks reduce their operating costs in lending

risks by platform participants, and streamlining

to SMEs.

1
Based on reports processed as of 1 March 2019. It should be noted that given the voluntary nature of reporting some sites involved
in monitoring had not provided their reports by the above date.
2

Decree of the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation No. 4031‑7 GD, dated 22 May 2018.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4874‑U, dated 26 July 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 590‑P, Dated 28 June
2017, ‘On the Procedure for Making Loss Provisions by Credit Institutions for Loans, Loan and Similar Debts’ entered into force on
19 October 2018.
3
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Opportunities for SMEs to attract financing were expanded substantially.
SME funds with credit institutions are now insured in the amount
of ₽1.4 million
It raised the threshold for SME loans that
may be included in the homogeneous loan

finance organisations established under the
state SME support programme.

portfolio from 0.5% to 1.5% of the capital of

The amendments to certain legislative acts

banks with a basic licence. It also increased,

of the Russian Federation came into effect on

from ₽5 million to ₽10 million, the threshold

1 January 20194 to better protect the funds held

value of SME loans which may be included in

by small enterprises on bank deposits. These

the portfolio of homogenous loans for borrow-

amendments extended the deposit insurance

ers with an average financial standing.

system to small enterprises with the same in-

Independent guarantees and sureties issued
by JSC RSMB Corporation may be qualified as
quality category I collateral, subject to their
compliance with statutory ratios.

surance limit as for households and individual
entrepreneurs (₽1.4 million).
In September 2018, the Bank of Russia
approved a roadmap for the development of

For all banks, the list of sources of informa-

SME financing in 2019—2021 (hereinafter, the

tion used to analyse the financial position of

Roadmap).5 Its main areas included the deve

SME borrowers was supplemented with infor-

lopment of lending to SMEs by enhancing the

mation on their cash flows, information from

incentive-based regulation of banks as well as

credit history bureaus and the official websites

improving SME access to financial resources

of federal authorities.

by developing alternative sources of financing,

When calculating the required ratios, the

such as stock market instruments, leasing,

reduced risk ratio of 75%, which had been

factoring, and microfinance. The Roadmap aims

used for small enterprises, was also extended

at better financial inclusion for SMEs, including

to medium-sized enterprises.1 In addition, for

by implementing the ‘digital client’ concept in

an SME borrower (a group of related borro

the online segment. It will make it possible for

wers) to be eligible for using the reduced risk

certain aspects of interaction between SME

ratio of 75%, its maximum amount of expo-

clients and banks to be conducted online,

sure was raised from ₽60 million to ₽70 mil

thereby speeding up the service.

lion.2

Based on the approved standards for secu-

For microfinance organisations specialising

ritisation of SME loan portfolios developed by

in entrepreneurial financing, the maximum

JSC RSMB Corporation and JSC SMP Bank with

amount of microloans was increased to ₽5 mil

the advisory support of the Bank of Russia, two

lion3 to expand the opportunities of SMEs

securitisation transactions were carried out in

to raise funds. This level was raised due to a

2018 Q4, including one transaction using the

steady SME demand for microloans of micro-

multi-originator platform.6

Introduced by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4635‑U, dated 6 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 180‑I,
dated 28 June 2017, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’, effective from 27 January 2018.
1

Introduced by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4899‑U, dated 3 September 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 180‑I,
dated 28 June 2017, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’, effective from 8 October 2018.
2

Federal Law No. 537‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Development of Small and Medium-sized
Businesses in the Russian Federation’ and Article 12 of the Federal Law ‘On Microfinance and Microfinance Organisations’ (in terms
of expanding the opportunities for small- and medium-sized enterprises to attract affordable financing).
3

Federal Law No. 322‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian
Banks’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
4

5

Posted on 10 October 2018 in the ‘News and Comments’ section on the Bank of Russia’s website.

6

Multi-originator securitisation platform implies the simultaneous securitisation of portfolios held by more than one bank.
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Home insurance

(IN TERMS OF DEVELOPING ELECTRONIC

In 2018, a law3 developed with the parti

INSURANCE AND SOCIALLY IMPORTANT

cipation of the Bank of Russia was adopted

TYPES OF INSURANCE)

to streamline the mechanism of assistance
to individuals for the restoration (acquisition)

Developing electronic insurance

of property lost as a result of emergency

The Ministry of Finance of Russia together

situations, including through the use of the

with the Bank of Russia finalised and submitted

insurance mechanism. The law grants the

to the Government of the Russian Federation

authorities of the constituent territories of

a draft law allowing insurance agents and in-

the Russian Federation the right to develop,

surance brokers to provide services related to

approve and implement programmes to orga-

conclusion of electronic insurance agreements.

nise compensation for individuals for damage

Adoption of this law will improve availability of

to residential premises using the voluntary

insurance services, including for persons with

insurance mechanism. The law is aimed at

disabilities.

increasing economic interest of individuals

1

and insurance companies in entering into conMonitoring prevention of discriminatory

tracts for the insurance of residential prem-

terms in insurance rules

ises and reducing the budget expenditure of

At the initiative of the Bank of Russia, the

the budgetary system for the restoration of

All-Russian Insurance Association (ARIA), which

residential premises damaged as a result of

unites all insurance companies, reviewed rules

emergency situations.

and agreements of personal insurance to identify terms that restrict the rights of socially
vulnerable categories of persons.

Agricultural insurance
In 2018, a law4 developed with the partici

The findings of this review were considered

pation of the Bank of Russia was adopted to

by ARIA in developing the basic standard for

increase the interest of agricultural producers in

the protection of the rights and interests

insurance by providing parties to the contract

of individuals and legal entities who receive

the option to choose the terms of insurance,

financial services provided by members of

including the expansion of its basic parameters,

self-regulatory organisations uniting insurance

as well as the use of remote monitoring tools.

2

companies (hereinafter, the Basic Standard).

Given the social importance of such in-

Clause 3.2.3 of the Basic Standard prohibits

surance, the law expands the powers of the

discrimination of the recipients of insurance

Bank of Russia to monitor the activities of the

services when they enter into an insurance

United All-Russian Association of Insurers in

agreement.

the area of agricultural insurance (establishing

Insurance companies were obligated to
bring their activities in compliance with the

the forms and periods for providing information
on compensation payments).

requirements of the Basic Standard by 7 May
2019. The regulator sent a letter to ARIA on

Developer civil liability insurance

the need to monitor the compliance of insu

In 2018, a law5 developed with the partici

rance companies with the requirements of the

pation of the Bank of Russia was adopted to

Basic Standard.

change the way of ensuring the performance

1
Draft Federal Law ‘On Amending the Law of the Russian Federation ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business in the Russian
Federation’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
2

Posted on 10 August 2018 in the ‘News and Comments’ section on the Bank of Russia’s website.

3

Federal Law No. 320‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation’.

Federal Law No. 563‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Government Support for Agricultural Insurance
and On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Agricultural Sector Development’.
4

Federal Law No. 478‑FZ, dated 25 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal law ‘On Participating in Shared-equity Construction
of Apartment Houses and Other Real Estate and On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ and Certain Laws of the
Russian Federation’.
5
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of developer’s obligations to equity construc-

dividual rates for vehicle owners based on their

tion participants under equity construction

experience and quality of driving.

contracts submitted for state registration from

As a first step toward these measures, the

25 December 2018. Under this law, instead

Bank of Russia adopted an ordinance1 providing

of entering into an insurance agreement, the

for more flexible approaches to determining the

developer pays mandatory deductions (con-

amount of the insurance premium.

tributions) to the compensation fund of the

The ordinance sets new values for basic

public company ‘Fund for the Protection of the

insurance rates, which significantly extend the

Rights of Individual Shared-equity Construction

‘rate corridor’, introduces changes in the coef-

Participants’.

ficient system depending on the age and driving experience of the driver, and increases the

Transition to individual CMTPLI rates

number of rate categories. In addition, changes

In 2018, the Bank of Russia developed a

to the system of assigning the coefficient de-

set of measures aimed at improving CMTPLI

pending on whether insurance compensation

rate-setting procedure by transitioning to in-

was paid in the previous period were introduced.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5000‑U, dated 4 December 2018, ‘On Limiting Basic Insurance Tariffs (Their Minimum and Maximum
Values in Rubles) and Insurance Tariff Ratios, on the Requirements for Insurance Tariff Structure, and on the Procedure for Insurers
to Use Them for Calculating Insurance Premium under the Contract of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’.
1
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2.3.4. IMPROVING CORPORATE RELATIONS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to work

rate relations was the adoption of a federal

on improving the investment attractiveness of

law3 aimed at streamlining the requirements

Russian public companies, which is one of the

for disclosure of information by issuers of

priority areas in the development of the Rus-

issue-grade securities. The law clarified the

sian financial market. The Bank of Russia made

grounds for the obligation to disclose in-

further efforts to improve corporate legislation,

formation. The Bank of Russia was allowed

develop the practice of applying the federal

to establish differentiated requirements for

laws governing corporate relations, and protect

disclosure of information in the form of is-

the rights of shareholders and investors.

suer’s report and notice of material facts.

1

Enshrining in law of rules aimed at strength-

Requirements may vary depending on the

ening the role of the board of directors in the

class, category (type) of securities, inclusion

corporate governance system of companies

of securities in the quotation list or admis-

and increasing their internal efficiency played

sion of securities to trading without their

a key role in regulation of corporate relations.

inclusion in the quotation list, core activity

This included:

of the issuer, and on whether the issuer is a

2

– granting the board of directors the right to

small- or medium-sized enterprise.

nominate candidates for election to the new

To stimulate transfer of foreign compa-

board of directors to form an effective, profes-

nies to the Russian jurisdiction, the Bank of

sional and balanced board of directors capable

Russia participated in elaboration of a federal

of making objective and independent judge-

law aimed at redomiciliation4 of international

ments and adopting decisions in the interests

companies to special administrative regions.5

of the company and its shareholders, ensuring

The introduced regulation clarifies the pro-

the continuity of the board of directors;

cedure for applying the requirements of the

– eliminating obstacles to the effective im-

Russian law, foreign corporate law and rules

plementation by the board of directors of

of foreign exchanges to international com-

its functions to monitor the implementation

panies and preserves the existing rights of

of the development strategy and actions

foreign company shareholders in the process

of company’s management, which involves

of redomiciliation.

nominating executive bodies by the board
of directors;

To establish a clear, consistent and adequate mechanism for acquisition of large blocks

– forming an audit committee within the board

of shares in public joint-stock companies en-

of directors of the public company for the

suring a balance of interests of participants

preliminary review of issues related to moni

in relevant relations, the Bank of Russia and

toring financial and economic activities, or-

the Ministry of Finance of Russia jointly im-

ganising the risk management and internal

plemented measures to improve the relevant

control framework as well as the internal

regulation. After the State Duma rejected the

audit in the public joint-stock company.

draft federal law scheduled for consideration

Another significant measure implemented

in the second reading, the work in this area

in the reporting year in regulation of corpo-

continued as part of preparing a new draft law.6

1
The Guidelines for the Development of the Russian Financial Market in 2016—2018 were approved by the Bank of Russia Board of
Directors on 26 May 2016.
2

Federal Law No. 209‑FZ, dated 19 July 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Joint-stock Companies’.

Federal Law of No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’.
3

4

Changing of the company’s jurisdiction.

5

Federal Law No. 485‑FZ, dated 25.12.2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the Russian Federation’.

Draft Federal Law ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Joint-stock Companies’ and Certain Other Laws of the Russian Federation’ (as
regards improvement of the legal regulation of the purchase of large blocks of shares of public joint-stock companies).

6
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Russia published a fresh version of the Review

The role of the board of directors
in the corporate governance
of public companies
was strengthened

of Corporate Governance in Russian Public
Companies on its website.
In 2017, a growing adoption of the Code’s
principles and recommendations by joint-stock
companies was observed, albeit at a slower

This measure is planned for implementation as

pace than in 2016. Compared to 2015, the

part of a unified roadmap on Business Climate

share of companies that implemented more

Transformation.1

than 75% of the Code’s principles increased

In the reporting year, in order to implement

by 26 pp in 2017 (by 6 pp compared to 2016),

disclosure of information by issuers based on

and the number of companies that complied

a single-window mechanism and enable simul-

with less than 50% of the Code’s principles fell

taneous submission of identical information on

more than threefold. The quality of explanations

corporate actions to the central depository, the

provided by companies for deviations from the

Bank of Russia adopted regulations2 aimed at

Code’s principles has improved. In 2017, the

enabling introduction of an agent-based sin-

average quality level of explanations was 53%,

gle-window system.

which is 14 pp higher than in 2016 and 20 pp

Based on amendments to legislation and

higher than in 2015.

given evolution of information technologies,

The Bank of Russia continued to communi-

the Bank of Russia adopted a regulation3 es-

cate with public companies and provide them

tablishing additional requirements for the pro-

with methodological support to implement the

cedure for preparing, convening and holding

Code’s principles, to prepare explanations of

a general meeting of shareholders to facili-

the reasons for the inadequate quality of com-

tate the exercise of rights by shareholders.

pliance with the principles of the Code, and

The regulation establishes the specifics of

to selectively check reliability of information

participation of shareholders whose shares are

disclosed by joint-stock companies in their

held by nominee holders on their behalf in the

reports on compliance with the principles of

general meeting of shareholders, the specifics

the Code.

of online voting, and the procedure for the joint
exercise of rights by shareholders.

Throughout 2018, the Bank of Russia considered a total of over 1,800 queries of indi-

As part of its efforts to improve corporate

viduals and legal entities, state authorities and

governance, the Bank of Russia continued

other entities on corporate relations and infor-

to stimulate public joint-stock companies to

mation disclosure. It reviewed 538 packages of

comply with the Corporate Governance Code

4

documents as part of state oversight of the ac-

(hereinafter, the Code) and to properly disclose

quisition of large blocks of shares. The regulator

the causes for deviations from practices rec-

considered 305 applications on the release of

ommended by the Code in their annual reports.

issuers from the duty to disclose information.

On 4 December 2018, following the review of

In the course of the current supervision of cor-

2017 annual reports released by companies

porate relations and information disclosure, the

whose shares are included in the quotation

Bank of Russia issued over 5,500 orders and

lists of the Moscow Exchange, the Bank of

identified over 3,000 administrative offences.

1

Russian Government Directive No. 20‑r, dated 17 January 2019, ‘On the Approval of an Action Plan on Business Climate Transformation’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4803‑U, dated 25 May 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 454‑P, Dated 30 December
2014, ‘On Disclosing Information by Securities Issuers’ and Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4804‑U, dated 25 May 2018, ‘On Amending
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 546‑P, Dated 1 June 2016, ‘On the List of Information Associated with the Exercise of Securities Rights
and Provided by Issuers to the Central Depository, the Procedure and Timeframes for Its Provision, and on the Requirements for the
Procedure for the Central Depository to Give Access to Such Information’.
2

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 660‑P, dated 16 November 2018, ‘On General Meetings of Shareholders’, which came into force on
25 January 2019.
3

Approved by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors on 21 March 2014 and recommended for use by joint-stock companies with
securities admitted to organised trading by Bank of Russia Letter No. 06‑52/2463, dated 10 April 2014.
4
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2.3.5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE BOND MARKET
Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December

governing the procedure for admission of is-

2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the

sue-grade securities to the financial market are

Securities Market’ and Certain Laws of the

to be brought in line with them.

Russian Federation with Regard to Improving

More detailed information on provisions of

the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’

the law is provided in Subsection 2.2.3.7 ‘Fi-

aimed, among other things, at simplifying the

nancial instruments’.

procedure of and reducing the time required

In addition, in 2018, the Bank of Rus-

for bonds issuance was developed with the

sia amended its regulation 1 governing the

participation of the Bank of Russia and adopted

procedure of submitting a notification (with

in December 2018. The key provisions of the

information on the representative of bond

law will enter into force on 1 January 2020,

holders) and improving the above-mentioned

and during 2019 Bank of Russia regulations

procedure.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4818‑U, dated 9 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 439‑P, Dated 29 October
2014, ‘On the Procedure for the Inclusion of Persons into a List of Persons Representing Bond Owners and Exclusion Therefrom,
Procedure for Informing Bond Owners by their Representative and Providing a Notice on the Representative of Bond Owners, and
Requirements for its Form and Contents’ (entered into force on 19 August 2018).
1
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2.4. Development of the national
payment system
2.4.1. CASH CIRCULATION MANAGEMENT
A continuous supply of banknotes and coins for

banknotes accounted for 8.6% and coins — for

payment turnover while reducing the costs of

91.4%.

cash circulation and minimising risks are among
the key objectives of the Bank of Russia.

In 2018, the number of banknotes increased
by 0.1 billion pieces, and the number of coins

A wider use of non-cash payment instruments had an impact on the decline in the

(excluding coins made of precious metals) increased by 1.3 billion pieces.

share of cash payments in the total turnover

In the note structure of cash in circulation,

of retail trade, public catering and paid services

the share of ₽2,000 banknotes expanded from

from 52.6% in 2017 to 44.4% in 2018.

0.3% to 4.4% in the reporting period. At the

In the reporting year, cash in circulation

same time, the shares of ₽1,000 banknotes and

increased (including cash in cash offices at

₽500 banknotes both contracted (from 20.4%

Bank of Russia establishments) by ₽775.2 bil

to 16.3% and from 3.2% to 2.6% respectively).

lion (by 8.1% vs 2017), including banknotes in

The respective shares of ₽5,000, ₽200, ₽100,

the amount of ₽768.5 billion and coins in the

₽50, ₽10, and ₽5 banknotes essentially re-

amount of ₽6.7 billion.

mained at 2017 levels.

1

As of 31 December 2018, there was

In 2018, ₽10 banknotes were replaced with

₽10,323.2 billion worth of Bank of Russia token

coins with the same face value, and the number

money in circulation, including coins made of

of such coins increased by 7.3%.

precious metals, of which ₽10,220.4 billion were

The Bank of Russia monitored cash turnover

banknotes (6.3 billion pieces), ₽102.4 billion

and examined its structure, analysing the note

were coins (66.9 billion pieces), and ₽0.4 billion

structure of cash in circulation and the reserves

were coins made of precious metals. Banknotes

of Bank of Russia units to make sure that it

accounted for 99.0% of the total value of

matched the needs of payment turnover.

cash in circulation, and coins accounted for

In 2018, cash turnover through the cash desks

1.0%. In the total number of cash in circulation

of Bank of Russia establishments and credit insti-

CASH IN CIRCULATION
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Chart 39
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An increase in the amount of Bank of Russia token money, including coins made of precious metals, based on balance-sheet data.
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tutions did not change compared to the previous

Russian Federation, withdrawn from circulation

year and amounted to ₽100.0 trillion.

and handed over to law-enforcement agencies;

In 2018, the Bank of Russia improved its regu-

which is 15.0% less than in 2017. The number of

lations related to the organisation of cash circula-

counterfeit ₽1,000 banknotes decreased from

tion, cash issuance and other cash operations as

17,218 in 2017 to 9,310 in 2018; the number of

well as the storage, transportation and collection

counterfeit ₽5,000 banknotes increased from

of cash based on changes in the economy and

26,948 in 2017 to 27,763 in 2018.

legislation of the Russian Federation and technology used for handling banknotes and coins.

The share of counterfeit ₽1,000 banknotes
in the total number of counterfeit banknotes

As of 1 January 2019, Bank of Russia divi-

was 24.2% in 2018 (38.0% in 2017). The share

sions provided cash services to 3,904 credit

of counterfeit ₽5,000 banknotes increased by

institutions and their units as well as 7,613

12.6 pp to 72.1%.

non-credit institutions. In 2018, the number

The largest number of counterfeit token

of credit institutions and their divisions that

money was detected in the Central Federal

used the cash services of Bank of Russia es-

District.

tablishments decreased by 787 as a result

The share of counterfeit Bank of Russia to-

of structural changes in the banking sector.

ken money identified by credit institutions con-

The number of non-credit institutions using the

tracted by 2 pp compared with 2017 to 35.6%

cash services of Bank of Russia establishments

of the total number of detected forgeries.

decreased by 990 due to the closing of bank

In 2018, Bank of Russia establishments

accounts in Bank of Russia regional branches.

and credit institutions identified 2,579 coun-

The Bank of Russia continued to optimise

terfeit banknotes of foreign countries (groups

the number of its cash desk divisions and num-

of foreign countries) and delivered them to

ber of employees involved in the organisation

law-enforcement agencies; this is 0.4% less

of cash circulation.

than in 2017.

In 2018, Bank of Russia establishments

In 2018, the Bank of Russia introduced a

carried out 0.95 million expert assessments

commemorative ₽100 banknote dedicated to

of Bank of Russia token money, including

2018 FIFA World Cup. The banknote was made

0.47 million expert assessments of suspicious

on a polymeric medium.

token money and 0.48 million control assess-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued into cir-

ments of the accuracy with which banknote

culation 44 kinds of precious metal coins (four

and coin were exchanged. In the reporting

gold and 40 silver coins) and eight kinds of com-

year, 38,504 counterfeit banknotes and coins

memorative base metal coins, including one coin

were detected in the banking system of the

with coloured paintwork in souvenir packaging.

DETECTION OF COUNTERFEIT BANK OF RUSSIA
NOTES AND COINS (PIECES)

DETECTION OF COUNTERFEIT
FOREIGN BANKNOTES (PIECES)
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2.4.2. DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL PAYMENT INSTRUMENTS
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to devel-

gions, including by recipients of social benefits.

op the National Payment Card System (NPCS).

Another implemented service enabled making

Priority in this area was promotion of the na-

direct payments from the Social Insurance

tional payment instrument, Mir cards. As of

Fund of the Russian Federation to Mir cards of

year-end 2018, 322 credit institutions partici-

insured persons in 50 Russian regions.

pated in the Mir payment system, of which 304

As part of development of promising pay-

accepted the national payment instruments in

ment products and NPCS services, Mir Pay, a

their infrastructure and 160 credit institutions

contactless mobile payment service developed

issued them.

by JSC NPCS, was brought into commercial

In 2018, Mir cards issued by credit institu-

operation. Major banks participating in the Mir

tions accounted for 19.2% of all cards issued

payment system were connected to Samsung

in Russia. At the same time, the efficiency of

Pay to ensure its availability to the holders of

their use rose: the target set for the share of

national payment instruments.

domestic transactions with Mir cards in the

Several projects were implemented to

total value of transactions with payment cards

launch co-branded products with Mir cards,

was exceeded, reaching 14.5% at the end of the

and individual marketing campaigns were held

reporting year compared to the planned 12%.

together with major Russian credit institutions

Compared to 2017, the number of transactions

to promote national payment instruments in

with Mir cards spiked more than sixfold, while

the domestic market. Major credit institutions

the value of transactions increased by more

and more than 50 federal online stores deliver-

than five times (to 5.4 billion transactions for

ing goods across key Russian regions joined the

the total amount of ₽11.1 trillion). The share of

loyalty programme (cashback service) of the Mir

cashless operations in the total number and

payment system to boost the attractiveness

value of operations with Mir cards reached

of national payment instruments. An adver-

85.7% and 55.6% respectively, and cash

tising campaign involving more than 80 retail

with-drawal operations amounted to 14.3%

and service companies, including large federal

and 44.4% respectively.

chains, was held across Russia to promote the

In 2018, in accordance with the Russian

Mir payment system loyalty programme.

laws, the Bank of Russia and NPCS JSC jointly

To further promote Mir cards outside the

with state executive authorities transitioned

Russian Federation, their acceptance was en-

budget sector employees to Mir cards.

sured in South Ossetia, Abkhazia, Kyrgyzstan,

In the reporting year, projects for placing
non-finance applications on Mir cards were

Kazakhstan, and Belarus. In 2018, the first Mir
card transactions were conducted in Turkey.

implemented mostly in Khabarovsk and Krasno-

Cooperation with other countries (Tajikistan,

dar Territories, Sverdlovsk, Rostov and Moscow

Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Vietnam, and Thailand)

Regions. In particular, this included the ability

was conducted to ensure acceptance of Mir

to pay for public transit with a Mir card in 34 re-

cards on their soil.
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2.4.3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA PAYMENT SYSTEM
In 2018, the Bank of Russia payment system

banks) ensuring equal conditions for partici-

was used to make 1.6 billion funds transfers for

pating banks and minimum rates. The second

the total amount of ₽1,715.1 trillion (increasing

stage scheduled for launch in 2019 H2 will

by 4.1% and 19.0% respectively). On average,

support payments to legal entities for goods

6.4 million daily transfers were made worth

and services and will include payments using

₽6.9 trillion.

QR codes.

In 2018, the number of customers served by

The Unified Centralised Payment Gateway

the Bank of Russia declined by 21.8% to 2,011

(transport gateway), which implemented vari-

as of 1 January 2019. This was the result of

ous connection schemes to ensure high avail-

measures implemented by the Bank of Russia

ability and reliability of connection to the Bank

for the financial rehabilitation of the banking

of Russia payment system for its participants,

sector as well as measures taken by credit

was put into operation to improve efficiency of

institutions to streamline their own branch

payment and financial messaging with the cus-

networks.

tomers of the Bank of Russia. Critical payment

In 2018, as part of its activities to establish

traffic was segregated into a separate thread

new payment services, the Bank of Russia

and fully centralised at a single point bypassing

centralised the processing of information from

regional transportation hubs and infrastructure

all regional components of the Bank of Russia

components of the Bank of Russia telecommu-

payment system and implemented the transi-

nications system.

1

tion of Bank of Russia divisions and customers

In accordance with the Bank of Russia set-

to new payment services centralised within a

tlement network optimisation programme, 35

single platform. These services ensure a high

cash settlement centres were shut down in

level of continuity, provide a single extend-

2018 (32.1% of the total number of centres

ed work schedule, new liquidity management

operating as of the beginning of the year).

mechanisms, and indirect participation in the
Bank of Russia payment system.

In 2018, the number of users of the Bank
of Russia financial messaging system (FMS)
increased to 403 participants. FMS users sent
5.4 million messages, or twice as many as in

Faster Payments System
was established

2017. In 2018, 85% of SWIFT electronic messages were submitted in MT103 format ‘Single
Customer Credit Transfer’ (4.6 million messages).

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued amend-

As part of FMS development in 2018, the

ments to its regulations ensuring the imple-

Bank of Russia ensured its readiness to con-

mentation of the project to establish the Faster

nect foreign credit institutions to FMS as well

Payments System (FPS) and approved and

as complete legal, technical and technological

published rates for FPS services.

readiness to implement both 24/7 receipt of

The designed and tested FPS is set to

messages from FMS participants and a new

launch in 2019. It will enable individuals to

format of electronic specialised financial mes-

make instant 24/7 funds transfers using a

sages related to treasury’s guarantees on bank

mobile phone number (even if the payer and

obligations under public contracts starting

the recipient have accounts with different

January 2019.

1

In accordance with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 595‑P, dated 6 July 2017, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’.
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2.4.4. DEVELOPMENT OF OTHER PAYMENT SYSTEMS
In 2018, the amount of funds transfers within

system operators subject to further the Bank

the payment systems included in the register

of Russia’s approval.

of payment system operators (excluding NSD

To disclose information on its NPS monito

PS) increased by 40% compared to 2017 and

ring activities, the Bank of Russia published the

reached ₽35 trillion.

Results of Monitoring in the National Payment

41.2% of the total transfers in the payment

System in 2016—2018, which include gene

systems were transfers made via the socially

ral results of Bank of Russia activities in the

important Sberbank payment system.

monitoring of the NPS, including evaluation of

In accordance with Federal Law No. 161‑FZ,

important payment systems for their compli-

in the course of supervision of systemically and

ance with international standards, as well as

socially important payment systems, second

information on the key indicators and trends

stage assessments of the conformity of the

in the development of NPS and its individual

systemically important NSD payment system

entities, key changes in NPS regulation during

and socially important Sberbank and Mastercard

this period and international cooperation in the

payment systems to the international standard

area of NPS monitoring and supervision.

of the Committee on Payments and Market

In 2018, as part of international cooperation

Infrastructures and the International Organisa-

in the area of NPS monitoring and supervision,

tion of Securities Commissions ‘Principles for

the Bank of Russia signed a Memorandum of

Financial Market Infrastructures’ (hereinafter,

Understanding with the State Bank of Vietnam

the PFMI) were completed. In addition, the so-

on information exchange and collaboration in

cially important Visa payment system was also

the supervision (oversight) of payment sys-

assessed for compliance with the PFMI. The re-

tems. The efforts aimed at sharing the ex-

sults of the evaluations confirmed a high level of

perience and streamlining approaches in the

the payment systems’ conformity to the PFMI.

area of regulation, supervision and monito

Based on the results of these evaluations,

ring of payment systems under the bilateral

the Bank of Russia issued recommendations

agreements on payment system supervision/

to payment system operators to improve their

monitoring signed by the Bank of Russia and

activities in the Russian Federation to be in-

the central (national) banks of EAEU member

cluded in action plans developed by payment

states were continued.
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2.5. Technology development
and innovation support
in the financial market
2.5.1. DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Federal Law No. 327‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018,

financial services into the digital sphere. It will

‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Credit His-

help improve financial inclusion, boost compe-

tories’ was developed and adopted with the

tition, and lower costs in the financial market.

participation of the Bank of Russia. This Federal

In April 2018, the Bank of Russia approved

Law stipulates the right of credit history ow

the operating principles of the Bank of Russia

ners to receive twice a year on a no-fee basis a

regulatory sandbox, the main goal of which

credit report in each CHB, including remotely in

was to create a mechanism for the quick and

the electronic format, and to sign their consent

safe implementation of innovative products,

to receipt of credit reports by credit history

services and technology in the Russian finan-

users through the Unified System of Identifica-

cial market.

tion and Authentication (USIA). This mechanism

The regulatory sandbox enables verification

enables remote lending to customers who pass

of hypotheses on the positive effects of the

remote identification in banks using USIA and

use of financial services and technology, the

the Unified Biometric System (these standards

identification of relevant risks and the deter-

are already in effect).

mination of measures needed to create the

The mechanism of biometric remote iden-

legal and technological conditions for their

tification was launched on 30 June 2018.

implementation. The Regulatory Platform sec-

Registration in the Unified Biometric System

tion of the Bank of Russia website includes

that stores and processes biometric data for

general information on its activities and the

remote identification is available in more than

pilot project application form and procedure

3,250 offices of 61 banks and outside banks

for submitting it to the Bank of Russia. For the

in all Russian constituent territories (by cou-

purpose of expert support of activities held in

rier). After remote identification, customers

the regulatory sandbox, the Expert Council of

can receive remote banking services (such as

Financial Market Participants and the Interde-

opening accounts/deposits, obtaining loans

partmental Expert Council were established.

and transferring funds).

In 2018, the Bank of Russia received more

Five banks started providing bank services

than 20 applications for participation in the

with the use of remote identification, among

sandbox from banks, fintech and other compa-

other things, with the use of an Android-based

nies. Successfully implemented projects include:

mobile application for remote identification

– the pilot project for the online management

through a smartphone. The iOS mobile app is

of authorities over corporate bank accounts.

available for banks for testing purposes.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 5035‑U, dat-

Implementing remote identification is one of

ed 28 December 2018, aimed at establishing

key objectives aimed at shifting the provision of

legal conditions for the market implemen-

The remote biometric identification mechanism was launched
to provide remote banking services
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tation of the service, entered into force on

and legal entities and providing services to

15 February 2019;

them, including funds transfers;

– the pilot project for holding ICOs based on

– use the information received from commu-

distributed ledger technology. The Bank

nications operators for the identification

of Russia Committee for Financial Market

of individuals when onboarding individuals

Development approved a roadmap for the

and legal entities and providing services to

creation of the appropriate legal conditions.

them.

The Bank of Russia continues to study and

Within the framework of creating the Faster

analyse innovative technology in the finan

Payments System (FPS),3 the Bank of Russia,

cial market. In 2018, the Bank of Russia pub-

NPCS and the FinTech Association completed

lished on its website two consultation papers,

testing of the prototype system joined by

‘RegTech and SupTech Issues and Trends in

12 banks.

Russia’s Financial Market’ and ‘Application of

The amendments introduced to the regu-

Cloud Technologies in the Financial Market’, as

lations and other acts of the Bank of Russia

well as analytical reviews in the area of fintech.

ensured the implementation of the project to

On 17—19 October 2018, the regular Forum

establish FPS service in the Bank of Russia

of Innovative Financial Technology Finopolis

payment system, the rates for FPS services

2018 was held in Sochi and attended by more

were approved and published and information

than 1,400 top managers from major financial

and consulting seminars were held on issues

companies and IT developers. In particular, the

of FPS functioning.

Forum focused on its Youth Day, which included

FPS allows making real-time payments and

six workshops, eight master classes and the

funds transfers 24/7/365 between individuals

review of business cases (presented by Forum

and, in the future, to legal entities for goods

partners) by teams of Russian students. In ad-

and services within the established limits

dition, there was a fintech startups competition

by using simple and convenient identifiers

which resulted in four winners.

of the payment recipient (such as mobile

Draft laws aimed at regulating relations
arising from the creation, issuance, storage

phone numbers for individuals and INN for
legal entities).

and circulation of digital financial assets were

Introduction of the FPS will improve finan-

prepared with participation of the Bank of

cial inclusion for households, among other

Russia and adopted in the first reading1 to

things, in remote regions, boost competition

implement the instructions of the President

in the financial market, and help reduce costs

of the Russian Federation No. Pr‑2132, dated

of its participants.

21 October 2017, and the ‘Digital Economy of
Russia’ programme.

The following pilot projects are implemented
on the masterchain platform developed by the

A draft law2 aimed at establishing the Uni-

Bank of Russia together with financial market

fied Information System for the Verification of

participants under the auspices of the FinTech

Individual Subscribers and Users of Communi-

Association:

cations Services of Corporate Subscribers was

– e‑mortgage accounting — the project pro-

submitted to the State Duma to allow financial

vides for accounting and storage of e‑mort-

institutions to:

gages in a decentralised depositary system

– ensure the countering of fraud in the financial market when onboarding individuals

(the first mortgage deal with an e‑mortgage
was closed on September 2018);

Draft Federal Law ‘On Digital Financial Assets’ (prepared by the Ministry of Finance of Russia together with the Bank of Russia),
draft Federal Laws ‘On Amending Part One, Part Two and Part Four of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation’ and ‘On Attracting
Investments Using Investment Platforms’.
1

2
Draft Federal Law ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and
the Financing of Terrorism’ and Other Laws of the Russian Federation’.

For details on the functioning of the Faster Payment System, see Subsection 2.4.3 ‘Development of the Bank of Russia payment
system’.
3
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– operations with digital bank guarantees

systems, improve customer experience in com-

(first pilot transactions were closed in De-

mercial and public services, reduce their cost

cember 2018);

and raise quality.

– trade financing with the use of digital letters

In November 2018, a meeting of the Work-

of credit.

ing Group on Coordination of National Pay-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia issued the or-

ment Systems of EAEU Member States, which

dinances regulating opening and management

brings together the central/national banks of

1

of accounts to register and store e‑mortgages

EAEU member states, discussed the results of

and the specifics of electronic submission and

its activities in 2018, which included preparing

verification of documents involving the use of

a list of fintech concepts to be harmonised

information systems in settlements on digital

across the EAEU, defining the approaches

letters of credit.

to implementation of cross-border remote

2

The Bank of Russia initiated and coordinat-

identification, preparing proposals for the de-

ed activities to establish a marketplace system.

velopment of open APIs, and defining the ap-

It will include a platform for the sale of financial

proaches to implementation of the system of

services and products, which will allow individ-

bank guarantee registration across the EAEU.

uals to access the services of various financial

These activities also included approval of the

institutions through a single point of service,

following roadmaps for 2019: ‘Cooperation in

including the opening of deposits and funds

the Development of Financial Technologies’,

transfers. The draft laws regulating transactions

‘Faster Payments Systems’, ‘Cooperation in

using the electronic platform were submitted

Financial Messaging and Settlements’, ‘Dig-

to the State Duma.3

ital Letters of Credit, Bank Guarantees and

The Bank of Russia together with the Mi

Mortgage Certificates’, ‘National Payment Card

nistry of Digital Development, Communications

Systems’, ‘Implementation of ISO 20022’, and

and Mass Media and PJSC Rostelecom worked

‘Cyber Security’.

out a concept and architecture for developing a

A concept was approved in March 2018

digital profile as part of the Digital Economy of

to establish a FinTech Hub of the Bank of

Russia programme. A draft federal law is being

Russia at the Mathematics and Informa-

developed on the creation of a digital profile.

tion Technology Laboratory of the Sirius

A digital profile provides for a convenient

Educational Centre (Sirius Centre) to host

and secure infrastructure for online data ex-

innovative projects for the benefit of market

change between the government and busi-

participants with the participation of Sirius

nesses to enable individuals to manage their

Centre students in such areas as big data,

digital data.

distributed ledger technology, and infor-

This infrastructure will help simplify companies’ access to data in public information

mation security. The work to establish the
FinTech Hub is continuing.

1
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4944‑U, dated 25 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 503‑P, Dated 13 November 2015, ‘On the Procedure for Depositories to Open and Manage Depo and Other Accounts’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4930‑U, dated 11 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 383‑P, Dated 19 June
2012, ‘On Funds Transfer Rules’.
2

Draft Federal Laws ‘On Electronic Platform Transactions’ and ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation Regarding
Electronic Platform Transactions’.
3
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2.5.2. DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC INTERACTION MECHANISMS
Since January 2018, interested banks can ob-

It also developed and implemented regulatory

tain electronic information on the results of

measures to support NFIs at the initial stage

provision of certain government and municipal

of their transition to the XBRL format. The reg-

services, including information from PFR, FTS,

ulator cooperated with the supervised entities

the Ministry of Internal Affairs, FBS and Ros-

to help them correct errors in the reports sub-

reestr information systems. The information is

mitted to the Bank of Russia.

provided through the Unified Portal of State

The Bank of Russia developed and posted

and Municipal Services (Functions) (UPSS) with

on its website a corrective version of the XBRL

the consent of customers expressed through

taxonomy (version 1.3.1) with updated con-

UPSS.

trol ratios and table layer visualisation, which

In November 2018, the Bank of Russia be-

simplifies the preparation of reporting data by

gan to interact with individuals through UPSS.

supervised entities and improves the quality of

The portal provides information from the Cen-

reports submitted to the Bank of Russia; it also

tral Catalogue of Credit Histories on which

developed and posted on its website the final

CHB stores the credit history of a particular

XBRL taxonomy (version 3.0). The version 3.0

individual.

of the taxonomy also includes supervisory

In 2018, the Bank of Russia established a

requirements covering new market segments

new procedure for communication with finan-

slated for a transition to XBRL format reporting

cial market participants and other parties on

in 2020.

various occasions with the use of personal

Together with the Ministry of Economic

accounts (PA) of information exchange par-

Development of Russia, other government

ticipants.

agencies and financial market participants, the

A personal account became an important

Bank of Russia is working to expand the list

means of exchange of legally important elec-

of information banks may obtain electronically

tronic documents, including confidential infor-

with the use of the Unified System of Inter-

mation, between market participants and the

departmental Electronic Collaboration (USIEC)

Bank of Russia, as it combined the interactions

and the UPSS. The draft Russian Government

of the Bank of Russia with all non-credit and

Directive that includes more than 20 types

credit financial institutions within a single tech-

of data agreed upon with the banking com-

nological platform.

munity has been introduced to the Russian

Transition to the interaction through per-

Government.

sonal accounts significantly increased the share

A draft law elaborated with the participa-

of electronic document workflow. The share of

tion of the Bank of Russia is aimed at creating

documents submitted by credit institutions

legal grounds and technological conditions for

through the personal accounts in 2018 reached

the storage and use of electronic documents.

68%; for NFIs, this figure reached 74%.

The draft law provides for replacement scan-

The Bank of Russia started accepting re-

ning, which converts paper-based documents

ports from supervised organisations (non-

into electronic files while preserving their va-

bank financial institutions) in the XBRL format.1

lidity, as well as the conversion and migration

The Bank of Russia launched a system for the

principles to ensure the safekeeping and format

automated verification of reports in accordance

continuity of electronic documents. The tran-

with the XBRL taxonomy and automated gen-

sition to electronic storage will significantly

eration of protocols for supervised entities.

reduce the costs of document workflow.

1

See Subsection 2.2.11 ‘Improving the accounting and accounting (financial) statements of financial institutions’.
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2.5.3. ENSURING INFORMATION SECURITY AND ENHANCING
CYBER RESILIENCE
Ensuring cyber resilience in credit and financial

For this purpose, information exchange

institutions is an important area of the Bank

was established between the Bank of Russia

of Russia’s activity.

and credit institutions on all incidents and/

The Bank of Russia makes efforts to ensure

or attempts of embezzlement through the

operations of the uniform system for counter-

Automated Incident Processing System (AIPS)

ing informational threats:

of the Financial Sector Computer Emergency

– by mitigating the risks of financial stability

Response Team of the Bank of Russia Informa-

breaches in banks and financial organisa

tion Security Department (FinCERT). The Bank

tions resulting from cyber-attacks on their

of Russia elaborated and approved Ordinance

information resources;

No. 4926‑U,2 which established the following:

– by mitigating the risks of direct financial

– a form for submitting information about

damage to customers and counterparties

all actual and/or attempted unauthorised

of banks and financial organisations asso-

funds transfers by information exchange

ciated with unauthorised financial trans-

participants;

actions, including unauthorised money
transfers;

– a procedure for information exchange between information exchange participants

– by ensuring confidence of customers and

and the Bank of Russia;

counterparties of banks and financial in-

– a procedure for countering unauthorised

stitutions in the security of implemented

funds transfers by information exchange

electronic technologies and services;

participants.

– by improving reliability of data on incidents

On 1 November 2018, the Bank of Russia in-

associated with violation of information

troduced its Standard STO BR FBOS‑1.5‑20183

security related to funds transfers.

which established the forms and terms of the

The Bank of Russia takes part in improve-

Bank of Russia’s cooperation with information

ment of Russian laws aimed at developing the

exchange participants to reveal violations of

legal framework for countering fraud in the

information security.

financial market and creating an automated

A database of actual and attempted unau-

system for countering misappropriation of

thorised funds transfers was created on the

funds in the financial market.

basis of FinCERT AIPS, which is used by funds

To ensure and monitor information security

transfer operators, payment system operators,

and counter informational threats in the finan-

and payments service infrastructures to reveal

cial sector, the Bank of Russia focused on the

operations bearing the evidence of unautho-

implementation of Federal Law No. 167‑FZ.

rised funds transfers.

1

A law on combating cyber fraud was adopted. All credit institutions
are required to identify and, if necessary, block transactions conducted
without the customer’s consent and participate in information exchange
with the Bank of Russia
1

Federal Law No. 167‑FZ, dated 27 June 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation for Countering Embezzlement’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4926‑U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On the Form and Procedure for Funds Transfer Operators, Payment
System Operators, and Payment Infrastructure Operators to Inform the Bank of Russia about All Actual and (or) Attempted Funds
Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent and Receive from the Bank of Russia’s Database Information about Actual and Attempted
Funds Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent, and on the Procedure for Funds Transfer Operators, Payment System Operators,
and Payment Infrastructure Operators to Counter Funds Transfers Without the Customer’s Consent’.
2

Bank of Russia Standard STO BR BFBO‑1.5‑2018 ‘Financial (Bank) Operation Security. Information Security Incident Management.
On the Forms and Terms for Cooperation Between the Bank of Russia and Information Exchange Participants When Violations of
Information Security Protection are Revealed’, enforced by Bank of Russia Order No. OD‑2403, dated 14 September 2018.
3
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cards was superseded by their slight increase.
In 2018, this indicator rose to 0.0018% or

In 2018 (starting from 26 September 2018)

₽0.018 per ₽1,000 of funds transfers (0.0021%

15,607 transactions made without customer’s

in 2016, 0.0016% in 2017). Overall, in the re-

consent were registered in FinCERT AIPS.

porting period, 416,900 unauthorised tran

FinCERT AIPS helped prevent the attempts

sactions with payment cards were performed

of hackers who gained access to credit in-

totalling ₽1,384.7 million (in 2017, 317,000

stitutions’ automated systems to steal their

transactions in the amount of ₽961.3 million

funds exceeding ₽131 million and the funds

respectively). As the number and value of cash-

of credit institutions’ customers exceeding

less payments is forecast to grow further, the

₽50 million.

Bank of Russia aims to hold the share of un-

To implement Part 14 of Article 14.1 of Fede
ral Law No. 149‑FZ,1 the Bank of Russia together

authorised transactions in total payment card
transactions below 0.005%.

with Rostelecom PJSC elaborated and approved

In 2018, credit institutions reported to the

joint Ordinance No. 4859‑U/01/01/782‑182

Bank of Russia 6,151 unauthorised corporate

aimed at:

account transactions worth ₽1.47 billion (in

– protection of human and civil rights when

2017, 841 transactions worth ₽1.57 billion).

processing biometric personal data for iden-

Whereas banks considerably increased the

tification purposes;

number of reports on unauthorised corpo-

– establishing the basis for requirements

rate account transactions (by a factor of 7.3),

for information technologies and technical

their value remained virtually unchanged. This

equipment used in processing biometric

trend and the rise in the share of unauthorised

personal data for identification purposes;

payment card transactions is attributed to an

– providing necessary protection of biometric

increase in the quality of data provided to the

personal data during their processing, in-

Bank of Russia, as well as a more serious ap-

cluding their collection and storage in the

proach of supervised entities to information

uniform information system of personal data

security. As a result, banks started to report not

that provides for biometric personal data

only major incidents but also less significant

processing, including their collection and

cyber-attacks.

storage, verification and transfer of informa-

Following 59 inspections that took place

tion on their conformity with the biometric

in credit and financial institutions after enact-

personal data provided by a Russian citizen

ment of new legislation (starting from 1 July

for identification.

2018), it was established that the violations

Implementation of these measures helped

of requirements for information security (IS)

increase the detection rate of unauthorised

were related to inadequate knowledge and

transactions, which led to adjustments in a

understanding of the regulatory framework

number of trends observed in the dynamics

on IS issues, insufficient responsibility of em-

of misappropriations over the past few years.

ployees in supervised entities with regard to

Thus, the decline in the share of unautho-

compliance with IS requirements, deficiencies

rised transactions observed in 2016—2017 in

in the organisation of internal audit and inter-

the total value of transactions with payment

nal controls on IS issues.

1

Federal Law No. 149‑FZ, dated 27 July 2006, ‘On Information, Information Technology and Information Protection’.

Ordinance of the Bank of Russia and Rostelecom PJSC No. 4859‑U/01/01/782‑18, dated 9 July 2018, ‘On the List of Security Threats
to Biometric Personal Data Processing, Including Collection and Storage, Verification and Transfer of Information about Their Correspondence to Biometric Personal Data of a Citizen of the Russian Federation Provided to Governmental Agencies, Banks and Other
Institutions Indicated in Paragraph One of Part 1 of Article 14.1 of Federal Law No. 149‑FZ, Dated 27 July 2006, ‘On Information,
Information Technology and Information Protection’ Stored in the Unified Information System’. In accordance with Directive of the
Government of the Russian Federation No. 293‑r, dated 22 February 2018, PJSC Rostelecom was designated the operator of the
unified information system of personal data that provides for the processing of biometric personal data, including their collection and
storage, verification and transfer of information on their conformity with the biometric personal data provided by a Russian citizen
for identification.
2
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Bank of Russia specialists helped more

The Bank of Russia initiated
the blocking of more than
2,600 fraudulent websites

than 200 credit institutions investigate embezzlements.
As part of its efforts to combat online fraud,
the Bank of Russia initiated the discontinuation (deregistration) of 2,643 websites used

According to the reporting data received by

for fraudulent activities (phishing) in the credit

the Bank of Russia, credit institutions indicate

and financial sector in the Russian segment of

the use of social computing by fraudsters to influ-

the Internet.

ence holders of electronic payment instruments

Following its joint efforts with telecommu-

as the main reason behind most embezzlements.

nication operators to combat mobile fraud,

Credit institutions are obliged by law to inform

the Bank of Russia submitted requests to

customers about possible risks. The Bank of

block 462 mobile phone numbers (including

Russia also regularly takes measures to raise

mobile operator numbers and numbers in

public awareness of ways to ensure the financial

the 8‑800 area code) involved in SMS fraud,

security of payment services. 24 such measures

spam distribution, attacks, malware dissemi

were taken in the reporting year.

nation, etc.

In 2018, FinCERT sent 155 real-time re-

In addition, in 2018, agreements in the area

ports on computer attacks and six reports on

of information security were entered into with

highly dangerous threats with detailed recom-

the financial regulators of all member states of

mendations on their prevention to more than

the Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU). The ex-

700 participants of information exchange on

pansion of international cooperation on infor-

information security. The frequency of mailings

mation security with EAEU countries is aimed

increased with the launch of the automated

at creating a common cyberspace and a trusted

system Feed-Antifraud prototype.

financial environment within the EAEU.
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2.6. Other activities
2.6.1. INFORMATION POLICY
In 2018, the information policy of the Bank of

enable investors to ask questions, request a

Russia was aimed at expanding communica-

meeting with a Bank of Russia representative,

tion with financial market participants and the

and subscribe to key publications.

general public and raising confidence in the

The Bank of Russia’s communication strate-

Bank Russia’s activities and their transparency.

gy is aimed at explaining its position in various

An information policy based on the opinions

areas and alerting the public about the poten-

of target audiences and feedback received

tial risks of the emerging financial market.

when preparing fundamental documents have

Regarding the monetary policy, the Bank of

become indispensable conditions for the Bank

Russia continued to actively inform the public,

of Russia.

businesses, expert community and financial

In 2018, the focus of the regulator’s com-

market participants of all its decisions, their

munication policy was informing the public

grounds, reasons and potential impact on the

about the importance of consistently low in-

financial market, economy and inflation. Such

flation for economic growth and social well-be-

systematic, large-scale and prompt communi-

ing, about the supervisory policy of the Bank

cation through mass media and social networks

of Russia aimed at rehabilitating and stabili

allows the public and business community

sing the banking system, protecting consumer

to assess the situation objectively, plan and

rights, preventing fraud and counteracting

prepare their strategies. In 2018, the Bank of

unfair practices.

Russia was particularly focused on communica-

Information was spread in various formats

tion with key regional audiences. It continued

through media resources targeted at particular

to hold regular meetings with representatives

audiences. In 2018, the Bank of Russia con-

of regional businesses, banks, authorities, ac-

tinued to expand its online presence with new

ademic community, and the media. Monthly

social media accounts for effective communi-

public communications on inflation dynamics

cation with the audiences on various platforms

in the federal districts, educational and ana-

and maximising its information reach. In addi-

lytical mass media materials, interviews with

tion to its existing Facebook and Twitter ac-

local TV channels explaining the Bank of Rus-

counts, the Bank of Russia created accounts on

sia’s measures in the area of monetary policy

Odnoklassniki, VK, Instagram, and Yandex Zen.

contributed to raising confidence in the Bank

In 2018, the Bank of Russia made an effort

of Russia’s policy and relative stabilisation of

to improve communication with Russian and

inflation expectations. Simplifying the commu-

foreign institutional investors, stock market

nication format and language and adapting it

analysts and economic experts.

to a broader audience was also an important

It held regular conference calls with institu-

line of work.

tional investors, face-to-face meetings with an-

In 2018, the information support of the new

alysts and experts following pivotal meetings of

bank resolution mechanism through the Fund

Bank of Russia Board of Directors on monetary

of Banking Sector Consolidation and the es-

policy. New Bank of Russia website features

tablishment of the Non-Core Asset Bank was a

The information policy is aimed at explaining the position
of the Bank of Russia and alerting the public about the potential risks
of the financial market
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special focus in the area of banking regulation

was also discussed at the parliamentary hear-

and supervision.

ings held in the State Duma and the Federation

Much attention was paid to the coverage of

Council, where the deputies, representatives of

the reform and centralisation of banking super-

public organisations, professional and expert

vision, which began in the spring of 2017 and

communities could express their views and

was completed in the autumn of 2018. The Bank

obtain answers to relevant questions. This in-

of Russia management representatives held a

formation campaign helped dispel myths about

series of regional meetings with the banking

the upcoming reform and raise the awareness

community on both the continuity of the su-

of vehicle owners. Another important focus of

pervisory process during its centralisation and

the Bank of Russia’s communication policy on

transition of banks to universal and basic licenc-

CMTPLI was the enactment of new legislative

es. This process was completed by early 2019

norms and rules for CMTPLI, such as a twofold

as part of the proportionate regulation concept.

increase of payouts under the European Acci-

At the same time, to improve the transparency

dent Statement, introduction of new insurance

of the regulator’s activities, the Bank of Russia

form certificates, the cooling-off period in-

management representatives held a series of

crease, and a changed procedure for obtaining

briefings with the regional media.

a CMTPLI insurance policy in electronic form.

Media attention was also focused on im-

A significant reduction in the number of CMT-

portant regulatory innovations in banking, such

PLI customer complaints (by more than 40%)

as the Bank of Russia’s transition from neutral

was achieved, among other factors, due to the

to stimulating banking regulation aimed at

intensive outreach by the Bank of Russia.

economic development; preparation for reform

In 2018, the Bank of Russia conducted a

in construction financing and transition from

public information campaign on the launch of

equity construction to project financing; reform

a remote identification mechanism that enab

proposals for bank pledges; development pros-

led people to remotely obtain financial ser-

pects of RegTech and SupTech in the Russian

vices by confirming their identity with biomet-

financial market. The legislation amendments

ric data. This project required communication

extending the deposit insurance system to

at all stages, ranging from the development

small business funds of up to ₽1.4 million were

and information support of a relevant draft

another important area of public communica-

law to its entry into force, with a subsequent

tion.

explanation of its mechanism, benefits and

In consumer protection, particular attention
was paid to countering unfair sales of financial

key features, as well as the work of credit
institutions in this area.

products, or misselling. Both at the federal and

The law on combating cybercrime, which

regional levels, the regulator involved all mass

came into force in late September 2018, requi

media formats, its website and social media ac-

res all banks to identify suspicious transactions

counts to make the public aware of potentially

and, if necessary, block them. The communi-

incomplete or knowingly misleading information

cation was primarily focused on the mecha

provided to consumers in the offices of credit

nism banks would use to comply with this law,

institutions selling non-bank products under

communication between banks and customers

the guise of higher-yield deposits. In 2018, the

if suspicious transactions are identified, and

Bank of Russia publicly presented a CMTPLI re-

recommendations on what to do if a person’s

form aimed at a gradual transition to an indivi

account is frozen.

dual rate for each driver. To explain the essence

In early 2018, the Bank of Russia conducted

of the proposed innovations and inform the ve-

a public awareness campaign for the micro-

hicle owners of new approaches to the CMTPLI

finance market participants, media and the

rate policy, the Bank of Russia organised and

general public about its proposals to further

conducted large-scale information campaigns

limit the maximum personal debt on short-

at the federal and regional levels. The reform

term loans, fix daily interest rates, and combat
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illegal lenders. Throughout the year, it actively

rent issues in the financial market regulation,

explained the key points of the upcoming le

supervision and development. Over the year,

gislative changes, which eventually incorpo-

it published seven consultation papers on its

rated the regulator’s proposals. The awareness

official website. The topics discussed with the

campaigns highlighted new tools for combating

professional and expert community included

entities engaged in illegal activities in micro-

improving the regulation of the accounting in-

loans and overdue debt collection. In addition,

frastructure in the securities market, activities

as part of a joint project by the Bank of Russia

of MFOs and collateral security, stimulating

and Russia Today from January to May 2018,

banking regulation, conceptual approaches to

the Bank of Russia explained the key features

listing regulation, and inclusion of bonds into

of the microfinance market and the risks for

quotation lists.

MFO customers. At the same time, the Bank

The format of the consultative reports im-

of Russia intensified its educational efforts in

plies the receipt of feedback from the general

the Russian regions aimed at maximum public

public, including the professional and expert

awareness about all aspects of interaction with

community. The results of discussion of con-

consumer credit cooperatives.

sultative reports, as well as the remarks and

The investigation of Cashbery, a financial

proposals received from market participants

pyramid scheme, was one of the highest-profile

and stakeholders were published on the Bank

cases brought about by the Bank of Russia’s

of Russia website.

efforts to suppress illegal entities in the finan-

The Bank of Russia paid particular atten-

cial market. The Bank of Russia provided the

tion to creating a well-regarded platform for

materials collected to the law enforcement

the discussion of research ideas, problems

agencies. Comments and interviews by the

and tasks in the field of economics, finance,

regulator in the press, popular TV and radio

banking activity and financial technology. Such

shows, including the regional media, and social

platform was provided by the Russian Journal of

networks raised the public awareness of the

Money and Finance, the oldest bank publication

risks associated with investment in this entity.

founded in 1938 to replace the USSR State

The statistics on identified illegal activities in

Bank Bulletin published since 1927. In 2018, the

the financial market and information on the key

journal was re-launched in a new format. It be-

trends in this area are disclosed quarterly in

came a peer-reviewed academic publication

media interviews and comments by the Bank of

in Russian and English. Its articles are freely

Russia both at the federal and regional levels.

available on the Bank of Russia’s website, thus

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

allowing the journal to substantially expand its

raise public awareness of its proposals on cur-

readership.
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2.6.2. ECONOMIC RESEARCH
In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s economic re-

the evolution of consumer price dynamics with

search mainly focused on the following key

seasonal adjustments based on short-term sta-

areas:

tistical data leads to a significant improvement

– analysing and forecasting inflationary processes;

in the quality of determining and interpreting
short-term fluctuations in the consumer price

– financial stability issues;

index considered by the Bank of Russia in its

– interaction between monetary, fiscal and

monetary policy decisions.

macroprudential policies;

The working paper The Role of Regional and

– economic growth and productivity;

Sectoral Factors in Russian Inflation Develop-

– developing the model apparatus to analyse

ments published on the Bank of Russia website

and forecast macroeconomic indicators.

and (as an article in English) in the Economic

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

Change and Restructuring peer-reviewed jour-

develop the model apparatus to analyse and

nal examined the data on the inflation level in

forecast macroeconomic indicators. As part of

the context of regions and goods and service

its combined forecasting round, the Bank of

categories. The paper demonstrates that the

Russia extensively employed a dynamic sto-

inflation dynamics in Russia are significantly

chastic general equilibrium model (DSGE mo

affected by changes in relative prices for goods

del) with the banking sector for medium-term

and services, rather than by regional factors.

forecasting. It continued to develop the dy-

Another working paper, Forecasting Infla-

namic stochastic general equilibrium model

tion in Russia by Dynamic Model Averaging,

that considers interaction of fiscal and mone-

published on the English version of the Bank

tary policies, including in the context of intro-

of Russia’s website, described the implemen-

ducing the fiscal rule and higher value-added

tation of the modern statistical approach to

tax. At the same time, the Bank of Russia

forecasting inflation in Russia based on a wide

was developing a number of other advanced

range of short-term macroeconomic indicators.

statistical methods for analysing and short-

The article Drivers of Price Inertia: Survey

term forecasting of macroeconomic indicators.

Evidence published in the Voprosy Ekonomiki

These methods are primarily aimed at improving

journal presented an analysis of a company

the quality of macroeconomic forecasts for

survey conducted for the Bank of Russia in

the Russian economy, which is characterised

2018 to identify the key pricing drivers for

by relatively short time frames of observed

consumers in the Russian economy. The work

data and frequent changes in economic policy.

in this area will continue.

The results were presented at the seminars held

Another important area of research in 2018

by the Bank of Russia with the participation of

was financial stability. The article Consumer

external experts as well as at an international

Finance in Russia: Income Shocks and Con-

scientific conference.

sumption Smoothing, published in Voprosy

Analysing the characteristics of inflationary

Ekonomiki, examines the evolution of the finan-

processes in the Russian economy continued

cial decision-making model used by households

to be a key area of research at the Bank of

amid the structural changes in the Russian

Russia in 2018. The Review of Methodological

economy.

Specifics of Consumer Price Index Seasonal

The working paper Analysis of the Debt

Adjustment in the Bank of Russia, published as

Burden in Russian Economy Sectors published

a working paper on the Bank of Russia’s web-

on the Bank of Russia’s website provides an

site as well as in the Voprosy Statistiki journal,

analysis of the uneven debt burden of com-

suggests approaches to addressing the con-

panies in different economic sectors in Rus-

ceptual issues related to seasonal adjustment

sia. In addition to profitability, company size,

of the consumer price index. Understanding

asset turnover and capital-labour ratio, the
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debt burden of companies in various sectors is

demonstrated that, with a fundamentally un-

largely determined by industry-specific factors.

justified rise in asset prices, increasing the key

Understanding the debt burden structure in

interest rate can reduce GDP and inflation fluc-

the economic sectors is important for financial

tuations, especially if the bubbles were caused

stability and implementation of micro- and

by growth of lending in the economy.

macroprudential policies.

The working paper on Fiscal Multipliers in

The article Analysis of Debt Burden and

Russia, published first on the Bank of Russia

Credit of Corporate Sector: Estimates for Rus-

website and then as an article in the Journal

sia and Cross-Country Cases, published in

of the New Economic Association, examined

Voprosy Ekonomiki, used a broad sample of

the impact of fiscal policy on GDP growth in

countries over a long time (about 35 countries

Russia. The study assessed the fiscal multi-

in 1991—2017) to examine the dynamics of the

pliers of total revenues and expenditures in

private non-financial sector debt to GDP ratio

the budget system of Russia. It came to the

and debt service ratio. A key finding of this

conclusion that the negative effect on GDP

study was that in countries with inflation-tar-

growth caused by fiscal consolidation primarily

geting regimes debt burden fluctuations are

in the area of budget expenditures is moderate.

smoothed faster than in countries with a dif-

The direct effect of budget cuts can be offset

ferent monetary policy.

by a substantial indirect positive effect on GDP

The credit gap, i.e. the difference between
the ratio of total credit in the economy to GDP

produced by an increased confidence in the
long-term budget stability.

and the average of this ratio over the past

In an open economy, an important stabilisa-

periods, is an important criterion of financial

tion policy element is management of gold and

stability. The working paper When Estimates

foreign exchange reserves. Assessing the impli-

of Credit Gaps Are Reliable? published on the

cations of foreign exchange reserve accumu-

Bank of Russia’s website shows that the avai

lation policy for the national economy requires

lable data for 12 to 15 years are sufficient for a

the ability to forecast changes in the money

reliable estimate of the credit gap.

supply. The working paper Forecasting the

In 2018, the Bank of Russia conducted a

Implications of Foreign Exchange Reserve Ac-

study on High-frequency Trading: Its Volume

cumulation with an Agent-Based Model, posted

and Effect on Financial Market, which for the

on the Bank of Russia’s website, modelled the

first time estimated the presence of high-fre-

mechanism for forecasting the money supply

quency traders in the Russian financial market

and loans from the beginning to the end of the

and their impact on the change in market

foreign exchange reserve accumulation by the

indicators. The study examined specific as-

Bank of Russia.

pects of liquidity withdrawal and provision by

The Bank of Russia experts also studied

high-frequency traders at organised biddings

theoretical aspects of monetary circulation.

and concluded that they make a significant

The paper Money Multiplier in the Context

impact on the available market liquidity. These

of Modern Views on Money Creation: Theory

findings were published on the Bank of Rus-

and Facts, published in Voprosy Ekonomiki,

sia’s website.

examined the possibility of multiplying money

Another research topic at the Bank of Rus-

in modern financial systems, i.e. the growth of

sia in 2018 was closely related to financial

money supply in the economy through lending

stability and included the interaction between

operations of the banks. The multiplication

monetary, fiscal and macroprudential policies.

phenomenon was typical of the formation

The working paper Should Central Banks Prick

stage of monetary systems, when bank lending

Asset Price Bubbles? An Analysis Based on a

was limited by the size of the bank reserves;

Financial Accelerator Model with an Agent-

currently, bank lending is limited mainly by the

Based Financial Market, posted on the En-

demand for credit. The conclusions were based

glish version of the Bank of Russia’s website,

on studying the balance sheet structure of
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Russian banks and analysing the bank lending

Bank of Russia and the Russian and interna-

drivers in Russia in 2005—2017.

tional expert community is the participation

The Bank of Russia continued to actively

in international scientific and practical con-

participate in the International Banking Re-

ferences and seminars. For example, at the

search Network (IBRN) which it joined in 2017.

19th April International Academic Conference

This is an international research consortium

On Economic and Social Development held in

that brings together the central banks of both

Moscow by the National Research University

advanced and emerging economies and is co-

Higher School of Economics on 10—13 April

ordinated by the Federal Reserve Bank of New

2018, the Bank of Russia organised a special

York. In 2018, some of its research findings were

session on the Development of Forecasting

published on the Bank of Russia’s website as

for Central Banks. A roundtable was also held

Transmission of Foreign Monetary Shocks to a

in conjunction with the Bank of Russia on the

Small Open Economy under Structural Instabi

Relationship between the Monetary and Bud-

lity: The Case of Russia. The paper used micro-

getary Policy Following the Transition to the

data on certain banks to estimate the impact

New Fiscal Rule. The Bank of Russia experts

made by the normalisation of the US monetary

also delivered presentations at other sessions

policy on lending to the economy by Russian

of the NRU HSE conference.

banks. As part of the IBRN project, the Bank

In 2018, the Bank of Russia experts present-

of Russia experts also continued their research

ed their economic research findings at interna-

on another topic related to interaction between

tional academic conferences (with preliminary

the macroprudential and monetary policy given

competitive selection of the speakers), which

the current challenges for the world economy.

included the following:

In 2018, an important research topic at the

– Forecasting the Implications of Foreign

Bank of Russia was the issue of stimulating

Exchange Reserve Accumulation with an

economic growth and productivity in the Rus-

Agent-Based Mode at the 24th International

sian economy. The article Analysis of Russian

Conference on Computing in Economics

Firms’ TFP Growth in 2009—2015, published

and Finance held by the Society for Com-

by Bank of Russia experts in Voprosy Ekono-

putational Economics at the Catholic Uni-

miki, uses the data on individual businesses in

versity of the Sacred Heart in Milan (Italy);

the industrial and service sectors to analyse

– When Are Credit Gap Estimates Reliable?

the dynamics in aggregate productivity of

at the Annual Conference of the Society for

production factors and identify the risks of

Economic Measurement at Xiamen Univer-

accumulating a productivity gap between the

sity in Xiamen (PRC);

most efficient and lagging enterprises in the
Russian economy.

– Income Shocks and Consumption Smoothing: Crisis Behaviour of Russian Household

The topic of productivity and structural

at the 3rd Annual Congress of the European

changes is also related to the issues of savings,

Economic Association in Cologne (Germa-

investment and capital accumulation. The ar-

ny);

ticle What Do Aggregate Saving Rates (Not)

– How to Better Measure the Production Gap

Show?, published in Economics: The Open-Ac-

or Labour Surplus in the Labour Market in

cess, Open-Assessment E‑Journal, demonstra

Terms of Inflation Forecasting? at the 5th In-

ted that the change in the aggregate savings

ternational Conference Modern Econometric

rate in the national accounts system does not

Tools and Applications held at the Nizhny

necessarily reflect a change in the individual

Novgorod campus of NRU HSE.

propensity to save, since the aggregate savings

In June 2018, on the sidelines of the 27th In-

rate actually measures changes in net assets.

ternational Financial Congress (IFC 2018) in

In addition to publications in academic

Saint Petersburg, the Bank of Russia held an

journals and working papers on the website,

international conference on economic research

an important tool for interaction between the

Inflation: New Insights for Central Banks. To-
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gether with the conference’s academic com-

A highlight of IFC 2018 was the presen-

mittee, which included members of the research

tation by the Bank of Russia experts The

advisory board under the Bank of Russia, the

2008—2017 Decade in the Russian Bank-

organisers reviewed more than 40 applications

ing Sector: Trends and Factors. The report

to select five presentations for the main con-

is focused on changes that occurred in the

ference and nine presentations for a special

Russian banking sector from 2008 to 2017,

poster session. Researchers from Russian and

their influence on the stability of banks and

foreign universities, central banks and applied

the interbank competition.

research institutes presented and discussed

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to

new findings on inflation in various countries.

hold regular seminars to present the research

The presentations covered three topics, inclu

findings of its staff members and invited experts

ding inflation expectations, structural factors,

on the topics important to the Bank of Rus-

and monetary policy.

sia’s policy. The list of invited experts includes

As part of IFC 2018, the Bank of Russia

representatives of a many higher educational

also held the second Summer Macroeconomic

institutions, research organisations and federal

School for Master’s and Postgraduate Stu-

executive authorities. In total, 12 seminars at-

dents, Young Researchers, and Teachers of

tended by 20 speakers were held in 2018.

Economics. The programme of the event con-

In 2018, the newly upgraded Money and

sisted of a two-day course and covered issues

Credit journal published several articles based

related to the modern macroeconomic concept

on original research conducted by Bank of

and monetary theory as applicable to Russia,

Russia experts. The articles were selected for

banking regulation, financial stability, and mac-

publication on a competitive basis following

roprudential regulation.

an independent and anonymous peer review.
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2.6.3. STATISTICAL ACTIVITIES
In accordance with the Bank of Russia Strategy

cross-border transactions, the Bank of Russia

of Statistical Activity for 2016—2020, the work

took an active part in preparing the Handbook

in the reporting year was aimed at the systemic

on Measuring Digital Trade and the recommen-

development of macroeconomic financial sta-

dations for assessing the informal economy.

tistics for compilation and publication of new

The Bank of Russia also pursued its sta-

sets of statistical data in accordance with ad-

tistical activities in the area of collaboration

vanced international standards and initiatives,

with the Russian ministries and government

improvement of the quality of statistical pub-

agencies to implement the state programmes

lications, and development of promising areas

to increase exports of services in accordance

for data processing.

with the provisions of Decree of the Presi-

To implement the recommendations of the

dent of the Russian Federation No. 204, dated

second phase of the G20 Data Gaps Initiative,

7 May 2018, ‘On National Goals and Strategic

the Bank of Russia expanded its published in-

Objectives of the Russian Federation through

formation by a detailed presentation of the in-

to 2024’. To meet the needs of its users and to

ternational investment position of the Russian

monitor the implementation of objectives set

Federation and provided additional indicators

by the International Cooperation and Exports

of accumulated foreign assets and liabilities in

national project, the Bank of Russia developed

the non-financial sector. In addition, the list of

a new monthly publication of operational data

published statistical information was expanded

on exports and imports for the most import-

to include the data on the currency structure

ant categories of services. For the first time,

of external debt and liabilities of the economy.

it published information on the foreign trade

The Coordinated Portfolio Investment Survey

volume by individual consolidated groups of

data for the counterparty sectors were pre-

services by the constituent entities of the

pared and submitted for publication to the IMF

Russian Federation, which expanded the op-

three years before the deadline.

portunities for analysing the non-commodity

In 2018, the Bank of Russia began to regu

export development and contribution of re-

larly publish quarterly sectoral financial ac-

gions to the international service trade of the

counts and balance sheets for the financial

Russian Federation.

assets and liabilities of the System of National

In 2018, new regional publications sup-

Accounts of the Russian Federation. It also ex-

plemented the foreign investments statistics

panded information on the non-financial sector

with the data on accumulated loans raised and

and household debt. In addition to the monthly

granted by other sectors as well as dynamic

indicator of internal liabilities in these sectors

series of direct investment indicators in the

arising from provided bank loans and issued

economy of the subjects of the Russian Fed-

debt securities, in 2018, the Bank of Russia

eration as a percentage of the gross regional

started publishing a quarterly extended indi-

product, i.e. the indicators included in the list

cator of the debt of non-financial corporations

of targets for the national goals of sustainable

and households. The new indicator expands the

development of Russia.

capabilities to monitor the financial standing of

In 2018, to provide statistical information to

economic entities and allows assessing both

its users more quickly, the Bank of Russia con-

internal and external debt of non-financial or

tinued the transition to shorter deadlines for

ganisations and households broken down by

publishing statistical information on the Bank

financial instruments and currency.

of Russia’s website. In 2018 H2, the Bank of

Within the working groups set up by inter-

Russia began to provide data on foreign port-

national organisations to improve the methodo

folio investments of residents in SDDS1 Plus, an

logical approaches to statistical accounting of

advanced IMF standard, to users much earlier.

1

SDDS is special data dissemination standard.
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As part of implementing the Plan for Co-

classification principles for statistical indicators

operation of the Russian Federation with

and develop a new SDMX-based methodology

the Organisation for Economic Cooperation

for communication between the Eurasian Eco-

and Development (OECD) for 2017—2018,

nomic Union member states.

the Bank of Russia introduced new com-

In 2018, as part of unifying and stream-

munication guidelines based on internatio

lining collection and processing of additional

nal principles for classification and use of

information from financial market participants

the Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange

and developing common approaches to data

(SDMX) formats.

management, the Bank of Russia began to

The Bank of Russia continued its collabora-

publish the Bank of Russia Survey Schedule on

tion with the Eurasian Economic Commission

its website. The schedule discloses the list of

(EEC) to digitise the exchange of statistical

upcoming surveys for which the Bank of Russia

information and provide classification of sta-

will request information from financial markets

tistical indicators in order to harmonise their

participants in order to monitor and/or study

generation methodologies. The Bank of Russia

the financial markets and specific aspects in

took part in the EEC project to introduce new

the companies’ activities.
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2.6.4. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The Bank of Russia approved the Priority Areas

– Agreement on the Rules of Issue, Circulation

of the Bank of Russia’s International Activities

and Redemption of Warehouse Certificates

for 2019—2021. This is the first document by

for Agricultural Products within the EAEU;

the Bank of Russia defining a unified approach

– Agreement on Harmonised Approaches to

to international activities and a transparent list

the Regulation Regarding Foreign Exchange

of the main objectives and measures for their

and the Adoption of Liberalisation Mea-

implementation.

sures.

A key area in 2018 was establishing a

Much attention was paid in the reporting

common financial market of EAEU member

period to the development of a bilateral infor-

states. In particular, the central banks and

mation exchange mechanism and information

governments of these states signed the

security in the EAEU. On 7 June 2018, the Bank

Agreement on Harmonisation of Financial

of Russia and the National Bank of the Republic

Market Legislation of EAEU Member States.

of Kazakhstan signed an Agreement on Coop-

This defines the direction and the procedure

eration and the Exchange of Information (In-

for the convergence of regulatory and su-

cluding Confidential Data) on Financial Market

pervisory requirements in the banking and

Supervision. In June, the Republic of Armenia

insurance sectors as well as in the securities

joined the 2014 Agreement on the Exchange

market.

of Information in Financial Area.1 The Bank of

In addition, the Bank of Russia continued

Russia also signed agreements on countering

its active cooperation with the financial market

cyber attacks with the central (national) banks

regulators of EAEU member states to com-

of the Republic of Armenia, the Republic of

plete a draft concept of EAEU common finan-

Belarus, the Republic of Kazakhstan and the

cial market and elaborate the following draft

Kyrgyz Republic.

agreements aimed at establishing a common
financial market:
– Roadmap for the Common Exchange Space
of the Eurasian Economic Union;
– Agreement on the Permission for Brokers
and Dealers of One EAEU Member State
to Participate in Organised Trading at Exchanges of Other Member States;

The Bank of Russia took part in a project of
the Eurasian Economic Commission to introduce new classification principles for statistical
indicators and develop a new SDMX-based
methodology for communication between the
Eurasian Economic Union member states.
The Expert Council for Financial Integration of EAEU Member States has been opera

– Agreement on Mutual Permission to Place

ting under the Bank of Russia since 2018.2

and Trade in Securities at Organised Trading

Its purpose is to prepare proposals to create

in EAEU Member States;

conditions for the development of the EAEU

– Agreement on Cooperation between EAEU

common financial market based on the posi-

Member States Regarding the Exchange of

tions of the government authorities, academic

Credit History Data;

and business community.

The Agreement on Harmonisation of Legislation was signed to establish
a common financial market of EAEU Member States

The Protocol of Accession by the Republic of Armenia to the Agreement on the Exchange of Information, Including Confidential
Information, in the Financial Area to Create Conditions for Free Capital Flows in the Financial Markets, dated 23 December 2014, was
signed on 18 June 2018.
1

2

Two meetings were held in 2018.
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In May and November 2018, the Bank of

and implementation of a macroprudential stress

Russia held two extended seminars on Using

test. In September 2018, the Bank of Russia

DSGE Models for Macroprudential and Mon-

together with the IMF held an international

etary Policy Analysis and Experience and

seminar on macroprudential stress testing,

Challenges of Inflation Targeting in Emerging

which was attended by representatives of the

Markets for the representatives of central

Bank of Russia, foreign central banks, regula-

(national) banks of EAEU member states.

tors, and the academic community.

The seminars were also attended by leading
foreign experts.

Within the IMF Committee on Balance of
Payments Statistics, the Bank of Russia par-

Cooperation also continued within the CIS

ticipated in defining common approaches to

(the Council of the Heads of Authorised Bo

reflecting new economic phenomena, reducing

dies on Securities Markets Regulation of the

data asymmetries and developing guidelines

CIS Member States and the Interstate Coor-

for countries on collecting and disseminating

dination Council of the Heads of Insurance

statistical information. There were further de-

Supervision Authorities of the CIS Member

velopments in the area of bilateral comparisons

States). As the presiding regulator, the Bank of

of direct investment statistics: in 2018 the

Russia took an active part in the work of the

Bank of Russia presented to a number of ma-

Interstate Coordination Council of the Heads

jor European partners a statistical estimate of

of Insurance Supervision Authorities of the

investments accumulated by Russian residents

CIS Member States (hereinafter, the Council).

in real estate in each of these countries.

The Council prepared a draft memorandum on

In September 2018, the Bank of Russia

electronic CMTPLI and continued to develop

Governor Elvira Nabiullina delivered the Michel

the methods for lawful exchange of information

Camdessus Central Banking Lecture on Rus-

on cross-border insurance fraud.

sia’s Rocky Road to the (Inflation) Target at the

In the reporting period, the Bank of Russia

IMF conference in Washington.

participated in preparing proposals with regard

In the area of cooperation with the World

to Russia’s Presidency in the Shanghai Coope

Bank, the Bank of Russia continued to develop

ration Organisation in 2019—2020.

common methodological approaches to the

Regarding the Union State of Russia and

recording of new forms of cross-border money

Belarus, work of the Interbank Currency Council

remittances made by individuals (contactless

of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation

transfers, transfers in cryptocurrencies, etc.).

and the National Bank of the Republic of Be-

In the reporting period, the Bank of Russia

larus continued, with meetings held to discuss

coordinated the agenda for the meetings of

the current issues of monetary and financial

the Central Banks Governors’ Club of Central

relations.

Asia, Black Sea Region and Balkan Countries.

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its

The Russian mega-regulator presented reports

active cooperation with the International Mo

on the current state of the world economy and

netary Fund. In particular, during consultations

financial sector, sustainability of global eco-

held in accordance with Article IV of the IMF

nomic growth recovery as well as challenges

Articles of Agreement, international experts

and opportunities of faster payment systems.

expressed their support for the Bank of Russia’s

Active work was conducted within the

policy to rehabilitate the banking sector. The IMF

BRICS. July 2018 was marked by successful

experts positively assessed the inflation target-

completion of the first testing of the BRICS

ing and flexible national currency exchange rate

Contingent Reserve Arrangement, the metho

policies implemented by the Bank of Russia,

dology of which was developed with the Bank

which helped mitigate the impact of negative

of Russia’s participation. The interim governing

external factors on the Russian economy.

body of the BRICS Local Currency Bond Fund

In April 2018, the Bank of Russia held con-

held its first meeting at the level of deputy

sultations with the IMF on the development

central bank governors. Russia began to pre-
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pare the plan of events and possible themes

payments, digital currencies of central banks,

for its presidency at the BRICS Forum in 2020.

mitigation of fraud risks in wholesale payments

In 2018, the Bank of Russia experts joined

to ensure the safety of end users, and stress

the Research Group of the BRICS System of

testing of counterparties.

Exchange in Macroeconomic Information and

In the reporting year, the Bank of Russia

took part in its five teleconferences. They also

continued its cooperation with the Interna-

prepared information for analytical reports of

tional Association of Insurance Supervisors.2

the Research Group. The Bank of Russia also

In January 2018, the Bank of Russia joined the

participated in the review of digital asset regu

IAIS Multilateral Memorandum of Understand-

lation practices in the BRICS.

ing on cooperation and information exchange

As part of its cooperation with the G20,

(IAIS MMoU), and in July 2018 it hosted meet-

the Bank of Russia took part in the deve

ings of IAIS committees and the Global Seminar

lopment of international approaches to limit

for Market Participants in Moscow.

the risks associated with cross-border capital

Representatives of the Bank of Russia par-

flows, the parallel banking system and finan-

ticipated in IAIS activities to improve the In-

cial technologies. In 2018, the Bank continued

surance Core Principles, Standards, Guidance

to work on updating the national economic

and Assessment Methodology (Insurance Core

growth strategies, reforming financial regula-

Principles, ICPs), revise the ICP assessment

tion and the international finance architecture.

guidelines, conduct peer reviews of the ICP

Considerable attention was paid to assessing

implementation by IAIS member jurisdictions,

the effectiveness of the international financial

prepare a review of key risks and trends in the

regulatory reforms.

insurance sector, a report on the global insur-

The Bank of Russia was actively involved in

ance market and a number of other reports

sharing the experience on the most pressing

and practical recommendations, including on

international financial agenda issues at the

the supervision of insurers’ compliance with

meetings of central bank governors at the

cybersecurity, on the members and role of

Bank for International Settlements (BIS).

1

the board of directors, proactive supervision

The Bank of Russia continued to develop its

of corporate governance, wider use of digital

cooperation with the relevant BIS commit-

technology in insurance and its impact on con-

tees, including the Committee on Payments

sumers, protection of personal data and other

and Market Infrastructures (CPMI), the Irving

information. In addition, the Bank of Russia

Fisher Committee on Central Bank Statistics,

began assessing compliance of legislation and

and the Basel Committee on Banking Super-

practices of supervision over insurance entities

vision (BCBS). In particular, this included the

with the ICPs.

completion of the new BCBS standards, such

In 2018, representatives of the Bank of Rus-

as the market risk calculation standard based

sia continued to actively participate in the work

on a new simplified standardised approach, and

of ten IAIS bodies, including the Implemen-

an updated standard for information disclosure

tation (and Assessment) Committee (IC/IAC),

under Pillar 3 of Basel II. Representatives of the

the Policy Development Committee (PDC), and

Bank of Russia also participated in the regional

the Macroprudential Committee (MPC). Also,

Group of Banking Supervisors from Central and

in 2018, the Bank of Russia joined six working

Eastern Europe.

and expert IAIS groups.

In 2018, the participation of the Bank of

In April 2018, the Bank of Russia, together

Russia experts in the work of CPMI included

with the Financial Stability Institute3 and the

the publication of reports on cross-border

IAIS, held a seminar for regulators from Central

This included globalisation and deglobalisation, the impact of FinTech and global investors on emerging markets, evolution of the
Global Legal Entity Identifier System, completion of Basel III, macroprudential measures and research activity of central banks.
1

2

IAIS.

3

The Financial Stability Institute (FSI) was established jointly by BIS and BCBS.
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and Eastern Europe and Transcaucasia on risk-

The Bank of Russia proposed to add new areas

based insurance supervision, macroprudential

that are of interest to the Russian mega-re

regulation, and the protection of policyholders.

gulator to the Cooperation Plan of the Russian

In collaboration with the Financial Stability

Federation with the OECD for 2019—2020,

Board (FSB), the Bank of Russia participated

which is currently under development. In 2018,

in preparation of the eighth annual review on

the Bank of Russia took part in reviewing the

the trends and risks of a parallel banking sys-

feasibility of Russia’s accession to the OECD

tem, 13 regular progress report on implemen-

Declaration on International Investment and

tation of the OTC derivatives market reforms,

Multinational Enterprises. To implement the

sixth progress report on implementation of

OECD standards, the Bank of Russia has pre-

FSB Principles for Sound Compensation Prac-

pared proposals to amend the corporate go

tices, and a concept of the crypto-asset mar-

vernance and insurance legislation. From 2018,

ket monitoring.

the exchange of statistical data between the

th

The Bank of Russia also participated in a

Bank of Russia and the OECD is based on the

regular FSB assessment of implementing the

international classification principles and the

Key Attributes of Effective Resolution Regimes

SDMX data transmission formats.

for banks and insurance companies; FSB sur-

In the reporting period, the Bank of Russia

veys on the structure and forms of attracting

was involved in a number of committees of the

financing by small- and medium-sized business-

International Organisation of Securities Com-

es, approaches to managing operational risks

missions (IOSCO).2 The key themes included:

and cyber risks, collecting and aggregating data

good practices in audit committees aimed at

on security lending and borrowing, implemen

ensuring audit quality; mechanisms used by

ting FSB recommendations for regulating these

trading platforms to manage extreme volati

transactions, thematic assessment of planning

lity and support organised trading; retail OTC

the regulation of insolvency for credit institu-

leveraged products; outsourcing; liquidity risk

tions; studying the legal hurdles to providing

management recommendations for collective

information on financial transactions to trade

investment institutions; good practices for

repositories as well as expanding the interna-

commodity storage and delivery infrastruc-

tional list of information security terms.

tures; behavioural approach to financial liter-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its
efforts to develop the Global Legal Entity Iden-

acy, education programmes, and initiatives for
investors.

tifier System. A representative of the Bank

In addition, the Bank of Russia joined the

of Russia participated in the work of an FSB

advisory networks on initial coin offering (ICO)

expert group to assess global practices in im-

and financial technologies (FinTech), continued

plementing the Legal Entity Identifier.1 The final

to work on a more comprehensive implemen-

report containing recommendations for the

tation of the IOSCO Objectives and Principles

national authorities and international organi

of Securities Regulation.3 In addition, under an

sations will be presented in 2019 Q2.

agreement reached in 2018, the Bank of Russia

The main areas of cooperation between the

will hold a meeting of the European Regional

Bank of Russia and the Organisation for Eco-

Committee in Saint Petersburg in September

nomic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

2019 as well as meetings and conferences of

included the liberalisation of capital flows, for-

the IOSCO Growth and Emerging Markets Com-

eign investment statistics, insurance and pen-

mittee. Also, in 2018, the Bank of Russia, along

sions, corporate governance, responsible busi-

with regulators from more than 90 countries,

ness practices, and increasing financial literacy.

once again held the World Investor Week, an

1

LEI.

The European Regional Committee (ERC), Growth and Emerging Markets Committee (GEMC), Presidents Committee, Assessment
Committee, IOSCO MMoU Monitoring Group, seven of the eight IOSCO Policy Committees.
2

3

IOSCO OPSR.
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information campaign initiated by IOSCO and

of Azerbaijan, the European Central Bank, the

aimed at educating investors and protecting

People’s Bank of China, the International Mo

their rights.

netary Fund, the Agency for Financial Techno

The Bank of Russia is actively involved in

logy Exchange, the Joint Vienna Institute, the

the standing committees of the International

Central Bank of the Republic of Uzbekistan, the

Financial Consumer Protection Organisation

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, and the

(FinCoNet). A study launched at the end of

Bank of Finland.

2018 is aimed at identifying the best superviso-

The Bank of Russia continues its collabo-

ry practices in the area of financial advertising,

ration with the central (national) banks under

in particular, advertising through digital chan-

the Agreement on Cooperation in Person-

nels. The materials generated from FinCoNet

nel Training for the Central (National) Banks

activities were actively used by the Bank of

signed on 12 March 2004 in Minsk. In 2018,

Russia to develop regulation in the area of

27 international seminars were held under

financial consumer protection.

the Programme of Professional Training for

On 3—7 September 2018, the Bank of Rus-

Personnel of the Central (National) Banks,

sia together with the Alliance for Financial

including 14 seminars hosted by the Bank

Inclusion (AFI) held the 10th annual AFI Global

of Russia (in 2017, 30 and 13 respectively),

Policy Forum in Sochi attended by more than

15 internships were organised (in 2017, 16) for

550 representatives of the financial market

representatives of the banks from the EAEU

regulators and the private sector. The Forum

member states in various business units of the

adopted a Concept on further progress of the

Bank of Russia, and three video conferences

Alliance toward the status of an international

were held (in 2017, one). Overall, 458 repre-

institution that develops standards in the area

sentatives of central (national) banks attended

of finance and the Sochi Accord on FinTech

training under this programme in 2018 (330

for Financial Inclusion (Sochi Consensus); the

in 2017).

Eastern Europe & Central Asia Policy Initiative

Collaboration with the central banks of

was launched; and a meeting attended by the

other countries and international financial

leaders of this initiative was held, so were the

institutions in the area of personnel training

meetings of the working groups and subgroups

allowed about 700 Bank of Russia specialists

which included representatives of the Bank of

to improve their professional competencies by

Russia.

attending 163 training events, such as study

In 2018, the Bank of Russia devoted a great

visits to European central banks and participa-

deal of attention to developing bilateral co-

tion in international seminars held at the Bank

operation with its foreign partners to support

of Russia with the leading experts of foreign

international trade and economic cooperation

financial institutions (in 2017, 659 and 212 re-

and stimulate collaboration at the level of fi-

spectively). In addition to face-to-face training

nancial institutions. The meetings of the Bank

events, the Bank of Russia shared experiences

of Russia’s finance and banking working groups

with foreign colleagues through distance learn-

with the financial regulators from China, India,

ing, video conferences, and online information

Turkey, and Vietnam led to agreements in the

resources. The Bank of Russia hosted a num-

area of interbank cooperation, payment system

ber of major international events, including

integration, and financial market collaboration.

high-level ones, attended by representatives

The Bank of Russia continues to work on draft

of European central banks and institutions,

memorandums of understanding with other

regulators from Asia, South America, and the

foreign financial regulators.

CIS. In addition, the Bank of Russia organised

The Bank of Russia University held several

seminars and internships for the delegations

major international events attended by the

of the Financial Market Supervisory Authority

representatives of the Bank of Italy, Deutsche

of Azerbaijan and the Central Bank of the Re-

Bundesbank, the Central Bank of the Republic

public of Turkey. The Bank of Russia continued
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to provide educational support to the national

ment Development (EFMD) and Executive

banks of the Republic of South Ossetia and the

Corporate Learning Forum (ECLF), two inter-

Republic of Abkhazia.

national associations that unite major busi-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia became a member of the European Foundation for Manage-

ness schools and corporate universities of the
world’s leading institutions.
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2.6.5. BANK OF RUSSIA STAKEHOLDINGS
IN RUSSIAN ECONOMIC ENTITIES
In accordance with Article 8 of Federal Law

Sberbank Supervisory Board approved a new

No. 86‑FZ, the Bank of Russia holds a stake

version of Sberbank Group Risk and Capital

in the authorised capital of Sberbank and the

Management Strategy, which defined basic

authorised capital of organisations supporting

principles for the risk and capital management

activities of the Bank of Russia, such as PJSC

framework and key areas for the development

Moscow Exchange and JSC SPCEX. Participa-

of the corporate governance framework in

tion in these organisations is aimed at imple-

2019.

menting the strategic objectives of the state

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s stake in the

economic policy and further development of

authorised capital of PJSC Moscow Exchange

the financial market infrastructure for suc-

remained at 11.78%. The dividends for 2017

cessful open market operations by the Bank

paid by PJSC Moscow Exchange to the Bank of

of Russia.

Russia in the reporting year totalled ₽1.8 billion

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s stake in the

(₽1.8 billion in 2016), of which ₽0.6 billion was

authorised capital of Sberbank remained at

paid to the Bank of Russia in 2017 in the form

50% plus one voting share. The amount of

of interim payments for 2017 H1.

dividends due to the Bank of Russia from Sber-

In the reporting year, PJSC Moscow Ex-

bank for 2017 was ₽135.5 billion and was fully

change and the Bank of Russia presented a

credited to federal budget revenues in accor-

prototype marketplace of financial products

dance with the requirements of Federal Law

designed to improve the financial inclusion

No. 370‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017, ‘On the

and user-friendliness of financial services.

Specifics of Transfer in 2018 of Income Gained

PJSC Moscow Exchange also implemented

by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation

the Single Collateral Pool, a project aimed at

from Stakeholdings in Public Joint-stock Com-

establishing a single clearing system across

pany Sberbank of Russia Following the Results

all markets.

of 2017’ (in 2016, ₽67.8 billion). The amount

In 2018, PJSC Moscow Exchange estab-

of dividends increased as a result of higher

lished MB Information Protection LLC, its 100%

net profits of Sberbank under IFRS and the

subsidiary, for ensuring information security.

approval of a new Sberbank dividend policy in

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s stake in the

December 2017 providing for a gradual increase

capital of CJSC SPCEX remained at 8.9%.

of the percentage of dividends paid out of the

The JSC SPCEX annual general shareholders’

net profit of Sberbank Group under IFRS to

meeting decided not to pay dividends for 2017.

50% over three years.

The Bank of Russia is the sole shareholder

In the reporting year, the 2017 annual ge

of Joint-stock Company National Payment Card

neral shareholders’ meeting approved a new

System (JSC NPCS).1 The authorised capital

version of Sberbank’s Charter. In particular, the

of JSC NPCS did not change in the reporting

new version excluded information on branches

year and totalled ₽4.3 billion. The dividends

and representative offices, clarified the pro-

the Bank of Russia received from JSC NPCS in

cedure for the approval of interested party

2018 based on the results for 2017 amounted

transactions, further specified the rights and

to ₽0.8 billion (₽0.65 billion in 2017).

obligations of shareholders and the remit of

The Bank of Russia is the sole shareholder

Sberbank’s management bodies with regard to

of Joint-stock Company Russian National Re-

the internal control framework. Moreover, the

insurance Company (JSC RNRC)2 established

Established in 2014 to comply with the requirements of Parts 1 and 2 of Article 30.2 of Federal Law No. 161‑FZ, dated 27 June 2011,
‘On the National Payment System’.
1

Established in 2016 in accordance with Part 1 of Article 13.1 of Law of the Russian Federation No. 4015‑1, dated 27 November 1992,
‘On the Organisation of Insurance Business in the Russian Federation’.
2
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to provide the Russian reinsurance market with

Sector Consolidation Asset Management Com-

additional capacity to create a mechanism for

pany established in 2017 in accordance with

protecting property interests of policyholders

Article 76.10 of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ.

sanctioned by foreign governments or inter-

In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s participation

national organisations and ensure the financial

in the authorised capital of FBSC AMC Ltd.

stability of insurers.

remained at ₽1.5 billion.

The authorised capital of JSC RNRC in the

I n t h e re p o r t i n g ye a r, Fed e ra l L a w

reporting year remained at ₽21.3 billion. In the

No. 87‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amen

reporting year, JSC RNRC for the first time paid

ding Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’

dividends to the Bank of Russia for 2017 in the

introduced a possibility to take measures to

amount of ₽23.4 million.

prevent bankruptcy of insurance companies

In the reporting year, the sole shareholder

by using the funds of the Bank of Russia and

of JSC RNRC approved new versions of the

FBSC AMC Ltd. (similar to the bank bankruptcy

Regulations on the Reinsurance Council and

prevention mechanism with the participation

the Regulations on the Audit Committee by

of the Bank of Russia).

its annual decision. The Supervisory Board of

The key activities of FBSC AMC Ltd. include:

JSC RNRC approved the Strategy of JSC RNRC

– participating1 on behalf of the Bank of Rus-

in the markets outside the Russian Federation

sia in the measures to prevent bankruptcy

aimed at diversifying the risk portfolio, gaining

of credit institutions and insurance compa-

access to new insurance products and creating

nies using funds from the FBSC or the In-

a reinsurance environment within the Customs

surance Sector Consolidation Fund, such as

Union of the Eurasian Economic Union. It also

exercising the functions of the provisional

approved the new version of the Reinsurance

administration for the banks and insurance

Policy of JSC RNRC and the Regulation on In-

companies;

surance Risk Assessment and Insurance Risk
Management of JSC RNRC.

– trust management of shares/stakes of credit
institutions or insurance companies trans-

In April 2018, the credit rating agency ACRA

ferred under its management by the Bank

JSC confirmed the AAA (RU) rating of JSC

of Russia and of unit investment funds

RNRC with a stable outlook. In May 2018, the

established by the Bank of Russia to pre-

international rating agency Fitch Ratings con-

vent bankruptcy of credit institutions or

firmed the financial stability rating of the insu

insurance companies;

rer at BBB– with a positive outlook.
The Bank of Russia is the sole stakeholder
of Limited Liability Company Fund of Banking

1

– keeping records and providing custody of
property constituting unit investment funds,
except for rights to securities.

In accordance with Federal Law No. 127‑FZ, dated 26 October 2002, ‘On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)’.
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2.6.6. BANK OF RUSSIA STAKEHOLDINGS IN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
UNDERGOING FINANCIAL REHABILITATION
In 2018, the Bank of Russia acquired shares of

preventing their bankruptcy. JSC AVB Bank was

the following credit institutions in accordance

merged with NB Trust (PJSC) on 7 March 2019.

with the approved plans for the Bank of Rus-

On 1 January 2019, to establish a universal

sia’s participation in preventing bankruptcy

financial group on the basis of PJSC Bank FC

of these credit institutions: PJSC B&N BANK,

Otkritie, the shares of PJSC B&N BANK ac-

ROST BANK JSC, JSC AVB Bank, NB Trust

quired by the Bank of Russia were converted

(PJSC), and Asian-Pacific Bank PJSC. Following

into shares of PJSC Bank FC Otkritie following

recapitalisation, the Bank of Russia became

the reorganisation through a merger of PJSC

the holder of over 99.9% of ordinary shares

B&N BANK with PJSC Bank FC Otkritie.

in these credit institutions. Also, in 2018, the

In 2018, following the establishment of

Bank of Russia acquired an additional issue

permanent management bodies in PJSC B&N

of ordinary shares in PJSC Bank FC Otkritie,

BANK, ROST BANK JSC, JSC AVB Bank, NB

which was recapitalised in December 2017.

Trust (PJSC), Limited Liability Company Fund

Information about the Bank of Russia’s stake-

of Banking Sector Consolidation Asset Mana

holdings in the capital of credit institutions

gement Company ceased its provisional admi

undergoing financial rehabilitation is provided in

nistration of these banks. The shares of these

the Statement of Bank of Russia Management

credit institutions were transferred by the Bank

of Securities and Stakeholdings in the Capital

of Russia for trust management to Limited

of Organisations Constituting Bank of Russia

Liability Company Fund of Banking Sector

Property (see Chapter 4).

Consolidation Asset Management Company

In 2018, the shares of ROST BANK JSC held
by the Bank of Russia were converted into the

along with the shares of PJSC Bank FC Otkritie
acquired in 2017.

shares of NB Trust (PJSC) following the merger

The sale of the shares in Asian-Pacific Bank

of ROST BANK JSC with NB Trust (PJSC) which

PJSC held by the Bank of Russia is scheduled

was established as a bank to deal with non-

for 2020 following disclosure of information

core and distressed assets of credit institutions

on its performance in 2019 to a wide circle of

approved for Bank of Russia participation in

interested parties, including potential investors.
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2.6.7. BANK OF RUSSIA STAKEHOLDINGS
IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS
Pursuant to Article 9 of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ,

In accordance with Article 4 of Federal Law

in 2018, the Bank of Russia held stakes in the

No. 86‑FZ, the Bank of Russia is the deposito-

capital of international organisations, such as

ry of IMF funds in the currency of the Russian

the Basel-based Bank for International Settle-

Federation and performs the operations and

ments (0.57% of the authorised capital) and

transactions provided for by the articles of the

the Belgium-based Society for Worldwide In-

IMF Articles of Agreement and contracts with

terbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT)

the IMF. Starting 2011, the Russian Federation’s

(0.006% of the authorised capital). The Bank

quota with the IMF has been included in the

of Russia also shows the stakes held by the

Bank of Russia’s balance sheet, which amoun

Russian Federation in the Moscow-based In-

ted to SDR12,903.7 million as of 31 December

terstate Bank in its balance sheet. The Russian

2018. The stake of the Russian Federation in

Federation holds 50% of the Interstate Bank’s

the aggregate quotas (capital) of the IMF did

authorised capital and a corresponding per-

not change during 2018 and as of 31 December

centage of the votes in the bank’s Board, which

2018 amounted to 2.71%, representing 2.59% of

is its highest management body.

the total number of its member countries’ votes.
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2.6.8. IMPROVING LEGISLATION
In 2018, about 70 federal laws developed with

storing credit histories; it allows sending

the active participation of the Bank of Russia

requests for credit reports to credit history

were adopted to improve the legislative regu-

bureaus through credit institutions using

lation of the financial market.

remote identification. In addition, the law

Adoption of a package of federal laws pro-

established that requests submitted by credit

duced a significant effect on the overall func-

history owners can be sent to the Central

tioning of the financial market in Russia.

Catalogue of Credit Histories using the Uni-

First of all, it is necessary to mention Federal

fied Portal of State and Municipal Services

Law No. 123‑FZ, dated 4 June 2018, ‘On Finan-

(with the answers provided by the Bank of

cial Consumer Ombudsman’, which defined the

Russia also using UPSS). It also extended

legal status, goals and powers of the financial

the validity period of consent granted by the

consumer ombudsman, procedure for pre-trial

credit history owner for provision of a credit

settlement of disputes between financial con-

report by the credit history bureau to the

sumers and financial institutions by the finan-

credit history user from two to six months.

cial consumer ombudsman, the legal framework

Federal Law No. 554‑FZ, dated 27 De-

for interactions between financial institutions

cember 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law

and the financial consumer ombudsman. The

‘On Consumer Loans’ and the Federal Law

Federal Law entered into force on 3 September

‘On Microfinance Activities and Microfinance

2018, except for certain provisions which will

Organisations’ provided, inter alia, for a phased

become effective gradually depending on the

transition from a 2.5‑fold to a 1.5‑fold limit on

type of financial institution. In accordance with

the fixed payment amount under consumer

this law, the Bank of Russia established the

credit (loan) agreements concluded for a pe-

Autonomous Non-profit Organisation Financial

riod of up to one year as well as for a gradual

Ombudsmen Operations Support Service.

reduction of the interest rate limit from 1.5%

1

Adoption of Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated

to 1% per day. This law prohibited requiring

27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal

the borrower to perform obligations under

Law ‘On the Securities Market’ and Certain

consumer credit (loan) agreements concluded

Laws of the Russian Federation with Regard

with illegal creditors; it also limited the right to

to Improving the Legal Regulation of Secu-

assign rights (claims) under a consumer credit

rities Issuance’ was caused by the need to

(loan) agreement only to a professional creditor,

clarify the rights and obligations of issuers

a legal entity engaged (as its main activity) in

and holders of issue-grade securities, improve

collection of overdue debts owed by indivi

the procedure for issuance and circulation of

duals, a special-purpose financial company, or

convertible securities, provide business enti-

an individual specified in the written consent

ties with a mechanism to raise investments

form of the borrower.

in the form of issuing bonds with no maturity

The adoption of Federal Law No. 310‑FZ,

date (subordinated loans) and a new type of

dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending the Fede

preferred shares.2

ral Law ‘On Countering the Misuse of Insid-

Federal Law No. 327‑FZ, dated 3 Au-

er Information and Market Manipulation and

gust 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law

Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Fede

‘On Credit Histories’ was adopted to improve

ration’ and on Amending Certain Laws of the

the procedure for generating, receiving, and

Russian Federation’ was aimed at improving the

Some provisions of Federal Law No. 123‑FZ, dated 4 June 2018, are discussed in more detail in the ‘Start of financial ombudsman’s
activities’ clause of Subsection 2.3.1.
1

More details on certain provisions of Federal Law No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, are provided in Subsection 2.2.3.7 (with
regard to simplification and reduction of time for issuing debt and equity securities), Subsection 2.2.10 (with regard to improving the
regulation of securities), and Subsection 2.3.4 (with regard to streamlining the requirements for information disclosure by issuers of
issue-grade securities).
2
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efficiency of regulation in the area of illegal use

entering incomplete or incorrect information

of insider information as well as optimising the

into accounting systems in the ‘interests’ of

administrative burden on market participants

the customer(s) of the institution that keeps

related to complying with the measures aimed

the records of rights to securities.

at countering illegal use of insider information.

An entire set of federal laws was adop

For a more flexible approach to establishing

ted with a view to improving activities of

the list of insider information for different cat-

credit institutions. This includes Federal Law

egories of insiders, the law required insiders

No. 105‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amend-

to determine their own procedure for defining

ing Chapter 25 of Part Two of the Tax Code

insider information in accordance with the Bank

of the Russian Federation’, which extended

of Russia regulation and to prepare their own

the special taxation procedures established

list of insider information. To monitor com-

for banks in order to allow them to carry over

pliance with the requirements of the laws on

the unused amounts of provisions for possible

counteracting the misuse of insider information

losses on loans to the next reporting (tax)

and market manipulation, the Bank of Russia

period to cases of revocation (cancellation) of

was granted the right to conduct inspections

the banking licence. The same law provided

of entities other than credit institutions and

for special taxation of income of the State

non-bank financial institutions by inspecting

Corporation Deposit Insurance Agency (DIA)

their territories, premises, and documents.

and banks following termination of obligations

Federal Law No. 263‑FZ ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ provided

under subordinated instruments in the bank
resolution procedures.

the Bank of Russia with the authority to exer-

Federal Law No. 106‑FZ, dated 23 April

cise banking supervision (control and supervi-

2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Rus-

sion of financial markets) and conduct control

sian Federation and Invalidating Certain Provi-

activities (including those carried out remotely

sions of Russian Laws’ defined the procedure

using information and communication tech-

for issuing, distribution, and circulation of sav-

nologies), which are equivalent to controlled

ings certificates and certificates of deposit and

purchases. During such activities, the Bank of

also the procedure for transferring the rights

Russia employees can make transactions (or

thereto, prohibited credit institutions from

create conditions for making transactions) as

issuing savings certificates and certificates of

part of normal business operations of the credit

deposit on previously registered issue and cir-

institution (non-bank financial institution).

culation terms, introduced amendments related

It is also necessary to mention Federal

to eliminating the institute of bearer savings

Law No. 530‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018,

certificates and bearer savings books from the

‘On Amending the Criminal Code of the Russian

Russian legislation.

Federation and the Code of Criminal Proceed-

Federal Law No. 322‑FZ, dated 3 August

ings of the Russian Federation’, which provides

2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the

for stricter penalties under Article 172.1 ‘Falsifi-

Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian

cation of Accounting Records and Statements

Banks’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federa-

of Financial Institutions’ of the Criminal Code

tion’ extended the deposit insurance system to

of the Russian Federation, an introduction of a

small businesses. As a result, the funds of small

new crime (Article 172.3 of the Criminal Code of

businesses placed on accounts and deposits at

the Russian Federation), namely the failure to

banks included in the deposit insurance system

include in the financial accounting statements

are now subject to insurance for an amount not

and reports of the credit institution informa-

exceeding ₽1.4 million.

tion about the funds placed by individuals and

It is also necessary to mention Federal Law

individual entrepreneurs, an amendment to Ar-

No. 53‑FZ, dated 7 March 2018, ‘On Amen

ticle 170.1 of the Criminal Code of the Russian

ding Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’

Federation establishing liability for knowingly

which included in the authority of the Bank of
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Russia Board of Directors the establishment

Regarding non-bank financial institutions, it

of add-ons to risk weights used to mitigate

is necessary to mention Federal Law No. 87‑FZ,

threats to the financial stability of the Russian

dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain

Federation and excluded the ratio of the maxi

Laws of the Russian Federation’ aimed at im-

mum amount of loans, bank guarantees, and

proving legislation of the Russian Federation

sureties issued by a credit institution (banking

on insolvency (bankruptcy) of insurance com-

group) to its members (shareholders) (required

panies. Similar to the procedure for financial

ratio N9.1). In addition, the law clarified the

rehabilitation of credit institutions, this law

authority of Limited Liability Company Fund of

allowed the Bank of Russia to participate in the

Banking Sector Consolidation Asset Manage-

measures to prevent bankruptcy of an insur-

ment Company to extend subordinated loans

ance company by providing financial assistance

to credit institutions under bankruptcy preven-

from a specially established Insurance Sector

tion measures, actions of the Bank of Russia

Consolidation Fund.

and the DIA during bankruptcy procedures for

Federal Law No. 269‑FZ, dated 29 July

credit institutions, the procedure for the DIA to

2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts

pay for shares (stakes) of banks using federal

of the Russian Federation to Ensure the Right

government bonds as well as the sources of

of Citizens to Receive Information about the

DIA property. The same law introduced a re-

Effects of Termination of Mandatory Pension

quirement for the lender to inform the borrower

Insurance Contracts’, requiring to submit an

of the debt and remaining credit limit on the

insurer change application to the Pension Fund

consumer loan provided using electronic means

of the Russian Federation either through the

of payment.

Unified Portal of State and Municipal Services,

To relieve banks with a basic licence of the

in person or through an authorised repre-

burden associated with the need to gene

sentative, was adopted in order to eliminate

rate reports in accordance with the Russian

systemic problems associated with violation of

Accounting Standards and the Internation-

policyholder rights following a change of the

al Financial Reporting Standards, Federal

mandatory pension insurance insurer. Before

Law No. 567‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018,

submitting the said application, the insured

‘On Amending Article 2 of the Federal Law

person is informed on the amount of their

‘On Consolidated Financial Statements’ estab-

investment income lost in connection with an

lished that its provisions would not extend to

early transfer to another insurer.

banks with a basic licence that did not establish
a group under IFRS.

Federal Law No. 49‑FZ, dated 7 March 2018,
‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts of the

Federal Law No. 167‑FZ, dated 27 June

Russian Federation Regarding the Regulation of

2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Rus-

Non-Governmental Pension Funds’ established

sian Federation for Countering Embezzlement’

the obligation of non-governmental pension

was adopted in order to create a mechanism

fund to organise management of pension sav-

to counter unauthorised funds transfers. This

ings and pension reserves exclusively for the

law established the action procedure for credit

benefit of the insured persons and participants;

institutions if signs of a funds transfer without

and, in case of failure to perform this obligation,

the consent of the payer are identified. In ad-

the fund is required to reimburse the losses

dition, the law defined the procedure for credit

from its own funds. This law also improved the

institutions providing services to the payer and

remuneration system for a fund, management

recipient, for returning funds if a corporate pay-

company, specialised depository (by defining the

er notifies that the funds were debited without

fixed and variable parts of the remuneration).

its consent. The law also defined the authority

Along with the participation in preparing

of the Bank of Russia to create and maintain

and reviewing these federal laws and other

a database of cases involving funds transfers

draft federal laws, the Bank of Russia issued

without the customer’s consent.

164 Bank of Russia regulations from 1 January
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to 31 December 2018. They passed state reg-

The Bank of Russia prepared 84 Bank of

istration in the Ministry of Justice of Russia.

Russia information letters and 33 methodolo

In addition, 46 Bank of Russia regulations is-

gical recommendations and sent them to its

sued in 2017 were registered with the Ministry

regional branches for explanatory and meth-

of Justice of Russia.

odological purposes.
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2.6.9. ADDRESSING ADMINISTRATIVE AND LEGAL ISSUES
In 2018, the officials of the Bank of Russia
initiated 23,458 administrative proceedings.
This included:

In 2018, the officials of the Bank of Russia
reviewed 1,278 complaints against rulings in
administrative offences and rulings on a refusal

– 13,402 administrative offences reviewed by

to initiate administrative proceedings, which

the officials of the Bank of Russia (includ-

resulted in 204 rulings to sustain the com-

ing cases left unsettled from the previous

plaints, 770 rulings to dismiss the complaints,

periods);

and 304 rulings to modify previous rulings in

– 4,301 application for bringing non-bank financial institutions to administrative liability

terms of administrative fines imposed on entities subject to administrative liability.

under Part 3 of Article 14.1 and Article 14.36

In 2018, administrative fines imposed by Bank

of the Code of Administrative Offences of

of Russia officials and courts following consi

the Russian Federation reviewed by arbitra-

deration of administrative cases amounted to

tion courts (including cases left unsettled

₽1,797,876,600. In the same period, the budgets

from previous periods);

of the Russian Federation received ₽453,210,2001

– 986 protocols on administrative offences

as payments of administrative fines, including

prepared in accordance with Part 1 of Arti-

₽380,358,500 paid voluntarily by entities subject

cle 20.25 of the Code of Administrative Of-

to administrative liability; ₽72,851,700 collected

fences of the Russian Federation reviewed

from entities subject to administrative liability to

by magistrate judges.

enforce the adopted decisions.

The difference in the amounts of administrative fines imposed and paid within the said period occurred mainly due to the breach
of a deadline for payment of administrative fines by the persons fined. This forms grounds for the Bank of Russia to send respective
documents to the Federal Bailiff Service of the Russian Federation for the enforcement of rulings ordering administrative sanctions.
The mentioned difference also stems from the bankruptcy and/or forced winding up of organisations supervised by the Bank of Russia
on which administrative sanctions were imposed.
1
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2.6.10. ADDRESSING JUDICIAL ISSUES
As part of exercising its functions to monitor

cases left unsettled from the previous periods).

and supervise CIs and NFIs, the Bank of Russia

During the same period, NFIs filed 1,141 appeals

filed 651 suits in court, including:

against actions and decisions of the Bank of

– 69 suits for recognising CIs as insolvent

Russia; 192 appeals were sustained in 2018

(bankrupt) and forced liquidation of CIs;

(including cases left unsettled from the previ-

– 568 suits for recognising NFIs as insolvent
(bankrupt) and forced liquidation of NFIs;

ous periods).
In 2018, 171 suits arising out of business and

– 14 suits on disputes associated with supervi-

other activity were brought against the Bank of

sory response measures with regard to NFIs.

Russia, including property-related suits totalling

518 suits filed by the Bank of Russia were

₽657,962,470. Overall, 14 suits were upheld in

sustained in 2018 (including cases left un-

court (including cases left unsettled from the

settled from the previous periods), including

previous periods), including property-related

59 applications against CIs and 459 applica-

suits for a total amount of ₽5,940,290.

tions against NFIs.

Also, in 2018, 94 suits arising from em-

In 2018, CIs filed 61 appeals against ac-

ployment relations were filed against the Bank

tions and decisions of the Bank of Russia;

of Russia, of which 24 were upheld (including

five appeals were sustained in 2018 (including

cases left unsettled from the previous periods).
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2.6.11. DATA MANAGEMENT IN THE BANK OF RUSSIA
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to de-

In 2018, to measure and monitor data qual-

velop its information asset management, a new

ity, the Bank of Russia developed, and the

activity under a programme of projects aimed

Data Management Committee of the Bank of

at establishing a data management system in

Russia approved the Data Quality Management

the Bank of Russia.

Methodology, which is used to manage the data

An important milestone of the reporting

requirements to ensure their compliance with

year was the approval of the Bank of Russia

the quality criteria and to design data control

Data Management Strategy for 2019—2021 by

procedures. The methodology was tested on

the Data Management Committee of the Bank

operational, register, and reporting data and

of Russia. The Strategy is aimed at improving

allows maintaining the proper quality of data

efficiency of data use in the decision-making

used by the Bank of Russia to perform its

processes at the Bank of Russia. The main

statutory functions, thereby helping increase

data management objectives addressed by

confidence of financial market participants in

the Bank of Russia in order to achieve the

the decisions and publications of the Bank of

stated goal include improving data quality

Russia.

and availability, enhancing data collection and

To unify and streamline collection and pro-

granularity, building sustainable competencies

cessing of information from financial market

in data analysis, creating and implementing a

participants, the Bank of Russia published

data management methodology and system,

the Bank of Russia Survey Schedule for the

simplifying information interaction with exter-

next six months on its website every quarter

nal organisations, and enhancing data access

of the reporting year. Preparation of the Bank

management.

of Russia Survey Schedule allowed eliminating

In 2018, to build a semantic framework

duplication of requests for information outside

to ensure data quality, the Bank of Russia

the reporting cycle, structuring the incoming

continued to establish and support its data

information, and, at the same time, increasing

model based on the development priorities of

the predictability of changes in the Bank of

specific subject areas. This centralised data

Russia’s data requirements for financial market

model allows building a common understand-

participants.

ing of the data by all participants involved in

Given a rapidly growing data volume, a great

the data management processes, harmonising

deal of attention was paid in the reporting year

reporting, and integrating data for analysis. To

to the development of a unified data access

improve data collection and granularity, the

procedure. This included the preparation of

Bank of Russia developed data models and a

the access matrix concept and template based

new IT solution to collect microdata on such

on the access subject and object attributes

subject areas as ‘Business day of a credit in-

and requirements for the data matrix support

stitution’ and ‘Loans provided to households’.

subsystem.

They were used as a basis to create the draft

As part of interdepartmental collaboration

forms scheduled for inclusion in the mandatory

with individual federal ministries and agencies,

reporting of credit institutions.

the Bank of Russia worked on streamlining the

As part of project management, the Data

information flows and improving data quality

Management Committee of the Bank of Russia

as well as on meeting the Bank of Russia’s

approved key business processes and key data

needs to obtain the necessary data and meta-

management efficiency indicators along with

data using advanced exchange methods and

their calculation methodology.

formats.
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The Bank of Russia was also focused on

and big data for operating in a self-service

developing personnel qualifications and build-

mode. Collaboration with foreign organisations

ing competencies required for data manage-

made it possible to study international data

ment. The analysts and researchers of the

management standards and methodological

Bank of Russia were trained to use modern

approaches to data modelling when building

technologies of business analysis, data mining,

databanks.

BANK OF RUSSIA
VOLGA-VYATKA
MAIN BRANCH BUILDING
designed by V.A. Pokrovsky,
1913
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3. Organisational
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Resource management and organisational development are what enable
Bank of Russia’s activities. The best international practices, proprietary
approaches to management, highly skilled personnel and advanced information technologies facilitate the achievement of goals and objectives
of the Bank of Russia.
In 2018, organisational development of the Bank of Russia was focused on building a highly qualified talent pool. To this end, a systemic
approach was introduced to personnel management based on developing
new practices for building a talent pipeline and assessing competences
as well as using modern training methods. New approaches were used
to assess managerial competences and professional knowledge of executives at various levels, and newly designed training and development
programmes now include interactive collaboration and distance learning
elements.
Process and project management practices gained further momentum.
As part of its Business Process Re-Engineering Programme started in
2016, the Bank of Russia completed a number of strategically important
projects (centralised oversight of credit institutions, a unified service for
admission of financial market participants, oversight in the national payment system, and centralisation of the payment system and personnel
administration). It also implemented business processes to improve operational efficiency and streamline labour costs. Implementation of new
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payment services helped reduce costs and operational risk. The unified
automated accounting system, which had been in development since
2016, was also put into operation. In 2018, the Bank of Russia developed,
implemented and announced to the public a new methodology and procurement system to help substantially streamline this activity, making it
more open, competitive and cost-efficient. In the area of project mana
gement, there were major developments in the tools for more flexible
approaches to accelerate and improve project implementation. To develop
its risk management system, the Bank of Russia approved regulations
governing the key aspects of operational risk management and began
the phased introduction of a unified methodology for operational risk
management in its business processes.
IT developments included new analytical tools and support of a unified information environment for communication with financial market
participants and individuals, including the use of personal accounts.
The technology for report processing and analysis was further developed
by completing the first phase of the data management platform and
unified database as well as implementing advanced data management
tools and new self-service facilities. New information resources, including
those designed for distance learning, were developed and introduced for
the Bank of Russia’s employees and external participants. The transition
to Russian repeater satellites helped streamline satellite communication
costs.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia completed its implementation of measures to centralise activities in a number of areas (oversight functions,
consumer protection, licensing and financial services were all centralised
at the level of main branches), which helped streamline the Bank’s or
ganisational structure and reduce staff. The phased implementation of
activities to improve the organisational structure will continue over the
coming years.
In 2018, all key business processes and activities of the Bank of Russia
were covered by internal audit procedures, with the findings reported to
the Bank of Russia’s management and the National Financial Council;
this ensured monitoring of the implementation of adopted decisions.
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3.1. Personnel development
On 20 April 2018, the Bank of Russia Board

Leadership Steps, a large-scale modu-

of Directors adopted a decision to classify

lar managerial training programme, was de-

the Bank of Russia Corporate University as

buted in September 2018 to develop leader

a separate structural unit of the head office

ship competences of mid-level executives.

responsible, among other things, for the as-

200 mid-level executives in the head office,

sessment and development of the Bank of

main branches and regional divisions started

Russia’s personnel and collaboration with the

their training under this programme. In ad-

financial sector in this regard, international

dition, 8,314 middle and line managers were

cooperation in the area of personnel training

trained in 2018 in the course of regular ac-

as well as elaboration and implementation of

tivities under 20 management training and

approaches to the talent pipeline.

practice programmes.

In 2018, the Bank of Russia switched to

Today, the Bank of Russia Corporate Uni-

a systemic approach towards its talent pool.

versity is a platform for discussing and making

The first meeting of the Strategic HR Commit-

strategic decisions. In 2018, it held two stra-

tee resulted in decisions on the priority areas

tegic sessions for the top management of the

for development of the talent pool, creation of

Bank of Russia and more than 20 functional

a common human resources environment for

and cross-functional strategic sessions for

the Bank of Russia, a new approach to building

structural units.

a talent pipeline for managerial positions at

In 2018, the Bank of Russia Corporate Uni-

various levels and requirements for the heads

versity continued implementing its project to

of regional branches of the Bank of Russia.

develop the models of professional compe-

The meetings of HR committees in the main

tences and to assess professional knowledge.

branches helped build a talent pool for the

Professional testing of Bank of Russia staff is

positions of division managers used for ap-

primarily aimed at designing professional train-

pointment of six executives to crucial positions

ing programmes and individual development

in 2018, most of which involved relocation to

plans. Overall, 1,906 employees were tested

other regions. 50 individuals were included in

in 2018, including 93 external candidates for

the strategic talent pipeline.

positions in the economic units of the Bank

New projects launched in 2018 allowed

of Russia’s regional branches.

3,370 Bank of Russia employees to obtain an

Centralised training of the Bank of Russia’s

expert assessment of their professional po-

staff increased by 24% compared to 2017,

tential and business skills. A 78% increase in

covering 21,700 staff members. Moreover, 77%

staff who passed the assessment was made

of all trainees went on to attend professio

possible by the development of the internal

nal development programmes. 100 specialists

expert team in the regional units of the Bank

completed professional retraining programmes

of Russia. In 2018, Bank of Russia managers

totalling more than 250 academic hours. This

used the assessment of business skills and

included inspectors (heads of CI and NFI audit,

managerial competences to select external

inspection coordinators) and supervisors over

candidates, build the talent pipeline and ensure

the activities of professional securities market

the professional development of employees in

participants and infrastructure organisations

its units. For the first time in its history, the

of the financial market (clearing companies

Bank of Russia assessed the managerial com-

and trade organisers). Short further training

petences of the heads and deputy heads of

programmes were provided for personnel in all

structural units in its head office, which resulted

areas of the Bank of Russia’s activities.

in individual development plans and specialised
development programmes for staff.

Various formats of foreign language training were provided to ensure the executives
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53 distance learning programmes were de-

Over 20,000 employees
have completed further training
at the Bank of Russia
Corporate University

signed, and 76 such programmes were updated
in 2018. Today, they have been completed by
25,730 employees of the Bank of Russia (over
80,000 man-courses). Newly implemented
formats of distance learning include video

and specialists of the Bank of Russia can

courses, video instructions, and Bank of Russia

effectively fulfil their job requirements. This

software simulators.

included continuing operation of the English

Opportunities to share experience with fo

Club, an educational project to help improve

reign colleagues also contributed to improving

English language proficiency among staff (dis-

the professional level of Bank of Russia staff

cussion sessions, the English Club Community

and helped employees introduce the best prac-

on the corporate portal, and the publication of

tices in their daily activities.

a linguistic digest (with more than 1,000 sub

Representatives of the Bank of Russia al

scribers).

so participated in the development of youth

In line with its image as a tech-savvy regu-

movements in the Coordination Council of

lator, the Bank of Russia is implementing new

Youth Organisations of Federal Executive Au-

advanced technology into its processes of per-

thorities. In August 2018, 18 representatives of

sonnel assessment, training, and development.

the Bank of Russia took part in the National

In 2018, the Bank launched a corporate training

Youth Team session held at Terra Scientia on

portal and SOVA, a learning system for its ex-

the Klyazma River, a Russian national educa-

ternal audience. Training events, conferences

tional youth forum.

and strategic sessions are held using tools for

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued its
collaboration with universities and educatio

interactive collaboration with the audience.
The implemented elements of the know

nal institutions to help improve the quality of

ledge management system include metho

financial market specialist training. The Bank

dological guidelines for blogging, a library of

of Russia’s experts regularly held specialised

lessons learned, development and application

training events for students, participated in

of case studies, establishment of expert com-

academic and practical conferences, and su-

munities and methodological guidelines for

pervised the preparation of graduate theses.

creating distance microlearning courses and

The Bank of Russia also supports the Talent

proprietary content.

and Success Educational Fund in developing

CENTRALISED BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL TRAINING IN 2018
(AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES)
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Monetary policy, research and statistics
Regulation and supervision of credit institutions, inspection
and AML/CFT
Regulation and supervision of non-financial organisations.
Financial market functioning
Health and safety and other mandatory training
Payment systems, settlements and cash circulation
Electronic document workflow and documentation support
Information technologies. Information security and protection
IFRS, accounting and fiscal accounting
Legal and procurement activity. Project and process management.
Audit and risk management
Personnel management and prevention of corruption
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a system to identify, train and assist the pro-

‘On Independent Qualification Assessment’,

fessional self-determination and development

the Bank of Russia discussed the prospects of

of gifted children who received grants from

switching from the existing system for certifi-

the President of the Russian Federation and

cation of specialists to an independent qual-

winners of Olympiads in specialised areas.

ification assessment and developing a target

Collaboration between Bank of Russia divi-

model for admission (cancellation of admission)

sions and the educational foundation took the

of specialists to the financial market. To ensure

form of training sessions (interactive lectures,

a high level of confidence in the new system

workshops, business games) held by Bank of

and the validity of independent qualification

Russia experts on specialised topics. In 2018,

assessments, the Bank of Russia, in collabora-

the Bank of Russia arranged 10 visits of its

tion with the Financial Qualifications Council,

specialists to Sirius educational centre, and

elaborated a list of measures to improve the

trained 226 participants during various learning

quality of individual elements of the indepen-

sessions.

dent qualification assessment framework and

In accordance with the requirements of
Federal Law No. 238‑FZ, dated 3 July 2016,

the strategic development of the system in
general.
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3.2. Process management
development
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to im-

– establishing a unified centre for combating

plement its Business Process Re-Engineering

financial pyramid schemes (Khabarovsk);

Programme. This included completion of several

– establishing a unified centre for processing

projects to implement target business proces

financial statements received from financial

ses, such as:

market participants (Tver);

– completing centralisation of oversight of

– establishing a unified centre of personnel

credit institutions and establishing the Cur-

services to centralise personnel adminis-

rent Banking Supervision Service in the

tration and optimise labour costs (Ufa);

head office of the Bank of Russia;
– implementing a unified service for finan-

– elaborating and implementing a new procu
rement methodology, establishing a centra

cial market participants in established

lised procurement unit of the Bank of Russia;

financial market participant admission

– carrying out a phased transition to in-house

centres;

IT development.

– completing centralisation of oversight and

Following implementation of its target busi-

monitoring in the National Payment Sys-

ness processes, the Bank of Russia completed

tem;

the main stage in transition to its target region-

– implementing conduct supervision in the
area of consumer protection;
– approving the Financial Inclusion Strategy
of the Russian Federation for 2018—2020;

al model, including centralisation of several key
and support functions, unification of organisa
tional structures in the divisions, and personnel
optimisation.
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3.3. Project management
development
The project portfolio of the Bank of Russia in-

Electronic collaboration between supervised

cludes 147 projects. A number of strategically

entities and the Bank of Russia via personal

important projects to improve the Bank of

accounts helped eliminate paper document

Russia’s efficiency were implemented in 2018.

flows and reduce the time spent on receiving

The new payment system of the Bank of

and processing information.

Russia was launched in July. It includes an

To counteract unfair practices and promptly

expanded operational schedule, a centralised

respond to negative trends in the markets, the

payment component, increased flexibility and

Bank of Russia launched its Situation Centre

improved liquidity management efficiency.

for Monitoring Exchange-Trading Markets (see

Also in 2018, the Bank of Russia launched

Subsection 2.2.7).

its first service on the Unified Public Services

The Bank of Russia Banknotes mobile app

Portal. This service is designed for individuals

was also developed and made available online

and legal entities to receive information elec-

to help the public learn about the banknotes

tronically about the credit history bureau, which

in circulation, including their design and visual

keeps track of the applicant’s credit history.

security features, and obtain necessary infor-

By 1 July 2018, the Bank of Russia had completed the transfer of its dedicated satellite

mation to independently verify authenticity
without using specialised equipment.

communications network to Russian transpon-

To encourage cross-functional collaboration,

der satellites, eliminating the need for foreign

the Bank of Russia created a unified informa-

satellites and significantly cutting the cost of

tion environment on its corporate intranet

satellite communications.

portal for all its employees, and data from all

The Faster Payments System was developed
and tested for launch in 2019 to enable indivi

regional online portals were transferred to this
centralised intranet resource.

dual bank customers to make 24/7/365 online

The Bank of Russia continued to improve

payments to other individuals using a mobile

its project management tools. This includes the

phone number or other simplified identifiers.

replication of agile approaches, such as Scrum,

In July 2018, the Bank of Russia successfully

a set of tools and techniques to speed up

started collection of business day data from a

project implementation, and Kanban, a method

pilot group of credit institutions. A new system

used to manage tasks in complex processes

for collecting and processing business day data

within the structural units of Bank of Russia to

will reduce the burden on credit institutions by

speed up work through enhanced transparency

eliminating excessive reporting.

and priority control.
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3.4. Information technology
development in the Bank of Russia
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to im-

and analysis and development of analytical

plement its IT Strategy to transform its IT

self-services; a new pilot project was launched

landscape and IT operating model and create

to collect business day data from credit in-

a new IT computing infrastructure.

stitutions.

On 2 July 2018, the Bank of Russia launched

The Financial Culture website was improved

its new centralised payment system to provide

with the addition of the Borrower’s Test, a new

payment services to customers in accordance

service designed to assist in effective personal

with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 595‑P,

budget planning.

dated 6 July 2017, ‘On the Bank of Russia
Payment System’.

External training participants were provided
with expanded learning opportunities at the

The Unified Centralised Payment Gateway

Bank of Russia Corporate University through

(transport gateway) ensuring high availability

a virtual online training platform for distance

and reliability of connection to the Bank of

learning and knowledge assessment.

Russia payment system for its participants

A new solution now ensures electronic

and facilitating the use of various connection

sharing of invoices, primary accounting docu

schemes was put into operation to improve the

ments and other financial and business docu-

efficiency of payment and financial messaging

ments between the Bank of Russia and third

with the customers of the Bank of Russia.

parties.

A high-performance hardware and software

A corporate intranet portal in the Bank of

infrastructure for the relational segment of the

Russia, which brought together all regional

Unified Data Warehouse of the Bank of Russia

branches of the Bank of Russia in a single

was established as part of development of su-

unified centralised information environment

pervised entities’ report processing technology,

to enable employees to share information,

including the ability to download data from key

communicate and submit online requests for

sources, advanced master data management

information services, was created to streamline

and business intelligence tools and regulatory

resources and support collaboration among

reporting data marts.

staff.

This solution ensures that the reports of

The first phase in implementation of the

financial market participants, such as insu

Private Cloud of the Bank of Russia included

rance agents, non-governmental pension funds,

new IT infrastructure, which helped provide

professional securities market participants and

computing resources under the infrastructure

management companies, are collected using

as a service (IaaS) model as well as promptly

such data-centric format as XBRL.

scale and distribute computing power when

Work has also begun on industrial implementation of tools for big data processing

deploying centralised Bank of Russia IT solutions.
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3.5. Changes in the organisational
structure
In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to im-

tion Security Department and the Security

prove its organisational structure and optimise

Department of the Bank of Russia to replace

staff numbers, which was related, among other

the dissolved Main Office of Security and In-

things, to its newest stage of centralisation.

formation Protection.

The Bank of Russia completed centralisation

2018 saw continuation of activities initiated

of its oversight, consumer protection and li-

in previous years. Liquidation of cash settle-

censing functions at the level of head office

ment centres continued in accordance with a

divisions, and the centralisation of financial

settlement network optimisation programme,

services at the level of main branches.

the next stage was completed in staff optimisation of social amenities divisions, and new units
were created to implement business processes

Total Bank of Russia staff
decreased by 5,000

on an interregional basis.
Overall, following these activities, total staff
of the Bank of Russia decreased by 5,000 in
2018 (9%) to 50,600.

Reorganisation of the head office continued.

As of 1 January 2019, the Bank of Russia’s

The Bank of Russia Corporate University was

structure consisted of 375 divisions, including:

established to help implement the best prac-

the head office; seven main branches, which

tices in the area of personnel development and

comprise 74 divisions (divisions — national

improve collaboration with the world’s leading

banks), one interregional depository, 75 cash

universities and business schools. The Ac-

settlement centres and two divisions of the

counting Regulation Department was estab-

Bank of Russia Main Branch for the Central

lished to improve methodological support and

Federal District; 25 divisions implementing

develop the accounting system in the Bank

business processes based on the interregional

of Russia as well as in credit and non-bank

principle; 91 field institutions; the representa-

financial institutions. The security framework

tive office of the Bank of Russia in the People’s

was reorganised by establishing the Informa-

Republic of China; and other ancillary divisions.

NUMBER OF BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL BY STRUCTURAL DIVISION AS OF 1 JANUARY 2019
(AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL PERSONNEL)
3.7

Chart 43

2.7
24.2

13.2

4.4
5.2

46.6

Head office
Field institutions
Divisions implementing business processes
on interregional basis
Social amenities divisions
Divisions providing logistical support
for the head office and Bank of Russia divisions
in Moscow and the Moscow Region
Structural divisions within regional branches
(cash settlement centres, cash centres,
and branches of the Bank of Russia Main Branch
for the Central Federal District, Moscow)
Regional branches
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3.6. Development
of the Bank of Russia’s
procurement system
In 2018, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 632‑P,

In 2018, 92.8% of all procurements in the

dated 1 March 2018, ‘On the Procurement at

Bank of Russia were centralised. The share

the Central Bank of the Russian Federation

of procurement procedures with four or more

(Bank of Russia)’ was published on the Bank

admitted participants was 16.5% for centralised

of Russia’s website and made available to all

purchases and 16.3% for local purchases.

market participants. This document replaced an

The Bank of Russia reviews the market envi-

internal regulatory act in force until April 2018.

ronment, procurement procedure results and

The above regulation defines a wide range of

its expected needs to determine the optimal

tools to respond quickly to external challenges

level of procurement centralisation.

and the dynamically changing market of goods,

Seven category-based strategies with the

works and services. A full set of regulatory

greatest potential for streamlining adminis-

documents was created to define the target

trative and IT procurement were elaborated

process of the Bank of Russia’s procurement

and approved as part of implementing cate-

system. Separation of ‘customer’ and ‘buyer’

gory-based procurement management. Their

functions, cross-functional collaboration and

implementation will help obtain the most com-

the roles of all participants were established

petitive bids, improve the quality of supplied

at the regulatory level. The updated system

goods (performed works, provided services)

of collective bodies ensures balanced deci-

and reduce their final cost.

sion-making.

As part of procurement procedures conducted in 2018, the Bank of Russia signed

A new Bank of Russia procurement
regulation was adopted
to improve the competitiveness
of procurement procedures

1,964 contracts for a total value of ₽25.4 bil
lion, of which 42% were contracts for the
supply of goods, 35% for the performance of
works, and 23% for the provision of services.
To implement Federal Law No. 303‑FZ, da

Flexibility of the new methodology enables

ted 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws

selection of optimal procurement methods,

of the Russian Federation on Taxes and Levies’,1

which generated ₽2.09 billion in savings in

the Bank of Russia defined its approach to re-

2018, with average contract prices reduced by

lations with counterparties based on preserving

6.5% from the initial/maximum price. The share

contract prices following the tax rate increase.

of procurements made as open tenders re-

The negotiations with counterparties conduc

mained at the level of 2017 and amounted to

ted under this approach helped avoid increased

66% (₽21.2 billion in the initial/maximum con-

costs for most existing contracts and achieve

tract price amount). The implemented measures

savings of at least ₽19 million.

to digitise the procurement process and ensure

The re-engineering of the ‘Contractual activi-

transparency increased the share of compet-

ties in the procurement system’ business process

itive procurement carried out electronically

initiated in 2018 resulted in the transition to a

under the new methodology to 99.6% of all

fully electronic document workflow for contract

competitive procedures.

approval processes at the Bank of Russia.

1

Entered into force on 1 January 2019.
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The Bank of Russia implemented a proce-

is posted on the website of the Bank of Rus-

dure for accreditation of suppliers to establish

sia. In 2018, 26 complaints from procurement

uniform requirements for participants in pro-

participants were accepted for review, and nine

curement procedures and a centralised ap-

were found to be justified.

proach to their verification. In 2018, more than

The first Bank of Russia Supplier Conference

2,000 suppliers received accreditation from the

was held in 2018 as part of an open dialogue

Bank of Russia, which is valid for 24 months

with market participants to help explain the

and entitles the procurement participant to

new procurement methodology and attract

submit a simplified set of documents. The Bank

new suppliers.

of Russia regularly monitors the compliance of
suppliers with established requirements.

The implemented KPI system helped comprehensively assess the achievement of the op-

An independent collective body was estab-

timal ratio between price, quality and time and

lished to handle complaints from procurement

promptly coordinate and monitor the activities

participants and ensure a level playing field for

of the Bank of Russia Procurement Department

the Bank of Russia’s procurement participants,

as well as of procurement divisions in Bank of

fair prices and non-price competition. Informa-

Russia main branches. In 2018, main KPI targets

tion on decisions adopted by this commission

were achieved.
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3.7. Internal auditing
In accordance with the Internal Audit Devel-

Amid the changes in organisation and per-

opment Concept for 2016—2020, the goal of

formance of oversight of non-bank financial

the internal audit of the Bank of Russia is to

institutions, the main priority of internal audit

facilitate the effective achievement of goals

was to contribute to the achievement of the

and implementation of functions of the Bank

Bank of Russia’s corporate goals and key per-

of Russia by providing recommendations to

formance indicators based on these goals.

1

Bank management based on internal audit
procedures.

The results of internal audit procedures
confirmed the need for consolidated oversight

In the reporting period, the internal audit

over credit institutions and non-bank financial

procedures covered all key business processes

institutions to ensure a comprehensive review

and activities of the Bank of Russia.

of the financial position and activities of such

In 2018, the Bank of Russia conducted

entities and provide the opportunity to apply

114 internal audit procedures, including 94 au-

oversight response measures in a prompt and

dits, six analytical activities, 12 monitoring

integrated manner.

activities, and two project audits.

The Bank of Russia’s activities to reha-

The audited entities were head office and re-

bilitate the financial sector were audited in

gional divisions, information technology, health-

terms of how well the activities of provisional

care and other units of the Bank of Russia.

administrations were organised to better man-

The internal audit organisation ensured

age credit institutions. The Bank of Russia

prompt responses to changes, a lower burden

implements its internal audit recommendations

on audited entities, and the most efficient and

to improve the financial rehabilitation process

rational allocation of resources. Achievement

of credit institution with the participation of

of these goals was primarily driven by remote

FBSC AMC Ltd.

audit methods.

To comply with the requirements of Arti-

Given the uncertainty regarding the impact

cle 76.12 of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, the in-

of external factors on financial markets, the

ternal audit reviewed the efficiency of using

Bank of Russia monitored the management

funds provided by the Fund of Banking Sector

of its assets in foreign currency and precious

Consolidation.

metals on a daily basis and also assessed mea-

The audit of cash circulation management

sures designed to respond to the risks inherent

included continued monitoring of the efforts

to related transactions.

to create the optimal model for transportation

The activities of the Bank of Russia to de-

and storage of valuables, assessment of the

velop its forecasting of the macroeconomic

cost efficiency of transportation of the Bank of

conditions for conducting monetary policy were

Russia’s valuables and a review of technological

reviewed in accordance with instructions from

efficiency of processing and storing banknotes.

Bank of Russia management.

The internal audit procedures were applied

Research continued into the causes of

to the business processes used in the design

bankruptcies of certain credit institutions and

of new banknotes, organisation of their produc-

non-bank financial institutions. This included a

tion and preparation for their circulation. This

detailed review of the inadequate effectiveness

helped assess the efficiency of these processes

of certain oversight measures and recommen-

to address the tasks set for the Bank of Russia.

dations for improving Russian laws, Bank of

Monitoring of activities to design the future

Russia regulations, business processes, risk

payment system of the Bank of Russia was

management and internal control procedures.

based on the results of internal audits conduct-

1

Approved by Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
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ed in the previous periods. The audits included

ing compliance with the requirements of the

assessing performance of the Bank of Russia’s

Bank of Russia for creation, implementation

units involved in exercising the functions of the

and operation of the Bank of Russia’s infor-

payment infrastructure services operator in the

mation and telecommunications system (ITS)

payment system.

used in payment technologies and systems for

Internal audit continued its monitoring of
implementation of the Bank of Russia IT Stra

processing restricted access information and
personal data.

tegy for 2016—2020. An audit of project mana

In 2018, reliability of internal financial con-

gement in the Bank of Russia was conducted,

trols and validity of the Bank of Russia’s bud-

and recommendations were made to improve

getary reporting were assessed and confirmed

the regulatory framework and practices for

as part of the Bank of Russia’s budgetary aut

project and programme management. The in-

hority with regard to internal financial audits.

ternal audit procedures were used to assess

The internal audit findings generally con-

the effectiveness of activities to organise the

firm the audited entities’ performance of their

operation of the Bank of Russia’s telecommu-

functions and their compliance with the re-

nications system operation and evaluate the

quirements of Russian laws, Bank of Russia

continuity of services and response to emer-

regulations and other acts, and that the risk

gency situations and incidents.

management system of the Bank of Russia

Given the importance of issues related to the

corresponds to the internal and external envi-

efficiency of the Bank of Russia’s expenditures

ronment and is adequate to the organisational

on the construction, operation and maintenance

structure and scope of the Bank of Russia’s

of its facilities, internal audit monitored the

activities.

framework for decision-making and monitoring

The internal audit findings were reported

of the construction/reconstruction of the Bank

to the management of the Bank of Russia and

of Russia’s facilities and assessed the efficiency

the National Financial Council, followed by the

of the Bank of Russia’s healthcare divisions.

relevant management decisions and monitoring

The transition to the target model of the Bank of

of their implementation.

Russia’s procurement process was monitored to

In the reporting period, the Bank of Rus-

minimise the operational and reputational risks

sia maintained interaction with the Accounts

in the context of a new regulatory framework.

Chamber of the Russian Federation in the

In the course of internal security audits,

course of controlling and expert analytical

considerable attention was given to the organi

measures, as well as with the auditor of the

sation and implementation of processes related

Bank of Russia’s annual financial statements.

to the security of the Bank of Russia’s facilities.

The Bank of Russia continued to monitor in-

The information security audit was carried

teraction of its divisions with the government

out as part of the review of the Bank of Rus-

authorities in countering legal offences in the

sia’s cyber-resilience as well as when verify-

economic sphere.

BANK OF RUSSIA
ORENBURG REGIONAL
DIVISION BUILDING
designed by unknown architect,
1900s
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4. Annual financial
statements
of the Bank of Russia
for 2018
and auditors’ reports

Introduction
The Annual Financial Statements include information on banking opera
tions and other transactions conducted by the Bank of Russia to fulfil
its duties set out in Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, (as amended)
(hereinafter, the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’).
The Annual Financial Statements for 2018 presented below (hereinafter, the financial statements) are comprised of:
 Annual Balance Sheet;
 Statement of Financial Performance;
 Statement of Profit and its Allocation;
 Statement of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds;
 Statement of Bank of Russia Management of Securities and Stakeholdings in Organisations Constituting Bank of Russia Property;
 Statement of Volume of Bank of Russia Securities Trading on Orga
nised Trading Venues;
 Statement of Bank of Russia Personnel Costs;
 Statement of Capital Investment Budget Performance.
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The principal objectives of the Bank of Russia are:
 to protect the ruble and ensure its stability;
 to upgrade and strengthen the Russian banking system;
 to ensure the stability and development of the national payment system;
 to develop the Russian financial market;
 to ensure the stability of the Russian financial market.
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Annual Balance Sheet
as of 31 December 2018
(millions of rubles)
Note

2018

2017

ASSETS
1. Precious metals

4

6,123,931

4,505,183

2. Funds placed with non-residents and foreign securities

5

24,496,143

18,878,512

3. Loans and deposits

6

3,672,548

3,511,045

4. Securities, of which:

7

1,038,786

886,080

179,019

218,883

565,839

456,200

4.1. Federal government debt obligations
4.2. Credit institutions’ shares acquired as part
of bankruptcy prevention measures
5. Claims on the IMF

8

1,751,536

1,491,825

6. Other assets, of which:

9

2,285,999

1,542,461

83,212

80,069

140

151

39,368,943

30,815,106

6.1. Fixed assets
6.2. Profit tax advance payments
Total assets
LIABILITIES
1. Cash in circulation

10

10,312,842

9,539,356

2. Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia, of which:

11

14,526,589

11,003,132

2.1. Federal government funds

7,894,719

4,565,692

2.2. Funds of resident credit institutions

4,381,714

4,812,384

3. Float

12

50

727

4. Securities issued

13

1,388,252

356,777

5. Obligations to the IMF

14

1,616,353

1,407,818

6. Other liabilities

15

130,573

120,808

7. Capital, of which:

16

11,394,284

8,386,488

3,000

3,000

7.2. Reserves and funds

12,261,422

8,818,796

7.3. Previous years’ losses

(435,459)

0

7.4. Reporting year losses

(434,679)

(435,308)

39,368,943

30,815,106

7.1. Authorised capital

Total liabilities

Governor of the Bank of Russia
Bank of Russia Chief Accountant

26 April 2019

E.S. Nabiullina
I.Yu. Granovskaya
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Statement of financial performance
(millions of rubles)
Note

2018

2017

INCOME
Interest income

17

361,695

282,082

Income from securities trading

18

67,751

17,195

19

137,721

70,866

135,522

67,761

10,789

20,866

577,956

391,009

Income from stakeholdings in credit institutions
and other organisations,
including income from stakeholdings in Sberbank
Other income

20

Total income
EXPENSES
Interest expenses

21

354,106

136,063

Expenses on securities trading

22

130,119

52,517

Cash turnover management expenses

23

15,597

9,746

Net expenses on the creation of provisions

24

198,275

385,619

Other operating expenses

25

64,551

63,659

Bank of Russia personnel costs

26

114,465

110,952

877,113

758,556

(299,157)

(367,547)

(135,522)

(67,761)

(434,679)

(435,308)

Total expenses
Financial result before transferring income from stakeholdings
in Sberbank at end-year
Income received from stakeholdings in Sberbank at end-year
and transferred to the federal budget in line with federal laws
Reporting year loss

Capital, funds and profit allocation
(millions of rubles)

Balance as of 31 December 2015,
after tax and allocation of profit
for 2015 in 2016
Profit for 2016

Reserves

Social fund

Growth
Positive
in asset
revaluation
value upon
of securities
available for sale revaluation

Loss
for the year

Total capital

Profit for
the year

3,000

329,628

3,375

2,415,131

9,707,057

48,828

7,966

0

12,514,985

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

43,745

0

0

0

0

0

18,558

0

0

18,558

0

0

0

(225)

(420,647)

(3,446,902)

(18,004)

0

0 (3,885,778)

0

3,000

329,628

3,150

1,994,484

6,260,155

49,382

7,966

0

8,647,765

43,745

Taxes and duties paid from
Bank of Russia profit for 2016

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(153)

Transferred to the federal budget

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 (39,233)

Allocation of profit for 2016
retained by the Bank of Russia

0

4,185

174

0

0

0

0

0

4,359

(4,359)

3,000

333,813

3,324

1,994,484

6,260,155

49,382

7,966

0

8,652,124

0

Balance as of 31 December 2016,
before tax and allocation of profit
for 2016

Balance as of 31 December 2016,
after tax and allocation of profit
for 2016 in 2017
Loss for 2017

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(435,308)

(435,308)

0

Transferred to funds in 2017

0

0

0

271,286

0

1,795

0

0

273,081

0

Paid from funds in 2017

0

0

(315)

0

(71,659)

(31,435)

0

0

(103,409)

0
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Reserves

Social fund

Growth
Positive
in asset
revaluation
value upon
of securities
available for sale revaluation

3,000

333,813

3,009

2,265,770

6,188,496

19,742

Taxes and duties, including those
paid in advance in 2017

0

0

0

0

0

0

Balance as of 31 December 2017,
after tax for 2017

3,000

333,813

3,009

2,265,770

6,188,496

19,742

0

0

0

0

0

0

Transferred to funds in 2018

0

0

0

957,437

2,684,230

60,587

Paid from funds in 2017

0 (246,773)

(793)

0

0

(12,062)

Loss for 2018

7,966 (435,308)

Total capital

Profit for
the year

8,386,488

0

(151)

(151)

0

7,966 (435,459)

8,386,337

0

(434,679)

(434,679)

0

0

0

3,702,254

0

0

0

(259,628)

0

(870,138) 11,394,284

0

0

0

Balance as of 31 December 2018,
before tax for 2018

3,000

87,040

2,216

3,223,207

8,872,726

68,267

7,966

Taxes and duties, including those
paid in advance in 2018

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Balance as of 31 December 2018,
after tax for 2018

3,000

87,040

2,216

3,223,207

8,872,726

68,267

(140)

(140)

0

7,966 (870,278)

11,394,144

0
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Information on funds and the allocation of the Bank of Russia’s profit is disclosed in the Statement of Profit and its Allocation and in the Statement of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds.
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Notes to Annual Financial
Statements for 2018
1. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING
The Bank of Russia’s accounting and financial reporting practices are carried out in accordance
with the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’; Federal
Law No. 402‑FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Accounting’; Bank of Russia Regulation No. 567‑P,
dated 19 December 2016, ‘On the Chart of Accounts at the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia) and the Procedure for Using It’; Bank of Russia Regulation No. 522‑P, dated
21 December 2015, ‘Bank of Russia Accounting Policy for Accounting Purposes’ (hereinafter, the
Accounting Policy); and other Bank of Russia regulatory documents issued in pursuance of the
said federal laws.
The financial statements have been compiled on the basis of the annual accounting statements
of the Bank of Russia, including its regional and other divisions within the structure of the Bank
of Russia as a legal entity; accounting registers; and information set out in the Bank of Russia
regulations on the accounting rules in the Bank of Russia and other Bank of Russia regulations.
These financial statements have been compiled exclusive of the financial statements of credit
institutions and other organisations within and outside of Russia in which the Bank of Russia
holds a stake and/or whose activities it controls, as well as of legal entities established by the
Bank of Russia. Under the Russian law, the Bank of Russia is not required to compile consolidated
financial statements that include the financial statements of credit institutions and other organi
sations in which it holds a stake and/or whose activities it controls, as well as of legal entities
established by the Bank of Russia.
These financial statements have been compiled in the currency of the Russian Federation, the
Russian ruble (hereinafter, rubles), or in millions of rubles.
The financial statements cover the period from 1 January through 31 December 2018 inclusive.
Bracketed figures in tables are negative values.
For the purposes of these financial statements, Bank of Russia operations with credit institutions and the State Development Corporation VEB.RF (hereinafter, VEB.RF) are jointly referred
to as operations with resident banks.
Resident banks with government stakeholdings in their authorised capitals from 50% to 100%
are categorised as resident banks with the direct stakeholdings of the Russian Federation represented by the Russian Ministry of Finance or the Federal Agency for State Property Management,
constituent territories of the Russian Federation represented by their ministries and agencies,
the Bank of Russia, the State Corporation Deposit Insurance Agency and VEB.RF (Notes 6, 11).

2. ACCOUNTING POLICY PRINCIPLES, ACCOUNTING ITEMS
AND METHODS FOR THEIR APPRAISAL
Assets (claims) and liabilities are recorded at their initial value at the moment of their acquisition or occurrence. The initial value does not change until their retirement, sale, or redemption,
unless otherwise provided for by the Russian legislation, the Accounting Policy, and/or Bank of
Russia regulations or other by-laws. The specifics of any subsequent appraisal (revaluation) of
the value of assets (claims) and liabilities are described in this Note.
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(A) PRECIOUS METALS
Assets (claims) and liabilities denominated in precious metals, including precious metals contained in commemorative and investment coins that are legal tender in the Russian Federation
or placed on metal accounts (custody accounts and unallocated metal accounts) of the Bank of
Russia opened with non-resident and resident banks, and precious metals in deposit accounts,
are entered in the books at the value of the precious metals according to the book prices for
refined precious metals established by the Bank of Russia (hereinafter, the book price) as of
the date of the assignment of title and shall be revalued according to changes in book prices.
The Bank of Russia calculates book prices based on the current fixed prices of precious metals
on the London Metal Exchange.
Assets (claims) and liabilities denominated in precious metals are reflected in the books as of
the end of the reporting year at their fair value. The fair value of precious metals as of the end
of the reporting year is the last price for the precious metals as fixed in the London metals spot
market in the reporting year and recalculated based on the official US dollar / ruble exchange
rate effective as of the reporting date.
The excess of positive unrealised differences, which arise from the revaluation of precious
metal balances due to change in the book prices of precious metals and in the fair value as of
the end of the reporting year, over negative unrealised differences is recorded in the balance
account Accrued revaluation of precious metals as part of capital and is not included in the
statement of financial performance.
If the negative unrealised difference exceeds the positive unrealised exchange difference
in the results of the year’s activities, the excess is compensated for from previously accrued
unrealised differences recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious
metals as part of capital, in accordance with a decision by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
If there are no funds in the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals or if
the funds are insufficient, the negative unrealised difference is entirely (or in the amount that
exceeds the credit balance in the aforementioned balance sheet account) attributed to Bank of
Russia operating expenses for the corresponding reporting year in accordance with a decision
by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
The realised differences (income or expenditure) that arise when trade operations with precious metals are conducted at a price different from the book price of such precious metals
are calculated individually for each operation. The realised difference is the difference between
the actual value of a transaction and the value based on the book price of the corresponding
precious metal.
The realised differences in operations with precious metals are determined as of the transfer
date of the title to the precious metal to which the transaction relates (date of delivery of the
precious metal). Net positive realised differences are recorded to financial statements as other
income, while net negative realised differences are recorded as other operating expenses.
Bank of Russia claims and liabilities with respect to the delivery of precious metals in forward
transactions under signed contracts are recorded to off-balance-sheet accounts at the book
prices from the transaction date to the date of delivery of the precious metals or the settlement
date, whichever is earlier, and are revalued as the book prices change.
The value of precious metals used to recalculate assets (claims) and liabilities in precious metals
as of the reporting date was as follows: ₽2,862.6000 per gram of gold (2017: ₽2,400.9700 per
gram of gold); ₽34.5400 per gram of silver (2017: ₽31.2300 per gram of silver); ₽1,773.4200 per
gram of platinum (2017: ₽1,716.7000 per gram of platinum); ₽2,820.9500 per gram of palladium
(2017: ₽1,955.5900 per gram of palladium).
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(B) FOREIGN CURRENCY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Foreign currency assets (claims) and liabilities are entered in the books as of the date of
the operation or transaction in foreign currency at the official rate of exchange of the foreign
currency against the ruble set by the Bank of Russia as of that date (hereinafter, the official
exchange rate).
Foreign currency assets (claims) and liabilities are revalued as the official exchange rate
changes, except for amounts received, advances paid and down payments made under business
transactions with non-resident companies (for goods delivered, works performed or services
rendered), as well as the amounts of down payment in Bank of Russia transactions related to its
stakeholdings in other companies which are not subject to revaluation.
The excess of the positive unrealised exchange rate differences that arise in the course of
revaluing the balances in balance sheet accounts, where funds in foreign currency are reflected,
over the negative unrealised exchange rate differences due to changes in the official exchange
rates, is recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued foreign currency exchange rate diffe
rences as part of capital and is not included in the statement of financial performance.
If the negative unrealised exchange rate differences exceed positive unrealised exchange rate
differences accrued over the year, the excess is offset by previously accrued unrealised exchange
rate differences recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued foreign currency exchange rate
differences as part of capital in accordance with a decision by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors. If there are no funds in the balance sheet account Accrued foreign currency exchange
rate differences, or if the funds are insufficient, the negative unrealised exchange rate differences
are posted entirely (or in the amount that exceeds the credit balance of the above balance sheet
account) to Bank of Russia other operating expenses for the corresponding reporting year in
accordance with a decision by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
Realised exchange rate differences that arise in foreign exchange transactions conducted at
rates that differ from official exchange rates are calculated individually for each transaction and
are posted to Bank of Russia income or expenses as of the transaction date. The total excess
of positive realised exchange rate differences from foreign exchange operations over negative
realised exchange rate differences is recorded as part of other income, whereas the total excess
of negative realised exchange rate differences from foreign exchange operations over the positive
realised exchange rate differences is recorded as part of other operating expenses.
Bank of Russia claims and liabilities denominated in foreign currency under foreign currency
purchase and sale forward contracts are posted to off-balance-sheet accounts at the official
exchange rates from the transaction date to the first settlement date set forth by transaction
terms and are revalued at the official exchange rates.
The official exchange rates used to recalculate assets (claims) and liabilities in foreign currency as of the reporting date were as follows: ₽69.4706 to the US dollar (2017: ₽57.6002 to the
US dollar); ₽79.4605 to the euro (2017: ₽68.8668 to the euro); ₽88.2832 to the pound sterling
(2017: ₽77.6739 to the pound sterling); ₽50.9614 to the Canadian dollar (2017: ₽45.9258 to the
Canadian dollar); ₽62.9976 to 100 Japanese yen) (2017: ₽51.1479 to 100 Japanese yen); ₽96.6190
to the SDR (special drawing right) (2017: ₽81.8326 to the SDR); ₽48.9351 to the Australian dollar
(2017: ₽44.9570 to the Australian dollar); ₽10.0997 to the Chinese renminbi (2017: ₽88.4497
to 10 Chinese renminbi).
(C) SECURITIES
Investments in debt securities other than promissory notes are categorised as follows, depending on the purpose of the purchase:
– Appraised at fair value through profit or loss. These include securities purchased for shortterm sale (up to one year) whose fair value can be determined reliably;
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– Held to maturity. These include securities that the Bank of Russia intends to hold to maturity,
regardless of the period between the purchase date and the maturity date;
– Available for sale. These include securities that are not categorised as Appraised at fair value
through profit or loss or Held to maturity when purchased.
Securities are accounted for at their initial value, which includes the acquisition price (purchase
value) and, for securities Available for sale and Held to maturity, material additional expenses
(costs) directly associated with their purchase. Expenses (costs) exceeding 5.0% of the transaction value are recognised as material.
Securities are entered in the accounts in the currency in which they are issued.
The price of securities purchased in a currency other than that in which they were issued is
determined at the official exchange rate as of the purchase date, or at a cross rate calculated
using official exchange rates.
The balance-sheet value of securities after their initial recognition is altered by the amount of
interest income (interest expenses) accrued, amounts of partial redemption of the nominal value
of securities and coupon payment, and, for the securities Appraised at the fair value through
profit or loss and Available for sale, with due regard to their revaluation at the fair value.
The amount of discount and interest (coupon) income less the premium amount is recognised
as part of interest income. A discount on the security means a positive difference between the
nominal value (current face value) of the security and its initial value less interest (coupon) income included in the purchase price.
The amount of premium in excess of the interest (coupon) income is recognised as interest
expense. A premium on the security means a negative difference between the nominal value
(current face value) of the security and its initial value less interest (coupon) income included in
the purchase price.
Interest income and expenses are accrued on a uniform basis from the purchase date of securities
and during their remaining circulation time, unless otherwise specified in Bank of Russia regulations.
Interest income on securities where there is no uncertainty as to the receipt of the said income,
as well as interest expenses on securities are recognised as income or expenses respectively, on
the last working day of the month in which the securities are retired (sold) or redeemed, and when
interest (coupon) income is paid by the issuer. Interest income on securities where the receipt
of the income is recognised to be uncertain is recorded to separate off-balance sheet accounts
for unearned interest income and is recognised as income when the funds are actually received.
Securities categorised as Available for sale whose fair value can be determined reliably are
appraised (revalued) at their fair value.
Market prices posted by trading organisers from the latest organised trades are used to eva
luate the fair value of securities traded in a foreign financial market in organised (stock exchange)
trading and securities eligible for circulation in organised trading in the domestic financial market
(excluding Russian Federation Eurobonds). The latest quotations (prices) posted in the Bloomberg
information system are used to evaluate securities traded in non-organised (over-the-counter)
trading of a foreign financial market, securities traded in the domestic financial market which are
not eligible for circulation in organised trading in the domestic financial market and Russian Federation Eurobonds at fair value. Assessment models based on market data are used to evaluate
the fair value of securities that do not have representative quotations (prices).
The securities revaluation amount is the difference between the fair price of securities of a
corresponding issue (issuer) and their balance sheet price, net of the revaluation reflected in the
corresponding balance sheet accounts.
Revaluation of securities categorised as securities Available for sale is posted during the year
to the balance sheet accounts Revaluation of securities available for sale — positive differences
and Revaluation of securities available for sale — negative differences.
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At year-end, excess of positive revaluation over negative revaluation of securities categorised
as Available for sale of the corresponding issue (issuer) is written off to the account for income
from securities transactions within the limits of negative revaluation of the corresponding issue
(issuer), recorded to the account showing expenses from securities transactions in previous years;
in the absence of a negative revaluation of the corresponding issue (issuer), posted to expenses
in previous years, or in the amount of its excess, it is recorded to the balance sheet account
Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of capital. With respect to securities
categorised as Available for sale that are acquired in the reporting year, the positive revaluation
of such securities of the corresponding issue (issuer) is recorded to the balance sheet account
Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of capital.
At year-end, excess of negative revaluation over positive revaluation of securities categorised as Available for sale of the corresponding issue (issuer) is written off against positive
revaluation accounted for as part of capital within the limits of the previously accrued positive
revaluations of that issue (issuer). In the absence (or shortage) of previously accrued positive
revaluations of that issue (issuer) accounted for as part of capital, it is recorded to the account
for expenses on securities transactions. With respect to securities categorised as Available for
sale and acquired in the reporting year, the sum of negative revaluation of such securities of
the corresponding issue (issuer) is written off to the account showing expenses on securities
transactions.
The Bank of Russia is entitled to reclassify securities categorised as Available for sale to
those Held to maturity.
The price of securities categorised as Held to maturity is reflected in the financial statements
net of depreciation provisions.
Securities categorised as Held to maturity are not subject to revaluation.
Upon the retirement (sale) of securities, the price of such securities shall be determined using
the FIFO method, which stipulates that the securities purchased first are written off from the
Bank of Russia’s balance sheet first.
The financial result of the retirement (sale) or redemption of securities is calculated as the
difference between the balance sheet price of the security as of the retirement date, inclusive of
accrued interest income (for securities in the category Appraised at fair value through profit or
loss, net of revaluation amounts), and the contractual redemption price or retirement (sale) price
and is recorded to the income or expenses on securities transactions in the statement of financial
performance. For securities in the category Available for sale, alongside showing the retirement
(sale) or redemption of securities, the total amount of accumulated revaluation of the retired
securities is transferred to the accounts for income on or expenses from securities transactions.
Securities transferred by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions (including securities in
repo transactions with non-resident banks) are recognised in the same category of securities, in
which they were recognised before the transaction, in separate balance sheet accounts. Funds
raised by the Bank of Russia in repo transactions are accounted for in Bank of Russia balance
sheet accounts for funds raised.
Securities received by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions (including securities in repo
transactions with resident or non-resident banks) are recorded to off-balance sheet accounts and
revalued at the fair price on the last working day of the month. Funds raised in repo transactions
with resident or non-resident banks are recorded to Bank of Russia balance sheet accounts for
funds placed.
Income received or expenses incurred by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions are recorded as part of interest income or interest expenses respectively.
Promissory notes issued by credit institutions are accounted for at their purchase price net
of depreciation provisions.
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(D) BANK OF RUSSIA BONDS
Bank of Russia coupon bonds (coupon OBRs) are accounted for at the nominal value reduced
or increased by the discount or premium (the difference between the nominal value and the
placement or selling price) inclusive of accrued interest.
The amount of discount and coupon income payable to coupon OBR holders less the premium amount are recognised as interest expenses. Interest expenses accrue starting from the
date of coupon OBRs placement (sale) throughout the time to their maturity on a uniform basis.
Interest expenses are recorded to expense accounts on the last working day of the month when
the coupon OBRs are bought back or redeemed, and coupon income is paid.
Coupon OBRs received by the Bank of Russia in repos with resident banks are recorded to
off-balance sheet accounts as securities received in repos.
(E) INVESTMENTS
Bank of Russia investments in the authorised capital of credit institutions and other organi
sations are accounted for at their initial price as of the date of transfer of the title to shares
(stakes), as specified in the documents confirming the transfer of title to the shares (stakes).
The initial value of shares (stakes) entered in the books includes the purchase price (purchase
value) and material additional expenses (costs) directly associated with their purchase. Expenses
(costs) exceeding ₽25,000 are recognised as material.
Immaterial additional expenses (costs) directly related to the purchase of shares (stakes) are
included in expenses on securities trading.
Bank of Russia investments in the shares of credit institutions, which were acquired for the
purpose of participation in bankruptcy prevention measures and were transferred to trust management, are accounted for in balance sheet accounts for assets transferred to trust management.
Foreign currency investments in the shares (stakes) of legal entities, which are denominated
in foreign currency, are accounted for in rubles at the official exchange rate as of the date on
which the title to the shares (stakes) is transferred or at the official exchange rate as of the date
on which they are paid up with a prepayment.
The value of shares (stakes) denominated in a foreign currency is not subject to further revaluation following a change in the official exchange rate.
(F) LOANS AND DEPOSITS
Loans, including subordinated loans, provided to credit institutions, state corporations, and
other legal entities, and deposits placed, inter alia, in accordance with federal laws and decisions by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors are recognised as part of the principal, including
accrued interest whose receipt is regarded as certain, net of depreciation provisions. Interest
income where there is uncertainty as to its receipt is recorded to off-balance sheet accounts
for unearned interest income and is recognised as income when the funds are actually received.
The Bank of Russia issues loans against the pledge (blocking) of securities, pledge of receivables on loan agreements and/or guarantees.
Securities received as loan collateral are appraised at their market value as of the transfer date
of the indicated securities as collateral on a Bank of Russia loan, using the adjustment ratios
established by the Bank of Russia, and are not subject to further revaluation.
Claims under loan agreements received as collateral on extended loans are accounted for at
the value determined according to the procedure defined by the loan agreement, adjusted by the
adjustment ratios established by the Bank of Russia.
The value of collateral under Bank of Russia loans provided against guarantees is calculated
as the amount of loan debt plus the interest to be paid for the anticipated period of use of the
loan, calculated based on the conditions of the loan agreement signed with the Bank of Russia.
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Within the framework of implementing measures aimed at stabilising the financial market of the
Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia places funds as part of bankruptcy prevention measures
at credit institutions using the money of the Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation.
(G) LOSS PROVISIONS FOR BANK OF RUSSIA OPERATIONS
To cover possible financial losses if risks materialise under Bank of Russia claims and liabilities
(including contingent ones) in the currency of the Russian Federation and in a foreign currency,
which arise in the course of the Bank of Russia’s performing its functions in accordance with Russian laws, the Bank of Russia makes the following provisions: on credit and other similar exposures
(hereinafter, exposures), including those on securities held to maturity; claims on interest income
under exposures reflected on balance sheet accounts (hereinafter, claims on interest income); funds
placed on deposit by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution to compensate for the part of
losses (expenses) incurred by the credit institution under transactions with other credit institutions
whose banking licences have been revoked; Bank of Russia compensation payments for household
deposits at bankrupt banks not covered by the Russian Federation’s compulsory household deposit
insurance system; performance of obligations to participants in the Bank of Russia’s Pension Plan;
debt incurred by foreign counterparties and issuers; liabilities of credit institutions whose participation in the international payment system has been suspended; amounts paid by the Bank of Russia
to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation in accordance with Russian laws to compensate for
the shortage of pension savings; amounts transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund
of the Russian Federation in the event of the forced winding up of a non-governmental pension
fund; and accounts receivable under the business activity of the Bank of Russia.
Provisions are made in the currency of the Russian Federation. Bank of Russia provisions are
made based on decisions by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors and are recognised as Bank
of Russia expenses.
Given a decrease in the amount of claims and liabilities in the event of their full or partial repayment, mitigation of the risk of possible financial losses thereunder, or decrease in the official
exchange rate of foreign currencies against the ruble, the corresponding part of the provisions
made for the claims and liabilities should be reduced and recovered to Bank of Russia income.
Provisions are used to cover financial losses under liabilities in the event that risks thereunder
materialise and to write off claims the Bank of Russia cannot recover after it has undertaken
all and any necessary and sufficient legal and actual measures to recover them and to exercise
the rights arising from the availability of collateral for the claims, including when an entry on the
debtor’s registration in connection with its liquidation is made in the Unified State Register of
Legal Entities.
Provisions for exposures as well as exposures to credit interest income are made by the Bank
of Russia when the risk of possible financial loss (credit risk) arises as a result of a borrower’s
default on or improper fulfilment (if there is a threat of such default or improper fulfilment) of
obligations in accordance with the terms and conditions of agreements or other documents
confirming the provision and placement of funds by the Bank of Russia or as a result of the
revocation of the borrower’s banking licence.
The Bank of Russia determines the level of credit risk and makes provisions in the amount
corresponding to the identified credit risk level for the following exposures: loans issued by the
Bank of Russia (inter alia, under opened credit lines); deposits placed by the Bank of Russia;
funds placed by the Bank of Russia under repo operations; and securities held to maturity. When
assessing credit risk, the Bank of Russia evaluates the financial standing of a borrower and the
quality of its debt servicing.
Provisions for exposures of the Bank of Russia in rubles and foreign currency are made on an
individual basis or for a portfolio of homogeneous credit claims (on a portfolio basis).
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For exposures without individual signs of impairment, which meet the criteria for the formation
of portfolio of homogeneous credit claims, provisions are made on a portfolio basis.
Provisions for exposures pooled in a portfolio of homogeneous credit claims are made for the
portfolio as a whole and reflect the amount of probable financial losses that may result from the
overall impairment of homogeneous exposures pooled (grouped) in the portfolio. When determining the criteria for attributing credit claims to the portfolio of homogeneous credit claims, the
Bank of Russia may take into account the following properties of exposures: type of exposures,
emergence of exposures as a result of transactions under a single agreement; placement of
funds on similar conditions; placement of funds in compliance with certain federal laws; the net
settlement of debt obligations under several transactions; and other properties of transactions.
The amount of provisions for exposures is determined taking into account the value (amount)
of collateral provided under concluded agreements calculated using adjustment ratios (discounts)
(Note 2(f).
Loss provisions for the funds deposited by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution to
compensate, pursuant to federal laws, for the portion of losses (expenses) sustained by the
credit institution in transactions with other credit institutions whose banking licences have been
revoked (hereinafter, the compensation deposit) are made when the credit institution writes off
the compensation deposit in whole or in part.
Provisions to guarantee Bank of Russia obligations to participants in its Pension Plan are
made to ensure fulfilment of supplementary pension obligations to Bank of Russia employees in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Pension Plan. The amount of provisions to be
made is determined by the excess of the forecast value of pension obligations over the forecast
balance of the Bank of Russia pension fund as of the end of the year following the reporting year.
Provisions for debts of foreign counterparties and issuers may be made for the following kinds
of Bank of Russia claims: claims arising as a result of Bank of Russia operations and transactions
as provided for by the IMF Articles of Agreement and contracts with the IMF; claims to foreign
counterparties (except for business operations); claims to foreign issuers under securities not
redeemed in due time or categorised by the Bank of Russia as securities held to maturity; and
claims arising in the course of foreign companies fulfilling their obligations to the Bank of Russia
as provided for by suretyship agreements concluded between the Bank of Russia and the said
companies to ensure intraday settlements across Russian payment systems.
Provisions for credit institutions’ obligations, for the fulfilment of which in full an internatio
nal payment system does not bear subsidiary liability to the Bank of Russia and/or when such
institutions’ participation in the international payment system has been suspended, are formed
in the amount of the claim to compensation consisting of the amount of the credit institution’s
obligation to the Bank of Russia for whose complete fulfilment the international payment system
does not bear subsidiary liability to the Bank of Russia, and/or when the institution’s participation in the international payment system has been suspended, which occurred because of the
insufficiency of funds in its correspondent account to fulfil the collection order for the amount
of the debit net position and a fine for the unfulfilled obligations.
Provisions for the amount of compensation paid by the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund of
the Russian Federation for the shortage of pension savings are formed when, in accordance with
Russian laws, the Bank of Russia, as a result of compensating the shortage of pension savings,
acquired claims which, in the event of the bankruptcy of a non-governmental pension fund, that
is not a participant fund, or in the event of its forced liquidation, shall be satisfied using the own
capital (assets securing statutory activity, if the non-governmental pension fund is a non-profit
organisation) of such non-governmental pension fund.
Provisions for the amounts of funds transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund of
the Russian Federation are made if an arbitration court issues a ruling, upon the Bank of Russia’s
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application, on the forced liquidation of a non-governmental pension fund which has not been
registered in the system guaranteeing the rights of insured persons because of the cancellation
of its licence.
Provisions to cover possible financial losses under receivables from economic activity determined in the values established by the Bank of Russia’s regulation governing the procedure for
the Bank of Russia to write off assets, receivables and other expenditures are formed for recei
vables recognised in the books in the balance sheet accounts for settlements with employees
with regard to imprest amounts (in respect of the amounts of shortages); settlements with suppliers, contractors, and buyers; settlements with non-residents under business transactions; or
settlements with other debtors which bear the risk of possible financial loss due to the default
on (improper performance of) obligations by the Bank of Russia’s debtor under the contract for
the delivery of goods, performance of works, or provision of services.
Bank of Russia assets, for which provisions are made, are accounted for in the financial statements net of the amount of provisions made.
(H) FIXED ASSETS
Bank of Russia fixed assets are defined as assets which possess physical form and a service
life exceeding 12 months and a value in excess of the limit set by the Bank of Russia for the
recognition of property as fixed assets which are used as tools for the provision of services or
management of a Bank of Russia division, as well as in the cases stipulated in public health, technical and maintenance, and other special technical standards and requirements. Since 1 January
2016, the limit of the property value required for such property to be entered into the books as
fixed assets has been set by the Bank of Russia at over ₽100,000 per accounting unit put into
operation from 1 January 2016. Objects entered into the books as fixed assets before 1 January
2016 are accounted for as part of fixed assets.
Fixed assets are recognised in the financial statements at their residual value, i.e. at the purchase price including revaluation less accrued depreciation.
Bank of Russia fixed assets have been revalued in accordance with Russian Federation Go
vernment resolutions. The latest revaluation was made as of 1 January 1997.
Depreciation allowances are made each month, on the first day of the month following the
month a fixed asset is put into operation, at the rate of one-twelfth of the annual sum, and are
continued throughout its entire service life (except in cases when the asset is in the process
of reconstruction or modernisation for more than 12 months or has been closed down for more
than three months by a decision of the Bank of Russia). They are discontinued from the first day
of the month following the month during which the cost of the asset was fully repaid, or the
asset was retired.
The maximum amount of accrued depreciation equals the balance sheet value of the fixed
asset, which means the initial or current (replacement) value of the asset (including revaluation).
Fixed assets acquired and put into operation prior to 1 January 2002 are depreciated at the
official rates of depreciation set by USSR Council of Ministers Resolution No. 1072, dated 22 October 1990, ‘On Standard Rates of Depreciation Allowances for the Complete Replacement of
Fixed Assets of the National Economy of the USSR’:
%
2018

2017

Buildings and other facilities

1—6

1—7

Equipment (including computers, furniture, vehicles, etc.)

1—6

1—7

Fixed assets put into operation from 1 January 2002 are depreciated according to the classifier
of depreciated fixed assets of the Bank of Russia issued pursuant to Russian Federation Go
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vernment Resolution No. 1, dated 1 January 2002, ‘On the Classification of Fixed Assets Included
in Depreciation Groups’ (as amended by Russian Federation Government Resolutions No. 415,
dated 9 July 2003; No. 476, dated 8 August 2003; No. 697, dated 18 November 2006; No. 676,
dated 12 September 2008; No. 165, dated 24 February 2009; No. 1011, dated 10 December 2010;
No. 674, dated 6 July 2015; No. 640, dated 7 July 2016; and No. 526, dated 28 April 2018):
%
2018

2017

Buildings and other facilities

1—37

1—46

Equipment (including computers, furniture, vehicles, etc.)

2—71

2—75

The maximum annual depreciation rate decreased as a result of 100% depreciation accrual
for fixed assets for which the highest depreciation rates applied in the previous reporting period.
Expenses for the repair and maintenance of fixed assets are recorded to the financial statement as other operating expenses.
Income or expenses following the retirement of fixed assets are calculated as the difference
between their balance sheet value (including accrued depreciation and retirement cost) and are
recorded to the statement of financial performance as other income or other operating expenses.

(I) INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets are identifiable objects whose initial value may be accurately determined.
They do not have a physical form and are meant for long-term use (i.e. , for a service life of over
12 months). They are not intended for sale within 12 months and are capable of bringing further
economic advantages, which advantages the Bank of Russia is entitled to receive, unlike other
entities enjoying only limited access to such economic advantages.
Intangible assets are accounted for in the financial statements at their residual value, i.e. at
the purchase price net of accrued depreciation.
A change in the value of an intangible asset is allowed in the event of its revaluation at the
current market value. Intangible assets are revalued by recalculating their residual value. The ba
lance sheet value of an intangible asset after revaluation and the amount of accrued depreciation
are determined using a recalculation ratio defined as the quotient of the current market value of
the intangible asset divided by its residual value. Intangible assets have not been revalued before.
Depreciation allowances are made each month, starting the first day of the month following
the month intangible assets are put into operation, at the rate of one-twelfth of the annual sum,
and are continued throughout their entire service life. They are discontinued from the first day
of the month following the month during which the cost of the asset was completely repaid, or
the asset was retired.
The maximum amount of accrued depreciation equals the balance sheet value of intangible
assets.
The following rates of depreciation are applied to intangible assets put into operation on or
after 1 January 2002:
%
Intangible assets

2018

2017

10—67

7—75

The maximum annual depreciation rate decreased due to the change of the service life in the
case of a material change in the duration of the period (over one year) during which the Bank of
Russia is expected to use the software product.
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The Bank of Russia establishes the service life of its intangible assets in accordance with its
Ordinance No. 2581‑U, dated 22 February 2011, ‘On the Service Life of Software Products and/
or Databases Used by the Bank of Russia, and on the Procedure for Recording the Acquisition
of Software Licences to Bank of Russia Expenses’.
Income or expenses arising following the retirement of intangible assets are calculated as
the difference between their balance sheet value (including accrued depreciation) and the retirement value, and are recorded to the statement of financial performance as other income or
other operating expenses.
(J) CASH IN CIRCULATION
The Bank of Russia is the sole issuer of cash and the organiser of cash circulation. Banknotes
and coins put into circulation are shown in the financial statements at their nominal value, exclusive of ruble cash at Bank of Russia tills, Bank of Russia ATMs and cash in transit.
(K) FUNDS IN ACCOUNTS WITH THE BANK OF RUSSIA
Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia are comprised of federal government funds, resident banks’ correspondent accounts, required reserves of credit institutions deposited with the
Bank of Russia, credit institutions’ and other organisations’ deposits taken by the Bank of Russia,
regional and local government budget funds and government extra-budgetary funds, funds of
organisations that are federal or public property, as well as funds raised from non-resident banks
in repos executed in the external market. Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia are reflected
in the financial statements at their nominal value, inclusive of interest accrued.
(L) FLOAT
As of the reporting date, float includes the balances resulting from the completion of settlement operations related to money transfers within the Bank of Russia payment system.
Float is reflected in the financial statements at its nominal value.
(M) CAPITAL
The Bank of Russia’s capital consists of:
– authorised capital. Under Article 10 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia has authorised capital in the amount of
₽3 billion;
– various reserves and funds created to enable the Bank of Russia to perform the functions
assigned to it by the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia)’. Information about the sources and use of Bank of Russia reserves and funds is contained in the Statement of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds, which is part of these financial
statements;
– loss of the reporting year and previous years (Note 2(o).
(N) RECOGNITION OF BANK OF RUSSIA INCOME AND EXPENSES
Income and expenses are formed as a result of conducting transactions in rubles, in foreign
currency and in precious metals and are recorded on an accrual basis, that is, they are posted as
soon as they occur, rather than after the funds (or their equivalents) have been actually received
or paid.
Records across accounts for income and expenses is maintained in rubles.
Income and expenses are recorded in the period to which they relate.
Income and expenses earned (incurred) in foreign currency are converted into rubles at the
official exchange rate as of the date of their recognition in the books. Income and expenses
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earned (incurred) in precious metals are recalculated into rubles at the book prices in effect as
of the date of their recognition in the books.
Expenses on the replenishment of supplementary pension funds for Bank of Russia employees
are recorded to the statement of financial performance, after they have been incurred, based on
the actuarial assessment of pension obligations of the Bank of Russia.
Income in the form of dividends due for the Bank of Russia’s stakeholdings in the authorised
capitals of legal entities in foreign currency and in the currency of the Russian Federation is
recorded in the books based on information on the decision to pay dividends made by the legal
entity’s authorised body.
Income (expenses) received (incurred) and accrued in previous reporting periods is (are)
recorded to the items of the statement of financial performance for the reporting period with
corresponding economic content.
Interest income and interest expenses are accrued during the period of placement (attraction)
of funds on a uniform basis, unless otherwise stipulated by Bank of Russia regulations.
The receipt of interest income on all exposures with regard to borrowers against which claims,
according to the provisioning procedure, are assigned to groups lower than those with zero, insignificant or moderate credit risk, or the receipt of interest income on operations, for which the
portfolio of homogeneous credit claims has been created, is recognised for reflection in accounting
as uncertain from the date of assignment.
(O) FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Financial performance: profit or loss is calculated in accordance with the legislation of the
Russian Federation as the difference between total income and expenses of the Bank of Russia
for the reporting year, as reflected in the books.
Loss of the reporting year and previous years is entered in the books as part of capital
(Note 2(m).
(P) TAXATION OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA
The Bank of Russia pays taxes and duties in compliance with the Tax Code of the Russian
Federation. It has drawn up and approved its accounting policy for the purposes of taxation,
which sets out the applicable tax accounting principles and methods, alongside the rules on
and procedure for creating a tax base for the calculation of taxes and duties to be paid by the
Bank of Russia.
(Q) TRANSFER OF PROFIT TO THE FEDERAL BUDGET
Pursuant to Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’, once the Annual Financial Statements have been approved by the Board of Directors,
the Bank of Russia transfers 75% of the actual annual profit retained after the payment of taxes
and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation to the federal budget.
In accordance with Federal Law No. 415‑FZ, dated 19 December 2016, ‘On the Federal Budget
for 2017 and the Plan Period of 2018 and 2019’, the Bank of Russia shall transfer by 1 August
2017 the income received in 2017 for 2016 from its stakeholdings in Sberbank to the federal
budget. The part of the profit the Bank of Russia receives for 2017 which is to be transferred to
the federal budget shall be reduced by the said amount.
In accordance with Federal Law No. 370‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017, ‘On the Specifics of
Transferring the Income for 2017 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation from
Stakeholdings in Sberbank of Russia in 2018’, the income received in 2018 by the Bank of Russia from its stakeholdings in Sberbank at end-2017 shall be transferred by the Bank of Russia
to the federal budget on or before 1 August 2018. The part of the Bank of Russia’s profit to be
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transferred to the federal budget in 2019 in accordance with Article 26 of Federal Law ‘On the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ shall be reduced by the said amount.
If a loss incurs as of the end of the reporting year, the income earned from the stakeholdings
in Sberbank and transferred to the federal budget in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation shall be posted to expenses of the reporting year.
(R) CLAIMS ON THE IMF AND OBLIGATIONS TO THE IMF
Pursuant to the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’,
the Bank of Russia serves as a depository for IMF funds in the currency of the Russian Fede
ration and performs operations and transactions stipulated by the IMF’s Articles of Agreement
and contracts with the IMF.
The Bank of Russia keeps records of the Russian Federation’s claims on the IMF (including
the Russian Federation’s quota in the Fund) and its obligations to the IMF.
Claims on the IMF include the Russian Federation’s quota in the Fund; funds in the Russian
Federation’s account with the IMF’s Special Drawing Rights Department (SDR Department); and
loans provided by the Bank of Russia to the IMF under the New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB),
inclusive of interest accrued.
IMF quotas are subscriptions of all member states, which are paid in national and foreign currencies. The portion of the quota paid in a foreign currency constitutes a position on the reserve
tranche. Quotas are denominated in Special Drawing Rights (SDRs).
SDRs are reserve assets created by the IMF. The SDR value is posted daily based on a basket
of currencies, consisting of the US dollar, euro, Chinese renminbi, Japanese yen and pound sterling.
The New Arrangements to Borrow are a lending facility to provide funds to the IMF by a
group of member countries with a sustainable balance of payments and sufficient international
reserves. In 2012, upon agreement with member countries, the maximum maturity of NAB claims,
including previously issued loans, was extended from five to ten years, while other lending terms
and conditions remained unchanged. The Bank of Russia can recall its committed funds at any
time, if necessary.
Obligations to the IMF are represented by the ruble balances in the IMF’s Number 1 and 2
Accounts with the Bank of Russia and by the obligations on SDRs received by the Russian Fe
deration during previous issues of SDRs by the IMF, inclusive of accrued interest.
The IMF’s Number 1 Account is used for financial operations and trades. The IMF’s Number 2
Account is used to pay for the administrative expenses of the IMF representative office in the
Russian Federation and is replenished by withdrawing funds from the IMF’s Number 1 Account.
The accounting of claims on the IMF and obligations to the IMF as well as interest accrual is
performed in line with IMF recommendations and Bank of Russia regulations. In order to maintain
the total of Bank of Russia ruble-denominated obligations to the IMF in SDR terms at the ruble
exchange rate set by the IMF, the balances in the IMF’s Number 1 and 2 Accounts are revalued
on a monthly basis on the first working day of the month following the reporting month. The total
exchange rate differences accrued on the IMF’s Number 1 Account are recognised in correspondence with the account for recording the part of the quota paid in rubles. The total exchange
rate differences accrued to the IMF’s Number 2 Account are recorded to the Bank of Russia’s
income or expenses. At the end of the IMF’s fiscal year (30 April) and by the decision of the IMF
or at the request of the Bank of Russia, the amount of the accrued exchange rate differences
from the revaluation of the IMF’s Number 1 Account is recorded to the increase (decrease) in the
balance of the IMF’s Number 1 Account; and the revaluation of the IMF’s Number 2 Account is
recorded to the increase (decrease) in this account’s balance.
SDR-denominated claims on the IMF and obligations to the IMF are revalued at the official
rate of exchange of the SDR to the ruble set by the Bank of Russia.
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(S) REPORTING OF OPERATIONS UNDER THE CHINESE RENMINBI (RMB) / RUSSIAN
RUBLE FX SWAP AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PEOPLE’S BANK OF CHINA AND THE
BANK OF RUSSIA AND OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE RMB RECEIVED UNDER
THE AGREEMENT TO RUSSIAN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS THROUGH SWAPS
The RMB/RUB bilateral FX Swap Agreement between the People’s Bank of China and the
Bank of Russia (hereinafter, the National Currency Swap Agreement) was concluded1 to develop
bilateral economic relations by funding trade and direct investment. Under this Agreement, the
parties can provide their own national currency or obtain the national currency of the other party through swaps within certain maximum limits. The Bank of Russia provides RMB to Russian
credit institutions through swaps under agreements between the Bank of Russia and Russian
credit institutions.
The current maximum amount in rubles (Chinese renminbi) that may be supplied (received)
by the Bank of Russia through swaps under the National Currency Swap Agreement is recor
ded to off-balance sheet accounts under the item Unused limits to provide (receive) funds in
the form of overdrafts and ‘against the debt limit’ loans. The total of the maximum amount
in rubles (renminbi) posted to the off-balance sheet account is decreased by the amounts
of swaps between the Bank of Russia and People’s Bank of China and is recovered after the
transactions are completed.
The current amount of rubles (renminbi) that may be provided (received) by the Bank of
Russia through swaps between the Bank of Russia and the People’s Bank of China in the event
that the People’s Bank of China (Bank of Russia) requests funds through a swap is recorded to
off-balance sheet accounts under the item Unused limits to provide (receive) funds in the form
of overdrafts and ‘against the debt limit’ loans. The respective amount of renminbi (rubles) is
posted to the off-balance sheet accounts for the bank guarantees and sureties received (issued)
during the effective period of a swap. The total of the current amount in rubles (renminbi) pos
ted to the off-balance sheet account under the item Unused limits to provide (receive) funds in
the form of overdrafts and ‘against the debt limit’ loans is decreased when the Bank of Russia
provides rubles to the People’s Bank of China (when the Bank of Russia receives renminbi from
the People’s Bank of China) by the amount of funds provided (received) and is recovered upon
their repayment.
The rubles supplied by the Bank of Russia to the People’s Bank of China (renminbi received
by the Bank of Russia from the People’s Bank of China) under the swaps are recorded to the
balance sheet accounts for other placed (received) funds.
(T) CHANGES TO COMPARATIVE DATA
Due to the amendments introduced starting 1 January 2018 to the classification of items
in the Bank of Russia personnel costs budget and items in the Bank of Russia capital investment budget performance, the Statement of Bank of Russia Personnel Costs and the
Statement of Capital Investment Budget Performance are presented according to the new
classification of expenses.

1
Due to the expiry of the Agreement concluded in 2014, in 2017, the Bank of Russia and the People’s Bank of China concluded a new
National Currency Swap Agreement.
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3. IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ON BANK OF RUSSIA
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Balance sheet indicators and the income and expenses of the Bank of Russia were shaped
by the recovery of economic activity, inflation growth, weakening of the national currency, an
increase in the structural liquidity surplus of the banking sector, the influence of current measures
and decisions associated with the performance of various legislative functions by the Bank of
Russia and other factors.
In 2018, recovery of economic activity picked up. According to Rosstat estimates, Russia’s
gross domestic product in real terms grew by 2.3% from 1.6% in 2017, and in nominal terms, GDP
grew by 12.5% from 7.1% in 2017.2 In 2018, household final consumption expenditure grew by
5.4% in nominal terms.
In the first half of 2018, inflation remained below the target level at 2.2—2.4%. This was mostly
explained by the time factor, i.e. , a high supply of farm produce and, therefore, a low growth
rate of food prices. In this context, the Bank of Russia reduced its key rate twice, by 25 bp in
February and in March, to 7.25% p.a.
In the second half of 2018, consumer price growth accelerated under the influence of change
in the trade-off between demand and supply in some food markets and as a result of price
adjustment to the weakening of the ruble in April and then in August. Household and business
inflation expectations remained elevated, and uncertainty regarding their further movements remained. Considering these factors, the Bank of Russia increased its key rate twice, in September
and December, by 0.5 pp in aggregate, from 7.25% to 7.75% p.a.
As the nominal GDP and household final consumption expenditure increased, cash in circulation grew by 8.1% in 2018.
The US dollar / ruble exchange rate increased by 18% over 2018, while the euro/ruble exchange
rate increased by 12%. The weakening of the ruble was mostly associated with the reassessment
by investors of the risks of investments in emerging market economies and with the decline of
demand for their assets. Furthermore, a country risk premium for Russia was negatively affected
by the intensification of sanctions rhetoric, which spurred sales of Russian securities by investors
and put pressure on the ruble exchange rate. Consequently, for the purpose of curbing risks for
financial stability, the Bank of Russia suspended fiscal rule-based foreign currency purchases from
late August to the end of 2018.
In 2018, in the context of the operating fiscal rule, $35.4 billion was purchased. The amount
of postponed purchases in the dollar equivalent was 31.1 billion. The suspension of purchases
slowed down the growth of international reserves. Furthermore, in 2018, about $16.5 billion
from the National Wealth Fund was allocated to finance the budget deficit of the Pension Fund
of the Russian Federation. As a result, in 2018, the volume of international reserves in dollar
terms grew by 8.3% (by $35.8 billion); while in 2017 they increased by 14.6% (by $55.0 billion).
The growth of the international reserves in 2018 was caused both by increase in their FX component (by $25.5 billion, or 7.2% as compared with 2017) and gold reserves (by $10.3 billion, or
13.4%). A positive foreign exchange revaluation also contributed to the growth of international
reserves in ruble terms. Consequently, the balance of funds under the item Funds placed with
non-residents and foreign securities grew by 29.8%.
Federal government funds held in accounts with the Bank of Russia expanded by 72.9% mostly
as a result of fiscal rule-based foreign currency purchases, as well as foreign currency revaluation.
At the beginning of 2018, an inflow of liquidity to the banking sector was observed as a result
of foreign currency purchases in the domestic foreign exchange market and the provision of funds
2

The figures for 2017 were adjusted due to the revision of the nominal GDP for 2015—2018 by Rosstat in December 2018.
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to credit institutions undergoing financial rehabilitation. In the second half of 2018, following suspension of foreign currency purchases in the domestic foreign exchange market, the structural
liquidity surplus contracted, as moderate budget expenditure was unable to off-set the outflow
of funds from banks due to tax payments. As a result, the balance of credit institutions’ funds
held in accounts with the Bank of Russia declined by 8.9%.
Credit institutions’ demand for Bank of Russia refinancing facilities remained subdued. Therefore, the balance of funds in the Loans and deposits item remained virtually unchanged.
The financial result of the Bank of Russia’s performance in 2018 was negative. In the face of
a structural liquidity surplus, in 2018, the Bank of Russia actively conducted liquidity-absorbing
operations, including regular deposit auctions and auctions for the placement of Bank of Russia
coupon bonds. Consequently, Bank of Russia interest expenses in 2018 were 2.6 times higher
than in the previous year. At the same time, amid growing interest rates in the global financial
markets and a change in the structure of Bank of Russia reserve assets in 2018, return on their
placement was higher than in 2017.
In addition to the above factors, another negative drag on the financial result came from the
provision of funds to credit institutions as part of bankruptcy prevention measures using the
resources of the Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation and by the transfer of income from the
stakeholdings in Sberbank to the federal budget in accordance with federal laws.

4. PRECIOUS METALS
(millions of rubles)

Precious metals in physical form
Precious metals in coins and commemorative medals
Total

2018

2017

6,113,297

4,494,384

10,634

10,799

6,123,931

4,505,183

The increase in the Precious metals in physical form item was mainly due to the purchase of
gold through purchase and sale transactions with Russian credit institutions under master agreements and the change in the fair value of precious metals as of the end of the reporting year.
The decrease in the Precious metals in coins and commemorative medals item was mainly
due to the sale of coins made of precious metals in the domestic and foreign financial markets.
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5. FUNDS PLACED WITH NON-RESIDENTS AND FOREIGN SECURITIES
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

24,487,579

18,869,953

15,626,515

15,585,204

8,120,584

3,156,637

740,480

128,112

8,564

8,559

24,496,143

18,878,512

Funds placed with non-residents and foreign securities
in foreign currency,
of which:
– foreign securities
– balances in correspondent accounts and deposits
placed with non-resident banks
– other funds placed with non-residents
Funds placed with non-residents in rubles
Total

Funds placed with non-residents and foreign securities in foreign currency
Foreign securities
Foreign securities in foreign currency are classified as Securities available for sale and mostly
comprise government bonds and bills of China, France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada,
US treasuries, non-government bonds guaranteed, among others, by governments of foreign
states and debt obligations issued by supranational financial institutions.
As of 31 December 2018, foreign securities in foreign currency had maturities ranging from
2019 to 2024 and were either coupon-free or had coupon income rates between 0% and 8% p.a.
As of 31 December 2017, foreign securities in foreign currency had maturities ranging from 2018
to 2028 and were either coupon-free or had coupon income rates between 0% and 9.125% p.a.
As of 31 December 2018, the fair value of foreign securities in foreign currency in the Bank
of Russia’s portfolio totalled ₽15,626,515 million (2017: ₽15,585,204 million) (Statement of Bank
of Russia Management of Securities and Stakeholdings in Organisations Constituting Bank of
Russia Property).
The fair value of foreign securities in foreign currency was measured using their latest purchase
quotes (prices), as shown in the Bloomberg information system, or, for coupon-free commercial
securities without representative quotes (prices), according to a model for assessing future cash
flows discounted using government stock yield rates with respective maturities and denominations
adjusted for the credit risk premium (spread).
As of 31 December 2018, the fair value of foreign securities in foreign currency appraised using the quotes (prices) shown in the Bloomberg information system totalled ₽13,678,862 million
(2017: ₽13,434,265 million).
As of 31 December 2018, the fair value of foreign securities in foreign currency appraised using
the model of future cash flow assessment totalled ₽1,947,653 million (2017: ₽2,150,939 million).
The change in the balance of this item was mostly due to the growth in the official exchange
rates of the foreign currencies in which the securities were denominated against the ruble.
The influence of this factor compensated for the decline in the value of securities caused by the
contraction in Bank of Russia investments in those securities.
This item includes foreign securities transferred by the Bank of Russia in repo transactions, with a total fair value of ₽825,980 million (2017: ₽334,302 million) (Note 11), those
transferred as additional collateral (margin) in repos, with a total fair value of ₽250 million
(2017: ₽239 million), and those transferred as a loan, with a total fair value of ₽97,717 million
(2017: ₽290,048 million).
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Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed with non-resident banks
The item Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed with non-resident banks
includes deposits with non-resident banks and funds in correspondent accounts with non-resi
dent banks, plus interest accrued. Among other things, balances in correspondent accounts
include funds in Bank of Russia accounts held with the national banks of Eurasian Economic
Union member states.
In accordance with the Eurasian Economic Union Treaty, dated 29 May 2014, the central
(national) banks of one party are to sell US dollars to the central (national) banks of the other
party for a sum in the national currency equal to the amount of distributed customs duties in
the national currency in favour of the other party. Settlements between the parties are made by
offsetting a sum equal to the difference between the parties’ mutual obligations in US dollars.
According to the bilateral agreements signed by the Bank of Russia with the Central Bank of
the Republic of Armenia, the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus, the National Bank of the
Republic of Kazakhstan and the National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic, the Bank of Russia opened
correspondent accounts in the mentioned banks in the national currencies of the member states
of the Eurasian Economic Union.
As of 31 December 2018, money in correspondent accounts held with the said banks totalled
₽744 million (2017: ₽349 million).
Increase in the item Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed with non-resi
dent banks is mostly due to the growth of the total amount of money placed by the Bank of
Russia in deposits with non-resident banks and in correspondent accounts with non-resident
banks as of the end of the reporting period, as well as due to the growth of official exchange
rates of foreign currencies in which the money has been placed against the ruble.
Other funds placed with non-residents
The item Other funds placed with non-residents includes funds placed with non-resident
banks in transactions for the purchase of foreign securities with an obligation to resell (reverse
repo), plus interest accrued on these transactions. The said funds include, inter alia, money
placed in the amount of ₽687,216 million (2017: ₽76,383 million) received in transactions for the
sale of securities with an obligation to repurchase (repo transactions) concluded with the same
counterparty (Note 11).
Securities received by the Bank of Russia in reverse repos with non-residents are recorded to
off-balance sheet accounts at the fair value and total ₽750,437 million (2017: ₽129,815 million)
(Note 27). Of these, securities received in reverse repos executed for the placement of funds
received in repos have a fair value of ₽695,294 million (2017: ₽76,978 million) (Notes 11 and 27).
The increase in the item Other funds placed with non-residents is due to the growth of the
total amount of funds provided by the Bank of Russia in repos as of the end of the reporting
period and due to the growth of official exchange rates of foreign currencies in which money has
been placed against the ruble.
Funds placed with non-residents in rubles
The item Funds placed with non-residents in rubles reflects Bank of Russia ruble-denominated
claims on the People’s Bank of China under the bilateral National Currency Swap Agreement,
including accrued interest.
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6. LOANS AND DEPOSITS
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

3,039,841

2,421,399

1,791,678

1,000,468

503,838

503,829

3,626

3,569

1,884,698

2,055,328

1,882,109

2,052,739

Provisions

(1,255,617)

(969,251)

Total

3,672,548

3,511,045

Loans and deposits with resident banks,
of which:
– issued using the money of the Fund of Banking Sector
Consolidation
– issued and placed under certain federal laws
Other funds placed with resident banks (in repo transactions)
Other,
of which:
– issued and placed under certain federal laws

The item Loans and deposits with resident banks mostly reflects ruble-denominated debt
under Bank of Russia deposits placed as part of bankruptcy prevention measures using money
of the Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation (hereinafter, the FBSC) and under Bank of Russia
loans secured by receivables under loan agreements or guarantees or by pledge of securities
(including mortgage deeds).
The item Loans and deposits with resident banks, of which: issued and placed under certain
federal laws reflects the amount outstanding on subordinated loans provided to Sberbank in 2008
and 2014 as part of statutory measures implemented by the Russian Federation to support its
financial system.
Outstanding amounts on loans and deposits with resident banks with a 50% to 100% government stake in their authorised capital amounted to ₽2,896,023 million (2017: ₽1,685,621 million).
The increase in the item Loans and deposits with resident banks is mostly associated with
the provision of funds by the Bank of Russia as part of bankruptcy prevention measures at the
cost of money that make up the FBSC.
The item Other funds placed with resident banks (in repo transactions) reflects funds placed by
the Bank of Russia with resident banks in repos amounting to ₽3,626 million (2017: ₽3,569 mil
lion), including interest accrued.
Securities acquired by the Bank of Russia in repos with resident banks are recorded to off-balan
ce sheet accounts at the fair value and amount to ₽3,791 million (2017: ₽3,744 million) (Note 27).
The item Other reflects outstanding amounts on Bank of Russia loans provided to the
State Corporation Deposit Insurance Agency (hereinafter, the DIA) to implement bankruptcy
prevention measures at banks (in accordance with Article 18956 of Federal Law No. 127‑FZ,
dated 26 October 2002, ‘On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)’), ensure the financial sustainability of
the deposit insurance system, and fund the payment of indemnities on deposits (to replenish the compulsory deposit insurance fund) (in accordance with Federal Law No. 177‑FZ,
dated 23 December 2003, ‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian Banks’)
in the amount of ₽1,879,889 million (2017: ₽2,050,519 million), a compensation deposit of
₽2,220 million (2017: ₽2,220 million) placed by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution in
compliance with Federal Law No. 173‑FZ, dated 13 October 2008, ‘On Additional Measures to
Support the Financial System of the Russian Federation’, in order to partially compensate for
this credit institution’s losses (expenses) that had been caused by the default of a borrower
whose banking licence had been revoked, and a subordinated loan to the Interstate Bank in
the amount of ₽2,589 million (2017: ₽2,589 million).
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The decrease under this item is mostly due to a decline of outstanding amounts on loans
granted by the Bank of Russia to the DIA.
The value of collateral received under loans extended is ₽324,661 million (2017: ₽435,744 mil
lion). The value of collateral received under deposits placed by the Bank of Russia as of 31 December 2017 amounted to ₽312,345 million. No collateral was provided for the deposits, which
were placed by the Bank of Russia and under which there were outstanding amount as of the
end of the reporting period.
Provisions totalling ₽1,255,617 million were made for loans issued, deposits and other funds
placed (2017: ₽969,251 million), of which:
– provisions for outstanding amounts on secured ruble-denominated loans issued by the Bank of
Russia to resident banks and placed deposits totalling ₽874,830 million (2017: ₽554,337 mil
lion);
– provisions for outstanding amounts on funds provided by the Bank of Russia to finance bankruptcy prevention measures at banks, ensure the financial sustainability of the deposit insu
rance system, and fund the payment of indemnities on deposits (to replenish the compulsory
deposit insurance fund) totalling ₽375,978 million (2017: ₽410,104 million);
– provisions for outstanding amounts on other loans, deposits and funds placed with resident
banks (in repo transactions), totalling ₽4,809 million (2017: ₽4,810 million).

7. SECURITIES
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

179,019

218,883

59

0

178,960

218,883

179,019

218,883

212,636

212,636

Provisions

(23,390)

(106,318)

Subtotal

189,246

106,318

565,839

456,200

104,661

104,661

the Bank of Russia

23

23

Provisions

(2)

(5)

1,038,786

886,080

Debt obligations Available for sale, of which:
Russian federal government debt obligations, of which:
– federal government bonds (OFZs)
– Russian government external foreign currencydenominated loan bonds (Russian Eurobonds)
Total
Debt obligations Held to maturity, of which:
Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations

Credit institutions’ shares acquired for the participation
in bankruptcy prevention measures
Shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations
(Bank of Russia stakeholdings)
Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by

Total
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Debt obligations Available for sale
Federal government bonds (OFZs)
As of 31 December 2017, the OFZs in the Bank of Russia’s portfolio are to mature in 2021 and
have a coupon income of 6.5% p.a.
As of 31 December 2018, the total fair value of the OFZs is ₽59 million.
As of 31 December 2018, the fair value of the OFZs was determined based on the latest market
prices provided by the trade organiser (PJSC Moscow Exchange MICEX-RTS).
Russian government external foreign currency-denominated loan bonds
(Russian Eurobonds)
Russian government external foreign currency-denominated loan bonds (Russian Eurobonds)
are US dollar-denominated government securities issued by Russia’s Ministry of Finance.
As of 31 December 2018, Russian Eurobonds were set to mature from 2028 to 2030, with
coupon income from 7.5% to 12.75% p.a.
As of 31 December 2017, Russian Eurobonds were set to mature from 2018 to 2028, with
coupon income from 11% to 12.75% p.a.
As of 31 December 2018, the fair value of Russian Eurobonds is ₽178,960 million (2017:
₽218,883 million).
Decrease in the balance under the item is mostly associated with the sale and redemption
(partial repayment of the principal debt) of securities and with the revaluation of securities at
their fair value due to the downturn of market prices.
The fair value of Russian Eurobonds was determined using their latest purchase quotes (prices)
provided in the Bloomberg information system.
Debt obligations Held to maturity
Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations
Other issuers debt obligations held to maturity consist of VEB.RF bonds acquired by the Bank
of Russia in 2014 to provide funding to VEB.RF in connection with the early fulfilment by VEB.RF
of its obligations to return deposits placed by the Bank of Russia with VEB.RF in 2008—2009
following the decisions of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
These bonds mature in 2021 and have a coupon income of 2% p.a.
Provisions in the amount of ₽23,390 million were created for the acquisition of VEB.RF bonds
(2017: ₽106,318 million) (Note 24).
Credit institutions’ shares acquired for the participation in bankruptcy prevention measures
and shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations
(Bank of Russia stakeholdings)
The structure of Bank of Russia investments in credit institutions shares acquired for the participation in the implementation of bankruptcy prevention measures (including those transferred
in trust management) and shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations is shown
in the Statement of Bank of Russia Management of Securities and Stakeholdings in Organisations
Constituting Bank of Russia Property.
Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by the Bank of Russia
Promissory notes issued by credit institutions are accounted for at their purchase price.
This item includes the outstanding amount on a promissory note acquired by the Bank of
Russia in 2001 under the terms and conditions of an Amicable Agreement.
The item Provisions shows provisions made for the promissory note issued by a credit institution in the amount of ₽2 million (2017: ₽5 million).
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8. CLAIMS ON THE IMF
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

The Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF, of which:

1,246,742

1,055,943

– quota with the IMF paid in rubles

1,067,365

943,124

180,164

115,093

(787)

(2,274)

468,039

395,512

36,474

40,251

281

119

1,751,536

1,491,825

– IMF reserve tranche position
– revaluation of the Russian Federation’s quota
with the IMF paid in rubles, negative differences
Funds in the Russian Federation’s account
with the IMF SDR Department
Loans to the IMF issued by the Bank of Russia
according to the New Arrangements to Borrow
Fee for the reserve tranche position
Total

The quota of the Russian Federation in the IMF in SDR terms (SDR12,903.7 million or 2.71%
of all IMF quotas) did not change in 2018 (the ruble equivalent of the quota increased owing to
the growth of the official exchange rate of the SDR against the ruble).
The change of the components of Russia’s quota with the IMF was due to the issuance of
loans in 2018 by the IMF to the borrower states using quota resources of the fund within the
framework of the Financial Transactions Plan. When providing funds to the IMF, the Bank of Russia
transferred US dollars to the IMF borrower states, which caused an increase in the IMF’s reserve
tranche position and a decline in Russia’s quota with the IMF paid in rubles equivalent to the
amount of funds transferred. The increase in the item Quota with the IMF paid in rubles was due
to the growth of the official exchange rate of the SDR against the ruble established by the IMF,
which offset the decline in the volume of the said component of Russia’s quota with the IMF.
The increase in the item Funds in the Russian Federation’s account with the IMF SDR Department is chiefly associated with the growth of the official exchange rate of the SDR against
the ruble. Additionally, the interest accrued on SDRs was credited to the said account.
Due to the Russian Federation’s participation in the IMF credit facility under the New Arrangements to Borrow, in 2018, the Bank of Russia received from the IMF SDR114.5 million in repayment
of outstanding amounts (2017: SDR284.2 million). In 2017 and 2018, the Bank of Russia did not
provide any loans to the IMF under the said Arrangements.
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9. OTHER ASSETS
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

53,666

53,881

systems, furniture, transport vehicles and other)

29,546

26,188

Subtotal fixed assets

83,212

80,069

2,164,424

1,424,805

42,997

42,841

of the Russian Federation for shortfall in pension savings

40,810

47,020

Construction projects in progress

14,420

15,283

Bank of Russia correspondent accounts

2,059

1,585

Settlements with suppliers, contractors and buyers

2,036

2,508

Intangible assets (at residual value)

1,580

1,648

1,510

1,510

140

151

17,615

16,065

(84,804)

(91,024)

Subtotal other assets

2,202,787

1,462,392

Total

2,285,999

1,542,461

Fixed assets (at residual value)
Buildings and other facilities
Equipment (including computers, IT and data processing

Till cash
Bank of Russia claims on credit institutions
with revoked banking licences
Compensation from the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund

Bank of Russia funds contributed to the authorised capitals
of organisations
Profit tax advance payments
Other
Provisions
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The table below shows the movement of fixed assets:
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

184,481

181,838

13,815

14,294

(5,279)

(11,651)

193,017

184,481

104,412

104,295

10,231

10,279

2

298

(4,840)

(10,460)

109,805

104,412

83,212

80,069

Fixed asset value net of accrued depreciation
Balance as of 1 January
Receipt
Retirement
Balance as of 31 December
Accrued depreciation
Balance as of 1 January
Depreciation allowances due to expenses
Depreciation allowances due to other sources
Accrued depreciation of retired fixed assets
Balance as of 31 December
Fixed asset residual value as of 31 December

Fixed asset structure and value, net of accrued depreciation:
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

Buildings and other facilities

70,055

69,071

Equipment

56,348

55,472

Computers, office equipment and furniture

34,923

30,975

IT and data processing systems

28,040

25,122

2,635

2,821

1,016

1,020

193,017

184,481

Transport vehicles
Other
Total

The increase in the item Fixed assets was mostly due to categories Computers, office equipment and furniture and IT and data processing systems in connection with the creation of the
Bank of Russia Private Cloud and its automated control and monitoring systems and with the
commissioning of telecommunication equipment and security and information protection tools.
The item Bank of Russia claims on credit institutions with revoked banking licences mostly
reflects the following monetary claims of the Bank of Russia on credit institutions with revoked
banking licences, listed in the register of creditors’ claims and subject to settlement using the
credit institution’s property that constitutes bankruptcy assets:
– claims arising under restructured loans initially provided as unsecured loans, totalling
₽30,384 million (2017: ₽30,384 million);
– claims on credit institutions that were the issuers of debt instruments acquired by the Bank
of Russia, totalling ₽6,780 million (2017: ₽6,780 million);
– claims arising under secured loans totalling ₽5,083 million (2017: ₽4,938 million)
– claims arising under reinstated debt owed to the Bank of Russia on unsecured loans pursuant
to the ruling of the Arbitration Court of Moscow, totalling ₽530 million (2017: ₽530 million);
– claims resulting from the termination of obligations under repo transactions pursuant to clearing rules or from the settlement of outstanding obligations under repo transactions, totalling
₽212 million (2017: ₽209 million).
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The item Compensation from the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federa
tion for shortfall in pension savings reflects claims acquired by the Bank of Russia as a result
of the transfer of funds determined in accordance with Parts 1 and 2, Article 6, Federal Law
No. 422‑FZ, dated 28 December 2013, to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation, as well
as the indemnity reserve funds and pension savings funds of insured persons who are entitled to
receive a fixed-term pension payment, formed as of the cancellation date of the licences of the
non-governmental pension funds, in fulfilment by the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation
of its obligations under compulsory pension insurance agreements.
The decrease in that item was due to the receipt of funds for the satisfaction of claims acquired
by the Bank of Russia because of funds transfer to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation.
The item Bank of Russia correspondent accounts reflects the balances in foreign currencies
in Bank of Russia correspondent accounts at resident banks.
The item Bank of Russia funds contributed to the authorised capitals of organisations reflects
the funds contributed by the Bank of Russia to the authorised capital of Limited Liability Company
Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation Asset Management Company (hereinafter, FBSC AMC Ltd.) in
the amount of ₽1,500 million (2017: ₽1,500 million) and to the authorised capital of the Interstate
Bank in the amount of ₽10 million (2017: ₽10 million) (Statement of Bank of Russia Management
of Securities and Stakeholdings in Organisations Constituting Bank of Russia Property).
The item Profit tax advance payments reflects profit tax advance payments made in 2018.
The item Other mostly reflects expenses related to the purchase and acquisition of software
products, licences and certificates, totalling ₽7,838 million (2017: ₽6,928 million), inventories
totalling ₽951 million (2017: ₽1,029 million), and also shares of a closed-end unit investment
fund which the Bank of Russia retained pursuant to an out-of-court agreement to recover collateral in partial repayment of debt on a loan restructured in 2010 in the amount of ₽837 million
(2017: ₽837 million).
The item Provisions reflects provisions totalling ₽84,804 million (2017: ₽91,024 million) which
have been created for:
– Bank of Russia claims on credit institutions whose banking licences have been revoked totalling, ₽42,997 million (2017: ₽42,841 million);
– claims acquired by the Bank of Russia following the transfer of funds in an amount determined
in accordance with Parts 1 and 2, Article 6, Federal Law No. 422‑FZ, dated 28 December 2013,
to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation, as well as the indemnity reserve funds and
pension savings funds of insured persons who are entitled to receive a fixed-term pension
payment, formed as of the cancellation date of a licence, in fulfilment by the Pension Fund
of the Russian Federation of its obligations under their compulsory pension insurance agreements, totalling ₽40,810 million (2017: ₽47,020 million);
– other assets, totalling ₽997 million (2017: ₽1,163 million).

10. CASH IN CIRCULATION
The increase in the item Cash in circulation was due to the growing demand for cash funds
among households and businesses.
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11. FUNDS IN ACCOUNTS WITH THE BANK OF RUSSIA
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

7,894,719

4,565,692

– National Wealth Fund

2,359,055

2,204,449

Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia from resident banks

1,903,540

2,373,221

Credit institutions’ funds in correspondent accounts

1,902,894

1,932,968

Other funds taken from non-residents

825,877

334,718

Regional and local budget funds

670,668

442,574

Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia

575,279

506,152

Funds of federal or public organisations

410,586

504,227

Government and other extra-budgetary funds

203,963

244,230

Other

139,063

99,350

14,526,589

11,003,132

Federal government funds,
of which:

Total

The item Federal government funds mostly reflects the funds of the federal budget kept in
accounts with the Bank of Russia under bank account agreements concluded with the Federal
Treasury: funds in foreign currency accounts opened for the National Wealth Fund and other
accounts in foreign currencies.
The increase in the item Federal government funds was due to an increase in foreign currency
balances in accounts other than accounts used for the National Wealth Fund and due to the
growth of the official exchange rates of the ruble against the foreign currencies in which the
said accounts were opened.
The change in the item funds of the National Wealth Fund is associated with the decline of
foreign currency balances in the accounts of the National Wealth Fund and the increase in the
ruble equivalent of the said account balances due to the increase of the official exchange rates
of foreign currencies in which accounts of the National Wealth Fund are opened against the ruble.
The item Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia from resident banks is comprised of funds
raised from resident banks in Russian rubles, including deposits of banks in whose authorised
capital the government holds stakes from 50% to 100%, inclusive, totalling ₽577,567 million
(2017: ₽989,459 million).
The decrease in the item Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia from resident banks was due
to the decline of funds raised from resident banks as of the end of the reporting period.
The increase in the item Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia is mostly
associated with the increase of required reserve ratios for credit institutions’ FX liabilities to
non-resident legal entities and for other liabilities from 1 August 2018, as well as with the growth
of reservable liabilities.
The item Other funds taken from non-residents is comprised of funds raised from non-resident
banks in transactions to sell foreign securities with an obligation to repurchase (repo transactions) amounting to ₽825,877 million (2017: ₽334,718 million), including accrued interest under
these transactions.
The Bank of Russia concludes repos to bridge cash gaps and to raise funds under repo tran
saction and simultaneously place the corresponding amount of money with foreign counterparties
at a higher rate on a deposit account, a nostro account with a correspondent bank, or under a
reverse repo transaction, including one concluded with the same counterparty (securities lending
collateralised by other securities).
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Securities lending takes the form of repos and reverse repos that are simultaneously concluded with a counterparty for the same amount and for the same tenor. In a repo transaction,
the counterparty receives securities it is interested in; in a reverse repo transaction, the Bank
of Russia places funds obtained in a repo transaction at a higher interest rate and receives
other securities as collateral. The amount of funds raised in repos opened as of the end of the
year and placed in reverse repos concluded, with the same counterparty, totals ₽687,216 million
(2017: ₽76,383 million). Foreign securities provided in these transactions have a total fair value
of ₽687,115 million (2017: ₽76,199 million) (Note 5). Foreign securities received in these tran
saction as collateral have a total fair value of ₽695,294 million (2017: ₽76,978 million) (Note 27).
Foreign securities provided in repos with a total fair value of ₽825,980 million (2017:
₽334,302 million) are accounted for as foreign securities in the item Foreign securities (Note 5).
Increase in the balance of the item Other funds taken from non-residents is mainly due to
the increase in the volume of funds raised by the Bank of Russia in transactions to sell securities
with an obligation to repurchase at the end of the reporting period and due to the growth of the
official exchange rates of foreign currencies in which money has been raised against the ruble.
The item Other includes the deposit taken from the DIA, funds in the accounts of other clients,
and funds in the correspondent accounts of the Central Bank of the Republic of Armenia, the
National Bank of the Kyrgyz Republic, the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus, and the National Bank of Kazakhstan, which were opened with the Bank of Russia within the framework of
the Eurasian Economic Union, totalling ₽1,216 million (2017: ₽563 million).

12. FLOAT
The reduction in the balance of the item is associated with the application by the Bank of
Russia in 2018 of the technology of processing funds transfers of payment system participants
using speedy and non-speedy funds transfer services, which enables the completion of settlements within the Bank of Russia payment system on the day of funds transfer operation.

13. SECURITIES ISSUED
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

Bank of Russia coupon bonds

1,388,252

356,777

Total

1,388,252

356,777

In 2018, the Bank of Russia continued to place coupon OBRs to reduce the structural liquidity
surplus in the banking sector. Coupon OBRs were issued for three months and had a floating
coupon rate tied to the Bank of Russia key rate.
The item Bank of Russia coupon bonds shows the value of coupon OBRs placed as of 31 December 2018, including interest expenses accrued. The growth of the item is caused by increase
in the amount of coupon OBRs placed.
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14. LIABILITIES TO THE IMF
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

1,067,366

943,125

548,987

464,693

1,616,353

1,407,818

Balances in IMF Number 1 and 2 Accounts
with the Bank of Russia
Liabilities on the funds provided to the Russian Federation
as a result of the SDR allocation by the IMF
Total

Change in the item Balances of IMF Number 1 and 2 Accounts with the Bank of Russia
is mainly due to the increase in the balance of the IMF Number 1 Account due to revaluation
caused by growth in the SDR to ruble exchange rate established by the IMF. The effect of this
factor offset the decline in the balance of funds of the IMF Number 1 Account resulting from the
issuance of IMF loans to borrower states in 2018 using quota resources of the Fund as part of
the Financial Transactions Plan.
The obligations on the funds provided to the Russian Federation under an SDR allocation at
the IMF did not change in 2018 in SDR, totalling SDR5,671.8 million or ₽548,003.9 million (2017:
SDR5,671.8 million or ₽464,138 million), net of accrued interest. Increase in the ruble equivalent of
the obligation resulted from the growth of the official exchange rate of the SDR against the ruble.

15. OTHER LIABILITIES
(millions of rubles)

Assets of the Bank of Russia pension fund
Other
Provisions
Total

2018

2017

112,059

108,218

13,062

1,089

5,452

11,501

130,573

120,808

Pursuant to the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’,
the Bank of Russia Board of Directors sets up a supplementary pension fund for its employees.
The fund is created without forming a separate legal entity and is financed by the Bank of Russia.
This takes into account the fact that Bank of Russia employees are not covered by the guarantees
to which civil servants of the Russian Federation are entitled. The Bank of Russia is implementing
the Pension Plan with defined payments that are open-ended (lifetime) in nature. The eligibility
criteria for receiving a supplementary pension are determined by Bank of Russia regulations.
Obligations under the Bank of Russia pension fund and the fund’s adequacy are subject to
an annual actuarial assessment carried out by a responsible actuary. The Bank of Russia Board
of Directors made a decision in March 2018 to create provisions to secure obligations to the
participants in the Bank of Russia Pension Plan against the forecast pension obligations as of
1 January 2019 in the amount of ₽11,392 million. Based on the results of actuarial assessment of
the Bank of Russia’s pension liabilities in 2019 and in furtherance of the decision made by the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia added ₽7,090 million to the pension fund
using provisions created earlier to secure obligations to the participants in the Bank of Russia
Pension Plan.
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The increase in the item Other was mostly due to the reflection of the Bank of Russia’s liabili
ties related to the payment of compensation, taxes, duties and insurance contributions.
The Provisions item shows the following:
– provisions for the Bank of Russia’s potential losses with regard to pension savings funds to
be transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation totalling
₽1,150 million (2017: ₽11,501 million) (Note 2(g);
– provisions to meet obligations to the participants in the Bank of Russia’s Pension Plan totalling
₽4,302 million (2017: ₽0 million) based on the indicative assessment of pension obligations
(Notes 2(g) and 24).

16. CAPITAL
Due to the formation of a ₽434,679 million loss as of the end of the reporting period, no
allocations were made to the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund or to the Bank of Russia Social Fund
(Capital, funds, and profit allocation and the Statement of Bank of Russia reserves and funds).
In 2018, money from the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund in the amount of ₽246,773 million,
in pursuance of the decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, was allocated to cover
expenses for the Bank of Russia’s property contributions to the DIA’s assets, incurred for the
purpose of performing its functions (Capital, funds and profit allocation and the Statement of
Bank of Russia reserves and funds).
The loss occurred as a result of:
– transactions for the provision of funds to credit institutions as part of bankruptcy prevention
measures, at the cost of cash funds from the FBSC (Notes 6 and 24);
– the transfer in 2018 of the Bank of Russia’s income from stakeholdings in Sberbank for 2017
(Statement of financial performance) to the federal budget in accordance with Federal Law
No. 370‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017, ‘On the Specifics of Transferring the Income for 2017
Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation from Stakeholdings in Sberbank of
Russia in 2018’;
– increase in interest expenses on deposits in the domestic market and on the Bank of Russia’s
issued debt instruments (Note 21);
– increase in expenses from securities trading (Note 22).
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17. INTEREST INCOME
(millions of rubles)

Interest income from securities
Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements,

2018

2017

203,640

135,781

77,107

98,599

32,500

32,500

7,775

3,801

60,902

30,380

5,572

2,866

14,474

14,456

9,660

11,928

361,695

282,082

of which:
– issued and placed under certain federal laws
– interest income from Bank of Russia funds placed as part
of bankruptcy prevention measures
Interest income from foreign currency loans, deposits
and other placements
Interest income from Bank of Russia claims on the IMF
Other,
of which:
– issued and placed under certain federal laws
Total

The item Interest income from securities consists of ₽190,119 million in interest income from
foreign issuers’ debt obligations (2017: ₽112,681 million) and ₽13,521 million from Russian issuers’
debt obligations (2017: ₽23,100 million).
The item Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements reflects interest
income from Bank of Russia ruble-denominated loans issued against the pledge of receivables
under loan agreements, securities from the Lombard List, and mortgage certificates, as well as
secured with suretyship; interest income on funds provided to resident banks under repo transactions in rubles; and interest income from other placed funds provided to the People’s Bank of
China through swaps under the National Currency Swap Agreement.
The item Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements, of which: issued
and placed under certain federal laws reflects interest income from subordinated loans provided
to Sberbank (Note 6); the item Interest income from Bank of Russia funds placed as part of
bankruptcy prevention measures reflects interest income from deposits placed by the Bank of
Russia with credit institutions as part of bankruptcy prevention measures at credit institutions
at the expense of FBSC funds (Note 6).
The decrease in the item Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements is
mostly associated with the decline of repo volumes and with the decline of interest rates on loans
granted as part of several refinancing facilities for credit institutions and on repo transactions.
The item Interest income from foreign currency loans, deposits and other placements reflects
interest from Bank of Russia placements with non-resident banks, including interest from deposits
and funds provided in repo transactions with foreign securities.
The item Interest income from Bank of Russia claims on the IMF reflects interest on the
funds in the Russian Federation’s account with the SDR Department, on loans issued under the
New Arrangements to Borrow and the amounts of remuneration on the reserve tranche position.
The item Other mostly includes interest income from loans extended to the DIA totalling
₽9,660 million (2017: ₽11,928 million), as well as from securities lending to non-resident banks
on a reverse basis and interest income received on accounts opened with non-resident banks.
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18. INCOME FROM SECURITIES TRADING
(millions of rubles)

Income from operations with foreign securities

2018

2017

62,300

6,290

5,320

0

131

10,905

67,751

17,195

Net income from the retirement (sale) of Russian issuers’ securities
available for sale
Income from operations with Russian debt obligations
Total

The item Income from operations with foreign securities includes income from positive revaluation of foreign securities at fair value, which was used to offset negative revaluation of the
respective issues posted to expenses in previous years.
The item Net income from the retirement (sale) of Russian issuers’ securities available for
sale reflects net income from the retirement (sale) and revaluation at fair value of retired (sold)
securities of Russian issuers.

19. INCOME FROM STAKEHOLDINGS IN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS
(millions of rubles)

Income from stakeholdings in Sberbank

2018

2017

135,522

67,761

2,132

3,026

67

79

137,721

70,866

Income from stakeholdings in subsidiary, affiliated
and other organisations
Income from stakeholdings in non-resident banks
(excluding subsidiary and affiliated banks)
Total:

The item Income from stakeholdings in subsidiary, affiliated and other organisations reflects
income from stakeholdings in PJSC Moscow Exchange, JSC National Payment Cards System and
JSC Russian National Reinsurance Company.
The item Income from stakeholdings in non-resident banks (excluding subsidiary and affi
liated banks) reflects income from Bank of Russia stakeholdings in the Bank for International
Settlements (Basel).
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20. OTHER INCOME
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

Fees for Bank of Russia services provided to customers

7,820

8,032

Income from the sale of coins made of precious metals

498

547

Fines and penalties received

258

102

110

170

0

7,207

2,103

4,808

10,789

20,866

Income of previous years (net of interest income) identified
in the reporting year
Net positive realised foreign currency exchange rate differences
Other
Total

The item Fees for Bank of Russia services provided to customers consists of ₽7,778 million
received in fees for settlement services provided by the Bank of Russia (2017: ₽8,001 million)
and other fees totalling ₽42 million (2017: ₽31 million).

21. INTEREST EXPENSES
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

in the domestic market

187,279

92,002

Interest expenses on issued Bank of Russia debt obligations

85,752

7,253

Interest expenses on federal budget balances, of which:

34,949

1,183

Interest expenses on deposits taken from resident banks

– National Wealth Fund balances

15,757

0

Interest expenses on acquired debt obligations (premium)

27,150

21,405

4,738

2,420

1,703

3,442

Interest expenses on Bank of Russia obligations to the IMF
Interest expenses on other foreign currency funds taken from
non‑residents
Interest expenses on deposits taken from the state corporation
Other
Total

1,608

2,613

10,927

5,745

354,106

136,063

The item Interest expenses on deposits taken from resident banks in the domestic market
reflects interest expenses on funds deposited by credit institutions with the Bank of Russia.
The item Interest expenses on issued Bank of Russia debt obligations reflects the discount
amounts accrued during the year and accrued coupon income payable, less the amount of premium.
The increase in the items Interest expenses on deposits taken from resident banks in the
domestic market and Interest expensed of issued Bank of Russia debt obligations is associated
with the growth of the value of operations for the purpose of reducing the structural liquidity
surplus of the banking sector.
The item Interest expenses on federal budget balances reflects interest accrued on the balan
ces of foreign currency accounts of the National Wealth Fund and other federal budget accounts
opened in foreign currencies.
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In 2018, interest was accrued on the balances of National Wealth Fund foreign currency accounts in the amount calculated on the basis of the yield on the indices of government securities
generated in accordance with the bank account agreement.
The increase in the amount of interest is due to the positive yield on the indices of government
securities, the increase of funds in National Wealth Fund accounts (interest accrual base) for the
period from the end of 2018 H1 to mid-December 2018, as well as to the growth of exchange
rates of the foreign currencies in which the said accounts have been opened against the ruble.
In 2018, interest was accrued on the balances of other foreign currency accounts of the fede
ral budget. The amount of such interest was calculated on the basis of the level of short-term
rates in the money market in the corresponding foreign currency.
The amount of interest accrued on the balances of other foreign currency accounts for federal
budget funds in 2018 was ₽19,192 million (2017: RUB 1,183 million).
The increase in the amount of interest is associated with the growth of funds in the said
accounts in 2018 and with the growth of exchange rates of foreign currencies in which the said
accounts have been opened against the ruble and the corresponding money market rates (Note 11).
The item Interest expenses on acquired debt obligations (premium) reflects the premium on
foreign securities where the terms of their issue do not provide for the payment of interest (coupon) income and the excess of the premium over interest (coupon) income payable on securities
(net of interest (coupon) income included in the purchase price).
The item Interest expenses on Bank of Russia obligations to the IMF includes the interest
accrued and paid on the balance of the Russian Federation’s obligations to the IMF with regard
to the allocated SDRs.
The item Interest expenses on other foreign currency funds taken from non-residents includes
interest expenses on other funds taken from non-resident banks (repo transactions).
The item Interest expenses on deposits taken from the state corporation includes interest
expenses on deposits taken from the DIA.
The item Other mainly reflects interest expenses incurred when placing funds in correspondent accounts and in deposits with non-resident banks on conditions of a negative interest rate.

22. EXPENSES ON SECURITIES TRADING
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

125,176

7,104

3,546

0

1,153

43,218

0

1,952

244

243

130,119

52,517

Net expenses from the retirement (sale) of foreign securities
available for sale
Expenses on operations with debt obligations of Russian issuers
Expenses on operations with foreign securities
Net expenses from the retirement (sale) of Russian securities
available for sale
Other
Total

The item Net expenses from the retirement (sale) of foreign securities available for sale includes net expenses on the sale and revaluation, at fair value, of retired (sold) foreign securities.
The item Expenses on operations with debt obligations of Russian issuers includes the amounts
of negative unrealised revaluation as of the end of 2018 with respect to the securities available
for sale from individual issues of Russian debt obligations posted to Bank of Russia expenses.
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The item Expenses on operations with foreign securities includes the amounts of negative
unrealised revaluation as of the end of 2018 with respect to securities available for sale from
individual issues of foreign debt obligations posted to Bank of Russia expenses.
The item Other mainly includes expenses on fee payments to organisations supporting securities trading in the domestic market.

23. CASH TURNOVER MANAGEMENT EXPENSES
This balance sheet item includes expenses involved in the manufacture, destruction and anti-counterfeit protection of banknotes and coins, as well as the purchase of packaging materials
and accessories necessary for the processing of cash. The growth of expenses is driven by the
increase in the production volumes of currency notes and the increase in output prices for making
banknotes and coins.

24. NET EXPENSES (INCOME) ON THE FORMATION
(FROM THE RECOVERY) OF PROVISIONS
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

320,493

313,095

11,392

0

156

11,847

(1)

(13,306)

(147)

326

(16,561)

(13,074)

to the state corporation

(34,126)

86,737

(Decrease) in provisions for securities acquired from resident banks

(82,931)

(6)

Total

198,275

385,619

Increase in provisions for loans to and deposits with resident banks
Increase in provisions to secure obligations to participants
in the Bank of Russia’s Pension Plan
Increase in provisions for other active operations
(Decrease) in provisions for other funds placed with resident banks
(in repos)
(Decrease)/increase in provisions for accounts receivable
(Decrease) in provisions for the Bank of Russia’s compliance
with Federal Law No. 422‑FZ, dated 28 December 2013
(Decrease)/increase in provisions for funds provided

The increase in provisions for loans to and deposits with resident banks is mainly associated
with the increase in total amount of deposits placed by the Bank of Russia in the course of implementing bankruptcy prevention measures using the funds of the FBSC (Note 6).
The increase in provisions to secure obligations to participants in the Bank of Russia’s Pension Plan was effected in accordance with a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
The increase in provisions for other assets side operations is mainly associated with the creation
of provisions for the outstanding amounts of credit institutions with revoked banking licences.
The decrease in provisions for other funds placed with resident banks (in repos) resulted from
the improvement of the quality of assets.
The decrease in provision for accounts receivable results from the decline in overdue debt on
the Bank of Russia’s business activity.
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The decrease in provisions to secure the Bank of Russia’s compliance with Federal Law
No. 422‑FZ, dated 28 December 2013, took place in connection with the Bank of Russia’s receipt
of cash funds from the DIA as a result of non-governmental pension funds’ fulfilment of Bank of
Russia claims acquired in accordance with Part 6 of Article 23 of Federal Law No. 422‑FZ, dated
28 December 2013 (Note 9), and in connection with the recovery of a part of loss provisions of
the Bank of Russia in respect of pension savings to be transferred by the Bank of Russia to the
Pension Fund of the Russian Federation (Note 15).
The decrease in provisions for funds provided to the DIA is associated with a decline in funds
provided by the Bank of Russia to the DIA to implement bankruptcy prevention measures at credit
institutions, as well as with the issue of loans to ensure the financial sustainability of the deposit
insurance system and to fund compensation payments on deposits (Note 6).
The decrease in provisions for securities acquired from resident banks is mainly associated
with the decline of the credit risk level under exposures to VEB.RF (Note 7).

25. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

Expenses on IT maintenance and logistics

12,428

10,840

Depreciation allowances

10,740

10,771

7,707

0

Security expenses

Net negative realised foreign currency exchange rate differences

4,442

4,522

Expenses on the maintenance of buildings

4,266

4,085

Net negative realised differences for precious metals

3,283

2,837

Asset contributions

3,007

0

Expenses involved in the use of titles to intellectual property

2,631

1,754

Expenses on the delivery of bank documents and valuables

2,170

2,050

Repair expenses

2,125

2,512

Taxes and duties paid

1,790

1,810

1,407

1,431

380

360

64

65

Postage, telegraph and telephone expenses, and expenses
on renting communication lines and channels
Expenses on foreign currency operations
Expenses on operations with precious metals
Expenses on the replenishment of the Bank of Russia pension fund
Other
Total

0

12,040

8,111

8,582

64,551

63,659

The item Net negative realised foreign currency exchange rate differences reflects net realised
exchange rate differences arising from the purchase (sale) of foreign currency in the domestic
and international markets at exchange rates that differ from the official rates established by the
Bank of Russia.
The item Net negative realised differences for precious metals reflects net negative realised
differences arising from the purchase (sale) of precious metals in the domestic and international
financial markets.
The item Asset contributions reflects asset contributions to the assets of Autonomous
Non-profit Organisation Financial Ombudsman Service in the amount of ₽3,000 million and to the
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assets of Autonomous Non-profit Organisation XBRL Implementation and Development Centre in
the amount of ₽7 million in accordance with the decisions of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.
The item Other mainly reflects business travel expenses, expenses related to the purchase
of equipment and accessories put into operation/use and expenses on the disposal (sale) and
write-off of Bank of Russia assets.

26. PERSONNEL COSTS
For explanation, see the Statement of Bank of Russia Personnel Costs.

27. OFF-BALANCE SHEET CLAIMS AND OBLIGATIONS ACCOUNTS
Claims and obligations on forward operations recorded to off-balance sheet accounts are as
follows:
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

4,135

0

0

258,665

33,392

32,031

0

3,059

460,165

14,687

158,975

0

9,487

258

666,154

308,700

0

259,056

4,127

0

33,372

31,619

0

3,406

628,644

14,619

11

0

666,154

308,700

Claims
Claims for the delivery of rubles in spot transactions
Claims for the delivery of foreign currency in spot transactions
Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non-residents
in spot transactions
Claims for the delivery of foreign currency-denominated securities
from non-residents in spot transactions
Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non-residents
in forward transactions
Claims for the delivery of foreign currency-denominated securities
from non-residents in forward transactions
Unrealised (negative) exchange rate differences from the revaluation
of foreign currency
Total claims
Obligations
Obligations to deliver rubles in spot transactions
Obligations to deliver foreign currency in spot transactions
Obligations to deliver foreign currency to non-residents
in spot transactions
Obligations to deliver foreign currency-denominated securities
to non-residents in spot transactions
Obligations to deliver foreign currency to non-residents
in forward transactions
Unrealised (positive) exchange rate differences from the revaluation
of securities
Total obligations
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Claims and obligations in spot transactions included in the items are claims and obligations on
swaps executed in the domestic financial market, as well as claims and obligations on conversion
transactions executed in the international financial market.
Claims and obligations in forward transactions included in the items are claims and obligations
on swaps and conversion transactions, as well as on securities purchase transactions, executed
in the international financial market.
Other claims and obligations recorded to the off-balance sheet accounts include:
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

4,693,352

4,110,019

2,756,428

2,353,431

Securities received in reverse transactions

754,270

133,559

Unused lines of credit facilities

188,000

188,000

and precious metals

182,001

250,514

Guarantees and sureties received

152,516

458,837

145,946

393,697

49,700

49,700

8,322

7,042

7,550

3,691

Unused limits for the provision of funds in the form of overdrafts
and ‘against the debt limit’ loans
Unused limits to receive interbank funds in the form of overdrafts
and ‘against the debt limit’ loans

Assets accepted as collateral for funds placed, except for securities

Securities accepted as collateral for funds placed
Guarantees and sureties issued
Settlements with the IMF related to servicing funds raised
and placed
Arrears in interest payments on the principal not written off
the balance sheet
Unused limits for the provision of funds in the form of overdrafts
and ‘against the debt limit’ loans

Unused limits for the provision of funds in the form of overdrafts and ‘against the debt limit’
loans include:
– unused lines of Bank of Russia credit facilities to be provided under agreements to open
irrevocable credit lines in the amount of ₽1,039,000 million (2017: ₽857,500 million);
– unused line of Bank of Russia credit facilities to be provided to the IMF under the New
Arrangements to Borrow in the amount of SDR4,064.2 million or ₽392,675 million (2017:
SDR3,949.7 million or ₽323,213 million)3 (Note 8);
– unused line of Bank of Russia credit facilities to be provided under the bilateral credit agreement
between the Bank of Russia and the IMF in the amount of $10,000 million or ₽694,706 mil
lion (2017: $10,000 million or ₽576,002 million);
– unused limit for Bank of Russia to provide US dollars under the Treaty for the Establishment
of a BRICS Foreign Currency Reserve Pool between the BRICS nations in the amount of
$18,000 million or ₽1,250,471 million (2017: $18,000 million or ₽1,036,804 million);
– unused ruble limit for the execution of swaps between the Bank of Russia and the People’s
Bank of China under the bilateral National Currency Swap Agreement 4 in the amount of
₽1,316,400 million (2017: ₽1,315,000 million) and unused limit to provide rubles under swaps
that have already been concluded with the People’s Bank of China in the amount of ₽100 mil
In 2017 and 2018, the maximum amount of obligations of the Russian Federation under the New Arrangements to Borrow did not
change and totalled SDR4,440.9 million.
3

In accordance with the bilateral National Currency Swap Agreement settled in 2017, the maximum amount of rubles that may be
provided by the Bank of Russia to the People’s Bank of China via swaps is ₽1,325,000 million.
4
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lion (2017: ₽1,500 million). These limits constitute the current maximum amount of rubles,
which the Bank of Russia may provide under the said Agreement. The change in the unused
limit for executing swaps is caused by the decrease in the total amount of funds provided and
to be provided via swaps concluded as of the end of the reporting period with the People’s
Bank of China. These funds are reflected in the item Funds placed with non-residents and
foreign securities (Note 5).
Unused limits to receive interbank funds in the form of overdrafts
and ‘against the debt limit’ loans
Unused limits to receive interbank funds in the form of overdrafts and ‘against the debt limit’
loans include:
– unused limits for the Bank of Russia to receive US dollars under the Treaty for the Establishment of a BRICS Foreign Currency Reserve Pool between the BRICS nations, totalling
$18,000 million or ₽1,250,471 million (2017: $18,000 million or ₽1,036,804 million);
– unused limit in Chinese renminbi to conclude swap transactions between the Bank of Russia
and the People’s Bank of China under the bilateral National Currency Swap Agreement totalling
RMB149,109 million or ₽1,505,957 million (2017: RMB148,856 million or ₽1,316,627 million).
This limit constitutes the current maximum amount of Chinese renminbi, which the Bank of
Russia may receive via swaps.5 The increase in the unused limit results from the decrease in
the amount of swaps concluded in 2018 with the People’s Bank of China.
Securities received in reverse transactions
Securities included in the item Securities received by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions are securities received from counterparties in repos with resident banks in the domestic
market and with non-residents in international markets, as well as securities received by the Bank
of Russia as additional collateral (margin) in repos with non-residents in international markets.
Securities received by the Bank of Russia from counterparties in repos in the domestic market are accounted for at fair value, which, as of 31 December 2018, totals ₽3,791 million (2017:
₽3,744 million) (Note 6).
Securities received by the Bank of Russia from counterparties in repos in international markets
are accounted for at fair value, which, as of 31 December 2018, totals ₽750,437 million (2017:
₽129,815 million); this includes the fair value of securities received in reverse repos that match
repo transactions, totalling ₽695,294 million (2017: ₽76,978 million) (Note 5).
As of 31 December 2018, the Bank of Russia received additional collateral (margin) in the form
of foreign securities in repos with non-residents in the international market, with a total fair value
of ₽42 million. These securities were received due to the excess of total obligations of the Bank
of Russia’s counterparty over total Bank of Russia obligations in all repos with that counterparty.
The increase in this item results mainly from the growth in the volume of repos concluded in
international markets.
Unused lines of credit facilities
Unused lines of credit facilities constitute Bank of Russia obligations under the lending agreement with the DIA to ensure the financial sustainability of the deposit insurance system and to
fund the payment of indemnities on deposits.

In accordance with the bilateral National Currency Swap Agreement concluded in 2017, the maximum amount of Chinese renminbi
which the Bank of Russia may receive from the People’s Bank of China under swaps is RMB150,000 million.
5
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Assets accepted as collateral for funds placed, except for securities and precious metals
Assets accepted as collateral for funds placed, except for securities and precious metals,
constitute credit claims under loan agreements accepted by the Bank of Russia as collateral for
loans granted to credit institutions (Note 6).
The decrease in the item is due to the drop in the volume of placed funds secured by credit
claims under loan agreements.
Guarantees and sureties received
Guarantees and sureties received by the Bank of Russia are predominantly sureties accepted
as collateral for issued loans.
Additionally, this item includes RMB891 million or ₽8,998 million (2017: RMB1,144 million or
₽10,118 million) under the swap concluded with the People’s Bank of China in the framework of
the National Currency Swap Agreement.
Securities accepted as collateral for funds placed
Securities accepted as collateral for funds placed are securities accepted by the Bank of
Russia from credit institutions as collateral for issued loans (Note 7) and securities accepted by
the Bank of Russia as collateral in securities lending on a reverse basis in international markets.
Guarantees and sureties issued
Guarantees and sureties issued constitute the maximum amount of Bank of Russia contingent
liabilities for paying up the authorised capital of JSC Russian National Reinsurance Company.
Settlements with the IMF related to servicing funds raised and placed
As an IMF member state, the Russian Federation participates in the burden-sharing mechanism for debt arrears. Under this mechanism, in order to compensate for third-party defaults
on payments to the IMF, IMF borrower countries pay surcharges on the SDR interest rate, while
a deduction on this rate is withheld from creditor countries. Settlements with the IMF related
to servicing borrowed and placed funds represent amounts of the Russian Federation’s claims
on the IMF for paid interest rate surcharges and withheld interest rate deductions under the
burden-sharing mechanism and total SDR86.1 million, or ₽8,322 million, as of 31 December 2018
(2017: SDR86.1 million, or ₽7,042 million).
Arrears in interest payments on the principal not written off the balance sheet
Arrears in interest payments on the principal not written off the balance sheet consist mainly
of accrued interest on loans and other funds placed, provided by the Bank of Russia to credit
institutions, the receipt of which is uncertain. Furthermore, the said item includes claims on credit
institutions whose banking licence has been revoked as regards the accrued interest income due
to the Bank of Russia, which is posted to off-balance sheet accounts.
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28. POST-ACCOUNTING DATE EVENTS
The Bank of Russia approved the Plans for the Bank of Russia’s participation in bankruptcy
prevention measures for Public Joint-stock Company Moscow Industrial Bank (hereinafter, PJSC
MIN BANK) and Joint-stock Company Volga-Oka Commercial Bank (hereinafter, JSC VOCBANK),
under which the functions of the provisional administration for the management of the said banks
were assigned to FBSC AMC Ltd.: from 22 January 2019 in PJSC MIN BANK and from 17 April 2019
in JSC VOCBANK. As part of measures aimed at supporting the business continuity of PJSC MIN
BANK in the banking services market and to enhance its financial stability, the Bank of Russia
plans to act as an investor using funds from FBSC. With respect to JSC VOCBANK, the Bank of
Russia is also planning measures to increase its capital, where the volume of such increase and,
consequently, the strategy of further operations of the bank will be determined following the
analysis of its financial standing.
In January 2019, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to issue coupon OBRs in the
amount of ₽1,500,000 million at face value (Notes 2(d) and 13).
The Bank of Russia Board of Directors made a decision in March 2019 to create provisions to
secure obligations to the participants of the Bank of Russia Pension Plan against the forecast
cost of pension obligations as of 1 January 2020 in the amount of ₽7,577 million.
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Statement of profit
and its allocation
(millions of rubles)

1 Actual loss for the year, total:

2018

2017

(434,679)

(435,308)

(135,522)6

(67,761)7

(140)

(151)

(434,819)

(435,459)

2 of which:
– transferred to the federal budget in accordance
with federal laws
3 Taxes and duties paid from the Bank of Russia’s profit8
4 Loss after the payment of taxes and duties
under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation

In accordance with Article 11 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federa
tion (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia’s profit is calculated as a difference between total
income from banking operations and transactions stipulated by the legislation of the Russian
Federation, including the said Federal Law, income from stakeholdings in organisations and other
income from Bank of Russia activities and total expenses associated with the Bank of Russia’s
fulfilment of the functions assigned to it by Article 4 of the said Federal Law, including expenses
for supporting Bank of Russia operations, and its organisations and employees.
Articles 1 and 2 of Federal Law No. 370‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017, ‘On the Specifics of
Transferring the Income for 2017 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation from
Stakeholdings in Sberbank of Russia in 2018’ stipulate that income received by the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation in 2018 from stakeholdings in Sberbank for 2017 is to be transferred to
the federal budget on or before 1 August 2018. The part of profit to be transferred to the federal
budget in 2019 shall be reduced by the amount of funds transferred to the federal budget in
accordance with Article 1 of the said Federal Law in 2018.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s income and expenses were shaped amid the structural liquidity
surplus and the growth of interest rates in the international financial markets, as well as by the
change of the structure of Bank of Russia reserve assets. In connection with this, Bank of Russia interest expenses grew significantly along with the growth of income from the placement of
Bank of Russia reserve assets. The above factors along with the implementation of measures to
improve the financial sustainability of the banking sector and the transfer of income from the
stakeholdings in Sberbank to the federal budget in accordance with the federal laws determined
the formation of the negative financial result of the Bank of Russia’s performance.
Due to a loss posted at the end of the reporting year, no allocations were made either to the
Bank of Russia Reserve Fund or to its Social Fund.

In accordance with Article 1 of Federal Law No. 370‑FZ, dated 5 December 2017, ‘On the Specifics of Transferring the Income for
2017 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation from Stakeholdings in Sberbank of Russia in 2018’.
6

In accordance with Part 7 of Article 2 of Federal Law No. 415‑FZ, dated 19 December 2016, ‘On the Federal Budget for 2017 and
the Plan Period of 2018 and 2019’.
7

8

Corporate profit tax defined as per Article 284 of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation.

(millions of rubles)
Positive
revaluation
of securities
available for sale

Accrued
foreign currency
exchange rate
differences

Growth
in the value
of property after
revaluation

Total

Social fund

333,813

3,009

2,265,770

19,742

6,188,496

7,966

8,818,796

0

0

957,437

60,587

2,684,230

0

3,702,254

(246,773)

(793)

0

(12,062)

0

0

(259,628)

87,040

2,216

3,223,207

68,267

8,872,726

7,966

12,261,422

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

87,040

2,216

3,223,207

68,267

8,872,726

7,966

12,261,422

Opening balance of the reporting year,
inclusive of funds received as a result
of profit allocation for the year preceding
the reporting year
Transferred to funds from other sources
Funds used
Opening balance of the year following
the reporting year
Transferred from reporting year profit
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Pursuant to Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’, once the Annual Financial Statements have been approved by the Board of Directors,
the Bank of Russia allocates to various reserves and funds its profit retained after the payment
of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation and after transferring a part
of this profit to the federal budget. The procedure for the allocation of the profit retained by the
Bank of Russia is established by the Bank of Russia Regulation on the procedure for allocating
profit retained by the Bank of Russia.
Pursuant to the Bank of Russia Regulation on the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund, the Bank of
Russia created the Reserve Fund to ensure its stable activity for carrying out the functions assigned to it by law. The Bank of Russia Reserve Fund is formed from the Bank of Russia’s profit,
and, according to the decision of its Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia may also transfer
money from other funds and reserves that are part of its capital to the Reserve Fund. In 2018,
₽246,773 million of the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund, according to the decision of the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors, was allocated to cover expenses for the Bank of Russia’s asset contributions to the DIA’s assets made in furtherance of its functions.
The Bank of Russia Social Fund was set up to provide financing for the social needs of Bank of
Russia employees and, in some cases, pensioners registered with the Bank of Russia. The Social
Fund is formed from the Bank of Russia’s retained profit. In 2018, the procedure for creating and
using the Social Fund was governed by the Bank of Russia Regulation on the Bank of Russia
Social Fund (invalidated from 1 January 2019). In connection with amendments to Article 11 of
the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, according to
which the Bank of Russia’s profit shall be calculated taking into account expenses for supporting
the Bank of Russia’s activities and those of its organisations and employees, starting from 2019,
payments previously made at the cost of the Bank of Russia Social Fund shall be included in
Bank of Russia personnel costs and other operating expenses.
Due to a loss posted at the end of 2018, no allocations were made to the Bank of Russia
Reserve Fund and the Bank of Russia Social Fund based on the results of 2018.
Pursuant to the Bank of Russia Accounting Policy, assets (claims) and liabilities denominated
in precious metals, including precious metals in commemorative and investment coins, are entered
in the books at the value of precious metals at the book prices for refined precious metals, as
established by the Bank of Russia as of the date of the operation (transaction), and are revalued
as book prices are changed. In 2018, based on the annual results, positive unrealised differences
exceeded negative ones by ₽957,437 million. This excess was recorded to the balance account
Accrued precious metal revaluation as part of the Bank of Russia capital (in 2017, the positive
unrealised differences exceeded the negative ones by ₽271,286 million).
Pursuant to the Bank of Russia Accounting Policy, debt obligations categorised as Available for
sale are subject to revaluation at the fair value of the securities. In 2018, the accrued positive reva
luation of debt obligations categorised as Available for sale totalling ₽60,587 million was posted to
the balance sheet account Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of the Bank
of Russia capital (2017: ₽1,795 million). The positive revaluation of securities accrued in previous
years was written off to settle the negative unrealised revaluation of securities of corresponding
issue (issuer) accrued in 2018 in the total amount of ₽12,062 million (2017: ₽31,435 million).
Accrued foreign currency exchange rate differences result from the revaluation of assets
(claims) and liabilities denominated in foreign currency, caused by changes in the official exchange
rate of foreign currencies against the ruble. In 2018, positive unrealised differences exceeded the
negative ones by ₽2,684,230 million. This excess was recorded to the balance account Accrued
foreign currency exchange rate differences as part of the Bank of Russia capital (in 2017, the
negative unrealised differences exceeded the positive ones by ₽71,659 million).
The increase in the value of property as a result of revaluation is the revaluation of fixed assets
made in compliance with the Russian Government Resolutions in 1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1998.
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Statement of Bank of Russia management
of securities and stakeholdings
in organisations constituting
Bank of Russia property
Bank of Russia investments in debt obligations
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

EU issuers’ debt obligations
– denominated in euros
– denominated in pounds sterling
– denominated in US dollars
– denominated in Australian dollars
– denominated in Canadian dollars

8,712,009
6,310,423
1,685,530
614,378
64,818
36,860

7,424,836
3,623,427
1,870,569
1,774,032
73,928
82,880

Chinese issuers’ debt obligations:
– denominated in Chinese renminbi

4,601,275
4,601,275

650,250
650,250

US and Canadian issuers’ debt obligations:
– denominated in US dollars
– denominated in Canadian dollars
– denominated in euros
– denominated in Australian dollars

1,674,307
916,343
752,308
4,271
1,385

6,827,246
6,140,604
681,515
3,836
1,291

Debt obligations of international organisations:
– denominated in euros
– denominated in Australian dollars
– denominated in pounds sterling
– denominated in Canadian dollars
– denominated in US dollars

516,674
382,967
50,366
33,766
32,106
17,469

529,950
406,664
9,257
0
10,167
103,862

Australian issuers’ debt obligations:
– denominated in Australian dollars

122,250
122,250

152,922
152,922

15,626,515

15,585,204

Russian federal government debt obligations:
– denominated in rubles
– denominated in US dollars

179,019
59
178,960

218,883
0
218,883

Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations (excluding promissory notes):9
– denominated in rubles

212,636
212,636

212,636
212,636

23

23

391,678

431,542

16,018,193

16,016,746

Foreign issuers’ debt obligations, of which:

Subtotal
Russian issuers’ debt obligations, of which:

Promissory notes issued by credit institutions9
Subtotal
Total

Note: The Bank of Russia’s investments in debt obligations comprise securities owned by the Bank of Russia, excluding those acquired in reverse transactions
(including repos) and securities transferred by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions.

9

The value of securities not accounted for at fair value is indicated net of provisions created (Note 7).
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The Bank of Russia’s investments in debt obligations are mostly categorised under securities
available for sale (excluding investments in VEB.RF bonds, which are categorised under securities
held to maturity) (Notes 5 and 7).
Foreign issuers’ debt obligations mostly consist of the government bonds and bills of China,
France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Canada, US Treasuries, non-government bonds guaranteed,
among other things, by the governments of foreign states, and debt obligations of supranational
financial institutions.
As part of its operations to manage foreign-currency assets, the Bank of Russia purchased
and sold debt obligations of foreign issuers, conducted repo transactions with the said securities
and provided foreign issuers’ securities on a reverse basis.
The increase in the balance on this item was mostly caused by the growth of the official
exchange rates of the foreign currencies in which the securities were denominated against the
ruble, as a result of which the value of foreign securities grew in ruble terms. Furthermore, 2018
saw a contraction in Bank of Russia investments in foreign securities.
In 2018, the Bank of Russia’s portfolio comprised securities of Russian and foreign issuers
which were acquired as a result of foreclosure by the Bank of Russia on the securities pledged
under a loan granted to a credit institution, obligations under which were not fulfilled, as well as
securities left in the Bank of Russia’s possession under repos with Russian credit institutions,
obligations under which were terminated as a result of revocation of the credit institution’s
banking licence.10 The said securities were sold during the reporting period (except for part of
the ruble-denominated debt instruments of the Russian Government, which constitute OFZs).
Russian federal government debt obligations denominated in US dollars are external foreigncurrency bonds. The decrease in the balance of this item is mostly associated with the sale and
redemption (partial repayment of the principal) of securities and with the revaluation of securities
at fair value due to the downturn of market prices.
Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations denominated in rubles as of the end of the reporting
period are bonds of VEB.RF (Note 7).

10

Termination of obligations in accordance with Article 4.1 of Federal Law No. 127‑FZ, dated 26 October 2002.
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Bank of Russia investments in the authorised capitals of credit institutions and other organisations
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017
Share

Investments in resident shares,

Share

Investment

in authorised

Investment

in authorised

amount

capital, %

amount

capital, %

670,173

560,534

of which:
Public Joint-stock Company Bank Financial
Corporation Otkritie, PJSC Bank FC Otkritie,
Moscow

498,920

over 99.99

Sberbank of Russia, Sberbank,
Moscow

456,200

50.00% +

over 99.90
50.00% +

72,938

1 voting share

72,938

1 voting share

56,914

over 99.99

—

—

21,300

100

21,300

100

9,000

over 99.99

—

—

5,793

11.78

5,793

11.78

4,300

100

4,300

100

655

over 97.99

—

—

350

100

—

—

3

8.90

3

8.90

Public Joint-stock Company B&N BANK,
PJSC B&N BANK,11 Moscow
JSC Russian National Reinsurance Company,
JSC RNRC, Moscow
Asian-Pacific Bank (Public Joint-stock Company),
Asian-Pacific Bank (PJSC), Blagoveshchensk
Public Joint-stock Company Moscow Exchange
MICEX-RTS, Moscow Exchange, Moscow
National Payment Card System Joint-stock
Company, NPCS JSC, Moscow
Public Joint-stock Company National Bank TRUST,
NB TRUST (PJSC), Moscow
Joint-stock Company AVTOVAZBANK,
JSC AVB Bank, Togliatti
Joint-stock Company Saint Petersburg
Currency Exchange, JSC SPCEX, Saint Petersburg
Investments in non-resident shares,

327

327

of which:
Bank for International Settlements, Basel

326

0.57

326

0.57

1

0.006

1

0.006

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial
Telecommunications (SWIFT), Belgium

11

On 1 January 2019, PJSC B&N BANK was restructured and merged with PJSC Bank FC Otkritie.
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The Bank of Russia holds stakes in the capital of credit institutions and other organisations
pursuant to Articles 8, 9, 75 and 76.10 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia)’, Parts 1 and 2 of Article 302 of Federal Law No. 161‑FZ, dated 27 June
2011, ‘On the National Payment System’, and Part 1 of Article 131 of Law of the Russian Fede
ration No. 4015‑1, dated 27 November 1992, ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business in
the Russian Federation’.
The increase in the item Investment in resident shares was caused by the Bank of Russia’s
acquisition of shares of the following credit institutions in 2018 as part of measures under the
approved plans of the Bank of Russia’s participation in the implementation of bankruptcy prevention measures at: B&N BANK, AVB Bank, NB TRUST, ROST BANK, and Asian-Pacific Bank.
As a result of recapitalisation, the Bank of Russia became the owner of over 99.9% of ordinary
shares of the previously mentioned credit institutions, including indirect stakeholdings through
subsidiaries. Furthermore, in 2018, the Bank of Russia acquired an additional issue of ordinary
shares of PJSC Bank FC Otkritie, whose capital was increased in December 2017.
The shares of ROST BANK acquired by the Bank of Russia in 2018 for ₽350 million were converted into NB TRUST shares upon the merger of ROST BANK and NB TRUST, on the basis of
which a bank was set up for processing non-core and troubled assets of credit institutions, with
regard to which plans for the Bank of Russia’s participation in the implementation of bankruptcy
prevention measures were approved.
For the purpose of formation of a universal financial group on the basis of Bank FC Otkritie
PJSC, on 1 January 2019, PJSC B&N BANK shares acquired by the Bank of Russia were converted
into the shares of PJSC Bank FC Otkritie following the restructuring through merger of PJSC B&N
BANK with PJSC Bank FC Otkritie.
In 2018, permanent management bodies were created in PJSC B&N BANK, ROST BANK JSC, JSC
AVB Bank and NB TRUST (PJSC), as a result of which the performance of provisional administration
functions by FBSC AMC Ltd. with regard to the management of the said banks was terminated.
JSC AVB Bank was merged with NB TRUST (PJSC) on 7 March 2019.
Furthermore, the Bank of Russia is the sole member of FBSC AMC Ltd. In 2018, the amount
of the Bank of Russia’s investments in the authorised capital of FBSC AMC Ltd. did not change
and was ₽1,500 million.
The Bank of Russia also reflects in its balance sheet the Russian Federation’s stakeholdings
in international financial institutions: the quota of the Russian Federation in the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) in the amount of SDR12,903.7 million, which is 2.71% of the total quotas
(capital) of the IMF and 2.59% of the total votes of IMF member states, as well as investments
of the Russian Federation in the authorised capital of the Interstate Bank in the amount of
₽10 million, which is 50% of its authorised capital and 50% of the total votes of Interstate Bank
member states.
Information on income from the stakeholdings in credit and other institutions is provided in
Note 19.
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Statement of the volume of Bank of Russia
securities trading on organised trading
venues
(millions of rubles)
Volume
Volume of Bank of Russia

of Bank of Russia

Volume of Bank of Russia

securities trading on

sales of collateral

own securities trading

the instruction of its

under Lombard loans

(including repos)

customers

and repos

Trade organiser

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

7,902,621

36,997,962

1,038,304

1,704,914

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

7,902,622

36,997,962

1,038,304

1,704,914

0

0

Public Joint-stock Company
Moscow Exchange MICEX-RTS,
PJSC Moscow Exchange,
Moscow
Joint-stock Company
Saint Petersburg Currency
Exchange, JSC SPCEX,
Saint Petersburg

The column Volume of Bank of Russia own securities trades (including repos) shows summary data on the volumes
of the following Bank of Russia operations with securities in 2018:
– acquisition of securities in the first leg of repos in the currency of the Russian Federation;12
– placement (sale) of securities issued by the Bank of Russia (Bank of Russia bonds);
– sale of securities acquired by the Bank of Russia in 2018 as a result of foreclosure by the Bank of Russia on securities pledged under an issued loan, obligations under which were not fulfilled by the credit institution, as well as
securities left in the Bank of Russia’s possession in 2018 under repos with Russian credit institutions, obligations
under which were terminated as a result of revocation of the credit institution’s banking licence.
The column Volume of Bank of Russia securities trading on the instruction of its customers shows summary data
on the sale of Russian government securities by the Bank of Russia on the instructions of the Russian Ministry of
Finance under an agency agreement.

In 2017, the column Volume of Bank of Russia own securities trades (including repos) included acquisition of securities by the Bank of Russia in the first leg
of repos in a foreign currency (these operations amounted to $31,300 million in their respective settlement currency, while the ruble equivalent was calculated
at the exchange rate as of 31 December 2017). In 2018, the said transactions were not conducted.
12
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Statement of Bank of Russia
personnel costs
(millions of rubles)
2018

2017

Compensation and other benefits to Bank of Russia personnel

92,815

90,938

Charges on compensation and other benefits

21,650

20,014

114,465

110,952

Total Bank of Russia personnel costs

Bank of Russia personnel costs increased by ₽3,513 million or 3.2% compared to 2017, with
compensation-related expenses and other benefits to Bank of Russia personnel up by ₽1,877 mil
lion or 2.1%. Charges on compensation and other benefits grew by ₽1,636 million or 8.2%.
Compensation expenses and other payments to Bank of Russia personnel include: salary
payments, seniority bonuses for the length of service with the Bank of Russia, additional payments for participation in inspections, other increments and benefits established by Bank of
Russia regulations, monthly and year-end bonuses, regular paid leaves and study leaves, one-off
allowances for annual paid leaves, payments of regional coefficients and interest allowances for
those working in the Extreme North and similar regions in accordance with the legislation of the
Russian Federation, one-off allowances upon old age retirement, emergency allowances, benefits
for employees living (working) in regions affected by the radiation following the Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster, benefits for employees taking parental leave until their child reaches
the age of three, allowances for temporary disability due to a disease or injury paid for the first
three days of disability, compensation for holiday travel expenses for employees working in the
Extreme North and similar regions and to their non-working family members for the payment of
their round-trip tickets, and for the expenses incurred in moving to a new place of residence in a
different region upon the expiration of their employment agreement or due to retirement, compensation for the expenses of employees and their family members to move to work at another
Bank of Russia establishment located in another region, and other benefits.
Upon a decision of the Board of Directors, compensation expenses and other payments to
Bank of Russia employees in 2018 include a performance bonus for 2018, which was paid in 2019
(during previous periods, end-year bonuses for the reporting year were posted to the expenses
of the year following the reporting one).
The average number of Bank of Russia employees fell by 3,217 persons in 2018 (6.3%) to
47,910. The decrease resulted from organisational personnel-related measures.
The average monthly income per one employee was ₽161,440 in 2018 (2017: ₽148,222).
Insurance contributions constituted 23.1% of total compensation and other benefit-related
expenses (2017: 21.8%). Charges to the Social Insurance Fund for compulsory social insurance
against on-the-job accidents and occupational disease were made at the fixed rate of 0.2%.
Expenses for compensation of key management personnel (members of the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors, the Deputy Governors of the Bank of Russia and the Chief Auditor of the Bank
of Russia — 21 persons) amounted to ₽657.1 million or 0.7% of the total Bank of Russia expenses
on compensation and other personnel benefits, including ₽99.5 million in year-end bonuses for
2017 and ₽114.9 million — for 2018 (2017: 19 persons, ₽451.9 million or 0.5%, including ₽69.9 mil
lion in year-end bonuses for 2016).
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Statement of capital investment
budget performance
(millions of rubles)
Approved
Capital investment

Actual amount Actual amount

for 2018

in 2018

in 2017

22,636

11,422

15,229

2,848

1,743

968

1,976

1,185

7,834

and tools

403

356

216

Cash turnover management

350

217

723

146

90

81

20

1

26

568

—

—

28,947

15,014

25,077

Ensuring the functioning of payment, operational, information
and analytical, and information and telecommunications systems
Security and protection of Bank of Russia facilities
Construction (reconstruction) and logistics
Acquisition of means of transport, medical and other equipment

Ensuring the security of payment, operational, information
and analytical, and information and telecommunications systems
Obtaining licences and certificates
Centralised reserve
Total capital expenses

In 2018, capital investment of the Bank of Russia declined by ₽10,063 million.
In the structure of capital investment, investment in ensuring functioning of payment, operational, information
and analytical system, and information and telecommunications systems made up the biggest part (76.1%). The share
of investment in the security and protection of Bank of Russia facilities accounted for 11.6%; in the construction
(reconstruction) and logistics — 7.9%; in the acquisition of means of transport, medical and other equipment and
tools — 2.4%; capital investment in the cash turnover management — 1.4%; and in ensuring the security of payment,
operational, information and analytical system, and information and telecommunications systems — 0.6%.
Capital investment in ensuring functioning of payment, operational, information and analytical system, and information and telecommunications systems decreased by ₽3,807 million. The decline of expenses results from the
reduction of the scope of work under the Bank of Russia IT Strategy. Capital investment, including acquisition of
intangible assets and rights to use software products, is aimed at creating the control and visualisation system of
the Bank of Russia Private Cloud core infrastructure servers and engineering support systems of data processing
centres; creating a reserve module for the Bank of Russia payment system and faster payment system; supporting
the functioning and development of the existing computing and analytical information systems of the Bank of Russia
and the unified information system supporting the Bank of Russia’s operations and the unified telecommunication
banking network; and upgrading the computing infrastructure of the corporate and applied transport systems.
Capital investment in ensuring security and protection of Bank of Russia facilities grew by ₽775 million. The growth
of expenses is associated with the creation of engineering systems of security tools at the facilities of data processing
centres. The funds were also used to develop the existing fire alarm systems, video security and surveillance systems
and control and access systems as well as to replace expired and obsolete facilities.
Capital investment in the construction (reconstruction) and logistics decreased by ₽6,649 million (in 2017, the
property complex in Moscow was entered in Bank of Russia books). The funds were used to build (reconstruct) office
buildings and other facilities; set up engineering and technical systems and installations for building operation and
maintenance; purchase replacement equipment, tools and furniture to replace those whose service life had expired.
Capital investment in the acquisition of means of transport, medical and other equipment and tools grew by
₽140 million and was mostly used to replace the assets whose service life had expired.
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Capital investment in cash turnover management dropped by ₽506 million following the reduction in the volume
of purchased equipment. This occurred when modular complexes based on high-performance banknote processing
machines were installed, as a result of the re-distribution of cash-office hardware across Bank of Russia establishments.
Funds were also used to create video systems for the surveillance and recording of operations with valuables, to
create the transport and warehousing system of an automated storehouse, and to purchase technological equipment.
Capital investment in the ensuring the security of payment, operational, information and analytical system, and
information and telecommunications systems, including acquisition of intangible assets and rights to use software
products, grew by ₽9 million and was spent on equipping the Financial Sector Computer Emergency Response Team
(FinCERT) of the Bank of Russia and on purchasing technical means for the protection of information and computer
equipment in a secure form.
The expenses for purchasing licences and certificates amounted to less than ₽1 million. The decrease in expen
ses is associated with changes in the certification of computer equipment for compliance with requirements for the
protection of information against unauthorised access.
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Auditors’ reports
Ernst & Young LLC
Bldg. 1, 77 Sadovnicheskaya Naberezhnaya
Moscow 115035, Russia
Tel.:
+7 (495) 705 9700
+7 (495) 755 9700
Fax:
+7 (495) 755 9701
OKPO: 59002827
www.ey.com/ru

FinExpertiza LLC
Bldg. 3, 47 Leningradskiy
Prospect
Moscow 125167, Russia
Tel.:
+7 (495) 775 2200
OKPO: 46410559
www.finexpertiza.ru

Auditor’s report
of independent auditors

To the management of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
Opinion
We have audited the Annual Financial Statements of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (hereinafter, the
Bank of Russia) for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2018 inclusive. Pursuant to Article 25 of Federal Law
No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia
Annual Financial Statements consist of the annual balance sheet, the statement of financial performance (including
the statement of profit and its allocation), the statement of Bank of Russia reserves and funds, the statement of Bank
of Russia management of securities and stakeholdings in the capital of organisations constituting Bank of Russia
property, the statement of Bank of Russia personnel costs, the statement of capital investment budget performance
and the statement of the volume of Bank of Russia securities trading on organised trading venues (hereinafter all
these statements are collectively referred to as the Annual Financial Statements).
In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements attached hereto present, in all material aspects, a reliable picture of
the Bank of Russia’s financial standing as of 31 December 2018 and the results its financial performance for 2018 in
accordance with the requirements of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, Federal Law No. 402‑FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Accounting’, Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 567‑P, dated 19 December 2016, ‘On the Chart of Accounts for Accounting Purposes at the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and the Procedure for Using it’ and Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 522‑P, dated 21 December 2015, ‘Bank of Russia Accounting Policy for Accounting Purposes’.
Basis for expressing an opinion
We have conducted the audit in compliance with the International Standards on Auditing (ISA). Our duties under these
standards are described in the section ‘The auditor’s responsibility for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements’
of our report below. We are independent of the Bank of Russia in accordance with the Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (the IESBA Code of Ethics) and ethical requirements applicable to our audit of annual financial statements in the Russian Federation, and we have discharged
other ethical duties in accordance with these requirements and the IESBA Code of Ethics. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to serve as the grounds for expressing our opinion.
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Critical audit matters
Critical audit matters are the issues which, according to our professional judgement, were the most significant for
our audit of the Annual Financial Statements for the current period. These matters were considered in the context
of our audit of the Annual Financial Statements as a whole and in the course of preparing our opinion on these
statements, and we do not express a separate opinion on these matters. In respect of the matter mentioned below,
our description of how it was reviewed in the course of our audit is given in this context.
We have performed the duties described in the section ‘The auditor’s responsibility for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements’ hereof, inter alia, in respect of the said matter. Accordingly, our audit included the implementation
of procedures developed in response to our assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the Annual Financial
Statements. The results of our audit procedures, including procedures performed while examining the matter below,
serve as basis for expressing our auditor’s opinion on the Annual Financial Statements attached.
The following critical matter was examined
Critical audit matter

in the course of our audit

Provisions for credit and other similar claims

In performing its functions in accordance with the laws

Our audit procedures included analysis of the methods

of the Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia incurs

used by the Bank of Russia to assess borrowers’

claims which bear the risk of possible financial losses.

financial standing, review of the judgement used by

Such claims specifically include loans and deposits

the Bank of Russia’s management when assessing

provided by the Bank of Russia, funds placed by the

their financial standing and determining the quality

Bank of Russia in repo operations and investments

category and the amount of provisions, as well as

in securities held to maturity.

the analysis of credit claims’ conformity to the criteria

The Bank of Russia assesses the risk of possible
financial losses on these claims and creates provisions
to cover this risk on an individual or on a portfolio

for their attributing to homogeneous credit portfolios
and verification of the calculation of provisions
for such portfolios.

basis. For the purpose of assessing individual

We examined the information on provisions for credit

provisions, the Bank of Russia determines the quality

and other similar claims disclosed in Notes 6 and 7

category of each exposure based on the assessment

to the Bank of Russia’s Annual Financial Statements.

of a borrower’s financial standing and quality of its
debt servicing.
Due to a considerable amount of credit and other
similar claims and the subjectivity of judgement used
for assessing provisions, this was one of the critical
audit matters.
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Other matters
In accordance with Article 25 of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian
Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the reliability of the Bank of Russia’s accounts and operations to which access is limi
ted pursuant to Russian Federation Law No. 5485‑1, dated 21 July 1993, ‘On State Secrecy’ (hereinafter, the Russian
Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’), which have been included in the items of the annual balance sheet and the
statement of financial performance, has been confirmed by the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation in its
Statement of 24 April 2019 as a result of the examination of the accounts and operations of the Central Bank of
the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and also data covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’
for the year 2018.
Other information included in the Bank of Russia’s Annual Report for 2018
Other information includes information contained in the Bank of Russia’s Annual Report for the year 2018 but does
not include the Annual Financial Statements and our auditor’s report on them. Responsibility for other information
shall be borne by the management.
Our opinion on the Annual Financial Statements does not cover other information, and we do not provide a conclusion expressing our confidence in any form in respect of such information.
In connection with our auditing of the Annual Financial Statements, our duty consists in acquainting ourselves with
the other information and concurrently examining whether there are any material inconsistencies between the other
information and the Annual Financial Statements or our knowledge received during the audit and whether the other
information contains other material misstatements. If based on our work we arrive at the conclusion that such other
information contains any material misstatements, we must report this fact. We have not discovered any facts which
need to be reflected in our report.
Responsibility of the management and persons is charge of corporate governance
for the Annual Financial Statements
The management of the Bank of Russia shall bear responsibility for compilation and reliable presentation of the said
Annual Financial Statements in accordance with the requirements of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002,
‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, Federal Law No. 402‑FZ, dated 6 December 2011,
‘On Accounting’, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 567‑P, dated 19 December 2016, ‘On the Chart of Accounts for Accounting Purposes at the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and the Procedure for Using it’
and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 522‑P, dated 21 December 2015, ‘Bank of Russia Accounting Policy for Accounting
Purposes’, and also for the internal control system which the Bank of Russia’s management considers necessary for
compilation of the Annual Financial Statements without any material misstatement as a result of malpractice or errors.
When preparing the Annual Financial Statements, the management shall be responsible for assessing the ability of
the Bank of Russia to continue as a going concern, for disclosing information pertaining to going concern issues,
when necessary, and for compiling the statements based on the going concern assumption.
Persons in charge of corporate governance shall be responsible for supervising the process of drawing up the Bank
of Russia’s Annual Financial Statements.
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The auditor’s responsibility for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements
Our goals consist in obtaining reasonable confidence that the Annual Financial Statements as a whole do not contain
material misstatements due to malpractice or errors and in issuing the auditor’s report with our opinion. Reasonable
confidence constitutes a high level of certainty but does not guarantee that an audit performed in accordance with
the International Standards on Auditing will always reveal material misstatements, if these exist. Misstatements may
result from malpractice or errors and are considered material if it may be reasonably assumed that they could influen
ce, individually or in aggregate, users’ economic decisions made on the basis of these Annual Financial Statements.
In the course of an audit performed in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing we apply professional
judgement and retain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Furthermore, we perform the following:
 we identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the Annual Financial Statements as a result of malpractice or errors; develop and carry out audit procedures in response to these risks; and obtain audit evidence
which is sufficient and adequate to serve as grounds for expressing our opinion. The risk of failure to discover
material misstatement as a result of malpractice is higher than the risk of failure to discover material misstatement as a result of errors because malpractice may include conspiracy, falsification, deliberate omission, distorted
presentation of information or circumvention of the internal control system;
 we obtain an understanding of the internal control system which is important for the audit in order to develop
audit procedures corresponding to the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing our opinion on the
effectiveness of the Bank of Russia’s internal control system;
 we evaluate the appropriateness of applicable accounting policies and the soundness of accounting estimates
made by the management and the disclosure of respective information;
 we arrive at a conclusion on the appropriateness of the going concern assumption made by the management
and, based on the obtained audit evidence, a conclusion on whether there is material uncertainty in connection
with events or conditions which could give rise to significant doubts as to the Bank of Russia’s ability to continue
as a going concern. If we arrive at a conclusion that there is material uncertainty, we must draw attention in our
audit report to the respective disclosure of information in the Annual Financial Statements or, if such disclosure
of information is improper, modify our opinion. Our findings are based on the audit evidence received before the
date of our audit report;
 we evaluate the presentation of the Annual Financial Statements as a whole, their structure and contents, including information disclosure, and whether the Annual Financial Statements represent the underlying operations and
events in such a way as to ensure their reliable presentation.
We maintain information exchange with the Bank of Russia’s management and communicate to them, among other
things, information on the scheduled scope and timing of the audit and on material comments based on the audit
findings, inter alia, on considerable deficiencies in the internal control system, should we discover any in the course
of the audit.
We also submit to the Bank of Russia’s management a statement that we have complied with all relevant ethical
requirements related to independence issues and informed them of all mutual relationships and other matters which
could be reasonably considered as influencing the auditor’s independence and, if necessary, of appropriate precautions.
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Among the issues which we have brought to the attention of the Bank of Russia’s management, we determine the
issues which were the most significant for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements for the current period and
which, therefore, are critical audit matters. We describe these issues in our audit report, except when public disclosure of information on these issues is prohibited by law or a specific regulation, or when, in exceedingly rare cases,
we arrive at the conclusion that information on a certain issue should not be included in our report, as it may be
reasonably assumed that the negative consequences of such disclosure would exceed its public benefit.
The executives charged with the conduct of audit as a result of which this auditor’s report of independent auditors
has been released are D.Ye. Vainstein and N.A. Kozlova.

D.Ye. Vainstein

N.A. Kozlova

Partner

General Director

Ernst & Young LLC

FinExpertiza LLC

26 April 2019

Information on the audited entity
Name: Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)
An entry was made in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities under No. 1037700013020 based on certificate
series 77 No. 006996300, dated 10 January 2003.
Domicile: 12 Neglinnaya Street, Moscow 107016, Russia
The Bank of Russia performs its functions pursuant to the Constitution of the Russian Federation, Federal Law No. 86‑FZ,
dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and other federal laws.
Information on the auditors
Name: Ernst & Young LLC
An entry was made in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on 5 December 2002 under the state registration number
1027739707203.
Domicile: Bldg.1, 77 Sadovnicheskaya Naberezhnaya, Moscow 115035, Russia
Ernst & Young LLC is a member of the self-regulatory organisation of auditors Russian Union of Auditors (Association)
(SRO RUA). Ernst & Young LLC was included in the control copy of the register of auditors and auditing organisations
under the main registration entry number 11603050648.
Name: FinExpertiza LLC
An entry was made in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities on 29 August 2002 under the state registration number
1027739127734.
Domicile: Bldg. 3, 47 Leningradskiy Prospekt, office X, floor 3, room 1, Moscow 125167, Russia
FinExpertiza LLC is a member of the self-regulatory organisation of auditors Russian Union of Auditors (Association)
(SRO RUA). FinExpertiza LLC was included in the control copy of the register of auditors and auditing organisations
under the main registration entry number 11603076287.
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ACCOUNTS CHAMBER OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
2 Zubovskaya St. , Moscow 119991

Tel.: 986-05-09, fax: 986-09-52

24 April 2019

No. 06-76/06-02

To the Governor of the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation
E.S. NABIULLINA

Statement
on the Results of the Examination of the Accounts and Operations of the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and Data for 2018 Covered by the Russian
Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’ (approved by the decision of the Collegium of the
Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation of 23 April 2019, protocol No. 17K (1313)
The Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation has examined the accounts and operations of the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and the data for 2018 covered by the Russian
Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’ at the Bank of Russia’s structural divisions and regional branches,
pursuant to the provisions of Article 25 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Fede
ration (Bank of Russia)’ and in accordance with the Work Plan of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian
Federation for 2019.
The management of the Bank of Russia is responsible for assigning information to the category of
data covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’, and for delineating the competence of
the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation and the consortium of auditing organisations — Ernst &
Young LLC and FinExpertiza LLC (the Auditor of the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements for the
year 2018).
Under the applicable legislation, the Accounts Chamber’s duty is to present to the Bank of Russia a
statement on the results of the examination of the accounts and operations of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and data for 2018, covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State
Secrecy’, and to express an opinion on the credibility in all material aspects of the Bank of Russia Annual
Financial Statements for 2018, and on the compliance of the accounting procedure with Russian federal
legislation and Bank of Russia regulations.
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The Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation has conducted examination of Bank of Russia accounts and operations, and also data for 2018 covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’,
in the structural divisions and regional branches of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia) in such a way as to become sufficiently convinced that the Bank of Russia’s annual balance
sheet (with respect to sub-accounts and off-balance sheet accounts) as of 31 December 2018 (as of
1 January 2019), and its statement of financial performance for the period from 1 January to 31 December
2018, falling within the scope of competence of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation, do
not contain any material errors and adequately recognise in all aspects the assets and liabilities of the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) as of 31 December 2018, and the income and
expenses of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) for the period from 1 January
to 31 December 2018, in line with the Bank of Russia’s accounting policy.
Having examined the Bank of Russia’s accounts and operations and data for 2018, covered by the
Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’, the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms,
within the scope of its competence, the following data:
the Bank of Russia annual balance sheet as of 31 December 2018 (balance sheet assets totalling
₽2,710,219 million and balance sheet liabilities totalling ₽0 million), the statement of financial performance
for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2018 (income totalling ₽4,301 million and expenses totalling
₽115,398 million);
precious metals revaluation for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2018: positive unrealised
differences from the revaluation of precious metals totalling ₽35,304.4 million;
foreign currency revaluation for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2018: positive unrealised
exchange rate differences from the revaluation of foreign currency totalling ₽339,037.5 million;
annual balance sheet as of 31 December 2018 (as of 1 January 2019) (with respect to sub-accounts
and off-balance sheet accounts) and the statement of financial performance for the period from 1 January
to 31 December 2018 (for 2018);
data on the total number of Bank of Russia notes and coins (exclusive of coins containing precious
metals), which should be in circulation as of 31 December 2018 (as of 1 January 2019).
According to the accounting data of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation relating to the accounts
and operations covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’, a total of ₽9,547,643.1 mil
lion in Bank of Russia notes and coins should be in circulation as of 1 January 2018 (exclusive of coins
containing precious metals).
Over the period from 1 January to 31 December 2018, the Bank of Russia put into circulation banknotes
and coins (exclusive of coins containing precious metals) totalling ₽12,346,242.1 million, and withdrew
from circulation Bank of Russia banknotes and coins (exclusive of coins containing precious metals) totalling ₽11,571,078.7 million.
Consequently, in the period under review, the amount of Bank of Russia notes and coins (exclusive
of coins containing precious metals) in circulation increased by ₽775,163.4 million.
According to the accounting data of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation relating to the accounts
and operations covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’, a total of ₽10,322,806.5 mil
lion in Bank of Russia notes and coins should be in circulation as of 31 December 2018 (as of 1 January
2019) (exclusive of coins containing precious metals).
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Provisions for assets covered by the Russian Federation Law ‘On State Secrecy’ have been created
in line with Bank of Russia regulations.
The Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms the credibility, in all material aspects, of
the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements for 2018 and the compliance of the accounting procedure
with the Russian federal legislation and Bank of Russia regulations.
Auditor

A.V. Perchyan

BANK OF RUSSIA
ALTAI TERRITORIAL
DIVISION BUILDING
supposedly designed by I.F. Nosovich,
1913
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5.1. Measures to implement the single state
monetary policy
The Bank of Russia key rate and the system of interest rates on monetary policy instruments
The Bank of Russia key rate was changed

At the start of 2018, the key rate stood at 7.75% p.a. Over the course of 2018, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors
decided to cut the key rate on two occasions: to 7.50% p.a. starting 12 February 2018 and to 7.25% p.a. starting
26 March 2018. At the end of 2018, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors increased the key rate twice to take into
account changes in the external environment and higher proinflationary risks: to 7.50% p.a. starting 17 September
2018 and to 7.75% p.a. starting 17 December 2018

The Bank of Russia tied its interest rates
on monetary policy instruments to the
key rate

On 4 June 2018, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the interest rates on the Bank of Russia’s operations with
credit institutions as spreads to the key rate. This decision established fixed spreads between the interest rates
on Bank of Russia’s operations and the key rate. Interest rates on the Bank of Russia’s operations will be changed
simultaneously with the key rate according to the established spreads

Bank of Russia bonds
The Bank of Russia changed its approach
to setting prices of Bank of Russia coupon
bonds

On 15 May 2018, the Bank of Russia made the decision to change its approach to setting the minimum price for
Bank of Russia coupon bonds at the time of their placement (additional placement). The minimum price will be
set for each auction at a level below 100% of the par value, which implies a term premium to the Bank of Russia
key rate

Required reserves
The Bank of Russia clarified its procedure
for depositing required reserves by credit
institutions

In connection with the additional mechanisms of financial rehabilitation, the reserve requirements procedure was
clarified for credit institutions facing bankruptcy prevention measures, including involving the participation of the
Bank of Russia. This specified the rules regarding the composition of the reservable liabilities of credit institutions
that perform the functions of a central counterparty. To increase the accountability of credit institutions in the
formation of required reserves, the Bank of Russia amended the procedure to calculate the fine for the violation
of required reserve requirements by credit institutions, namely the calculation of the fine for the failure of credit
institutions to perform required reserves averaging will take into account the duration of such violation. These
amendments came into effect on 1 February 2018

The Bank of Russia changed the required
reserve ratios

As of 1 August 2018, the Bank of Russia decided to increase the required reserve ratios on foreign currency
liabilities of credit institutions by 1 pp (to 7.00% for liabilities to households and to 8.00% for liabilities to nonresident legal entities and other liabilities). Required reserve ratios on credit institutions’ liabilities in the currency
of the Russian Federation remain unchanged

Refinancing and absorbing instruments
The Bank of Russia abolished the limit
for ruble funding under FX swaps

The Bank of Russia decided not to set the upper limit for the provision of ruble-denominated funds under FX swaps
from 1 January 2018. The decision is grounded on sustained stability in the domestic foreign currency market
against the background of a structural liquidity surplus when most credit institutions see no need for ruble funding
from the Bank of Russia

The Bank of Russia expanded the use
of the electronic document workflow
in secured loan issues

Starting 19 February 2018, all credit institutions can use the electronic document flow with the Bank of Russia when
obtaining secured loans of the Bank of Russia. Before that, only credit institutions with basic accounts at the Bank
of Russia’s Main Branch for the Central Federal District and Main Branch divisions were given such an opportunity.

The Bank of Russia amended its procedure On 17 May 2018, the new Rules of Bank of Russia Deposit Operations came into effect providing for a streamlined
for deposit operations
line of deposit products, simplified procedure for conducting overnight deposit transactions and the electronic-only
submission of applications for participation in the deposit auctions. From that date, the Bank of Russia ceased to
carry out deposit operations under Bank of Russia Regulation No. 404‑P, dated 9 August 2013, ‘On Bank of Russia
Deposit Operations with Credit Institutions’
The Bank of Russia changed the timeframe As of 16 July 2018, the Bank of Russia changed the timeframe for settlements on monetary policy transactions.
for settlements on deposit and credit
The Bank of Russia now returns funds under deposit operations by 9:00 AM local time. The main time for issuing
operations
collection orders to credit institutions to repay Bank of Russia loans remained unchanged (from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM
local time). Moreover, starting from the said date credit institutions were granted more time to repay Bank of
Russia loans. If a credit institution intends to use the released collateral to obtain a new loan the same day, loan
repayment might be carried out from 10:00 AM till 11:00 AM local time at the request of the credit institution.
The Bank of Russia amended its procedure As of 26 July 2018, the Bank of Russia decided that no bids submitted by credit institutions without indicated
for deposit auctions
interest rate (non-competitive bids) will be accepted for deposit auctions.
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The Bank of Russia amended its procedure Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4801‑U, dated 22 May 2018, ‘On the Form and Conditions for Secured Bank
Refinancing’, and the Terms and Conditions for the Issue and Redemption of Bank of Russia Loans Backed by
for credit operations
Securities or Credit Claims (Terms and Conditions) entered into force on 1 October 2018. These documents replaced
the previous regulations on credit operations, such as Bank of Russia Regulation No. 236‑P, dated 4 August 2003,
‘On the Procedure for Extending Bank of Russia Loans to Credit Institutions against the Collateral (Blocking) of
Securities’ and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 312‑P, dated 12 November 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Extending
Bank of Russia Loans Covered by Assets or Guarantees to Credit Institutions’. The Terms and Conditions combine
within a single document the rules of credit operations against the collateral of both non-marketable assets and
securities, facilitate the creation of liquidity pools, and stipulate the obligation to exchange certain documents with
the Bank of Russia in the electronic form only
Bank of Russia Lombard List
The Bank of Russia expanded
its Lombard List

In 2018, in accordance with decisions of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, 71 securities issues were added to
the Lombard List

As part of its countercyclical approach
to the list of collaterals, the Bank of Russia
implemented measures aimed
at tightening requirements for the quality
of assets used as collateral for its
operations

As of 1 January 2018, the Bank of Russia raised requirements for the minimum credit rating of the issue (issuer) to
be included in the Lombard List of bonds issued by constituent territories of the Russian Federation and municipal
entities as well as the bonds of resident legal entities of the Russian Federation that are not credit institutions1 from
ВВВ (RU)/ruВВВ to А(RU)/ruA under the classifications of credit rating agencies ACRA (JSC) / JSC Expert RA
As of 1 July 2018, the Bank of Russia suspended the use of bonds of credit institutions2 and Vnesheconombank,3
bonds of insurance companies, bonds of international financial institutions and debt securities issued by nonresident legal entities of the Russian Federation outside the Russian Federation, whose beneficiaries or final
borrowers are Russian credit institutions, insurance companies or Vnesheconombank,3 in its lending and repo
operations.

In accordance with its earlier decision, the Bank of Russia suspended, as of 1 October 2017, the inclusion of bonds issued by credit institutions into the Lombard List.
This decision does not apply to mortgage-backed bonds issued by credit institutions.
3
As of 9 December 2018, State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
1

2
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5.2. Liquidity support instruments
to ensure the financial sustainability
of banks. Special refinancing facilities
Irrevocable credit lines
The Bank of Russia continued to provide
systemically important credit institutions
with the option of using irrevocable
liquidity lines to comply with the liquidity
coverage ratio

The parameters of irrevocable liquidity lines are reviewed annually at the meetings of the Financial Stability
Committee. In 2018, the parameters of irrevocable liquidity lines did not change: the maximum aggregate
limit on irrevocable credit lines remains at ₽1.5 trillion, the fee for the right to use irrevocable liquidity lines
remains at 0.15% p.a., and the premium on the key rate used to set the interest rate on loans taken out within
the framework of irrevocable liquidity lines remains at 1.75 pp

Foreign currency refinancing mechanisms
The Bank of Russia reduced the aggregate The maximum amount of credit institutions’ debt to the Bank of Russia under foreign currency repo transactions
limit on foreign currency refinancing
and loans is set to $15 billion for 2018. As the domestic foreign currency market evolves towards normalisation
operations
in line with the forecast, the Bank of Russia reduces this amount in a consistent manner
Emergency liquidity assistance mechanism
The Bank of Russia retained the
ELA is designed to support financially stable banks experiencing temporary liquidity issues. ELA may be used by
emergency liquidity assistance mechanism systemically important credit institutions or banks from classification groups 1 and 2, which have no overdue debt
(ELA) in its system of instruments
owed to the Bank of Russia and meet all ratio requirements, except for the instant liquidity ratio. At the same time,
ELA does not imply Bank of Russia obligation to provide liquidity to any requesting bank. This mechanism allows
the Bank of Russia to provide needed support to a financially stable bank when it does not have other sources
to raise funds, including the standard instruments for obtaining liquidity from the Bank of Russia.
As of 1 January 2019, the Bank of Russia concluded 55 agreements with credit institutions on the provision of funds
under ELA. The Bank of Russia did not conduct any transactions under this mechanism in 2018
Special refinancing facilities
The Bank of Russia changed its approach
to setting interest rates on special
refinancing instruments

As of 4 June 2018, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to set interest rates on special refinancing
instruments tied to the key rate of the Bank of Russia. For loans from the Bank of Russia secured by the
guarantees of Joint-stock Company Russian Small and Medium Business Corporation, pledge of credit claims
under agreements entered into by JSC SME Bank with credit institutions, microfinance organisations or leasing
companies, pledge of credit claims under agreements secured by insurance agreements of JSC EXIAR, and
the pledge of credit claims under loans provided to leasing companies the interest rate is determined as the lower
of the following two values: 6.50% p.a. or the Bank of Russia key rate. For Bank of Russia loans secured by
the pledge of receivables on loans issued to fund investment projects or by the pledge of bonds placed to fund
investment projects and included in the Bank of Russia Lombard List, the interest rate is determined as the lower
of the following two values: 9.00% p.a. or the Bank of Russia key rate minus 1.00 pp. For Bank of Russia loans
secured by mortgages issued under the Military Mortgage Programme, the interest rate is set equal to the Bank
of Russia key rate
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5.3. Implementation of the guidelines
for the development of the financial
market
Development of the financial market is a key area of the Bank of Russia’s activities. It is intended to promote economic
growth, improve living standards and quality of life, and create conditions for the growth of the financial industry.
A developed financial market supports the efficiency of the monetary policy transmission mechanism and, therefore,
determines the effectiveness of measures taken by the Bank of Russia to ensure price stability.
Every three years, in collaboration with the Government of the Russian Federation, the Bank of Russia elaborates
its Guidelines for the Development of the Russian Financial Market1 and an action plan for their implementation. These
documents were first prepared for the period of 2016—2018. According to the estimates of the Bank of Russia, as
of 1 January 2019, the action plan was implemented by 94%. Some projects were implemented partially and will be
completed in 2019—2021.
From 2016 to 2018, the Bank of Russia made efforts to clear the domestic market of unscrupulous and financially
unstable financial institutions. For example, it implemented a new mechanism for the financial rehabilitation of credit
institutions which provides for the direct participation of the Bank of Russia in the capital of such banks to prevent
the significant losses of economic entities. The newly implemented system for the resolution of insurance companies
helps eliminate systemic problems in the insurance sector.
The most significant remaining tasks include early identification and response to issues in financial institutions
and the transition towards proactive oversight without increasing the regulatory burden on bona fide market participants. To this end, the Bank of Russia introduced and now uses a new approach to macroprudential stress testing to
consider the risks of financial institutions (banks, NPFs, and systemically important insurance companies), including
on a group basis.
Federal Law No. 281‑FZ,2 which entered into force in 2018, increased the requirements to founders (participants),
management bodies, and the officials of financial institutions. This helped reduce the potential influence on the activi
ties of financial institutions by parties with an unsatisfactory business reputation, such as those previously involved
in the bankruptcy of financial institutions.
The Financial Ombudsman Service,3 which is independent of the state and local authorities, the Bank of Russia,
organisations and officials, was established in 2018 to implement alternative mechanisms for resolving disputes
between the financial consumers and financial institutions. The financial ombudsman ensures faster and less costly
resolution of disputes than the consideration of disputes in court, which reduces the burden on the judicial system
of the Russian Federation.
Over the three years, the Bank of Russia prepared the legislative framework to improve the quality of corporate
governance and protection of the rights and interests of investors to provide a key tool for building trust between
investors, management, and company shareholders. In particular, it introduced requirements for the organisation of
internal control, audit and risk management frameworks, a detailed mechanism for disclosure of information on the
remuneration and compensations of the members of the board of directors and management as well as the rules to
help strengthen the role of the board of directors in the management of a public joint-stock company. The Bank of
Russia worked on implementing the best practices, many of which are reflected in the Corporate Governance Code,
a tool to improve the management efficiency and long-term sustainability for most companies.
In addition, to increase confidence in financial institutions, the Bank of Russia took measures to eliminate unfair
practices, prevent and suppress offences, and build a conduct supervision system. A concept was elaborated to im1

In accordance with Federal Law No. 86‑FZ.

Federal Law No. 281‑FZ, dated 29 July 2017, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving Mandatory Requirements for
Financial Institutions’ Founders (Participants), Management Bodies and Officials’.
2

3

See Subsection 2.3.1 ‘Financial consumer and investor protection’.
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prove the investor protection system in the financial market by introducing the regulation of investor categories and
determining their investment profiles.
The Bank of Russia introduced proportionate regulation in the banking and microfinance sectors, which will help
promote competition and ensure the availability of financial services to the public and small- and medium-sized enterprises, including in the regions, as well as accelerate the growth of regional economies.
The entry into force of the law on syndicated loans1 and structured bonds in 2018 along with the measures to
develop capital market instruments (including the simplification of the bond issuance procedure and the possibility
to register bond issues electronically) was an important result of the collaboration between the Bank of Russia and
the Government of the Russian Federation, which contributed to the increased availability of financing for a wide
range of economic agents and the inflow of long-term investments into the economy.
The Bank of Russia contributed extensively to a wider use of financial technologies in provision of financial
services, including the launch of the remote identification mechanism; the elaboration of the regulatory and technological framework for the electronic conclusion of CMTPLI contracts; the creation of the Faster Payments System; the transition to electronic interaction with supervised financial institutions; and the acceptance of reports
in XBRL format.
The Bank of Russia also contributed to the development of integration processes in the EAEU. The first signifi
cant steps in this area were taken as early as in 2014—2016, when the EAEU Treaty was signed and entered into
force, and the member states entered into agreements on sharing information in the area of finance and free trade.
The Agreement on the Harmonisation of Financial Market Legislation of EAEU Member States was signed in 2018.
The lists of federal laws and Bank of Russia regulations aimed at developing the financial market, prepared with
the participation of the Bank of Russia and adopted from 2016 to 2018, are presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
LIST OF FEDERAL LAWS ON FINANCIAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT
Financial market development objectives

Table 1

Federal laws

Improving the system for the identification of financial market participants
and their customers

No. 482‑FZ, dated 31 December 2017, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’

Establishing a legal framework for financial advisers

No. 397‑FZ, dated 20 December 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
‘On the Securities Market’ and Article 3 of the Federal Law ‘On Self-regulatory
Organisations in the Financial Market’

Reviewing the existing tax incentives for household investments

No. 58‑FZ, dated 3 April 2017, ‘On Amending Chapter 23 of Part Two
of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation’;
No. 123‑FZ, dated 18 June 2017, ‘On Amending Articles 10.2‑1 and 20
of the Federal Law ‘On the Securities Market’

Creating a mechanism for interaction between the Bank of Russia and auditing No. 263‑FZ, dated 29 July 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
organisations that provide services to credit institutions and non-bank financial of the Russian Federation’
institutions

1

Improving the efficiency of regulation in the area of countering the misuse
of insider information and market manipulation

No. 310‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
‘On Countering the Misuse of Insider Information and Market Manipulation
and Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ and on Amending
Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’

Reviewing the potential for developing a liability system that provides
for penalties to a non-bank financial institution and its employees,
executives and owners alike without applying the most severe action,
such as the licence revocation (cancellation)

No. 281‑FZ, dated 29 July 2017, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving Mandatory Requirements
for Financial Institutions’ Founders (Participants), Management Bodies
and Officials’

Eliminating the restrictions constraining the development of the bond market
and further development of the bond market

No. 200‑FZ, dated 19 July 2018, ‘On Amending Articles 210 and 214.1
of Part Two of the Tax Code of the Russian Federation’

Facilitating the development of syndicated lending

No. 486‑FZ, dated 31 December 2017, ‘On Syndicated Loans and on Amending
Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’

Defining approaches to the implementation of a professional judgement
mechanism for specific issues in the activities of financial institutions

No. 49‑FZ, dated 7 March 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Legislative Acts
of the Russian Federation Regarding the Regulation of Non-Governmental
Pension Funds’

Federal Law No. 486‑FZ, dated 31 December 2017, ‘On Syndicated Loans and on Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’.
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Introducing additional requirements for systemically important non-bank
financial institutions

No. 176‑FZ, dated 18 July 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Clearing,
Clearing Activities and the Central Counterparty’ and Certain Laws of the
Russian Federation’

Improving the laws of the Russian Federation to develop a bank resolution
mechanism for financial institutions

No. 84‑FZ, dated 1 May 2017, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’;
No. 87‑FZ, dated 23 April 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’

Granting the Bank of Russia the right to conduct expert evaluation of pledged
items accepted by credit institutions as collateral for loans

No. 362‑FZ, dated 3 July 2016, “On Amending Articles 72 and 73
of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia)’ and Article 33 of the Federal Law ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’

Excluding the subordinated deposits of individuals engaged in business
activities without the establishment of a legal entity from items subject
to household deposit insurance

No. 364‑FZ, dated 3 July 2016, ‘On Amending Article 5 of the Federal Law
‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits with Russian Banks’

Clarifying the requirements for legal entities established for insurance
and reinsurance

No. 251‑FZ, dated 29 July 2018, ‘On Amending the Law
of the Russian Federation ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business
in the Russian Federation’

Ensuring the legal environment for the establishment of a national reinsurance
company

No. 363‑FZ, dated 3 July 2016, ‘On Amending the Law
of the Russian Federation ‘On the Organisation of the Insurance Business
in the Russian Federation’

Amending the laws of the Russian Federation on the compulsory third party
liability insurance of vehicle owners based on the law enforcement practice

No. 49‑FZ, dated 28 March 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
‘On Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’;
No. 448‑FZ, dated 29 December 2017, ‘On Amending Articles 11.1 and 12 of the
Federal Law ‘On Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’

Improving the terms and procedure of compulsory carrier’s third-party liability
insurance for inflicting damage to the life, health and property of passengers
based on law enforcement practices

No. 277‑FZ, dated 29 July 2017, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Compulsory
Third Party Liability Carrier Insurance for Causing Harm to Life, Health and the
Property of Passengers and on the Procedure for Compensating Such Harm
Caused when Carrying Passengers by the Underground’

Improving the Russian legislation on insolvency (bankruptcy) with regard
to insurance companies

No. 222‑FZ, dated 23 June 2016, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’

Improving the insurance mechanism to assist individuals in recovering
(acquiring) property lost in fires, floods and other natural disasters

No. 320‑FZ, dated 3 August 2018, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’

Improving the procedure for issuing securities

No. 514‑FZ, dated 27 December 2018, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
‘On the Securities Market’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation
with Regard to Improving the Legal Regulation of Securities Issuance’

LIST OF THE KEY BANK OF RUSSIA REGULATIONS ON FINANCIAL MARKET DEVELOPMENT
Measure

Table 2

Bank of Russia Regulations

Improvement of interaction
of financial consumers and investors
with the Bank of Russia

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4580‑U, dated 11 October 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Organising and Carrying out
Personal Reception of Citizens by the Bank of Russia Public Reception at the Bank of Russia Head Office’

Standardisation of financial operations
and financial services

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4026‑U, dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their
Contents to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Brokers, Dealers,
Managers, Depositories and Registrars, and the List of Financial Market Operations (Activity Types) to be
Standardised Depending on the Activity Types of Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4027‑U, dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their
Contents, and the List of Financial Market Operations (Activity Types) to be Standardised Depending on the Activity
Types of Financial Institutions, and to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising
Microfinance Organisations, and Consumer Credit Cooperatives’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4270‑U, dated 25 January 2017, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards
and Their Contents to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising FX Dealers,
and the List of Financial Market Operations (Activity Types) of FX Dealers to be Standardised’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4278‑U, dated 3 February 2017, ‘On the Requirements for Core Standard for the
Protection of Rights and Interests of Individuals and Legal Entities Consuming Financial Services from Financial
Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Microfinance Organisations’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4279‑U, dated 3 February 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4027‑U,
Dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their Contents, and the List of Financial
Market Operations (Activity Types) to be Standardised Depending on the Activity Types of Financial Institutions,
and to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Microfinance Organisations,
and Consumer Credit Cooperatives’;
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4467‑U, dated 12 July 2017, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their
Contents to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Insurance Companies
and Insurance Brokers, and the List of Financial Market Operations (Activity Types) of Insurance Companies
and Insurance Brokers to be Standardised’ ;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4490‑U, dated 14 August 2017, ‘On the Requirements for the Core Standard for the
Protection of Rights and Interests of Individuals and Legal Entities Consuming Financial Services from Financial
Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Consumer Credit Cooperatives’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4491‑U, dated 14 August 2017 ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4027‑U,
Dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their Contents, and the List of Financial
Market Operations (Activity Types) to be Standardised Depending on the Activity Types of Financial Institutions,
and to be Developed by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Microfinance Organisations,
and Consumer Credit Cooperatives’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4585‑U, dated 26 October 2017, ‘On the Requirements for Core Standards for the
Protection of Rights and Interests of Individuals and Legal Entities Consuming Financial Services from Financial
Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Brokers, Manager, Depositories and Registrars’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4586‑U, dated 26 October 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4026‑U, Dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the List of Mandatory Core Standards and Their Contents to be Developed
by Financial Market Self-regulatory Organisations Comprising Brokers, Dealers, Managers, Depositories and
Registrars, and the List of Financial Market Operations (Activity Types) to be Standardised Depending on the Activity
Types of Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4484‑U, dated 9 August 2017, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia Standards
Committee on the Respective Activity of Financial Organisations to Coordinate Basic Standards and for the Bank
of Russia to Approve Such Basic Standards’
Establishing a legal framework
for financial advisers

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4970‑U, dated 15 November 2018, ‘On the Procedure and Timeframe for the Bank
of Russia to Decide on Entering (Refusal to Enter) Information on a Legal Entity (Individual Entrepreneur) into the
Unified Register of Investment Advisers, on the List of Documents Based on which the Bank of Russia Decides
on Entering (Refusal to Enter) Information on a Legal Entity (Individual Entrepreneur) into the Unified Register of
Investment Advisers, on the Grounds for the Bank of Russia to Decide on Refusal to Enter Information on a Legal
Entity (Individual Entrepreneur) into the Unified Register of Investment Advisers, and on the Procedure for the Bank
of Russia to Maintain the Unified Register of Investment Advisers’

Providing financial market participants
with access to information on individuals
from federal state information systems
using the infrastructure for IT interaction
of information systems used for
the provision of state and municipal
services and execution of state
and municipal functions electronically
Improving the regulation of credit rating
agencies in the Russian Federation

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4106‑U, dated 23 August 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Free Transfer of Credit
Histories to Credit History Bureaus on a Competitive Basis’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4150‑U, dated 10 October 2016, ‘On the Procedure for Transferring Credit Histories
to the Central Catalogue of Credit Histories for Safekeeping’

Improving the regulation of repository
activity as an information source
for financial market participants

Bank of Russia Instruction No. 173‑I, dated 8 June 2016, ‘On the Procedure for, and Conditions of, Licensing
of Repository Activities and on the Procedure for a Repository to Notify the Bank of Russia of the Appointment
or Dismissal of the Head of a Structural Unit Set up to Conduct Repository Activities’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4045‑U, dated 16 June 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Register
Repository Rules, Rules of Internal Controls, Internal Audit and Risk Management, and the Related Amendments,
and the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Approve the Regulation on the Committee of Repository Service Users’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4104‑U, dated 16 August 2016, ‘On the Types of Agreements Executed Outside
Organised Trading Venues and Reported to the Repository; on Persons Submitting Information on Such Agreements
to the Repository; on the Procedure, Composition, Form, and Timeframes for the Provision of Information to the
Repository; on Additional Requirements for the Repository to Keep a Register of Agreements; on the Procedure and
Timeframes for the Repository to Provide Information; and on the Procedure, Composition, Form, and Timeframes
for the Repository to Submit the Register of Agreements to the Bank of Russia’;

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4097‑U, dated 4 August 2016, ‘On the Procedure and Timeframe for a Credit Rating
Agency to Disclose Information on Reasons Behind Deviations from the Calendar Set Dates for Revising and
Disclosing Sovereign Credit Ratings’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4103‑U, dated 11 August 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Approve
the List of Additional Services Provided by a Credit Rating Agency Mentioned in Part 9 of Article 9 of Federal Law
No. 222‑FZ, Dated 13 July 2015, ‘On the Activity of Credit Rating Agencies in the Russian Federation, on Amending
Article 76.1 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and Invalidating
Certain Provisions of Russian Laws’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4156‑U, dated 13 October 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Issue
Orders to Correct Violations of the Requirements Mentioned in Parts 1 and 6 of Article 6 of Federal Law No. 222‑FZ,
Dated 13 July 2015, ‘On the Activity of Credit Rating Agencies in the Russian Federation, on Amending Article 76.1
of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and on Invalidating Certain
Provisions of Russian Laws’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4062‑U, dated 4 July 2016, ‘On the Procedure, Contents, Forms and Timeframes
for Submitting to the Bank of Russia the Information on Rating Actions by the Credit Rating Agencies’
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4145‑U, dated 30 September 2016, ‘On the Requirements for a Repository’s Internal
Control and Internal Audit Rules’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4660‑U, dated 22 December 2017, ‘On the Volume and Procedure for Disclosing
Information by Repository’
Application of a reduced risk ratio
for claims on small business entities

Bank of Russia Instruction No. 180‑I, dated 28 June 2017, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4635‑U, dated 6 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 180-I,
Dated 28 June 2017, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’

Improving the system for assessing
the business reputation of members
of management bodies and officials
of financial institutions and approaches
to the qualification requirements
established for them

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 625‑P, dated 27 December 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Approving by the Bank of
Russia of Candidates’ Appointment (Selection) to Positions in a Financial Institution; for Notifying the Bank of Russia
about Selecting (Terminating Authorities), Appointing (Releasing from Office of) Top Managers, Other Officials in
Financial Institutions; for Assessing Compliance with the Qualification Requirements and (or) Requirements for
Business Reputation of the Top Managers, Other Officials and Founders (Shareholders, Members) of Financial
Institutions; for Forwarding Information to the Bank of Russia by a Member of a Financial Institution’s Board
of Directors (Supervisory Board) on Voting (Non-voting) against a Decision Made by the Board of Directors
(Supervisory Board) of a Financial Institution; for Requesting Information from the Bank of Russia and the Latter’s
Replying Regarding the Availability (Non-availability) of Information in Databases Stipulated by Articles 75 and 76.7
of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, Dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’;
and on the Procedure for Maintaining Such Databases’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 621‑P, dated 25 December 2017, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to
Send Orders Following the Failure to Comply with Qualification Requirements and (or) Business Reputation
Requirements, Violation of the Procedure to Purchase Shares (Stakes), Establishment of Control over Shareholders
(Members) of Financial Institutions, and the Revelation of Unsatisfactory Financial Position; on the List of Persons
to Whom Copies of Orders are Sent; the Procedure for Informing Shareholders (Members) of Financial Institutions
about Receiving Copies of Orders and Acts of Order Repeal; the Procedure for Determining the Number of Voting
Shares (Stakes) of Credit Institutions Following the Sending of Orders; the Procedure for Sending an Act of Order
Repeal, a Notification of Order Execution; and on the Procedure for Posting Information on Sending an Order
(Repealing an Order) on the Bank of Russia Website’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4662‑U, dated 25 December 2017, ‘On the Qualification Requirements for the
Head of Risk Management, Internal Controls and Internal Audit of a Credit Institution; for the Risk Management
Officer and Controller of a Non-governmental Pension Fund, and the Auditor of an Insurance Company; on the
Procedure for Informing the Bank of Russia about the Appointment to (Termination of) these Positions (Except
for the Controller of a Non-governmental Pension Fund) and the Position of Special Officers Responsible for the
Implementation of Internal Controls Rules Aimed at Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained
Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism of Credit Institutions, Non-governmental Pension Funds, Insurance
Companies, Management Companies of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds and Non-governmental Pension
Funds, and Microfinance Companies; of an Internal Control Officer of a Management Company of Investment
Funds, Unit Investment Funds and Non-governmental Pension Funds; and on the Procedure for the Bank of Russia
to Assess the Compliance of These Persons (Except for the Controller of a Non-governmental Pension Fund) with
Qualification and Business Reputation Requirements’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 626‑P, dated 28 December 2017, ‘On the Assessment of, and Requirements for,
Financial Standing, Grounds for Recognising Financial Standing as Unsatisfactory with Regard to the Founders
(Participants in) of a Credit Institution and Other Persons Specified by Federal Law No. 281‑FZ, Dated 29 July 2017,
‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation with Regard to Improving Mandatory Requirements for
Financial Institutions’ Founders (Participants), Management Bodies and Officials’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4666‑U, dated 26 December 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Appealing Against a Person’s
Recognition as Non-compliant with Qualification Requirements and (or) Business Reputation Requirements’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 622‑P, dated 26 December 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Disclosing Information
on Persons Controlling or Exerting Material Influence on Banks Participating in the Compulsory Household Deposit
Insurance System of the Russian Federation, and on the Procedure for Disclosing and Submitting to the Bank of
Russia Information on the Structure and Composition of the Shareholders (Members) of Non-governmental Pension
Funds, Insurance Companies, Management Companies, Microfinance Companies, Including Persons Controlling
or Exerting Material Influence Thereon’;
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 185‑I, dated 25 December 2017, ‘On Obtaining the Bank of Russia’s Consent
(Approval) to the Acquisition of the Shares (Stakes) of a Financial Institution and (or) to Setting Control over
the Shareholders (Members) of a Financial Institution; and on Notifying the Bank of Russia about Instances as
a Result of Which a Person Entitled to Directly or Indirectly Dispose of More Than 10 Per Cent of the Shares (Stakes)
of a Non-bank Financial Institution Has Completely Lost Such Right or Retained the Right to Directly or Indirectly
Dispose of Less Than 10 Per Cent of the Shares (Stakes) of a Non-bank Financial Institution’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4657‑U, dated 21 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 3984‑U, dated 28 March 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Maintain the State Register
of Microfinance Organisations, the Form of Application for Entering Information on a Legal Entity into the State
Register of Microfinance Organisations, the Form of Information on the Founders (Members, Shareholders)
of the Legal Entity, the Form of a Certificate of Entry of Information on the Legal Entity into the State Register
of Microfinance Organisations and the Procedure for its Reregistration, Application Forms on Changing the Type
of a Microfinance Organisation and on Operation as a Microfinance Company or as a Microcredit Company,
and the Form and Procedure for Submitting Documents and Information Confirming the Availability of Equity
(Capital) and Sources of Funds Contributed by Founders (Members, Shareholders)’;
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4658‑U, dated 21 December 2017, ‘On the Procedure and Timeframe for Submitting
a Notice by the Person That Has Directly or Indirectly Acquired the Right to Dispose of 10 and More Per Cent
of Votes Which Are Voting Shares and Which Make Up the Authorised Capital of a Professional Securities Market
Participant, a Microcredit Company or a Pawnshop; and on the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Send Inquiries
about Persons That Directly or Indirectly Have the Right to Dispose of 10 and More Per Cent of Votes Which
Are Voting Shares and Which Make Up the Authorised Capital of a Professional Securities Market Participant,
a Microcredit Company or a Pawnshop’
Implementing measures to counter
fictitious pricing in open markets

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 534‑P, dated 24 February 2016, ‘On Securities Admittance to Organised Trades’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4028‑U, dated 30 May 2016, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Capital
of Non‑governmental Pension Funds’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4075‑U, dated 19 July 2016, ‘On the Capital Requirements for Management
Companies of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds, Non-governmental Pension Funds, and Applicants
for Management Company Licences’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4373‑U, dated 11 May 2017, ‘On the Capital Requirements for Professional Securities
Market Participants’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4954‑U, dated 31 October 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Current
Asset Value and the Net Asset Value Constituting Pension Savings, on the Procedure and Timeframe
for Calculating the Value of Assets Constituting Pension Reserves and the Aggregate Value of Pension Reserves
of a Non‑governmental Pension Fund’ (invalidates Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4579‑U, dated 11 October 2017,
‘On the Procedure for Calculating Current Market Value and Value of Net Assets in Trust Management under a Trust
Management Agreement to Manage Pension Savings; on the Procedure and Timeframe for Calculating Market
Value of Assets into Which Savings are Invested and on the Total Market Value of a Non-governmental Pension
Fund’s Pension Reserves’)

Ensuring transition of non-bank financial
institutions to international financial
reporting standards and electronic format
for collecting and processing reporting
data based on XBRL

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4623‑U, dated 27 November 2017, ‘On the Form, Timeframe and Procedure
for Compiling and Submitting to the Bank of Russia Operating Statements, Including the Requirements
for Statements on Mandatory Pension Insurance, by Non-governmental Pension Funds’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4621‑U, dated 27 November 2017, ‘On the Forms, Timelines and Procedure
for Professional Securities Market Participants, Trade Organisers, Clearing Companies and Entities Acting
as Central Counterparties, to Compile and Submit Statements to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4584‑U, dated 25 October 2017, ‘On the Form, Timeframe and Procedure
for Insurance Companies to Compile and Submit to the Bank of Russia Statements, Required for Control
and Supervision Purposes, and Statistical Statements, as well as on the Form, Timeframe and Procedure
for Insurance Companies to Submit Accounting (Financial) Statements to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4715‑U, dated 8 February 2018, ‘On Forms, Procedure and Timeframe for Compiling
and Submitting to the Bank of Russia Statements by Joint-stock Investment Funds, Management Companies
of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds, and Non-governmental Pension Funds’

Removing duplicate and/or unused
information from financial institutions’
reporting statements and expanding the
unified reporting statements to enable
efficient simultaneous remote and
prudential supervision

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4022‑U, dated 20 May 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 487‑P,
Dated 2 September 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting Income, Expenses and Other Total Return
of Non‑bank Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4083‑U, dated 25 July 2016, ‘On the Forms, Timeframe and Procedure for Compiling
and Submitting to the Bank of Russia Documents Containing the Activity Report and the Report on the Composition
of the Governing Bodies of a Consumer Credit Cooperative’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4113‑U, dated 30 August 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 488‑P,
Dated 2 September 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting Financial Derivatives by Non-bank Financial
Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4114‑U, dated 30 August 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 502‑P,
Dated 5 November 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Non-governmental Pension Funds to Account Operations Related
to Their Activities as Insurers in Mandatory Pension Insurance and Non-governmental Pension Provision’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4127‑U, dated 5 September 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 526‑U, Dated 28 December 2015, ‘Sectoral Accounting Standard ‘Procedure for Compiling Accounting
(Financial) Statements by Insurance Companies and Mutual Insurance Companies’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4128‑U, dated 5 September 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 532‑P Dated 3 February 2016, ‘Sectoral Accounting Standard ‘Procedure for Compiling Accounting (Financial)
Statements of Professional Securities Market Participants, Joint-stock Investment Funds, Trade Organisers, Central
Counterparties, Clearing Companies, Specialised Depositories of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds and
Non-governmental Pension Funds, Asset Management Companies of Investment Funds, Unit Investment Funds
and Non-governmental Pension Funds, Credit History Bureaus, Credit Rating Agencies, and Insurance Brokers’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4130‑U, dated 6 September 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 491‑P, Dated 4 September 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting in Insurance Companies and Mutual
Insurance Companies Located in the Russian Federation’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4173‑U, dated 31 October 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 527‑P,
Dated 28 December 2015, ‘Sectoral Accounting Standard ‘Procedure for Compiling Accounting (Financial)
Statements by Non-governmental Pension Funds’;
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4177‑U, dated 3 November 2016, ‘On the Contents of Statements of a Credit Rating
Agency, its Form, Timeframe and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4178‑U, dated 7 November 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 487‑P,
Dated 2 September 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting Income, Expenses and Other Total Return of Non-bank
Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4179‑U, dated 7 November 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 493‑P
Dated 1 October 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting Operations to Withdraw (Place) Funds under Loan
Agreements and Bank Deposit Agreements at Non-bank Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4180‑U, dated 7 November 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 494‑P,
Dated 1 October 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Securities Transactions Accounting at Non-bank Financial Institutions’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4181‑U, dated 7 November 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 501‑P
Dated 5 November 2015, ‘Sectoral Standard for Accounting Fund Raising under Loan Agreements, and Bond and
Promissory Note Issuance and Redemption (Repayment) by Non-bank Financial Organisations’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4247‑U, dated 27 December 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 486‑P Dated 2 September 2015, ‘On the Chart of Accounts for Accounting Purposes at Non-bank Financial
Institutions and the Procedure for Using it’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4711‑U, dated 31 January 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3608‑U,
Dated 26 March 2015, ‘On the Timeframe and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting Reporting by a Housing
Savings Cooperative to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4737‑U, dated 14 March 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4262‑U,
Dated 13 January 2017, ‘On the Content, Form, Procedure and Timeframe for Self-regulatory Organisations in the
Financial Market to Submit Statements to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4764‑U, dated 2 April 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3927‑U,
Dated 30 December 2015, ‘On the Forms, Timeframes and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting to the Bank
of Russia Documents Containing the Activity Report of a Pawnshop and the Report on the Composition of the
Governing Bodies of a Pawnshop’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4777‑U, dated 19 April 2018, ‘On the Form, Timeframe and Procedure
for a Specialised Depository to Compile and Submit Statements to the Bank of Russia; on the Form, Timeframe
and Procedure for a Specialised Depository to Submit Statements to an Insurer; and on the Form and Timeframe
for a Specialised Depository to Submit Statements to a Management Company Engaged in the Trust Management
of Servicemen Housing Savings and to an Authorised Federal Executive Body in Charge of the Savings
and Mortgage System of Housing Provision for Servicemen’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4945‑U, dated 26 October 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4083‑U, Dated 25 July 2016, ‘On the Forms, Timeframe and Procedure for Compiling and Submitting
to the Bank of Russia Documents Containing the Activity Report and the Report on the Composition
of the Governing Bodies of a Consumer Credit Cooperative’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4753‑U, dated 30 March 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2831‑U,
Dated 9 June 2012, ‘On Reporting by Payment System Operators, Payment Infrastructure Operators, Funds Transfer
Operators on Information Protection During Funds Transfers’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4927‑U, dated 8 October 2018, ‘On the List, Forms and Procedure for Compiling
and Submitting Credit Institutions’ Reporting Forms to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’
Implementing proportionate regulation
in the financial market

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3964‑U, dated 20 February 2016, ‘On Microfinance Organisations
for Business Financing’;
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 183‑I, dated 6 December 2017, ‘On the Required Ratios of Banks
with a Basic Licence’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4667‑U, dated 26 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4336‑U, Dated 3 April 2017, ‘On Assessing Banks’ Economic Situation’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4668‑U, dated 26 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 3277‑U, Dated 11 June 2014, ‘On Methodologies for Assessing Bank Financial Soundness for Qualifying it
as Adequate for Participation in the Deposit Insurance System’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4979‑U, dated 27 November 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Securities with
Which Banks with a Basic Licence Are Entitled to Conduct Operations and Transactions in the Securities Market’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 596‑P, dated 26 July 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Systemically Important
Credit Institutions to Calculate Structural Liquidity Ratio (Net Stable Funding Ratio) (Basel III)’

Improving the practice of applying
regulatory impact assessment procedures

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 602‑P, dated 22 September 2017, ‘On the Rules for Preparing Bank of Russia
Regulations’

Defining approaches to the implementation
of a professional judgement mechanism
for specific issues in the activities of
financial institutions while simultaneously
enhancing the oversight of the decisionmaking procedure

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4203‑U, dated 17 November 2016, ‘On the Signs of Potential Interconnectedness
between an Entity (Entities) and a Credit Institution’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4205‑U, dated 17 November 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia
Banking Supervision Committee to Recognise an Entity to be Interconnected with a Credit Institution (to Belong
to the Group of Entities Interconnected with a Credit Institution) on the Basis of Informed Judgment, to Send
Instructions to the Credit Institution, and to Consider Applications from the Credit Institution’
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Bringing regulation of calculations
to determine the capital value and capital
adequacy ratios of credit institutions
in line with the Basel standards

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 647‑P, dated 4 July 2018, ‘On Measuring Exposure by Banks for Fund Raising
Operations Through the Issuance of Debt Securities Whose Obligations Are Secured Fully or Partially by the
Receipts from Assets Used as Collateral’

Adopting a federal law authorising
the Bank of Russia to carry out expert
evaluation of pledged items accepted
by credit institutions as security for loans
and require that credit institutions consider
the results of such expert evaluation when
making provisions
Further implementation of Basel II,
Basel 2.5 and Basel III standards

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 570‑P, dated 26 December 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Carry
out Examination of Collateral Accepted by a Credit Institution to Secure a Loan’;
Bank of Russia Instruction No. 176‑I, dated 20 December 2016, ‘On the Procedure for, and Instances of,
Bank of Russia Authorised Representatives (Employees) to Examine the Loan Collateral and/or Familiarise
Themselves with the Activities of a Credit Institution’s Borrower and/or Collateral Provider’
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4838‑U, dated 27 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3624‑U,
Dated 15 April 2015, ‘On the Requirements for the Risk and Capital Management System of a Credit Institution
or a Banking Group’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4482‑U, dated 7 August 2017, ‘On the Form and Procedure for a Credit Institution
(Parent Credit Institution of a Banking Group) to Disclose Information on Risks Assumed, Risk Assessment
Procedures and Risk and Capital Management Procedures’

Implementing a project to build
new payment infrastructure within
the Bank of Russia payment system

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 552‑P, dated 24 August 2016, ‘On the Requirements for Data Protection
in the Bank of Russia Payment System’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 595‑P, dated 6 July 2017, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’

Ensuring the financial stability
of professional securities market
participants

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4630‑U, dated 30 November 2017, ‘On the Requirements for Dealer, Broker,
Securities Management and Forex Dealer Activities with Regard to the Calculation of the Capital Adequacy Ratio’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4402‑U, dated 6 June 2017, ‘On the Requirements for Brokerage with Regard to the
Calculation of the Liquidity Coverage Ratio Where Customers Entitle Brokers to Use Their Funds in the Brokers’
Interest’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 548‑P, dated 19 July 2016, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Capital of
Professional Securities Market Participants and Also of Applicants for Professional Securities Market Participant’s
Licence’

Organisation of a risk management
system of professional securities market
participants

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4501‑U, dated 21 August 2017, ‘On the Requirements for Professional Securities
Market Participants to Organise a System to Manage Risks Related to Their Professional Activity in the Securities
Market and Operations with Their Own Assets Depending on the Type of Activity and the Nature of Operations
Performed’

Organisation of internal accounting
by professional securities market
participants and potential transferring
of the function to manage information
systems and internal accounting systems

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 577‑P, dated 31 January 2017, ‘On the Internal Accounting Rules of Professional
Securities Market Participants Engaged in Broker, Dealer, and Securities Management Activities’

Improving internal control requirements
and elaborating internal audit
requirements for infrastructure
organisations of the financial market

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4739‑U, dated 15 March 2018, ‘On the Requirements for Internal Controls
and Auditing Conducted by a Clearing Organisation’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4792‑U, dated 7 May 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Procedure for Trade
Organisers to Exercise Internal Control and Internal Audit’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4904‑U, dated 12 September 2018, ‘On the Requirements for the Central Depository
to Exercise Internal Control and Internal Audit, for Internal Audit Rules and Action Plan of Internal Audit of the
Central Depository’

Elaborating the requirements
for maintaining a register of securities
holders with regard to document sharing,
record storage and register transfer

Regulation No. 572‑P, dated 27 December 2016, ‘On the Requirements for Keeping the Register
of Securities Holders’

Elaborating the requirements for brokerage Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4805‑U, dated 1 June 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3234‑U,
activities with regard to unifying margin
Dated 18 April 2014, ‘On Unified Requirements Regarding Rules for Broker Activities When Making Certain
requirements for transactions with financial Transactions at Customers’ Expense’
instruments
Improving requirements for the financial
stability and solvency of insurers

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 557‑P, dated 16 November 2016, ‘On the Rules of Creating Life Insurance Reserves’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 558‑P, dated 16 November 2016, ‘On the Rules of Creating Non-life Insurance
Reserves’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4280‑U, dated 6 February 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3743‑U,
Dated 28 July 2015, ‘On the Procedure for an Insurance Company to Calculate Capital to Liabilities Ratio’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4297‑U, dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurance Reserve
Funds and the List of Assets Eligible for Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4298‑U, dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurer’s Capital
and the List of Assets Eligible for Investment’;
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Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4423‑U, dated 20 June 2017, ‘On Amending Clause 17 of Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4297‑U, Dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurance Reserve Funds and the List of
Assets Eligible for Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4424‑U, dated 20 June 2017, ‘On Amending Clause 17 of Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4298‑U, Dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurer’s Capital and the List of Assets Eligible
for Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4451‑U, dated 7 July 2017, ‘On Amending Clause 5 of Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 3743‑U, Dated 28 July 2015, ‘On the Procedure for an Insurance Company to Calculate Capital to Liabilities
Ratio’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4684‑U, dated 9 January 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3743‑U,
Dated 28 July 2015, ‘On the Procedure for an Insurance Company to Calculate Capital to Liabilities Ratio’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4683‑U, dated 9 January 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4297‑U,
Dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurance Reserve Funds and the List of Assets Eligible for
Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4682‑U, dated 9 January 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4298‑U,
Dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurer’s Capital and the List of Assets Eligible for
Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4897‑U, dated 3 September 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 4298‑U, Dated 22 February 2017, ‘On the Procedure for Investing Insurer’s Capital and the List of Assets Eligible
for Investment’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4896‑U, dated 3 September 2018, ‘On the Methodology for Measuring Insurer’s
Capital (Excluding Mutual Insurance Companies)’
Elaborating proposals for amending
the laws of the Russian Federation
on compulsory third party liability
insurance of vehicle owners with due
regard for law enforcement practice

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4664‑U, dated 25 December 2017, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 431‑P, Dated 19 September 2014, ‘On the Rules of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle
Owners’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4775‑U, dated 16 April 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 431‑P,
Dated 19 September 2014, ‘On the Rules of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’

Improving the mechanism for countering
unscrupulous actions of insurance
companies providing compulsory types
of insurance

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4500‑U, dated 21 August 2017, ‘On Amending Clause 1 of Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 3854‑U, Dated 20 November 2015, ‘On the Minimum (Standard) Requirements for the Procedure and
Conditions to Provide Certain Types of Voluntary Insurance’

Improving the terms and procedure
of compulsory carrier’s third-party liability
insurance for inflicting damage to the life,
health and property of passengers based
on law enforcement practices

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4293‑U, dated 14 February 2017, On the List and Procedure for Compiling
by the Beneficiary of Documents Authorizing the Receipt of Insurance Benefits, Part Thereof (Preliminary Payment
of Benefits) under the Carrier’s Contract on Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance for Inflicting Damage
to the Life, Health or Property of Passengers’

Improving Russian legislation
on insolvency (bankruptcy) with regard
to insurance companies

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 599‑P, dated 30 August 2017, ‘On the Requirements for the Procedure to Create
and Maintain Information System Databases, to Store Their Information on Insurance Reserves, Insurance Reserve
Funds, Equity Capital and Their Movements, and on Providing Access to Such Information to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 648‑P, dated 16 July 2018, ‘On the Provisional Administration of an Insurance
Company’

Clarifying, for supervisory purposes,
the procedure for determining the value
of securities held to maturity in which
pension savings are invested

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4886‑U, dated 29 August 2018, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4139‑U,
Dated 23 September 2016, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Invested Amounts of Pension Savings not
Included in the Reserves of a Non-governmental Pension Fund to be Recorded in a Funded Pension Account’

Changing the system of remuneration
and payment for the services of parties
to compulsory pension insurance

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4881‑U, dated 23 August 2018, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Return
on Investment of Pension Savings for the Calculation of the Variable Part of Remuneration of a Non-governmental
Pension Fund Involved in Mandatory Pension Insurance’

Developing a risk management framework Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4060‑U, dated 4 July 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Organisation
for non-governmental pension funds
of the Risk Management System of a Non-governmental Pension Fund’
Expanding investment opportunities
for investment funds with regard to asset
composition and structure

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4129‑U, dated 5 September 2016, ‘On the Composition and Structure of Assets
of Joint-stock Investment Funds and Unit Investment Funds’

Updating the rules for investing collective
investment funds in real estate and
mortgage securities

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 580‑P, dated 1 March 2017, ‘On Additional Restrictions on Investing Pension
Savings Placed with Non-governmental Pension Funds Providing Mandatory Pension Insurance; on Cases
When a Management Company Acting as a Trustee of Pension Savings Is Entitled to Execute Repo Agreements;
on Requirements Aimed at Risk Mitigation the Observance Whereof Entitles the Management Company to Execute
Derivative Contracts; on Additional Requirements for Credit Institutions Which Servicemen Pension and Housing
Savings are Placed with; and on the Additional Requirement for the Management Company to Finance Funded
Pension under Pension Savings Trust Management Agreement’
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Ensuring financial stability of microfinance
organisations

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4382‑U, dated 24 May 2017, ‘On Setting Economic Ratios for a Microfinance
Company Attracting Funds from Individuals, Including Individual Entrepreneurs and (or) Legal Entities,
in the Form of Loans, and for a Microfinance Company Issuing and Placing Bonds’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4384‑U, dated 24 May 2017, ‘On Setting Economic Ratios for a Microcredit Company
Attracting Funds from Individuals, Including Individual Entrepreneurs, Who are Founders (Members, Shareholders),
and (or) Legal Entities in the Form of Loans’

Elaborating the requirements for the risk
management framework of microfinance
market participants

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4168‑U, dated 27 October 2016, ‘On the Procedure for Determining Misreporting
by Microfinance Organisations to the Bank of Russia and its Materiality Qualifiers’

Establishing financial ratios
for the activities of agricultural
consumer credit cooperatives

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4299‑U, dated 27 February 2017, ‘On the Numerical Value of the Financial Ratio
and the Procedure for Calculating Financial Ratios of Agricultural Consumer Credit Cooperatives’

Improving requirements for the information Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4107‑U, dated 23 August 2016, ‘On the Procedure for an Issuer to Disclose (Submit)
transparency of public joint-stock
Information in the Event of Substitution of Securities Holders’ Registrar’
companies
Improving the procedure for issuing
securities

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4171‑U, dated 28 October 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 428‑P,
Dated 11 August 2004, ‘On Securities Issue Standards, Procedure for the State Registration of Issues (Additional
Issues) of Issue-grade Securities, the State Registration of Reports on Results of Issues (Additional Issues) of Equity
Securities and Registration of Prospectuses of Securities’

Improving the system for the oversight
of financial institutions

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 553‑P, dated 22 September 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia
to Maintain the Register of Unit Investment Funds and Provide Extracts Therefrom, on the Requirements
for the Statement of Consolidated Assets of Unit Investment Funds, Procedure for and Timeframes of its Submitting
to the Bank of Russia’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3984‑U, dated 28 March 2016, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Maintain
the State Register of Microfinance Organisations, the Form of Application for Entering Information on a Legal
Entity into the State Register of Microfinance Organisations, the Form of Information on the Founders (Members,
Shareholders) of the Legal Entity, the Form of a Certificate of Entry of Information on the Legal Entity into the State
Register of Microfinance Organisations and the Procedure for its Reregistration, Application Forms on Changing the
Type of a Microfinance Organisation and on Operation as a Microfinance Organisation or as a Microcredit Company,
and the Form and Procedure for Submitting Documents and Information Confirming the Availability of Equity
(Capital) and Sources of Funds Contributed by Founders (Members, Shareholders)’

Improving the existing system
of certification and accreditation

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4131‑U, dated 8 September 2016, ‘On Approving the Programme of Qualification
Examinations to Certify Individuals in Broker, Dealer, Securities Management and Forex Dealer Activities’

Enhancing the analytical capacity
of the Bank of Russia to identify threats
to financial stability

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4091‑U, dated 29 July 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3386‑U,
Dated 22 September 2014, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating the Foreign Capital Stake (Quota) in the Authorised
Capital of Insurance Companies, and the Lists of Documents Required to Obtain the Bank of Russia’s Permits
to Alienate the Shares (Stakes in Authorised Capital) of Insurance Companies in Favour of Foreign Investors and/or
Their Subsidiaries’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4144‑U, dated 29 September 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Risk Management
System Related to Repository Activities and the Rules for Repository Risk Management’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4148‑U, dated 6 October 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Development
and Approval of Plans for Business Continuity and Financial Sustainability of a Repository’

Improving the requirements
for depository operations

Bank of Russia Regulation No. 546‑P, dated 1 June 2016, ‘On the List of Information Associated with the Exercise of
Securities Rights and Provided by Issuers to the Central Depository, the Procedure and Timeframes for Its Provision,
and on the Requirements for the Procedure for the Central Depository to Give Access to Such Information’

Improving CMTPLI regulation

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4190‑U, dated 14 November 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Use of Electronic
Documents and the Procedure for Electronic Information Exchange in the Process of Compulsory Third Party
Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4191‑U, dated 14 November 2016, ‘On the Requirements for the Smooth
and Uninterrupted Functioning of the Websites of Insurers and the Professional Association of Insurers
for the Purpose of Making Electronic Compulsory Insurance Agreements’;
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 4192‑U, dated 14 November 2016, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 431‑P, Dated 19 September 2014, ‘On the Rules of Compulsory Third Party Liability Insurance of Vehicle Owners’
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5.4. Statistical tables
KEY MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS
(PER CENT OF PREVIOUS YEAR)

Table 1

2016

2017

2018

Gross domestic product1, 2
of which:3
– agriculture, forestry, hunting, fishery and fish farming
– mining and quarrying
– manufacturing
– electricity, gas and steam supply; air conditioning
– water supply and disposal, waste collection and utilisation, pollution elimination
– construction
– wholesale and retail trade, and other
– transportation and storage
– information and communications

100.3

101.6

102.3

102.3
102.0
102.8
101.3
100.7
101.7
96.0
101.6
96.4

101.5
102.4
101.2
98.6
97.7
98.8
102.5
100.1
101.3

98.0
103.9
101.6
101.5
101.2
104.7
102.2
103.0
101.8

GDP deflator index2

103.2

105.4

110.3

Consumer price index (December on previous December)

105.4

102.5

104.3

Fixed capital investment1, 2

99.8

104.8

104.3

Retail trade turnover1, 2

95.2

101.3

102.8

Unemployment rate calculated according to ILO methodology (annual average),
as per cent of labour force2

5.5

5.2

4.8

External trade (per balance of payments methodology)
– merchandise exports
– merchandise imports
– exports of services
– imports of services

82.5
99.2
98.1
84.0

125.5
124.4
113.8
119.1

125.3
104.4
112.4
106.6

2

4

Index of quantity.
Rosstat data.
3
Gross value added in core prices.
4
Bank of Russia data.
1

2

Note. Minor discrepancies between the total and the sum of components in tables of Section 5.4 are due to the rounding of data.
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CONSUMER PRICES BY GROUP OF GOODS AND SERVICES1
(GROWTH, DECEMBER AS A PERCENTAGE OF PREVIOUS DECEMBER)

Table 2

Consumer prices, total
of which:
– food prices
of which:
– food prices exclusive of fruit and vegetables
– fruit and vegetable prices
– non-food prices
– paid services provided to the public
Prices of goods and services included in calculation of core consumer price index (CCPI)
1

2016

2017

2018

5.4

2.5

4.3

4.6

1.1

4.7

6.0
–6.8
6.5
4.9

1.0
1.2
2.8
4.4

4.6
4.9
4.1
3.9

6.0

2.1

3.7

Rosstat data.

CONSUMER PRICE INFLATION STRUCTURE1

Table 3

2017

Headline inflation (December on December)
Inflation growth due to:
– change in prices of goods and services included in CCPI calculation
– change in prices of goods and services not included in CCPI calculation
of which:
– change in fruit and vegetable prices
– change in administered service and fuel prices
1

Rosstat data, Bank of Russia calculations.

2018

growth,
percentage
points

contribution
to growth,
per cent

growth,
percentage
points

contribution
to growth,
per cent

2.5

100.0

4.3

100.0

1.5
1.0

60.7
39.3

2.6
1.7

61.0
39.0

0.0
0.9

1.9
35.6

0.2
1.5

4.5
34.4
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BALANCE OF HOUSEHOLD MONEY INCOME AND EXPENDITURES1
(MILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Table 4

2018
as a percentage
of 2017

2017

2018

Money income
Wages and salaries
Share, per cent
Social allowances
Share, per cent
Income from entrepreneurial activities
Share, per cent
Income from property
Share, per cent
Other income
Share, per cent

55,938,298.8
30,974,855.0
55.4
10,850,333.5
19.4
3,513,911.4
6.3
2,415,172.3
4.3
8,184,026.6
14.6

58,162,889.9
34,534,204.7
59.4
11,101,897.6
19.1
3,698,909.5
6.4
2,463,781.7
4.2
6,364,096.4
10.9

104.0
111.5

Money expenditures
– consumer expenditures
– compulsory payments and contributions
– other expenditures

52,125,795.7
44,455,361.9
6,172,462.6
1,497,971.2

56,011,795.8
47,506,761.8
6,907,900.7
1,597,133.3

107.5
106.9
111.9
106.6

Growth in savings2
of which:
– ruble and foreign currency deposits, government and other securities
– ruble and foreign currency cash on hand

3,812,503.2

2,151,094.1

56.4

1,265,633.4
1,237,738.6

1,736,243.9
1,391,198.3

137.2
112.4

79.5
11.0
2.7
6.8

81.7
11.9
2.7
3.7

2.3

3.0

102.3
105.3
102.0
77.8

Memo item
Share of money income, per cent
– consumer expenditures
– compulsory payments and contributions
– other expenditures
– savings
of which:
– ruble and foreign currency deposits, government and other securities
– ruble and foreign currency cash on hand
Disposable money income
Share of, per cent
– consumer expenditures
– other expenditures
– savings
of which:
– ruble and foreign currency deposits, government and other securities
– ruble and foreign currency cash on hand

2.2

2.4

49,765,836.2

51,254,989.2

89.3
3.0
7.7

92.7
3.1
4.2

2.5
2.5

3.4
2.7

103.0

The table was compiled based on Rosstat data (Methodological regulations for calculating household monetary income and expenditures approved by Rosstat
Order No. 465, dated 2 July 2014, and amended by Order No. 680, dated 20 November 2018).
2
Savings include increase (decrease) in deposits, purchase of securities, change in accounts of individual entrepreneurs, purchase of real estate, purchase of cattle
and poultry by households, change in ruble and foreign currency cash on hand, change in outstanding loans and other savings.
1
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BUDGET SYSTEM AND GOVERNMENT DEBT

Table 5

2017

2018

billions
of rubles

percentage
of GDP

billions
of rubles

percentage
of GDP

Revenue
– oil and gas revenues
– non-oil and gas revenues

31,046.7
5,971.9
25,074.8

33.7
6.5
27.2

36,916.9
9,017.8
27,899.1

35.5
8.7
26.9

Expenditure

32,395.7

35.2

33,880.7

32.6

Balance

–1,349.1

–1.5

3,036.2

2.9

Revenue
– oil and gas revenues
– non-oil and gas revenues

15,088.9
5,971.9
9,117.6

16.4
6.5
9.9

19,454.9
9,017.8
10,437.1

18.7
8.7
10.0

Expenditure

16,420.3

17.8

16,712.9

16.1

Balance
– use of sovereign funds to finance budget deficit and replenish the balances
of budget accounts
– net placement of domestic government securities
– replenishment of balances of the federal budget account in foreign currency
(MinFin interventions, the ‘–’ sign)

–1,331.4

–1.4

2,742.0

2.6

1,124.5
1,123.5

1.2
1.2

1,108.2
507.5

1.1
0.5

–829.2

–0.9

–4,216.3

–4.1

National Wealth Fund1

3,752.9

4.1

4,036.0

3.9

Aggregate public debt as of year-end
– aggregate public and municipal domestic debt
– aggregate public and municipal external debt
– federal domestic debt
of which:
– in securities
– OFZs
– other securities
– in government guarantees

14,243.1
11,372.7
2,870.3
8,689.6

15.5
12.3
3.1
9.4

15,162.7
11,747.8
3,414.9
9,169.6

14.6
11.3
3.3
8.8

7,247.1
6,779.6
467.6
1,442.5

7.9
7.4
0.5
1.6

7,742.7
7,380.4
362.3
1,426.9

7.5
7.1
0.3
1.4

Consolidated budget

Federal budget

1
Including funds of the National Wealth Fund in accounts with the Bank of Russia in national currency and in foreign currency, and also funds in credit institutions,
State Development Corporation VEB.RF, preference shares of non-financial organisations, and other assets.

RUSSIA’S DOMESTIC GOVERNMENT DEBT AS OF 1 JANUARY 2019
(AT FACE VALUE, BILLIONS OF RUBLES)
Debt instruments
Permanent coupon-income federal government bonds (OFZ-PD)
Debt depreciation federal government bonds (OFZ-AD)

Table 6

Russia’s domestic government debt
4,929.4
410.1

Variable coupon-income federal government bonds (OFZ-PK)

1,731.8

Inflation-indexed federal government bonds (OFZ-IN)

253.5

Federal government bonds for individuals (OFZ-n)

55.6

Government savings bonds (GSO)

362.3

MinFin bonds (OVOZ)

0.0

Russian government guarantees in national currency

1,426.9

Total

9,169.6
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MINISTRY OF FINANCE DEBT TO THE BANK OF RUSSIA AS OF 1 JANUARY 20191
(MILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Table 7

At face value
Russian government debt obligations
of which:
– Russian government debt obligations available for sale, in national currency
– Russian government debt obligations available for sale, in foreign currency
1

151,045
60
150,985

Exclusive of repo transactions.

VOLUME (TURNOVER) OF RESIDENTS’ TRANSACTIONS WITH NON-RESIDENTS
TO BUY AND SELL RUSSIAN GOVERNMENT FOREIGN CURRENCY BONDS IN SECONDARY MARKET
(AT MARKET PRICES, BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
Currency

Q1

Table 8

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Eurobonds maturing in 2018
(issued in the course of restructuring of GKOs)

US dollar

0.21

0.12

0.01

—

0.34

Eurobonds maturing in 2019

US dollar

0.07

0.07

0.08

0.18

0.39

Eurobonds maturing in 2020

US dollar

0.26

0.26

0.33

0.45

1.31

Eurobonds maturing in 2020

Euro

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.08

Eurobonds maturing in 2022

US dollar

0.10

0.36

0.21

0.11

0.79

Eurobonds maturing in 2023

US dollar

0.36

0.18

0.37

0.23

1.13

Eurobonds maturing in 2025

Euro

—

—

—

1.17

1.17

Eurobonds maturing in 2026

US dollar

0.26

0.43

0.43

0.27

1.39

Eurobonds maturing in 2027

US dollar

0.61

0.55

0.73

0.60

2.49

Eurobonds maturing in 2028

US dollar

0.51

0.47

0.24

0.23

1.45

0.67

0.41

0.41

0.15

1.64

3.77

0.13

0.05

0.03

3.98

Eurobonds maturing in 2029

US dollar

Eurobonds maturing in 2030
(issued in the course of the second restructuring of debt
to the London Club of commercial creditors)

US dollar

Eurobonds maturing in 2042

US dollar

0.16

0.11

0.17

0.28

0.71

Eurobonds maturing in 2043

US dollar

0.15

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.48

Eurobonds maturing in 2047

US dollar

3.71

1.32

1.58

0.86

7.48
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INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL MARKET PARTICIPANTS
(UNITS)
Name of institutional financial market participants
Credit institutions
of which:
– banks
– non-bank credit institutions

Table 9

Number of participants
as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.01.2019

561

484

517
44

440
44

Credit institutions with foreign stakes in authorised capital

160

141

Branches of credit institutions operating in Russia

890

709

Representative offices of operating Russian credit institutions

224

316

33,286

29,783

20,263
3,033
1,972
7,743
275

20,499
1,068
1,918
6,015
283

Insurance market entities, total
of which:
– insurance companies1
– mutual insurance companies
– insurance brokers

309

275

226
12
71

199
12
64

Professional securities market participants,2 total
of which:
– brokers
– forex dealers
– dealers
– trust managers
– depositories
– register holders
– investment advisers3

614

537

384
8
424
279
350
35
—

331
4
366
231
306
35
20

68

69

6
2
7
5
2
1
1
30
2
17
5

6
2
7
6
2
1
1
34
2
13
5

405

363

66
3
305
31

52
2
280
29

Internal divisions of credit institutions (branches), total
of which:
– additional offices
– mobile cash offices
– credit and cash offices
– operations offices
– mobile banking vehicles

Infrastructures, total4
of which:
– clearing houses
of which: institutions performing the functions of the central counterparty5
– exchanges
– commodity delivery operators
– repositories
– central depository
– central counterparties6
– payment system operators
– nationally important payment system operators7
– credit history bureaus
– news agencies8
Collective investment market entities, total
of which:
– non-governmental pension funds
– joint-stock investment funds
– management companies
– specialised depositories
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End

Name of institutional financial market participants

Number of participants
as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.01.2019

Unit investment funds, total
of which:
– open-end
– interval
– closed-end
– exchange-traded

1,497

1,440

327
39
1,131

268
40
1,128
4

Microfinance agents and cooperatives, total
of which:
– microfinance organisations
– housing savings cooperatives
– consumer credit cooperatives
– agricultural consumer credit cooperatvies
– pawnshops

12,024

10,005

2,271
63
2,666
1,242
5,782

2,002
59
2,285
1,042
4,617

Responsible actuaries

104

103

Self-regulatory organisations, total
of which:

22

20

– self-regulatory organisations in the financial market

20

18

– self-regulatory organisations of actuaries

2

2

Credit rating agencies

2

2

Branches and representative offices of foreign credit rating agencies

3

3

Including Joint-stock Company Russian National Reinsurance Company (JSC RNRC).
Including credit institutions, which are professional securities market players.
3
After entering into force on 21 December 2018 of amendments to Federal Law No. 39‑FZ, dated 22 April 1996, ‘On the Securities Market’, investment advisers were
introduced as a new type of professional securities market participants.
4
The data include information on operators of national importance:
1) the Bank of Russia;
2) Joint-stock Company National Payment Card System (JSC NPCS).
The number of infrastructure organisations (excluding the above mentioned entities) was 66 as of 1 January 2018 and 67 as of 1 January 2019.
5
Organisations performing the functions of the central counterparty in pursuance of the transitional provisions of Federal Law No. 403‑FZ, dated 29 December 2015,
‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ (hereinafter, ‘Federal Law No. 403‑FZ, dated 29 December 2015’): Joint-stock Company Settlement and
Depository Company and Public Joint-stock Company Clearing Centre MFB (in accordance with Part 3 of Article 7 of Federal Law No. 403‑FZ, dated 29 December
2015, a clearing company may obtain the central counterparty status within five years from the effective date of the above federal law to continue with their central
counterparty operations (by 29 December 2020).
6
Organisations which have been assigned the status of the central counterparty in pursuance of Federal Law No. 7‑FZ, dated 7 February 2011, ‘On Clearing, Clearing
Activities and the Central Counterparty’. As of 1 January 2019, non-bank credit institution — Central Counterparty National Clearing Centre (Joint-stock Company).
7
The Bank of Russia and Joint-stock Company National Payment Card System (JSC NPCS) are operators of the Bank of Russia payment system and the Mir payment
system respectively based on Federal Law No. 161‑FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the National Payment System’. The procedure for registering these operators and
entering them into the register of payment system operators has not been specified.
8
News agencies accredited to disclose information about securities and other financial instruments.
1

2

Table 10

As of 1.01.2018

As of 1.01.2019

number of members
of self-regulatory
organisations,
units

Professional securities market participants
(brokers, dealers, managers, depositories,
register holders, forex dealers)

5

614

100.0

Joint-stock investment funds and management
companies of investment funds, unit investment funds
and non-governmental pension funds

2

302

99.0

1

279

99.3

Specialised depositories

2

31

100.0

2

29

100.0

Non-governmental pension funds

2

66

100.0

2

52

100.0

Insurance companies

1

225

99.5

1

197

98.9

Insurance brokers

1

68

95.8

1

64

100.0

Microfinance organisations

3

2,145

94.5

3

1,911

95.5

Consumer credit cooperatives

8

1,317

49.4

7

1,158

50.7

Actuaries

2

258

100.0

2

279

100.0

Financial market participants

number
of self-regulatory
organisations,
units

number of members
of self-regulatory
organisations,
units

share of members
of self-regulatory
organisations
in the total number
of financial institutions
of the respective
type of activity,
per cent

4

534

99.6
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INFRASTRUCTURE OF FINANCIAL SERVICES PROVISION

Table 11

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

Number of stand-alone structural units of credit institutions, including
– branches
– representative offices

1,114
890
224

1,025
709
316

Number of internal divisions of credit institutions (branches), including
– additional offices
– mobile cash offices
– credit and cash offices
– operations offices
– mobile banking vehicles

33,286
20,263
3,033
1,972
7,743
275

29,783
20,499
1,068
1,918
6,015
283

78

105

Number of operating credit institutions issuing payment cards

391

335

Number of operating credit institutions with the infrastructure permitting acceptance of payment cards

354

310

2,512

2,486

639

648

Number of stand-alone units of microfinance companies

1,747

1,721

Number of stand-alone units of microcredit companies

13,068

13,788

Number of stand-alone units of consumer credit cooperatives

2,278

2,053

Credit institutions

Number of operating credit institutions providing services to open accounts without visiting the bank

Insurance market entities
Number of stand-alone units of insurers
Professional securities market participants
Number of stand-alone units of professional securities market participants — non-bank financial institutions
Microfinance agents and cooperatives

Number of stand-alone units of agricultural consumer credit cooperatives

165

173

Number of stand-alone units of pawnshops

9,187

9,099

195,234

191,071

Number of POS terminals

2,189,060

2,588,782

Number of ATMs of bank payment agents

280,639

301,070

Number of cash desks of bank payment agents

208,583

182,762

Number of payment terminals of payment agents

349,767

278,450

Number of cash desks of payment agents

71,956

71,764

Number of federal post offices offering payment services, including
– Russian Post branches2
– Post of Crimea branches3

38,669
38,117
552

38,712
38,160
552

Payment infrastructure1
Number of cash dispensing and/or receiving ATMs of credit institutions
(cash dispensing/depositing with the use of payment cards or their details)

Information about bank payment agents, payment agents was obtained during a survey of credit institutions conducted by the Bank of Russia
According to Russian Post data.
3
According to Post of Crimea data.
1

2
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BALANCE OF PAYMENTS1 OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(ANALYTICAL PRESENTATION, MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Current account
Goods

Table 12

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

30,024

17,905

27,482

38,400

113,811

33,156

44,220

45,351

47,770

57,110

194,450

115,422

Exports

101,658

108,725

110,467

122,220

443,070

353,547

oil

28,281

32,142

33,809

34,818

129,049

93,377

oil products

19,259

19,050

20,469

19,331

78,109

58,247

natural gas

12,710

10,992

11,654

13,792

49,148

38,693

liquefied natural gas

1,301

1,337

1,521

1,126

5,286

3,174

other

40,107

45,204

43,014

53,153

181,479

160,055

Imports

57,438

63,374

62,698

65,110

248,620

238,125

–6,528

–7,638

–8,783

–6,995

–29,944

–31,233

14,014

16,730

17,399

16,616

64,759

57,631

transport

4,757

5,762

5,847

5,778

22,144

19,859

travel

2,008

3,230

4,163

2,085

11,486

8,945

other services

7,249

7,738

7,389

8,753

31,128

28,828

20,541

24,367

26,182

23,612

94,702

88,864

transport

3,412

3,967

3,922

3,997

15,298

14,492

travel

6,817

9,407

11,382

6,665

34,271

31,058

other services

10,312

10,993

10,878

12,950

45,133

43,314

–697

–518

–814

–998

–3,027

–2,278

–4,395

–17,738

–8,338

–7,977

–38,449

–39,845

Services
Exports

Imports

Compensation of employees
Investment income
Receivable

12,846

9,695

14,279

12,021

48,840

42,381

Payable

17,241

27,433

22,617

19,998

87,289

82,225
–2,318

Federal government

–679

–786

–560

–506

–2,531

Receivable

289

101

225

237

852

930

Payable

968

887

785

743

3,383

3,249

6

5

5

4

20

23

Central bank

Local government (payable)

828

819

843

930

3,421

1,901

Receivable

865

844

862

953

3,524

2,001

Payable

37

24

20

23

104

100

299

–2,058

78

589

–1,093

883

Receivable

2,398

2,043

2,078

2,350

8,869

10,138

Payable

2,099

4,101

2,000

1,762

9,962

9,255

Other sectors2

–4,838

–15,708

–8,694

–8,986

–38,225

–40,287

Receivable

9,293

6,707

11,114

8,480

35,594

29,311

Payable

14,131

22,415

19,807

17,466

73,820

69,599

22

16

21

21

79

70

–2,598

–1,568

–2,373

–2,761

–9,300

–8,980

–237

–201

–12

–665

–1,114

–192

29,786

17,704

27,471

37,735

112,697

32,964

Banks

Rent
Secondary income
Capital account
Net lending (+) / net borrowing (–)
(balance from current and capital accounts)
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End

Q1
Net lending (+) / net borrowing (–)
(balance from financial account, excluding reserve assets)

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

12,370

9,303

24,244

31,143

77,060

12,910

4,636

–15,406

–15,648

–9,999

–36,418

2,857

4,044

–6,740

–2,039

–807

–5,542

15,127

4,063

–6,645

–2,026

–702

–5,311

15,526

954

0

0

858

1,812

2,610

Redemption

–1,839

–931

–1,176

–748

–4,695

–3,921

principal

–882

0

–419

0

–1,301

–724

coupons

–957

–931

–757

–748

–3,394

–3,197

Net incurrence of liabilities (‘+’ — increase, ‘–’ — decrease)
Federal government
Portfolio investment
Issue

Interest reinvestment
Secondary market
Loans

965

878

782

732

3,358

3,224

3,983

–6,592

–1,633

–1,544

–5,786

13,613

–24

–100

–18

–102

–243

–341

Other liabilities

5

5

5

–3

12

–58

Local government

–1

–7

–6

–18

–31

–3

Central bank

2,052

–3,099

–1,562

658

–1,951

1,265

Banks

–2,451

–9,582

–3,756

–9,164

–24,953

–27,661

1,443

322

1,114

–1

2,878

1,470

572

–8,258

–222

–5,751

–13,659

–13,841

–4,466

–1,646

–4,648

–3,413

–14,173

–15,290

Direct investment
Loans and deposits
Other liabilities
Other sectors2

992

4,022

–8,286

–668

–3,941

14,128

Direct investment

6,366

2,053

–3,898

1,417

5,938

27,088

Portfolio investment

1,014

–492

–638

–564

–681

–4,564

Loans

–5,357

–2,026

–1,968

–1,066

–10,417

–8,542

Other liabilities

–1,030

4,487

–1,782

–455

1,220

146

17,005

–6,103

8,595

21,144

40,641

15,766

–453

1,240

–678

1,311

1,420

3,074

–71

300

–459

1,291

1,060

2,252

–382

940

–219

20

359

822

Net acquisition of financial assets, excluding reserve assets
(‘+’ — increase, ‘–’ — decrease)
General government
Loans
Other assets
Central bank

13

–4

2

3

14

14

307

–5,709

8,550

4,474

7,622

–4,356

768

295

293

381

1,737

873

Loans and deposits

–143

–10,126

5,410

4,758

–101

–10,196

Other assets

–318

4,122

2,847

–665

5,986

4,968

Other sectors2

17,138

–1,630

721

15,357

31,586

17,035

12,633

4,595

1,121

11,842

30,191

35,884

360

–679

684

1,032

1,397

5,100

–1,327

–2,000

–2,403

–1,384

–7,114

–6,038

77

–3,975

–2,685

1,000

–5,583

–5,248

863

112

661

566

2,201

–1,425

19

30

61

42

152

204
–11,443

Banks
Direct investment

Direct investment
Portfolio investment
Cash foreign currency
Trade credit and advances
Indebtedness on supplies according
to intergovernmental agreements
Fictitious transactions3
Other assets
Net errors and omissions
Change in reserve assets (‘+’ — increase, ‘–’ — decrease)

4,513

288

3,281

2,258

10,341

1,917

2,900

1,726

–3,978

2,565

2,582

19,333

11,301

4,953

2,614

38,202

22,636

The balance of payments is compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International Investment
Position Manual (BPM6). The use of signs corresponds to BPM6.
2
Other sectors include other financial corporations (except banks), non-financial corporations, households, and non-profit institutions serving households.
3
Includes fictitious transactions related to foreign trade in goods and services, securities trading, lending and money transfers to own accounts abroad with the
purpose of transferring money abroad.
1

Table 13

Banks

Other sectors

financial transactions
(net lending (+) /
net borrowing (–)

net acquisition
of financial assets

25.1

23.3

–4.4

Q1

15.3

17.6

13.6

Q2

–2.0

9.2

–2.5

Q3

0.4

–8.5

–16.3

–7.8

Q4

11.4

5.0

0.8

–4.2

2018

63.3

32.6

7.6

–25.0

net incurrence
of liabilities

financial transactions
(net lending (+) /
net borrowing (–)

net acquisition
of financial assets1

net incurrence
of liabilities

net errors and omissions
of the balance of payments2

–27.7

1.7

18.5

14.1

2.6

–3.9

–2.3

–5.0

–3.6

0.9

–11.7

–11.2

5.8

13.0

4.1

8.8

11.1

3.0

–0.7

6.4

6.5

1.8

–1.7

30.8

29.4

–3.9

2.6

Q1

16.1

2.8

0.3

–2.5

13.4

16.3

1.0

1.9

Q2

–4.8

3.9

–5.7

–9.6

–8.7

–1.7

4.0

2.9

Q3

18.9

12.3

8.6

–3.8

6.6

0.1

–8.3

1.7

Q4

33.1

13.6

4.5

–9.2

19.4

14.8

–0.7

–4.0
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(net lending (+) /
net borrowing (–)
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FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS OF PRIVATE SECTOR
(BASED ON THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DATA, BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Indebtedness on supplies of goods according to intergovernmental agreements is excluded.
‘Net errors and omissions’ entirely relates to Other sectors. It could be explained by the fact that most noticeable difficulties arise upon the recording of financial transactions undertaken by these sectors in the balance of
payments.

1

2

Note. The use of signs corresponds to BPM6.
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FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS OF PRIVATE SECTOR BY TYPE OF INVESTMENT
(BASED ON THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DATA, BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Direct investment
Net incurrence of liabilities

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

5.6

2.5

4.2

10.8

23.1

8.2
28.6

7.8

2.4

–2.8

1.4

8.8

Banks

1.4

0.3

1.1

0.0

2.9

1.5

Other sectors

6.4

2.1

–3.9

1.4

5.9

27.1
36.8

Net acquisition of financial assets

13.4

4.9

1.4

12.2

31.9

Banks

0.8

0.3

0.3

0.4

1.7

0.9

Other sectors

12.6

4.6

1.1

11.8

30.2

35.9

Portfolio investment
Net incurrence of liabilities

–1.8

2.1

1.7

0.4

2.4

7.5

–0.3

–1.8

–0.8

–1.2

–4.1

–6.3

Banks

–1.3

–1.3

–0.2

–0.6

–3.4

–1.7

Other sectors

1.0

–0.5

–0.6

–0.6

–0.7

–4.6

–2.1

0.3

0.9

–0.8

–1.6

1.2
–3.9

Net acquisition of financial assets
Banks

–2.4

1.0

0.2

–1.8

–3.0

Other sectors

0.4

–0.7

0.7

1.0

1.4

5.1

Financial derivatives

0.2

–0.7

–0.8

0.6

–0.7

0.4

Net incurrence of liabilities
Banks
Other sectors

–3.1

–2.7

–2.0

–3.1

–11.0

–14.1

–3.0

–2.5

–2.0

–2.9

–10.4

–13.8

–0.1

–0.2

–0.1

–0.2

–0.6

–0.4

–2.9

–3.4

–2.9

–2.5

–11.7

–13.8

Banks

–2.7

–3.2

–2.8

–2.5

–11.2

–13.1

Other sectors

–0.2

–0.2

–0.1

–0.1

–0.5

–0.7

Other investment

14.0

–5.8

15.6

17.3

41.1

11.5

Net acquisition of financial assets

Net incurrence of liabilities

–5.8

–3.5

–6.4

–7.0

–22.7

–21.7

Banks

0.5

–6.1

–2.8

–5.6

–14.0

–13.6

Other sectors

–6.3

2.6

–3.7

–1.3

–8.6

–8.0
–10.1

Net acquisition of financial assets

8.2

–9.3

9.2

10.4

18.4

Banks

4.7

–3.8

10.8

8.4

20.1

11.7

Other sectors1

3.4

–5.5

–1.6

2.0

–1.7

–21.9

1.9

2.9

1.7

–4.0

2.6

2.6

16.1

–4.8

18.9

33.1

63.3

25.1

Net errors and omissions of the balance of payments
Private sector financial transactions
(net lending (+) / net borrowing (–)
1

Table 14

Indebtedness on supplies of goods according to intergovernmental agreements is excluded.

Note. The use of signs corresponds to BPM6.
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CROSS-BORDER TRANSFERS OF INDIVIDUALS (RESIDENTS AND NON-RESIDENTS)1

Table 15

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

Money transfers from the Russian Federation by individuals
– to non-CIS countries
– to CIS countries

10,170
7,639
2,531

12,109
8,571
3,538

12,289
8,530
3,759

13,270
9,821
3,450

47,838
34,560
13,277

43,834
30,928
12,906

Money transfers to the Russian Federation for the benefit of individuals
– from non-CIS countries
– from CIS countries

5,301
4,492
809

5,761
4,883
878

4,956
4,073
883

6,433
5,402
1,031

22,451
18,850
3,601

20,786
17,451
3,335

–4,869
–3,147
–1,722

–6,348
–3,688
–2,660

–7,333
–4,457
–2,876

–6,837
–4,418
–2,419

–25,387
–15,711
–9,677

–23,048
–13,477
–9,571

Money transfers from the Russian Federation by individuals
– to non-CIS countries
– to CIS countries

176
172
192

209
199
240

197
176
267

182
164
262

191
177
241

220
222
214

Money transfers to the Russian Federation for the benefit of individuals
– from non-CIS countries
– from CIS countries

414
491
221

436
509
243

374
415
256

410
461
261

408
468
245

510
613
271

Total, millions of US dollars

Balance2
– with non-CIS countries
– with CIS countries
Average amount of transfer, US dollars

1
Cross-border wire transfers by resident and non-resident individuals (receipts of resident and non-resident individuals) made via credit institutions (with or without
opening an account), including remittances via payment systems.
2
Negative balance reflects the excess of the amount of remittances from the Russian Federation over the amount of remittances to the Russian Federation.
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NET INCURRENCE OF LIABILITIES BY RUSSIAN FEDERATION RESIDENTS BY TYPE OF INVESTMENT
(ACCORDING TO BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DATA, BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
Type of investment
Direct investment

Table 16

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

7.8

2.4

–2.8

1.4

8.8

28.6

Portfolio investment

3.7

–8.4

–2.8

–1.9

–9.4

9.2

Financial derivatives

–3.1

–2.7

–2.0

–3.1

–11.0

–14.1

Other investment

–3.8

–6.7

–8.0

–6.4

–24.8

–20.8

Total

4.6

–15.4

–15.6

–10.0

–36.4

2.9

Note. Net incurrence of liabilities reflects a difference between increase in liabilities and their decrease; ‘–’ denotes net decrease in residents’ foreign liabilities.

NET ACQUISITION OF FINANCIAL ASSETS BY RUSSIAN FEDERATION RESIDENTS,
EXCLUDING RESERVE ASSETS, BY TYPE OF INVESTMENT
(ACCORDING TO BALANCE OF PAYMENTS DATA, BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
Type of investment

Q1

Table 17

Q2

Q3

Q4

2018

Memo item:
2017

Direct investment

13.4

4.9

1.4

12.2

31.9

36.8

Portfolio investment

–2.1

0.3

0.8

–0.9

–1.8

1.3

Financial derivatives

–2.9

–3.4

–2.9

–2.5

–11.7

–13.8

Other investment

8.6

–7.9

9.3

12.3

22.2

–8.5

Total

17.0

–6.1

8.6

21.1

40.6

15.8

Note. Net acquisition of financial assets reflects a difference between increase in assets and their decrease; ‘–’ denotes net decrease in residents’ foreign assets.
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INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Table 18

Position as of
Transactions
31.12.2017

Valuation
changes

Other
changes

Total
changes

Position as of
31.12.2018
6

1

2

3

4

5

International investment position, net

272,632

115,261

–26,885

9,932

98,309

370,940

Assets

1,339,011

78,843

–79,067

1,428

1,205

1,340,216

468,567

31,929

–62,621

–4,535

–35,227

433,341

Equity and investment fund shares

363,981

25,251

–55,228

–6,380

–36,357

327,624

Debt instruments

104,587

6,678

–7,393

1,845

1,130

105,717

Portfolio investment

73,946

–1,827

–2,575

–992

–5,394

68,551

Direct investment

Equity and investment fund shares

4,645

1,316

–717

530

1,130

5,775

Debt securities

69,301

–3,144

–1,858

–1,523

–6,525

62,776

4,853

–11,708

14,677

–1,415

1,554

6,407

358,903

22,249

–12,691

–5,038

4,520

363,422

6,976

483

–21

1

463

7,439

Currency and deposits

149,513

17,060

–2,491

2

14,571

164,084

Loans

162,298

Financial derivatives (other than reserves)
and employee stock options
Other investment
Other equity

170,262

5,893

–9,274

–4,583

–7,964

Insurance, pension, and standardised guarantee schemes

2,011

–68

–339

0

–407

1,604

Trade credit and advances

18,051

–3,382

–118

0

–3,500

14,551

Other accounts receivable
Reserve assets
Liabilities
Direct investment
Equity and investment fund shares

12,091

2,262

–448

–458

1,356

13,448

432,742

38,202

–15,858

13,409

35,753

468,495

1,066,379

–36,418

–52,182

–8,504

–97,104

969,276

529,644

8,816

–39,957

–1,890

–33,031

496,613

380,703

10,217

–32,578

–2,077

–24,438

356,265

Debt instruments

148,941

–1,401

–7,380

188

–8,593

140,347

Portfolio investment

230,155

–9,421

–11,743

–762

–21,926

208,229

Equity and investment fund shares

159,539

–4,164

–1,447

124

–5,487

154,052

Debt securities

70,616

–5,257

–10,296

–886

–16,439

54,177

Financial derivatives (other than reserves)
and employee stock options
Other investment
Other equity

4,505

–10,975

11,761

–358

428

4,933

302,076

–24,839

–12,242

–5,495

–42,576

259,501

211

–4

–39

–49

–92

119

Currency and deposits

92,731

–13,851

–3,544

–151

–17,546

75,185

Loans

191,508

–12,415

–7,722

–5,114

–25,251

166,257

Insurance, pension, and standardised guarantee schemes

596

3

–119

0

–116

480

Trade credit and advances

3,234

–3

0

0

–3

3,231

Other accounts payable

5,709

1,427

–627

–182

618

6,327

Special drawing rights

8,087

5

–189

0

–185

7,902

Notes. 1. The international investment position of the Russian Federation is compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance
of Payments and International Investment Position Manual (BPM6).
2. ‘+’ in columns 2 to 5 denotes net increase in assets or liabilities, ‘–’ denotes their net decrease.
3. Data on portfolio investment (including government securities) are presented at market value.
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INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
Position as of
Transactions
31.12.2017

Table 19

Valuation
changes

Other
changes

Total
changes

Position as of
31.12.2018

4

5

6

1

2

3

International investment position, net

45,480

32,575

10,621

–19,873

23,324

68,804

Assets

202,379

7,622

4,197

–20,790

–8,970

193,409

13,599

1,737

–2,800

–148

–1,211

12,388

Equity and investment fund shares

12,246

1,628

–2,710

–3

–1,085

11,161

Debt instruments

1,353

109

–90

–145

–126

1,227

Portfolio investment

39,216

–3,040

–1,585

–1,039

–5,664

33,553

Direct investment

Equity
Debt securities

1,318

290

–218

–4

68

1,386

37,898

–3,329

–1,367

–1,035

–5,732

32,167

Short-term

96

410

0

–49

361

457

Long-term

37,802

–3,740

–1,367

–986

–6,093

31,710

4,842

–11,202

14,162

–1,415

1,545

6,387

Financial derivatives
Options
Forward-type contracts
Other investment
Other equity
Foreign currency
Deposits

614

341

–174

0

167

780

4,229

–11,543

14,336

–1,415

1,378

5,607

144,722

20,127

–5,580

–18,187

–3,641

141,081

8

–2

0

1

–1

7

11,142

18,386

–215

–16,137

2,035

13,177

43,905

–1,542

–1,082

–190

–2,814

41,091

Short-term

30,994

2,659

–730

–459

1,471

32,465

Long-term

12,911

–4,202

–352

269

–4,285

8,626

79,132

1,441

–4,002

–1,557

–4,119

75,013

11,426

–4,782

–517

–1,329

–6,628

4,798

Loans
Short-term
Long-term

67,706

6,223

–3,486

–229

2,509

70,215

10,535

1,844

–282

–304

1,258

11,793

Short-term

4,849

3,529

–446

–2,851

233

5,083

Long-term

5,685

–1,686

164

2,547

1,025

6,711

Other accounts receivable
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End

Position as of
Transactions
31.12.2017
Liabilities
Direct investment
Equity

Other
changes

Total
changes

Position as of
31.12.2018

4

5

6

1

2

3

156,899

–24,953

–6,424

–917

–32,294

124,605

23,208

2,878

–5,218

–124

–2,465

20,744

18,668

2,828

–5,055

–112

–2,340

16,328

Debt instruments

4,541

50

–163

–12

–125

4,416

Portfolio investment

35,577

–3,398

–8,979

–60

–12,437

23,141

Equity

30,201

–3,008

–8,650

121

–11,538

18,663

Debt securities

5,376

–389

–329

–181

–899

4,478

Short-term

1,358

15

–20

–382

–387

971

Long-term
Financial derivatives
Options
Forward-type contracts
Other investment
Other equity
Deposits

4,018

–404

–309

202

–511

3,507

4,503

–10,386

11,172

–358

428

4,931

305

230

–173

–1

55

361

4,197

–10,616

11,345

–356

373

4,570

93,611

–14,048

–3,398

–375

–17,821

75,790

143

8

–28

–49

–68

74

90,754

–14,278

–3,161

–184

–17,623

73,130

Short-term

26,814

1,705

–2,010

–88

–393

26,421

Long-term

63,940

–15,983

–1,152

–96

–17,231

46,709

202

619

0

0

618

820

202

619

0

0

618

820

Loans1
Short-term
Other accounts payable

1

Valuation
changes

2,512

–397

–209

–142

–748

1,764

Short-term

2,261

1,994

–197

–2,495

–697

1,564

Long-term

251

–2,391

–12

2,353

–50

200

Liabilities of banks on securities repurchase agreements with non-residents which are not banks.

Notes. 1. The international investment position of the banking sector is compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of
Payments and International Investment Position Manual (BPM6).
2. The table covers data on credit institutions, excluding non-bank credit institutions, and includes data of State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
3. Forward-type contracts include forwards, swaps and futures.
4. ‘+’ in columns 2 to 5 denotes net increase in assets or liabilities, ‘–’ denotes their net decrease.
5. Column 4 shows, inter alia, assets and liabilities of credit institutions that had their banking licences revoked within the reporting period.
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CURRENCY COMPOSITION OF FOREIGN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(PER CENT)
Foreign assets

Table 20

Foreign liabilities

US dollar

Euro

Russian
ruble

other
currencies

total

US dollar

Euro

Russian
ruble

other
currencies

total
100.0

31.12.2012

59.1

14.0

20.4

6.5

100.0

49.9

5.3

39.8

5.0

31.03.2013

62.3

14.4

17.5

5.8

100.0

49.9

6.0

39.2

4.9

100.0

30.06.2013

67.0

11.4

16.0

5.6

100.0

51.5

6.3

37.4

4.9

100.0

30.09.2013

65.2

12.0

16.2

6.5

100.0

51.7

6.5

37.3

4.5

100.0

31.12.2013

65.8

11.2

17.0

6.0

100.0

52.9

7.0

37.3

2.9

100.0

31.03.2014

64.3

12.4

16.6

6.7

100.0

56.0

7.9

32.7

3.4

100.0

30.06.2014

63.7

13.3

16.9

6.2

100.0

52.9

8.8

35.1

3.3

100.0

30.09.2014

63.4

13.4

16.4

6.7

100.0

55.4

9.8

31.3

3.5

100.0

31.12.2014

67.8

15.5

10.8

5.9

100.0

59.9

10.5

26.1

3.5

100.0

31.03.2015

68.6

14.5

11.1

5.8

100.0

59.9

10.0

26.2

3.8

100.0

30.06.2015

67.5

13.6

12.8

6.1

100.0

56.7

10.2

29.1

3.9

100.0

30.09.2015

70.7

13.8

10.1

5.4

100.0

58.6

11.5

26.6

3.4

100.0

31.12.2015

71.1

14.9

8.8

5.3

100.0

58.5

11.4

26.8

3.3

100.0

31.03.2016

69.5

15.1

8.9

6.5

100.0

56.7

11.1

28.5

3.7

100.0

30.06.2016

68.9

14.8

9.8

6.5

100.0

54.1

10.2

32.0

3.7

100.0

30.09.2016

67.8

14.5

10.9

6.8

100.0

52.8

9.9

33.7

3.6

100.0
100.0

31.12.2016

67.5

15.5

10.4

6.5

100.0

51.5

8.8

36.8

2.9

31.03.2017

67.2

16.6

9.9

6.4

100.0

50.4

9.5

37.2

2.9

100.0

30.06.2017

65.7

17.9

9.9

6.5

100.0

48.9

9.9

38.0

3.1

100.0

30.09.2017

63.7

17.5

11.9

7.0

100.0

45.3

9.6

42.1

3.1

100.0

31.12.2017

61.1

18.4

12.8

7.7

100.0

40.0

12.6

44.1

3.3

100.0
100.0

31.03.2018

60.5

19.5

12.8

7.2

100.0

39.4

12.5

44.8

3.3

30.06.2018

61.1

20.1

11.8

7.0

100.0

39.6

12.0

44.7

3.7

100.0

30.09.2018

58.8

23.9

10.9

6.4

100.0

39.9

12.6

43.8

3.8

100.0

31.12.2018

56.7

25.1

11.4

6.8

100.0

39.7

12.1

43.6

4.6

100.0

Note. Excluding data on financial derivatives.

Foreign assets
interbank positions

Table 21

Foreign liabilities

other positions

total

interbank positions

other positions
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FOREIGN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES OF THE BANKING SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION BY GROUP OF COUNTRIES AS OF 31 DECEMBER 2018
(MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Net international
positions

total

short-term long-term short-term long-term short-term long-term short-term long-term short-term long-term short-term long-term short-term long-term
50,396.6

18,897.6

12,022.6

112,092.2

62,419.2

130,989.7

17,223.9

31,839.9

18,026.8

57,514.6

35,250.7

89,354.5

27,168.5

41,635.2

1,313.6

6,855.0

528.4

5,744.4

1,841.9

12,599.4

1,338.3

368.4

2,038.9

721.5

3,377.2

1,090.0

–1,535.3

11,509.4

1,111.2
202.4
49,081.9

3,782.2
3,072.9
12,041.8

476.2
52.2
11,425.7

5,121.4
623.0
105,819.4

1,587.3
254.6
60,507.6

8,903.5
3,695.8
117,861.2

987.1
351.3
15,885.6

248.0
120.4
31,471.4

901.5
1,137.4
14,775.7

257.0
464.5
56,499.9

1,888.6
1,488.6
30,661.3

505.0
584.9
87,971.4

–301.2
–1,234.1
29,846.3

8,398.5
3,110.9
29,889.9

26,223.9
17,541.2
5,316.8
1.2

6,362.8
142.9
5,536.1
0.7

8,599.8
1,087.0
1,738.9
68.5

83,521.1
1,605.7
20,692.6
528.4

34,823.7
18,628.2
7,055.7
69.7

89,883.9
1,748.6
26,228.7
529.1

9,093.4
1,453.1
5,339.0
0.0

14,507.9
14,874.8
2,088.8
0.0

7,811.2
1,219.4
5,745.1
1,212.2

47,563.3
5,177.7
3,758.8
293.2

16,904.6
2,672.5
11,084.1
1,212.2

62,071.2
20,052.5
5,847.6
293.2

17,919.1
15,955.6
–4,028.4
–1,142.5

27,812.7
–18,303.9
20,381.1
235.9
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of which:
CIS countries
of which:
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– other countries
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RUSSIA’S INTERNATIONAL RESERVES
(BILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Table 22

2017

2018

31.12

31.01

28.02

31.03

30.04

31.05

30.06

31.07

31.08

30.09

31.10

30.11

31.12

432.7

447.7

453.6

458

459.9

456.6

456.7

458.0

460.6

459.2

459.6

462.1

468.5

Foreign currency
assets

356.1

367.4

373.1

377.5

378.7

376.1

378.6

380.6

383.4

381.7

378.5

379.2

381.6

Monetary gold

76.6

80.4

80.6

80.5

81.1

80.5

78.2

77.4

77.3

77.5

81.1

82.9

86.9

Reserve assets

RETURN1 ON BANK OF RUSSIA FOREIGN CURRENCY ASSETS IN 20182
(PER CENT P.A.)

1

Table 23

Actual

Standard

US dollar3

0.94

1.22

Euro

–0.28

–0.38

Pound sterling

0.45

0.38

Canadian dollar

1.77

1.68

Australian dollar

2.05

1.89

Chinese yuan

5.10

4.86

Percentage change in the value of the portfolio during one business day. The daily portfolio rate of return is calculated according to this formula:

MV1 – MV0 ± CF
R = _________________,
MV0

where R is the daily portfolio rate of return;
MV0 is the market value of the portfolio as of the end of the previous day;
MV1 is the market value of the portfolio as of the end of the day;
СF is the cash flows into or out of the portfolio during the day.
2
Cumulative portfolio rate of return is calculated on the basis of the chained indices method. The rate of return over period is calculated according to this formula:
R = (1 + R1 ) × (1 + R2 ) × … × (1 + Rn ) – 1,

where Ri is the portfolio rate of return over day i.
3
The difference between the return on the actual and standard portfolios is related to changes in the structure of assets performed by the Bank of Russia in 2018.
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BASIC DERIVED INDICATORS OF RUBLE’S EXCHANGE RATE DYNAMICS IN 2018

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Table 24

Nominal exchange rate of US dollar against ruble,
end of period

56.29

55.67

57.26

62.00

62.59

62.76

62.78

68.08

65.59

65.77

66.63

69.47

Nominal exchange rate of US dollar against ruble,
period averages

56.78

56.81

57.03

60.43

62.21

62.71

62.88

66.09

67.65

65.89

66.24

67.30

Nominal exchange rate of US dollar against ruble,
period averages from the beginning of the year

56.78

56.80

56.87

57.74

58.61

59.27

59.78

60.53

61.28

61.73

62.13

62.54

Nominal exchange rate of euro against ruble,
end of period

69.54

68.66

70.56

75.21

72.52

72.99

73.20

79.68

76.23

74.79

75.89

79.46

Nominal exchange rate of euro against ruble,
period averages

68.99

70.31

70.35

74.23

73.74

73.22

73.41

76.24

78.95

75.75

75.33

76.64

Nominal exchange rate of euro against ruble,
period averages from the beginning of the year

68.99

69.65

69.88

70.94

71.50

71.78

72.01

72.53

73.21

73.46

73.63

73.88

Percentage change over December 20171
Nominal exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

3.2

3.1

2.7

–3.0

–5.8

–6.6

–6.8

–11.4

–13.4

–11.1

–11.6

–13.0

Nominal exchange rate of ruble against euro

0.5

–1.4

–1.4

–6.6

–5.9

–5.3

–5.5

–9.0

–12.1

–8.4

–7.9

–9.5

Nominal effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

1.1

–0.4

–0.7

–5.7

–6.0

–5.4

–4.6

–7.3

–9.2

–6.2

–6.5

–8.2

Real exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

2.9

2.6

2.3

–3.5

–6.2

–6.7

–6.6

–11.2

–13.2

–10.7

–10.4

–10.8

Real exchange rate of ruble against euro

1.1

–0.9

–1.1

–6.1

–5.5

–4.4

–4.5

–8.2

–11.2

–7.3

–6.2

–6.9

Real effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

1.1

–0.7

–0.7

–5.6

–5.8

–4.9

–4.0

–7.1

–9.3

–6.3

–6.0

–7.0

Nominal exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

3.2

0.0

–0.4

–5.6

–2.9

–0.8

–0.3

–4.9

–2.3

2.7

–0.5

–1.6

Nominal exchange rate of ruble against euro

0.5

–1.9

–0.1

–5.2

0.7

0.7

–0.3

–3.7

–3.4

4.2

0.6

–1.7

Percentage change over previous period1

Nominal effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

1.1

–1.5

–0.3

–5.1

–0.2

0.6

0.8

–2.9

–2.0

3.4

–0.4

–1.8

Real exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

2.9

–0.3

–0.3

–5.6

–2.9

–0.5

0.0

–4.9

–2.2

2.9

0.3

–0.5

Real exchange rate of ruble against euro

1.1

–2.0

–0.2

–5.1

0.7

1.1

0.0

–3.9

–3.3

4.4

1.2

–0.8

Real effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

1.1

–1.7

0.0

–5.0

–0.1

0.9

1.0

–3.2

–2.4

3.3

0.3

–1.0

1

January

January—
February

January—
March

January—
April

January—
May

January—
June

January—
July

January—
August

January—
September

January—
October

January—
November

January—
December

Percentage change over corresponding period of 2017

1

Nominal exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

5.6

4.2

3.4

0.8

–1.0

–2.2

–2.6

–3.5

–4.9

–5.6

–6.1

–6.7

Nominal exchange rate of ruble against euro

–7.7

–9.7

–10.4

–12.5

–12.9

–12.7

–11.8

–11.3

–11.5

–11.4

–11.1

–11.0

Nominal effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

–3.0

–4.5

–5.2

–7.3

–8.1

–8.2

–7.6

–7.3

–7.6

–7.6

–7.5

–7.6

Real exchange rate of ruble against US dollar

5.7

4.3

3.5

0.9

–1.0

–2.3

–2.7

–3.6

–4.8

–5.5

–5.8

–6.3

Real exchange rate of ruble against euro

–7.0

–8.9

–9.6

–11.7

–12.1

–11.9

–11.1

–10.5

–10.6

–10.5

–10.1

–9.8

Real effective exchange rate of ruble
vis-à-vis foreign currencies

–3.8

–5.2

–5.8

–7.8

–8.5

–8.7

–8.1

–7.8

–8.0

–8.0

–7.8

–7.7

‘+’ denotes appreciation of the Russian ruble vis-à-vis foreign currencies, ‘–’ denotes depreciation of the Russian ruble vis-a-vis foreign currencies.
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EXTERNAL DEBT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)

Table 25

1.01.2018

1.04.2018

1.07.2018

1.10.2018

1.01.2019

518,103

520,139

490,649

470,497

454,040

55,628

59,741

49,764

46,281

43,955

Federal government

55,410

59,523

49,571

46,102

43,801

New Russian debt

54,809

58,943

49,026

45,557

43,292

713

689

624

606

539

IBRD

575

558

507

497

447

Other

138

131

117

109

92

15,030

16,912

16,525

16,401

16,686

15,011

16,912

16,525

16,401

16,682

19

0

0

0

4

38,781

41,050

31,584

28,252

25,772

38,712

41,050

31,584

28,252

25,772

69

0

0

0

0

Total
General government

Multilateral creditors

Foreign currency bonds
Eurobonds
Eurobonds (related to the second London Club debt restructuring)
Ruble-denominated bonds
OFZ
Eurobonds
Other debt liabilities

285

292

293

298

294

601

580

544

545

510

Debt owed to former socialist countries

20

21

20

20

20

Other official creditors

559

559

524

524

489

21

0

0

0

0

219

218

194

179

154

Debt of the former USSR

Other debt liabilities
Local government
Ruble-denominated bonds

219

218

194

179

154

14,480

16,750

13,059

11,351

11,880

Loans

4,487

6,552

2,853

1,379

1,998

Currency and deposits

1,907

1,941

2,216

2,045

1,979

Other (SDR allocations)

8,087

8,257

7,990

7,926

7,902

Central bank

Banks

103,385

105,218

95,499

92,187

84,609

Debt liabilities to direct investors and to direct investment enterprises

4,541

5,017

4,813

5,050

4,416

Loans

202

473

344

292

820

Currency and deposits

90,754

91,822

81,269

80,407

73,130

Debt securities

5,376

5,493

4,798

4,758

4,478

Other debt liabilities

2,512

2,413

4,275

1,680

1,764

344,609

338,430

332,326

320,679

313,596

Debt liabilities to direct investors and to direct investment enterprises

144,400

144,135

141,817

137,063

135,931

Loans and deposits

181,358

176,322

168,534

163,847

158,767

7,891

8,084

7,677

7,434

7,222

Other sectors

Debt securities
Trade credits

3,234

3,323

3,493

3,519

3,231

Financial leases

4,239

4,102

3,970

3,856

3,698

Other debt liabilities

3,487

2,464

6,833

4,960

4,748

Notes. 1. Included is the external debt in both domestic and foreign currencies.
2. Government securities are accounted for in the part of the debt owed to non-residents at face value.
3. The external debt data are compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International In
vestment Position Manual (BPM6) and in the External Debt Statistics: Guide for Compilers and Users (2013), prepared under the joint responsibility of a
number of international organisations.
4. Banks’ totals include data on State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
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EXTERNAL DEBT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION
(IN DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN CURRENCIES BY MATURITY, MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS)
31.12.2017
Total

Table 26

31.03.2018

30.06.2018

30.09.2018

31.12.2018

518,103

520,139

490,649

470,497

454,040

Foreign currency

380,043

381,957

356,231

346,986

341,807

Domestic currency

138,061

138,183

134,418

123,511

112,233

General government

55,628

59,741

49,764

46,281

43,955

Foreign currency

16,629

18,473

17,987

17,850

18,029

Short-term

285

292

293

298

294

Long-term

16,344

18,181

17,693

17,552

17,735

39,000

41,269

31,778

28,431

25,925

Domestic currency
Short-term

0

0

0

0

0

Long-term

39,000

41,269

31,778

28,431

25,925

Central bank

14,480

16,750

13,059

11,351

11,880

Foreign currency

12,574

14,809

10,843

9,305

9,901

Short-term

4,487

6,552

2,853

1,379

1,998

Long-term

8,087

8,257

7,990

7,926

7,902

1,907

1,942

2,216

2,045

1,979

Short-term

1,907

1,942

2,216

2,045

1,979

Long-term

0

0

0

0

0

98,844

100,200

90,687

87,137

80,193

81,146

82,478

71,954

69,757

63,490

Short-term

20,328

23,763

19,978

20,873

18,955

Long-term

60,818

58,715

51,975

48,883

44,535

17,698

17,722

18,733

17,380

16,703

Short-term

10,308

10,164

12,138

11,299

10,821

Long-term

7,390

7,558

6,595

6,081

5,882

200,209

194,295

190,508

183,615

177,664

157,828

153,016

149,048

144,970

141,977

Domestic currency

Banks (excluding debt liabilities to direct investors
and to direct investment enterprises)
Foreign currency

Domestic currency

Other sectors (excluding debt liabilities to direct investors
and to direct investment enterprises)
Foreign currency
Short-term

8,964

9,204

9,566

9,062

8,765

Long-term

148,864

143,812

139,481

135,908

133,213

42,381

41,279

41,461

38,645

35,687

Domestic currency
Short-term

4,757

3,364

7,431

5,755

5,308

Long-term

37,625

37,915

34,029

32,890

30,379

Banks and other sectors — debt liabilities to direct investors
and to direct investment enterprises

148,941

149,152

146,630

142,113

140,347

Foreign currency

111,866

113,182

106,400

105,104

108,409

Domestic currency

37,075

35,971

40,230

37,009

31,938

Notes. 1. Included is the external debt in both domestic and foreign currencies.
2. Government securities are accounted for in the part of the debt owed to non-residents at face value.
3. The external debt data are compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International In
vestment Position Manual (BPM6) and in the External Debt Statistics: Guide for Compilers and Users (2013), prepared under the joint responsibility of a
number of international organisations.
4. Banks’ totals include data on State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
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MONEY SUPPLY (NATIONAL DEFINITION) AND ITS STRUCTURE

Table 27

As of 1.01.2018

Money supply (M2), total
of which:
– currency in circulation (M0)1
– deposits
of which:
– non-financial and financial organisations2
– households
1
2

As of 1.01.2019

per cent

billions
of rubles

per cent

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

42,442.2

100.0

47,109.3

100.0

111.0

8,446.0
33,996.2

19.9
80.1

9,339.0
37,770.3

19.8
80.2

110.6
111.1

13,353.0
20,643.2

31.5
48.6

14,884.1
22,886.1

31.6
48.6

111.5
110.9

billions
of rubles

Currency in circulation outside the banking system.
Except credit institutions.

MONETARY BASE (BROAD DEFINITION) AND ITS STRUCTURE

Table 28

As of 1.01.2018

Monetary base (broad definition)
of which:
– currency in circulation, including balances
in credit institutions’ cash vaults1
– credit institutions’ correspondent accounts
with the Bank of Russia2
– required reserves3
– credit institutions’ deposits with the Bank of Russia
– Bank of Russia bonds with credit institutions4

As of 1.01.2019

per cent

billions
of rubles

per cent

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

14,701.5

100.0

16,063.4

100.0

109.3

9,539.0

64.9

10,312.5

64.2

108.1

1,930.7
506.2
2,373.2
352.4

13.1
3.4
16.1
2.4

1,898.2
575.3
1,903.5
1,373.9

11.8
3.6
11.8
8.6

98.3
113.7
80.2
389.9

billions
of rubles

Excluding cash rubles in Bank of Russia vaults, ATMs and in transit, as well as precious metal coins in circulation.
Balances of ruble-denominated accounts, including the average amount of required reserves.
3
Balances of required reserve accounts deposited by credit institutions with the Bank of Russia on funds raised in rubles and foreign currency.
4
At market value.
1

2

Purpose

Type of instrument

Liquidity
provision
Open market operations
(minimum interest rates)

Overnight loans; lombard
loans; loans secured by
non-marketable assets;
1 day
FX swaps (ruble leg);2
repos

Frequency

2 to 549 days

Auctions to provide
loans secured by
non‑marketable assets3

3 months

Monthly4

1 week

Weekly5

Repo auctions

Open market operations
(maximum interest rates)

Deposit auctions

Standing facilities

Deposit operations

As of 1.01.2018

From 12.02.2018 From 26.03.2018 From 17.09.2018

From 17.12.2018

Common
approach
to rate setting1

8.75

8.50

8.25

8.50

8.75

Key rate + 1.00

9.50

9.25

9.00

9.25

9.50

Key rate + 1.75

8.00

7.75

7.50

7.75

8.00

Key rate + 0.25

7.75
(key rate)

7.50
(key rate)

7.25
(key rate)

7.50
(key rate)

7.75
(key rate)

Key rate

6.75

6.50

6.25

6.50

6.75

Key rate – 1.00

Daily

Loans secured by
non‑marketable assets

FX swap auctions
(ruble leg)2
Liquidity
absorption

Maturity
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Standing facilities

Instrument

Table 29
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INTEREST RATES ON BANK OF RUSSIA OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE AND ABSORB RUBLE LIQUIDITY
(PER CENT P.A.)

1 to 6 days
1 to 2 days

Occasionally6

1 to 6 days
1 week

Weekly5

1 day7

Daily

From 4 June 2018, interest rates on Bank of Russia operations with credit institutions are set as key rate spreads. See the press release published on the Bank of Russia’s website on 1 June 2018.
From 23 December 2016, interest rates on the foreign currency leg equal LIBOR on overnight loans in US dollars or euros (depending on the currency of the transaction).
3
Operations conducted at a floating interest rate linked to the Bank of Russia key rate.
4
Operations have been discontinued since April 2016.
5
Either a repo or a deposit auction is held depending on the situation with liquidity.
6
Fine-tuning operations.
7
Until 16 May 2018, also call deposits. From 17 May 2018, the Bank of Russia only conducts overnight deposit operations with credit institutions.
1

Memo item: From 1 January 2016, the value of the Bank of Russia refinancing rate equals its key rate as of the respective date.
Source: Bank of Russia.
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2

BANK OF RUSSIA OPERATIONS TO PROVIDE AND ABSORB LIQUIDITY IN 2018
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)
Purpose

Type of instrument

Instrument

Table 30

Maturity

Frequency

Overnight loans
FX swaps

1 day

Daily

Repo operations
Liquidity provision
Open market
operations

Loans secured by non-marketable assets

1 to 549 days

Auctions to provide loans secured by
non‑marketable assets

3 months

Monthly1

1 week

Weekly2

Repo auctions
FX swap auctions

Liquidity absorption

Open market
operations
Standing facilities

Deposit auctions

1 to 6 days
1 to 2 days

Occasionally3

1 to 6 days

as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.04.2018

as of 1.07.2018

as of 1.10.2018

as of 1.01.2019

0.0

0.8

14.6

0.4

8.1
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

4.1

3.6

6.5

2.4

10.0

3.6

5.5

30.1

5.4

377.8

5.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2,124.9

2,520.6

2,389.1

1,761.8

1,478.2

1 week

Weekly2

Auctions for the placement and additional
placement of coupon OBRs4

Up to 3 months

Occasionally

357.4

1,139.1

1,123.0

1,502.1

1,391.3

Deposit operations

1 day5

Daily

246.8

264.6

329.1

499.0

423.8

Operations discontinued since April 2016.
Either a repo or a deposit auction is held depending on the situation with liquidity.
3
Fine-tuning operations.
4
If the reporting date falls on a weekend or holiday, the indicated amount of outstanding coupon OBRs includes the accrued coupon interest as of the first working day following the reporting date.
5
Until 16 May 2018, also call deposits. From 17 May 2018, the Bank of Russia only conducts overnight deposit operations with credit institutions.
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Lombard loans
Standing facilities

Claims and liabilities of the Bank of Russia

1

2
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Source: Bank of Russia.
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Area of indirect
support of bank
lending

Interest rate,
per cent p.a.
Maturity

Security

Receivables on bank loans
to implement investment projects,
obligations under which are
secured by state guarantees
Up to 3 years of the Russian Federation

as of
1.01.2018

6.75

from
from
from
12.02.2018 26.03.2018 17.09.2018

6.50

6.25

6.50

from
17.12.2018

common
approach
to rate setting2

6.75

The least
of two values:
9.00% p.a.
or the key rate
less 1.00 pp.

Bonds placed for investment
project funding and included
in the Bank of Russia Lombard List

Non-commodity
Credit claims on agreements backed
Up to 3 years
exports
by insurance contracts of JSC EXIAR

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.50

Сredit claims on agreements
of JSC SME Bank4
Guarantees of JSC Russian Small and
Up to 3 years Medium Business Corporation issued
under the programme to stimulate
lending to small- and medium-sized
businesses

Leasing

Up to 3 years Credit claims on leasing companies

Military
mortgage

Up to 3 years

Mortgages issued under
the Military Mortgage Programme

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.75

6.50

6.50

6.50

6.50

7.75

7.50

7.25

7.50

7.75

Bank of Russia
key rate

108.3

94.6
150.00

0.0

0.0

47.4

39.1

18.3

7.9

81.5

85.0

0.2

0.2

10.00

29.3

8.3

30.00

75.00

175.00

1
Special refinancing facilities are Bank of Russia instruments aimed at encouraging bank lending to certain segments of the economy whose development is hampered by structural factors. Under these facilities, the Bank
of Russia provides funds to credit institutions at lower rates and for longer maturities compared with standard Bank of Russia operations. Special refinancing facilities are temporary Bank of Russia instruments, which will be
valid until conditions for their replacement with market instruments are created in the financial market. The provision of funds under the special facilities is restricted, because their application should not distort the stance
of the monetary policy and prevent the achievement of its key objective of ensuring price stability.
2
From 4 June 2018, interest rates on Bank of Russia operations with credit institutions are set as key rate spreads. See the press release published on the Bank of Russia’s website on 1 June 2018.
3
Projects should be selected in accordance with the rules set by Resolution of the Russian Federation Government No. 1016, dated 14 December 2010, ‘On the Approval of Rules to Select Investment Projects and Principals
to Provide State Guarantees of the Russian Federation under Loans or Bonded Loans Raised for Investment Projects Implementation’ or Resolution of the Russian Federation Government No. 1044, dated 11 October 2014,
‘On the Approval of the Programme to Support Investment Projects Implemented in the Russian Federation on a Project Financing Basis’.
4
Receivables on loans extended to banks and microfinance organisations, which are JSC SME Bank partners under the programme for financial support of small- and medium-sized enterprises, for the purposes of lending
to SMEs, and also to leasing companies, which are JSC SME Bank partners, for the purposes of leasing property to SMEs.

Source: Bank of Russia.
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Small- and
medium-sized
enterprises

The least
of two values:
6.50% p.a.
or the key rate

Bank of Russia Bank of Russia
claims on credit claims on credit
Limit
institutions
institutions
as of 1.01.2019,
as of 1.01.2018, as of 1.01.2019,
billions
billions
billions
of rubles
of rubles
of rubles
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Large
investment
projects3

Table 31
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BANK OF RUSSIA SPECIAL REFINANCING INSTRUMENTS1
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BANKING SECTOR SURVEY
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Table 32

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

29,581.3

39,692.4

134.2

36,293.1

46,346.1

127.7

4,810.4

6,505.2

135.2

Foreign currency and deposits

8,023.6

14,468.0

180.3

Debt securities

17,862.9

17,987.4

100.7

Net foreign assets
Claims on non-residents
Monetary gold and SDR

– in rubles
– in foreign currency
Loans
– in rubles
– in foreign currency
Equity and investment fund shares

195.3

168.3

86.2

17,667.6

17,819.1

100.9

4,694.2

5,846.7

124.6

891.3

1,046.7

117.4

3,802.9

4,800.0

126.2
175.4

870.0

1,526.0

– in rubles

12.8

12.3

96.1

– in foreign currency

857.1

1,513.7

176.6

Other claims

32.1

12.7

39.6

– in rubles

18.7

3.5

18.7

– in foreign currency

13.3

9.2

69.2

6,711.8

6,653.7

99.1

5,633.7

5,493.7

97.5
109.2

Liabilities to non-residents
Deposits
– in rubles

854.6

933.3

– in foreign currency

4,779.1

4,560.4

95.4

Debt securities

236.2

275.7

116.7

– in rubles

236.2

275.7

116.7

0

0

—

373.4

331.7

88.8

– in foreign currency
Loans
– in rubles
– in foreign currency
Liabilities on SDR allocations

4.9

20.1

—

368.5

311.6

84.6

464.7

549.0

118.1

Other liabilities

3.9

3.6

92.3

– in rubles

0.1

0.1

100.0

3.7

3.5

94.6

Domestic claims

– in foreign currency

53,649.4

55,517.5

103.5

Net claims on general government

–3,297.0

–7,983.9

—

Claims on federal government

4,521.2

4,665.5

103.2

Debt securities

4,438.2

4,572.8

103.0

– in rubles

3,454.3

3,672.7

106.3

984.0

900.1

91.5

83.0

92.7

111.7

83.0

92.7

111.7

0

0

—

Other claims

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

– in foreign currency
Loans
– in rubles
– in foreign currency

Claims on state and local government

1,340.6

1,301.9

97.1

Debt securities

430.8

415.9

96.5

– in rubles

430.8

415.9

96.5

0

0

—

– in foreign currency
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Cont.

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

909.8

886.0

97.4

909.7

885.9

97.4

0.1

0.1

100.0

Other claims

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

Loans
– in rubles
– in foreign currency

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

7,430.6

11,621.5

156.4

7,354.4

11,515.3

156.6

– in rubles

3,824.4

4,325.4

113.1

– in foreign currency

3,530.0

7,189.9

203.7

Other liabilities

76.3

106.2

139.2

– in rubles

0

0

—

76.3

106.2

139.2

Liabilities to federal government
Deposits

– in foreign currency
Liabilities to state and local government
Deposits
– in rubles
– in foreign currency

1,728.1

2,329.8

134.8

1,728.1

2,329.8

134.8

1,728.1

2,329.8

134.8

0.1

0.1

100.0

Other liabilities

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

56,946.3

63,501.4

111.5

– in rubles

48,799.4

54,721.8

112.1

– in foreign currency

8,146.9

8,779.6

107.8

8,376.7

9,536.3

113.8

7,513.6

8,008.4

106.6

821.9

678.7

82.6

– loans

5,433.3

5,985.6

110.2

– other claims

1,258.4

1,344.1

106.8

In foreign currency

863.1

1,527.9

177.0

Claims on other sectors

Claims on other financial corporations
In rubles
– debt securities

– debt securities

123.4

106.9

86.6

– loans

484.5

979.4

202.1

– other claims

255.2

441.7

173.1

35,400.9

37,899.9

107.1

28,284.2

30,812.3

108.9

Claims on non-financial corporations
In rubles
– debt securities

1,358.8

1,258.0

92.6

– loans

24,511.2

26,913.7

109.8

– other claims

2,414.2

2,640.6

109.4

In foreign currency

7,116.7

7,087.6

99.6

21.0

10.5

50.0
99.5

– debt securities
– loans

6,939.1

6,901.8

– other claims

156.6

175.3

111.9

Claims on households

13,168.7

16,065.2

122.0

13,001.7

15,901.1

122.3

0

0

—

13,001.7

15,901.1

122.3

0

0

—

In rubles
– debt securities
– loans
– other claims
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End

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

In foreign currency

167.0

164.1

98.3

– debt securities

0

0

—

167.0

164.1

98.3

– loans

0

0

—

Broad money liabilities

– other claims

54,667.1

61,401.6

112.3

Money supply (national definition)

42,442.2

47,109.3

111.0

0

0

—

Currency outside depository corporations

8,446.0

9,339.0

110.6

Transferable deposits

11,062.8

12,285.1

111.0

654.5

480.1

73.4

In rubles

Other financial corporations
Non-financial corporations

5,842.4

6,104.4

104.5

Households

4,565.9

5,700.5

124.8

Other deposits

22,933.3

25,485.2

111.1

Other financial corporations

1,319.2

1,309.4

99.3

Non-financial corporations

5,536.9

6,990.1

126.2

Households

16,077.3

17,185.6

106.9

In foreign currency

11,835.1

14,139.8

119.5

0

0

—

Other financial corporations

0

0

—

Non-financial corporations

0

0

—

Households

0

0

—

Other deposits

Transferable deposits

11,835.1

14,139.8

119.5

Other financial corporations

217.7

237.0

108.9

Non-financial corporations

6,490.2

8,009.3

123.4

Households

5,127.2

5,893.4

114.9

389.7

152.5

39.1

Debt securities included in broad money1
Other financial corporations

0

0

—

Non-financial corporations

0.5

0.1

20.0

389.2

152.5

39.2

Households
Deposits excluded from broad money

1,221.8

1,126.3

92.2

Debt securities excluded from broad money

1,418.1

1,531.3

108.0

17,504.5

20,732.1

118.4

Shares and other equity
Other items (net)

8,419.1

10,418.5

123.7

Other liabilities

17,152.5

19,339.8

112.8

5,248.1

5,953.7

113.4

–3,485.2

–2,967.6

—

Other assets
Consolidating adjustment
1

Certificates of deposit and savings certificates.

Note. Certain indicators are updated as compared with those published in the Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2017.
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SURVEY OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Table 33

1.01.2019

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

5,224.3

7,862.2

150.5

11,210.1

13,824.8

123.3

Foreign currency and deposits

3,433.5

4,174.2

121.6

Debt securities

2,282.8

2,360.9

103.4

Loans

4,599.6

5,754.3

125.1

Equity and investment fund shares

870.0

1,526.0

175.4

Other claims

24.3

9.5

39.1

5,985.8

5,962.6

99.6

1.01.2018
Net foreign assets
Claims on non-residents

Liabilities to non-residents
Deposits

5,630.8

5,490.5

97.5

Debt securities

236.2

275.7

116.7

Loans

115.0

192.9

167.7

3.9

3.6

92.3

6,255.7

6,725.0

107.5

Other liabilities
Claims on central bank
Currency

1,093.0

973.4

89.1

Deposits, of which

4,810.4

4,377.7

91.0

506.2

575.3

113.7

Required reserves

352.4

1,373.9

389.9

Net claims on general government

Debt securities

2,339.0

1,167.6

49.9

Claims on federal government

4,302.3

4,487.9

104.3

Debt securities

4,219.3

4,395.2

104.2

– in rubles

3,454.3

3,672.7

106.3

765.1

722.5

94.4

83.0

92.7

111.7

83.0

92.7

111.7

– in foreign currency
Loans
– in rubles

0

0

—

Other claims

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

1,340.6

1,301.9

97.1

Debt securities

430.8

415.9

96.5

– in rubles

430.8

415.9

96.5

0.0

0.0

—

909.8

886.0

97.4

909.7

885.9

97.4

Claims on state and local government

– in foreign currency
Loans
– in rubles

0.1

0.1

100.0

Other claims

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

– in foreign currency
Liabilities to federal government
Deposits

0

0

—

2,236.2

3,246.3

145.2

2,236.2

3,246.3

145.2

– in rubles

1,846.4

3,175.9

172.0

– in foreign currency

389.8

70.4

18.1

Other liabilities

0.0

0.0

—

– in rubles

0.0

0.0

—

– in foreign currency

0.0

0.0

—
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Cont.

Liabilities to state and local government
Deposits
– in rubles
– in foreign currency

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

1,067.7

1,375.8

128.9

1,067.7

1,375.8

128.9

1,067.6

1,375.8

128.9

0.1

0.1

100.0

Other liabilities

0

0

—

– in rubles

0

0

—

– in foreign currency

0

0

—

54,785.6

61,522.6

112.3

46,638.7

52,743.1

113.1

8,146.9

8,779.6

107.8

Claims on other sectors
– in rubles
– in foreign currency
Claims on other financial corporations
In rubles
– debt securities
– loans

6,218.5

7,559.6

121.6

5,355.4

6,031.7

112.6

821.9

678.7

82.6

3,335.8

4,064.9

121.9

– other claims

1,197.7

1,288.1

107.5

In foreign currency

863.1

1,527.9

177.0

– debt securities

123.4

106.9

86.6

– loans

484.5

979.4

202.1
173.1

– other claims
Claims on non-financial corporations
In rubles

255.2

441.7

35,398.4

37,897.8

107.1

28,281.6

30,810.2

108.9

– debt securities

1,358.8

1,258.0

92.6

– loans

24,511.2

26,913.7

109.8

– other claims

2,411.7

2,638.6

109.4

In foreign currency

7,116.7

7,087.6

99.6

– debt securities

21.0

10.5

50.0
99.5

– loans

6,939.1

6,901.8

– other claims

156.6

175.3

111.9

Claims on households

13,168.7

16,065.2

122.0

13,001.7

15,901.1

122.3

0

0

—

13,001.7

15,901.1

122.3

In rubles
– debt securities
– loans
– other claims

0

0

—

In foreign currency

167.0

164.1

98.3

– debt securities
– loans
– other claims
Liabilities to central bank

0

0

—

167.0

164.1

98.3

0

0

—

2,684.3

3,304.3

123.1

2,682.8

3,301.4

123.1

2,470.1

3,088.8

125.0

3.6

3.6

100.0

– debt securities

212.7

212.7

100.0

– other liabilities

0

0

—

In rubles
– deposits, loans, of which
– repos
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End

In foreign currency

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

1.01.2019
as a percentage
of 1.01.2018

1.6

2.9

181.3

– deposits, loans, of which

1.6

2.9

181.3

– repos

0

0

—

– debt securities

0

0

—

– other liabilities

0

0

—

45,785.9

51,843.9

113.2

33,950.7

37,704.2

111.1

11,021.7

12,269.9

111.3

Deposits included in broad money
In rubles
Transferable deposits
Other financial corporations

627.3

478.3

76.2

Non-financial corporations

5,828.5

6,091.0

104.5

Households

4,565.9

5,700.5

124.8

Other deposits

22,929.0

25,434.3

110.9

1,314.9

1,258.5

95.7

Other financial corporations
Non-financial corporations

5,536.9

6,990.1

126.2

Households

16,077.3

17,185.6

106.9

In foreign currency

11,835.1

14,139.8

119.5

Transferable deposits

0

0

—

Other financial corporations

0

0

—

Non-financial corporations

0

0

—

Households

0

0

—

Other deposits

11,835.1

14,139.8

119.5

Other financial corporations

217.7

237.0

108.9

Non-financial corporations

6,490.2

8,009.3

123.4

Households

5,127.2

5,893.4

114.9

Debt securities included in broad money

389.7

152.5

39.1

Deposits excluded from broad money

1,221.8

1,126.3

92.2

Debt securities excluded from broad money

1,418.1

1,531.3

108.0

Shares and other equity

6,547.5

7,697.7

117.6

Other items (net)

10,557.3

11,621.3

110.1

Other liabilities

16,144.5

17,660.2

109.4

Other assets

4,863.0

5,544.8

114.0

Consolidating adjustment

–724.2

–494.2

—

Note. Certain indicators are updated as compared with those published in the Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2017.

BANKING SECTOR CAPITAL AND PROFIT
(BILLIONS OF RUBLES)

Table 34

2018

Capital adequacy N1.0, per cent
Loss provisions1
– monthly growth, per cent
– excluding credit institutions with revoked licences,
per cent

2

1.02

1.03

1.04

1.05

1.06

1.07

1.08

1.09

1.10

1.11

1.12

1.01

9,259
–1.5

9,328
0.7

9,755
4.6

9,833
0.8

9,916
0.8

9,512
–4.1

9,587
0.8

9,784
2.0

10,003
2.2

10,086
0.8

10,172
0.9

10,269
1.0

2.8

–1.5

0.8

4.7

0.7

0.9

–4.0

0.4

2.1

2.3

0.8

0.9

1.0

12.1

12.4

12.5

13.0

12.7

12.8

12.2

12.2

12.2

12.5

12.4

12.3

12.2

6,916
3.8

7,061
2.1

7,072
0.2

7,057
–0.2

7,142
1.2

7,286
2.0

7,348
0.9

7,500
2.1

7,625
1.7

7,522
–1.3

7,540
0.2

7,624
1.1

7,539
–1.1

3.9

2.1

0.2

–0.1

1.6

2.1

0.9

2.2

1.7

–1.3

0.5

1.2

–1.1

Current year profit

790

71

178

353

537

527

634

776

901

1,068

1,183

1,279

1,345

Return on assets,2 per cent

1.0

0.9

0.9

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

1.4

1.5

1.4

1.5

Return on equity, per cent

8.3

7.9

8.0

8.5

8.1

7.0

6.8

6.8

7.3

12.4

13.3

12.4

13.8

2

1

1.01
9,397
2.7
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– monthly growth, per cent
– excluding credit institutions with revoked licences,
per cent

2019

The balance sheet statement does not correspond to the income statement due to the writing-off of a part of bad debt provisions.
Over 12 months preceding the reporting date.
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MEASURES TAKEN AGAINST CREDIT INSTITUTIONS IN 2018
No.

Table 35

Measures

Number
of credit
institutions

Preventive measures
1

Notifying in writing the management and/or board of directors (supervisory board) of a credit institution of shortcomings in its work,
and recommending remedial action

549

2

Calling a meeting

427

3

Other (recommendations to draw up a plan of remedial action, tighten control over reporting, make a realistic assessment of credit risk,
avoid misstatements in reports, etc.)

35

Punitive measures
4
4.1
4.2
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
6
6.1
6.2
6.3

Fines1
of which:
for non-compliance with reserve requirements
for breaches of federal laws and Bank of Russia rules and regulations issued in pursuance thereof and for non-reporting, under‑reporting,
or false reporting

288

Restrictions on individual banking operations conducted by credit institutions1
of which:
taking household funds on deposit
settlements on behalf of corporate entities relating to transfer of funds to budgets of all levels and government extra-budgetary funds
opening bank accounts to corporate entities and households
interest rate on bank deposit agreements concluded (prolongated) in the restriction period

109

Prohibiting credit institutions from conducting certain banking operations1
of which:
taking household funds on deposit
opening bank accounts to households, including unallocated metal accounts (demand and time accounts)
Other

17

29
275

75
3
74
2

11
10
17

Memo item
Bans on taking household funds on deposit and opening bank accounts to households imposed on credit institutions pursuant
to Article 48 of Federal Law No. 177‑FZ, dated 23 December 2003, ‘On Insurance of Household Deposits in Russian Banks’
7

—

7.3

Prescriptive orders
of which:
orders to comply with Bank of Russia required ratios
orders to replace persons whose positions are indicated in Article 60 of Federal Law No. 86‑FZ due to their failure to comply
with the qualification requirements and requirements for business reputation in accordance with Russian laws
orders to reclassify receivables

37
300

7.4

orders to build up loan loss provisions

314

7.1
7.2

1

480
5

8

Prohibiting credit institutions from opening branches

19

9

Appointing provisional administrations to credit institutions without revoking their licences (including provisional administrations
whose functions have been assigned to the DIA and the LLC Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation Asset Management Company)

8

10

Banking licence revocation

60

The number of credit institutions indicated under clauses 4 to 7 differs from the sub-clauses total, as in some cases banks have been subjected to several actions
and placed under several sub-clauses.
1
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STATE CORPORATION DEPOSIT INSURANCE AGENCY’S DEBT TO THE BANK OF RUSSIA
(MILLIONS OF RUBLES)
Bank of Russia loans, total
of which:
– extended for the purpose of taking measures to prevent bankruptcy of credit institutions
– extended for the purpose of ensuring the financial stability of the deposit insurance system and financing the payment
of indemnities in respect of deposits

Table 36

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

2,050,519

1,879,889

1,229,519

1,082,889

821,000

797,000

PROTECTION OF BANK DEPOSITORS

Table 37

Number of banks participating in the deposit insurance system
of which:
– operating banks
– under liquidation

1
2

1.01.2018

1.01.2019

7811

7572

4721
309

4072
350

Number of banks included in the deposit insurance system

3

2

Number of banks excluded from the deposit insurance system

30

26

Insured events
of which the moratorium on meeting creditor claims imposed

41
4

57
2

Banks participating in the deposit insurance system include four credit institutions that used to attract deposits but lost the right to attract household funds.
Banks participating in the deposit insurance system include seven credit institutions that used to attract deposits but lost the right to attract household funds.

OUTCOMES OF BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITY TO COUNTER ABUSES ON RUSSIAN ORGANISED TRADING
(IN ABSOLUTE TERMS, UNITS)
Indicator
Number of inspections with respect to possible misuse of insider information and market manipulation, total
of which:
– held in the reporting year
Number of disclosures with regard to violations of the Russian Federation legislation on countering the misuse
of insider information and market manipulation, total
of which:
– as a result of market manipulation
– as a result of misuse of insider information

Table 38

2017

2018

72

36

20

15

12

16

10
2

14
2

Measures taken as a result of inspections with respect to possible misuse of insider information and market manipulation
of which:
– number of licences of financial market participants cancelled
– number of certificates of financial market experts cancelled
– number of orders to eliminate violations of the Russian Federation legislation and take measures to prevent
future violations
– number of instances of blocking accounts of persons involved in market manipulation

2
14

0
6

40
4

84
10

Number of instances the materials of which have been submitted to law enforcement agencies

6

3

254

290

Number of financial instruments analysed with respect to possible organised market manipulation
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OUTCOMES OF BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITY TO COUNTER ORGANISATIONS BEING FINANCIAL PYRAMID SCHEMES
Indicator

Table 39

2016

2017

2018

Number of organisations being financial pyramid schemes exposed by the Bank of Russia, units

180

137

168

Amount of damage inflicted by financial pyramid schemes (according to law enforcement agencies),
billions of rubles

1.7

0.8

2.42

OUTCOMES OF COUNTERING UNLICENSED ACTIVITY IN THE FINANCIAL MARKET
(IN ABSOLUTE TERMS, UNITS)

Table 40

Indicator
Number of organisations supposedly acting as illegal creditors exposed by the Bank of Russia
Number of organisations supposedly performing other activity in the financial market
without a proper licence exposed by the Bank of Russia

2017

2018

1,344

2,293

Data were not gathered

88

129

223

Number of websites of illegal forex dealers exposed by the Bank of Russia

OUTCOMES OF BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITY TO EXCHANGE INFORMATION, INCLUDING CONFIDENTIAL ONE,
WITH FOREIGN FINANCIAL MARKET REGULATORS UNDER IOSCO MMOU1

Table 41

2017

2018

Number of Bank of Russia requests to provide information and documents

48

77

Number of requests to provide information and documents answered by foreign regulators

39

46

Number of foreign regulators’ requests to render assistance
of which:
– with regard to business reputation of owners, managers and employees of organisations,
financial market participants

30

22

17

11

IOSCO MMоU means multilateral memorandum of understanding concerning consultation and cooperation and the exchange of information under the Internatio
nal Organization of Securities Commissions.
1
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STRUCTURE OF BANK OF RUSSIA BANKNOTES IN CIRCULATION
Denomination,
rubles

Total in circulation,
millions of rubles

Table 42

Per cent of 1.01.2018

Share,
per cent

as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.01.2019

as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.01.2019

5,000

7,035,734.8

7,656,655.9

2,000

27,653.1

447,021.0

108.8

74.5

74.9

1,616.5

0.3

1,000

1,929,607.0

1,663,463.8

86.2

4.4

20.4

16.3

500

300,389.6

271,111.0

200

1,318.6

31,635.1

90.3

3.2

2.6

2,399.1

0.0

100

124,350.5

117,922.8

94.8

0.3

1.3

1.2

50

28,779.8

28,690.3

99.7

0.3

0.3

10

4,049.3

3,847.1

95.0

0.0

0.0

5

35.6

35.6

100.0

0.0

0.0

Total balance sheet
number of banknotes

9,451,918.3

10,220,382.6

108.1

100.0

100.0

STRUCTURE OF BANK OF RUSSIA COINS IN CIRCULATION1
Denomination

1

Table 43

Total in circulation,
millions of rubles

Per cent of 1.01.2018

Share,
per cent

as of 1.01.2018

as of 1.01.2019

1 kopeck

72.8

72.8

100.0

as of 1.01.2018
0.1

as of 1.01.2019
0.1

5 kopecks

288.5

288.4

100.0

0.3

0.3

10 kopecks

2,543.5

2,543.1

100.0

2.7

2.5

50 kopecks

3,649.8

3,649.5

100.0

3.8

3.5
8.0

1 ruble

7,828.7

8,241.5

105.3

8.2

2 rubles

6,844.3

7,251.6

106.0

7.1

7.1

5 rubles

13,265.3

14,230.0

107.3

13.9

13.9

10 rubles

58,407.6

62,672.2

107.3

61.0

61.2

25 rubles

2,824.3

3,474.8

123.0

2.9

3.4

Total balance sheet
number of coins

95,724.8

102,423.9

107.0

100.0

100.0

Excluding coins made of precious metals.
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NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM KEY INDICATORS

Table 44

2017

2018

Number of money transfer operators
of which:
– Bank of Russia
– Vnesheconombank2
– credit institutions

563

485

1
1
561

1
1
483

Number of payment system operators
of which:
– Bank of Russia
– credit institutions
– organisations other than credit institutions

32

36

1
15
16

1
15
20

Number of operators of payment infrastructure services
of which:
– operating centres
– payment clearing centres
– settlement centres

45

48

29
29
27

32
31
28

Number of e‑money operators

93

93

2

2

194

157

National payment system participants

1

Number of federal post offices

3

Memo item
Number of Bank of Russia establishments
Number of branches of credit institutions

890

709

Number of establishments of federal post offices4

42,821

42,948

of which rendering payment services

38,669

38,712

32

36

1
1
30

1
1
34

16
2
4

17
2
4

144.2

162.1

26,795.3

35,751.1

2,479.1
105.1
20,678.4
2,029.4
1,503.3

2,568.1
143.9
29,130.8
2,275.6
1,632.7

Volume of payments effected by credit institution customers being credit institutions, trillions of rubles

677.5

696.6

Volume of payments effected by credit institution customers other than credit institutions,5 trillions of rubles
of which, by payment instrument:
– credit transfers6
– direct debits7
– payment cards8
– electronic means of payment to transfer e‑money9
– other payment instruments10

658.6

757.4

617.3
2.2
36.1
1.3
1.6

694.9
2.0
49.8
1.6
9.1

Number of payment systems operating in the Russian Federation
of which:
– Bank of Russia payment system
– Mir payment system
– payment systems registered by the Bank of Russia
of which:
– nationally important
– systemically important
– socially important
Money transfer operators — credit institutions
Number of payments effected by credit institution customers being credit institutions, million
Number of payments effected by credit institution customers other than credit institutions, million
of which, by payment instrument:
– credit transfers6
– direct debits7
– payment cards8
– electronic means of payment to transfer e‑money9
– other payment instruments10
5
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End

2017
Number of payment cards issued by Russian credit institutions , million

2018

271.7

272.7

24,006.4

32,327.2

3,328.0
20,678.4
17,937.6

3,196.4
29,130.8
24,641.6

Volume of payment card operations in Russia and abroad,11 trillions of rubles
of which:
– cash withdrawals
– cashless operations
of which payments of goods and services

63.4

77.9

27.3
36.1
16.3

28.1
49.8
21.4

Share of cashless operations12 in the total turnover of retail trade, public catering and paid services, per cent

47.4

55.6

366.1

376.0

Number of operations using electronic means of payment to transfer e‑money, million

2,038.7

2,285.1

Volume of operations using electronic means of payment to transfer e‑money, billions of rubles

1,350.5

1,679.4

Number of money orders and household payments accepted by federal post offices as a payment agents
and operations effected by federal post offices as a bank payment agents, million

552.0

519.8

Volume of money orders and household payments accepted by federal post offices as payment agents
and operations effected by federal post offices as bank payment agents, billions of rubles

543.1

521.5

24.4

20.5

21.0
3.4

16.9
3.6

1,682.8

1,604.4

1,065.6
617.2

842.9
761.5

1

Number of payment card operations in Russia and abroad,11 million
of which:
– cash withdrawals
– cashless operations
of which payments of goods and services

E-money transfer operators
Number of electronic means of payment to transfer e‑money used since start of year, million

Federal post offices3

Payment agents and bank payment agents
Number of accounts opened with credit institutions for payment agents and bank payment agents,1 thousand
of which:
– payment agents
– bank payment agents
Volume of operations effected through payment agents and bank payment agents, billions of rubles
of which:
– payment agents
– bank payment agents

As of end of year.
From 9 December 2018, State Development Corporation VEB.RF.
3
FSUE Russian Post, FSUE Post of Crimea.
4
According to FSUE Russian Post, FSUE Post of Crimea.
5
Including payments of credit institution customers — households and legal entities other than credit institutions and credit institutions’ own payments.
6
Including payments effected using payment orders and letters of credit as well as household remittances without opening a bank account.
7
Including payments effected using payment requests and collection orders.
8
Excluding operations to withdraw cash.
9
Excluding operations to transfer e‑money balance withdrawn in cash.
10
Including payments effected using cheques and bank orders.
11
Including operations to withdraw cash, pay for goods and services, customs payments and other operations (for example, payments from one bank account to
another) using payment cards issued by Russian credit institutions.
12
Including operations using payment cards and e‑money as well as other payment instruments (e.g. payment orders generated based on invoices).
1

2

Note. Certain indicators are updated as compared with those published in the Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2017.
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BANK OF RUSSIA PAYMENT SYSTEM1

Table 45

2017

2018

1,529.2

1,591.3

– by credit institutions (branches)

1,274.5

1,316.6

– by customers other than credit institutions

254.2

274.2

0.5

0.4

– via the intraregional settlement system

847.9

394.5

– via the interregional settlement system

676.7

336.7

– via the BESP settlement system

4.6

2.9

– settlements effected on paper using letters of advice

0.0

—

Number of remittances effected, million
of which:

– by Bank of Russia divisions
Including via settlement systems:

2

Including via transfer services:3
– via the speedy funds transfer service

—

2.2

– via the non-speedy funds transfer service

—

854.9

1,440.9

1,715.1

– by credit institutions (branches)

1,170.2

1,334.8

– by customers other than credit institutions

160.4

148.6

– by Bank of Russia divisions

110.3

231.7

Volume of remittances effected, trillions of rubles
of which:

Including via settlement systems:2
– via the intraregional settlement system

184.9

83.3

– via the interregional settlement system

99.7

46.8

1,156.3

693.8

0.0

—

– via the speedy funds transfer service

—

753.9

– via the non-speedy funds transfer service

—

137.4

– via the BESP settlement system
– settlements effected on paper using letters of advice
Including via transfer services:3

Discrepancies are due to rounding.
Data on funds transfers effected through the Bank of Russia payment system using intraregional and interregional electronic settlement systems, the Banking
Electronic Speedy Payment system and postal/telegraph technologies had been gathered until new payment services were introduced on 2 July 2018 in accordance
with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 595‑P, dated 6 July 2017, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’.
3
Data on funds transfers effected through the Bank of Russia payment system using speedy and non-speedy funds transfers have been gathered since new pay
ment services were introduced on 2 July 2018 in accordance with Bank of Russia Regulation No. 595‑P, dated 6 July 2017, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’.
Banking Electronic Speedy Payment system was transformed into the speedy funds transfer service.
Intraregional and interregional electronic settlement systems and postal/telegraph technologies were transformed into the non-speedy funds transfer service.
1

2
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STRUCTURE OF BANK OF RUSSIA CUSTOMERS OTHER THAN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS
AND NUMBER OF ACCOUNTS OPENED FOR THEM
(THOUSAND)

Table 46

Number of customers
as of 1.01.2018 as of 1.01.2019
Total

1.2

0.9

Federal Treasury

0.2

Regional and local budget management bodies

0.5

Number of accounts
change over
2018

as of 1.01.2018 as of 1.01.2019

change over
2018

–0.3

50.2

49.4

–0.8

0.2

0.0

47.6

47.4

–0.2

0.4

–0.1

1.9

1.6

–0.3

State-owned institutions financed from budgets
of all levels

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.0

Government and other extra-budgetary funds

0.01

0.01

0.00

0.02

0.02

0.00

Election commissions (referendum commissions)

0.2

0.1

–0.1

0.3

0.1

–0.2

Other organisations

0.2

0.1

–0.1

0.3

0.2

–0.1
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ACCC — agricultural consumer credit cooperative
AFI — Alliance for Financial Inclusion
AML/CFT — anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism
APEC — Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
API — application programming interface
Bank of Russia PS — Bank of Russia payment system
BCBS — Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
BESP — banking electronic speedy payment system
BIS — Bank for International Settlements
BPM6 — the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International Investment
Position Manual
BRICS — Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa
CCC — consumer credit cooperative
CCCH — Central Catalogue of Credit Histories
CCP — central counterparty
CD — central depository
CDS — credit default swap
CHB — credit history bureau
CI — credit institution
CIS — Commonwealth of Independent States
CMTPLI — compulsory motor third-party liability insurance
Coupon OBR — Bank of Russia coupon bonds
CPMI — BIS Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures
CSC — Bank of Russia cash settlement centre
DIA — State Corporation Deposit Insurance Agency
EAEU — Eurasian Economic Union
ECB — European Central Bank
ELA — emergency liquidity assistance mechanism
EME — emerging market economies
E-money — electronic money
EMP — electronic means of payment
EU — European Union
EXIAR — Russian Agency for Export Credit and Investment Insurance
FAO — UN Food and Agriculture Organisation
FAS — Federal Antimonopoly Service
FBS — Federal Bailiff Service
FBSC — Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation
FBSC AMC Ltd. — Limited Liability Company Fund of Banking Sector Consolidation
Asset Management Company
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Federal Law No. 86‑FZ — Federal Law No. 86‑FZ, dated 10 July 2002,
‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’
Federal Law No. 115‑FZ — Federal Law No. 115‑FZ, dated 7 August 2001,
‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes
and the Financing of Terrorism’
Federal Law No. 395‑1 — Federal Law No. 395‑1, dated 2 December 1990,
‘On Banks and Banking Activities’
FinCERT — Financial Sector Computer Emergency Response Team of the Bank of Russia
Information Security Department
FinCERT AIPS — FinCERT Automated Incident Processing System
FMS — financial messaging system
FPS — Faster Payments System
FSB — Financial Stability Board
FSS Conso File — functional sub-system Supervised Institution Consolidated File
FSUE — federal state unitary enterprise
FTS — Federal Tax Service
GDP — gross domestic product
GKO — government short-term bonds
GSO — government savings bonds
HML — housing mortgage loans
HSC — housing savings cooperative
IAIS — International Association of Insurance Supervisors
IBL — loans, deposits and other funds placed (raised) in the interbank market
IBRD — International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
ICAAP — internal capital adequacy assessment process
IE — insurance entities
IFRS — International Financial Reporting Standards
IFX-Cbonds — Russian corporate bond index (calculated by Interfax and Cbonds.ru
news agencies)
IMF — International Monetary Fund
IOSCO — International Organization of Securities Commissions
IOSCO MMоU — IOSCO Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding Concerning Consultation
and Cooperation and the Exchange of Information
IRB approach — internal ratings-based approach to calculating credit risk
IT — information technologies
JSC RNRC — Joint-stock Company Russian National Reinsurance Company
JSC SPCEX — Joint-stock Company Saint Petersburg Currency Exchange
LIBOR — London Interbank Offered Rate
MC — management company
MCC — microcredit company
MFC — microfinance company
MFO — microfinance organisation
MIACR — Moscow Interbank Actual Credit Rate
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MOEXREPO — MOEX CCP Bond Repo Rate
MOEXREPOEQ — MOEX CCP Equity Repo Rate
NAV — net asset value
NCI — non-bank credit institution
NCI JSC NSD — Non-bank Credit Institution Joint-stock Company National Settlement
Depository
NCI NCC (JSC) — Non-bank Credit Institution — Central Counterparty National Clearing Centre
(Joint-stock Company)
NFI — non-bank financial institution
NFI PSMP — non-bank financial institutions which are professional securities market
participants
NPCS — national payment card system
NPF — non-governmental pension fund
NPL 90+ — Non-performing loans 90+ (loans overdue for over 90 days)
NPS — national payment system
NRU HSE — National Research University Higher School of Economics
NSD PS — NSD payment system
NWF — National Wealth Fund
OBR — Bank of Russia bonds
OECD — Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
OFZ — federal government bonds
OFZ-AD — debt depreciation federal government bonds
OFZ-IN — inflation-indexed federal government bonds
OFZ-n — federal government bonds for individuals
OFZ-PD — permanent coupon-income federal government bonds
OFZ-PK — variable coupon-income federal government bonds
OPEC — Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
OVOZ — MinFin bonds
PJSC Moscow Exchange — Public Joint-stock Company Moscow Exchange MICEX-RTS
PJSC Sberbank — Public Joint-stock Company Sberbank of Russia
PSMP — professional securities market participant
RGBEY — Russian Government Bonds Effective Yield to Redemption
RTS — Russian Trading System
RUONIA — Ruble OverNight Index Average
SDMX — Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange
SDR — special drawing rights
SIBSD — Systematically Important Banks Supervision Department
SICI — systemically important credit institution
SME — small and medium-sized enterprise
SOBS — Service for Ongoing Banking Supervision
SRO — self-regulatory organisation in the financial market
SWIFT — Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications
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TCL — total cost of loan
UIF — unit investment fund
UN — United Nations
UPSS — unified portal of state and municipal services (functions)
US Fed — US Federal Reserve System
VAT — value added tax
VEB.RF — State Development Corporation VEB.RF
XBRL — eXtensible Business Reporting Language
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